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To Barbara Elisabeth and my family, a permanent source of inspiration.

Franz Haas Jr. (1946–2006) introduced me to the wafers and waffles subject areas

and challenged me to explore them from a food science viewpoint. You will find the

results of this introduction in this book. Recipes shall follow in an upcoming book.
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PREFACE

Wafers and waffles have grown to be important segments within the industrially man-

ufactured bakery products category. However, comparatively there is little public knowl-

edge about the technology used to make them. After almost 30 years of working in

the area, writing this book is a way to give the knowledge I received from many people

during that time. Spreading expertise and ideas can lead to inspiring the development of

new products and opportunities.

K.F. Tiefenbacher

Absam, Austria

We owe almost all of our knowledge not to those who have agreed but to those who have
differed.

Charles Caleb Colton
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FOREWORD

The Textbook on The Technology of Wafers and Waffles has compiled the most important

and recent insights in the field of current wafer and waffle technology from an expert

perspective. The author, Prof. Dr. Karl Tiefenbacher, is an internationally recognized

and highly renowned industry specialist. As a long-time member of our team, he headed

the Research and Application Development department, which he established and man-

aged for 25 years with vision and comprehensive expertise.

Our research in the wafer andwaffle field plays a highly central role and forms the basis

for innovative product development and the resulting successful production. Haas com-

bines decades of expertise in systems engineering with the highest standards of quality.

The impact of new product trends, for example, must be defined, interpreted and

implemented to design suitable and efficient production systems. Only a perfect technical

interaction of raw materials, processes and machines can guarantee consistent and reliable

product quality.

Based on his many years of work and comprehensive expertise, Karl Tiefenbacher

presents these and other principles for the readers in his book in a previously

unmatched way.

J. Haas, J. Haas, S. Jiraschek

Leobendorf, Austria
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

1.1 TERMINOLOGY AND DEFINITIONS IN WAFERS AND WAFFLES

1.1.1 Wafers
1.1.1.1 Two Meanings
The word wafer in food technology has two meanings

(1) Light, thin and crisp food items baked from batters.

(2) Thin, crisp cookies (biscuits)—a term primarily used in the United States.

Within the bookwe exclusively talk about the first mentioned wafers—the light, thin and

crisp food items baked from batters.

1.1.1.2 The Characteristics of Wafers
Most wafers bake in hot metal moulds and are available in sheets, hollow figures, wafer

cones or with different intricate shapes. Flute wafers (wafer sticks) bake on hot metal

drums. Characteristic features are the following:

a. Wafers are very thin biscuits with an overall thickness of about 2.5 mm (range from

less than 1 to 5 mm) and they quite frequently have the typical narrowly spaced wafer

pattern on both sides. Wafer paper is a similar product baked in sheets of less than

1 mm thickness without any pattern.

b. Wafers show precisely formed, smooth surfaces. These have details such as reedings

or logos grooved into the baking moulds.

c. Wafers are of a delicate, crisp and light texture. The specific gravity of flat and hollow

wafers is 0.2 g/cm3 or less. In the cross section you see a highly aerated matrix, pri-

marily composed of gelatinized starch.

d. The crispness of wafers is a result of the low residual moisture after baking, typically in

the range of 1%–2%. The starch-protein matrix is in the glassy state. Wafers are quite

hygroscopic and require high moisture barrier packaging. The crisp texture is lost at

about 6%–7% moisture content.

1.1.1.3 The Two Basic Types of Wafers
1. No/low sugar wafers

Those contain zero to a few percent of sucrose or other sugars on a flour base.

Typical products are flat and hollow wafer sheets and moulded wafer cones and

cups—all of them baked in closed moulds under pressure with substantial steam

The Technology of Wafers and Waffles I © 2017 Elsevier Inc.
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leavening.With sheet wafer processing after baking, the wafer typically is sandwiched

to form wafer biscuits with sweet fillings, and the wafer biscuit may then be enrobed

with chocolate.

2. Sugar wafers

More than 10% of sugars on a flour base result in some plasticity of the freshly

baked hot wafers. At even higher sugar percentages, the wafers are formed into

different shapes by rolling, pressing or deep forming; this is possible before the sugar

resolidifies during the cooldown. There is a wide range of sugar wafer products:

• Sugar wafer cones: moulded, rolled or rolled and deep-formed into cups.

• Sugar wafer reels.

• Flute wafers (wafer sticks, wafer rolls).

• Fan wafers and fortune cookies.

• Sugar wafer cookies, the crisp or crumbly part in the range of waffles.

For both types of wafers, the main ingredient is wheat flour. That fits very well into cur-

rent dietary recommendations to consume more cereals. Moreover, wafer products with

a partial replacement of wheat flour and gluten-free wafers are increasingly available.

Industrially manufactured wafers belong to the category of bakery products with a

long shelf life, which also includes crackers, pretzels and biscuits (cookies).

1.1.1.4 Maintaining Consistent Terminology
For the crisp wafer products, baked almost dry to about 2%moisture or less, do not use the

term ‘waffle’. The unreflecting mixed use of wafer and waffle is a great source of con-

fusion in the patent, scientific, and common literature and on the internet. Waffles are of

a soft texture, with a moisture content of 10% or more.

1.1.2 Waffles
Waffles baked from batters or doughs in indented waffle irons show a raised, cake-like

texture. The spacing of the waffle pattern typically is wider than in wafers. Aeration,

chemical leavenings, or yeast leavens them. Waffles are convenience foods, eaten either

as a snack or as a breakfast item. Due to local traditions or eating habits acquired more

recently, there is a wide variety of waffle products. Today we find the following main

groups of waffle products in the market:

1. Ready-to-eat (RTE) waffles are made from rich recipes that include eggs, sugars and fats.

Due to their moisture content of 10% or more, they are of a soft texture. Their origin

is in the Belgium—Netherlands—Northern France area in Western Europe. Some

waffle names reflect this, although RTE waffles are available worldwide.

2. Crisp, thin waffles from the same area, which in fact are wafer cookies (biscuits) (nl/fr

galetten/galettes). Instead of the cookie baking oven process, these bake between

waffle-patterned plates and have a low residual moisture content.

2 The Technology of Wafers and Waffles I



3. Frozen waffles are based on lean recipes that include just little of eggs, sugars and fats or

even are nonsweet. These are partially baked until there is about 40% moisture left,

and they are sent to a freezer immediately; their cooking is completed in the toaster or

microwave oven immediately before consumption. Frozen waffles are common in

North America and have been since the 1950s due to the widely available logistics

for the distribution of frozen foods. In Europe, only industrially manufactured ‘Brus-

sels waffles’ require frozen distribution. In combination with a variety of either sweet

or savoury toppings, they are ideal for breakfast and quick lunch.

1.1.2.1 Maintaining Consistent Terminology
For the soft-textured waffles, connected to a moisture content of 10% or more, do not use

the term ‘wafer’. The unreflecting mixed use of waffle and wafer is a great source of con-

fusion in the patent, scientific, and common literature and on the internet. Wafers are

baked almost dry to about 2% moisture, and they are of a crisp texture.

For the crisp-textured wafer cookies (biscuits) (nl/fr galetten/galettes), baked almost dry

to about 2% moisture, do not use the term ‘waffle’ as well.

1.1.3 The Various Products and Terms in the Wafers and Waffles Segment
1.1.3.1 Belgian Waffles
The term ‘Belgian waffles’ is not a traditional one; it was coined in the United States more

recently for RTE waffles in difference to the North American frozen waffles.

1.1.3.2 Communion Wafer (Host, Altar/Eucharistic/Sacramental Bread)
Communion wafer are small, thin no-sugar wafers for religious services. They are made

fromwafer paper batters consisting of just water, flour and/or starch. Communion wafers

frequently carry reliefs with symbols. They are frequently round and stamped.

1.1.3.3 Fan Wafers
Fan wafers are crunchy, sweet tasting and fan-shaped sugar wafer pieces. The

manufacturing is by either of the following processes:

1. Baking sugar wafer batter between baking plates into thin, round wafer discs. The hot

pliable discs—by folding, post forming, possibly in combination with embossing and

cutting of the edges—form into fans.

2. Folding a thin, endless sugar wafer band baked on a hot rotating drum by partial over-

lapping into a multiple layered flat sugar wafer band that, while still being hot and

pliable, is formed by continuous embossing and stamping into single fan wafer pieces.

1.1.3.4 Flat Wafers
Flat wafers are wafer sheets baked from no/low sugar batters in closed baking tongs. The

aeration by steam and the setting of the composing macromolecules, starch and proteins
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generate the light and porous texture. The crispness is a result of the low residual moisture

of 2% or less after baking. Flat wafers are the most common wafer products worldwide,

and many sugar wafer biscuits (wafer bars, wafer fingers) are filled with creams.

1.1.3.5 Fortune Cookies
Fortune cookies use the same type of sugar wafer batter, baked into rounded patties as

for fan wafers (Section 1.1.3.3) of the first type. The cookie results from the automatic

forming of the hot wafer patty in three steps, prebending, inserting the fortune paper and

folding to close.

1.1.3.6 Flute Wafers (Wafer Sticks, Wafer Rolls, Wafer Curls)
Flute wafers, synonymous with wafer sticks, roll wafers, or wafer curls, are crisp, multi-

layered wafers manufactured from an endless, thin sugar wafer band rolled into a flute

shape. One characteristic of these thin and long wafers is the structure from thin glassy

layers being responsible for the unique, delicate, and crisp texture. Flute wafers belong to

the group of high sugar wafers, and it has the highest sugar percentage. Most products are

cream-filled or coated inside. Fan wafers are derived from the endless wafer band process,

and they are preform pressed or folded into flat pieces. They can also be moulded into

wafer pralines.

They might be confused with the small group of thicker, harder textured sugar wafer

reels, which are sometimes called wafer sticks as well.

1.1.3.7 Hollow Wafers (Shaped Wafers)
Hollow wafers are either the following:

1. Wafer sheets baked from no/low sugar batters in closed baking tongs. The coinci-

dence of aeration by steam and setting of the composing macromolecules, starch

and proteins generate the light and porous texture. The crispness is a result of the

low residual moisture of 2% or less after baking. Hollow wafer sheets are still of

increasing importance when creating wafer bars and wafer pralines, andmany of them

are wafer products in the premium segment of the market.

2. Wafer cones and cups, single baked in closed baking moulds. Most of them are made

from no/low sugar batters; some include sugar, but they have less sugar than sugar

wafers. The aeration by steam and setting of the composing macromolecules, starch

and proteins generate the light and porous texture. The crispness is a result of the low

residual moisture of 2% or less after baking.

1.1.3.8 Noncreamed Wafers
The new term, noncreamed wafers, refers to crisp wafers without any additional fillings

or enrobing. A traditional market for noncreamed wafers is in Northern Europe

(Scandinavia, Russia), where ‘wafer bread’ is available. These are flat wafers with deep
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reeding and are cut into crispbread format. The recipe is similar to that of the plain wafer,

but more salt and spices are added. It is a lighter and softer substitute for crispbread.

In other European markets, noncreamed larger cuts of sheet wafers are found to make

wafer tarts at home by filling themwith self-prepared creams. Newer developments, seen

in Asia and at Interpack 2014, are crisp wafer snacks, manufactured from sheet wafers and

sprinkled with sugar, spices, and oil or prepared by using tasty nonwheat flours such as

chickpea flour or corn flour.

1.1.3.9 Sandwich Wafer Bars
These are sugar wafer biscuits with just two wafer layers and one layer of cream. Both the

wafers and the cream layers typically are thicker to prevent thewafer bar frombeing too thin.

1.1.3.10 Snack Size Flute Wafers
Bite sized flute wafer ‘pillow’ snacks are just 25–30 mm in length, and they are formed by

crimping flute wafers (wafer sticks, wafer rolls, wafer curls) while they are still in the hot,

formable state.

1.1.3.11 Sugar Wafer Biscuits (Wafer Fingers)
Sugarwaferbiscuits orwafer fingers are thecombinationof twoormore layers of no/lowsugar

wafers with intermediate layers of cream filling. Optionally, there is a chocolate enrobing.

1.1.3.12 Wafer Books
Wafer books are formed by layering two or more wafer sheets to a stack with inter-

mediate cream layers in the ‘book-building’ or ‘book-forming’ process.

1.1.3.13 Wafer Bread
There are several definitions for wafer bread:

1. A softer substitute for crispbread, made from flat wafer sheets and popular in some

countries of Central and Northern Europe, and Russia. They are about 5 mm in

thickness due to deeper reedings on both sides or specifically grooved nonwafer pat-

terns. The recipe is without sugar and has more salt and spices included compared to

regular wafer recipes.

2. Communion wafer or host (altar bread, Eucharistic bread, sacramental bread) for reli-

gious service. These are small, thin, no-sugar wafers made from wafer paper batters

consisting of just water, flour and/or starch. Communion wafers may carry reliefs

with symbols. They are frequently round and stamped.

3. The new segment of noncreamed wafers, either from fermented batters to impart

some bread-like flavour or with adherent sweet or spicy toppings.
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1.1.3.14 Wafer Bricelets
Bricelets are thin, roundwafercookiesbakedbetweenplateswithawaferpatternor someorna-

mental pattern. There is a close relation to the Swiss ‘br€atzeli’ and the Italian ‘pizelle’ cookies.
Please note: Some other thin cookies that are not manufactured on wafer equipment

are called bricelets as well.

1.1.3.15 Wafer Cookies—Wafer Biscuits
There are two meanings to these terms for wafer-related, almost moisture-free products:

1. Wafer cookies or wafer fingers are the result of combining two or more layers of no/

low sugar wafers with intermediate layers of cream filling. Optionally there is choc-

olate enrobing. Alternatively the terms “sugar wafer cookie” and “sugar wafer

biscuits” can be found (cf. Chapter 6).

2. Small, dry-baked crunchy or crumbly biscuits/cookies are manufactured by baking

doughs in grooved tongs, carrying either the smaller wafer or the wider waffle pattern

and possibly including logos. The waffle-patterned ones look similar to “Belgian”

waffles and originate from the same area as waffles. They typically are rich in butter

(fat), eggs, or sugar and have some similarity to short dough biscuits made from the

biscuit oven process (cf. Chapter 9). Wafer bricelets and pizelles fall in the same

category.

Caveat: In North America biscuits are a synonym for different small quick breads such as

muffins, brownies, buns, and tea cakes, being all chemically leavened and of a soft and

moist texture.

1.1.3.16 Wafer Cones/Cups
These are hollow wafers, single-baked piece by piece for application with ice cream and

in food serving. The basic types are the following:

(1) Moulded wafer cones or ‘cake cones’, made from a no/low sugar batter in an one-

step moulding and baking operation.

(2) Moulded sugar wafer cones as in (1) but with some sugar content.

(3) Rolled sugar wafer cones with higher sugar contents, in the range of 30% in the final

cone. Made by baking a round, flat sugar wafer patty first, followed by subsequent

rolling into a cone shape while being still hot and pliable due to the molten sugar.

(4) Sugar wafer cups, manufactured by deep-forming the round, flat sugar wafer patty in

a cup mould while still being hot and pliable due to the molten sugar.

1.1.3.17 Wafer Paper (German: Oblaten)
These are very thin edible sheets that are manufactured between smooth plates and from a

very fluid starch or flour batter. Sometimes the term ‘rice paper’—thin white sheets from

a nonwafer baking process—is used erroneously for wafer paper.

6 The Technology of Wafers and Waffles I



1.1.3.18 Wafer Pattern and Waffle Pattern
The typicalwafer pattern in flatwafer sheets comes from shallow,V-shapedgrooving lines in

the baking plates, crossing at 90-degree angles. The finished sheet then carries reedings

with narrow spacing, from 2.5 to 6 mm mostly. The height of the reedings is from 0.3

to 0.8 mm, just for thick sheets with deep reedings up to 2 mm. The reedings on the bot-

tomside are at 45degrees to thoseof the top side,which addsmechanical stability.The look

of the wafers depends to both the distance and the depth of the reeding lines:

Waffles are much thicker products, from 10 up to 20 mmmostly. Here, both the spac-

ing of the reedings and their depth are bigger in correspondence to the waffle thickness.

Only stroopwafles carry a narrowly spaced wafer pattern.

Wafer cookies can have either the finer wafer pattern (galettes fines) or the coarser pat-

tern similar to waffles (galettes parisienne).

1.1.3.19 Wafer Reels
Sugar wafer reels are short, cylindrical pieces of crunchy sugar wafers. They are baked

from a batter that is high in sugar into oblong patties. After baking, while still hot, these

are rolled into a cylinder. After cooling and solidification of the sugar, the cylinders are

saw cut into short pieces that subsequently are

• Saturated with oil by being sprayed with oil or passed through an oil curtain. The oil

reduces the dryness when eating and improves the taste.

• Optionally the reels then are one half each or fully dipped into chocolate.

Sugar wafer reels are different from flute wafers (wafer sticks, roll wafers, curl wafers)

manufactured from a thin, endless sugar wafer band baked on a hot rotating drum and

characterized by multiple thin glassy layers of an unique, delicate, and crisp texture

(Chapter 7). Some confusion might come from the fact that the term ‘wafer sticks’ is

in use for sugar wafer reels as well.

1.1.3.20 Waffles, Frozen
Frozen waffles are a popular food item in North America; however the recipe is quite

different from that of the European RTE waffles. Frozen food logistics was beginning

in the 1950s in the United States when ‘froffles’ (frozen waffles) were introduced by Frank

Dorsa and became a success. Due to their eggy taste, people soon started to call them

‘eggos’. The construction of carousel ovens led to these new partially baked waffles being

baked industrially. Due to their partial baking, frozen waffles are much higher in residual

moisture content, that is in the range of 35%–40%. The shelf life of frozen waffles is much

longer, 1 year and more.

Frozen waffles are cooked in the toaster, the oven, or in the microwave before con-

sumption. They are ideal for breakfast and quick lunch and come with either sweet or

savoury toppings. Modern frozen waffles in the United States and Canada no longer taste

eggy; they are quite neutral in flavour. The recipes can be lean, low in eggs, sugars and fat,
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or even nonsweet. In Europe, only industrially manufactured Brussels waffles require fro-

zen distribution.

In frozen waffles the main issues of RTE waffles—the sensitivity to microbiological

decay and the progressive loss of the initially soft texture due to starch retrogradation

within a week to a few months’ time—are not relevant. No preservatives, including a

lot of sugar, are required in the recipes.

1.1.3.21 Waffles, Ready to Eat (RTE)
RTE waffles are universal sweet snacks eaten on the go, and they are intended for direct

human consumption without any further processing requirements. RTE waffles origi-

nate from the Belgium—Netherlands—Northern France area inWestern Europe. Some

waffle names reflect that, although RTE waffles are available worldwide. With the

exception of North America, RTE waffles became the most common waffle products

in markets worldwide. RTE waffles are offering baked colour and flavour. Since their

residual moisture is in the range of 14% they are intermediate moisture foods, prone

to microbial growth, primarily of moulds and yeasts. All the operations after baking, from

cooling to ambient up to packaging, require excellent hygienic precautions to avoid any

recontamination.

Characteristic are recipes rich in eggs, sugar and fat, imparting a sweetness, eggy taste

and a soft and chewy texture. They are prepared from fluid batters, pastes, or doughs,

depending on the specific product. The shelf life of RTEwaffles is limited to some weeks

up to a few months, because of structural rearrangements (firming) of the main compo-

nent starch from flour. Any cool or cold storage must be avoided; otherwise the texture

hardening (starch retrogradation) accelerates.

There are attempts to combine RTE waffle manufacturing with fresh bread logistics

and create a new segment for waffles consumed within 1–2 weeks.

1.2 WAFERS AND WAFFLES—SOME HISTORICAL GLIMPSES

As many inventors have confessed their inventorship, there are many stories for the

various wafer and waffle products. However, we know the proverb ‘Success has many

fathers, failure is an orphan’. Here just a few examples of historical facts about wafers

and waffles.

1.2.1 Wafer—The Origins
Our contemporary wafers and waffles definitely are of European origin. We may use the

language, old wafer irons, and old drawings as a guide.

8 The Technology of Wafers and Waffles I



1.2.1.1 The Word ‘Wāfel’
Wāfel is a Middle Low German word. The Middle Low German language was common

around the North Sea and the Baltic Sea from about 1100–1600 AC. Some trace wāfel

further back to the Old High German words waba and wabo (honeycomb). Later the

word wāfel

• was incorporated into Middle English around 1377 as wafer.

• is the source of the French word gaufre, the Dutch word vafel, and the American word

waffle.

Baking irons are referred to as wafer tongs; they originate from the Northwestern parts of

Europe, the oldest dating back to the 9th century. Irons from France and Belgium such as

one in the Gruuthusemuseum Brugge, dated c. 1430, are the first to show elements of the

typical wafer pattern.

1.2.1.2 A Drawing in the ‘Velislai biblia picta’, Dated Between 1325 and 1349
The oldest drawing I found on the baking of wafers like pastries dates back to the first half

of the 14th century (Fig. 1.1).

1.2.1.3 Wafer in Webster’s Revised Unabridged Dictionary, 1913 (Page 1621)
1. (Cookery) A thin cake made of flour and other ingredients.

2. (Eccl.) A thin cake or piece of bread (commonly unleavened, circular and stamped

with a crucifix or with the sacred monogram) used in the Eucharist, as in the Roman

Catholic Church.

Fig. 1.1 Flour sieving andwafer baking. (Velislai biblia picta (Prague) No. 147. (Source: www.godecookery.
com)).
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1.2.2 Oblate (Host)
The word, meaning ‘flattened on the ends’, occurs c. 1705; it is from the Medieval Latin

word oblatus, ‘flattened’ and from the Latin word ob, meaning ‘toward’. Ob+latus is

abstracted from its opposite meaning, prolatus (lengthened).

A second explanation relates to the religious meaning ‘person devoted to religious

work’, which was used in 1756; it is from the Medieval Latin word oblatus and the past

participle offerre, meaning ‘to offer, to bring before’.

Source: www.etymonline.com/index.php?term¼oblate.

1.2.3 Hollow Wafers; Wafer Cones and Cups
A coloured engraving by Philibert Louis Debucourt, ‘The Cafe Frascati in 1807’ (Musee

de la Ville de Paris, Musee Carnavalet) shows a lady eating ice cream in a cone. Robin

Weir’s essay from 2003 states that it is the first document showing cones and he gives an

enlarged detail from that painting in www.historicfood.com/Ice%20Cream%20Cone.

htm (Fig. 1.2).

Fig. 1.2 Antonio Valvona ‘apparatus for baking biscuit cups for ice cream’. (Excerpt from US 701,776-
1901/1902).
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The book of Julien Archambault, Le Cuisinier �econome ou �El�emens nouveaux de cuisine,
de pâtisserie et d’office, Librairie du commerce, Paris, 1825, provides details on page 346 about

rolling a cone from ‘little waffles’.

In 1896, Karl Morstadt from Prague, Austria, applied for a patent, ‘Improvements in

Wafer Capsules for Enclosing Pulverous Medicaments’, granted as GB 1896-26980.

These capsules clearly are starch-based hollow wafers.

In 1901, Antonio Valvona, an Italian living in Manchester, applied for the US patent

701,776, which was granted in 1902. It suggests using wafer tongs to manufacture ice

cream cups from a fluid batter within two-parted baking moulds.

The application of Italo Marchiony, the inventor of ice cream cone manufacturing

according to many sources, was only 2 years later in 1903. He applied for US

746,971, ‘moulding apparatus for forming ice-cream cups and the like’ and disclosed a

three-parted baking tong for ice cream wafer cups.

1.2.4 The First Automatic Wafer Ovens
Frenchman Charles Marie Joseph Brault de Bourneville in 1893 was granted the British

patent GB 1893-13333, ‘Improvements in Apparatus for Baking Biscuits, Wafers, and

other Articles or Materials’. It provides information on a wafer-baking oven with a con-

tinuous chain of wafer tongs.

In 1897 George Samuel Baker from England constructed a gas-heated wafer oven

with six baking tongs for the company Delacre in Belgium: GB 1897-11820, ‘Improve-

ments in or Relating to Ovens and Apparatus Employed in the Manufacture of Wafers

and the Like’. The first travelling wafer oven was introduced by T&TVicars Ltd in 1899.

Wafer saws and wafer creamers followed.

1.2.5 Vienna 1898—The Birth of a Famous Industrial Sugar Wafer Cookie
Manner Original NeapolitanWafers, still on the market today, were invented in 1898 by

the company’s founder, Josef Manner I (Fig. 1.3).

Yesterday we finally received the hazelnuts from Naples—a delivery we had been expecting for
days. Today we started with the series production of the new wafers. We have come up with
a few variations already. I don’t want to make any predictions yet—but personally, I think the
Neapolitan Wafers No. 239 are particularly exceptional!

1.2.6 Sugar Wafer Reels and Flute Wafers (Wafer Sticks)
There is no documentation on the history of thin wafers containing sugar for rolling

before the texture hardens in cooling down. However, the painting of Lubin Baugin

from the 17th century has such products included (Fig. 1.4).
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Industrial manufacturing was developed in Central Europe. The word hippen indi-

cates a thin crispy bakery product. The name is derived from the Old High German word

hipe, meaning thin.

A patent application in 1948 by Karl Thiele, later published as GB 711900, for the first

time discloses a band oven for baking wafers continuously. The application of Werner

Fig. 1.3 Josef Manner I. (Photo: www.manner.com).

Fig. 1.4 Lubin Baugin, Le Dessert de gaufrettes, 1630/1635. (Original: Mus�ee du Louvre, Paris).
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Bahlsen from Germany in 1950 discloses the first endless forming of tubular sugar wafer

reels (GB 693516).

The automatic manufacturing of endless sugar wafer tubes and their cutting into flute

wafers (wafer sticks) is not documented in the patent literature, but it was done by

Rondo-Neisse company in Austria years before 1973.

1.2.7 Waffles
The name waffle is first documented from the book Court Cookery: Or, The Compleat

English Cook by Robert Smith in 1725. It has an old waffle recipe (Fig. 1.5). The ingre-

dient ‘sack’ is a fortified white wine from Spain.

During the 18th and 19th century, well-known waffle types were named after the

location in which they were developed—such as the Flemish, Liege or Brussels waffles.

The stroopwafels were from Gouda in the Netherlands. The generic name ‘Belgian waf-

fles’ coined in the 1950s in the United States still reflects the century-long dominance of

waffles in the Belgium, Northern France, Northern Germany and Netherlands areas.

1.2.7.1 Frozen Waffles
Dutch immigrants introduced European waffles to North America where frozen waffles

dominate. In 1953, making use of the upcoming frozen food logistics, Frank Dorsa intro-

duced a product called ‘froffles’ (frozenwaffles) in US supermarkets. Due to their—at that

time—eggy taste people started calling them ‘eggos’.

FURTHER READING
Archambault, J., 1825. Le Cuisinier �econome ou �El�emens nouveaux de cuisine, de pâtisserie et d’office.

Librairie du commerce, Paris. p. 346.
Bahlsen,W., 1953.Method and Apparatus forMakingMoulded Pastry From PasteWhich Is in aWarm State

After Cooking and Is Still Deformable: Patent GB 693516. (Publication: 01.07.1953).
Baker, G.S., 1897. Improvements in or Relating to Ovens and Apparatus Employed in the Manufacture of

Wafers and the Like: Patent GB 1897-11820. (Publication: 21.08.1897).
Brault de Bourneville, Ch.M.J., 1893. Improvements in Apparatus for Baking Biscuits, Wafers, and Other

Articles or Materials: Patent GB 1893-13333. (Publication: 14.10.1893).

Fig. 1.5 Waffle recipe from 1725. (Court Cookery: Or, The Compleat English Cook, by Robert Smith).
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CHAPTER TWO

Technology of Main Ingredients—Water
and Flours

2.1 WATER—PROPERTIES AND FUNCTIONS IN WAFER AND
WAFFLES

2.1.1 Introduction and Overview
2.1.1.1 Water in Wafer and Waffle Manufacturing
Water is a main ingredient in batters for wafers and batter-based waffles. Hence, the influ-

ence of the water properties is much bigger than in dough-based bakery products.

Amongst others, we will highlight themes like the following:

• Water parameters and their influence on manufacturing

• Water and its interaction with flour in batter mixing

• Gelatinization of starch, the main structure-forming process, and the availability

of water

• The changes when sugar is an additional recipe component in batters

• Water and steam leavening—the consequences for weight, stability, and texture of

wafers

• Water mineralization, baking mould residues, and corrosion of moulds

• Water specifications for the various types of wafers and waffles

The importance and some functions of water in wafer manufacturing have been discov-

ered over the last few years.

2.1.1.2 Moisture in Wafers and Waffles
While this section is on water itself, Chapter 8 will cover all the technological issues

related to moisture and moisture sorption and the relationship between water content

and water activity (AW). AW is an important concept for predicting the texture and shelf

life of wafers and waffles. Physical transitions are taking place here as well: From glassy

over rubbery to viscous, characterizing the change in physical properties due to interac-

tions between water molecules and hydrophilic macromolecules such as starches and

proteins.
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2.1.2 Water Parameters and the Chemistry of Water
2.1.2.1 Analytical Water Parameters
Inmost countries, local suppliers provide water for food purposes. They have a long list of

analytical data on multiple parameters of their water available on request. Table 2.1 has

the most interesting water parameters for our applications.

If any of the effects listed here correspond to your manufacturing situation, we suggest

asking the water suppliers for these data.

2.1.2.2 Important Terms in Water Chemistry
The emphasis here is on terms in relation to wafer and waffle manufacturing issues.

Alkalinity of Water
Alkalinity refers to the buffering capacity of water for acids. Three anions, if present, con-

tribute to the alkalinity: bicarbonates, carbonates, and hydroxides. Bicarbonates are pre-

sent in almost all natural water sources, as are carbonates. Hydroxides exist less frequently

in untreated waters. Determination of the three components is by titration.

In assessing water quality both alkalinity and pH are important. The range for alka-

linity is from 30 to 500 mg/L expressed as calcium carbonate. Waters with levels over

200 mg/L form scale deposits and may taste unpleasantly after boiling. Contrarily, low

water alkalinity is corrosive to pipes because a protecting scale is missing.

Conductivity or Specific Conductance of Water
Conductivity or specific conductance in general is the ability of a material to conduct

electricity (opposite: resistance), heat, or light.

Table 2.1 Water Parameters of Influence in Wafer and Waffle Manufacturing
Parameter Influence on

Water temperature Control of batter temperature; gluten development in mixing no/low

sugar batters

Water hardness Texture and weight; baking mould residues; rolling of sugar cones and

flute wafers (sticks); cleaning efficiency

Carbonate hardness Baking mould soiling if high

Conductivity,

evaporation residue

Baking mould soiling if high; baking mould corrosion if very high

Sulphate, chloride, nitrate

ions

Potential baking mould corrosion

Copper, iron, cobalt,

manganese

Some rancidity (fat oxidation) risk in wafers

Water pH-value Leavening action; filling of the baking mould

Microorganisms in water Cleaning hygiene

Water pressure Carry-in of filth from water ducts
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Conductivity of an electrolytic solution such aswater,measured inμS/cm, is the ability

to conduct electricity. Conductivity is proportional to the ion concentration and, in com-

parison to the total dissolved solids (TDS)method (evaporation residue), is easy tomeasure.

However, the correlation factor depends on the kind of ions present in the water:

Total dissolved solids TDSð Þ in mg=L¼ f � conductivity in μS=cm,

where f is in the range between 0.55 and 0.8 for most of the potable waters. Typically

many correlations base on an intermediate factor of 0.64, as is shown in Table 2.2.

Hardness of Water; Temporary and Permanent Hardness
The (total) hardness of water is defined as the sum of calcium and magnesium ion concen-

trations from soluble salts, both expressed as calcium carbonate in milligrams per litre

(ppm) or in degrees hardness. Here different degree units are common in different coun-

tries (cf. Table 2.3).

Calcium andmagnesium ions over time dissolve in water by theweathering of rocks.

The Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions precipitate when heated and form scale in boilers. They react

with negatively charged chemicals like soap to form insoluble compounds (soap scum).

As a result, hard water reduces the effectivity of cleaning processes. In water treatment,

precipitation processes such as lime softening and lime–soda softening remove most of

the temporary and total hardness, respectively. High hardness of water may affect the

taste of water as well.

In fresh natural water with a pH of 7–8, bicarbonate is the main buffer ion, originating

from carbonate rocks and atmospheric carbon dioxide.When heating such water, carbon

dioxide from the bicarbonate is lost, while the calcium and magnesium ions form the

insoluble carbonate scale. Surface waters contain from less than 25 mg/L up to

500 mg/L of bicarbonates. Depending on pH and alkalinity, a water hardness above

c.200 mg/L results in scale deposition, particularly on heating. The same happens in

wafer baking in principle: the moulds soil gradually by hard water scale depositing.

Temporary hardness in water is a result of the calcium and magnesium bicarbonates,

which, due to the loss of CO2 in heating, precipitate as carbonate scale on boiling.

Table 2.2 Correlation of Conductivity, TDS, and Hardness in Natural Waters
Total dissolved solids
(ppm)a

Conductivity
(μS/cm)

Alkaline earth ions equivalent
(mmol/L)

Water hardness
classification

Below 130 Below 200 Below 1.3 Soft

130–250 200–390 1.3–2.5 Medium hard

250–380 390–600 2.5–3.8 Hard

Over 380 Over 600 Over 3.8 Very hard

aBased on a total dissolved solids—conductivity correlation factor of 0.64.
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The permanent hardness due to other counter anions (sulphate, chloride, and nitrate)

remains in the water.

There is some but not strict relation between water hardness, TDS (evaporation res-

idue), and conductivity.

TDS—Evaporation Residue
TDS refers to the concentration of dissolved matter in a water sample, usually expressed

in mg/L (ppm). When evaporating a sample by boiling, the TDS remains (evaporation

residue). TDS comprise inorganic salts such as bicarbonates, nitrates, chlorides and sul-

phates of calcium, magnesium, potassium, and sodium, and any minor amounts of

organic matter dissolved in filtered water. Because organic matter is either nonpresent

or volatile, the TDS mostly is the same as the total concentration of inorganic salts.

Therefore, a quite close correlation to conductivity (specific conductance) exists. If

the TDS determination goes to temperatures well above the boiling point, the bicarbon-

ates convert to carbonates and reduce the TDS value accordingly.

There is no sanitary reason for a low limit in TDS. Therefore, in the WHO standards

as well as in local drinking water standards there is a high TDS figure, up to 1500 mg/L.

However, based on influences on water taste, colour, staining, scaling, and corrosion

properties, a limit for TDS is to be seen somewhere in the range of 500 mg/L in practice.

2.1.3 Functions of Water in Wafer and Waffle Processing
The old belief that water is just water is not valid anymore if we look onto the multiple

functions—particularly in wafer batters consisting of a high percentage of water. More-

over, there are not many other ingredients that reduce the influence of water. The most

important functions of water are the following:

1. Water is the essential dilution medium in batter mixing to adjust for a smooth and well

flowing batter. A moderate batter viscosity is required to reduce or avoid any gluten

development during the mixing. The wafer batter viscosity typically is in the range of

250–1200 mPa s at 20°C. In viscosity determination by a flow cup (100 mL, 8 mm

orifice), we target a flow time in the range of 8–25 s, depending on the individual

situation.

2. The temperature of water in most cases is the main parameter for controlling the batter

temperature, since it can be regulated more easily than the other big influential factors:

the flour temperature and the temperature of the mixing equipment.

3. Water is the heat transfer medium for a fast and quite homogeneous heat distribution in

baking.

4. The main step in baking, the gelatinization of starch and structural setting, requires suf-

ficient water. If the water level in a recipe is overly reduced, a more inhomogeneous

wafer texture is observed that
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• Reflects any differences in starch gelatinization within the different areas of the

sheet due to regionally different early evaporation effects

• Additionally, it is an indicator for some gluten development in batter mixing

On the contrary, with overly high water levels in the batter the wafer edges get very

soft while the sheet centres increasingly are glassy hard and sometimes even badly

moulded in their details. The sheets then are low in weight, fragile, and easily

delaminating in cutting.

Within that span—a thick batter with high gluten development risk and a very

runny batter and fragile sheets—for every wafer flour there is an optimumwater level

in the recipe and correspondingly in sheet quality. However, a low level of water

reduces the sheet quality and saves less energy than commonly thought.

5. The fast evaporation of water during the first baking phase is the main leavening prin-

ciple in wafers. Wafer baking is “foaming by steam,” and more water results in lighter

and more fragile wafers

6. In the finished wafer, an increase in moisture content results in structural plasticization:

From the very crisp texture at 1%–2% residual moisture after baking to a harder crisp-

ness after wafer maturing to about 4%moisture. The wafer only stays crisp if the mois-

ture content during shelf life can be kept well below a limit of 6%–7%
7. Further influences of water quality parameters are (cf. Table 2.1)

• Textural softness or hardness of the wafers (see Chapter 6 for details)

• Acceleration of plate soiling effects

• The level of sugars required for proper rolling of rolled wafer cones and flute wafers

(see Chapter 7 for details),

• Highly mineralized water triggers corrosion effects in the baking mould

8. InBelgianwaffles basedonbatters, thewater level influencesnot just theviscosity and the

specific gravity/density in batter aerationbut the final texture.Themoisturecontent inmost

waffle batters is from 53% to 59%, in waffle doughs even down to 20% only. The right

quantity depends on the waffle type, the flour absorption, and the level of sugars. That

moisture level includesmoisture both fromaddedwater and fromother bulk ingredients

such as fresh eggs (75%), flour (14%), syrups (20%–26%), or butter/margarine (18%)

• Select the water temperature to reach the targeted final batter temperature, most

frequently in the range of 24–30°C. Thus any higher percentage of a solid fat

phase in the batter is avoided.

• Water is the solvent for sugars and other water-soluble ingredients. Particularly

any higher quantities of sugar in the recipes “structure” the water and reduce

the hydration and swelling of the flour. Thereby, the viscosity of the baking mass

and its mould filling properties are influenced in a positive way

• Water hydrates the proteins frommilk and egg powders as a prerequisite for inter-

nal binding, emulsification, and aeration. The protein-bound water later is

released partially when the temperature rises during the baking phase
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• Moisture in waffles, besides during the baking process (starch gelatinization, vol-

ume expansion by steam) is required to have some residual moisture content left

in order to keep the finished baked waffles soft

9. Water is used for an efficient periodical cleaning and disinfection of all batter-contacted

vessels and pipes. Native wheat flour contains high counts of microorganisms. These

can sour a batter quite quickly. In cleaning, first flush any residual flour particles away

by cold water to avoid any gelatinization and stickiness of the resulting starch glue

later in hot cleaning. Later hot water not less than 85°C or disinfectant solutions

are applied. Using hot water solely, maintain in the system for about 2 min a temper-

ature of at least 77°C. The heat penetrates deposits and crevices and inactivates micro-

organisms. High water hardness reduces the efficiency of cleaning and leaves stains on

equipment surfaces. In such case, use destaining acids periodically. In contrary to wet,

batter-contacted devices, frequent water cleaning of cream equipment is not rec-

ommended because complete drying afterward is difficult.

Some more details on the cleaning function are provided in following chapters.

2.1.4 The Hardness of Water: Units, Classes and Impact
2.1.4.1 International Units for Water Hardness
Data on water hardness are available from your local water supplier; there are also test

strips or kits for self-testing available. The divalent calcium and magnesium cations, dis-

solved in water are the twomost commonminerals that make water hard. Internationally

many different units for measuring hardness are quite some source of confusion. Table 2.3

Table 2.3 International Units Conversion Table for Water Hardness

Hardness
Conversion

Alkaline
Earth Ions
(mmol/L)

Alkaline
Earth Ions
(mval/L)

United
States (ppm)
(CaCO3)

German
Degree
(°d)

English
Degree
(°e)

French
Degree
(°f )

Russian
Degree
(°ru)

1 mmol/L 1 2 100 5.6 7.02 10 40

1 mval/L 0.5 1 50 2.8 3.51 5 20

1 ppm

CaCO3

0.01 0.02 1 0.056 0.0702 0.1 0,4

1 German

degree

0.178 0.357 17.8 1 1.25 1.78 7.12

1 English

degree

0.1425 0.285 14.25 0.798 1 1.425 5.72

1 French

degree

0.1 0.2 10 0.56 0.702 1 4

1 Russian

degree

0.025 0.05 2.5 0.14 0.18 0.25 1

Some more details for comparison and calculation: 1 German degree (°d) is equivalent to 10 mg/L CaO or 7.19 mg/L
MgO; 1 English degree (°e) is synonymous with 1 Clark degree or 1 grain/imperial gallon; and 1 grain/US gallon is equiv-
alent to 0.171 mmol/L/17.1 ppm/0.958°d/1,2°e/1.71°f/6.84°ru.
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will assist in providing an overview on the hardness units in different countries. For

North American countries the ppm or the mmol/L units are widely applied, while in

other countries such as Germany, France, United Kingdom, Russia, and other regions

influenced by these countries, local units are common.

2.1.4.2 Hardness Classification
Water suppliers and detergent manufacturers utilize a useful grouping of the water hard-

ness into four classes: soft, medium hard, hard, and very hard (Table 2.4).

2.1.4.3 The Impact of Water Hardness and Ionic Composition
The awareness on the impact of hard water on the different types of wafers and on the

baking moulds is rather new

1. Wafer texture—hard water increases both the textural hardness and the brittleness. The

force required for biting and breaking the wafer correlates to water hardness but at a

reduced flexibility of the wafer—the deformation being possible before it breaks.

2. Rolling of sugar wafers—the hard water in rolled sugar cones, flute wafers (wafer sticks),

deep-formed sugar wafer bowls, and similar sugar wafers impairs the rolling and for-

ming of the hot, freshly baked wafer pieces. More sugar in the recipe is required to

bring back the rolling and forming properties with soft water. That is costly and

increases the sweetness.

3. Baking mould residues—hard water builds boiler scale-like residues on the baking

moulds quite quickly. Shorter cleaning intervals then are the consequence.

4. Baking mould corrosion—waters with a high conductivity, above approx. 600 μS/cm,

induce corrosion effects for the cast iron moulds during long-term use. Any corrosion

here relates to the presence of higher levels of certain anions such as sulphate, chlo-

ride, and nitrate, and the alkalinity level of the water.

2.1.5 Water Hardness Effects on Wafers and Baking Moulds
2.1.5.1 The Influence of Water Hardness on Wafer Texture
Texture hardening effects of calcium ions are well-known from processing vegetables

and fruits. Divalent cations such as calcium and magnesium are able to bridge ionic

Table 2.4 Classification of Water Hardness

Hardness
Classes

Alkaline
Earth Ions
(mmol/L)

Alkaline
Earth Ions
(mval/L)

United
States ppm
(CaCO3)

German
Degree
(°d)

English
Degree
(°e)

French
Degree
(°f )

Russian
Degree
(°ru)

Soft <1.3 <2.6 <130 <7 <9 <13 <52

Medium

hard

1.3–2.5 2.6–5. 130–250 7–14 9–18 13–25 52–100

Hard 2.5–3.8 5–7.6 250-380 14–21 18–27 25–38 100–152
Very hard >3.8 >7.6 >380 >21 >27 >38 >152
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groups in macromolecules. We assume that a similar effect happens when a wafer texture

becomes harder when hard water is used for batter preparation. Both proteins and

starches from flour carry charged groups for interlinking. The divalent ions calcium

and magnesium from the water hardness coordinate and bind such charged molecules

into bigger units. The effect of increased wafer hardness by hard water and the higher

wafer weights observed are attributable to either of the following:

• The formation of ion-bridged bigger units restrict the batter flow in the hot baking

moulds. More batter is required for a complete fill with the consequence of a higher

wafer weight and a harder texture.

• A direct structural hardening by bridging charged groups within the final

baked wafer.

As we have seen in many baking tests, water hardness influences both the wafers’ hardness

and brittleness:

• Wafer hardness relates to the force needed to break a wafer or bite through. Hard

water increases the hard texture.

• Wafer brittleness relates to the bending angle to reach the breakpoint. Hard water

reduces that angle, and the wafers become less flexible.

For no/low sugar wafers, water at the boundary of the “soft” and “medium hard” class

according to Table 2.4 works best in manufacturing.

In case you wish to reduce wafer hardness to a softer crispness in texture, water treatment

by ion exchange or reverse osmosis are the ways to go. Keep an eye on proper function-

ing of the softening to avoid any texture fluctuations.

For a harder, crunchier texture, consider even the addition of soluble mineral salts such as

calcium chloride or magnesium chloride in order to substitute a certain water hardness

level. Check the approval and labelling requirements for such an addition. Both of these

salts in high concentration, which is not required for a good hardening effect, would

impart a bitter taste to the wafer.

2.1.5.2 The Influence of Water Hardness on the Forming of Hot Sugar Wafers
In all types of sugar wafers, which are rolled or deep-formed immediately after baking,

the still molten sugar acts as a plasticizer. Hard water stiffens the structure and reduces that

plasticizing effect. Hence, a slightly higher level of sugar, from 1% to 4%more, is required

for proper brittle-free rolling and forming in rolled sugar cones, deep-formed sugar wafer

bowls, wafer reels, and flute wafers (sticks).

Save a small percentage of sugar: For hot-formed sugar wafer types, we recommend

soft water in batter preparation.

2.1.5.3 The Influence of Water Hardness on Baking Mould Residues
Together with magnesium, calcium is the mineral in water that contributes in a prom-

inent way to the formation of baking mould residues. Research at the Franz Haas
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technical centre demonstrated that calcium accumulates in baking mould residues. We

found 1% and more of calcium in such residues, despite the much lower concentration

of calcium within all of the batter ingredients (Tiefenbacher, unpublished). We presume

some parallels to the formation of scale in boilers and hot water pipes. That would explain

the hardness of the baking mould residues in no/low sugar wafers. Practical experience

from comparing the mould cleaning intervals in plants with soft and hard water support

these assumptions.

2.1.5.4 The Influence of Water Hardness on Baking Mould Corrosion
Corrosion is the deterioration or destruction of baking mould surfaces by a chemical or

electrochemical attack, either in a homogeneous way or locally (pitting). The corrosion

process is an oxidation/reduction reaction. In long-term operation a combination of sev-

eral factors catalyze and accelerate these reactions:

• A high level of dissolved solids TDS or a high conductivity, primarily from sulphates,

chlorides, and nitrates (Table 2.2)

• Extremes in pH, either below 6.5, or over 8

• High flow rates in the presence of abrasive solids such as mineral powders

• Any electrochemical corrosion

• High temperatures such as those occurring in the baking process

• Dissolved oxygen

• Any corrosion related to bacterial activity

The ratio of the chloride plus sulphate to the bicarbonate’s concentration (Larson ratio)

proved to be helpful in assessing the corrosiveness of highly mineralized waters to cast

iron. The well-known Langelier Index is not of importance here.

Cast iron, pure or chromium-plated, is the preferred baking mould material and has

excellent strength properties, good heat conductivity, and unique corrosion resistance

characteristics. In the last years, increasing evidence collected at the Franz Haas technical

centre makes it likely that an extremely high mineral content in the water for batter prep-

aration has a strongly negative impact on long-term corrosion

• A few cases of severe baking mould surface corrosion when using water of very high

electrical conductivity, over 800 μS/cm, exist. The type of anions involved in the

high salt levels of such waters has a strong impact here. Our current understanding

is that high levels of sulphates are quite deleterious, followed by chlorides and nitrates.

Batters from such waters are quite strong electrolytes, being reactive in case of any

small potential difference.

• The usual levels of sodium and ammonium bicarbonate leavenings and the usual addi-

tion of salt in the recipe at the typical batter pH in the range from about 6.5–7.5 seems

to be of no serious influence here.

In the end, for waters with a conductivity over 800 μS/cm, one can expect issues with

corrosion. Table 2.5 lists data for water samples from wafer manufacturing plants all over
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the world. For two of the five waters—being high in conductivity, in hardness, and in

sulphate concentration —severe corrosion events came to my knowledge indeed.

2.1.6 Water in Batter Preparation
2.1.6.1 Water Is the Main Component in Batters
Wafer and waffle batters for fluidity reasons are quite high in their water content

(Table 2.6), compared to the water level in bakery doughs such as in bread, cookies,

or in some of the dough-based waffle types. Water is the main ingredient in batters.

2.1.6.2 The Water Temperature Controls the Batter Temperature
For the final batter temperature after mixing, one main influence comes from the water

temperature. The other influences are the flour temperature and the environmental

Table 2.5 Water Hardness and Corrosivity
Country,
Area

Conductivity
(μS/cm)

Hardness
(mmol/L)

Calcium
(mmol/L)

Magnesium
(mmol/L)

Sodium
(mmol/L)

Sulphate
(mmol/L)

Chloride
(mmol/L)

Nitrate
(mmol/L)

Germany,

south

160 0.84 0.82 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.06 0.08

Germany,

west

196 1.19 1.10 0.10 0.38 0.19 0.30 0.00

Russia,

central

250 1.19 0.77 0.42 0.25 0.62 0.23 0.04

Germany,

east

270 1.17 1.01 0.15 0.25 0.36 0.24 0.24

Austria,

central

289 1.25 1.02 0.24 – 0.24 0.42 0.22

Russia,

east

370 1.58 0.78 0.80 0.49 0.47 0.43 0.00

Kuwait 430 1.46 1.00 0.46 1.6 0.01 1.86 7.60

Russia,

north

1040 6.25 5.24 1.03 .83 4.27 0.73 0.09

Mexico 1110 2.47 0.72 1.76 5.23 0.13 3.46 0.00

Poland 1180 4.30 3.55 0.74 1.74 1.86 2.48 0.76

Austria,

east

1320 5.95 3.75 2.31 1.91 1.56 3.67 0.55

Cyprus 1510 2.95 1.1 0.55 5.17 0.99 7.75 0.00

Data from wafer manufacturing plants.

Table 2.6 Moisture Content in Wafer and Waffle Batters
Wafer/Waffle Product Batter Moisture Range (%)

Flat and hollow sheet wafers, cake cones 60.5–66
High solids batters for no/low sugar wafers 56.5–60.5
Rolled sugar cones 42–50
Flute wafers (wafer sticks) 43–52
Waffles, Brussels type 53–59
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temperature (mixer, working area). Depending on the desired batter temperature for the

different wafer and waffle types, choose the water temperature accordingly.

Standard Flat, Hollow, and Cake Cone Wafer Batters Without Wafer Enzyme
By experience, wafer plants are working with batters in a temperature range from 12°C to

36°C. We recommend a batter temperature, if possible, of 20°C or less for these batters.

A warmer batter results in the following:

• An increase in wafer weight and textural hardness. Concurrently we observe a higher

fragility of the wafers

• A higher temperature reduces the shelf life of the batter. The activity of the genuine

flour microorganisms, continuously degrading the batter, increases with temperature

• With warmer batters without wafer enzyme, the risk of gluten formation during bat-

ter mixing is increased

For adjusting a lower batter temperature the options are either cold water, cooled water,

or even replacing part of the water with crushed ice for batter mixing.

Standard Flat, Hollow, and Cake Cone Wafer Batters With Wafer Enzyme
For an improved activity of the wafer enzymes, technologists choose a slightly higher

batter temperature in the range of 22–26°C frequently.

Batters for Sugar Wafers (Rolled Sugar Cones, Flute Wafers)
From the viewpoint of gluten development risk, batters rich in sugar do not require a low

batter temperature, which is still recommended. The reasons to choose a higher batter

temperature might be the following:

• A faster dissolution of sugar for a reduced mixing time

• To avoid any fat recrystallisation in the batter in case harder fats of better stability have

been selected for the recipe

Waffle Batters for the Batter-Based Waffle Types
In waffle batters, the integration of proteins, oils, and fats, which work better at ambient

or slightly elevated temperatures, is essential. Mostly the batter temperature after mixing

will be in the range from 24°C to 30°C.

2.1.6.3 Water Treatment for Hard Water
Based on our current knowledge, in Table 2.7, I deduct a water hardness limit for various

wafer and waffle batters, being a compromise between positive texture and negative

mould residue effects.

Due to the severe implications of hardness and other ionic effects, most plants now-

adays have treated water available. In comparison to all these negative impacts, water
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treatment costs by reverse osmosis or ion exchange techniques are small. Moreover, the

water volumes required in batter preparation are low.

2.1.6.4 Citric Acid Against Mould Residues
There is an insider’s tip to reduce mould soiling by the addition of a little citric acid in the

batter recipe, in the range of 10 g for 100 kg flour. Citric acid is a complexing agent for

earth-alkaline cations. Any negative effects regarding acid corrosion seem contained by

the fact that the sodium bicarbonate leavening in wafer recipes neutralizes the acid any-

way. However, we have to beware of overdosing the citric acid because of

1. Flavour implications due to some sour aftertaste

2. Quality issues in look and texture. The wafers get harder, whiter in colour, and the

filling of the edges impairs. Then a compensation by an increase of the sodium bicar-

bonate level might be required

3. There is the possibility of mould corrosion effects in long-term application of citric

acid in batters.

Please keep in mind that there are more reasons for baking mould residue issues such as

• An overly high baking temperature in order to increase the output

• The type and quantity of the oil used in the batter, which in case of high unsaturation

polymerizes and soils the baking moulds

• Strongly browning ingredients in the recipe such as sugars, dairy-, or egg-based

ingredients

2.1.7 Recommended Water Quality Parameters for Baking Masses
2.1.7.1 Water Specification for Flat and Hollow Wafer Batters
Table 2.8 provides the recommendation for preferably using water of soft to medium

hardness in flat and hollow wafer batters in order to obtain wafer sheets of a soft crispness

and to fulfill one precondition for avoiding overly short plate cleaning intervals. Ask your

Table 2.7 Recommended Limits in Water Hardness for Batters
Alkaline
Earth Ions
(mmol/L)

Alkaline
Earth Ions
(mval/L)

United
States ppm
(CaCO3)

German
Degree
(°d)

English
Degree
(°e)

French
Degree
(°f )

Russian
Degree
(°ru)

No/low

sugar sheet

wafers

2 4 200 11,2 14 20 80

No/low

sugar cone

wafers

2.5 5 250 14 17.5 25 100

Sugar

wafers

1.3 2.6 130 7.3 9.1 13 52

Waffles 3.8 7.6 380 21.3 26.6 38 152
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water supplier, who has the actual data available, and install a water dehardening unit if

required.

Conductivity and evaporation residue data in most waters go in parallel and most fre-

quently have a close correlation to the total hardness parameters of the water.

For hot climates, the recommendation is to have cooled water or ice cubes available

for an efficient control of the final batter temperature.

2.1.7.2 Water Specification for Moulded Wafer Cone Batters
Table 2.9 provides the recommendation for preferably using water of medium hardness

in cone wafer batters in order to obtain cones of sufficient strength and stability with rela-

tion to water. Ask your water supplier, who has the actual data available, and install a

water dehardening unit if required.

Conductivity and evaporation residue data in most waters go in parallel and most fre-

quently have a close correlation to the total hardness parameters of the water.

Table 2.8 Flat and Hollow Wafer Batters—Recommended Water Parameters
Parameter Good Tolerable Comments

Conductivity (μS/cm) <300 <400 Higher values are critical

Total hardness (mmol/L)a 1.3–2 0.8–2.5
Total hardness (ppm)a 130–200 80–250
Total hardness in German degreesa 7–11 5–14
Evaporation residue (mg/L) <200 <250 Higher values are critical

Sulphate (mg/L) <10 <20 Higher values are critical

Nitrate (mg/L) <40 <50 Standards for drinking water

pH value 7–7.8 6.5–8.2
Temperature (°C) <20 <24

Microbiology See local standards Sterilization in baking

aDifferent units for the same parameter.

Table 2.9 Moulded Cone Wafer Batters—Recommended Water Parameters
Parameter Good Tolerable Comments

Conductivity (μS/cm) <400 <600 Higher values are critical

Total hardness (mmol/L)a 1.3–2.5 0.8–3.8
Total hardness in ppma 130–250 80–380
Total hardness in German degreesa 7–14 4.5–21
Evaporation residue (mg/L) <250 <380 Higher values are critical

Sulphate (mg/L) <10 <20 Higher values are critical

Nitrate (mg/L) <40 <50 Standards for drinking water

pH value 7–7.8 6.5–8.2
Temperature (°C) <20 <24

Microbiology See local standards Sterilization in baking

aDifferent units for the same parameter.
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For hot climates, the recommendation is to have cooled water or ice cubes available

for an efficient control of the final batter temperature.

2.1.7.3 Water Specification for Rolled Sugar Cone and Flute Wafer Batters
Table 2.10 provides the recommendation for preferably using soft water in batters for all

wafer types that after baking get partially formed while still being hot; these include rolled

sugar cones, deep-formed sugar wafer bowls, sugar wafer reels, and flute wafers (wafer

sticks). Divalent cations from hard water reduce the plasticizing effect of the molten sugar

after baking. Otherwise, an increase of the sugar in the recipe is required for proper for-

ming without any breaks. Ask your water supplier, who has the actual data available, and

install a water dehardening unit if required.

Conductivity and evaporation residue data in most waters go in parallel and most fre-

quently have a close correlation to the total hardness parameters of the water.

For hot climates, the recommendation is to have cooled water available for an effi-

cient control of the final batter temperature.

2.1.7.4 Water Specification for Waffle Batters and Doughs
Table 2.11 provides the recommendation for preferably using medium to hard water in

waffle batter preparation. Ask your water supplier, who has the actual data available.

A high water hardness, even above 2.5 mmol/L, is not a problem for waffles because

there are extensive mould cleaning requirements for other recipe-related reasons anyway.

The harder water assists in reducing the “ripping” issue in the de-moulding of the warm

baked waffles. With hard water possibly a slight reduction in leavenings will be necessary.

Conductivity and evaporation residue data in most waters go in parallel and most fre-

quently have a close correlation to the total hardness parameters of the water. The tem-

perature of the water is selected to obtain a warm batter, slightly over ambient, after

mixing.

Table 2.10 Sugar Wafer Batters—Recommended Water Parameters
Parameter Good Tolerable Comments

Conductivity (μS/cm) <200 <250 Higher values are critical

Total hardness (mmol/L)a <1.3 0–1.6
Total hardness (ppm)a <130 0–160
Total hardness in German degreesa <7 0–9
Evaporation residue (mg/L) <130 <160 Higher values are critical

Sulphate (mg/L) <10 <20 Higher values are critical

Nitrate (mg/L) <40 <50 Standards for drinking water

pH value 7–8 6.5–9.2
Temperature (°C) <24 <28

Microbiology See local standards Sterilization in baking

aDifferent units for the same parameter.
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2.2 WHEAT FLOUR FOR WAFER AND WAFFLE MANUFACTURING

2.2.1 Introduction and Overview
“The flour quality is responsible” is a common saying regarding manufacturing issues. An

in-depth understanding of the chemistry and physics of that main ingredient is the basis

for technological actions to counterbalance here. As a material of biological origin, flour

is subjected to variations based on wheat variety, growing conditions (soil, rain, temper-

ature, fertilizing), and milling. Moreover, the flour particles are noninert due to processes

including swelling, shearing, and interlinking during the preparation of the baking masses

for wafers, wafer cookies, and waffles.

2.2.1.1 Wheat, a Big Cereal Crop
Wheat is the third biggest crop grownworldwide (Table 2.12). There are designated clas-

ses by hardness, colour, and growing season. In the United States, we find a full spectrum

of wheat:

• Soft white: A light-coloured, low protein wheat, applied for wafers, cookies, and

pastries.

• Soft red winter: A low-protein wheat used for waffles, wafers, cakes, and cookies.

• Hard white: A light-coloured, opaque wheat of medium protein content for bread

manufacturing and brewing.

• Hard red winter: A brownish, high-protein wheat for bread, fermented bakery prod-

ucts, and for blending with other flours to increase the proteins.

• Hard red spring: A brownish, high-protein wheat commonly used for bread and

high-gluten flours.

• Durum: A class of wheat with translucent, light-coloured grains high in protein, and

it is processed to make semolina for pasta and bulgur.

Table 2.11 Waffle Batters—Recommended Water Parameters
Parameter Good Tolerable Comments

Conductivity (μS/cm) 200–600 100–800 Higher values are critical

Total hardness (mmol/L)a 1.3–3.8 0.8–3.8
Total hardness (ppm)a 130–380 Over 380

Total hardness in German degreesa 7–21 Over 21

Evaporation residue (mg/L) 130–380 Over 380 Higher values are critical

Sulphate (mg/L) <10 <20 Higher values are critical

Nitrate (mg/L) <40 <50 Standards for drinking water

pH value 7–8 6.5–9.2
Temperature (°C) 20–30 20–40 Mixed batter: 24–30°C
Microbiology See local standards Sterilization in baking

aDifferent units for the same parameter.
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Within each of the wheat types, because of breeding many wheat varieties are available in

different areas of the world. Most hard wheat varieties have advantages in agricultural

yield and there is a high demand for bread manufacturing. Therefore, in some countries

the availability of soft wheat flours, which are better suited for wafer manufacturing, is

limited.

2.2.1.2 The Term “Flour”
In this book and in common conversation, the term “flour” without further indication

refers to wheat flour. Depending on the wheat class—durum, hard, or soft—wheat flours

for different applications result.

However, we have to be aware that besides wheat flour and flours from the other

main crops of corn and rice, there are many other edible flours obtained from other

cereals, pseudocereals, other seeds, tubers, and roots. Even for isolated pure native

starches, the name flour is in use, just transporting the meaning “granulated

edible powder.”

2.2.1.3 Whole Grain Cereal Flours
Whole grains are an essential aspect of today’s nutritional recommendations. The whole

kernel of cereal grains includes the bran (outer shell), the germ (nutrient rich core), and

the endosperm (white flour centre). The health benefit provided by whole grains is a

reduced risk of cardiovascular disease resulting from the combination of fibres, vitamins,

minerals, and phytochemicals found in whole grains.

The HEALTHGRAIN consortium definition of whole grain (van der Kamp et al.,

2014) is

• Whole grains shall consist of the intact, ground, cracked or flaked kernel after the

removal of inedible parts such as the hull and husk. The principal anatomical

components—the starchy endosperm, germ and bran—are present in the same rel-

ative proportions as they exist in the intact kernel.

• Small losses of components—that is, less than 2% of the grain/10% of the bran—that

occur through processing methods consistent with safety and quality are allowed.

Cereal grains may include amaranth, barley, buckwheat, bulgur, corn (including pop-

corn), millet, quinoa, rice, rye, oats, sorghum, teff, triticale, wheat, and wild rice.

AACC (American Association of Cereal Chemists) definition (2004): Whole cereal

grains and foods made from them consist of the entire grain seed usually referred to as

Table 2.12 The World’s Main Cereal Crops
Cereal Million tons (2013)

Corn 1016

Rice 745

Wheat 713

Data: FAOSTAT (rounded).
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the kernel. The kernel is made of three components—the bran, the germ, and the endo-

sperm. If the kernel has been cracked, crushed, or flaked, then in order to be called whole

grain, it must retain nearly the same relative proportions of bran, germ, and endosperm as

the original grain.Whole grain ingredients may be used whole, cooked, milled into flour,

andused tomakebreads andother products, or extruded or flaked tomake cereal products.

Food Standards Australia New Zealand (FSANZ) Code definition (2005):

Wholegrain means the intact grain or the dehulled, ground, milled, cracked, or flaked

grain where the constituents—endosperm, germ, and bran—are present in such propor-

tions that represent the typical ratio of those fractions occurring in the whole cereal, and

includes wholemeal.

2.2.2 Wheat Classes and Wheat Milling Into Wafer Flours
2.2.2.1 Hard and Soft Wheats
There are different classes of wheat available:

• Durum wheat, of a very hard kernel texture, high in proteins, typically in the range of

12%–15% and of yellow pigmentation. The primary application is for pasta.

• Hard wheat, the main class, characterized by a hard kernel texture and a high protein

content, typically in the range of 11.5%–14% and applied primarily for bread making.

In hard-milling wheat, there is a strong adhesion between the protein and starch in

the wheat endosperm cells. Therefore, the milling process requires more energy and

the starch suffers some damage through fracturing of the starch granules. Hard wheat

flour then is a gritty powder with little adhesion. These strong flours are suitable for

bread making, pizza dough, and puff pastry.

• Soft wheat, characterized by a soft kernel texture and a low to medium protein con-

tent, typically in the range of 7.5%–11%. In soft-milling wheat compared to hard

wheat, the adhesion between the protein and starch is weaker. Therefore in soft

wheat milling less damage to the starch by granule fracturing occurs. Soft wheat flour

has finer, irregular particles, which tend to conglomerate. Soft wheat flours are low in

gluten, being ideal for manufacturing wafers, biscuits/cookies, pastry, pretzels, flat

breads, cakes, and some of the waffle types. Other waffles require a soft/hard

wheat blend.

Within each of the wheat types, from breeding many wheat varieties are available in dif-

ferent areas of the world. Most hard wheat varieties have advantages in agricultural yield

and there is a high demand for bread manufacturing. Therefore, in some countries the

availability of soft wheat flours suitable for wafer manufacturing is limited. A study of

Tiefenbacher and Dobrovics (1999) underpins the influence of the wheat variety on

the result in wafer baking.

The wheat kernel hardness is genetically controlled and there is no direct correlation

to the protein content. Kernel hardness refers to a stronger or weaker adhesion of starch

and protein in the wheat endosperm. Hard wheat is more difficult to mill into fine flour.

In comparison to hard wheat flours, the soft wheat flours characteristics are the following:
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• A finer granulation

• A low percentage of damaged starch

• A limited protein content and gluten strength

• A low water absorption

Both protein content and water absorption are important for characterizing a good wafer

flour and are comparatively easy to determine. We recommend their regular use.

2.2.2.2 The Different Meanings of Water Absorption
Generally speaking, “water absorption” is any incorporation of moisture by capillary,

osmotic, chemical, or solvent action into products during processes. More specifically

in our area, there are three meanings:

1. The absorption of humidity/moisture by ingredients or bakery products

2. The specific requirement in water dosage during the kneading of flour into a dough of

defined consistency—for example, a bread dough

3. The specific requirement in water dosage during the mixing of a flour into a fluid

batter of defined flowing properties—for example, a wafer batter

Whenever the word absorption occurs in connection to the uptake of moisture, please

consider the right attribution to one of these meanings. When talking about wafers and

waffles in this book certainly the third meaning is appropriate. However, we have to

point out that in the classical methods of flour characterization via doughs such as a

farinogram, extensogram, alveogram, and similar methods the second meaning applies.

2.2.2.3 Whole-Wheat and White Whole Wheat
The processing of whole grain flours is more difficult in our products. For most of the

wafers, wafer cookies, and waffles, it is possible to adjust to a limited percentage of the

total flours and starches in the recipe. For details, see the chapters on the various products.

Traditional whole-wheat flours are distinctly coloured, particularly those from red

wheat varieties, and result in a greyish colouration and a distinct strong flavour of the

finished bakery products.

Beginning in the United States, whole-wheat flours from white wheat are available

widely, and they have been since about 2004. White wheat is developed from a new

breeding method that does not include the genes for bran colour. Wafers or waffles from

white wheat flours are perfectly clear coloured and of a mild flavour, despite the fact that

they are whole wheat. A range of white whole-wheat flours, both from soft and hard

white wheats, are on the market.

2.2.2.4 Wheat Structure and Flour Extraction
Fig. 2.1 provides information on the structure of wheat kernels. Fig. 2.2 displays the

endosperm extraction in relation to the total extraction rate in flour milling.
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One flour classification is according to the extraction rate, the percentage of the

wheat grain present in the finished flour. Wholemeal (whole-wheat) flour contains

the whole grain and therefore is a 100% extraction flour. Brown flour contains about

85% of the grain and white flour has less than 80%. White flours will generally stay fresh

for 6–9 months, wholemeal or brown flour will stay fresh only up to 3 months.
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Fig. 2.1 Structure of a wheat kernel. (Diagram: Surget, Barron 2005, modified).
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2.2.2.5 The Average Composition of Wheat Flours
Table 2.13 provides the typical nutrient composition of wheat flours. Data reporting for

wheat flours either is on a 14% moisture base (mb), which is close to the actual condition

in use, or on a dry matter (dm) base. The flour type 550 is the one mostly used in wafer

and waffle manufacturing. “550” means that there is 0.55% ash (dm) in the flour.

When, in parallel to the ash content, the percentage of fibres left in the milling process

increases from white flour to whole-wheat flour, the average energy content decreases

(Table 2.14).

2.2.2.6 Influences due to Wheat-Growing Conditions
As we know from many studies, the wheat-growing conditions which include soil and

fertilizer factors, average temperature, and rainfall have a big influence on the flour

properties. Table 2.15 summarizes the results of a study done by Mikhaylenko et al.

(2000), including thirteen wheat varieties over three crop years.

The sedimentation value is an indication on the quantity and quality of the gluten

proteins. Medium to low sedimentation values, as here, are good for biscuits and as well

for wafers. The same applies to the “cookie diameter” test value in the last column of

Table 2.15. A higher cookie diameter value, being better for well-spread and thin cook-

ies, in our experience is positive for wafer baking as well.

Table 2.13 Average Composition of Flours
Flour Type Extraction Rate Starch Fibres Protein Lipids Asha

405 (white flour) 55–60 71 4.0 9.7 0.9 0.35

550 65–70 70 4.3 10 1.0 0.5

812 76–79 69 4.8 10.2 1.3 0.7

1050 80–85 67.5 5.2 10.4 1.7 0.9

Whole wheat 100 60 11.5 11 2.0 1.5

aIn some countries, a fortification of flours with minerals is mandatory. The ash figures then are higher
and do not reflect the milling type.
All data in percent, on 14% mb.

Table 2.14 Average Energy Content of Floursa

Flour Type
Energy
(kJ/100 g)

Energy
(kcal/100 g)

% Reduction Versus
Type 405 (White Flour)

405 (white flour) 1430 342 –
550 1407 336 1.5

812 1393 333 2.5

1050 1337 319 6.5

Whole-wheat flour 1226 293 14

aData on 14% moisture base, calculated from nutritional tables.
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The wet climate, being slightly cooler and rainy, results in significantly better flour

properties for wafer manufacturing—less protein and lower absorption. The lower sed-

imentation test value and the cookie diameter test are important parameters in biscuit

manufacturing.

Additionally there are influences from soil conditions and from fertilizing. Nitrogen

fertilization increases the gluten level while sulphur connects to the viscoelastic properties

of gluten. Details on that are out of the scope of this book.

2.2.3 Wheat Flour—Functions and Issues in Wafers and Waffles
2.2.3.1 Basic Functions of Wheat Flour and Potential Issues
Wheat flour is the constituting component in no/low sugar wafers, still the main com-

ponent in sugar wafers, and an import bulk material in waffles. For wafer manufacturing

soft wheat flours are the right choice, while in waffles either soft flours or blends of soft

and hard are preferable. While hard wheat products such as the different breads are pre-

pared from stiff doughs, for soft wheat flours different water relationships are involved

from fluid batters in wafers and some of the waffles to plastic doughs for other waffles.

Due to the biological origin, flour is subjected to variations based onwheat variety, grow-

ing conditions (soil, rain, temperature), and milling. Basic functions of and potential

issues with wheat flour are the following:

• The matrix of wafers constitutes from gelatinized starch and denatured proteins, both

exclusively or mostly from wheat flour

• In the batter-mixing phase, the protein (gluten) level in the flour and how fast and

easy the gluten develops determines the outcome. Any gluten development due to

the stringy and elastic properties impairs the handling, depositing, and distribution

of batter in the baking mould

• Flours of high water absorption require much water for obtaining a smooth batter. In

consequence, weak textural strength of the wafers, breaking, and shelling (delamina-

tion) will occur easily. That risk increases fromwhite to whole-wheat flour due to the

increasing content of the outer layers of the wheat kernel, which are more water

absorbing

• From white to whole-wheat flour as well, the ash content increases. So does the risk

of residue formation on the baking moulds, which means more cleaning stops

Table 2.15 Climate Influences on Wheat Flour Properties

Climate
Flour Protein
N×5.7 (dm) Flour Absorption Sedimentation Value Cookie Diameter

Semiarid 11.5 54.5 50 45.9

Wet 8.3 49.8 28 47.1

Semiarid: 14.6°C; 238 mm/year; wet: 12.6°C; 453 mm/year.

Data: Mikhaylenko, G.G., Czuchajowska, Z., Baik, B.-K., Kidwell, K.K., 2000. Environmental influences on flour com-
position, dough rheology, and baking quality of spring wheat. Cer. Chem. 77 (4), 507–511.
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• The matrix in no/low sugar wafers almost exclusively builds from the flour compo-

nents of starch and gluten. These then govern the moisture sorption properties of the

baked wafers as well, which are not much different from the sorption of pure

wheat flour

• In waffles, the recipes are rich in ingredients, which reduce the gluten risk in batter

mixing. Here, stronger flours with a higher ratio of protein to starch improve the

internal cohesion and the freshness keeping properties

Wafer-specific quality parameters for wheat flour are just partially available because most

of the data are from dough-based methods and not from batters.

2.2.3.2 Acrylamide in Wheat Flour-Based Products
Since 2002, acrylamide has been an issue in thermally treated foods, primarily in potato

products. In wheat flour and in wafer batters, the two most important precursors for the

formation of acrylamide—asparagine and reducing sugars such as fructose or glucose—

are of limited presence. Hence, increased levels of acrylamide are not present in wafer

products.

2.2.4 Flour Characterization by Analytical Methods
2.2.4.1 The Common Language
Analytical parameters are the language to communicate the properties of a flour as

required by the user and delivered by the supplier. Unfortunately, batter-based wafers

and waffles are just a small share of flour’s end uses. Bread and other dough-based baking

consumes most of the flour production. The typical flour data available from the mill

therefore is based on analytical methods working with doughs. Specific methods to char-

acterize the suitability of a flour for batter preparation are not available. We have two

options—either to find out which of the dough-based parameters have some relevance

for wafer and waffle manufacturing or to identify novel, better fitting analytical

parameters.

Table 2.16 provides a list of widely applied standardized methods, as prepared either

by ICC, the International Association for Cereal Science and Technology, or by AACCI,

the American Association of Cereal Chemists International. The harmonization of

methods between the two organizations is ongoing but by far not complete. My discus-

sion of these parameters has some focus already to flour end uses in wafers and waffles.

2.2.4.2 Moisture Determination
Flour moisture comes from the original moisture of the wheat and the netting or mois-

ture tempering before the milling step in order to improve the separation of bran com-

ponents. Soft wheat typically requires less, or even no, moisture tempering.
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To determine the moisture content in flour, analysis is required because many ana-

lytical parameters refer to either a dm base or 14% mb. Besides these two points of ref-

erence, at times one may find the unspecified attribute “moisture as is.”

Sorption isotherms describe the relation of water content and AW in wheat flour

(Bushuk and Winkler, 1957; Ramanathan and Cenkowski, 1995). At moisture contents

over about 14.5% in the flour, the microbiological stability is limited. Then the AW is

well above the growth limit of some yeasts and moulds. These may grow if there is suf-

ficient time left between flour milling and usage, typically accompanied by a strange smell

of the flour.

2.2.4.3 Protein and Wet Gluten
The protein content in any type of wheat flour is a quality factor. The options for

reporting are either on a dm base, on 14% mb, or as wet gluten. Protein determination

occurs by measuring the nitrogen content in a sample. From the nitrogen figure by mul-

tiplication with a factor depending on the typical spectrum of amino acids, the protein

content deducts. For wheat, that multiplication factor is 2.7.

Gluten is the main protein complex in wheat and some other cereals and consists of

viscous gliadin and extensible glutenin proteins. After hydration in the mixing step the

stringy-elastic gluten network forms. That is desirable in dough kneading but most

unwanted in wafer batter. The content and quality of the gluten play a major role in

how wheat flour functions for the respective product.

Table 2.16 Selected Analytical Methods for Flour Analysis

Analytical Parameter
ICC Method
Number

AACCI Method
Number

Determination of the moisture content 109/1, 110/1 44-15.02

Determination of crude protein 105/2 46-19.01

Determination of protein (NIR) 159 39-11.01

Determination of wet gluten 106/2 38-10.01

Determination of the wet gluten content, gluten

index (Perten)

137/1, 155 38-12.02

Determination of ash 104/1 08-01.01

Determination of crude fibre 113 32-10.01

Extensogram (Brabender) 114/1 54-10.01

Farinogram (Brabender) 115/1 54-21.02

Alveogram (Chopin) 121 54-30.02

Sieve analysis (Granulation) 207 66-20.01

Determination of the sedimentation value (Zeleny) 116/1 56-61.02

Determination of the falling number (Hagberg) 107/1 56-81.03

Particle size index (PSI) for hardness – 55-30.01

Determination of damaged starch – 76-30.02, 76-31.01

Solvent retention capacity (SRC) – 56-11.02
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The wet gluten is prepared from a flour dough by washing out the starch. The

remaining pliable mass contains not only hydrated gluten proteins, but some of the gums

associated with the content of nonstarch polysaccharides (NSP, pentosans) in flour as

well. Therefore, the relation between the protein and the wet gluten values is quite close

but not linear (Fig. 2.3)

Wet gluten¼ protein content 14%mbð Þ�2:6 to 2:9
Wet gluten¼ protein content dmð Þ�2:2 to 2:5

The multiplication factor depends on the quality and type of flour. From experience in

wafer manufacturing, not in waffles, a smaller one is preferable.

2.2.4.4 The Extensibility of Gluten
Gluten index determination provides information on the texture properties of gluten.

Values from 80 to 100 indicate a strong gluten with a high ratio of glutenin to gliadin,

while for a soft and pliable gluten the gluten index is lower. Values below 50 indicate a

very soft gluten. For wafers, a medium value is preferable.

In Eastern Europe, the IDK (index of gluten deformation) value is widely applied to

characterize the extensibility of wet gluten, Values below 75 indicate a strong gluten;

from 75 to 90 is medium (preferable), and over 90 is soft.

Fig. 2.3 Relation of protein content and wet gluten in soft wheat flours. 188 samples from five mills,
Jul.–Oct. 2002.
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2.2.4.5 Determination of the Ash Content
The ash content, determined by incineration, strongly correlates to the extraction rate

and rises from white flour to whole wheat. An increased ash content indicates the

increased presence of the outer layers of the wheat kernel. The flour becomes darker

and the water absorption increases. In wafer and waffle manufacturing, flours of low

to medium ash content (cf. Table 2.13) are recommended. Higher ash content flours

or even whole-wheat flour require some recipe adaption and have disadvantages:

• In parallel to the ash content, the water absorption increases. Due to the higher water

level in the batter, the issues of an overly soft and fragile wafer texture occur

• The soiling of baking moulds, accompanied by increased sticking, accelerates. The

intervals for cleaning become shorter

2.2.4.6 Determination of Fibres
As a result of the knowledge on the importance of soluble and insoluble dietary fibres, the

classical determination of crude fibre is not significant enough anymore for the contem-

porary requirements.

In white flour, the fibre percentage is 4.7%, with about 2% of soluble dietary fibre.

With an increasing extraction rate, the fibres go up to 13.4% due to an increase in insol-

uble fibres (Belitz et al., 2009). The fibres include cellulose, hemicelluloses (pentosans),

and lignin; all of them are NSP.

The pentosans specifically, constituents of the endosperm cell walls, are strongly water

absorbing.While being just about 2% of the total flour weight, they absorb water at about

6–10 times of their weight and trigger a high water level in batters. More water then

results in more steam leavening action and more lightweight and fragile wafers.

Fibres from the outer layers of the wheat kernel such as a finely milled bran fraction

reduce any gluten formation in batter mixing by disrupting the gluten lamellae. Equally,

the outer layers are rich in nongluten forming proteins. These weaken any potential glu-

ten when formed.

Generally, fibre addition, either finely milled brans or other fibres, results in a positive

mechanical reinforcement of the wafer structure.

2.2.4.7 Data from Instruments for Dough Characterization
Quite a few physical methods for flour evaluation via preparation of a stiff test dough are

in application worldwide. All of them are based on regionally developed instruments such

as the farinograph, mixograph, extensograph, and alveograph. That kind of data fre-

quently is available from the flourmill.

Dough-testing instruments characterize soft wheat as “poor” compared to hard wheat

flours. Wafer batters, in contrast to bread dough, have no gluten development at all

respectively should not have one. However, these dough-testing methods are rather

inconclusive for measuring wafer flour quality. Just a few parameters may be used.
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Farinograph
The farinograph is a torque-recording instrument from Brabender, Germany for bread

dough testing. A kneading curve after controlled water addition, to get a defined dough

rheology, is recorded (!absorption). By continuing into overkneading, the dough

strength and stability are evaluated (! stability, softening). Table 2.17 provides informa-

tion on the most interesting parameters and their ranges. Flours with a high absorption

and a hard gluten structure are less suited for wafer manufacturing.

The farinogram data are of limited information content for fully evaluating flours for

wafer batters. For flat wafer/hollow wafer/cake cone flours, consider the following data from

a farinogram as a first indication:

Absorption as low as possible, less than 56%

Development around 2 min, no significant influence

Stability 0.5–2 min, no significant influence

Softening preferably in the range of 50–100 FU (¼farinograph units, a relative measure for

the consistency of the dough)

For sugar cone, wafer stick, and waffle flours the following different farinogram values

apply:

Softening: may be less than 50 FU

For an overview on the farinogram technique, see a recent blog on AIBOnline:

http://blog.aibonline.org/the-dough-chute/2015/12/7/7-things-your-farinogram-

wants-to-tell-youu (retrieved Feb. 2016).

Mixograph
The mixograph is an alternative method from North America for measuring the water

absorption of a flour and its dough mixing and dough rheological properties. Flour and

water at a fixed ratio in a mixing bowl with stationary and rotating pins are mixed. The

torque recording results in a mixogram curve. The interpretation of a mixogram is quite

Table 2.17 Farinogram: Ranges of Selected Parameters
Farinogram Parameter Low Medium High

Absorption (%) <54 54–58 >58

Stability (min) <3 3–8 >8

Dough softening (FE) <70 70–130 >130

Flour for Wafers Bread
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similar to that of the farinogram. The mixogram data are of limited information content

for fully evaluating flours for wafer batters.

Extensograph
The extensograph from Brabender, Germany is an instrument for testing the stretching

properties of a bread dough. The test is completed by stretching a freshly prepared dough

band until it ruptures. The extensogram parameters inform on the resistance to extension

and the extensibility. Themethod easily recognizes the influence of flour additives such as

ascorbic acid, enzymes, and emulsifiers to optimize the rheological properties of a dough.

Table 2.18 provides information on themost interesting parameters and their ranges. Flo-

urs with a high resistance and a low extensibility are less suited for wafer manufacturing.

The extensogram data are of limited information content for fully evaluating flours for

wafer batters. For flat wafer, hollow wafer, and cake cone flours consider the following data

from an extensogram as a first indication:

Absorption as low as possible, less than 56%

Extension over 150–180 mm, no significant influence

Resistance below 350 EU (¼extensograph units, a relative measure for the extensibility

of a dough), no significant influence

Resistance/

extension

below 2; values above 3 are unfavourable

Energy preferably less than 120 cm2; when above 150 cm2 issues may be seen

For sugar cone, wafer stick, and waffle flours the following different extensogram values

apply:

Energy: preferably less than 100 cm2

Alveograph
The alveograph is an instrument from Chopin, France used for rheological testing of

bread dough. Pressure blows a sheeted dough disc into a bubble until it ruptures. The

Table 2.18 Extensogram: Ranges of Selected Parameters
Extensogram Parameter Low Medium High

Extension (mm) <150 150–200 >200

Resistance (EU) <200 200–500 >500

Resistance/extension <1.5 1.5–2.5 >2.5

Energy (cm2) <90 90–130 >130

Values in bold letters are preferable for wafer flours.
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alveogram parameters areW for baking strength, P for resistance to expansion, and L for

extensibility; other parameters provide information on dough strength, stability, and

extensibility but are of limited information content for fully evaluating flours for wafer

batters. Table 2.19 informs on the most interesting parameters and their ranges. Flours

with a high resistance and a low extensibility are less suited for wafer manufacturing.

2.2.4.8 Flour Granulation (Particle Size)
The settings in the mill govern the flour granulation predominantly. In wafer

manufacturing, there is a distinct influence of the particle size distribution of the flour

on batter viscosity, baking, and on the final wafer weight and texture. Most frequently,

the determination of flour granulation is by screening methods and not by electronic par-

ticle sizing. While passing a series of sieves of defined mesh size by mechanical action, the

flour fractionates according to the particle size. The weight percentages in the different

sieves show the fineness or coarseness of the flour.

Alternatively, by the air impingement method, the flour just screens in an air stream

on a 75-μm sieve into fractions of bigger and smaller particles.

Table 2.20 provides data on both methods for a coarse and fine flour. Due to specifics

of the two methods, there are differences. The air impingement force any smaller par-

ticles to pass, while in sieving a part of smaller granules may remain in a bigger-size frac-

tion by adhesion. That happens more frequently with the more agglomerating soft wheat

flours.

In wafer manufacturing, there is a distinct influence of the particle size distribution

of the flour on batter viscosity, baking, and on the final wafer weight and texture

(Table 2.21).

Table 2.19 Alveogram: Ranges of Selected Parameters
Wafer Product W P L P/L Ie (%)

Flat wafers 150–165 70–80 60–70 1–1,3 �50

Cake cones �150 55–60 70–85 0.6–0.9 50–55
Sugar cones �155 70–80 60–70 1–1.4 �45

Bread for comparison ≫150 >55 100–150 �0.5

Table 2.20 Coarse and Fine Granulation of Wafer Flours
Method Particle Size (μg) Flour A—Coarse (%) Flour B—Fine (%)

Air impingement Over 75 49 30

Sieve analysis Over 250 0.3 1.1

Over 180 6.8 1.3

Over 125 27.4 8.5

Over 90 26.3 21.4

Below 90 39.2 67.7
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The following explains the influences of granulation from Table 2.21:

• Finely granulated flours due to their much higher surface area increase the batter vis-

cosity by inactivating more water at the surface. A higher water level in the recipe is

required for proper depositing of the batter

• A certain part of coarse flour particles, for instance one third being in the range

90–125 μm, is beneficial for keeping the flow viscosity of a wafer batter more even

during the batter shelf life. There is some balance between the liquefying effects from

the flour enzymes and the thickening effect from a retarded pick-up of water by the

coarser particles

• By trend, finely granulated flours result in an smoother wafer surface

• The “baking window,” in other words, the difference in seconds between under-

baking and overbaking a wafer, becomes smaller with a finer granulation

• The percentage of coarser particles greatly influences the weight and texture of

wafers. Bigger granules result in a higher wafer weight and a harder texture.

I suppose, during the gelatinization step in baking for bigger flour particles, the time

when sufficient moisture is present for opening the particle structure is too short.

Hence, bigger granules do not fully gelatinize in the wafer baking process but act sim-

ilar to hard-textured filler particles.

2.2.4.9 Determination of the Sedimentation Value (Zeleny)
The sedimentation value after Zeleny characterizes the swelling of gluten proteins in a

lactic acid solution. It is an indication on the quantity and quality of the gluten proteins

in a range from below 10 and over 70. High values are positive for loaf volume in bread

baking. Medium to low sedimentation values are good for wafers (cf. Table 2.15).

2.2.4.10 Determination of the Falling Number (Hagberg)
High falling numbers, from 350 to more than 500 s, indicate sound, nonsprouted wheat,

which is the regular situation. Low falling numbers, from less than 350 down to less than

100 s, are an indicator for the sprouting of wheat, which occurs in rainy years. White

wheats and some wheat varieties are prone to sprouting. In sprouted wheat, the activity

of hydrolytic enzymes such as α-amylases, β-amylases, and proteases increases, leading to

Table 2.21 Flour Granulation Influences on Wafer Baking

Granulation Fraction>125 μm (%)
Batter
Viscosity

Baking
Window

Wafer
Weight

Wafer
Texture

Extra coarse More than 50
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Coarse 25–50
Fine 10–25
Very fine Less than 10
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a degradation of starch and proteins. The falling number expresses the time in seconds for

a stirring rod in a falling number apparatus to sink through the starch paste. The test mea-

sures the total rheology, not just the amylolytic cleavage.

Extremely low falling numbers, 250 s and less, in some years correlate to an increase in

delamination (shelling) and breakage of wafers in parallel to a reduced wafer weight for

the same recipe. Since starch provides the supporting structure of the wafer, these hydro-

lytic activities result in a weak texture after baking. No effects are visible in the

batter phase.

In waffles, falling numbers below 300 are detrimental as well, both for batter-based

and even more for dough-based ones, including stroopwafels.

Ways to counteract in case of issues due to severe wheat sprouting and a low falling

number of the flour:

• Change to a flour with a lower extraction rate. As a result, less of the hydrolytic

enzymes from the outer layers are present

• Use up the bad flour batch in combination with a good flour with a regular

falling number

• Maturing of the flour by storage. The falling number then increases; this is an indi-

cation for a decrease of general enzyme activities, which improves the baking

performance

• Reduce the batter storage time to the absolute minimum possible

• Reduce the batter temperature by colder water and ice

• Try to reduce the water and the leavenings in order to strengthen the wafer texture

2.2.4.11 The Particle Size Index (PSI) for Testing the Hardness of Wheat
The PSI is an established method to determine the relative hardness in all kinds of wheat.

After a defined grinding and sieving process, the results obtained correlate to the hardness.

2.2.4.12 Determination of Damaged Starch
Damaged starch comes from breaking starch granules mechanically in the dry wheat mill-

ing process. The percentage of damage elevates with harder wheat and finer grinding.

Damaged starch exposes internal amylose and amylopectin molecules and binds more

water. The swelling increases; damaged starch absorbs at least three times more water than

an intact one, and the gelatinization temperature decreases by 5–10°C.
Measuring of starch damage is done by enzyme digestion, near-infrared methods, or

staining tests. The level of damaged starch is just a few percent in soft wheat flours and

about three times higher for hard wheat flour, going up to 12% and more.

In batters for no/low sugar wafers, there is almost no influence of the level in damaged

starch. The water level in batters is high, compared to doughs. For dough-based waffle

types and stroopwafels, a high level of damaged starch results in a sticky dough and an

impaired crumb texture.
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2.2.4.13 Solvent Retention Capacity (SRC)
Many flour tests rely on fully developed doughs with rheological methods such as

the farinogram, mixogram, extensogram, or alveogram and do not reflect if a flour will

be suitable for batter-based products as wafers are. Flours having the same farinogram

specification can be quite different in performance for wafer manufacturing. A new test,

the SRC, originally developed at Nabisco labs in the United States for soft wheat cookie

flours, is promising for a better upfront diagnosis of wafer flour properties (Kweon et al.,

2011; Duyvejonck et al., 2011).

Solvent retention measurements on wheat flours are based on shaking a flour sample

in the test solvent at a ratio 1:5 at defined temperature and time conditions. After cen-

trifugation, the percentage of solvent retained in the residual gel due to swelling in rela-

tion to flour solids is determined.

SRC¼ 100� gelweight=flourweightð Þ� 86 = 100�% flourmoistureð Þ�1ð Þ

The selection of test solvents targets the selective swelling of specific polymeric components

in the flour (Table 2.22). That allows for a detailed picture on flour functionality and renders

the selection of the best flour for a certain end use quite easy. The test, originally developed

for soft flour characterization, increasingly proves applicable to all types of flours.

Combining three single SRC values into a “gluten performance index” (GPI) is an

excellent predictor of glutenin functionality as, e.g., in bread baking.

GPI¼ lactic acid SRC= sodiumcarbonate SRC+ sucrose SRCð Þ

Table 2.23 summarizes some typical SRC and GPI data for wafer flours in comparison to

other flours.Wafer flours should have the lowest lactic acid SRC (glutenin strength) of all

the end uses in bakery.

2.2.5 Flour Preparation, Treatment and Significant Components
While details on flour milling are outside the scope of this book, different options in prep-

aration, treatment, and handling are of interest to discuss—always keeping the focus on

applicability in wafer and waffle manufacturing.

Table 2.22 Test Solvents to Determine the Solvent Retention Capacity of a Flour
Test Solvent Specific for

Water, deionized Water absorption, overall

Sodium carbonate solution, 5% (pH�11) Damaged starch

Sucrose solution, 50% Pentosans (arabinoxylans)

Lactic acid solution, 5% (pH�2) Glutenin

Reference: AACC method 56-11.
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2.2.5.1 Wafer Flour—The Miller’s Part
There are a couple of points to influence the suitability of a flour from the side of the

flourmill:

• Selection of the wheat mix (grist) for milling the wafer flour from soft wheats

• Freshly harvested wheat has a negative performance in baking (freshness effects).

Either do a slow phasing in to the grist or observe a storage time of 1–2months. After-

wards, at good storage conditions (<14% moisture, <18°C), there is little change

over 2 years of wheat storage

• The milling equipment and the setting of the milling diagram influences parameters

such as granulation and starch damage. The extraction rate determines the ash content

and colour, the fibres and water sorption, and the price of the flour

• The inclusion or exclusion of single millstreams

• The addition of chemicals such as ascorbic acid, minerals, and enzymes all influencing

the baking properties

• The preparation of any premixes from flour and other minor ingredients. That speeds

up the mixing in the wafer plant and reduces the risk of errors due to a lacking or

wrong addition of minor components

2.2.5.2 The Storage of Wafer Flour—Maturing Effects
Both wheat grain after harvesting and wheat flour after milling still undergo changes over

time, making them better for baking uses. Wheat flour, freshly milled and/or milled from

fresh wheat, performs suboptimally in wafer baking. We see a lower wafer stability and

more baking waste. Maturing by storage of the flour after milling improves the wafer

baking performance. The timeframe is some weeks for wheats and 1–2 weeks for flours.
Please note two further meanings of the word “maturing”:

• The tempering process before wheat milling; in other words, the equilibration of

wheat to a higher moisture level facilitated by heat sometimes has the name

“maturing” also

• Moisture conditioning of sheet wafers (Chapter 8) is called maturing as well

Table 2.23 Flour End Use and Solvent Retention Capacity (SRC)
Solvent Wafer Flour Cookie Flour Cracker Flour Bread Flour

Water 50–70 50–70 50–70 65–70
Sucrose, 50% 80–110 80–110 80–110 105–115
Sodium carbonate, 5% 60–85 60–85 60–85 80–90
Lactic acid, 5% 80–100 85–100 100–120 Over 140

Gluten performance index (GPI) 0.41–0.71 0.44–0.71 0.51–0.86 0.68–0.86

Reference: US Wheat Associates, 2013. Using the Solvent Retention Capacity (SRC) Test in Functionality Testing for
Flour, www.uswheat.org/ar/cqp/doc/E7CD671FE1BD1A2785257C3D005013DC/$File/LLOYD%20SRC%20CQ.
pdf?OpenElement.
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Freshly milled flours and/or flours from freshly harvested wheat show negative freshness

effects (Posner and Deyoe, 1986). The saying “the wheat is in the sweat” relates to free

moisture, respectively to a rearrangement in water binding. Indeed the moisture content

is still high, over 14.5%, and there is free moisture, so the metabolism of wheat and of

microorganisms continues. In extreme situations, self-heating of wheat induces a loss

in quality and weight.

Fresh wheat has less agglomeration of starch and interstitial protein in the white flour.

In the after-ripening during wheat and flour storage, there are indications for crosslinking

effects. For the proteins the solubility, extensibility, and water absorption all decrease.

There is some annealing of the polysaccharides, the enzymatic activities slow down,

and the AW drops over time. In fresh wheat, biochemical activities decline during stor-

age. M€unzing reports a significant increase of the falling number (Fig. 2.4) in two wheat

flour samples from the extreme situation with sprouting in some areas of Germany in the

harvest year 2010 (M€unzing, 2013). Increased falling numbers indicate a decreased enzy-

matic activity.

There are well-known negative effects of fresh, nonmatured flour in almost all bakery

products as well as in wafers and waffles. During flour milling and flour conveying, there

is intense air (oxygen) contact. The chemical and biochemical processes then require

some time to change the flour and to reduce freshness effects substantially. Hence, dry

storage of the flour at ambient temperatures for 1–2 weeks after milling is recommended.

Which changes occur?

• The biochemical activities decrease and the internal structural rearrangements in

water binding, starch annealing, and protein crosslinking proceed, as outlined above

Fig. 2.4 Wheat storage: the falling number improves. (Data: M€unzing, K. 2013. Parameter zur
Bestimmung der Qualit€at von Brotgetreide, DBV-Ackerbautagung, 20./21. Juni, Berlin).
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• Due to activation of lipases and lipoxygenases, the free fatty acids and peroxides increase.

• There is some oxidation of SH to SS groups, resulting in a harder gluten

• The performance in wafer baking improves. We observe a lower absorption and less

batter extrusion holes near to vents

In 2010, we experienced issues with structural instability of wafers baked from freshly

milled flour having low falling numbers additionally (cf. Section 2.2.4.10 on falling

numbers).

2.2.5.3 Silo Storage of Flour—Potential Issues
There are some specific points to observe in the silo storage of flour:

• Soft wheat flour agglomerates easily compared to hard wheat flour. Bridging effects

are more frequent and may result in conveying or dosing issues

• There is continuous accumulation of fine dust flour on top of the silo filling. When-

ever accumulated fine flour comes to the mixer the batter viscosity increases

• In outside silos primarily, there are serious issues with temperature extremes. Mois-

ture condensation on cold silo walls may induce blocking and more serious micro-

biological issues. Flour has an AW up to the range of 0.7–0.75. That is close the

activity limit of some yeasts and moulds. Condensed moisture droplets then are hot-

spots of microbial growth. On the contrary, hot flour poses issues in batter mixing and

a finally high batter temperature: The risk of gluten development increases, the batter

shelf life is reduced, and the baking result is impaired (see Chapter 6 for details)

2.2.5.4 Storage Temperatures
Warm or even hot storage conditions (30°C and higher) might promote maturing effects

but also unwanted chemical and microbiological reactions. Moreover, control of a low

batter temperature proves to be increasingly difficult.

Freezing conditions in flour storage impairs the overall performance. Effects such as

an increase of batter viscosity and a weaker wafer texture occur.

2.2.5.5 The Influence of Flour Treatment Methods
Physical or chemical flour treatments are options to modify the flour properties for a bet-

ter performance in baking. We discuss a few of them being of interest in wafers and waf-

fles, despite the additional transformation costs, even when small, possibly preventing a

wider application in the industry.

Air Classification of Flour
Air classification is a fractionation process for flours by sieving under application of a

strong airflow (elutriation), eventually after mechanical attrition of the regularly milled

flour. Due to differences in flour particle size and density, a fraction of smaller, lighter

particles being higher in protein content separates from bigger particles being lower in
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proteins. The latter fraction has a lower risk of gluten development in wafer batter

mixing. The main purpose is a shift in the protein content (Table 2.24).

Flour Heat Treatment (FHT)
FHT is a process to modify the properties of flour, germ, and bran. FHT combines two

basic processes—hydrothermal treatment and thermal treatment—to modify gluten and

starch selectively. As an example, the process allows strong cereal flours to be modified so

they can be utilized successfully even in wafer baking. FHT modifies the rheological as

well as the bacteriological properties of flours to reach one or more of these goals:

• Shortening the gluten in baking flours within a range, from just slightly up to the

point of denaturation

• Improving the microbiological status by reducing the germ and bacteria counts

• Reducing enzyme activities even up to the point of inactivation

• Partial gelatinization of the starch, a modification not wanted in wafer flours

• The drying of flours

Heat-treated flours then may be applied in the following:

• In manufacturing wafers, waffles, cookies, and cakes

• For breading batters, binders, and thickeners

• As a cost-effective component in creams

• For partial starch replacement

Flour Chlorination
Treatment of flour with chlorine gas or chlorine dioxide is a process that originates the

United States and has been used in the past in treating soft wheat flours. The main effects

are whitening and functional improvement for various baking applications such as highly

sugared cakes. Chlorination increases the water binding of starch, reduces the gelatini-

zation temperature, and influences the oxidative gelation of the NSP.

Chlorinated flours react slightly better in wafer and waffle baking also, compared to

nonchlorinated ones. In contemporary food manufacturing, however, consumers like

chemical treatments of basic food ingredients less. The European Union does not permit

the chlorination of flour anymore.

Table 2.24 Air Classification of Wheat Flour After Mechanical Attrition
Particle Size (μm) Weight (%) Protein (%) Comment

<13 4 19 Intergranular proteins enriched

13–17 8 14 Intergranular proteins enriched

17–22 18 7 Starch granules enriched

22–28 18 5 Starch granules enriched

28–35 9 7 Starch granules enriched

>35 43 11.5 Protein content close to original flour

Data: Mueller, U., 1998. Weizenmehl – Hauptrohstoff f€ur die Backwarenherstellung (personal communication).
Weserm€uhlenHameln.
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Flour Bleaching
The bleaching of flours is another chemical treatment for obtaining white bakery prod-

ucts besides chlorine by the application of peroxides such as benzoyl peroxide. There is

no permission for chemical bleaching of flours in the EU.

Alternatives for a Brighter Wafer Colour
In wafer baking, the yellowish to brownish colour comes from both pigments in the flour

and nonenzymatic browning by Maillard reactions. Minimizing the latter is by baking as

the product for as little time as possible without running into underbaking. For less pig-

mentation, there are a few options for a lighter, but never perfectly white, wafer colour:

• The wheat: white soft wheats are less pigmented compared to red ones

• A lower extraction rate reduces the pigments in the flour, which are located in the

outer layers of the wheat kernel

• The addition of enzyme-active soybean flour

• The replacement of a part of the flour by a white starch, such as from potato or tapioca

2.2.5.6 Further Flour Components Significant for Wafer and Waffle Manufacturing
In order not to duplicate information, we will not mention again some components such

as moisture, fibres, and ash, discussed in Section 2.2.4, in reference to analytical methods.

Starch
Starch is the principal building material of both flours and wafers. Gelatinization of the

native wheat starch in parallel to the steam generation phase forms the porous wafer body.

The starch properties therefore determine important wafer properties such as the hygro-

scopic behaviour, combined with a length expansion/contraction in parallel to moisture

absorption/desorption (Chapter 8). In the wafer baking process, the starch granules dis-

integrate fully and form an aerated wafer matrix.

Proteins
The scarce literature on wafer flour mostly speaks about a low protein content being

desirable. That argument mainly comes from issues of gluten development in wafer batter

mixing. However, there is more to consider when talking about protein levels in wafer

flour. Here is a compilation of pros and cons:

• Some protein content improves the mechanical stability of big wafer sheets and of

cones compared to recipes being higher in starch

• The protein plays a part in browning and flavour development during baking and

results in a better, less “empty or floury” wafer taste

• The development of gluten, even if just to a small extent, during the batter-mixing

step renders the batter increasingly unworkable. Due to its elastic properties all batter

handling steps are impaired: batter screening, pumping, depositing, and finally the

filling of the wafer-baking mould to completeness
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• Frommy experience, flours with a delayed gluten development are good wafer flours

even in case of higher protein contents

• Part of the call for low protein wafer flours may come from the miller’s practice of

preparing a mixed soft wheat/hard wheat grist for milling. That impairs the wafer-

baking properties without a direct connection to the protein level itself.

• From wafer-baking experience, both hard gluten (high resistance to extension) and

overly soft gluten (very low resistance and very high extensibility) are not ideal in

wafer manufacturing.

Flour Protein Content and Gluten Development in Batters
When kneading wheat flour with water to form a dough, the wheat proteins (gluten)

develop unique viscoelastic properties. Viscoelasticity is a balance between viscous flow

(extensibility) and elasticity (elastic recovery), a property controlled genetically in the

wheat variety primarily. Additionally, there is some influence of fertilizing and of the

growing conditions.The ratio of viscous/elastic varies significantly betweenwheat varieties.

It should be high for batter-derived products such as wafers, waffles, and pancakes; and it

should be intermediate for, e.g., flatbreads and pasta; the ratio should be low for bread.

In wafer batter, mixing flours with an overly elastic gluten results in some gluten

development even at high water additions. Gluten development genetically relates to

high molecular weight (HMW) glutenin subunits in the wheat. To counteract gluten

issues in batter, there are several options:

• Wheat breeding for wheats with a low content of HMW glutenin subunits

• Chemical or enzymatic softening of the gluten proteins

• Dilution of the wheat flour by adding nongluten-forming flours or starches

• Reducing the batter viscosity by adding more water

NSP, Pentosans
NSP are fibres and include cellulose, hemicelluloses (pentosans), and lignin from the cell

walls of plants. In cereals, the hemicellulose consists mainly of pentoses (5-carbon sugars)

such as xylose, arabinose, and uronic acids, with some glucose, mannose, and galactose

included. Therefore the name pentosans is frequently used interchangeably with hemi-

cellulose. Pentosans leave the human gastrointestinal tract undigested by enzymes and

thus are included in the definition of dietary fibre.

For wafer batter preparation the importance of pentosans comes from their ability to

bind 6–10 times its own weight in water. One component of specific wafer enzymes is a

hemicellulase for the enzymatic degradation of the pentosans during batter mixing.

Hemicellulases are any of several enzymes, including pentosanase, glucanase, and cellu-

lase, for hydrolyzing NSP.

Pentosans have a positive effect on freshness keeping for waffles, cakes, and bread.

After baking, they slowly release the bound water to the protein and starch fraction in

bread, thus retarding the retrogradation of starch.
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Wafer Flours and Moisture Release During Wafer Baking
From the manufacturing of cookies, we know that a good cookie flour is binding less

water than a poor one. The same is true for wafer flours. Without being able at present

to define which physical flour parameter or which minor component in the flour are

responsible for, common experience is that some flours release the steam in the baking

phase less readily. Consequently, visible issues in the look of wafers occur:

• Some entrapment of steam bubbles leads to tiny holes at the wafer surface in wafer sheets

and cones

• Amore distinct centre line. The retarded release of moisture leaves somemoisture right

in the middle of the wafer sheet at the greatest distance from the venting holes. That

moisture is thermally expanding in the first baking phase into bigger central pores.

These are visible as a dark line when looking at the sheet from the top; respectively,

there is an airy, more transparent line when looking through the wafer sheet

• Collapsed edges. Some collapsing of the wafer surface at the edges close to the venting

occurs if, after the initial steam pressure peak, a lot of steam still is present because of

retarded moisture release. This steam, when finally passing to the venting holes, is

wetting the thin walls of the pores in the centre (wafer cross section) and they collapse

2.2.6 Rapid Evaluation of Flours for Wafer and Waffle Manufacturing
The extensive discussion on analytical methods in Section 2.2.4 was on general flour

parameters and on measurements with developed doughs. There are still no widely used

specific methods to characterize the performance of a flour in batter-based wafer baking.

Solely the SRC method as described in 2.2.4.13 has some potential here, both due to

simplicity of themethod and the clear differentiation obtained. At least at present, published

studies on the application of SRC specifically for wafer flour characterization are missing.

2.2.6.1 Noninstrumental Sensory Tests
Modern techniques of wheat and flour preparation, handling, and storage have made this

kind of testing mostly obsolete. However, sometimes defects or mistakes occur. Then in

the case of sudden manufacturing issues, some rapid checks can provide quick evidence.

Visual Check of Flour
Are there more dark flour particles than usual? Wetting a flour sample makes colour dif-

ferences better recognizable. Press some flour to get a smooth surface, addwater carefully,

and compare with a sample of the previous batch.

The Smell of the Flour
Is there a strange smell being not typical of flour? If so, reject the batch!

• A mouldy or musty smell typically relates to the growth of microorganisms, probably

due to an increased level of moisture in the flour
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• Paint-like smells may indicate the absorption of external odours during intermediate

storage

The Flour Granulation
Feel the flour between your fingers. Are there any bigger changes in particle size com-

pared to the previous batch?

2.2.6.2 Rapid Test for Water Requirement and Stringiness
This rapid test (Tiefenbacher, unpublished) avoids expensive instrumentation and assists

in selecting a flour out of several choices and in evaluating newly incoming flour batches.

For the test procedure, see the separate box.

In case of two or more flours available, the “rapid test for water requirement and

stringiness” is a tool to select the best flour for wafer manufacturing: The flour with

the most fluid “test batter” has the lowest absorption. It will be the best suitable one.

Test procedure—Rapid test for water requirement and stringiness
Materials

Balance, sensitivity 0.1 g

Cup, size �0.2 L

Spoon or stirrer

Flour

Water of ambient temperature

Method
1. Put 50.0 g of flour into the cup, add the stirrer, and tare the balance to “zero”

2. Then add 75.0 g or millilitres of water and stir well until the mass is fully homogeneous.

If the mass is still stiff, continue to add water in steps of 5 g/mL until obtaining the

typical viscosity of a wafer batter

3. Observe the viscous and elastic flow properties of this “batter.” That informs about

what to expect from the flour—a smoothly flowing batter or an elastic and stringy bat-

ter with some gluten developed with the consequence of issues in clogging sieves, in

batter pumping, and in batter depositing

4. When comparing the test result of the flour currently used, some adjustment of the

recipe water dosage for the new flour is possible in advance

2.2.6.3 Classification of Flours According to the Water Required for Batter Mixing
Table 2.25 informs about a classification of wafer flours according to the water required in

wafer batter preparation. For preparing a wafer batter with a viscosity of about 500 mPa s,

quite variable quantities of water are required. The level of water addition is important for

the result. The steam evaporating during wafer baking is the principal aerating agent.
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More batter water stands for more steam leavening, a lower wafer weight, less mechanical

stability, and a softer texture.

Flours out of class 1 are the easiest to bake. With this flour, even complicated recipes

bake at a high efficiency. Class 2 flours are the ones most frequently available. This class

still permits completion of special recipes without creating serious issues in production.

Within class 3, new flour batches and variations that come with them are very demanding

for the operators in charge of production. Problems with batter distribution, hard and

brittle wafer centres, and soft and crumbling wafer edges require either a permanent

fine-tuning of the recipe or result in a reduced output of good wafers. Whole-wheat flo-

urs are falling into class 3 in most cases.

2.2.6.4 Hold a Sample for External Flour Testing
In case of doubts that your supplier met your specifications get in contact with him or her.

Moreover, it is recommended to set aside a flour sample of c.1.5 kg for external analysis, if

required.

2.2.6.5 The Baking Test Is Always Right
Unfortunately, not all our specifications and measurements may tell enough about the

baking quality of a certain flour in the plant. The baking test is the final answer to the

quality question. That is even more important because flat wafers, hollow wafers, and

wafer cones technologically are very different from both the various sugar wafer and

the waffle types. For pretesting, laboratory baking tongs are available from most equip-

ment suppliers.

2.2.6.6 Gluten Aggregation Testing
Standard flour tests cannot predict whether gluten will develop from a flour in wafer bat-

ter mixing. Thacker (1993) developed a test for measuring the gluten hydration and dis-

persion time under strong shearing conditions in a liquidizer. Oliver and Sahi (1995)

applied the method in characterizing wafer batter rheology in four soft and one hard

wheat flour varieties. The knockout lab test (Gluszczynski et al., 2001) or gluten aggre-

gation test uses the same principle by checking the gluten aggregation time, the power

Table 2.25 Flour Classification by Water Dosage (Tiefenbacher, unpublished).

Water Level
Litres for 100 kg
Flour

US Gallons for 100 lb
Flour

British Gallons for 100 lb
Flour

Class 1—low <135 <16.2 <13.5

Class 2—

medium

135–150 16.2–18 13.5–15

Class 3—high >150 >18 >15
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uptake of the blender motor, and the area under the curve obtained. Just 15 min are

required for a quality grouping of a flour. Some wafer flours exhibit no strong gluten

aggregation in the test or just a late and small one. To the contrary, flours for dough-based

bakery flours with high gluten content, quality, and high absorption aggregate early and

strongly. In 2012, Brabender presented the GlutoPeak system for doing such kind of test-

ing. Amoriello et al. (2016) confirmed the suitability in evaluating soft wheat flours.

2.2.6.7 The Gluten Development Test
The gluten development test by Tiefenbacher and Dobrovics (1999) measures gluten

aggregation in a different way. In the cup of a rotary viscometer, a smoothly prepared

“prebatter” undergoes shearing at 20°C for 5 min. Then both the viscosity and the quan-

tity of gluten, if any has developed, are determined. See Section 2.2.9 for details on the

principles and applications of the method, developed during the master thesis work of

Dobrovics (1997).

2.2.6.8 Rapid Analysis by Near Infrared (NIR) Methods
NIR instruments provide a rapid quantification of key flour components such as mois-

ture, protein, and ash within a minute, provided robust calibration techniques are in

place. There are many suppliers for such instruments.

During a research project funded by the Austrian FFG from 1997 to 1999 a prototype

of a NIRwafer flour analyzer was developed and tested at the Franz Haas research centre.

Based on extensive calibration work, the Haas wafer flour analyzer determined the fol-

lowing at the push of a button:

• Buying relevant parameters for wheat flour such as moisture, ash, protein, and wet

gluten.

• Processing relevant properties of the wafer batters to be expected from that flour such

as absorption, wafer batter viscosity, and gluten development risk

The instrument consisted of a standard PC, the analyzer hardware (instrument with probe

head, sample rotator, and interface card), and the measuring, data processing, and

reporting software. The crux of the matter was in the extensive requirements for calibra-

tion. The calibration as developed was valid just for wheat flours from one harvesting

season. The processing-relevant parameters based on specific patterns of the NIR spec-

trum faded away first while the distinct spectral bands for moisture and proteins proved to

be more stable in calibration.

2.2.7 Specifications for Wafer and Waffle Flours
This section will first examine analytical data for wafer flours from various manufactures.

This is followed by recommendations for selecting the right flour for the various types of

wafers and waffles.
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2.2.7.1 Flours From Wafer Manufacturers—Analytical Data
Tables 2.26 and 2.27 inform on typical wafer flour data from Europe and other conti-

nents. These are from companies without flour-related manufacturing issues. Common

features are low wet gluten figures in the range of 20%–25% and in most cases a low

absorption in the range of 49%–56%.
From Table 2.28 we diagnose the limited availability of flour with low protein and

low absorption values in some regions. Then compensation by additives such as starch,

Table 2.26 Wafer Flour Data From European Countries
Analytical Parameter IT IT AT BE RO TR

Moisture (ICC 110/1) (%) 14.3 14.5 13.1 14.3 13.9 14.6

Ash (ICC 104/1) dm (%) 0.57 0.51 0.55 0.54 0.56 0.73

Protein (ICC 105/2)

N�5.7 dm (%)

10.4 9.4 9.8 9.5 10.7 11.8

Wet gluten (ICC 137/1) (%) 23.3 23.6 23.1 23.3 21.9 24.1

Extensogram (ICC 114/1) (a) (b)

Absorption (%) – 50.5 53.0 49.2 54.6 53.6

Energy (cm2) – 81 49 20 48 81

Extension (mm) – 127 166 168 155 142

Resistance (EU) – 422 159 84 190 360

Resistance/extension – 3.3 1.0 0.5 1.2 2.5

Farinogram (ICC 115/1)

Absorption (%) 58.3 51.3 54.2 51.9 56.2 55.1

Dough development (min) 1.2 1.2 1.5 2.9 1.5 2.5

Stability (min) 1.6 1.9 3.1 3.7 4.0 7

Softening (FU) 20 104 102 127 100 70

Alveogram (ICC 121)

L length (mm) 89 – 112 – 63 –
P, resistance (mm) 40 – 42 – 74 –
P/L 0.45 – 0.38 – 1.17 –
W deformation energy, J/

10,000

98 – 111 – 164 –

Granulation (c)

Air impingement, >75 μm (%) – 30 – 31 44 50

Sieving, >250 μm 1.1 1.1 – 1.0 0.1 –
Sieving, >180 μm 4.0 1.3 – 5.0 2.2 –
Sieving, >125 μm 15.7 8.5 – 13.6 17.4 –
Sieving, >90 μm 37.2 21.4 – 75.0 27.4 –
Sieving, <90 μm 42.0 67.7 – 5.4 52.9 –
Ascorbic acid addition – – No – – No

Product Flat

wafers

Sugar

cones

Flat

wafers

Sugar

cones

Flat

wafers

Flat

wafers

All flours without manufacturing issues; (a) extensogram data after 45 min; (b) extensogram data indicate the use of wafer
enzyme; (c) strong agglomeration of the soft flour in sieving, the air impingement value is more reliable here.
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wafer enzymes, or high water levels in the recipe is required. However, there are still

compromises regarding the quality of the wafers and the efficiency of the lines.

2.2.7.2 Overview: Recommended Flour Parameters for Wafers and Waffles
This section on the current knowledge base resumes our best recommendation for flours

in wafer, sugar wafer, and waffle manufacturing (Table 2.29).

Please note: Laboratory data cannot guarantee the applicability of a flour in wafer

manufacturing. There is considerable influence from the wheat variety that conventional

flour testing cannot reflect. In case of unexpected quality fluctuations, we recommend an

external lab check of the flour in order to verify the mill’s flour specification.

Table 2.27 Wafer Flour Data From Non-European Countries
Analytical Parameter IL BR US CA SY CN

Moisture (ICC 110/1) (%) 12.8 14.4 14.1 14.5 14.4 14.2

Ash (ICC 104/1) dm (%) 0.67 0.73 0.92 0.61 0.52 0.63

Protein (ICC 105/2)

N�5.7 dm (%)

11.6 12.1 10.9 8.9 10.6 11.4

Wet gluten (ICC 137/1) (%) 23.0 25.1 – 19.9 – –

Extensogram (ICC 114/1)

Absorption (%) 56.3 57.2 53.2 48.7 54.8 53.0

Energy (cm2) 87 105 21 35 84 109

Extension (mm) 163 142 112 159 123 132

Resistance (EU) 300 410 135 150 431 540

Resistance/extension 1.8 2.9 1.2 0.9 3.5 4.1

Farinogram (ICC 115/1) (a) (a)

Absorption (%) 59.0 59.0 54.4 49.9 57.5 54.4

Dough development (min) 2.0 2.5 1.5 1.0 2.0 1.7

Stability (min) 9.0 10.5 2.1 2.5 3.9 8.1

Softening (FU) 50 40 115 130 79 73

Granulation (b)

Air impingement, >75 μm (%) 48 29 40 34 48 44

Sieving, >250 μm 0.3 0.6 1.9 x 0.3 1.3

Sieving, >180 μm 4.5 2.1 4.8 x 0.9 0.9

Sieving, >125 μm 22.5 28.6 13.0 x 7.4 9.8

Sieving, >90 μm 34.3 16.1 20.8 x 33.4 29.5

Sieving, <90 μm 38.4 52.6 59.5 x 58.0 58.5

Ascorbic acid addition – Yes – – – –
Product Flat

wafer

Sugar

cone

Flat

wafer

Flat

wafer

Flat

wafer

Flat

wafer

All flours without manufacturing issues; (a) high absorption figure; (b) no sieving data due to strong agglomeration of the
soft flour.
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Table 2.28 Wafer Flour Data With Issues in Wafer Manufacturing
Analytical Parameter NI RU SA KZ TJ EG

Moisture (ICC 110/1) (%) 13.8 13.5 12.9 14.1 14.8 12.6

Ash (ICC 104/1) dm (%) 0.74 0.56 0.60 0.71 0.70 0.59

Protein (ICC 105/2) N�5.7 dm (%) 13.8 13.4 13.7 14.5 13.8 11.7

Wet gluten (ICC 137/1) (%) 29.4 31.9 32.9 34.5 29.9 29.3

Extensogram (ICC 114/1) (a) (b) (b) (b)

Absorption (%) 57.2 60.2 57.8 – – 61.0

Energy (cm2) 144 106 110 – – 75

Extension (mm) 133 154 154 – – 178

Resistance (EU) 670 372 402 – – 220

Resistance/extension 5.0 2.4 2.6 – – 1.2

Farinogram (ICC 115/1)

Absorption (%) 58.4 65.1 61.9 61.5 58.8 61.4

Dough development (min) 1.5 3.2 3.8 4.4 6.7 2.0

Stability (min) 10.5 28.4 12.0 12.1 28.2 5

Softening (FU) 40 36 49 61 27 90

Granulation

Air impingement, >75 μm (%) – 43 53 – – –
Sieving, >250 μm – – 0.2 0.6 0.7 0.3

Sieving, >180 μm – – 2.0 0.6 0.5 2.2

Sieving, >125 μm – – 16.3 6.3 11.4 14.8

Sieving, >90 μm – – 32.9 29.7 30.8 27.4

Sieving, <90 μm – – 48.6 62.8 56.6 55.3

Ascorbic acid addition Yes – – – – –

(a) A typical bread flour with ascorbic acid addition and (b) very high in wet gluten.

Table 2.29 Flours for Different Wafers and Waffles
Parameter No/Low Sugar Wafers Sugar Wafers Waffles

Wheat: soft/hard/blend Soft Soft, blend Blend

Flour absorption <54 <57 Keep stable

Protein (14% mb) 9–10 9.5–11 Depends on waffle type

Wet gluten <25 �27 Depends on waffle type

Ash <0.6 <0.6 <0.6

Moisture <14.5 <14.5 <14.5

Wheat variety influence High Medium Medium

Fresh, unmatured flour Very negative Negative Negative

Damaged starch Little influence No influence Little influence

Falling number >250 >250 >250

Flour granulation Keep stable Keep stable Keep stable

Ascorbic acid addition no no No general preference
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2.2.7.3 Flour Specifications for No/Low Sugar Wafers and Regular Batters
Table 2.30 provides recommendations for no/low sugar wafers and regular batters. The

following provides some comments on the notes in the last column of Table 2.30:

(a) In case of longer storage time, flour moisture, for microbiological reasons should not

be higher. Moreover, you buy water instead of dm

(b) High protein resp. wet gluten content increases the risk of gluten development in

batter mixing. However, a certain level of gluten is desirable for wafer stability, col-

our, and taste

(c) In parallel to the ash content, the level of strongly water-binding NSP increases.

Consequently, a reduction of wafer weight and stability results. Additionally with

higher ash the soiling of baking moulds increase

(d) Less absorptionmeans lesswater required in battermixing and higher batter solids. That

is positive for both the energy consumption in baking and the stability of the wafers

(e) Strengthens the gluten, and the risk of gluten development rises

2.2.7.4 Flour Specifications for “High Solids”Wafer Batters (HSB) for No/Low Sugar
Wafers

Some wafer manufacturers, depending on local consumer preference, require the baking

of crunchy and hard-textured wafers or rather thin but crunchy sheet wafers. See

Section 2.2.5 in Chapter 6 onHSB for details. Table 2.31 provides the data of such a flour

from North America as an example. For that purpose, soft wheat flours of a low protein/

wet gluten content and a very low absorption are suitable. The granulation is very fine.

2.2.7.5 Flour Specifications for Rolled Sugar Cones
Table 2.32 provides recommendations for flour in rolled sugar cone manufacturing. The

following provides some comments on the notes in the last column of Table 2.32:

(a) In case of a longer storage time, flour moisture for microbiological reasons should

not be higher. Moreover, you buy water instead of dm

(b) High protein resp. wet gluten content increases the water level in batter mixing.

However, a certain level of gluten is desirable for wafer cone stability.

Table 2.30 Flour Specifications for No/Low Sugar Wafers (Sheets, Cones)
Parameter Preferable Acceptable Note

Wheat class Soft wheat –
Flour maturing 1–2 weeks –
Moisture content (%) <14 <14.5 a

Protein, 14% mb (%) �9.5 <10.3 b

Protein, dm (%) �11 <12 b

Wet gluten (%) <25 <27 b

Ash content (%) 0.4–0.6 0.4–0.75 c

Absorption (%) <55 <56 d

Ascorbic acid addition No No e

For an explanation of the notes, see the text.
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Table 2.31 Wafer Flour for a High Solids Batter (HSB)
Analytical Parameter Value

Moisture (ICC 110/1) (%) 14.5

Ash (ICC 104/1) dm (%) 0.51

Protein (ICC 105/1) N�5.7 dm (%) 9.4

Protein N�5.7 14% mb (%) 8.1

Wet Gluten (ICC 137/1) (%) 23.6

Extensogram (ICC 114/1)

Absorption (%) 50.5

Energy (cm2) 81

Extension (mm) 127

Resistance (EU) 422

Resistance/extension 3.3

Farinogram (ICC 115/1)

Absorption (%) 51.3

Dough development (min) 1.2

Stability (min) 1.9

Softening (FU) 104

Granulation

Over 75 μm (%) 30

Over 250 μm (%) (screening test) 1.1

Over 180 μm (%) 1.3

Over 125 μm (%) 8.5

Over 90 μm (%) 21.4

Through 90 μm (%) 67.7

Ascorbic acid addition No

Table 2.32 Flour Specifications for Rolled Sugar Cones
Parameter Preferable Acceptable Note

Wheat class Soft wheat –
Flour maturing 1–2 weeks –
Moisture content (%) <14 <14.5 a

Protein, 14% mb (%) �9 <10.3 b

Protein, dm (%) �10.5 <12 b

Wet gluten (%) <24 <26 b

Ash content (%) 0.4–0.55 0.4–0.6 c

Absorption (%) <53 <55 d

Granulation>75 μm � 30 <40 e

For an explanation of the notes, see the text.
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(c) In parallel to the ash content, the level of strongly water-binding NSP increases.

Consequently, a reduction of wafer weight and stability results. Additionally, with

higher ash the soiling of baking moulds increases

(d) Less absorption means less water required in batter mixing and higher batter solids.

That is positive for both the energy consumption in baking and the stability of

the cones

(e) A fine granulation improves both the sugar cone strength and smoothness

In case of unexpected quality fluctuations, we recommend an external lab check of the

flour in order to verify the mill’s flour specification.

2.2.7.6 Flour Specifications for Flute Wafers (Wafer Sticks)
Table 2.33 provides recommendations for flour in manufacturing flute wafers (wafer

sticks). Some comments on the notes in the last column of Table 2.33:

(a) In case of longer storage time, flour moisture, for microbiological reasons, should

not be higher. Moreover, you buy water instead of dm

(b) Gluten development in high sugar batters is not of an issue. For flute wafers even a

higher protein content in flours is fine, provided the absorption is low

(c) In parallel to the ash content, the level of strongly water-binding NSP increases. In

consequence a reduction of wafer weight and stability results

(d) Less absorption reduces the porosity even if the water level in batters is kept high

(e) A fine granulation improves both the flute wafer strength and smoothness

2.2.7.7 Flour Specifications for Waffles
Waffles are a muchmore heterogeneous group compared to the different wafer products.

Waffles, being batter-based or dough-based, fermented or nonfermented, with a lean or

rich composition all demand a different specification. The flour is of influence for the

following:

Table 2.33 Flour Specifications for Flute Wafers (Wafer Sticks)
Parameter Preferable Acceptable Note

Wheat class Soft wheat –
Flour maturing 1–2 weeks –
Moisture content (%) <14 <14.5 a

Protein, 14% mb (%) 9–10.5 <12 b

Protein, dm (%) 10.5–12.2 <14 b

Wet gluten (%) <27 <30 b

Ash content (%) 0.4–0.55 0.4–0.6 c

Absorption (%) <53 <56 d

Granulation >75 μm �30 <40 e

For an explanation of the notes, see the text.
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• The mixing of the batter

• The final waffle texture

• The keeping of freshness (softness)

The test criteria in selecting the flour for waffle batters are as follow:

(a) The water level required in batter mixing. A lower absorption is better in order to

obtain a batter viscosity as low as possible

(b) No gluten issues in mixing, visible from viscosity fluctuations in the fresh batter

despite the fact that there was no recipe change. With gluten development, we find

a sudden increase in waffle weight, density, and textural hardness. Less protein is

better here

(c) The waffles have a nice, chewy texture. More protein is better here. However, the

use of waffle enzyme in small quantities then can be favourable for avoiding

situation (b)

Specific Suggestions
• For lean waffles recipes that are low in sugar and fat, flours from soft wheat varieties

with moderate protein levels (9%–10% protein, 22%–25% wet gluten) are rec-

ommended for a finer, softer, and shorter texture. This is not suitable for fermented

waffles

• The protein content of the flour, typically a soft-hard wheat blend, may be higher

with increasing the sugar ratio and for fermented waffles. For high sugar recipes

and for fermented waffles such as Liege waffles and hunt waffles, medium- to

high-protein flours with 10.5%–13%, 27%–32% wet gluten, are recommended

• Avoid any flour treatment strengthening the gluten such as by ascorbic acid for most

of the waffle types. Exceptions are possible in fermented waffles

• A fine flour granulation—more than 60% below 75 μm—is preferable with regard to

a smoother waffle surface and a softer texture. Most frequently, flours with about

0.55% ash are in use. Flours that have greater ash content or whole-wheat flours

are more difficult to process and require some recipe adjustment. A more coarse flour

granulation is possible for fermented waffles

• Flour maturing for 1–2 weeks after milling improves the waffle baking properties

• For companies having a flourmill within their group the preparation of dry premixes

including the flour is advisable for convenience and for reducing any inconsistencies.

2.2.8 Wafer Flours: Wheat Variety Influence and Batter Mixing Procedures
2.2.8.1 Introduction
Extensive studies on wafer flours at the Franz Haas research centre for baking technology

deepened the insight into the mechanisms of gluten development in wafer preparation

and into the options to cope with. The foundation of the research centre in 1989 was to

lead the art of wafer and waffle baking to the level of contemporary science and
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technology. The initial team members were Karl Tiefenbacher, Andreas Rauch (scien-

tists), Gertraud Zbiral, Franz Slechta, Friedrich Lastuvka and Norbert Drapela (techno-

logical and technical staff ), Elfriede Bauer (administration).

The next two sections are summarizing the studies on the influence of the flour vari-

ety on wafer baking and the work on the gluten development test for wafer flours. The

latter results are based to a great extent on the master thesis of Michael Dobrovics

(University of Natural resources and Life Sciences BOKU, Vienna, 1997), prepared at

the Franz Haas research centre.

2.2.8.2 Background Information
No/low sugar wafers such as sheets for cream-filled sugar wafers, ice-cream cones, and

similar light-textured aerated starch foams (Stevens, 1976) are very specific end uses of

wheat flour. These cereal products are prepared from fluid water–flour batters being sus-
pensions of flour in water. There is very little use of other ingredients. Wafer batters

therefore directly reflect the flour properties. They differ significantly from dough and

even from batters rich in sugar and oils as used for other batter-based bakery products

(Manley, 2000; Wade, 1988).

Our current method of rheological flour testing is based on doughs. However, the

suitability of wheat flours for wafer manufacturing is not predicted well by dough testing

systems such as the farinograph, mixograph, alveograph, extensograph, or rapid

viscosity tester.

In preparation of wafer batters, the target is to hydrate and to suspend the flour par-

ticles without any formation of a gluten network. Such a gluten network would result in a

“stringy-elastic” batter texture. The gluten strands formed result in severe issues in batter

pumping, in clogging of batter depositors, and in filling the baking moulds properly. The

only thing then to do is to discard such a batter with heavily developed gluten.

In the literature, we find just a few reports on the type of flour required for wafer

baking, based on practical experience. Pritchard and Stevens (1973) find that any biscuit

flour is suitable, while Loske (1975) and Manley (2000) recommend low- to medium-

protein flours in the range of 9%–10% protein (14% mb).

Modern agriculture nowadays in Europe still focuses much on yield, protein strength,

and protein level as required for the main end user, the manufacturing of breads. Ded-

icated soft wheat qualities for wafer manufacturing for some time were less readily avail-

able than previously.

2.2.8.3 Performance of Flours From Various Wheat Varieties in Flat Wafer Baking
There were no studies on the influence of the wheat variety on the wafer baking perfor-

mance. A project in cooperation with the former Bundesanstalt f€ur Getreide- und

Kartoffelverarbeitung, Detmold, Germany (now Max Rubner Institute) looked into that

aspect. Heinz Zwingelberg and Udo Hanneforth are two of the many I have to thank
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there for their cooperation, the selection of wheat varieties with low to moderate protein

content and poor bread baking performance (Table 2.35), the milling into flours, and

their analytical characterization.

At the Franz Haas research centre we applied a straightforward recipe, omitting any

corrective action by minor ingredients that would improve any nonfavourable baking

results. For obtaining a smooth batter with a viscosity of about 500 mPa s, the water-

to-flour ratio was quite variable from 1.25 to 1.64 for these “regular” wafer batters

(Table 2.34). Later in Chapter 6 we will discuss “high solids” wafer batters of a

water-to-flour ratio in the range of 1.0–1.2 for wafers with a hard texture and higher

mechanical stability.

2.2.8.4 Why Use Baker’s Percentage in Batter Recipes?
Wheat flour is the principal solid component of wafer batters. For that reason, we prefer

to write recipes in the baker’s percentage format. Baker’s percentage (baker’s math; flour basis)

Table 2.34 Flat Wafer Recipe for Testing Wheat Variety Flours
Ingredient Quantity in Bakers (%) Comments

Water 125–164 As required for a smooth batter, viscosity �500 mPa s

Flour 100

Salt 0.5

Lecithin 0.5 Fluid soy lecithin

Oil 1 Canola oil

Table 2.35 Wheat Variety Flours in the Flat Wafer Flour Baking Test

Variety
Protein (%)
14% mb

Wet Gluten
(%)

Water in Batter
(Flour5100)

Absorption
(Farinogram)

Soissons, DE 10.8 27.8 140 58.6

Soissons, FR 8.9 20.2 125 53.9

Atlantis 10.2 32.5 152 57.6

Contra 8.6 24.3 142 54.5

Jonas 10.9 30.0 158 57.0

Ritmo 7.8 21.5 141 57.1

Zentos 10.0 26.3 157 60.8

Caprinusa 10.1 29.5 160 56.1

Aresa 11.0 36.5 159 57.6

Bussarda 12.8 38.3 161 62.5

Haia 10.4 31.5 164 58.0

aNegative result in the wafer-baking test (incomplete wafer sheets) without applying recipe changes by corrective minor
ingredients.
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is a method for making recipes in bakery easily comparable. List every ingredient of a

recipe in relation to 100 weight parts of flour. Flour means the sum of all flours/starches

used in the recipe. Compared to the alternative way of recipe presentation with every

ingredient listed in percent of the total weight of all ingredients, the advantages are

the following:

• Small changes in recipe water as frequently required don’t change all the recipe

percentages

• Different recipes are then easy to compare and to transfer into different batch sizes

• Recipe details such as the saltiness or sweetness are clearly visible because flour is the

principal solid ingredient by far

• Change the quantity of a single ingredient or add a new one without changing the

percentage of all other ingredients

Example: A recipe with 50 kg of flour and 1 kg of oil contains 2% oil in baker’s percent-

age (baker’s math; flour basis).

2.2.8.5 Wheat Variety Influence in Flat Wafer Baking—The Results
The results in Table 2.35 demonstrated for the first time the impact of the wheat variety

on wafer-making properties, which overrides any milling techniques such as flour frac-

tionation, or air classification in their effects on baking performance by far. Wafer

manufacturing companies today increasingly lead their flour providers to contract ded-

icated wheat for milling into wafer flours.

The data from Table 2.35 require some discussion:

1. The differences between the two Soissons flours, one from Germany and one from

France, substantiate the impact of growing condition such as soil and climate.

2. There is just an unexpectedly weak correlation between the water level for mixing

batters of�500 mPa s (column 4) and basic flour data such as protein, wet gluten, and

absorption in the farinogram. A few examples follow:

• For similar protein contents of about 10%, the wet gluten can be from 26.3 to 32.5

(Atlantis, Zentos, Caprinus). Out of them, Caprinus with the highest water level

in wafer batter preparation had the lowest absorption in the farinogram

• For flour with a similar protein level of 10.8%–11% all the other data and the bak-

ing performance differ dramatically (Soissons DE, Jonas, Ares)

• For a similar water level in batter mixing of about 140, the flour protein can be

from 7.8% to 10.8%, the wet gluten from 21.5% to 27.8%, and the absorption in

the farinogram from 54.5 to 58.6 (Soissons DE, Contra, Ritmo)

3. Our assumption is that besides the protein’s flour components such as the NSP, the

strongly absorbing pentosans are relevant here especially.

The old basic rule, “good wafer flours are of low protein content,” requires an amend-

ment to “good wafer flours require little water in batter mixing.”
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2.2.8.6 Studies on Batter-Mixing (Flour Hydration)
We compared the mixing result of five different mixer systems at a water to flour ratio of

1.4–1 and a mixing time of 3 min. The initial flour temperature was 22°C, and the water
temperature was 15°C. The intentions for research were the following:

(a) Find the lab mixing regime being closest in results to the industrial batter preparation

(b) To apply different shearing conditions in respect to gluten development and

redispersion

(c) Characterize wafer flours regarding their properties in batter mixing, primarily for

any risk of gluten development and the expected viscosity of the batters

(d) To determine the wafer baking properties of differently mixed batters

(e) Find out conditions for dispersing flour gently, a prerequisite for the intended gluten

development test

Here are the results of the mixing procedure trials:

1. Planetary food mixer with whisk tool, stage 1 (very slow speed—20 rpm)

The shear at that mixing condition is very low: Even flours known to be

unsuitable for industrial batter preparation because of high absorption and/or severe

gluten development (Gebhard, 1996; Dobrovics, 1997) hydrate without gluten for-

mation such as the last four flours in Table 2.35. That kind of mixing proved to be

suitable for preparing the prebatters for the gluten development test (Section 2.2.9).

2. Waring Blender, stage 3 (high speed—20,000 rpm)

These conditions are the other extreme of batter shearing. The batter temperature

increases from initially 17°C by 10–24°C within the 3 min, depending on the

strength and quantity of gluten. The gluten develops quickly. Then the viscosity falls

back and indicates a partial redispersion. That is far from real batter mixing conditions.

3. Ultra-Turrax laboratory mixer, 8000–24,000 rpm
That type of high shear mixer with a high rotational speed, a mixing tool with

sharp edges, and small gaps results in immediate gluten formation, thus preventing

a continuous flow of batter through the mixing tool. Not suitable in wafer batter

preparation.

4. Industrial wafer batter turbomixer, 700 rpm

The rotor–stator system of the mixer, in combination with some circular batter

flow, provides efficient flour hydration and a smooth batter. Due to the controlled

shearing action, there seems to be little or no gluten development with many of the

flours. However, as wafer manufacturers in practice experience, with some flours severe

gluten issues occur time over time if there is no counteraction via recipe adaption.

5. Laboratory mixer with a saw tooth dissolver tool, 850 rpm

The mechanical stress during this treatment proved to be the most comparable

one to the industrial mixer. Because of the sharp edges of the tool, some gluten

develops and disperses again partially. For preparing lab quantities of batter, that is

the best procedure.
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2.2.9 Wafer Flour Characterization by the Gluten Development Test
2.2.9.1 Introduction
There is no sound opinion published on mixing requirements regarding the rotational

speed and the intensity of shearing for either avoiding the formation of for dispersing

the gluten aggregates (Matz and Matz, 1978; Thacker, 1993; Oliver and Sahi, 1995).

The latter authors state, “Little is known about the mechanisms by which gluten aggre-

gation occurs in wafer batters and the factors which control it.”

At present, there is no widely accepted specific testing for wafer flours available.

Recently new variants of the “gluten hydration and dispersion test,” originally proposed

by Thacker (1993), were published (Gebhard, 1996; Gluszczynski et al., 2001). That kind

of testing uses quite different conditions, compared to wafer batter mixing:

• The water to flour ratio of 1.2 is low

• The warm temperature, contrary to the typically cold wafer batter mixing, favours

gluten development. Additionally a noncontrollable increase of temperature takes

place during the test.

Our goals are to study the main influences on gluten formation in wafer batter preparation

and to finally determine a method for evaluating the gluten formation potential of a given

wheat flourbya rapid testingmethod.Suchamethod, thenew“GlutenDevelopmentTest,”

should not solely provide information on the batter mixing properties of flour batches at

typicalwaferbattermixingconditions. It has to reflect thepositive influences of the common

measures to cope with unfavourable flour properties such as the addition of starch or water,

both being well-known flour diluting agents, and of wafer enzyme application.

2.2.9.2 Gluten Development Test—The Principle
Rheological measurements of wafer batters in rotational viscometers with a narrow gap

deliver unreproducible results frequently. The reason is in a potential development of

gluten during the measurement. We used a rotary viscometer to determine how much

gluten, if any, develops from 50 g of a smoothly prepared “prebatter” while shearing it in

the viscometer cup at 20°C for 5 min. In parallel, the viscosity is determined, being an

indicator for the absorption and thickening power of the flour at the typical flour-to-

water ratio for wafer batters.

2.2.9.3 Materials and Methods for the Gluten Development Test
Wafer flour “Juwel B” (Vonwiller, Austria)

Flour samples of the wheat varieties Hai (crop year 1996) and Bussard (crop years

1996, 1997), all provided by H. Zwingelberg (Detmold)

Later after the test method was fully developed, a collection of 67 wafer flours from all

over the world was tested (flour numbers 1–67).
Wheat starch, food grade (Crespel & Deiters, Germany)

Enzymes: Veron W (R€ohm, Germany), Depol 112P (Biocatalysts, UK)
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Tap water

Salt

Planetary food mixer, type major (Kenwood, GB), whisk tool, low speed 20 rpm

Flow cup according to DIN 53211, 8-mm hole (Simex, Germany)

Rotary viscometer VT 500 (Haake, Germany), MVDIN system, 1.64-mm gap, tem-

perature set to 20°C, 50 rpm, nominal shear rate 64.5 s�1

20 mesh screen for gluten separation

Determination of flour protein, wet gluten: ICC-methods No. 105/1, 106/2

2.2.9.4 Prebatter Resting Time, Batter Shearing, and Viscosity
As the viscosity of flour suspensions increases slightly within time, probably due to con-

tinuing flour hydration, we chose a standardized resting time of 5 min between the end of

the 3-min mixing phase of the prebatter and the start of the shearing in the rotary vis-

cometer. The influence of the resting interval on the final viscosity after 5 min of rotary

shearing was negligible, with the only exception of enzyme-treated flours.

50 g of prebatter are put into the vessel of the rotary viscometer and set to a temper-

ature of 20°C.When shearing with a nominal shear rate of 64.5 s�1 takes place for 5 min,

the initial viscosity drops by 50–150 mPa s. The curve indicates just a small continuous

further change (Fig. 2.5). Interruption of shearing does not result in an increase of the

viscosity. There is no obvious correlation between that initial viscosity drop and the

quantity of wet gluten developed in the test. A shear time of 5 min proved to be best

for repeatability and robustness of the method. The final viscosity proved to be significant

in comparison to the batter viscosity of wheat flour in industrial batter mixing. Table 2.36

provides the analytical data for the flours of Fig. 2.5.

2.2.9.5 Gluten Development Test—The Final Method
After these studies on method development here the final method.

Prebatter Recipe

280 g cold tap water (�15°C)
2 g salt

200 g wheat flour, ambient temperature (�22°C)

Table 2.36 Analytical Data of the Flours in Fig. 2.5
Flour
No.

Protein (%)
dm

Wet Gluten
(%)

Viscosity (mPa s) Water/Flour
1/1.4

Gluten (g/50 g) Water/Flour
1/1.4

43 10.4 26.2 410 0

02 10.7 26.1 366 0.6

31 10.2 23.6 305 0.2

78 9.3 22.1 274 0.5
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Test Procedure
1. In the bowl of the planetary mixer with whisk tool dissolve the salt in the water

2. At speed 1 (slow) add the flour within 0.5 min and blend for in totally 3 min from the

start of flour addition

3. Transfer 50 g of this prebatter into the cup of the rotary viscometer (thermostat set-

ting 20°C). After a total resting time of 5 min since the end of the blending step 2, start

the viscometer for a 5-min shear at 50 rpm. The instrumental configuration would

correspond to a shear rate of 64.5 s�1 for an ideal liquid with Newtonian flow prop-

erties. The real shear rate is supposed to be higher because of the flour particles,

resulting in a reduced gap and in some turbulent flow

4. Record the end viscosity after 5 min of shearing and filter the content of the cup over

the 20-mesh screen.Wash the gluten residue with 100 mL tap water and form it into a

ball. Remove adhering water by a tissue and determine the weight to 0.1 g

5. The position of the sample data in a “viscosity—wet gluten” diagram (Fig. 2.6) indi-

cates the suitability of the flour for wafer batter preparation

2.2.9.6 Flour Samples From the Wafer Industry in the Gluten Development Test
Sixty-seven wafer flour samples collected from manufacturing companies all over the

world in 1997 were tested with the new method. The wheat flour samples in parallel

were analyzed for protein and wet gluten content by standard ICC methods.

The results in Fig. 2.6 indicate that just a minority of wafer manufacturers have access

to good wafer flours and can work with flours of zero gluten development and low

viscosity.
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Fig. 2.5 Shearing test in the viscometer.
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2.2.9.7 Flour Classification According to the Gluten Development Potential
Having the data of the gluten development test in Fig. 2.6, we classified the flours

according to their gluten-forming potential in wafer batter mixing and defined three clas-

ses accordingly.

Class A Flours
Wafer flours have almost no risk of gluten development in batter preparation by industrial

batter mixers of the turbo-mixer type if they are below and on the left side of a line

defined by the points 500 mPa s viscosity and 2 g wet gluten/50 g batter in Fig. 2.6.

Class B Flours
A considerable risk for gluten development in industrial mixing is expected if the flours fall into

the adjacent area up to a line defined by the points 1000 mPa s viscosity/3 g wet gluten/

50 g batter in Fig. 2.6.

Class C Flours
All flours located above these limits in diagram 2.6—and these were many—are not well

suited for wafer manufacturing as such. They require some corrective action by applying one

or more of these recipe adaptions:

• A viscosity reduction by higher water levels

• Adding some starch or nongluten-forming flour to reduce the chance for gluten

development

• Reduction of batter viscosity and selective protein cutting by specific wafer enzymes

Fig. 2.6 Gluten development test with 67 industrial wafer flours. Wafer flours collected from manu-
facturers worldwide.
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2.2.9.8 Grouping the 67 Flours According to the Protein Content
We grouped the samples according to their protein content (Table 2.37) in three groups.

The central group (27 samples) has a protein content between 9% and 10% (14% mb),

equivalent to 10.5%–11.6% (dm). That is the range recommended by Loske (1975) and

Manley (2000) for wafer flours. The first and third group, 20 samples each, contain the

flours below and above that protein level. The ranges and median values of protein, wet

gluten content, and gluten development in the test reflect the considerable span we can

find in flours for industrial wafer manufacturing.

When looking at the data in Table 2.37 there are some interesting results within each

of these groups:

• Despite the narrow ranges in flour protein content, the variation in flour wet gluten is

far wider, a confirmation of the results in Fig. 2.3.

• The same is true for the gluten development data (g/50 g batter) in the shear test. The

median values show quite a clear trend in parallel to the protein and wet gluten values

of the flours. But most surprisingly there are single high gluten development figures

even in the low-protein group

• Despite of the fact that all these flours are used in wafer manufacturing, a lot of them

show an increased risk of gluten development

2.2.9.9 Reduction of Viscosity and Wet Gluten Development by (a) Water Addition
The water binding properties of a flour affect the final batter viscosity substantially.

Fig. 2.7 shows the relation of viscosity and wet gluten for three flours with substantial

gluten development in the test. Then stepwise water addition reduced the batter viscos-

ity. Water reduction is one of the first remedies in case of gluten issue in wafer batter

preparation. However, Fig. 2.8 reveals that

(a) The reduction of wet gluten development is underproportional in relation to the

reduction in batter viscosity

(b) There are substantial differences in curve progression from flour to flour.

We learn that a mere increase of the water/flour ratio in batter recipes might not be a

perfect remedy against gluten development in batter preparation. Tables 2.38 and

2.39 provide the analytical data for the flours applied in Figs. 2.7 and 2.8.

Table 2.37 Gluten Development Test of 67 Wafer Flours—Grouping by Protein Content

No. of Samples

Protein (%) dm Wet Gluten (%)
Gluten Development

g/50 g Batter

Range Median Range Median Range Median

20 9.0–10.4 10.1 19.2–26.4 23.9 0–2.2 0.20

27 10.5–11.6a 10.9 22.4–31.2 26.1 0–1.7 0.70

20 11.7–14.8 13.65 25.2–37.5 31.3 0.3–3.7 1.65

aCorresponds to 9%–10% protein (14% mb).
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However, in industrial practice, the most applied corrective action in case of issues

with class B and class C flours is to increase the water in the recipe. Fig. 2.8 provides

the viscosity data for five flours at different levels of water addition. Some flours result

in batters with an acceptable viscosity already at water/flour ratios of 1.3. For others

water/flour ratios up to 1.7 would be required to come into the same range of batter

viscosity.

Even more interesting than the batter viscosity data themselves is the following

question: Can the gluten development test reflect the reduction of the gluten

Fig. 2.7 Viscosity versus wet gluten for flours with strong gluten development.

Table 2.38 Analytical Data of the Flours in Fig. 2.7
Flour
No./Name Protein (%) dm Wet Gluten (%)

Viscosity (mPa s)
Water/Flour 1/1.4

Gluten (g/50 g)
Water/Flour 1/1.4

Hai 4 12.1 31.5 512 3.3

77 □ 10.1 24.8 689 2.9

67 ◇ 12.0 27.8 794 2.2

Table 2.39 Analytical Data of the Flours in Figs. 2.8 and 2.9
Flour
No./Name Protein (%) dm Wet Gluten (%)

Viscosity (mPa s)
Water/Flour 1/1.4

Gluten (g/50 g)
Water/Flour 1/1.4

67 ◇ 12.0 27.8 794 2.2

Bussard � 14.9 38.3 761 3.4

Hai 4 12.1 31.5 512 3.3

32 � 10.4 25.5 374 0

77 □ 10.1 24.8 689 2,9
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development risk by adding more water? Fig. 2.9 has that corresponding relation of glu-

ten development and level of water addition for the same set of flours. Again, in Figs. 2.8

and 2.9 we recognize substantial differences in curve progression. We hypothesize that at

least two variables are responsible for—variables such as the protein level and quality or

the level and quality of the NSP.

Fig. 2.8 Batter viscosity reduction by adding water.

Fig. 2.9 Wet gluten reduction by adding water.
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2.2.9.10 Wet Gluten Development and Viscosity Reduction by Adding Water—An
Example

For flour No. 67 the water-to-flour ratio increased by reducing the flour dosage while

keeping the water level stable. The new gluten development test (column 4 in

Table 2.40) reflected the corresponding reduction in batter viscosity. However, even

at the highest water-to-flour ratio of 1.75 and the low viscosity of 322 mPa s, the gluten

development test still indicates the problem flour and a considerable gluten development.

As a conclusion, water addition in order to reduce the viscosity of the batter seems to

be the simplest way for easing gluten issues in batter mixing. However this is not a good

solution because it compromises, all increasingly, the weight, texture, and mechanical

stability of the final wafers (Chapter 6). Our recommendation is to keep the water-

to-flour ratios for sheet wafer and cake cone batters in the range of 1.3–1.5 for regular

batters.

2.2.9.11 Reduction of Viscosity and Wet Gluten Development by (b) Starch Addition
A second option to correct flours being in gluten development classes B or C is to dilute

the flour by nongluten forming particles such as starch (Table 2.41). The starch granules

intercalate between the wheat flour particles and hinder the gluten proteins to entangle of

from one wheat flour granule to the next.

Substituting a part of the wheat flour in batters by native wheat starch reduces both the

batter viscosity, because starch binds less water than wheat flour, and the gluten devel-

opment. These results confirm two practical experiences of wafer manufacturers:

Table 2.40 Gluten Development Test—the Effect of Less Flour¼More Water
Wheat Flour
Weight Parts Water/Flour Ratio Batter Viscosity (mPa s) Gluten Development (g/50 g) Batter

100 1.40 794 2.22

90 1.56 478 1.53

80 1.75 322 1.06

Flour No. 67 (for flour data cf. Table 2.39).

Table 2.41 Gluten Development Test—Diluting the Flour by Starch
Wheat Flour
Weight Parts

Wheat Starch
Weight Parts Batter Viscosity (mPa s) Gluten Development (g/50 g) Batter

100 0 794 2.22

90 10 556 1.47

80 20 454 0.56

Flour No. 67; the water to (flour plus starch) ratio is kept at 1.4.
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• The use of starch or nongluten forming flours helps against batter stringiness issues and

the wafers keep mechanically stable

• Simply adding more water is not successful in all cases because it compromises the

mechanical stability of the wafers increasingly

2.2.9.12 Reduction of Viscosity and Wet Gluten Development by (c) Wafer Enzyme
Addition

A third option for correcting gluten-related problems is the addition of specific wafer

enzymes. These cleave both a part of the gluten proteins and of the NSP and reduce

the gluten-forming potential from the sides of viscosity and gluten strength.

Specific “wafer enzymes” refer to a combination of limited protease and strong

hemicellulase activities. A nonspecific protease would destroy too much of the stabilizing

effects of long protein chains in the finished wafer.

For their full activity, enzymes require a batter that is not as cold and some batter-

resting time. Table 2.42 is informing about the results on studying the following:

• The effect of enzymes on a good (class A) and a bad (class C) wafer flour

• A specific wafer enzyme (protease, hemicellulase) in comparison to a pure

hemicellulase

• The influence of 10 min of additional batter resting time on the result of the enzyme

activities

For both enzymes the selected dosage for the tests was 75 ppm on a flour base.

Veron W is a trademark of AB Enzymes, UK. Reportedly, it is suitable especially in

case of batter mixing issues with wafer flours. The gluten balls isolated when applying

Veron W differ in their texture significantly from nontreated flours. The gluten is softer

and far less elastic than the wet gluten balls obtained in the gluten development test

Table 2.42 Gluten Development Test—Effects of Enzymes
Flour No./
Name Enzyme

Batter Rest Time
(min)

Batter Viscosity
(mPa s)

Gluten Development (g/50 g)
Batter

Hai None 5 512 3,33

Veron W 5 269 3,6

15 245 <0,2

Depol 112P 5 361 2,8

15 337 3,0

No. 08 None 5 478 0,18

Veron W 5 237 0,20

15 206 0,12

Depol 112P 5 287 0,05

15 258 0,05

Veron W is a combined protease/hemicellulase; Depol112P is a hemicellulase.
In gluten development potential, flour Hai is a class C, flour 08 is a class A flour
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without the enzyme. The gluten from wafer enzyme treatment has viscous flow prop-

erties and its weight might even increase (!) slightly, compared the test without enzyme.

When keeping an additional 10 min resting time of the prebatter with enzyme before

doing the rotary shear test, the gluten quantities isolated reduce nearly to zero.

Depol 112P is a trademark of Biocatalysts, UK. It is a hemicellulase without protease

activity. Its application results in a similar reduction in batter viscosity, but there is no

reduction of the quantities of isolated wet gluten. The data in Table 2.42 reveal a signif-

icant viscosity reduction solely from the hemicellulase already. Table 2.43 provides the

analytical data of the flours in Table 2.42.

2.2.9.13 Conclusions
The new gluten development test for checking the gluten risk of a wheat flour during

wafer batter preparation allows for a fast and reliable monitoring in flour selection and

evaluation. We no longer have to rely on test data from dough-based methods such

as the farinogram, the mixogram, the extensogram, or the alveogram. Dough-based

methods reveal too little information on the suitability for preparing fluid wafer batters.

Our work with a “narrow gap” rotary viscometer showed for the first time the effects of

viscosity decrease and gluten development in the cup during the measurement. That

explains why these types of rotary instruments are fully unsuitable for measuring the viscos-

ity ofwafer batters. In parallel, the viscosity is determined, being an indicator for the absorp-

tion and thickening power of the flour at the typical flour-to-water ratio for wafer batters.

The results raise further questions in connection with the viscosity/wet gluten dia-

gram for future studies:

• Is there a relation of the data from the gluten development test and the “bobble”

waste percentage due to batter shoot-out through the venting holes during the

wafer-baking step?

• How efficiently can we reduce gluten formation by reducing the batter temperature?

• What are the correlations of the test data from the wet gluten development test to

quality parameters of the final wafers?

Most analytical methods for wheat flours are based on testing plastic-elastic doughs;

therefore, they are not sufficiently predictive for fluid wafer batters. In these batters,

any development of gluten is negative for the further processing. A new rapid routine

test method, the gluten development test, allows for predicting gluten-related batter

issues coming from both

Table 2.43 Analytical Data of the Flours in Table 2.42
Flour No./
Name

Protein (%)
dm

Wet Gluten
(%)

Viscosity (mPa s) Water/
Flour 1/1.4

Gluten (g/50 g) Water/
Flour 1/1.4

Hai 12.1 31.5 512 3.3

08 9.8 23.8 484 0.2
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• An increased viscosity due to a high flour absorption, resulting in a higher shear

• How easily the gluten of a flour develops.

According to the results of the new test, we group wafer flours into three classes:

Class A—No gluten risk

Class B—Considerable risk

Class C—Not suitable for wafer batter preparation

From a sample of 67 flours collected from plants of wafer manufacturers worldwide, only

a part of them proved to be within class A. The new test clearly reflects how the most

frequently applied corrective actions—viscosity reduction by adding water, flour dilution

by adding some starch, or the addition of wafer enzymes—affect the gluten risk in batter

preparation.

2.3 NONWHEAT FLOURS, STARCHES, DEXTRINS AND FIBRES

2.3.1 Introduction and Technological Functions
Wheat flour is the principal component in all types of wafer recipes and one of the main

ingredients in waffle recipes. Wheat flour, with up to 80% starch and about 10% protein,

provides bulk and substantially influences the final product in texture, taste, nutritional

value, and in properties of storage. In wafer and waffle manufacturing there are reasons to

replace some or all of the wheat flour with other flours rich in starch, with starch flours, or

to include some dextrins or fibres:

(a) Correcting insufficient wheat flour properties

• For wheat flours with high absorption we can increase the solids in the batter by

adding starch, which has a much lower absorption;

• Wheat flours with a high protein level and/or a high tendency to gluten devel-

opment can be “diluted” by adding nongluten forming flours or starch.

(b) Changing/Improving the product quality and marketing aspects

• Nongluten forming flours or starches in recipes influence certain quality aspects

as, e.g., better taste or texture, nicer and more homogeneous colour, additional

nutrients, fibres,

• For marketing reasons at least part of the standard wheat flour is replaced by alter-

native flours being appealing to the consumer,

• Dextrins may improve the texture of wafers,

• Fibres may improve the mechanical stability of wafers and allow a

functional claim.

(c) Gluten free wafers and waffles

• To make products for persons with allergies or intolerance to wheat gluten, both

of which are supposed to increase for not yet fully understood reasons.

• High fibre flours, bran flours, or fibres help to replace some of the gluten prop-

erties in the batters and doughs.
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(d) Components in fillings

• Enrichment in nutrients as protein enrichment by flours high in protein; e.g.,

lupin flour or defatted soybean or peanut flours.

• Economy fillings of lower sweetness by adding native or pregelatinized flours or

starches.

2.3.1.1 Ancient Grains
Some of the nonwheat flours belong to a group called “ancient grains,” because their

cultivation has remained virtually the same since ancient times. Ancient grains have some

marketing appeal for consumers. A clear definition is missing and the members of the

group are not just grains. There are three groups of ancient grains:

1. Ancient wheat varieties such as einkorn, emmer (farrow), spelt and kamut (Khorasan

wheat). All of these varieties are from the wheat family and are not gluten-free.

2. Cereal grains such as millet, teff, and sorghum (milo), all milling into gluten-free flours.

3. Pseudocereals such as amaranth, buckwheat, kaniwa, and quinoa. These are all gluten-

free as well.

2.3.2 Overview on Nonwheat Flours and Starches With and Without
Gluten

Tables 2.44–2.47 provide an overview on nonwheat flours and food starches applied for

one or more of these functions. Due to the importance of nonwheat flours and starches in

gluten-free products, there are separate tables for nongluten-free and gluten-free

products.

Table 2.44 Overview and Characteristics: Nonwheat Flours, Not Gluten-Free
Product Characteristics

Barley Contains a small amount of gluten, rarely used in baking and cooking, for

combination with other flours, contains 3–7% beta-glucans

Khorasan wheat

(Kamut)

One of the old cultivated cereals together with einkorn and emmer, richer

in proteins (gluten)

Oats Absorbs more water, contains avenin, a protein similar to gluten; therefore,

even certified gluten-free oats may not be suitable for all celiacs, use fresh as

it is prone to rancidity and bitterness, contains 3.5–4.9% beta-glucans

Rye Contains a small amount of gluten, darker colour, absorbs more water

Spelt (Dinkel

wheat)

Old cultivated cereal, richer in proteins (gluten)

Triticale Hybrid of wheat and rye

Wheat starch Typically not gluten free, but available in certified gluten free quality (below

20 ppm gluten)

Bran flours Brans milled in flour-fine quality from one of the gluten containing cereals

mentioned above
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Table 2.45 Selected Nutrients of Technological Interest: Nonwheat Flours, Not Gluten-Free
Product Type Starch (%) Protein (%) Lipids (%) Fibres (%) Comment

Barley Flour 64 10.5 1.6 10

Kamut Grain 52.4 14.5 2.1 11.1

Oat Flour 58 15 9.1 6.5

Rye Flour 68 9.8 1.3 8 Light-coloured

Spelt Grain 53.9 14.6 2.4 1.7

Triticale Grain 59.5 13,2 1,8 14.6

Wheat Starch 85.1 0.35 0.8 0

Wheat, soft Flour 68 9 1.4 2.4 Reference

Wheat, hard Flour 65 12.5 1.4 2.4 Reference

Data: USDA ARS, National Nutrient Database, Release 27 and other sources.

Table 2.46 Overview and Characteristics: Gluten-Free Nonwheat Flours and Starches
Product Characteristics

Amaranth A pseudocereal, higher in proteins and fibres, used in combination with

other gluten-free flours to balance taste and texture

Arrowroot Ground from roots, used similarly to corn starch, clear thickener in

cooking

Banana From unripe bananas, no banana taste, in baking, thickener in cooking

Beans Part of the group of legumes; dry seeds, include broad (fava) beans and

related species (Phaseolus, Vigna); high in protein and fibre, used in

combination with other gluten-free flours to balance taste and texture

Buckwheat Nutritious, slightly bitter taste, used in combination with other gluten-

free flours

Chestnut Gluten-free substitute for wheat flour

Chia Ground seeds, nutritious

Chick pea (gram,

garbanzo)

Part of the group of legumes; dry seeds, high in protein, used in

combination with other gluten-free flours

Coconut From dried, defatted coconuts, slight flavour

Corn (maize) flour,

yellow

Dry milled from corn, flour fine granulation

Corn meal Coarse version of dry milled corn, less suitable

Corn starch (in US

cornflour)

Part of many gluten free flours, low in nutrients; don’t confuse with

“wheaten cornflour” made from wheat (contains gluten)

Flax Ground flax seeds, absorbs more water, rich in an highly unsaturated oil,

fibres, and proteins, allows gel formation; distinct colour and flavour, use

solely fresh, reduces shelf life

Legumes (pulses) Dry seeds of the plant family Fabaceae, source of nutrient proteins in

many regions worldwide, see ▶beans, ▶chickpea, ▶lentils, ▶lupins,

▶peas ▶peanuts, ▶soybeans

Lentil Part of the group of legumes; dry seeds, high in protein, used in

combination with other gluten-free flours

Continued
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2.3.3 Nonwheat Flours Containing Gluten
The replacement of wheat flour by other flours in wafers and waffles is still not very com-

mon with the exception of manufacturing gluten-free or fibre enriched products. In this

section, for all nonwheat flours with gluten as listed in Table 2.44 and nutritionally char-

acterized in Table 2.45, brief descriptions of the different materials point out actual or

potential applications in our area.

Table 2.46 Overview and Characteristics: Gluten-Free Nonwheat Flours and Starches—cont’d
Product Characteristics

Lupin, sweet Part of the group of legumes; dry seeds, high in protein and fibre, an

allergen

Mesquite Mesquite pods milled into powder

Millet Similar to sorghum, cereal grass, staple food in Africa and India; used in

flatbreads, griddle cakes

Montina Indian rice grass native to Montana, higher in proteins and fibres

Pea Toasted pea flour, proteins, and fibres from these legumes are now

available at reasonable costs

Peanut Part of the group of legumes; high in oil and protein, defatted and roasted

flour of typical taste

Potato flour Absorbs more water, some potato flavour

Potato starch Part of many gluten-free flours, bland flavour, low in nutrients.

Pulses See legumes

Quinoa The Inca corn, a pseudocereal, good nutritional value, debittering is

recommended

Rice, brown Part of many gluten free flours, from unpolished brown rice, more

nutritious than white rice

Rice, sweet Other names: glutinous/sticky/Thai rice, a waxy variant; better suitable

for wafers and waffles than other rice flours

Rice, white Part of many gluten-free flours, from polished white rice, bland, lower in

nutrients

Sorghum (milo) similar to millet, cereal grass, staple food in Africa and India, used in

flatbreads

Soybean Part of the group of legumes; dry seeds, high in protein and oil, defatted

and toasted (not enzyme-active) flour of slightly nutty taste, an allergen

Tapioca Part of many gluten-free flours, a starch from cassava roots, low in

nutrients

Teff A cereal grass from Africa, high in nutrients, used in flatbreads

Tree nuts Tree nut flours include almond, hazelnut (filbert), pecan, and walnuts,

they add flavour and nutritional value, use freshly milled

Bran flours, gluten free Brans of one of the gluten-free grains and legumes mentioned above;

milled in flour-fine quality
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Table 2.47 Selected Nutrients of Technological Interest: Gluten-Free Nonwheat Flours and Starches

Product Type
Starch
(%)

Protein
(%)

Lipids
(%)

Fibres
(%) Comment

Amaranth Flour 57 14 7 6.7

Arrowroot Starch 84 0.3 0.1 3.4 Similar to tapioca

Banana, green Flour 75 3 <1 12 High in resistant starch

Bean, Fava Flour 27 26 1.5 25

Buckwheat Flour 58 13 3.1 10

Chestnut Flour 43 6,4 3,7 11.7

Chia Seed 3 16.5 30.7 34.4

Chickpea Flour 36 22 6.7 11

Coconut Flour 2 17 16.5 35

Corn (Maize) Flour 75 6.8 2.8 3.2

Corn (Maize) Starch 88 0.3 0.1 0.9

Flax Seed 0 18 42 27

Lentil Flour 49 25 1.1 11

Lupin, sweet Flour 8 39 5.8 31,3

Mesquite Powder 0 12.3 0.75 20.6 High in sugar

Millet Flour 70 11 4.3 3.5

Montina Flour 45 17 3 24

Pea Flour 31 23.5 2.2 25.5

Peanut,

defatted

Flour 10 52 0.6 16

Peanut, low fat Flour 14 34 22 16

Potato Flour 73 6.9 0.3 5.9

Potato Starch 81 0.57 0.1 0.1

Quinoa Seed 52 14 6.1 7

Rice, brown Flour 70 7.2 2.8 4.6

Rice, glutinous Flour 79 6.8 0.6 2.8

Rice, white Flour 77 6.0 1.4 2.4

Sago Starch 86 0.2 <0.1 0.5

Sorghum Flour 70 11 3 7

Soy, full fat Flour 16 35 22 9.7 Toasted

Soy, low fat Flour 8 46 8.9 16

Soy, defatted Flour 11 47 1.2 18

Tapioca Starch 85 0.2 <0.1 0.9 Cassava, Manioc,

Yucca

Teff Seed 63 13 2.4 8

Wheat, soft Flour 68 9 1.4 2.4 Reference

Wheat, hard Flour 65 12.5 1.4 2.4 Reference

Data: USDA ARS, National Nutrient Database, Release 27 and other sources.
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2.3.3.1 Ancient Grains, Nongluten-Free
In contrary to wheat from modern wheat breeding, the term ancient grains applies to

grains being almost unchanged over the centuries. Besides barley, in the wheat family

these are einkorn, emmer (farro), kamut, and spelt. From these the last two and barley

are of some interest. See their separate discussion.

2.3.3.2 Barley and Barley Beta-Glucans
Barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) is an annual grass, the fourthmost cultivated cereal worldwide,

about 2/3 of the cultivation being in European countries. Most barley is “covered” barley

because it has a tough, inedible hull around the kernel. After removal it is called (de) hulled

barley, still containing the outer bran layer. “Pearl” barley gets polished to remove some

or most of the outer bran layer together with the hull. “Hulless” barley is a minor variant

with a loosely attached hull falling off during harvesting.

The main use of barley is for malting in manufacturing beer and distilled spirits. Some

barley flour is added to baked goods, and it is used as a thickener for soups and sauces.

Applications of barley flour in wafer recipes at present are not in the market.

2.3.3.3 The Beta-Glucan Health Claims
Beta-glucans are NSP composed entirely of glucose, bound by β-1,3 and β-1,4 bonds and
arranged linearly. β-Glucans are soluble fibres occurring in the bran of grasses (Gramineae)

such as barley, oats, rye, and wheat in amounts of about 7%, 5%, 2%, and less than 1%,

respectively.Glucans hydrate rapidly and tend to formgels,which can contribute to dough

stickiness and poor machinability. The presence of some cellulase or glucanase enzyme

activity in the dough contributes to a more effective control of that glucan gel formation.

The higher beta-glucan levels found in barley and oats provide the health benefit of

reducing the risk of cardiovascular disease by decreasing circulating blood cholesterol.

Most interesting and growing are health claim applications of barley beta-glucans. For

Europe: EFSA in 2011 has approved a health claim for foods: “Barley beta-glucans have

been shown to lower/reduce blood cholesterol.” Barley beta-glucans with average

molecular weight between 100 and 2000 kDa evidentially lower/reduce blood choles-

terol. High cholesterol is a risk factor in the development of coronary heart disease. At

least three grams of barley beta-glucans should be consumed per day to obtain the claimed

effect. The target population is adults with normal or mildly elevated blood cholesterol

concentrations.

Other effects such as reducing blood glucose response after consuming whole-grain

barley are in scientific discussion.

From a technological viewpoint barley beta-glucans, which are tan coloured tasteless

fibres are a good option for application in wafer and waffle manufacturing—both in bak-

ing and in filling for manufacturing higher valued products. Brand names for barley beta-

glucans are Glucagel, containing 75% beta-glucans, or Sanacel Beta G, containing>23%
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beta-glucans. Besides barley, the main source of commercial beta-glucans today is from

oats. See the discussion on oat beta-glucans below.

2.3.3.4 Khorasan Wheat (Kamut)
Khorasan wheat (Triticum turanicum) is an ancient grain cultivated in minor amounts pri-

marily for a market that considers it to be healthier than regular wheats. Khorasan is a

region in Iran. The name kamut is a protected brand name from the United States. Khor-

asan wheat is milled to flour and has more protein (and gluten) than most regular wheats.

Technologically wheat flour in the recipes can be substituted 1:1 by kamut. There are

a few minor applications in waffles.

2.3.3.5 Oats and Oat Beta-Glucans
Oats, the seeds of oat (Avena sativa), are one of the oldest cereal plants cultivated world-

wide, but a minor one. For human consumption, oat flakes (rolled oats) and the coarse

oatmeal are the main products. For baking applications, debranned oat flour, whole oat

flour, and oat bran flour are available.

The protein content of the dehulled oat kernels is high and ranges from 12% to 24%.

Avenalin, a globulin, is the major storage protein. Avenin, a prolamine like wheat gluten,

is only minor.

The content of lipids in the floury oat endosperm is high, at 6%–8% compared to just

1.6% in wheat flour. Oats in parallel contain significant levels of lipase in comparison to

other cereals. The lipases activate when crushing or squeezing oat kernels. The released

linoleic acid then converts into hydroxy fatty acids by the enzymes lipoxygenase and

hydroperoxidase. The result is bitterness and off-flavours. These enzymes require an

inactivation by a hydrothermal process, heat treatment, and steaming.

Safely avoiding the development of bitterness is one of main obstacles in finding

wafers made from oat in the market. Wafer baking with oat flour recipes is possible,

as I have verified in unpublished results at the Franz Haas technology department.

Oat flour results in a softer, more fragile wafer sheet texture. Higher levels are critical

because of their increased water absorption.

In manufacturing gluten-free waffles oat flour is one of the options for replacing

wheat flour.

Is oat applicable for coeliac patients? Uncontaminated oats lack gluten prolamins as

found in wheat, but they do contain avenin. Fric et al. (2011) summarize:

Oats in a gluten-free diet increase the diet’s nutritional value, but their use remains controversial.
Contamination with prolamins of other cereals is frequent, and some clinical and experimental
studies support the view that a subgroup of celiac patients may be intolerant to pure oats. Thus,
this issue is more complex than previously suggested. In order to produce oats that are safe for all
celiac patients, the following topics should be addressed: selection of oat cultivars with low avenin
content,…
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The Codex Alimentarius Commission (FAO) lists oats as gluten containing because stan-

dard oat products may contain more than 20 ppm of gluten. In some European countries

gluten-free oats are available, explicitly tested for less than 20 ppm of gluten.

2.3.3.6 Oat Beta-Glucans
Integrating oat beta-glucans, a 3.5%–4.9% fraction of NSP with glucose building blocks

should be an area of interest for value-added wafer and waffle products. Both, in the

United States since 2007 and in the European Union since 2010/2011, strong health

claims are possible.

Food and Drug Administration (FDA):…foods that contain soluble fiber from whole oats (oat
bran, oat flour and rolled oats), noting that 3.0 g of soluble fiber daily from these foods may
reduce the risk of heart disease. To qualify for the health claim, the whole oat-containing food
must provide at least 0.75 g of soluble fiber per serving.
EFSA 2010: ‘Oat beta-glucan has been shown to lower/reduce blood cholesterol. Blood choles-
terol lowering may reduce the risk of (coronary) heart disease’. In order to bear the claim, foods
should provide at least 3 g of oat beta-glucan per day. This amount can reasonably be consumed
as part of a balanced diet. The target population is adults who want to lower their blood cho-
lesterol concentrations.
EFSA 2011: ‘Consumption of beta-glucans from oats or barley contributes to the reduction of the
glucose rise after a meal’. In order to obtain the claimed effect, 4 g of beta-glucans from oats or
barley for each 30 g of available carbohydrates should be consumed per meal. The target pop-
ulation is individuals who wish to reduce their postprandial glycaemic responses.

The content of beta-glucan in oat bran can be from 5.5% to 23%; the amount in whole

oat flour and flaked oats is about 4%. From a technological viewpoint, oat beta-glucans,

which are tan-coloured, tasteless fibres, are a good option for application in wafer and

waffle manufacturing, both in baking and in filling for manufacturing higher valued

products. Brand names for oat beta-glucans are Oatwell, available in three qualities with

14%, 22%, and 28% beta-glucan, or PromOat, with about 35% beta-glucan.

2.3.3.7 Rye
Rye (Secale cereale) is a minor cereal—less than 1% of world cereal production—grown

mainly in the region from Northwestern Europe to China. Rye is mainly for baking rye

breads or mixed wheat/rye breads. Rye does not form gluten; the baking quality and gas-

holding properties of rye are due to a higher proportion of soluble fibre (pentosans), and

proteins that swell after acidification. Pentosans absorb water at more than 10 times their

weight and swell or dissolve, which results in high viscosity doughs. The baking quality of

rye flour and the shelf life of rye bread improve after partial hydrolysis of the pentosans.

Table 2.48 informs on the fibres in some of the main cereals.

Rye flour of high extraction rate (over 80%) is much darker than wheat flour and so

are the bakery products. Lighter rye flours are from 69% to 78% in extraction rate.
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Rye flour today is of limited relevance in wafer or waffle recipes. In the past in some

wafer recipes, a small percentage of rye flour was for optimizing the crispness of wafers to

the softer side via the porosity. The highly absorptive rye particles increase the porosity

and the pore distribution in the wafer and result in a soft, more fragile wafer texture. At

higher rye flour levels besides a soft texture, some of the typical flavour notes of rye are

present.

2.3.3.8 Spelt (Dinkel Wheat)
Spelt wheat (Triticum aestivum subsp. spelta) is an ancient, hulled wheat, which has a

slightly nutty flavour. It is low in gluten, but high in protein, which makes it a more

digestible for some people. The fibre content is lower. Spelt and farro (emmer) were

in the past replaced by higher yielding varieties that are easier to hull. Today spelt grows

on a limited scale in Western Europe due to the increasing interest in alternative crops.

Spelt flours can substitute wheat directly in wafer and waffle recipes, but at present,

there is no activity in the market.

2.3.3.9 Triticale
Triticale, as the name suggests, is a hybrid of wheat (Triticum) and rye (Secale). It is a minor

cereal; today most of the cultivation is still in Europe. The primary use is in animal feed-

ing. The gluten content in triticale flour is at least 20%–30% below that of wheat. The

gelatinization temperature of the starch is similar to wheat starch.

Triticale varieties with soft grain texture in principle are suitable for manufacturing

wafers or waffles but not in commercial application. Technologically there are no specific

properties and recommendations being different from wheat flour.

2.3.3.10 Wheat Starch
Wheat starch, due to some residual gluten content, falls into the group of nonwheat flours

containing gluten. Just a few special wheat starches are available gluten-free in the market

with a certificate “below 20 ppm gluten.” The technological information on wheat

starch is in Section 2.3.5, together with information for all starches.

Table 2.48 Fibres in Cereals
Cereal Type of Fibre Fibres (%)

Wheat Arabinoxylans (pentosans)

Beta-glucans

1.5–2.5
0.5–2

Rye Arabinoxylans (pentosans)

Beta-glucans

6–8
0.5–2

Barley Beta-glucans 3–7
Oats Beta-glucans 3.5–4.9

Data:USDA ARS, National Nutrient Database, Release 27; Belitz, H.-D., Grosch,W., Schieberle, P. (2009), Chapter 15
Cereals and cereal products, 670-745; Chapter 16 Legumes, 746-769. In: Food Chemistry, fourth ed. Springer.
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2.3.4 Fibres and High-Fiber Sources
2.3.4.1 Dietary Fibres
Dietary fibres are indigestible carbohydrates that give plants structure and rigidity. There

are two types, insoluble and soluble fibre, both being good for our diets. Water insoluble

fibres include cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. They absorb water, add bulk to the

faces and help tomove it through.Wheat bran, whole grains, nuts, seeds, leafy vegetables,

berries, and many vegetables and fruits are good sources of insoluble fibre.

Soluble fibre breaks down as it passes through the digestive tract, forming a sticky gel

that keeps the body from absorbing cholesterol and helps to regulate blood sugar levels.

Water-soluble fibres include gums (example agar), fructans (example inulin), mucilage

such as in psyllium, and pectins. Good sources are fruits including apples, pears, and

strawberries, vegetables, legumes (beans, peas and lentils), and grains such as oats and

barley.

Human digestive enzymes do not metabolize dietary fibre and it reaches the large

intestine. Insoluble dietary fibre has no caloric value, while soluble dietary fibre has some

calories. The amount of insoluble fibre largely determines the gastrointestinal transit time.

Fibres at their low, natural level are components of all the flours discussed in this chap-

ter. Besides that, high fibre sources have a place in modern wafer and waffle products for

various reasons:

• Fibres can reinforce wafers and waffles for reducing breakage or ripping at low levels

already

• Some fibres can replace sugar in fillings partially and have prebiotic and probiotic

functions

• Fibres are positive from a nutritional viewpoint and food authorities allow for enrich-

ment claims

2.3.4.2 High-Fibre Bran Flours From Gluten Containing and Gluten-Free Plant
Sources

Bran, the hard outer layers of cereal or pseudocereal grains and pulses, separates during

the milling process. It consists of the pericarp and the inner seed coats. Chemically, bran

mainly consists of the NSP cellulose and hemicellulose and of lignin. Most or all of the

bran is present in wholemeal and brown flour, together with the endosperm. Branmay be

pigmented strongly and it is high in dietary fibre and other nutrients. Refined grains and

pulses due to the lacking bran supposedly are less healthy than the whole ones. An exam-

ple is white rice, which is brown rice with the bran removed. Most of the fibres are insol-

uble ones. They add bulk, absorb water in batter and dough preparation, and are helpful

in a faster gut passage. The soluble fibre part breaks down when it passes through the

digestive tract. Soluble fibres may form a gel that reduces the absorption of cholesterol

and helps to regulate the blood sugar levels. For typical compositional data, see

Table 2.49.
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In baking applications, bran powders only, which is the original branmilled to a flour-

fine size, are recommended.Wheat, rice, or oat bran, due to their lipids content, are more

sensitive to rancidity. Furthermore, the colouration of the baked products tends to be

gray from some of the brans. In contrast, the corn and legume hull fibres are more neutral

here due to their tan colour. An additional advantage of the latter is to be gluten free.

2.3.4.3 Plant Fibres in Stabilization of Wafers and Waffles
Food-grade fibres, either celluloses isolated from various plant sources such as fromwheat

straw, bamboo, or other wooden plant materials or other fibres such as from peas, apples,

citrus or cereals such as oats, barley, or rye, fulfil any of the functions in discussion. Cel-

lulose fibres can stabilize wafers mechanically and reduce crumbling and breakage during

the manufacturing process. There are a few points to observe:

(a) Cellulose fibres absorb more water. Select fibres are a low as possible in water bind-

ing, not above 600% of their weight. Otherwise the required raise in water addition

during batter preparation takes away part of the stabilization effect by the fibres

(b) The fibre length should be short, from 30 to 300 μm at maximum, in order to incor-

porate the fibres homogenously during batter preparation

(c) Adding about 1%–1.5% on flour base is a good range for the mechanical stabilization

effect

For fibre enrichment claims, fibre types with the lowest possible absorption such as some

of the bran powders or inulins are more suitable.

2.3.4.4 Health/Nutrition Claims Based on Fibres
From a technological viewpoint, the richness in dietary fibre opens the chance for health

or nutrition claims (Maher and Speirs, 2015). In Europe, the European Food Safety

Agency EFSA in 2010 permitted two health claims for wheat bran fibre:

‘Wheat bran fibre contributes to an increase in faecal bulk’. The Panel considers that in order to
bear the claim a food should be at least ‘high in fibre’ as per Annex to Regulation (EC) No
1924/2006. The target population is the general population.

Table 2.49 Compositional Data on Brans
Bran type Protein Lipids Dietary Fibre Other Carbohydrates Ash

Wheat 15.6 4.3 42.8 21.7 5.8

Rice 13.4 20.9 21.0 28.7 10.0

Corn 8.4 0.9 79 6.6 0.4

Oats 17.3 7.0 15.4 50.8 2.9

Soy 10 2 65–70 10 3

Pea 10 a 50 35 –

Data: USDA ARS, Nat’l Nutrient Database, Release 27; Soja Austria, Roquette.
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‘Wheat bran fibre contributes to a reduction in intestinal transit time’. The Panel considers that in
order to obtain the claimed effect at least 10 g per day of wheat bran fibre should be consumed in
one or more servings. The target population is the general population.

For other fibres the general nutrition claims are applicable, provide the final products

meet one of these targets:

1. SOURCEOF FIBRE: A claim that a food is a source of fibre, and any claim likely to have the

same meaning for the consumer, may only be made where the product contains at least 3 g of fibre

per 100 g or at least 1.5 g of fibre per 100 kcal.

2. HIGH FIBRE: A claim that a food is high in fibre, and any claim likely to have the same

meaning for the consumer, may only be made where the product contains at least 6 g of fibre

per 100 g or at least 3 g of fibre per 100 kcal.

For the United States, the fibre claim is stricter. FDA regulations allow two different

nutrient content claims on dietary fibre:

1. RICH, HIGH, or EXCELLENT SOURCE OF FIBRE: The product delivers 5 g or

more of fibre per serving.

2. GOOD SOURCE OF FIBRE: The products has 3 g to less than 5 g of fibre per serving.

2.3.5 Starches and Resistant Starches (RS)
Tables 2.45 and 2.47 include several native food starches for applications in partial or full

replacement of wheat flour in baking or in filling recipes.

2.3.5.1 Native Unmodified Starch—Types and Properties
Native unmodified starch is a granular polymer carbohydrate, a nutrient store in many

plants such as cereals, tubers, and roots. Starch consists of anhydroglucose units, bound

with alpha-1,4- and, to a small degree, alpha-1,6-bonds, which can be cleaved by acids or

enzymes. The starch granules are partially crystalline aggregates of starch, composed of

two HMW polysaccharides, amylose and amylopectin, frequently at a ratio of about

25%–75%. The granules’ shape and sizes vary with the source of the starch. The econom-

ically most important starches on a worldwide basis are the following, in decreasing order

(cf. Table 2.50 for more data):

• Cornstarch granules are polyhedral; the diameter is from 5 to 25 μm.

• Granules of potato starch are elliptical; the diameter is from 15 to 100 μm.

• Tapioca (cassava) starch granules are spherical; the diameter is from 5 to 35 μm.

• Wheat starch granules are lenticular; the diameter is from 2 to 38 μm.

• Rice starch granules, the smallest, are polyhedral; the diameter is from 3 to 8 μm.

Amylose is an essentially linear chain of 1,4-linked anhydroglucose units. But some

amylose molecules are slightly branched, with 0.3%–0.5% 1,6-linked branch points,

constituting 0.3%–0.5% of the total glycosidic linkages. Because there are just a few
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branches, amylose molecules behave like linear polymers. The degrees of polymerization

(DP) are in the range from 600 to 6000 glucosyl units. The 1,4-linkages in amylose chains

result in a right-handed helix, which is important for the complexation with monoglyc-

eride molecules.

Amylopectin has branched structure with mostly short chains of 1,4-linked

anhydroglucose units and 4%–5% branch points with 1,6 linkages. The amylopectin mol-

ecules are much larger, compared to amylose.

The native starch granules are insoluble in cold water, but they can absorb about their

half weight water due to their hydrophilic nature. When a suspension of starch in excess

water (water–starch ratio of 1.5 or higher) is heated, irreversible swelling of the granules

with a loss of structural order occurs above the gelatinization temperature. There are dif-

ferences in swelling, depending on the starch type (Debet and Gidley, 2006). A starch

paste generates. During swelling amylose leaches out into the water phase between

the granules. The viscosity increases substantially and the susceptibility of the starch mol-

ecules to enzymatic attack. There is almost complete digestion of gelatinized starch in the

gastrointestinal tract. Gelatinization in excess water disorders the starch crystallites and

occurs over a 10–15°C wide temperature range. The presence of other solutes affects

the gelatinization temperature ranges of the individual starches. Sugars for instance inhibit

starch swelling and increase the starch gelatinization temperature. High amylose starches

exhibit a higher gelatinization temperature, waxy starches a lower gelatinization temper-

ature than the standard starches.

At lowmoisture levels, water/starch ratio of 1 or less, the disappearance of starch crys-

tallites is more of a melting, which occurs at elevated temperatures compared to the

Table 2.50 Technological Parameters of Food Starches.

Starch Type
Gelatinization Range
(°C)

Amylose
(%)

Granule Size Range
(μm)

Granule av. Size
(μm)

Arrowroot 68–81 21 9–40 23

Barley 56–62 22–29 2–10, 10–30 6/19

Corn 62–70 28 5–25 14

Corn, high

amylose

67–87 70 4–20 10

Potato 58–66 20 10–100 36

Potato, sweet 58–75 18 4–40 19

Rice 61–78 14–32 3–8 5.5

Rice, waxy 55–65 <1 2–15 6

Sago 60–77 26 15–50 33

Tapioca 52–64 17 5–35 14

Wheat 53–65 26 2–38 6.5/19.5

Data: Belitz, H.-D., Grosch, W., Schieberle, P. (2009), Chapter 15 Cereals and cereal products, 670-745; Chapter 16
Legumes, 746-769. In: Food Chemistry, fourth ed. Springer and other sources.
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previously described gelatinization. We observe that in HSB in wafer baking. If moisture

is even more restricted as in high-temperature and low-moisture processes such as the

baking of low-moisture doughs or in extrusion, the melting might require up to 180°
C. In short-dough cookies, the granules do not disappear anymore.

Cooling starch pastes after gelatinization triggers the process of retrogradation,

the association of amylose and amylopectin chains. However, in different ways and at

different time scales. Amylose crystallization occurs within minutes to hours while

amylopectin retrogrades within days to weeks. Retrogradation is reversible by heating,

but the melting temperatures of amylose (140–160°C) and amylopectin (45–60°C)
crystallites are greatly differing. An example for retrogradation is the staling of waffles

where the recrystallization of amylopectin takes an important part. Monoglycerides

and polar lipids form amylose–lipid complexes and thus retard the tendency for starch

retrogradation. The same do specific enzymes, or some of the sugars with humectant

properties.

Table 2.50 provides the technological parameters of interest for various food starches.

Besides these standard starches, there are variants available with (a) high amylose con-

tent, such as high amylose corn starch, with 50% or 70% amylose, or (b) starches with an

amylose content close to zero, the so-called waxy starches.

2.3.5.2 High Amylose Starches
A common source of high amylose starch is a hybrid corn containing over 50% amylose.

Even 70% or more are possible. Amylose starches are good film formers and result in a

firm gel when cooked. High amylose starches are prone to retrogradation by annealing of

the linear amylose molecules. Today even high amylose rice and potato starches are

available.

2.3.5.3 Waxy Starches
Grains with waxy starches have a waxy appearance when cut and contain over 99% amy-

lopectin, the branched-chain starch. When gelatinized they form soft pastes rather than

rigid gels, which tolerate large temperature changes in processing and preparation.

Mainly waxy corn, rice (glutinous rice, sweet rice), and sorghum are available.

2.3.5.4 Native Starches in Wafer Manufacturing
Starches in Batter Recipes
The addition of starch to wafer batter recipes may be for different reasons:

(a) Starches have a much lower absorption than wheat flour. The solids in the batter can

be increased, which is important in case of wheat flours with a high absorption.

(b) Starch granules are efficient “dilutants” for wheat flours with a high protein level

and/or a high tendency to gluten development. The starch intercalates between
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the flour particles and reduces the chance for direct linking of the gluten strings.

Starch addition here results in a smoother batter flow and in a more homogeneous

wafer texture.

(c) White starches as potato or tapioca result in a whiter final wafer colour if required.

(d) Waxy starches are for a soft wafer texture.

The typical addition levels of starches are from about 2%–12% on a flour base. For hollow

wafers and specifically for deep hollow wafers (cones, cups), starch can be dosed higher

than for flat wafer sheets. Then starch may replace up to 30% of wheat flour.

Preferably native potato, tapioca, corn, or rice starch is applied. The type of starch has

some influence on the wafer texture. While the first two result in a slightly softer wafer

texture, rice starch will lead to a more textural crunch and hardness. Cornstarch will be

just slightly on the harder side.

Starches in Cream Fillings
Starches at small percentages of 2%–6% are options for sweetness reduction in inexpen-

sive creams. Small starches such as rice or corn are preferable. Due to the insolubility and

grittiness, starch is not recommended for high quality cream fillings.

2.3.5.5 Native Starches in Waffle Manufacturing
Generally, starches are not a preferred ingredient in ready-to-eat waffles. Apply starch

here with caution because it results in a finer, but drier texture, and later it leads to an

increased starch retrogradation. That shortens the time of keeping the waffles soft.

For frozen waffles, the retrogradation issue is of no importance. Primarily for gluten-

free frozen waffles, starches are part of the wheat flour substitution.

2.3.5.6 Modification of Starches
Modifications are different processes to alter the genuine physical or chemical properties

of a starch. The principle ways of modification are the follow:

• A (hydro)thermal treatment by extrusion, jet-cooking, or by preparing gelatinized

starch slurries followed by roller drying. The result is pregelatinized starch powder.

Extruded starches due to molecular degradation by the shear action result in a lower

viscosity than drum-dried starches. Pregelatinized starches swell considerably in

cold water

• Changes of the structure and size of the molecules by either an acid, enzyme, or oxi-

dative treatment, called conversion or thinning. Product examples are maltodextrin,

glucose syrups, and glucose (dextrose). Find the discussion on sweeteners during this

process in Chapter 3 on sugars and sweeteners

• Derivatization is reacting starch hydroxyl groups with a chemical to obtain esters

or ethers, with or without anionic or cationic groups. When applying bi- or
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multifunctional reagents, crosslinks between adjacent starch chains result in even

more stable modified starches. Even very low levels of chemical modification can

significantly change the rheological, physical, and chemical properties of a starch.

In wafer and waffle products, the first two modifications are of considerable importance,

while products modified by derivatization are almost not in use.

2.3.5.7 Pregelatinized Starches and Flours (Pregels)
Granular native starch, when heated in water, gelatinizes to a viscous colloidal solution

with high binding power. For an easy application, pregelatinized starches in powder form

are prepared from native starch, primarily corn, tapioca, or potato. The starch gelatini-

zation process requires moisture, heat, or mechanical force to break the intermolecular

bonds of starch molecules and to disintegrate the granular structure. The traditional pro-

cess is by roller drying a heated starch slurry and regrinding. Newer processes are spray

drying or extrusion. The resulting powder absorbs a lot of water, swells in cold water, and

form pastes or gels on heating.

The gelatinization temperature depends upon the starch type, the amount of water

present, the pH, and the presence and concentration of, e.g., salt, sugar, and other food

components.

In a similar way, pregelatinized flours are made from cereal flours such as wheat, corn,

rye, rice, millet by cooking and are required in autoclaves followed by drying and

repeated milling or alternatively by the more economic extrusion processes.

Pregel application is for thickening gluten-free batter mixes in order to prevent the

sedimentation of the starch granules during the batter phase. Pregelatinized starches or

flours are required at a few percent to adjust the batter viscosity properly. Hydrocolloids

such as guar or xanthan gum do the same at just a few 0.1% addition.

A small percentage of pregelatinized starches or flours is an option for sweetness

reduction in inexpensive creams. There is no flavour contribution and some sticky

mouthfeel will occur; the water solubility of pregels, however, avoids the grittiness issue

as observed with native starches.

2.3.5.8 Resistant Starches
A certain percentage of the starch in foods is or becomes in processing resistant to the

normal digestive enzymes. RS therefore is not absorbed in the human stomach and small

intestine and passes on to the large intestine. Only the microflora in the colon later fer-

ments that RS to varying degrees. It is a dietary fibre with prebiotic effects. The degree of

resistance is a function of structural differences due to granule organization and size, phys-

ical treatment, storage conditions, and enzymatic or chemical modification. Table 2.51

provides a classification and description of properties.

RS in baking processes can become partially available to digestion again. Research by

Wepner et al. (1999) demonstrated that for the wafer baking process. For sugar
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replacement in fillings, RS I to RS III types due to their insolubility and texture are no

candidates, but the digestion-resistant maltodextrins (RM) are interesting tools for the

food scientist.

2.3.6 Maltodextrins and RM
2.3.6.1 The Dextrose Equivalent (DE)
When converting starch to smaller saccharides, maltodextrins, or starch-derived sweet-

eners, the DE characterizes the degree of depolymerization.

DE¼ 100� the average number of D�glucosyl units in the saccharidemix DPð Þ
The DE value measures the percentage of reducing sugar expressed as glucose in the

dry substance weight. The higher the DE, the more glucose and the less dextrins are

present. Pure glucose has DE¼100. Amylose and amylopectin have no measurable

reducing power and their DE is zero. If the DE is between 2 and 20, just a partial starch

hydrolysis, the products are maltodextrins.When hydrolyzing starch to higher DE values,

sweeteners that are mixtures of glucose, maltose, oligosaccharides, and polysaccharides

result. Conversion of these glucose syrups (corn syrups) to high fructose corn syrup (iso-

glucose), fructose, hydrogenated syrups, and sorbitol is possible. The product at total starch

cleavage is glucose, DE 100.

2.3.6.2 Maltodextrins
Maltodextrins are nonsweet nutritive saccharide mixtures of oligomers and polymers

consisting of D-glucose units, connected in chains of variable length and linked primarily

by [alpha]-1-4 bonds. Typical commercial maltodextrins contain from three to about

20 glucose units and have a DE of less than 20 (Table 2.52). Maltodextrin manufacturing

starts with the heating and gelatinizing a food-grade starch, most frequently corn starch

(United States) or wheat starch (Europe), followed by the partial hydrolysis with safe and

Table 2.51 Types of Resistant Starches
Type Description Example Typical Property

RS I Physically

inaccessible,

entrapped

Coarse flour particles Coarse texture, insoluble,

nondigestible

RS II Raw granules, high

amylose granules

Native starch granules, High

amylose starches

Gritty texture, insoluble, for

fibre enrichment

RS III Crystalline,

retrograded (amylose)

Stored heated-treated starches

(bread, potato, cereals)

Insoluble, reduced textural

softness, for fibre enrichment

RS IV Chemically/

enzymatically

modified

Digestion resistant

maltodextrins

Soluble, fibre enrichment and

sugar replacement
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suitable acids and enzymes. Maltodextrins prepared solely by acid-catalyzed hydrolysis

are rich in linear chains that easily retrograde. A combination of acid catalysis followed

by amylase catalyzed hydrolysis results in maltodextrins of low hygroscopicity and high

water solubility. A physical modification to alter its functional properties is possible. Mal-

todextrins are merchandized in the form of white powders or concentrated solutions.

Maltodextrins easily dissolve in water and form sticky solutions. Maltodextrin of low

DE value does not taste sweet and improves the mouthfeel. The glycaemic index is

105–110. Applications include sugar replacement to reduce the sweetness of fillings or

beverages, stabilizers, thickening, and bulking agents in foods. Maltodextrins frequently

are co-components in spray drying, carriers for noncaloric sweeteners, spices, vitamins,

or minerals; all are in powder form.

2.3.6.3 Maltodextrin Applications in Wafer Manufacturing
Maltodextrins in Batter Recipes
The application of a few percent of maltodextrin, in the range 2%–10% on a flour base,

may strengthen the texture and stability in wafers—mainly cones, cups, or wafer flutes.

The maltodextrin is preferably in theMD 10/MD 16 range. The reason for the improve-

ment is due to an increase in dm due to the high solubility of MDs and some kind of

gluing effect. A negative effect to look for in long-term manufacturing is a contribution

to baking mould residues. V.T. Huang et al. in WO 2002/039820 disclose the improve-

ment of sugar wafer crispness at moisture levels close to the crispness limit by adding

maltodextrins.

Maltodextrins in Cream Fillings
Maltodextrins due to their good solubility and low sweetness are an ideal vehicle for sugar

replacement sugar in creams at reasonable costs. Both sweetness reduction and bringing

down the sugar percentage on the labels quite frequently are development goals.

2.3.6.4 Resistant Maltodextrins
RM is a short-chain polymer of glucose that resists digestion. It is a water-soluble fibre,

manufactured from starch by rearrangement of hydrolyzed starch to convert a part of the

alpha-1,4-glucose linkages to random 1,2-, 1,3-, and 1,4-alpha, or beta linkages by treat-

ment with heat, acid, and enzymes.

Table 2.52 Maltodextrins
DE—Dextrose Equivalent Glucose Maltose Higher Saccharides Sweetness (Sucrose5100)

10 0.7 2.8 96.5 2

15 1.3 4.7 94 3.3

18 1.6 5.7 92.7 4

Data: ADM Food Ingredient Catalogue 2015/2016 and others.
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RM is not digested or absorbed in the human small intestine, as linkages other

than alpha-1,4 are resistant, and they pass to the large intestine. There the fermentation

by the colonic bacteria yields short-chain fatty acids, lowers the pH, is positive for

the mucosa, and improves immune control and laxation. RM are prebiotic. Compared

to other soluble fibres fewer gases form. Common trade names are Nutriose, Promitor,

and Fibersol (Pinefiber). RM from a food technologist viewpoint contributes interesting

properties:

• Low sweetness, between less than 5% and 10%, compared to sucrose, depending on

the type. That is ideal for sugar replacement

• RM is a soluble fibre, >70% in water at ambient temperature. Qualifies for claims as

“high in fibre” or “source of fibre”

• Stable in food processing, both thermally and regarding integrity at low pH

• Neutral in taste and low in hygroscopicity

• RM in baking shows very low browning (Maillard reaction plus caramelization)

• RM is just slightly laxative. Tolerable doses of 45 g/day are reported

RM finds many applications to improve the nutritional profile:

• For sugar-free, no added sugar, reduced in sugar, products; suitable for diabetics

• Reduces the glycaemic index and load. The reported GI value is 25% of that of sugar

• Reducing calories, the caloric value is 2 kcal/g

• Fibre enrichment—RM is a soluble prebiotic fibre

2.3.6.5 Commercial RM
Nutriose (Roquette)
Nutriose comes as an agglomerated powder in several types with an average DP of 16.

Nutriose in the United States has GRAS status, in Europe it is a food. Products based on

corn starch (suffix M) and wheat starch (suffix B) are available (www.nutriose.com).

Nutriose type “10” has <10% sugars and 70% fibre (dm base),

Nutriose type “06” has <0.5% sugars and 85% fibre (dm base).

Fibersol, Pine Fiber (Matsutani, ADM)
Fibersol is an RM derived from corn starch, developed by Matsutani Chemical Industry

in Japan and marketed by ADM. The average DP is 10; it is an off-white powder. The

product in the United States is GRAS, in Europe it is a food.

In Japan today, about 30% of food products approved as FOSHU (foods for specific

health use) contain RM (www.fibersol.com).

Fibersol-2 type has a fibre content >90% (dm base).

Fibersol-LQ type is a liquid with 75% solids content. It has 75% fibre and 25% sugars

from corn syrup solids (dm base).
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Promitor Soluble Corn Fibre/Promitor Soluble Gluco Fibre (Tate & Lyle)
Promitor, an RM is derived from corn starch (www.yourbakerysnacksolutions.com/

our_ingredients/our_wellness_ingredients/promitor_dietary_fibre/Documents/1-TL

%20Soluble%20Corn%20Fibre%20Brochure_10-02-2012FINAL.pdf).

Promitor type “70” contains less than 20% sugars and 70% fibre, about 2 kcal/g

Promitor type “85” contains less than 2% sugars and 85% fibre, about 1.2 kcal/g

2.3.6.6 Cyclodextrins
Cyclodextrins are small ring-shaped oligosaccharides obtained enzymatically from starch.

While the outside of the molecules is hydrophilic, the cavity inside offers a lipophilic

space for the inclusion of other molecules. In the United States there is GRAS status;

in the EU they are “novel foods.”

α-Cyclodextrin, a ring structure from 6 glucose units, is a soluble dietary fibre, in the

EU a health claim is applicable that alpha-CD reduces the postprandial rise of glucose in

the blood after a starchy meal and can act as an emulsifier.

β-Cyclodextrin (7 glucose units ring) and γ-Cyclodextrin (8 glucose units ring) have

no wider food applications at present.

2.3.6.7 Other Saccharide-Based Fibres
The importance of sugar replacement has sparked interest in non- or lower caloric bulk

replacers for sugar. We find some in the group of poly- and oligosaccharides having tech-

nologically important properties:

• Those with lower molecular weights are partially water-soluble and therefore dis-

solving in the mouth

• Reduced caloric values due to limited digestibility

• Providing bulk (volume and texture) at no overly viscosity build-up

• Some prebiotic properties and limited tolerance regarding flatulence and laxation

Most of the classical polysaccharide fibres such as celluloses, hemicelluloses, pectins, and

gums cannot match these properties sufficiently.

2.3.6.8 Inulin and Fructose-Oligosaccharides (FOS, Oligofructose)
Inulins are naturally occurring polysaccharides (fructans) with up to 100 fructose units

and a glucose end group. They are reserve carbohydrates in some roots and rhizomes.

Fructose-oligosaccharides are short-chain fructans, typically up to 10 units, man-

ufactured either by enzymatic inulin degradation or by linking fructose units enzymat-

ically to a saccharose primer.

Nutritionally both are soluble fibres with prebiotic properties and a reduction in avail-

able energy because our intestines have no inulinase enzyme. Only later in the colon does

metabolism occur.
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2.3.6.9 Inulins
Inulins occur naturally in chicory roots. Originally it is a mix of high molecular fructans

and some low molecular part, all linked by β(2,1) bonds, which are not digestible in the

human intestinal tract. The approval status in the United States is GRAS, in most other

countries inulin has food status. Commercial brands are Benefibre, Frutafit, or Oliggo-

Fiber. From a food technologist viewpoint inulins have interesting properties

• The sweetness of inulin is just 1%–14% compared to sucrose, depending on the chain

length. The taste is neutral

• Inulin provides gel-forming properties. The solubility of inulin in water is limited, at

higher molecular weights just a few percent

• Inulins are thermally stable in short food processing steps, but some hydrolysis, depen-

dent on time and temperature and at lower pH, will occur. Inulin in baking therefore

offers some browning (Maillard reaction plus caramelization)

• Inulins are hygroscopic and act as humectants

• In respect to laxation inulin is tolerated quite well at single doses of 5 g, total daily up

to 15–20 g, but increasingly flatulence will occur. Inulin is a FODMAP, a class of

carbohydrates which are rapidly fermented in the colon producing gas and drawing

water into the colon, which is a problem for individuals with irritable bowel

syndrome (IBS)

• Inulin has synergistic sweetness effects with saccharine, aspartame, and acesulfame K

• Inulins may be used in many applications to improve the nutritional profile of

products

• Caloric value: Inulin has an energy content of typically 1.5 kcal/g, but there are

differences in the approved value from country to country within a range from

0 to 2 kcal/g

• In moisture-containing systems such as waffles a partial fat replacement is possible

• Fibre enrichment. Inulin is a prebiotic fibre

• Low glycaemic index and load. The reported GI value is 14 for native inulin and 5

for commercial long-chain inulin

For sugar replacement such as in wafer filling creams, due to costs and physiological rea-

sons just small additions result in a lower cream sweetness and an increase in fibres.

2.3.6.10 FODMAP (Fermentable Oligo-di-monosaccharides and Polyols)
The term FODMAPs stands for fermentable oligosaccharides, disaccharides, monosac-

charides, and polyols. It is found in many foods:

• Oligosaccharides such as fructans (Inulin, fructose oligosaccharides), or galactans and

galactooligosaccharides from pulses

• Disaccharides such as lactose

• Monosaccharides such as fructose

• Polyols such as sorbitol, mannitol, xylitol, maltitol, lactitol, isomalt.
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FODMAPs are osmotic. When consumed in excess but not absorbed and digested in the

small intestine, they pass into the large intestine where bacterial fermentation occurs. In

sensitive persons symptoms of gas, bloating, cramping and/or diarrhoea occur. A low

FODMAP diet may help to reduce the symptoms. An indication for a low FODMAP

diet is for persons with IBS. This diet will also limit fibres because some high fibre foods

are also high in FODMAPs.

2.3.6.11 Fructose-Oligosaccharides (FOS, Oligofructose)
Fructose-oligosaccharides are linear chains of up to 10 fructose units (fructans) linked by

beta 2-1 bonds and terminated by a glucose unit. From their solubility and texture, the

FOS with 2–8 fructose units are potential candidates for bulk sugar replacement. The

status is GRAS in theUnited States; in Europe fructose oligosaccharides are a food. Com-

mercial brand names are Actilight or Frutalose.

FOS manufacturing is from inulin by degradation or by enzymatic synthesis out of

fructose and sucrose. The beta 2-1 bonds are nondigestible in the small intestine. FOS

ferment readily in the colon and therefore have prebiotic properties. The interesting

properties from a food technologist’s viewpoint are the following:

• FOS of 2–7 units are of reduced sweetness of typically 30% compared to sucrose.

There is some sweetness synergy with high intensity sweeteners such as saccharine,

acesulfame K, aspartame, and cyclamate

• The solubility in water is up to 75% at ambient temperature. FOS dissolve into a clear

solution

• FOS is highly hygroscopic and exhibit humectant properties

• FOS is of limited stability in food processing regarding high temperature and

pH-value. They will partially hydrolyze. FOS shows distinct browning (Maillard

reaction plus caramelization) in baking

• FOS is digestion resistant highly soluble fibres. Due to their prebiotic degradation in

the colon, the laxative tolerance is limited to the range of 10 to max. 20 g/day. Flat-

ulence is one reported side effect

• FOS in many applications can improve the nutritional profile of products

• Caloric value: FOS has an energy content of 1.5–2 kcal/g, depending on the DP

• Fibre enrichment in waffles, cakes, and biscuits. FOS is a soluble prebiotic fibre

• Low glycaemic index and load. The reported GI value is about 20

• Suitable for claims such as “sugar free,” “no added sugar,” or “reduced in sugar”

2.3.6.12 Polydextrose (Litesse, Sta-Lite, Trimcal, E 1200)
Polydextrose is a polysaccharide food ingredient composed of randomly bonded glucose

polymers, including about 10% of sorbitol and 1% of citric acid. Polydextrose is a bulking

agent, stabilizer, thickener, and humectant. It is a soluble prebiotic fibre, applied as a

replacer of sugar, starch, and fat, and for calorie reduction. The WHO Joint Expert
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Commission for Food Additives (JEFCA) in 1987 specified no ADI for polydextrose. In

the EU it has the food ingredient number E 1200 and can be added at “quantum satis.”

The FDA approved it in 1982. The caloric value of 1 kcal per gram is widely accepted.

Polydextrose is highly water soluble, 80% at ambient temperature. The viscosity of a

70% solution at 25°C is about 1800 mPa s. Polydextrose has interesting properties from a

food technologist’s viewpoint:

• The sweetness is very low, just about 5% compared to sucrose

• Polydextrose is thermally stable; it is a glass, not crystalline and softens at 90–110°C.
The glassy structure greatly helps in the prevention of sugar crystallization and cold

flow in candies

• Polydextrose may retard starch retrogradation in waffles

• Depending on the purification grade there is some acid side taste, primarily for the

most economic grades

• Polydextrose is hygroscopic. Therefore with polydextrose in cream recipes being not

absolutely dry, some blocking of pump heads due to hard residues will occur

• In baking the browning (Maillard reaction plus caramelization) is low, especially with

the more purified grades

• Polydextrose is just slightly laxative with tolerable doses of 50–90 g/day
• Polydextrose may be applied to improve the nutritional profile of products

• Low caloric value of 1 kcal/g

• Polydextrose is suitable for claims as sugar free, no added sugar, or reduced in sugar

• Low glycaemic index and load, the reported GI values are 7 or lower, suitable in

wafers and waffles for diabetics

• In moisture-containing systems, a partial fat replacement is possible

• Polydextrose is a soluble prebiotic fibre

• Polydextrose is noncariogenic (tooth-friendly)

2.3.7 Nonwheat Flours and Starches, Gluten Free
The replacement of wheat flour by other flours in wafers and waffles is an option to dif-

ferentiate and improve the products. For manufacturing gluten-free products, it is a

necessity. In this section, brief descriptions of the different materials point out actual

or potential applications in our area for nonwheat flours and starches without gluten

as listed in Tables 2.46 and nutritionally characterized in Table 2.47.

2.3.7.1 Amaranth Flour
Amaranth is one of the “ancient grains.” It is a small-grained pseudocereal seed with ori-

gins as a food basis in South and Central America, Nepal, and in African countries. The

nutritional profile is similar to cereal grains with a slightly higher protein content. The

water absorption is high and the content in oxalic acid is increased. Milled into a flour,

amaranth can substitute wheat flour partially.
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In wafers and waffles, we recommend having amaranth just as a partial wheat flour

substitution, up to 15%. There are some distinct flavour and taste notes and the filling

of wafer moulds will be impaired at higher levels of amaranth. Amaranth can be puffed

for application in filling creams and cereal bars, making them lighter. Amaranth is a valu-

able component for gluten-free flour mixes.

2.3.7.2 Ancient Grains, Gluten Free
The term ancient grains applies to grains being almost unchanged over the centuries, in

contrary to grains from modern breeding. Because there is no clear definition, the mem-

bers of the group are not just grains. A separate discussion of the different ancient grains

follows for amaranth, buckwheat, chia, millet, quinoa, sorghum, and teff. Ancient grains

in gluten-free products offer significant advantages in terms of dietary fibre and other

nutrients over those that use just rice, tapioca starch, potato starch, or corn starch.

Due to the marketing potential, their application at a low percentage in single or

multigrain formulations is recommended. However, a careful selection is required

because some of them can impart a distinctly bitter flavour to wafers or waffles.

2.3.7.3 Arrowroot Starch
Arrowroot is a root starch extracted from the roots ofMaranta arundinacea, native to South

America. Other root starches are frequently named arrowroot also, even tapioca starch

from cassava. The name for the Japanese kuzu starch, also from roots, is Japanese

arrowroot. For the technological parameters for arrowroot starch, see Table 2.50 in

Section 2.3.5 on starches.

2.3.7.4 Banana Flour
Banana flour comes from the starchy green plantainsMusa paradisica. Compared to other

flours it is very high in RS and fibres but low in protein. The taste is neutral. The quan-

tities available are still low. The potential use is in gluten-free flour mixes. Presently there

are no applications in wafers and waffles in the market.

2.3.7.5 Bean Flours
Beans, a subgroup of legumes (pulses), are the dry seeds of the broad bean or fava bean

(Vicia faba). Today the seeds of related species (Phaseolus, Vigna) carry the name beans as

well. However, to include even more “beans” such as chickpeas (garbanzo beans),

soybeans, peas and lentils, lupin or even peanuts here is not correct.

Beans contain lectins, the hemagglutinins that are naturally occurring proteins in

varying levels. These require proper cooking for inactivation. Many beans contain

substantial levels of oligosaccharides such as raffinose or stachyose that are not digestible

in the human digestive tract. Later in the large intestine, their digestion by bacteria results

in gases causing flatulence.
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Flours of different beans are available in limited quantities. Applications are as a part of

gluten-free flour mixes. At present, no applications in wafers and waffles are in the

market.

2.3.7.6 Buckwheat Flour
Buckwheat (Fagopyrum esculentum) is a pseudocereal. It is an important crop in Eastern

Europe and China because it is an ideal plant for short growing seasons and colder cli-

mate. The starchy endosperm sits in a hard, dark-coloured hull. Residues of the dark seed

coat and the hull are responsible for the dark colour of the buckwheat flour. It has a char-

acteristic earthy to nutty taste that limits the percentage of use in gluten-free flour mixes.

The nutritional profile is quite similar to cereals. The fibre content is high. Despite the

name, there is absolutely no relation to wheat and no gluten content.

In several countries such as Russia, France, Belgium, and the Netherlands for pan-

cakes, galettes, and poffertjes, the addition of up to 50% buckwheat flour was and is still

common.

Buckwheat flour can be a nutritious component in gluten-free flours. The patent US

3,617,304 by Josse Rahm from 1971 discloses the addition of buckwheat flour in recipes

for sugar wafer cones. At present, no wafer products containing buckwheat are in the

market.

2.3.7.7 Chestnut Flour
Chestnut (Castanea spp.) compared to tree nuts are low in fat and protein but have starch,

sugars, and fibres. Today China is the main producer of chestnuts worldwide. The sugar

content increases within the ripening cycle and may be up to 22% in chestnut flour.

Chestnuts contain some oligosaccharides such as raffinose or stachyose, which are not

digestible in the human digestive tract. Chestnut flour is gluten-free and may be part

of flour mixes. It is costly and not available in quantities for industrial use at present.

The application of a small percentage in wafer or waffle recipes has not yet be done,

but it is feasible.

2.3.7.8 Chia Seeds and Flour
The chia plant (Salvia hispanica) originates from Central and South America. The seeds

are very high in fibres and oil. The oil is rich in omega-3 fatty acids. Whole ground chia

meal is from milling the cleaned whole seeds. The flour is gluten-free. The fibre fraction,

cellulose, pentosans, and lignin is over 30%, resulting in viscous, gel-forming sus-

pensions. Typical functions therefore are in thickening, emulsifying, and stabilizing.

Chia flour additions therefore could be helpful in gluten free breads or in egg

replacement.

The European Union classifies chia seeds and flour since 2009 as “novel food,” per-

mitting the addition of up to 5% in bread products. Packaged chia seeds require a warning
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label not to consumemore than 15 g per day. At present, there is no industrial use of chia.

The highly unsaturated oil is not ideal for baked products of long shelf life unless defatted

flour is applied. However, for frozen waffles chia addition might be an option for new

products.

2.3.7.9 Chickpea Flour
Chickpeas (Cicer arietinum) are legumes.Main usage at present is for being a popular staple

food in the Indian subcontinent. The dry seeds are ground into flour, eventually after

roasting to make it more flavourful. There are a few names used in parallel: Chickpea

flour, besan flour, gram flour, and garbanzo (bean) flour. The flour is high in protein

and gluten-free.

The use of chickpea flour is a tasty and nutritious option in gluten-free flour mixes.

The baking of wafers and waffles from chickpea flour is possible. At the 2014 Interpack

fair, test products of pure chickpea based wafer snacks were presented at the Franz

Haas booth.

2.3.7.10 Coconut Flour
The fruits of coconut palms (Cocos nucifera) contain a white, edible endosperm. Top pro-

ducers are Indonesia, the Philippines, and India. Coconut is a potential allergen and

requires a tree nut allergen labelling. The white interior, called coconut meat, is dried

and ground into flakes. After partial deoiling by pressing and milling, the flour is high

in fibres, and contains some protein and oil but almost no starch. Coconut flour still

has some flavour and is gluten-free. It is not available in quantities for industrial use at

present. The application of a small percentage in wafer or waffle recipes has not yet

be done but is feasible.

2.3.7.11 Corn (Maize)-Based Flour and Starch
Maize or corn (Zea mays) with more than 30% is the most grown cereal crop worldwide.

The origin is from Central America and it is still the main crop in the Americas but it is

now grown everywhere. Many species exist with differences in grain shapes, sizes, tex-

tures, and colours. White and yellow are the preferred varieties but there are red and

blue ones.

There is some confusion in the naming for flours and starches from corn (maize):

Cornflour can be

• flour ground from dry corn, in case of coarse granulation named cornmeal; in Aus-

tralia it is called maize flour

• in the UK, Australia cornflour is pure corn starch; in Australia even wheat starch is

named cornflour (“wheaten cornflour”)

Maize flour is

• flour ground from dry corn, in case of coarse granulation it is named cornmeal.
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Cornmeal is

• Coarse flour ground from dry corn. Polenta is very coarse cornmeal.

Corn starch is

• The almost pure polysaccharide from the starchy endosperm of the maize kernel.

Masa flour is the following:

• Dry corn grain is soaked in a dilute lime lye, a process called nixtamalization, and then

crushed into masa. After redrying of masa, there is milling into masa flour. The lye

dissolves the hemicelluloses in the cell walls and softens the corn. The calcium ions

crosslink acidic side chains in the proteins and polysaccharides. These changes in masa

allow the formation of a dough for preparing tortillas or corn bread. Untreated corn

flour cannot form a dough.

Dry milling of maize kernels has many stages, which include cleaning, tempering, sep-

aration of the germ, sifting, and reduction. The germ separation improves the shelf life of

the milling products, which are, in descending granular size, grits, meal, and flour. There

is almost complete removal of the husks and the germ. Stone-ground cornmeal has some

of the husks and germs retained at the expense of less stability due to the higher oil

content.

Maize is a major source of starch. Corn starch, besides its uses in baking and cooking,

is hydrolyzed into sweeteners. Other uses are for beer brewing and for grain alcohol.

Maize flour and cornstarch are important for substituting wheat in gluten free baking

flours.

For the technological properties of regular cornstarch see Section 2.3.5 on starches.

Some of the starch variants technologically are of interest: first is the high amylose corn

starch, which has 50%–70% amylose, compared to about 25% in the regular cornstarch.

Second is the waxy corn starch, which is almost 0% amylose and 100% amylopectin. The

lower the amylose, the higher is the swelling of starch granules in water during heating

up. The gelatinization temperature increases in parallel to the amylose content. Both corn

(maize) flours and corn starches can be part of wafer recipes. If available in a fine gran-

ulation, similar to that of wheat flour, corn flour can help to reduce the gluten risk. The

yellow corn flour imparts into a nice yellowish hue the wafer sheet colour is improved.

2.3.7.12 Flax (Linseed) Flour
Linseed from flax (Linum usitatissimum) contains high levels of protein, dietary fibre, and

an oil rich in omega-3 fatty acids. Both milled whole flax meal and defatted flax seed flour

after oil pressing with just 10% oil left and further grinding are available. Flax flours are

gluten free. Ground flaxseed is prone to rancidity unless well packed. Part of the flaxseed

fibres are soluble gums andmucilage. That makes it into a gluten-free thickener in baking

to replace some functions of gluten; it can even be used as an egg substitute.

In 2014, Health Canada approved a health claim linking ground whole flaxseed to

blood cholesterol lowering, a major risk factor for heart disease. The daily amount
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referred to in the claim is 40 g of milled whole flaxseed consumed over three intakes.

Additional nutrient profile criteria for foods to use the health claim are in place.

Technologically flax flour fits well for waffle recipes, and there are frozen waffle prod-

ucts with flax in the market in North America.

2.3.7.13 Kaniwa Flour
See quinoa.

2.3.7.14 Lentil Flour
Flours from lentils (Lens culinaris) are not a common ingredient in industrial bakery. They

are high in fibres and good in protein content. The gluten-free flour can be part of gluten-

free baking mixes. At present there are no applications in wafers and waffles.

2.3.7.15 Lupin Flour
Sweet lupin, L. angustifolius and a few other types, are legumes grown worldwide today.

Despite it growing in cooler climates and poorer soils than soybeans, still about 80% of

world production comes from Australia. Some increasingly consider lupin flour to be a

non-GMO soy flour replacer with about 40% each of fibres and valuable protein. Lupine

flour has about 8% oil and almost no starch and therefore a very low glycaemic index.

“Sweet” lupins have been cultivated for low levels of the bitter-tasting and potentially

toxic alkaloids, as present in regular lupins, in order to exclude any risk of toxicity for

human and animals.

Lupin contains less oligosaccharides, causing less flatulence issues than other legumes.

However, for lupin flour allergen labeling is mandatory as well. A cross allergy to peanut

allergy occurs. Lupin flour has an intense yellow colour and is gluten-free. It may be used

from 5% to 15% in gluten-free flour mixes and boosts their protein level being typically

low in such mixes due to the presence of a high percentage of starches.

Technologically lupin flour is a good substitute for soy flour, applied a lot in recipes

for European style waffles and some wafers in replacement of soy flour (Table 2.53).

Table 2.53 Lupin Versus Soybean: Comparison of Nutritional Data
For 100 g Lupin Flour Soybean Flour

Energy (kJ) 981 1844

Protein (g) 41.8 34.8

Fibres (g) 41.5 9.7

Fat (g) 6.9 21.9

Data: USDA ARS, Nat’l Nutrient Database, Release 27; BfR. (2011), Allergie durch Lupineneiweiß in Lebensmitteln,
Aktualisierte Stellungnahme Nr. 039/2011, 12 pp., www.bfr.bund.de/cm/343/allergie-durch-lupineneiweiss-in-
lebensmitteln.pdf.
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2.3.7.16 Mesquite Flour
Mesquite trees (Prosopis pallida) grow in arid areas without supplemental water. Mesquite

powder is from milling the dried whole pods. Mesquite powder is a potential additive in

bakery and for gluten-free recipes. The taste is slightly nutty and sweet from natural fruc-

tose, being responsible for the low glycaemic index of 25. The flour is high in dietary fibre

(galactomannan) and protein. Potential applications are in recipes for waffles and pan-

cakes and as a part of flour mixes for gluten-free baking.

2.3.7.17 Millet Flour
Millets are staple foods in the semiarid subtropical and tropical regions of Asia and Africa

and number 6 on the list of cereals grown worldwide. Pearl millet is the most grown, and

other millets are foxtail, proso, finger millet, and fonio. Millet is one of the groups of

ancient grains. The protein and starch content of millet flours is quite similar to wheat.

A typical application is in flatbreads.

Millet flour is gluten-free and can be part of gluten-free flour mixes. At present, there

are no applications in commercial wafers and waffles.

2.3.7.18 Montina Flour
Montina flour is milled from Indian ricegrass (Achnatherum hymenoides), a native plant in

the Western United States. Montina is a brand name of a farmer’s cooperative in

Montana.

Montina flour is gluten-free and higher in protein and fibres than wheat; it can be part

of gluten-free flour mixes.

2.3.7.19 Pea Flour
Dried peas (Pisum sativum) are nutritious legumes being high in protein and fibres.

Primarily yellow and green peas are grown. After drying, whole or split peas are pro-

cessed into flour, starch, protein concentrates, and fibre fractions. The products are

gluten-free.

Peas contain twice the protein of cereals, being of a good nutritional profile due to

increased levels of lysine. Toasted pea flour is light golden in colour and has about 23%

proteins; pea protein concentrates contain 55%–60% protein, and protein isolates contain

85% protein. Pea products may replace soy flour or soy proteins if “GMO free” or aller-

gen labeling are an issue. Toasted pea flour is preferable over steam treated flour because it

has a lower water absorption. Due to the high levels of protein, fibres, and RS, pea flour

has a low glycaemic index. It can be part of gluten-free flour mixes.

Native pea starch has 34%–37% amylose and improves crispness in bakery products

and snacks. Pea fibre, derived from the hulls, is about 85% soluble, has a high water bind-

ing capacity, and offers an alternative to gums.
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At present pea fibres, pea flour, and pea starch are part of a few wafer recipes. The

proteins and fibres offer a good chance for enriched products. Pea product applications

are not yet very widespread in wafers and waffles, possibly because these ingredients are

available only quite recently.

2.3.7.20 Peanut Flour
Peanuts are untypical legumes due to their high oil content. Peanut flours are made from

peanuts roasted to a light, medium, or dark degree. Part of the peanut oil then is removed

from crushed peanuts by pressing. Peanut flours with about 12%–15% respectively 26%–
30% oil content are standard products. The peanut flavour intensity increases from light

to dark roast and from lower to higher oil content.

Peanut flour is gluten-free. Besides flavour, it adds 35%–55% of proteins and about

15% fibres (Table 2.54)

At present there is no wide use of peanut flours in wafer and waffle products with the

exception of peanut butter fillings in North American wafer cookies. Technologically

there is additional potential for applications in wafers, cones, wafer sticks, and waffles

in case the typical taste is liked or at least acceptable.

2.3.7.21 Potato Flour and Starch
Potatoes (Solanum tuberosum) are tubers rich in starch.

Potato flour manufacturing is from whole potatoes, either raw or cooked. After

grinding, they are dried and milled into a flour that has starch, proteins, and fibres.

The colour is off-white and some potato flavour is left. During processing most or all

of the starch gelatinizes. Potato flour therefore has a high water absorption and is less suit-

able as a substitute for wheat flour.

Potato starch is isolated from potatoes ground into a pulp. After removing the fibres

and proteins and drying, the pure white starch powder of bland taste results. There is

some confusion in terminology; potato starch sometimes has names such as “potato starch

flour” or even “potato flour.” Characteristic for potato starch is the low gelatinization

temperature and a high swelling power. For further technological information on potato

starch, see Section 2.3.5 on starches.

Table 2.54 Typical Composition of Peanut Flours
Flour type Moisture Fat Protein Carbohydrates

Fully defatted <4 <1 48–57 22–28
Defatted 14% fat <4 12–15 42–46 35

Defatted 28% fat <4 26–30 33–39 26–32

Data: www.nutrin.com.
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Due to the excellent properties in baking and the low costs, potato starch is a part of

many gluten-free flour blends. In wafer recipes addition of potato starch is for improving

the batter mixing properties of wheat flours of high protein content or to improve the

mechanical stability of the baked wafers.

2.3.7.22 Quinoa Flour
Quinoa (Chenopodium quinoa) is a small-grained, ancient grain pseudocereal, related to

amaranth, that originates from the AndesMountains, which is still the main growing area.

A bitter taste due to saponins requires prerinsing. The gluten-free flour is a good source of

protein and well balanced in all essential all amino acids. It can be part of flour mixes in

baking of pancakes and waffles.

Kaniwa (Chenopodium pallidicaule), another Andean grain related to quinoa, is similar

in nutritional data but does not contain saponins.

2.3.7.23 Rice Flour and Starch
Rice (Oryza sativa) is the leading staple food in Asia, and on a worldwide basis it is num-

ber two after wheat. Rice milling starts with the rough rice, called paddy rice. Removal

of the hull results in brown rice. From there by polishing the silvery cuticle, the germ, and

the aleurone layer away, it becomes white rice. In polishing, many minor nutrients are

lost. Broken rice from those processing steps, being up to 1/3, is for milling into rice

flour. Rice flour has just 6%–7.5% protein and some fibres, browns more than white rice

flour, and is gluten-free. Fine milling is important to avoid grittiness. There are two main

types of rice:

• Waxy rice: other names are glutinous rice, sweet rice, sticky rice, or mochi rice. This

type of rice has almost no amylose (<2%) and gelatinizes at around 60°C
• Common rice contains from about 10% to over 25% of amylose and is of different

grain length—short, medium, and long. The more amylose, the higher the gelatini-

zation temperature typically is (70°C or more); and there is a dry, nonsticky texture

after cooking.

Both brown rice flour and white rice flour are an important part in many gluten free flour

mixes. Combinations of rice flours with starches such as from potato or tapioca replace

wheat flour. For improved nutritional data other flours than starch may be included such

as amaranth, bean, buckwheat, quinoa, sorghum flour, soy, and teff flour. Xanthan or

guar gum may be added to the flours and starches to help to provide structural binding

in gluten-free baking. Among all cereal starches, rice starch granules are the smallest. Rice

flour and starch in batters increase the crispness of the baked product.

Rice flour and starch are optional ingredients in wafer batter recipes. They impart a

harder texture as well as a lighter colour of the finished wafers. In gluten-free wafers and

waffles, rice flours are important ingredients.
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2.3.7.24 Sorghum (Milo) Flour
Sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) is an important food crop in Africa, India, and for other arid

areas. It is the fifth most grown cereal crop worldwide. Direct milling of white sorghum

into whole grain flour is possible. The composition regarding starch, protein, and fibres is

not far from wheat flour. Sorghum flour is gluten-free; the flavour is neutral, sometimes

sweet; the colour is light; and it has a lower glycaemic index. The flour is available in

industrial supply at reasonable costs.

At present, sorghum flour can be a part of gluten-free flour mixes. In wafers, pancakes,

and waffles just home recipes are in use. Sorghum flour in batters increases the crispness.

Puffing of sorghum is an option for applications in filling creams.

2.3.7.25 Soybean Flour and Soy Proteins
Soybeans (Glycine max) are legumes rich in protein, about 35%; there is about 20% oil and

about 10% fibre. Brazil, the United States, and Argentina account for about 90% of the

production worldwide. Soybean growing primarily is for animal feeding (soybean meal).

Just part of the soybean oil and some small percentage of flour, protein concentrates, and

isolates are for human consumption. Soybeans are the basis for soymilk, soy sprouts, and

various Asian foods such as tofu (soybean curd), and after fermentation, miso, soy sauce,

natto, or tempeh.

Soybeans, after cracking to remove the hull, undergo processing into either full-fat

flour or into rolled flakes. Flaking, the predominant way of processing disrupts the oil

cells and facilitates oil extraction. From the defatted flakes soybean meal comes. Alterna-

tively, for food uses, the flakes undergo milling for soy flour, sizing for soy grits, or tex-

turizing to produce textured vegetable protein. Further processing leads to soy protein

concentrates (SPC) or soy protein isolates (SPI). These soy-based ingredients have func-

tional and nutritional applications in various areas of baking (Messina, 1999). Soy protein

can complement the lysine-limited cereal proteins.

Soybeans contain a few percent of both sucrose and of the oligosaccharides raffinose

and stachyose. The latter are nondigestible, ferment later in the large intestine, and may

cause flatulence. The hulls of soybeans are an excellent source of dietary fibre. Soybeans

contain both soluble and insoluble fibres. The main part of the fibres are the insoluble

ones: cellulose, hemicellulose, and pectin. The oil is low in saturated fatty acids and good

for many food applications. Soy lecithin is a side product of oil extraction; see the dis-

cussion in detail in Chapter 3 on lipids in this book. Soy contains isoflavones that are weak

phytoestrogens. All soy products require an allergen labeling.

The raw beans contain trypsin inhibitors and therefore require a pretreatment with

moist heat for their inactivation and for debittering. For most applications, an additional

toasting process inactivates the enzymes. The “protein dispersibility index” (PDI) is a

measure to control the proper heat treatment, enough to inactivate the trypsin inhibitors

while avoiding any lysine losses due to overheating. PDI informs on the percentage of
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protein dispersed by blending the sample in distilled water in relation to the total protein

content of the sample. Nontoasted “white flakes” have a PDI around 80. Heavily toasting

can bring down to PDI even to the 10–20 range. Treatment of soybean products for a

certain end use is in a way to have the PDI within a predefined range. It is all about a

compromise between maintaining the functional properties of the soy proteins or the

activity of some desired enzymes, the inactivation of antinutritional factors, and the elim-

ination of the beany or bitter taste.

2.3.7.26 Soybean Flours
There are two types of flour: enzyme-active and enzyme-inactive. Enzyme-active full-fat

soybean flour is prepared without heat treatment and has a high PDI. Today due to flash

desolventizing systems; even defatted enzyme-active flours are available. Enzyme-active

soybean flours are required for white breads, mainly for its lipoxidase activity. Lipoxidase

catalyzes oxidative bleaching of the carotenoid pigments in wheat flour in a natural way,

and it improves the mechanical properties of the dough additionally at levels around 0.5%

on a flour basis. The inactivation of trypsin inhibitors, of bean flavour, and of bitterness

occurs later during the baking process.

However, most of the soy flours are toasted and not enzyme active anymore. Fine

grinding is essential; at least 97% must pass a 150-μm (100-mesh) screen. Flours of dif-

ferent lipid content are available, most of them based on the flakes after deoiling:

• Defatted soy flour from milling deoiled flakes contains less than 1% residual oil

• Low fat soy flour, made by adding back some oil to defatted soy flour, typically has a

lipid content between 4.5% and 9%

• High fat soy flour, produced by adding back soybean oil to a level of 15%

• Lecithinated soy flours, made by dispersing additionally up to 15% soybean lecithin

to one of the first three soy flour types. Lecithin imparts emulsifying properties

• Full-fat soy flour comes from grinding dehulled beans directly. It has the natural soy-

bean oil content of about 20%.

For gluten-free flour combinations, soybean flour is an ideal contributor of proteins.

Gluten-free flour mixes typically are rich starches, which are devoid in proteins. The

application of soy flours in bakery products is for their functional properties: Enzyme

active soy flour in breads is a bleaching and dough-improving agent. Toasted soy flours

in other bakery products influence the colour and texture or function as milk or egg pow-

der substitutes. For the latter function lecithinated soy flours are ideal.

2.3.7.27 Protein Enrichment by Soybeans
Soybean flours are high in proteins already, compared to flours from most of the other

cereals and legumes (Table 2.55). Further enrichment results in SPC or SPI.
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The manufacturing of soybean protein concentrate is from the defatted flakes by

extracting the soluble sugars and oligosaccharides. The SPC powders contain 60%–
70% of proteins while retaining most of the fibres, and they are bland in flavour. Appli-

cations are in bakery foods and in other food areas where a highly digestible protein is of

importance.

Soybean protein isolates are about 90% in protein content. By alkaline extraction, the

proteins solubilize. Later due to re-acidification to the isoelectric point they precipitate.

From the extraction residue, a product high in dietary fibre is available. When dissolving

the “isoelectric” protein in the appropriate base, the sodium, potassium, or calcium salts

of the proteins form, which are spray-dried. The potassium and sodium salts are water-

soluble. Soy isolates absorb up to five times their weight in water. The SPI powders,

besides protein enrichment, are of technological interest for their emulsification and

foaming properties.

Applications of SPI are in protein bars, in nutritional supplements for growth, for

acute famine, and chronic diseases, in bakery foods, as well as in many other food areas

where a highly digestible protein is of importance.

2.3.7.28 A Health Claim for Soy Protein
The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 1999 approved a health claim for soy

protein: “25 g of soy protein a day, as part of a diet low in saturated fat and cholesterol,

may reduce the risk of heart disease. A serving of (…name of food) provides (…�) grams

of soy protein.”

The FDA health claim for soy protein recommends that consumers incorporate

four servings of at least 6.25 g of soy protein into their daily diet, for a total of at least

25 g of soy protein each day. FDA extensively reviewed research to support this health

claim and found that soy protein, when included in a low-fat and low-cholesterol diet,

could lower blood total cholesterol and low-density lipoprotein (LDL) or bad cholesterol

levels, without adversely effecting high-density lipoprotein or good cholesterol levels.

High total blood cholesterol levels and LDL both are risk factors for coronary heart

disease.

Table 2.55 Soy Products for Protein Enrichment
Soy Product Fat (%) Protein (%) (N×6.25) Fibres (%)

Flour, full fat, enzyme active 20.65 37.8 9.6

Flour, full fat, toasted 21.86 38.09 9.7

Flour, low fat 6.7 50.93 10.2

Soy protein concentrate 0.46 63.63 5.5

Soy protein isolate 0.53 88.32 2.0

Data: USDA ARS, National Nutrient Database, Release 27.
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2.3.7.29 The Application of Soy Products in Wafer Batters
When after the SecondWorld War soy flours were becoming widely available at reason-

able costs, they were integrated in some wafer recipes. Even nowadays, a few companies

still apply toasted soy flour. The technological rationale for using soy on the “pro” side

can be the following:

• An improved wafer texture towards a softer crispness. Soy flour imparts a more

homogeneous distribution of wafer pores, resulting in a different bite. The emulsi-

fying properties of the soy protein may account for that effect. When using defatted

soy flour, the softer texture effect is even more pronounced.

• Toasted soy flour may improve the wafer taste and colour.

• Dilution of the wheat flour by the nongluten-forming soy flour reduces the risk of

gluten development in batter mixing.

• Protein enrichment by soy flour, soy concentrate, or soy isolate in protein wafer bars.

Here both parts, the wafer and the filling require enrichment in order to reach the

desired protein level of 12%–15%.
• Soy flour is a good option for protein supplementation in gluten free wafer recipes.

The first generation of gluten free wafers, based to a high percentage on various starch

flours, was poor in nutritional value.

• Soy lecithin is the most important emulsifier in wafer recipes being high in water con-

tent. For a discussion in full detail, see the Chapter 3 on lipid ingredients (oils, fats,

emulsifiers).

• Soy (hull) fibres are a good source of fibre, are neutral in colour, and offer some sta-

bility improvement for the wafer texture.

However, there are potential “cons” of soy flour in wafer recipes to consider:

• Full fat, toasted soy flour contains around 20% soybean oil. Its polyunsaturated

fatty acids have negative implications on wafer flavour, wafer shelf life, and on the

increase of baking mould residues. Low fat or defatted soy flour is therefore

clearly preferable.

• In markets sensitive to GMO issues, ingredients from soy find less application. GMO

free, identity preserved soy is more difficult to receive, it is more costly and may gen-

erate additional expenses for analytical certificates.

• The taste quality and the freshness of the flours can be quite variable between batches.

We strongly recommend for a regular checking of the taste quality of the soy flour.

Select solely toasted, not enzyme active flours with a nutty, slightly sweet taste and

reject flours with any bitter and beanlike taste notes.

• All soy-based ingredients require an allergen label.

The level of soy flour in wafer recipes, if any, typically is a few percent on a flour base,

never above 10%. In Europe, we see some trend to substitute soy flour by domestic lupin

flour for these applications in order to circumvent the GMO issue. However, lupins are

allergens as well.
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2.3.7.30 The Application of Soy Products in Waffles
In waffles, soy-based ingredients are quite common; they are less common in frozen low-

fat waffles (North America) than in ready-to-eat-waffles in the rest of the world. The

rationale for applying soy ingredients in waffles is quite different from what we discussed

for wafer recipes above.

Soy lecithin in waffles is important for waffle release and for the prevention of ripping

when taking the baked waffles out of the baking mould. For a discussion in full detail, see

Chapter 3 on lipid ingredients (oils, fats, emulsifiers).

Soy flour is an important component in most of the ready-to-eat waffle recipes. The

technological advantages are the following:

• Toasted soy flour due to its low content in starch reduces the relative percentage of

starchy flour(s) in the recipe. Starch retrogradation is the most important contributor

to an increasingly harder texture of nonfrozen waffles in the course of shelf life

• The content of fibres and proteins in soy flour improves moisture binding and softness

of the waffle texture. Both additionally are good for the nutritional value

• Soy flour influences the taste and the colour of the waffles in a positive way

• The approximately 20% of soybean oil in toasted soy flour is low in saturated fatty

acids and contribute to a softer texture. Due to the shorter shelf life of waffles, there

are no rancidity concerns

• Soy flour due to its content in oil and phospholipids exerts some egg and shortening

sparing effects and acts as an emulsifier

For frozen waffles, most of these positive technological effects are not important. They

are fresh and soft after toasting anyway. In ready-to-eat waffles recipes, however, we find

soy flour frequently. From a few percent on a flour base up to about 12%.

The taste quality and the freshness of soy flour can be quite variable between batches.

We strongly recommend a regular checking of the taste quality of the soy flour. Select

solely toasted, not enzyme active flours with a nutty, slightly sweet taste and reject flours

with any bitter and beanlike taste notes. In Europe, a substitute for soybean flour is the

domestic lupin flour.

All these arguments apply in the same way for pancake batters. American pancakes in

their recipes are quite similar to waffles.

2.3.7.31 The Application of Soy Products in Fillings
In filling recipes, soy components are valuable for different reasons:

1. Soy lecithin has a fat sparing effect in filling creams by reducing the viscosity of the

cream much more efficiently than fat

2. Toasted soy flour is an option to reduce cream sweetness by replacing some sugar. For

nut and cheese creams that is very important. The taste of toasted soy flour fits well

into the taste profile of most cream fillings
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3. Soy flour, soy concentrate, or soy isolate application is a cost effective way of

enriching the protein content, one of the most important nutritional parameters

4. Soy hull fibres are a good source of fibre. They are neutral in colour and offer the

application of fibre claims

The taste quality and the freshness of soy flour can be quite variable between batches. We

strongly recommend for a regular checking of the taste quality of the soy flour. Select

toasted, not enzyme active flours with a nutty, slightly sweet taste a solely and reject flours

with any bitter and beanlike taste notes.

2.3.7.32 Tapioca Starch (Flour)
Cassava tubers (Manihot esculenta) are a staple crop cultivated in equatorial regions and

known by various names such as manioc, manioca, mandioca, yucca, or tapioca. The

top producers are Nigeria, Brazil, and Thailand. Locally peeled roots are grated, pressed,

and then dried/toasted into a food flour. Tapioca is the name of the starch isolated from

the roots. In international trade, tapioca flour is just another name for that almost pure

starch. About 10% of world’s starch production is tapioca.

Characteristics of tapioca starch are a low gelatinization temperature and a good swell-

ing power. For more technological information on tapioca starch, see Section 2.3.5 on

starches. Due to the excellent properties in baking and the low costs, tapioca is a part of

many gluten-free flour blends. In wafer recipes, tapioca starch improves the batter mixing

properties in case of wheat flours of high protein content.

2.3.7.33 Teff Flour
Teff seeds (Eragrostis tef) are staple foods from Ethiopia, rich in proteins and fibres. Teff

Flour is gluten-free and can be part of gluten-free flour mixes. Teff belongs to the ancient

grains group . Teff flour has a tan colour and a sweet, slightly malted flavour. There are no

applications in commercial wafers and waffles at present.

2.3.7.34 Tree Nut Flours
Tree nut flours include the most common: almond, hazelnut (filbert), pecan, and wal-

nuts. They add flavour and nutritional value, being rich in proteins, fibres and fat. Flours

of tree nuts are prepared from the pressed cake after oil pressing of nut meals. Other

“nuts” such as chestnuts, coconuts, or peanuts will be discussed separately. Nut flours

are gluten-free and are added at a limited percentage, from 5% to 25%. Due to a residual

oil content after pressing, tree nut flours are prone to oxidation and require immediate

application in a fresh condition. Tree nut flours are of potential interest for waffles but

applications in commercial wafer and waffle recipes at present are rare.

The application of roasted nut pastes in cream fillings is a separate point, discussed in

Chapter 5.
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2.3.8 Ingredients for Gluten-Free Wafers and Waffles
An important part in the application of nonwheat flours in wafers and waffles is for per-

sons with “gluten enteropathy” or coeliac (United States: celiac) disease. The protein

gluten is present in all kinds of ingredients mentioned in Table 2.44. Their application

is strictly forbidden. Table 2.46 provides a list of flours to exchange wheat flour in gluten-

free wafers and waffles. Additionally some gums might be useful to restore some of the

important functionality of gluten.

2.3.8.1 Definition of Gluten Free
Gluten-free foods are suitable for people with coeliac disease. FDA in 2013 regulated the

term “gluten free.” It allows manufacturers to label a food “gluten-free” if the unavoid-

able presence of gluten is less than 20 ppm and if the food does not contain any of the

following:

• an ingredient that is any type of wheat, rye, barley, or crossbreeds of these grains,

• an ingredient derived from these grains and that has not been processed to remove

gluten,

• an ingredient derived from these grains and that has been processed to remove gluten,

if it results in the food containing 20 or more ppm of gluten.

The Regulation (EU) No 828/2014 sets for the European Union definitions for “gluten

free” and “low gluten”

• “Gluten free” is below 20 mg of gluten/kg (ppm)

• “Low gluten” is below 100 mg of gluten/kg.

• In addition, oats presented as “gluten free” or “low gluten” must be specially pro-

duced to avoid cross contamination during harvesting and the gluten content of these

oats must not exceed 20 ppm resp. 100 ppm of gluten

Examples of a prohibited grain include, but are not limited to, barley, common wheat,

durum wheat, einkorn wheat, emmer wheat, kamut, rye, spelt wheat, and triticale.

Examples of ingredients that are derived from a prohibited grain and that have not been

processed to remove gluten include, but are not limited to, the following: farina, flour

made from any of the proposed prohibited grains, graham, and semolina; hydrolyzed

wheat protein; vital gluten; wheat bran, and wheat germ; and barley malt extract or fla-

vouring andmalt vinegar. Examples of ingredients that are or are sometimes derived from

a prohibited grain and processed to remove gluten include, but are not limited to, food

starch, modified starch, and wheat starch.

2.3.8.2 What Are the Functionalities of Gluten?
To replace gluten the most important properties to replace are the following:

• the absorption and retention of water

• the thermosetting property
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• the binding, film forming, and thickening

• the stabilizing and texturizing

• the contribution to flavour

In replacing wheat flour in a recipe, we have to consider using a protein source, a starch,

and possibly a hydrocolloid. There is no single solution fitting equally for wafers, waffles,

or other bakery items.

Tables 2.56 and 2.57 provide some examples of commercial flours from Europe and

United States to see the range of wheat flour substitutes in industry. The column

“ingredients” does not mention any other additions such as salt or baking powder for

Table 2.56 Some European Commercial Gluten-Free Flours Without Listing Other Additions Such as
Salt or Baking Powder

Origin
Fat
(%)

Protein
(%)

Carbs
(%)

Fibres
(%) Ingredients

Italy 0.8 1.6 84 3.8 Corn starch, corn flour, locust bean gum

Germany A 0.7 2.3 79.2 1.8 Potato starch, corn starch, corn flour, rice flour,

guar gum

Germany B 1.2 6.5 81.6 1.6 Rice flour, potato starch

UK 1.4 2.3 82 5.9 Corn starch, lupin flour, guar gum, dextrose,

skim milk powder

Reference 1.4 9 73.2 2.4 Soft wheat flour

Table 2.57 Ingredient List of Commercial Gluten-Free Flours from the United States
Gluten Free
Flour Ingredients

GF 1 White rice flour, potato starch, glutinous rice flour, tapioca starch, xanthan gum

GF 2 White rice flour, brown rice flour, tapioca starch, potato starch, potato flour,

pectin, xanthan gum

GF 3 White rice flour, potato starch, tapioca starch, guar gum

GF 4 Glutinous brown rice flour, tapioca starch, arrowroot starch, sorghum flour,

xanthan gum

GF 5 Brown rice flour (whole grain), sorghum flour (whole grain), corn starch, potato

starch, potato flour, xanthan gum

GF 6 White rice flour, brown rice flour, tapioca flour, potato starch, potato flour,

cellulose

GF 7 Chickpea flour, potato starch, tapioca starch, sorghum flour, fava bean flour

GF 8 Brown rice flour, sorghum flour, tapioca starch, buckwheat flour, coconut flour,

xanthan gum

GF 9 Rice flour, potato starch, pea fibre, tapioca starch, xanthan gum

GF 10 White rice flour, potato starch, tapioca starch, pea fibre, gum acacia, rice protein

GF 11 Brown rice flour, corn starch, soybean flour, corn flour
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self-rising flours. Table 2.56 reveals a characteristic nutritional imbalance of many of the

“first generation” gluten-free flours. They are high in (nonfibre) carbohydrates and very

low in protein, even compared to a low protein soft wheat flour as we use it in wafer

manufacturing.

2.3.8.3 Hydrocolloids in Gluten-Free Flour Mixes
As we see from the ingredient list in the previous tables, hydrocolloids quite frequently

are applied to substitute for the water absorption and thickening properties of the gluten

and the pentosans in the wheat flour. That is essential to prevent any sedimentation of the

starch part in the batters for gluten-free wafers and waffles. The specific gravity of the

starch granules is in the range of 1.5 g/cm3, way above the water and batter density.

Guar gum (E 412) is a flour from the seeds (endosperm) of the guar plant applied as a

hydrocolloid thickener in food systems. Guar gum is a galactomannan with between 1.5

and 2 mannose residues for every galactose residue. Guar gum is nonionic and therefore

not affected by ionic strength or pH, unless extreme. In recent years, price volatility is

an issue.

Guar gum is an efficient thickener and stabilizer. Rapid hydration in cold water results

in a highly viscous, pseudoplastic solution of considerable low-shear viscosity that is

strongly shear thinning. Guar is able to mimic the structure-building viscoelastic prop-

erties of gluten. At a concentration of 1%, solutions already are very thixotropic. Guar

gum solutions appear gel-like but guar gum does not form gels, and it shows synergy

effects in viscosity with xanthan gum.

Xanthan gum (E 415) is a hydrocolloid thickener in food systemsmade byXanthomonas

campestris bacteria fermentation. Xanthan gum is an anionic polyelectrolyte. The weakly

bound network formed is highly pseudoplastic; the viscosity reduces considerably with a

shear increase and returns in full immediately on release. High viscosity solutions (�1%)

appear gel-like but are still shear thinning.

Xanthan gum hydrates rapidly in cold water without lumping into a viscous solution,

encouraging its use as thickener, stabilizer, emulsifier, and foaming agent. The relatively

low viscosity at high shear means that it is easy to mix but its high viscosity at low shear

results in a good suspension of starch and other particles. Xanthan gum is relatively

unaffected by ionic strength, by a pH-value in the range from 1 to 13, and by shear

or temperature. Xanthan gum is capable of synergistic interactions with galactomannans

and glucomannans, and it forms thermoreversible soft elastic gels on cooling synergisti-

cally with locust bean gum or guar gum as well as with starches.

Xanthan gum assists in controlling waffle batter aeration and the batter rheology dur-

ing baking. Its application in gluten-free mixes suspends starch particles by thickening the

batter or dough. The emulsifying properties may assist in keeping freshness and tender-

ness in ready-to-eat waffles during the shelf life.
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Other gums: Other gums, besides guar gum and xanthan, are applied rarely in gluten-

free flour mixes. In principle, acacia gum, agar, carrageenan, cellulose gums, and locust

bean gum might be options as well.

Pregelatinized starches and flours are options for thickening gluten-free batter mixes in

order to prevent the sedimentation of the starch granules during the batter phase without

using any food additives. Typically, a few percent is required to adjust the batter viscosity

properly, while hydrocolloids such as guar or xanthan are applied at just 0.1%.

2.3.8.4 Formulation Assistant
After discussing a long list of gluten-free substitute flours and starches for wheat flour, the

following formulation assistant (Table 2.58) might be helpful in selecting a gluten-free

flour mix for wafers and waffle manufacturing.

Depending on the primary goals— from either being economic in costs, easy to bake

and less nutritious to having a better quality gluten free flour with a higher nutritional

profile in protein and fibre content—there is quite a range of possible formulations.

2.3.8.5 Gluten-Free Flour Mixes for Wafers
For the industrial manufacturing of gluten-free wafers, flour blends combining rice

flour(s), tapioca starches, and potato starches are a good starting point. The recommen-

dation is to have a balance between the neutral and economic flours and the starches.

Specifically the starches are ideal for an easy baking of wafers. The percentage of starches

typically will be in the range of 40%–60% of the total flour mix. Gluten-free flour mixes

based just on starches are in use as well and result in very low protein contents of the final

wafer cookies.

Table 2.58 Formulation Assistant for Gluten-Free Flour Mixes
Function in the Recipe Component in Gluten Free Flour Mix

Good protein content Amaranth, beans, buckwheat, chia, chickpea, coconut, flax, lentil,

lupin, montina, pea, (oats), peanut (defatted), quinoa, soybean, teff

Good fibre content Banana, bean, bran flours (gluten free), buckwheat, chestnut, chia,

chickpea, coconut, flax, lentil, lupin, mesquite, montina, (oats), pea,

peanut (defatted), soybean

For moisture and texture Banana, chestnut, chia, coconut, flax, (oats), potato flour, tree nut

flours

Neutral and economic

flours

Corn, millet, pea, rice (white, brown, sweet), sorghum

Starches for lightness and

easy-baking

Arrowroot, corn, pea, potato, sago, tapioca

Hydrocolloids Guar gum, xanthan, pregelatinized starches or flours
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For a smooth batter mixing the addition of one of the hydrocolloids such as guar gum,

xanthan gum, pregelatinized starches, or flours is required in order to prevent any sed-

imentation of the starches.

2.3.8.6 Gluten-Free Flour Mixes for Waffles
For industrial manufacturing, flour blends combining rice flour(s), corn flour, and potato

starch are a good starting point. A hydrocolloid as guar gum or xanthan gumwill improve

the internal strength of the just partially baked frozen waffle products. That is essential for

preventing any ripping when taking out the waffles from the moulds.

In European-style ready-to-eat waffles, due to the typically high percentage of eggs,

sugars, and fat, the nutritional value is still good when exchanging the wheat flour by a

flour mix being lower in proteins. For ready-to-eat waffles, the percentage of starch must

be limited as much as possible in order to reduce the hardening effects during shelf life due

to retrogradation. Flours with good protein and good fibre content are valuable

supplements here.
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CHAPTER THREE

Technology of Main Ingredients—
Sweeteners and Lipids

3.1 TECHNOLOGY OF SUGARS, SYRUPS, SUGAR REPLACEMENTS
AND SWEETENERS

3.1.1 Introduction and Overview
3.1.1.1 Sweeteners
Sweeteners taste sweet andmay be of natural or synthetic origin. Themain sweeteners are

natural sugars from cane and sugar beet and sugar syrups from starch hydrolysis. Sugar

alcohols, manufactured from natural sugars, are used as sweeteners for diabetics and in

sugar-free bakery and confectionery. For calorie reduction, high-intensity sweeteners

(HISs)—artificial or from natural sources—are a further group of sweeteners. Natural

sugars and sugar alcohols provide energy, but the HISs provides negligible amounts or

none at all.

3.1.1.2 Sugar Definitions
Sugar without additional wording means saccharose (sucrose). Because of the physiolog-

ical importance of sugar and of strict labelling requirements recently theWHO (2015), in

the United Kingdom the SACN (2015), and in the United States the FDA clarified

definitions after some discussions and interventions of interest groups.

‘Sugars’ include mono- and disaccharides, the most important of them are the mono-

saccharides glucose, fructose and galactose, and the disaccharides sucrose, galactose and

maltose.

‘Free sugar’ include monosaccharides and disaccharides added to foods by the manu-

facturer, cook or consumer, and sugars naturally present in honey, syrups, fruit juices and

fruit juice concentrates (extrinsic sugars).

‘Intrinsic sugars’, unlike free sugars, are found in whole fresh fruits and vegetables, and

they include lactose naturally present in milk and milk products.

‘Added sugars’ (FDA definition 2016) are sugars that are added during the processing of

foods, or they are packaged as such; they include sugars (free, mono- and disaccharides),

syrups, naturally occurring sugars that are isolated from a whole food and concentrated so

that sugar is the primary component (e.g., fruit juice concentrates), and other caloric

sweeteners.
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3.1.1.3 The Properties of Sweeteners
Sucrose and other sugars are components in manywafer andwaffle bakingmass recipes, as

well as in most adjuncts such as fillings and enrobings. Not only to impart the character-

istic sweetness, there are many more technological effects that will be discussed in detail.

Any requirement to replace a bulk ingredient like sucrose for nutritional, quality or

marketing reasons requires some technological adaptations. These have to compensate

for differences in the physicochemical as well as in the sensory properties of the substi-

tutes. Table 3.1 provides an overview on technological and physiological properties of

sugars, sugar replacements and HISs. The data are compiled from different sources.

The columns of the table contain the following:

1. The name of the sugar, syrup, sugar replacement and HIS

2. The legal status

3. The relative sweetness compared to sucrose. The data refer to sweet bakery foods

4. The suitability for diabetics; the sign * indicates that a warning label is required for

persons with phenylketonuria (PKU)

5. The cariogenic potential, see Fed. Reg. 21 CFR Part 101.80

6. The energy content in kcal/g. Unfortunately there are still differences between

Europe, the United States and Japan on the authorized data

7. The solubility in water at 20°C
8. Information on any cooling effect during the dissolution in the mouth, depending

on the heat of the solution of the sugar. Strong: heat of the solution is over�25 kcal/g;

medium: heat is from �25 to �15 kcal/g; low: heat is from �15 to �5 kcal/g

9. Information on the hygroscopic properties

10. For solids: the melting point in °C. In case two data are given, the first is for the

anhydrous form, and the second for the hydrate form

11. Some brand names

Table 3.2 provides an overview on relevant terms for sweeteners.

3.1.2 Technological Functions of Sugars in Wafers, Waffles and Fillings
The physicochemical properties of sugars influence wafers and waffles in many respects

(Table 3.3).

3.1.2.1 Sweetness Regulation
Sweetness is a characteristic element in crisp sugar wafers such as sugar cones, flute wafers

(wafer sticks), in waffles and in various adjuncts such as creams, caramel fillings and

chocolate enrobings.

Relative Sweetness and Synergy
The taste of sucrose is our familiar basis, the ‘gold standard’ of sweet taste. Its sweetness

profile includes a certain rate of sweetness onset, a maximum impression, and a prompt
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Table 3.1 Technological and Physiological Properties of Sugars, Sugar Replacements and Sweeteners

Substance Status

Sweetness
Sucrose
100

For
Diabetics Cariogenic

Energy
Content
(kcal/g)

Water
Solubility
(%, 20°C)

Cooling
Effect Hygroscopic

Melting
Point
(°C)

Brand
Names

Part 1

Saccharose Food 100 No Highly 4 66 No – 185

Fructose Food 120 + Highly 4 79 Low +++ 103

Glucose Food 70–80 No Highly 4 47 Medium – 83/146

Lactose Food 30–50 No Highly 4 17 Low – 202/253

Maltose Food 40–50 No Highly 4 41 Low – 102

Invert sugar Food 100–120 No Highly 4 62 – ++ N.A.

Tagatose Novel

food

90 + Non 1.5

(United States)

56? Medium + 134

Trehalose Novel

food

45 (�) Non 4 40.8 ? – 97

Sorbitol E 420 50–60 + Non 2.4 (EU)

2.6 (United

States)

69 Strong +++ 95

Mannitol E 421 50–60 + Non 2.4 (EU)

1.6(United

States)

16 Strong – 166

Glycerol E 422 60 + Non 4 Miscible N.A. +++ 18

Erythritol E 968 60 + Non 0 (EU, JP)

0.2 (United

States)

33 Strong – 126 Zerose

Isomalt E 953 45–50 + Non 2.4 (EU)

2.0 (United

States)

25 Low – 145 Palatinit

Isomaltulose Novel

food

40–50 + Non 4 32 No + 123 Palatinose

Xtend

Xylitol E 967 90 + Non 2.4 (EU,

United States)

63 Strong ++ 92

Continued125



Table 3.1 Technological and Physiological Properties of Sugars, Sugar Replacements and Sweeteners—cont’d

Substance Status

Sweetness
Sucrose
100

For
Diabetics Cariogenic

Energy
Content
(kcal/g)

Water
Solubility
(%, 20°C)

Cooling
Effect Hygroscopic

Melting
Point
(°C)

Brand
Names

Part 2

Lactitol E 966 30–40 + Non 2.4 (EU)

2.0 (United

States)

58 Low + 95/149

Maltitol E 965 75–90 (+) Non 2.4 (EU)

2.1 (United

States)

58 Low – 147

Hydrogenated

starch

hydrolysate

GRAS 25–50 (+) Non 2.4 (EU)

3.0 (United

States)

Soluble Low ++ N.A. Lycasin

HBC

Polydextrose E 1200 <5 + Non 1 (EU,

United States)

44 No ++ 125–135 Litesse,

Sta-Lite

Inulin Food 1–14 + Yes 1 (EU) 1–4 No +++ N.A. Frutafit

Acesulfame-K E 950 Up to

13,000

+ No 0 21.2 No – >200

dec

Sunette

Aspartame E 951 Up to

18,000

* No 1 No – dec Nutrasweet

Aspartame–
Acesulfame-Salt

E 962 Up to

35,000

+ No 2.7 No – dec Twinsweet

Cyclamate Na E 952 Up to

3,000

+ No 16.6 No – 169

Neohesperidine

DC

E 959 Up to

100,000

0.05 No –

Saccharin Na E 954 Up to

30,000

+ No 0 54.5 No – >300

Sucralose E 955 Up to

40,000

+ Non 21.9 No – 130 Splenda,

SucraPlus

Thaumatin E 957 Up to

200,000

+ No 4 <20 No – N.A. Talin

Neotame GRAS

EU: no

Up to

700,000

No 1.3 No 81



Table 3.2 Sugars and Sweeteners—Glossary of Substances and Terms
Substance or Term Comment

Brown sugar Less refined sugar from sugar cane (muscavado) or white sugar covered

with brown cane syrups or caramelized sugar syrup (demerara). Sticky

due to a little moisture and minor nonsucrose residues

Caramel Brown, sweet to bitter flavourful product from heating sugar solutions

Caramel colour Dark brown food colour from heating sugar, optionally with additives

DE Dextrose equivalent, measure of the degree of hydrolysis of starch into

maltodextrins, glucose (corn) syrups, maltose syrups, or dextrose. Starch

has a DE¼0. Dextrose has a DE¼100

Dextrose Glucose, grape sugar

Fondant Saturated mass of fine sugar crystals and some percentage of glucose syrup

Fructose Fruit sugar, laevulose; main component in high fructose corn syrups

(HFCS)

Glucose Grape sugar, dextrose

Glucose, corn, or

starch syrup

Made from starch by acid and/or enzyme hydrolysis. Most frequent the

DE is 34, 42 or 62

HFCS High fructose corn syrup is enzymatically prepared from glucose syrup;

in Europe isoglucose is syrup with some fructose percentage

High-intensity

sweetener

Intensely sweet tasting, food approved chemicals, 30 to over 100,000

times sweeter than sucrose

Instant sugar Agglomerated powder sugar, nondusting and quickly soluble

Inversion Cleavage of sucrose into glucose and fructose, catalysed by enzymes

and/or acids

Invert syrup 1:1-mixture of fructose and glucose, from sucrose by inversion

Lactose Milk sugar, a disaccharide, composed of glucose and galactose

Liquid sugar Concentrated sucrose solution in distilled water

Maltodextrin Made from starch by acid hydrolysis, the DE is 5–20
Maltose Malt sugar, a glucose disaccharide

Maltose syrup Made from starch by acid and enzyme hydrolysis with typically 40–50
DE and 45%–60% maltose. For hard candy as it tends not to crystallize

and is comparatively nonhygroscopic

Molasses Dark, aromatic syrup remaining from cane sugar crystallization

Oligosaccharide from the polysaccharide starch by cleavage, typically 3 to 10 glucose units

Pearl sugar Bigger chunks of agglomerated sugar, 5–8 mm, applied in Liège waffles

Polyol Sugar alcohol; used for sugar replacement such as glycerol, sorbitol,

erythritol, maltitol, isomalt, lactitol, or xylitol

Polysaccharide Starch, cellulose from many (>10) glucose units, no sweet taste

Saccharose Plain sugar, sucrose, from cane or beets

Sugar replacement Sometimes synonymous for nonsucrose sugars or polyol sweeteners used

in bulk

Sugar substitute Replaces sugar by other natural or synthetic sweet-tasting substances

such as for diabetics or for calorie reduction
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fading out, conditions that are not matched perfectly by other sweeteners.We all are con-

ditioned almost from birth on sucrose sweetness and recognize any deviation from that

sweetness profile. Sweetness with a delayed onset or with an aftertaste is generally

disliked, mainly because it is unfamiliar compared to sucrose.

The onlyway to compare it to other sweeteners is through sensory comparison,mostly

done by tasting in solutions, either 10%of sucrose inwater or to some other percentage. In

the comparison, sucrose is given the value of either 1 or 100. The tasting procedure is

carried out under defined conditions. Factors affecting the sweetness impression, besides

the concentration, are the temperature, pH, the presence of other components, the sen-

sitivity of the individual, and if the individual is trained or untrained (Nordic Sugar, 2009).

A higher temperature, for example, reduces the sweetness impact of fructose considerably.

Relative sweetness data (Table 3.4) must be considered with care. The sensory

impression in solid matrices such as bakery foods may differ considerably from a sugar

solution in pure water. In the scientific literature we find different values for relative

sweetness due to the subjectivity of sensory methods (Shallenberger, 1993).

• There are sensitivity differences from person to person, based on characteristics such

as gender, race, and whether he or she is a smokers or nonsmoker.

• The relative sweetness depends on the total sugar level and increases significantly with

a higher concentration. In dilute water solutions, fructose with 117 has a higher

relative sweetness than sucrose (relative sweetness¼100). In filling creams with

high-sugar levels fructose can be recognized as much sweeter, so we find values from

110 to 170.

• There are nonlinear sweetness effects: in the lower concentration range we see mostly

synergistic sweetness enhancing effects when combining different sweeteners from

Table 3.3 Functions of Sugars in Wafers, Waffles, Fillings and Enrobings
Technological Effect Wafer Waffle Adjuncts

1 Sweetness regulation 0/+ + +

2 Sugars provide bulk 0/+ + +

3 Reduction of flour swelling and water requirement in the

baking masses

0/+ 0/+ –

4 Nutrient for yeast fermentation in batters and doughs 0/+ 0/+ –
5 Foam stabilization in aeration of baking masses and

meringue-type fillings

– – +

6 Increase of the starch gelatinization temperature in baking 0/+ + –
7 Substrate for browning reactions: Maillard reaction,

caramelization

+ + –

8 Plasticization for the postbake forming of sugar wafers 0/+ – –
9 Influence on texture and eating quality 0/+ + +

10 Taste and flavour improvement, off-taste masking 0/+ + +

11 Preservation, water activity reduction in waffles – + –
12 Decoration of noncreamed wafers and waffles + + –
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the groups of sugars, sugar alcohols and HISs. A combination of sucrose and fructose

has a sweetness synergy of up to 27% (Tate and Lyle, 2009, 2016). That allows the

reduction of the overall dosage. At high total sweetener levels the sweetness effect

may not be an additive anymore.

Sweetness Profiles
Sweetness profiles are specific flavour profiles characterizing a sweetener. The main

aspects of the sweetness impression that vary from substance to substance (Fig. 3.1)

are the following:

1. How fast is the onset, which is quicker with fructose or with the HISs acesulfame K

and saccharine, and it is slower with sucralose, aspartame or neotame

2. How intense is the sweetness impression—the maximum is much higher in fructose

than in dextrose or maltose

3. How fast the sweetness impression declines, in which is rapidly in sucrose, fructose

and dextrose and slow and lingering in sucralose, aspartame or neotame. The time

range for the sucrose peak in Fig. 3.1 is about 15 s

Table 3.4 Relative Sweetness Ranges in Relation to Sucrose¼1

Natural Sugars and Syrups

Saccharose 1.0 Galactose 0.5–0.7
Fructose 0.8–1.7 Raffinose 0.2

Glucose 0.6–0.75 Starch syrup, DE 60 0.47–0.6
Lactose 0.2–0.4 Starch syrup, DE 40 0.33–0.48
Maltose 0.4–0.5 HFCS (42% fructose) 0.83–0.91
Invert sugar 1.0 Tagatose 0.9

Sugar Alcohols

Erythritol 0.5–0.6 Xylitol 0.9–1.0
Isomalt 0.5–0.6 Maltitol 0.8

Lactitol 0.3–0.4 Mannitol 0.6–0.7
Sorbitol 0.5–0.6

High-Intensity Sweeteners, Natural

Dulcin 150–250 Stevioside 300

Glycyrrhizin 50 Thaumatin 2000–3000
Monellin 2000

High-Intensity Sweeteners, Synthetic

Acesulfame K 130–200 Neohesperidin DC 300–2000
Alitame 2000–3000 Saccharin 200–700
Aspartame 120–220 Sucralose 400–800
Cyclamate 20–40
Others

Polydextrose 0 Lycasin 0.6–0.8
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4. Are there any negative side tastes such as astringent, metallic, bitter or burning?

Examples are the metallic and bitter side taste of saccharine or the slightly burning

note of glycerol

The closer a sweetness profile is to the familiar sucrose, the more likely a sucrose replacer

will be accepted well by the consumer.

Low and Excessive Sweetness
In somewafers such as cake cones a little sweetness improves the low flavour. Here a small

quantity of sugar additionally improves the crispness, even without imparting a distinct

sweetness.

However, more frequently an excessive sweetness is an issue such as in low-cost

wafer-filling creams. If the replacement of some sugar by less sweet but more expensive

ingredients commercially is not an option, the particle size of sucrose can be one last

resort. Finer sugar crystals dissolve in the mouth more quickly and fully when eating

a creamed wafer. The cream appears to be sweeter than with coarser sugar particles.

In this way, the impression of sweetness declines from fondant sugar>powdered

sugar> fine crystal>coarse crystal.

In high-sugar filling creams sometimes this effect is used for an advantage by using a

certain part of a more coarse sugar powder at the expense of a less smooth cream texture.

Moreover the presence of small quantities of other components with an intensive taste

such as traces of salt or fruit acids slightly reduces the sweet top note.

3.1.2.2 Sugars Provide Bulk
Wafers
In low/no sugar wafers such as wafer sheets the sugar level is just a few percent which is

no bulk component here.

Fructose
Sucrose

Time

In
te

ns
it
y

Dextrose

Fig. 3.1 Sweetness profile: onset and intensity. (Scheme from Tate & Lyle, 2016. Krystar® Crystalline
Fructose. Available from http://www.yourbakerysnacksolutions.com/our-ingredients/our-sweeteners/
crystalline-fructose/fructose-versatile-and-functional (Retrieved 07-2016)).
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For moulded sugar wafer cones the level of sugar in the finished product is already

from 10% to 18%, in rolled sugar cones sugar makes up from 27.5% to 30.5% of the final

cone weight.

In flute wafers (wafer sticks) the sugar makes up about 37% to 47% of the wafers.

Waffles
Sugar in most waffle types is a bulk component. The main products, European fresh egg

waffles, contain from 27% to 33% of sugar; Liège waffles contain about 27% to 30% of

sugar. Only the frozen waffles in North America and the Brussels waffles are low in sugar

and contain only a few percent of sugar.

Filling Creams and Enrobings
In the different adjuncts to wafers and waffles, sugar is a comparatively cost efficient

ingredient with clear influences on taste and texture. In the typical filling creams for wafer

cookies (biscuits), sugars are the main ingredient, mostly within a range from 30% to 60%

of the total cream.

Toffee fillings for wafers contain 70%–75% of carbohydrates from syrups and sucrose,

most of them being sugars. The sugar percentage in enrobing chocolates is in the range of

40%–55%, depending on the type and quality. See Chapter 5 of the book for details.

3.1.2.3 Reduction of Flour Swelling and the Water Requirement in Baking Masses
In baking generally as well as in wafers and waffles, sugars used in the preparation of bak-

ing masses, batters, pastes or doughs (cf. Chapter 9) have distinct influences on flour/

starch systems.

• As a sugar dissolves in the water for batter/dough preparation, the resulting solution

has a slightly increased surface tension, which reduces the penetration into the flour

particles (wetting of flour)

• Sugars in a solution exhibit an ‘antiplasticizing’ action. Water plasticizes both the

starch granules and the gluten proteins of the flour. With increasing sugar levels that

plasticizing is reduced with the consequence that a higher temperature is required to

gelatinize the starch and to denature the gluten proteins (Bean and Yamazaki, 1978)

• Whereas in sugar-free batters the starch is gelatinized fully during baking, with

increasing sugar levels in sugar batters (rolled cones, flute wafers, waffles) we see

increasingly nongelatinized starch granules embedded in the matrix

• For obtaining the same batter viscosity, the water-to-flour ratio in sugar batters is

lower than in nonsugar batters. Two effects are responsible for: less wetting and less

plasticizing. The swelling of the flour particles is reduced

• That effect also reduces the risk of gluten development during the mixing process

• The same applies to pastes and short doughs. Here the sugar in the recipe can only be

dissolved partially, and the mixing times are short. The sugar granulation has to be
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tailored to the intended product because important product properties are governed

by the dissolved sugar percentage and the granulation of the nondissolved sugar part;

these properties include the stickiness of a dough, the flow during wafer cookie devel-

opment before fixation, and the textural hardness and porosity of the finished wafer

cookie

3.1.2.4 Nutrient for Yeast Fermentation in Batters and Doughs
Fermentation processes are applied for flavouring, leavening and preservation of batters

and doughs. The fermentation rate is governed by the presence of a low percentage of

some sugars, primarily dextrose, which can be utilized fastest by yeasts. Dextrose, high-

DE glucose syrups and sugar are applied here as an energy source. The yeasts transform

the sugars into alcohol and carbon dioxide mainly. Secondary metabolites are glycerol,

succinic acid and acetic acid, which together with the ethanol modify the batter and

dough properties (Rezaie et al., 2016).

3.1.2.5 Foam Stabilization in Aeration of Baking Masses and Meringue Fillings
Sugar in combination with water or moist ingredients such as egg whites, butter or

margarine forms a viscous syrup phase that stabilizes any air cells formed by mechanical

aeration such as in the following:

• Beating egg whites into meringues. There are additional stabilizing factors such as

acids and salt

• Creaming sugar and butter. The air can be retained at a low temperature of the fat

phase, the maximum being 20°C. An application example are fat pastes in vanilla

waffles

3.1.2.6 Increase of the Starch Gelatinization Temperature in Baking
Dissolved sugar significantly increases the temperature at which the starch granules in the

flour swell and finally gelatinize (Table 3.5), being a sign of the antiplasticizing action.

Water plasticizes the starch granules. With increasing sugar levels that plasticizing is

Table 3.5 Starch Gelatinization Temperature and Concentration of Sugars

Sugar Concentration in %

Midpoint Temperature in °C (50% of the Starch Is Gelatinized)

Sucrose Glucose Fructose

0 58.5 58.5 58.5

20 63.5 64 63

40 76 73 71

60 94.5 86.5 83

Data from Bean, M.M., Yamazaki, W.T., Donelson, D.H., 1978. Wheat starch gelatinization in sugar solutions II.
Fructose, glucose and sucrose: cake performance. Cereal Chem. 55, 945–952.
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reduced with the consequence that a higher temperature is required to gelatinize the

starch.

Whereas in no/low sugar wafer sheets and cones the percentage of fully gelatinized

starch is almost 100%, the higher gelatinization temperatures in sugar batters will reduce

that percentage. For sugar wafer batters (rolled sugar cones, flute wafers) in the first baking

phase water is quickly lost to the steam generated. In parallel, the sugar concentration rises

further and gelatinization is not possible anymore. We see increasingly nongelatinized

starch granules embedded in the wafer matrix. The gelatinized starch granules certainly

by interlinking and connecting increase the wafers’ stability and flexibility. Non-

gelatinized starch granules act as fillers, which increase wafer hardness. However their

influence on wafer stability in bending, cracking and breaking is difficult to estimate,

and at present there is no research available on this.

Table 3.5 provides the interesting point that for sucrose the increase in gelatinization

temperature is higher than for glucose and fructose. That offers an explanation for the

positive structural effects of combining sucrose with one of the two others as a ‘second

sugar’ in sugar wafer recipes. To compare the data in Table 3.5 to the situation in wafer

batters, the typical sugar concentration is the following:

• 35%–40% in rolled sugar cone recipes

• 50%–55% in flute wafer (wafer stick) recipes

3.1.2.7 Substrate for Browning Reactions: Maillard Reaction, Caramelization
The nonenzymatic browning and flavouring in the baking process comes from the

following:

(a) Reactions of sugars with proteins (Maillard reaction). The reducing sugars react with

amino groups from of the proteins, which create pigments and flavour molecules.

That reaction starts at lower temperatures already than the thermal degradation of

sugars. An increase in pH value such as by addition of sodium bicarbonate as a leav-

ening agent intensifies the browning

(b) Caramelization, the thermal degradation of sugars and other carbohydrates. The

higher the temperature the more that the sweet caramel flavours change to bitter

ones. The intensity of browning for themain sugars decreases in the following order:

fructose> sucrose, glucose, lactose and maltose. Nondissolved sugar particles in

doughs therefore may cause dark spots

Replacing sucrose with other sugars or by sugar replacements might change these brow-

ning effects significantly. Then technological adaptations in processing (temperature, pH)

or in the recipe will be required.

3.1.2.8 Plasticization for the Postbake Forming of Sugar Wafers
When, after baking, the hot sugar wafer piece of low moisture content cools down, the

sugar resolidifies, either due to recrystallization, or in case of sugar mixtures with delayed
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crystallization due to forming a glass. Any shaping (post forming) operations such as

rolling or deep-forming must be done in the still-hot phase.

• At low sugar levels of just a few % sugars, based on flour weight, no post forming is

possible. But even the low sugar level imparts a more crunchy (glassy hard) texture to

flat wafers, hollow wafers and cake cones

• When increasing the sugar level into a range of 10% sugars (baker’s percentage), the

molten sugar itself plasticizes (softens) the wafer piece with the consequence that at

the demoulding temperature the wafer is still soft and deforms easily, which harms the

regularity of shape, such as the flatness of sheets or the regular shape of cones

• A further increase of the sugar content to about 35%–45% sugars, based on flour

weight, results in soft, pliable wafer pieces, which immediately after demoulding

can be rolled easily into a rolled sugar cone or a sugar wafer reel

• Wafer products formed by deep-drawing operations into bowls or processed further

by folding operations require about 50% of sugars (baker’s percentage) for a safe

forming without crumbling

• Finally for rolling very thin wafer bands into flute wafers (wafer sticks), 60% or more

of sugars (based on flour weight) are required

• Mixtures of sugars, sucrose, plus one or more other sugars reduce the ‘glass point’, the

temperature at which the sugars resolidify. That keeps the hot wafer material more

pliable and saves a few percent of total sugars in the recipe

• Residues of themolten sugar in contact with the hot baking surface caramelize and later

carbonize. That is a main reason for increased baking mould residues in sugar recipes

• Any nondissolved sugar crystals in batters or doughs will result in issues—first in bak-

ing because some sticking and burning occurs, resulting a sticky baking mould surface

and dark spots on the wafer. Second the nondissolved sugar is missing for the plasti-

cizing effect, which results in crumbling and breaking during the forming operation

of rolled cones and flutes

3.1.2.9 Influence on the Texture and Eating Quality
For all types of crisp wafers and wafer cookies an increasing sugar content results in the

following:

• A glassier, hard texture. That effect explains the higher quality and mechanical sta-

bility of rolled cones for ice cream filling, compared to cake cones. Further this

explains the supreme crunchy texture of the thin layers of ‘baked sugar glass’ in flute

wafers (wafer sticks) compared to the more hard-textured wafer reels

• Some retardation of moisture migration into the wafer: However, just the rate of

migration is reduced; the final equilibrium moisture content remains unchanged

but is just reached later

In soft-textured waffles, higher levels of sugars and syrups reduce the firming by

humectancy effects or just reduce the relative percentage of starch in the waffle.
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For sugar–fat filling creams the granulation of the sugar has a distinct influence on the

eating quality (see Chapter 5 for details).

3.1.2.10 Taste and Flavour Improvement, Off-Taste Masking
Sugars enhance the taste and flavour of foods in concentrations both above and below the

sweetness recognition threshold. Even small quantities of added sugars function in mas-

king off-tastes, such as bitter, sour or salty. Bitterness may come from cocoa, car-

amelization reactions, from HISs, or from the sour taste from fruits. Even tastes from

functional ingredients such as vitamins or minerals or first signs of rancidity from lipid

oxidation are masked.

3.1.2.11 Preservation, Water Activity Reduction in Waffles
If the concentration of sugars in intermediate moisture foods such as ready-to-eat (RTE)

waffles raises, the osmotic pressure increases and most of the water gets bound, which

inhibits the growth of microorganisms. Depending on the type of sugar the water activity

of saturated sugar solution differs (Table 3.6). By the ‘hurdle concept’ we create combi-

nations of pH, water activity and temperature being unfavourable for the growth of

microorganisms. However, the preservative action decreases whenever any recrystalliza-

tion of sugars from such concentrated solutions occurs and then the water activity of the

remaining solution increases.

3.1.2.12 Decoration of Noncreamed Wafers and Waffles
In noncreamed wafers sugar crystals adhering to the wafer together with some spices and

flavours are the principal regulators of the taste and the product appeal.

For RTE waffles sprinkling sugar on top is both for decoration and to reduce the

water activity in the package.

Table 3.6 Water Activity of Saturated Sugar Solutions
Type of Sugar Water Activity (AW) Solubility (% at 25°C)

Mannitol 0.977 18

Maltose 0.952 46

Lactose monohydrate 0.931 19

Glucose (Dextrose) monohydrate 0.891 51

Glucose syrup, 38 DE 0.89 –
Sucrose 0.844 67

Sucrose/invert sugar 1/1 0.84 –
Invert sugar 0.82 –
Sorbitol 0.725 73

Fructose 0.634 80

Data from Schiweck, H., Clarke, M., Pollach, G. 2007. Sugar. In: Ullmann’s Encyclopedia of Industrial Chemistry.
doi:10.1002/14356007.a25_345.pub2; Hoffmann, H., Mauch, W., Untze, W., 2002. Zucker und Zuckerwaren, second
ed. Behr’s Verlag, Hamburg, 364 pp. ISBN: 9783860229378.
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3.1.3 Physiological Properties of Sweeteners
3.1.3.1 Calories (Food Energy) of Sugars and Specific Nutrient Content Claims
Sucrose and most other sugars have an energy content of 17 kJ/g (4 kcal/g). Recent

WHO recommendations suggest that less than 10% of our total food energy should come

from free sugars to counteract the increasing epidemic of obesity. ‘Added sugars’, making

up about 20% of the American caloric intake, have been identified to be related to these

issues (Marriott et al, 2010). Recently fructose and high fructose corn syrup (HFCS) came

into scrutiny due to the differences in fructose metabolism compared to glucose.

Some of the sugar replacements, discussed later in more detail, offer a lower energy

content. All issues of energy reduction currently are not regulated on a worldwide basis

but by the local food authorities, which results in some confusion regarding the

following:

• The energy content to calculate for the different sugar replacements

• The status of some sugar replacements being either food, novel food or food additive

• The regulation of nutrition claims related to sugars

As much as possible these differences will be addressed when discussing the various

substances later in detail. Tables 3.7 and 3.8 offer some information on nutrition claims

in the European Union and the United States.

Synonyms for ‘free’ are ‘zero’, ‘no’, ‘without’, ‘trivial Source of’, ‘negligible source of’

and ‘dietarily insignificant source of’. Nutrient content claims such as ‘no added sugars’

and ‘without added sugars’ are allowed if no sugar or sugar containing ingredient is added

Table 3.7 Specific Nutrient Content Labelling in the United States (Excerpt)

Calories—free Less than 5 cal per RACC and per labelled serving

Calories—reduced/less 25% less per RACC compared to regular product

Calories—light 50% less fat, 33% less calories

Total fat—reduced 25% less fat and calories per RACC

Total fat—low Less than 3 g fat in 50 g product, less than 1 g saturated fat,

less than 15% of calories from fat

Total fat—free Less than 0.5 g fat in 50 g product

Saturated fat—reduced 25% less fat and calories per RACC

Saturated fat—low Less than 1 g saturated fat in 50 g product, less than 10% of calories

from saturated fat

Saturated fat—free Less than 0.5 g saturated fat and less than 0.5 g trans fat in 50 g

product

Cholesterol—reduced 25% less per RACC compared to regular product

Cholesterol—free Less than 2 mg per RACC

Sugars—reduced 25% less fat and calories per RACC

Sugars—free Less than 0.5 g per RACC and per labelled serving

RACC, Reference Amounts Customarily Consumed.

www.fda.gov/Food/GuidanceRegulation/GuidanceDocumentsRegulatoryInformation/LabelingNutrition/
ucm064911.htm (Retrieved 07-2016).
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during processing. Terms like ‘unsweetened’ and ‘no Added Sweeteners’ remain as

factual statements. The claim does not refer to sugar alcohols, which may be present.

3.1.3.2 Sugars Are Cariogenic, the ‘Non Cariogenic’ Sweetener Claim
There is a well-established relationship between the consumption of fermentable dietary

sugars and starches and dental caries (tooth decay), a common disease. Bacteria in the

mouth metabolize most dietary carbohydrates, produce acid and form dental plaque.

Below a pH-value of 5.5 the tooth enamel surface starts to demineralize. Some sugar

replacements are noncariogenic, i.e., are not metabolized by cariogenic microorganisms

for a better oral health.

Noncariogenic carbohydrate sweeteners are the sugar alcohols xylitol, sorbitol, man-

nitol, maltitol, isomalt, lactitol, hydrogenated starch hydrolysates (HSH), hydrogenated

glucose syrups and erythritol, or a combination of these. Further examples are the sugars

tagatose and isomaltulose, and the sweetener sucralose. All these are significantly less

cariogenic and can replace dietary sugars and syrups.

Table 3.8 Specific Nutrient Content Labelling in the EU (Excerpt)

Energy-reduced 30% less calories per kilojoule compared to regular product

Low fat Less than 3 g fat in 100 g product

Fat free Less than 0.5 g fat in 100 g product

Low saturated fat Less than 1.5 g of saturated and trans-fatty acids in 100 g product,

providing together less than 10% of the total energy content

Low sugars Less than 5 g of sugars in 100 g product for solids or 2.5 g of sugars per

100 ml for liquids

Sugars free Less than 0.5 g of sugars in 100 g or 100 ml product

With no added sugars No addition of sugars. If sugars are naturally present, the label should

say ‘Contains naturally occurring sugars’

Source of fibre At least 3 g fibre in 100 g product or at least 1.5 g fibre per 100 kcal

High fibre At least 6 g fibre in 100 g product or at least 3 g fibre per 100 kcal

Source of protein At least 12% of the energy value of the food is provided by protein

High protein At least 20% of the energy value of the food is provided by protein

Increased

nutrient ‘X’

The content in one or more nutrients, other than vitamins and

minerals, has been increased and

(a) the product meets the conditions for the claim ‘source of’, plus

(b) the increase is at least 30% compared to a similar product

Reduced

nutrient ‘X’

The content in one or more nutrients has been reduced and the

reduction is at least 30% compared to a similar product, except for

sodium/salt where a 25% apply, and except for micronutrients, where

a 10% difference (…) shall be acceptable

Light/lite The same conditions as term ‘reduced’ plus an indication what makes

the food ‘light’/‘lite’

http://ec.europa.eu/food/safety/labelling_nutrition/claims/nutrition_claims/index_en.htm (Retrieved 07-2016).
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Noncariogenic carbohydrate sweeteners are slowly metabolized by bacteria and form

some acid. However, the rate and amount of acid production is significantly lower

than that for sucrose and other carbohydrates and does not demineralize tooth enamel.

The noncariogenic carbohydrate sweetener claim, such as the US Federal register

21CFR101.80 regulation, states that the noncariogenic carbohydrate sweeteners ‘do

not promote’ dental caries (or a similar wording).

3.1.3.3 Glycemic Index and Glycemic Load of Sugars
The glycemic index (GI) ranks foods on their influence on increases of the blood glucose

level in the first hours after eating. GI values are determined experimentally by consump-

tion of a fixed portion of the food, containing 50 g of carbohydrates, after an overnight

fast, and checking the blood glucose level for 2 h at certain intervals of time. Pure glucose

is the reference point with a given GI of 100. The GI of maltose is 105, while the GI of

sucrose (65), lactose (46) and fructose (23) are much lower. A GI of zero indicates that

there is no increase in glucose. A classification and examples are provided in Table 3.9,

and GI values for sweeteners are shown in Table 3.10.

The accessibility of carbohydrates for the human digestive enzymes greatly influences

the resulting GI. So the GI for waxy starches is higher than for high-amylose starch or

other types of resistant starches. The GI classification for sugar wafer cookies tentatively is

medium. The glycemic index for a frozen waffle is listed as 76.

An important extension of the GI concept is the glycemic load (GL), which makes

allowance for the quantity of available carbohydrates (net carbs) in the consumed portion

size of food. Available carbohydrates are those that provide glucose in some way, most

importantly from sugar and starch.

GL¼GI=100�Net Carbs:

Table 3.9 Glycemic Index (GI) Classification of Foods and Sweeteners
GI Class GI Examples

High Over 70 White bread, boiled/baked potatoes, frozen waffles, candies,

glutinous rice, maltose, maltodextrin, trehalose

Medium 56–69 Sucrose, RTE waffles, rye bread, long grain rice, beer

Low Below 55 Pasta, chocolate, many fruits & vegetables, honey, lactose,

maltitol

Very low Below 40 Milk, apples, pears, legumes/pulses, fructose, xylitol

Sweeteners below 10 Erythritol, isomalt, lactitol, sorbitol, polydextrose, inulin and

oligofructose, tagatose, mannitol

Data from Brand-Miller, J., Foster-Powell, M., Colagiuri, St., Barclay, A., 2007. The New Glucose Revolution for
Diabetes: The Definitive Guide to Managing Diabetes and Prediabetes Using the Glycemic Index. Da Capo Press,
512 pp, ISBN13 9781569243077; and various sources.
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The GL refers to the total load of a portion of food consumed. From a nutritional

viewpoint carbohydrate-containing foods with a low GL value are preferable. GL data

can be found on the Internet. The consumer, especially diabetics, should favour

carbohydrate-containing foods with a low GL value.

3.1.3.4 Prebiotic Sugar Replacements and Digestive Health
The microbiota in our intestines greatly influence our health and well-being. These may

be positively influenced in two ways.

• Firstly by probiotics—living microorganisms that are typically administered with

fermented foods; many of them are dairy-based. Probiotics are ‘live microorganisms

which, when administered in adequate amounts, confer a health benefit on the host’

(WHO, 2006). The most common probiotic bacteria are Lactobacillus and

Bifidobacterium

• Secondly by prebiotics, a term defined by Gibson and Roberfroid (1995) as ‘non-

digestible food ingredients that beneficially affect the host by selectively stimulating

Table 3.10 Glycemic Index of Sugars, Syrups and Bulk Sweeteners
Sugar GI Value

Maltose 105

Glucose 100

Maltitol 69

Sucrose 65

Golden syrup 63

Isomalt 60

Honey 35–64 (55)

Maple syrup 54

Grape syrup 52

Lactose 46

Maltitol 34

Xylitol 12

Fructose 19

Polydextrose 4–7
Isomalt 2

Sorbitol <5

Mannitol <5

Inulin 4

Tagatose 3

Lactitol 2

Erythritol 0

Data from Brand-Miller, J., Foster-Powell, M., Colagiuri, St., Barclay, A., 2007. The NewGlu-
cose Revolution for Diabetes: The Definitive Guide to Managing Diabetes and Prediabetes
Using the Glycemic Index. Da Capo Press, 512 pp, ISBN13 9781569243077.
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the growth and/or activity of one or a limited number of bacterial species already

established in the colon, and thus in effect improve host health’.

Of higher interest are the prebiotics, primarily because these primarily carbohydrate-

based food components are nondigestible substances and fibres for the normal digestive

system, but they later stimulate certain bacteria in the human colon, which positively

influences our health. Well proven prebiotics such as inulin and fructooligosaccharides,

polydextrose, resistant starches and maltodextrins, lactitol and lactulose are discussed in

detail below.

3.1.3.5 Sweeteners for Diabetics
People suffering from diabetes must limit their intake of calories and especially in those

low molecular weight carbohydrates provoking a fast rise in blood glucose level and a

corresponding insulin demand. To prevent diabetics from not being deprived of attrac-

tive foods such as wafer cookies, waffles and other sweet-tasting goods, a number of

products specifically for diabetics are in the market. The main issues to consider are

the following:

• Which sugars are forbidden

• Which sugars are allowed

• Alternatives to sugar for obtaining bulk and sweetness

• Legal requirements—please check the local regulations

Table 3.11 lists important commercially used low molecular weight carbohydrates that

should not be added to recipes for diabetics. Basically the content of glucose (dextrose) or

its generation from easily hydrolysable saccharides is the critical point.

When looking to replace the nonpermitted sweeteners of Table 3.11, there are a

many substitutes available; however the technological properties such as hygroscopicity,

browning properties, sweetness or the batter/dough consistency may change greatly.

Moreover the costs will increase.

Table 3.12 provides an overview of the bulk substitutes for sugars regarding bulk and

sweetness. In case of lacking sweetness HISs are applied additionally.

Table 3.11 Sweeteners Unsuitable in Products for Diabetics

Sucrose (saccharose, cane or beet sugar, white or brown sugar)

Glucose (dextrose), glucose (dextrose) syrups, starch syrups

Corn syrups, corn sweeteners, corn syrup solids

Invert sugar (invert syrup), golden syrup, high fructose corn syrups

Honey

Molasses

Maltose, maltose syrups

Lactose

Maltodextrins
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Please check especially which sugar substitutes, listed in Table 3.12, are permitted in

your country for these kind of foods and the requirements regarding warning labels due

to laxative effects.

3.1.4 Sucrose (Saccharose)
3.1.4.1 Properties and Grades of Sucrose
Sucrose is manufactured industrially from sugar cane or sugar beet by refining. The

chemical name is saccharose, a disaccharide from glucose and fructose. In white sugar

the substance is present in high purity. The different name for refined sucrose products

such as refined sugar, white sugar and semiwhite sugar, rely on refining grades, which

define the colour and the content in residual minerals. The whiteness grade technolog-

ically for most of our applications is not so critical, with two exceptions:

1. Influence on hygroscopic properties: While white sugar can be considered as non-

hygroscopic up to a relative humidity of 60%–65%, that humidity limit for more

brownish sugar grades is lower

2. With beet sugar of lower grades, traces of nonseparated proteins, saponins or gum

substances result in some colour and in increased foaming when cooking the sugar

for fillings such as caramel, marshmallow or jam

Sugar in daily life almost always is in crystalline form; solely during milling or conching

the very adsorptive amorphous sugar may occur and bind moisture and flavours more

strongly. Some physical properties of sucrose in comparison to other sugars are compiled

in Table 3.13.

3.1.4.2 The Importance of Sugar Granulation
In wafers and waffles the granulation of the sugar crystals greatly influences the following:

• The storage, conveying and metering: Coarser crystals because of their lower specific

surface area are easier to store, to convey and to dose automatically

Table 3.12 Sugar Bulk Substitutes in Bakery Products for Diabetics
Ingredient Functionality Legal Status in EU E-No.

Fructose Sweetness, hygroscopic Food –
Erythritol (Zerose) Some sweetness Additive E 968

Isomalt (Palatinit) Some sweetness, laxative Additive E 953

Lactitol Some sweetness, laxative Additive E 966

Maltitol Some sweetness, laxative Additive E 965

Mannitol Some sweetness, laxative Additive E 421

Polydextrose (Litesse) Nonsweet, hygroscopic Additive E 1200

Sorbitol Some sweetness, laxative Additive E 420

Xylitol (Bonadent) Sweetness, slightly laxative Additive E 967
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• The sugar dissolution time in batter or dough preparation. That time increases with

higher particle size due to the lower specific surface area. However, any formation of

lumps in powder sugar delays the dissolving as well. For sweet paste baking masses as

in vanilla waffles, being low in water powder sugar is required

• The smoothness of texture in filling creams is determined by the sugar granulation

because sugar is both a main component and the hardest component in creams

Country by country there are specific granulations available as well as different names for

sugars.

The Main Crystal Sugar Sizes (Nordic Sugar, 2009)
1. Coarse grained sugar, large transparent crystals of an average size between 700 and

1400 μm. Frequently the most economic sugar product, suitable for sugar wafer

and waffle batters where sufficient water is available. In turbo mixers even at low

water temperature the dissolution time is lower than 1 min. Coarse grain sugar is

the appropriate sugar for decorating noncreamed wafers

2. Granulated sugar has average crystal sizes in the range of 450–650 μm. It is the most

applied type, used in bulk, big bags or bags. Used for batters, doughs and for grinding

into powder sugar on site

3. Caster sugar has average crystal sizes in the range of 150–450 μm
4. Powdered sugar is crystal sugar milled in factories to smaller than 120 μm, typically

without anticaking agents. For standard cream fillings

5. Icing sugar is finely milled sugar, mostly with anticaking agents such as potato starch

or tricalcium phosphate added. The particle size varies between 10 and 40 μm. Icing

sugar is used mainly for decoration and the manufacturing of smooth fillings and

fondants

6. Fondant sugar (silk sugar) is an extra finely ground, dry sucrose product consisting of

small sucrose particles in the range of 10–20 μm, used for dry fondants.

In the United States the designations 4X to 12X for finely powdered icing sugars still are

common

• 4X—92% smaller than 75 μm (200 mesh)

• 6X—93.5% smaller than 75 μm
• 8X—96% smaller than 75 μm
• 12X—98% smaller than 45 μm (325 mesh)

Table 3.13 Melting and Solubility of Important Sugars
Parameter Sucrose Glucose Fructose Lactose Maltose

Melting point (°C) 186 147 103 202 a 103 a

Solubility at 20°C (g/100 g water) 200 89.4 383 19 70

Saturation at 20°C (g/100 g solution) 66.7 47.2 79.3 16 41

aFor the monohydrate form.
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• Silk sugar—97% smaller than 20 μm
Instant sugar is made from finely milled sugar, spray-dried onto water droplets. The

agglomerates have a porous structure and are rapidly dissolving. The average particle size

is 200–400 μm.

Sugar Grinding
Self-grinding of powdered sugar from crystal sugar is economical and done frequently in

wafer manufacturing plants. Because of the high risk of dust explosions sugar grinding has

to be done in a separate area with provisions to handle the overpressure at such

explosions.

Crystal sugar is easy to handle, and the freshly milled powder can be used directly

without a lumping risk. The basic requirement for powder sugar fineness in standard

wafer creams is 75% smaller than 100 μm (150 mesh). Finer grindings for icing sugar

or the 4X to 12X sugars in the United States require additional milling equipment.

Fig. 3.2 provides information about the exponential increase in surface area of sugar

powders when reducing the particle size (Stahmer and Gerhold, 2014).

Any prolonged storage of milled powder sugar should be avoided because it is

sensitive to the following:

• To moisture sorption and lumping. For nonimmediate use free flowing agents are

added, either tricalcium phosphate powder (E 341) at a maximum of 1.5% or predried

(!) starch, preferably the finely granulated rice or corn starches at 2%–4%. A moisture
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Fig. 3.2 Powder sugar—specific surface area and particle size. (Data from Stahmer, K.-W., Gerhold, M.,
2014. Brenn- und explosionskenngr€ossen von zuckerstaub. Gefahrstoffe-Reinhalt. Luft 74, 279–285. Avail-
able from: http://www.dguv.de/medien/ifa/de/pub/grl/pdf/2014_093.pdf (in German language)).
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content in the sugar as low as possible, typically below 0.04%, is recommendable.

Otherwise an increased risk of lumping exists

• The fresh sugar surface after milling is extremely absorptive and besides the effect of

moisture, any off-flavours might be adsorbed easily

Powdered Sugar
The particle size of sugar, being the ‘hardest’ ingredient in sugar–fat creams, determines

the mouthfeel and the pleasantness of eating a filling cream. In wafer cookies of low

cream percentage, the particle size of sugar is greatly overruled by the particles formed

when chewing the crunchy wafer. But in case of thicker cream layers the ‘grittiness limit’

of the human palate, which is somewhere in the range of 35 μm, has to be observed.

Pearl Sugar for Liège Waffles
Liège waffles (Chapter 9) particularly include coarse sugar pearls that won’t melt during

baking. The result is a crunchy to soft, sometimes caramelized, eating quality. The typical

calibre of the pearls pressed cold at high pressure is 5.6–8 mm. Cf. in Chapter 5,

Section 5.4 on inclusions.

Fondant
Fondant is used as icing or filling in baked goods and confectionery, optionally with

flavours and colours. Fondant consists of small sugar crystals (<20 μm) in a supersaturated

sugar solution. Classical fondant is prepared by boiling a sugar solution to the soft-ball

stage, cooling under continuous stirring until it is an opaque paste of creamy texture.

Seeding with powdered sugar would result in coarser crystals and a less smooth texture.

A certain percentage of invert syrup or glucose syrup humectant is included in the recipe

as well. The moisture content is in the range of 10%–12%.
Dry or instant fondant is extra finely ground sugar and has dried glucose syrup powder

included. Only water has to be added. A small amount of acid may be added, mainly for

partial inversion and taste reasons.

Sugar Handling
For sugar handling during transport, conveying, or storage, coarse white crystal sugar is

the best suited sugar type

• The bulk density is in the range of 750–850 kg/m3

• The lower specific surface of coarser particles reduces moisture sorption. The residual

moisture should be not over 0.03%–0.06%
• The granulation should be homogeneous, and the percentage of sugar dust should be

as low as one to a few percent in order not to disturb automatic sugar conveying.

Inadequate conveying equipment will increase the level of sugar dust as well

• The sugar conveying rate should be in the range of 11–22 m/s
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• Sugar is a hard and abrasive material

• Any moisture sorption from air—for white sugar at a relative humidity above ca. 60%

and for darker sugar grades at lower RH—will result in sugar lumping

• White sugar therefore has to be stored dry at 20%–60% relative humidity and at a

more or less constant temperature, best at ambient. If outside silos in winter time cool

down, the relative humidity easily goes over 65% or will even reach the dew point.

Then the resulting sugar syrup on the crystals surface causes lumping of the sugar

crystals into a hard mass

3.1.4.3 Liquid Sugar (Sucrose Syrup)
Sucrose, dissolved in water, is delivered in bulk at concentrations from 62%–67%. The
percents are weight-%, which is gram sucrose in a 100 g solution (°Brix). The typical

content of inverted sugar is below 1%. Two examples follow:

• 63% sugar syrup (821 g/l), bulk delivery by truck, handling at 20°C is possible

• 67% sugar syrup (889 g/l), bulk delivery by an isolated truck, held at 30°C–50°C in

order to prevent crystallization

See Table 3.14 for a typical specification of liquid sugar and Table 3.15 for compositional

data of liquid sugars and syrups.

The advantages of liquid sugar syrup:

• Easy to transport and handle (drain, pump and metre)

• Lower investment for solid sugar conveying and dosage into the batter and

dough mixer

• Lower mixing/kneading time due to the predissolved sugar

Table 3.14 Liquid Sugar—A Typical Specification
Parameter Value

Degree Brix 67.5�0.3

Invert sugar, % (dry base) 0.3 max.

pH 7.0–8.0
Sulfated ash (%) 0.05 max.

Colour Clear to light straw

Specific gravity (g/cm3)

20°C 1.3337

25°C 1.3310

30°C 1.3283

35°C 1.3252

40°C 1.3227

Storage temperature (°C) 25–40
Mesophilic bacteria (cfu/10 g) 200 max.

Mould (cfu/10 g) 10 max.

Yeast (cfu/10 g) 10 max.
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Potential disadvantages of liquid sugar syrup:

• Transport of �1/3 of water. Sugar crystallization in case of low temperatures.

A storage tank is required

• Microbiological issues in the tank if moisture condensation occurs. Careful handling

is required: air filters, drying, condensation prevention, periodical sterilization

• Eventually partial sugar inversion. However that will have little influence on the bak-

ing properties in sugar wafers such as rolled sugar cones, flute wafers or wafer reels

Even pure dextrose and fructose sometimes are available as liquid sugars in bulk.

3.1.4.4 Invert (Sugar) Syrup, Invert Sugar Crème (Artificial Honey)
Invert syrup ismanufactured by the cleaving of sucrose: Saccharose!Glucose+Fructose,

which is called inversion. The inversion process is catalyzed either by the enzyme

invertase or by acids for food uses (hydrochloric acid, citric acid, tartaric acid). The rate

of inversion by acids depends on the proton activities of the acid, which decreases in

the following order:

Hydrochloric≫ tartaric, phosphoric, sulphuric > citric > lactic > acetic acid

The degree of inversion is given by the sum of glucose, fructose divided by the sum of

sucrose, glucose and fructose.

Invert sugar is available as syrup with dry solids of around 70% (Table 3.16), or as

invert crème. Invert sugar crème is manufactured by acid inversion, has at least 50% invert

sugar, and less than 22% moisture content. The rest is noninverted sucrose and in

some cases up to 20% of low-DE corn syrup for preventing crystallization. From a food

technologist viewpoint the following properties of invert sugars are important:

Table 3.15 Liquid Sugars, Invert Syrups, Golden Syrup

Product Sucrose (%) Glucose (%) Fructose (%) Colour IU Density (g/L)
Viscosity
(cP 20°C)

Liquid sugar 65 65 – – <25 1.32 150

Liquid sugar 67 67 – – <25 1.33 230

Liquid sugar 72

invert

29 22 21 <25 1.35 600

Liquid sugar 77

invert

23–31 22–26 22–26 <60 1.39 2400

Liquid invert 68 <4 >32 >32 <120 1.33 80

Liquid invert 70 <3.5 34–36 32–34 <60 1.34 200

Liquid invert 73 <4 Ca. 35 Ca. 34 <150 1.37 590

Golden syrup 26 25 24 850 1.39 2400

Data from Nordic Sugar, 2009. The Functional Properties of Sugar on a Technical Level, 54 pp. Available from: http://
www.nordicsugar.com/fileadmin/Nordic_Sugar/Brochures_factsheet_policies_news/Download_center/Functional_
properties_of_sugar_on_a_technical_level/Functional_prop_on_tech_level_uk.pdf.
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• The solubility of invert sugar is higher than that of sucrose or dextrose, which means

less transport costs compared to liquid sucrose

• The sweetness is higher: 70% solids invert syrup is about equally sweet to sucrose

• For baking: the browning intensity, Maillard reaction plus caramelization, of invert

syrups is higher than for sucrose or dextrose

• The pH value due to neutralization after inversion should only be slightly acid,�5.5.

Otherwise in batters or doughs leavenings are partially or fully neutralized in a non-

controllable way. That is particularly important for self-prepared invert syrups, having

quite frequently a variable degree of inversion, colour and a low pH value

• Invert sugar is strongly hygroscopic and therefore an important humectant in waffles

and caramel fillings

Partially inverted syrups such as ‘golden syrup’

Golden syrup initially is an invert syrup manufactured from the noncrystallizable part

of cane sugar manufacturing. It has an amber colour and a honey-like texture and may be

used in similar applications as invert syrups. Table 3.16 provides some compositional

details.

3.1.4.5 Boiling of Sugar and Syrup Solutions
In many applications sugars and syrups are part of boiling mixes in food manufacturing.

For wafers, milk caramel (toffee) or marshmallow fillings are of interest. With increasing

concentration the boiling point rises (Table 3.17) as well as the browning and degradation

reactions.

3.1.4.6 Analytical Parameters for Sugars
In Table 3.18 the different analytical parameters for sugars are summarized together with

a specific discussion for wafer and cookie manufacturing.

For rapid determination of the concentration in sugar solutions and syrups, refractom-

eters have widely substituted the old areometers (spindles). In Europe two scales are still

in use:

• Degree Brix (°Bx) stands for weight-% sugar solids in syrups at 20°C. For other
temperatures and for nonsucrose syrups there are correction tables available

Table 3.16 Composition of Golden Syrups
Component Content in %

Invert sugar 47 (range 42–51)
Sucrose 32 (range 27–38)
Ash 2 (range 1–5)
Water 18 (range 16.5–20)
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• Degree Baum�e (°Be) are found specifically for glucose (corn) syrups. For viscosity

reasons the measurement temperature is 60°C (140°F) mostly. Again via tables the

percentage of dry solids is calculated

3.1.4.7 Brown Sugar, Soft Sugar, Yellow Sugar
In brown sugars remaining molasses impart colour and flavour. They are marketed under

various names, such as demerara sugar, muscavado sugar, Barbados sugar, soft sugar, yel-

low sugar, plantation raw sugar, cane syrup solids or dried cane syrup, or turbinado sugar.

There are no sound specifications on these product names. The best way to characterize

brown sugars are the four parameters in Table 3.19, which are examples from one sugar

manufacturer. The colour intensity rises with the percentage of nonsugar solids, the

Table 3.18 Analytical Characterization of Sugars for Wafers and Waffles
Parameter Methods Importance for Wafers and Waffles

Ash Conductivity Less important

Colour

(extinction)

ICUMSA units Less important

Density (spec.

gravity)

Hydrometer

(areometer)

Check of syrups, liquid sugar

Moisture

content

Drying Sugar handling, lumping prevention

Optical

rotation

Polarization Invert sugar content: colours in baking,

humectant in waffles

Raffinose Polarization Less important

Refraction

index

Refractometer Concentration in liquid sugar and syrups

Size,

granulation

Sieve or optical

analysis

Cream fineness; dissolution time

Sugar spectrum HPLC;

enzymatically

Information on composition

Table 3.17 Boiling Points of Saccharide Solutions

Dry Matter (%) Sucrose Glucose
64 DE
Syrup

42 DE
Syrup

Sucrose/64 DE
1/1

Sucrose/42 DE
1/1

50 101.8 100.3 100.4 100.2 100.3 100.2

70 105.1 107.6 105.9 104.2 105.5 104.6

80 109.4 112.8 110.1 107.4 109.8 108.4

85 113.3 118.0 114.1 111.3 113.7 112.3

90 119.3 126.6 121.6 120.0 120.4 119.7

94 126.6 138.6 133.9 133.8 130.3 130.2

98 137.7 153.3 174.4 174.4 156.0 156.0

Data from Hoynak, P.X., Bollenback, G.N., 1966. This Is Liquid Sugar Refined Syrups and Sugars, second ed. Yonkers,
New York, 259 pp.
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stickiness with the percentage of residual moisture. Brown sugars are manufactured in any

of the following ways:

• In cane sugar refineries by crystallization from the raw cane sugar syrup. Remaining

molasses add a small percentage, from <1 to a few percent, of nonsugar components

such as moisture, invert sugar, minerals and some genuine colouring and flavouring

substances to the sucrose crystals. Very soft brown sugar may contain even up to 12%

of nonsugar substances

• White crystal sugar from beet or cane is blended with molasses for surface colour

and taste

• In beet sugar manufacturing due to less pleasant byproducts, no flavourful brown

sugar products are obtained; at most some yellowish or light-brown sugar results

From a technological viewpoint the pros and cons of brown sugars are the following:

• Additional flavour and colour imparted to sugar cones, flute wafers, waffles and wafer

cookie

• Soft brown sugar byproducts in postformed sugar wafers exhibit some ‘sugar-saving’

effect by increasing the flexibility in rolled cones or flute wafers compared to

white sugar

• In automatic brown sugar conveying and dosing, the stickiness causes bad handling

properties

• Any increase in the content of nonsugar components increases the flexibility and soft-

ness for rolling sugar cones and flute wafers. Primarily the content of invert sugar

changes the baking properties, the browning intensity, the easiness of rolling and

the hygroscopicity of the finished wafer

3.1.4.8 Caramel Sugar Syrup, Burnt Sugar
Controlled thermal degradation of sucrose results in brown-coloured degradation prod-

ucts with a characteristic sweet to bitter taste and caramel flavour. In bakery the appli-

cation is for colour and flavour. Commercially either concentrated syrups of about

77% solids content or powder products are available and may be used without food

additive labelling. Self-preparation is by either the wet or dry cooking method:

Table 3.19 Examples of Industrial Brown Sugars
Type of Brown Sugar Sugars in % Moisture in %, max. Nonsugars in % Colour ICUMSA units

Golden brown soft 96–98 2.0 � 1.0 2500–3250
Light brown soft 94.5–96.5 3.0 1.4–2.5 4500–6250
Dark brown soft 93.5–96 2.6 � 3.6 19,000–29,000
Demerara >98.5 0.2 – 1500–2500

Data from Tate & Lyle, 2009. Sweeteners, 20 pp. Available from: http://www.tateandlyle.com/ingredientsandservices/
Chooseaningredientorservice/EuropeMiddleEastAndAfrica/Documents/SWEETENERSBrochureTateLyleNov09.pdf;
Nonsugars include ash and nonsugar organic material.
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• Wet method: Sugar, dissolved in hot water, is cooked until the depth of colour and

the intended bitterness in flavour is obtained. At temperatures above 110°C the reac-

tion intensifies and runs increasingly faster with the risk of going quickly into overly

burned. If a small quantity of citric acid or cream of tartar is included from the begin-

ning, sucrose inversion intensifies thermal colouration and influences the flavour

• Dry method: Heat crystal sugar in a heavy vessel to first melt the sugar. The reaction

intensifies and runs increasingly faster with the risk of going quickly into being

overly burned

On the contrary, caramel colours, which are prepared by adding further reactive

chemicals for a much higher colour intensity, must be labelled as food additives with

the E numbers of E 150a to E 150d.

3.1.4.9 Which Type of Sucrose for Which Application?
Fluid Batters for Sugar Wafers and Waffles
In fluid batters, the water content is high, and the highly soluble sugar dissolves within a

short time of mixing. Therefore the cheaper coarse sugar types may be selected. Alter-

natively, in case of tight mixer capacity, for faster dissolution medium to fine crystal sugar

sizes are applied. The actual batter mixing time has to be adapted to the crystal size and

the water temperature in order to be sure that the sugar will dissolve fully. Otherwise the

nondissolved part will sediment (specific gravity is 1.59 g/cm3) in the mixer and the

batter properties fluctuate, which results in manufacturing troubles.

In case of high-sugar consumption the use of liquid sugar should be considered if it is

available. Easier logistics of liquid sugar handling in transport, precision and speed of

dosage and mixing are of interest, compared to crystal sugar conveying.

Sweet Pastes for Waffles
In sweet paste baking masses with their higher sugar and fat levels, the water content is

restricted. Powdered sugar is required here and even that is just partially dissolved during

baking mass preparation.

Short Doughs for Waffles and Wafer cookies
The sugar in some recipes, such as for stroopwafels, is close to the limit of dissolution,

which makes powdered sugar preferable. The sugar granulation has to be tailored to

the intended product. Important product properties are governed by the dissolved per-

centage and the granulation of the nondissolved sugar part, such as the stickiness of a

dough, the flow during cookie development before fixation, and the texture, mainly

hardness and porosity, of the finished cookie.
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Other Waffle and Wafer Cookie Doughs
The doughwater is high enough to fully dissolve the sugar quantities. Crystal sugar can be

used. Liquid sugar might reduce the mixing time slightly. For Liège waffle doughs the

dough sugar is low. Just at the end of dough making, the pearl sugar is integrated which

should not dissolve.

Creams—Sugar–Fat Fillings
Powdered sugar, being the least expensive ingredient, delivers sweetness and a consid-

erable part of the total cream weight. Depending on the desired cost and cream quality

level, sugars will be in the range of about 30%–60%, most frequently from 40% to 50% of

the cream weight. The sugar fineness is an important criterion for cream quality. How-

ever, the requirements regarding sugar crystal size are less strict than for good chocolate.

When eating wafer cookies, there are crunchy, harder elements from the wafer present

anyway during the chewing process. There are three principal viewpoints on sugar

granulation for filling creams:

1. In some countries creams for top products should be absolutely smooth. That means

the sugar crystals should not be felt on the palate anymore, which is the case below a

crystal size of�30–35 μm, similar to good chocolate. Then additional refining by ball

milling, five-roller milling, or in a refiner conche is required. However, in case of

extreme sugar fineness below 15 μm the cream texture might be increasingly recog-

nized as ‘clingy’ or ‘sticky’

2. In large part the sugar powder as it comes from crystal sugar grinding is used for stan-

dard wafer creams. That is typically 75% smaller than 100 μm (150 mesh). Due to the

good solubility of sugar during chewing, that is sufficient and economically wise

3. At times in high-sugar creams we even find more coarse sugar particles in filling

creams. This may be either because that is typical in a certain region of the world

or due to the fact that bigger granules are not fully dissolved in the mouth and the

cream will not appear to be as sweet despite an overly high level of the cheap bulk

component. The sweetness impression decreases with particle size: fondant

sugar>powdered sugar> fine crystal>coarse crystal

Alternatively some of the sucrose powder may be replaced by less sweet sugars, polyols or

other low molecular weight carbohydrates having one important common property—to

be water soluble and therefore to dissolve in the mouth when the cream is consumed.

Most of the less sweet sugar replacements are higher in costs. But in some countries good

sugar replacements such as dextrose, dry glucose syrups and maltodextrins are at the same

cost level or even cheaper nowadays.

A further option is the presence of small quantities of other components of high

impact such as acids, flavours or masking ingredients to lessen the intensity of the overall

sweetness impression.
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Brown sugar due to its residual moisture results in bad milling properties with syrupy

surfaces, sticking, and increased lumpiness and is not recommended for creams.

Cooked Fillings
For cooked fillings—such as toffee, marshmallow or jam fillings—crystal sugar, white

or brown, is dissolved in sufficient water for a complete dissolution in the hot

cooking mass.

3.1.5 Other Types of Sugars
3.1.5.1 Glucose (Dextrose, Grape sugar)
Dextrose after sucrose is the next important sugar in bakery. Today at even lower costs

than for sucrose, the starch industry manufactures pure glucose powder and glucose

syrups of DE 95+ from different starches. They are offered as ‘liquid dextrose’ in bulk

as well, delivered in trucks at about 55°C–60°C with 70%–72% solids and a viscosity of

40–50 cP (Schenck, 2006).

Mostly dextrose monohydrate with about 8.5% crystal water is applied, and some-

times anhydrous dextrose is applied with just about 0.5% of residual moisture. For partial

sucrose replacement in wafer creams, technologically the following properties of glucose

powder are of interest:

• The lower sweetness intensity, just about 70%–75% compared to sucrose

• The distinct ‘cooling’ sensation of dextrose-containing creams, coming from its

higher heat of solution, which is �105.5 J/g for the monohydrate and �59.3 J/g

for anhydrous dextrose, compared to �16.1 J/g for sucrose. So the monohydrate

is clearly preferable for obtaining the most cooling effect

• The melting point is much lower, compared to sucrose. Glucose monohydrate

melts at 83°C, and anhydrous dextrose melts at 146°C, compared to over 180°C
for sucrose

• Even more important is the phase change of dextrose monohydrate to anhydrous

dextrose at 55°C or lower, setting free one molecule crystal water per molecule dex-

trose. In cream pumping, due to mechanical shearing the temperature and a dextrose

monohydrate containing cream becomes bone-hard. Glucose monohydrate should

be stored below 53% RH at 25°C, to avoid product loss due to caking (Scholl, 2014)
• For fermented batters and doughs in waffles or wafers the faster utilization of dextrose

by yeasts is of interest

• The browning intensity (Maillard reaction plus caramelization) in baking for dextrose

is similar to sucrose

• The caloric value and the digestibility of glucose are similar to sucrose. The glycemic

response for glucose, with a GI of 100, is very high, compared to 68 for sucrose. It is

not suitable for diabetics.
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3.1.5.2 Fructose (Laevulose, Fruit Sugar)
Besides the occurrence as part of sucrose, pure fructose is manufactured by enzymatically

converting glucose syrups. Crystalline fructose is available at a residual moisture of about

0.5%. The melting point is 102°C–105°C. The solubility in water is high, 375 g in

100 ml at 20°C.Moreover today 90DE fructose syrups are available in bulk delivery with

about 77% solids and a viscosity of �600 cP at 27°C (Hobbs, 2009; O’Donnell and

Kearsley, 2012). A detailed discussion of fructose-containing syrups (HFCS, isoglucose

syrup) and honey, where fructose is the main sugar, follows below.

The resorption of fructose in the human body is slower than for sucrose and is non-

insulin dependent. It takes place primarily in the liver. Therefore fructose has a low gly-

cemic index of 19, compared to 100 for dextrose and 68 for sucrose, and it is considered

to be suitable for diabetics. There has been some discussion on the connection of fructose

overconsumption to ‘metabolic syndrome’ (insulin resistance, obesity, elevated LDL

cholesterol and triglycerides) but the food authorities have found no reason to intervene.

From a food technologist viewpoint the following properties of fructose are

important:

• The higher sweetness of 120–150, compared to sucrose. The higher the concentra-

tion of sugars is in a system such as in a sugar–fat cream, the higher is the

relative sweetness of fructose. At elevated temperature fructose sweetness decreases

strongly

• Fructose due to its high hygroscopicity is an efficient humectant. That is important in

waffles’ shelf life, but it would be negative for unpacked ice cream cones and other

sugar wafers

• Fructose is thermally less stable and starts decomposing slightly over 100°C. The
browning intensity (Maillard reaction plus caramelization) of fructose in baking

therefore is more intensive than of sucrose and results in more bitter taste notes

• Fructose today is one of the most important sugar replacements in sweet products for

diabetics. The high sweetness make it an ideal combination with other, less sweet

sugar replacements such as most of the polyols

• The caloric value of fructose is similar to sucrose. The glycemic response is low, GI 19

3.1.5.3 Lactose (Milk Sugar)
Lactose is a disaccharide from glucose and galactose. Its main source is from cow’s milk

where the concentration is about 4.5%. Lactose today is a cheap byproduct from the dairy

industry, used widely in filling creams and bakery. Lactose powder is used as mono-

hydrate with about 5% crystal water, or as anhydrous lactose. The slightly yellowish qual-

ity (‘lactose, edible’) which still has�0.5% protein, is fully sufficient for food applications.

Refined edible or pharmaceutical qualities have less protein and are almost white. Lactose

is rather stable thermally; the monohydrate melts at 203°C, and the anhydrous lactose

melts at 252°C.
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From a food technologist viewpoint the following properties are pros and cons for the

use of lactose:

• The low relative sweetness, just 30%–35% compared to sucrose, might be interesting

for filling creams

• Lactose has a low water solubility, a high hardness of the crystals, and a larger crystal

size. A higher lactose concentration occurs, which results in a gritty taste impression

in creams

• An important issue is cream hardening during storage and shelf-life time. That is cau-

sed by a phase change from lactose monohydrate to anhydrous lactose. The free mois-

ture then hardens the cream. That phase change occurs if the moisture content during

shelf life increases slightly and the water activity (AW) rises over about 0.35 at

temperatures slightly over ambient.

• For both of these reasons, we recommend formulating for less than about 10% lactose

in cream fillings. Cf. Table 4.12 for details on lactose concentration in the various

dairy powders for creams

• The browning intensity (Maillard reaction plus caramelization) in baking is similar to

sucrose

• The caloric value and the digestibility of lactose is similar to sucrose. The glycemic

response of 45 is in the low GI range

• Lactose in lactose-tolerant persons was found to not be laxative, but there is an

increasing number of people with lactose intolerance. Due to their lack of the enzyme

lactase, in the intestine flatulence and cramping occurs.

3.1.5.4 Maltose (Malt Sugar)
Maltose, a disaccharide built from two glucose units, occurs naturally in malted cereals

and is industrially manufactured by starch conversion into high-maltose syrups, as dis-

cussed below. Anhydrous maltose melts at �160°C, and the more common mono-

hydrate melts at 102°C. There is no wide use and availability of maltose powder; it’s

just locally available in Asia for bakery and filling creams.

From a food technologist viewpoint the following properties of maltose are of

interest:

• The lower sweetness, �30%–50%, compared to sucrose may be of interest in cream

fillings for wafers and in waffle batters

• Sweetness reduction in sugar wafer or wafer flute batters by maltose is not

recommended because maltose offers lower plasticizing activity in rolling than

sucrose

• The browning intensity (Maillard reaction plus caramelization) of maltose is similar to

sucrose, and the baking flavour is good but somewhat different than sucrose

• The caloric value and the digestibility of maltose is similar to sucrose. The glycemic

response with a GI of 105 is very high. Maltose is not suitable for diabetics
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3.1.5.5 Isomaltulose (Palatinose, Lylose)
Isomaltulose is a disaccharide, derived from sucrose, by an enzymatic rearrangement of

the glucose–fructose alpha 1,2-linkage to an alpha 1,6-linkage. It is available as a mono-

hydrate. Themelting point of isomaltulose is 123°C, and the solubility is just 29% at 20°C
in water, compared to 67% for sucrose. Isomaltulose is classified as a ‘novel food’ in

the EU, but it is considered a food in Japan. In the United States is it considered to

be generally recognized as safe (GRAS).

From a food technologist viewpoint the following properties of isomaltulose are

important:

• The relative sweetness is about 40%, compared to sucrose and slightly increasing at

higher levels. The taste of sweetness is clean and similar in its character to sucrose

• The caloric value is the same as for sucrose—4 kcal/g

• The browning intensity in baking (Maillard reaction plus caramelization) is quite high

• Isomaltulose is slightly hygroscopic, stable at low pH values, and does not invert like

sucrose

• Isomaltulose is tooth-friendly (anticariogenic)

• The glycemic response of isomaltulose, with a GI of 32, is low

• Isomaltulose is not laxative at single doses of 50 g

3.1.5.6 Trehalose (Ascend)
Trehalose is a nonreducing disaccharide with a 1,1-glucoside linkage of two glucose

units, manufactured by an enzymatic process. It occurs naturally in honey, mushrooms

and fermented foods but is not widely commercially available. The melting point of tre-

halose dihydrate is �97°C. Trehalose has an extremely high glass transition temperature

of 117°C and acts as a heat stabilizer and cryoprotector in plant and animal systems. The

WHO Joint Expert Commission for Food Additives (JEFCA) in 2000 did not specify an

ADI (acceptable daily intake) for trehalose. Since 2001 in the EU trehalose has the ability

to be used as a novel food, and in the United States it has GRAS status.

From a food technologist viewpoint trehalose might be of interest for the following

reasons:

• The lower sweetness, �45% compared to sucrose for cream fillings, sugar wafer and

waffle batters

• There is little browning intensity (Maillard reaction plus caramelization) in baking

• Trehalose is almost nonhygroscopic

• The caloric value and the digestibility of trehalose is similar to sucrose

• There are some positive properties in cold-stored and frozen doughs

• The laxative limit is around single doses of 50 g

3.1.5.7 Tagatose (Naturlose)
Tagatose is a monosaccharide, occurring naturally in fruits. Industrially it is enzymatically

derived from lactose via the galactose part. There are no broad industrial applications.
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The WHO JEFCA in 2004 did not specify an ADI for tagatose. Since 2005 in the EU

tagatose has been classified as a novel food, and in the United States it has GRAS status.

A tagatose brand name is Naturlose. Tagatose is a white, medium hygroscopic, crystalline

powder with a melting point at 135°C and a high reactivity in thermal food processing.

From a food technologist viewpoint the following properties of tagatose are of interest:

• The relative sweetness is around 90% of that of sucrose with a similar sweetness

profile. There is some cooling effect. The solubility in water is 61% at 20°C
• The browning intensity (Maillard reaction plus caramelization) in baking is high.

Tagatose browns intensely and then offers caramel-like and malty flavours

• The caloric value is 1.5 kcal/g (United States), respectively 2.4 in the EU. That allows

for manufacturing energy-reduced foods

• The glycemic response of tagatose, with a GI of 3, is very low. Therefore it is well

suited for developing sugar-free foods and foods for diabetics

• Tagatose is medium in hygroscopicity and has probiotic properties

• Tagatose is nonfermentable and therefore noncariogenic

• Tagatose is not laxative at single doses of 75 g.

3.1.6 Syrup Sweeteners and Maltodextrins
3.1.6.1 Conversion of Starch
The Dextrose Equivalent
Dextrose equivalent (DE) is the reducing power of a starch hydrolysate expressed as

a percent of the reducing power of the same weight of D-glucose. The DE provides a

measure of the degree of hydrolysis of starch into maltodextrins and glucose syrups.

The higher the DE, the larger the amount of glucose and the smaller the amount of

dextrins present.

For nonhydrolyzed starch the DE is zero, whereas pure glucose (dextrose) has a DE of

100 per definition. At a low degree of starch cleavage, from DE 3 to 19, maltodextrins

result, which are sold in powder form. If the DE is above 20 it is called glucose syrup (corn

syrup, starch syrup, maltose syrup). Depending on the process conditions with increasing

starch cleavage the content of glucose (dextrose), maltose and the following oligosaccha-

rides increases at the expense of the higher saccharides. With higher DE values, the vis-

cosity of syrup solutions decreases and they are easier to pump. So cost efficient syrups

with high solids may be manufactured.

The DE value of a starch hydrolysate is inversely related to the average degree of poly-

merization (DP) of the starch hydrolysate. As a rule of thumb, DE�DP (average) is about

120. The process is called conversion (Table 3.20).

Saccharification by Acids and Enzymes
The cleavage of starch by acids and/or enzymes, the saccharification of starch, results in a

wide range of sweeteners. The main raw material is corn starch and increasingly wheat

starch. In North America syrups are the more important sweeteners today and on a
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worldwide basis their application is increasing as well. The syrups contain about 80%

solids (78%–84%) typically. The fluidity at ambient is low, but at 60°C the fluidity

and handling properties are good. The typical viscosity is 42–44°B�e. Residual quantities

of SO2 from corn steeping and wet milling are present, however they are usually not over

20 ppm.

By acid hydrolysis in syrup manufacturing DE values up to about 65 are accessible.

The syrup types “DE 42” and “DE 60” for long time have been the standard. By addi-

tional enzymatic treatment and combined methods, syrups high or extra high in maltose

(HM, EHM) as well as glucose syrups up to 95 DE are manufactured. By enzymatic isom-

erization the HFCS are accessible. High-DE syrups are intermediates for fructose syrup,

sorbitol, and fermentation products and find uses in many foods. Table 3.20 provides the

typical classification by DE value.

Starch-derived glucose syrups (corn syrups, starch syrups, maltose syrups) in the form

of dry glucose syrup (DGS) powders and maltodextrins powders increasingly replace a

part of sugar in cream fillings because of cost and reduced sweetness reasons. Further they

are used in cooking masses like toffee or jam. However, I have to first point out some

potential issues with fluid syrups:

1. The risk of microbial growth whenever any condensed moisture can form or the

syrups are diluted. The water activity is high due to reduced solubility of components

with higher molecular weight

2. In case of a high solids percentage, whenever the temperature lowers, some crystal-

lization can occur easily. Crystals then interfere with the usual syrup logistics severely

3. Syrups and any residues of syrups are attractive for insects

Not only the syrups, but the volumes of dried powders with just 4%–6% residual moisture

manufactured from starch saccharification——either maltodextrins or DGS powders—

are on the rise as well. Table 3.21 provides information on the most important

maltodextrin and syrup types and their relative sweetness. Table 3.22 has an overview

on the technological properties.

3.1.6.2 The Various Starch Conversion Products
Maltodextrins
Maltodextrins are almost nonsweet (0%–5% sweetness of sucrose), but they already are

easily soluble in water, which is important for their palatability. Maltodextrins are sold as

Table 3.20 Conversion Groups in Starch Saccharification
Conversion Group DE-Value

Maltodextrins Below 20

Low conversion 20–38
Intermediate 39–58
High 59–73
Very high conversion Over 73
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powders with 4%–6% residual moisture. Adding water results in sticky, highly viscous,

high-solids solutions applied for foam stabilization, such as in marshmallows, and as tack-

ifiers or binders (see Section 2.4.5 in Chapter 2 for details). From a food technologist

viewpoint the following properties of maltodextrins are important (see also Table 3.22):

• Both the very low sweetness and the water solubility make maltodextrins interesting

in partial sugar replacement in filling creams, at the expense of some sticky character

of the cream texture

• The browning intensity (Maillard reaction plus caramelization) of maltodextrins in

baking is low

Table 3.21 Typical Composition of Starch Conversion Products

Converted by

A A A/E A A A/E A/E E/E A/E E/E

DE

Substance 5 15 28 30 42 42 HM 48 HM 48 EHM 63 98

Glucose <1 2 5 10 19 6 9 3 37 95

Maltose <1 3 8 9 14 45 52 71 34 3

Maltotriose 1 4 16 10 11 16 15 14 16 1

Oligosaccharides >97 >90 71 71 56 33 24 11 13 1

Relative sweetness 0 4 15 20 32 32 38 39 50 73

A, acid cleavage, E, enzyme cleavage.

Data from Alexander, R.J., 1997. Sweeteners: Nutritive. In: Eagan Press Handbook Series, Eagan Press, St. Paul, MN,
120 pp, ISBN 0913250953.

Table 3.22 Technological Properties of Glucose Syrups and Maltodextrins
Property Low DE Maltodextrin Medium DE Syrup <50 High-DE Syrup >50

Browning in baking – + ++

Viscosity in solution +++ ++ +

Binding, cohesion, body +++ ++ +

Foam stabilization +++ ++ +

Sweetness –/(+) + ++

Glossiness ++ + +

Delay of crystallization +++ ++ ++

Preserving activity – + ++

Hygroscopic – + ++

Water activity reduction – –/+ +

Flavour release + ++ ++

Fermentability + ++ +++

Freezing point reduction + ++ +++

Nutritional value ++ ++ ++

–, Absent; +, low; ++, medium; +++, high.
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• The tackiness is an interesting property for adhering particles such as spices or sugar

crystals to noncreamed wafers

• Maltodextrins are not suitable as sugar replacements for diabetics

Glucose Syrups and DGS Powders
For glucose-containing syrups the names glucose syrup, starch syrup, and in United States

corn syrup are in use. We recommend avoiding the old name ‘liquid glucose’. Due to

their water content glucose syrups cannot be applied in wafer creams as such. But increas-

ingly DGS powders are becoming available, with a DE mostly between 20 and 43, and

they are applied for substituting sugar in creams. From a food technologist viewpoint

the following properties these syrups and powders are the most important (see also

Table 3.22):

• Low conversion DGS powders with a DE from 20 to 38 due to their reduced sweet-

ness are increasingly important in partial sugar replacement for filling creams.We rec-

ommend finer granulations than the standard grade for that purpose. The increasing

hygroscopicity with DE imparts a slightly tacky character in eating texture

• In moist fillings such as caramel and toffee, marshmallow, birds milk (Russia), jams

and jellies, glucose syrups are applied due to their anticrystallizing properties together

with some sucrose

• The browning intensity (Maillard reaction plus caramelization) of glucose syrups in

baking increases with DE. In waffle manufacturing a small percentage of medium- to

high-DE syrups might be applied for that purpose

• Glucose syrups are not suitable as sugar replacements for diabetics

Maltose Syrups
By enzymatic modification of the starch hydrolysis process, high or extra high-maltose

syrups with 45 to about 70% maltose at glucose levels below 10% are manufactured

(cf. Table 3.21). Another name is candy syrup due to the good anticrystallizing properties

at moderate hygroscopicity. The dry solids of maltose syrups are in the range of over 70%

to 80%. The relative sweetness of maltose syrups is low, because maltose itself is just at

40%. They are not suitable as sugar replacements for diabetics.

Fructose-Containing Glucose Syrups: Isoglucose and HFCS
By enzymatic isomerization in glucose syrups a part of glucose is converted to fructose,

which increases the sweetness. In the EU, syrups of 10% or more in fructose content are

called ‘isoglucose’ syrups. In North America HFCS (Table 3.23) have been widely used

for four decades, though the usage quite recently has been declining. The first two types,

HFCS 42 and 55, are obtained without additional enrichment and therefore are more

economic. HFCS technologically is similar to invert syrup, which has been discussed

in Section 3.1.4.4.
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From a food technologist viewpoint the following properties of HFCS syrups are of

interest:

• The solubility of HFCS is higher than of sucrose or dextrose, which reduces the trans-

port costs compared to liquid sucrose

• The sweetness is higher: HFCS 55 is about equally sweet to sucrose, and the cost per

sweetness unit is lower

• The browning intensity (Maillard reaction plus caramelization) in baking is higher

than for sucrose or dextrose

• The fructose part is strongly hygroscopic and therefore an important humectant such

as in waffles and caramel fillings

• HFCS reduces the crystallization tendency in icings

Besides the big group of glucose syrups from starch hydrolysis there are other syrups—

natural syrup, such as honey, syrup derived from polyfructans or syrup derived from the

cane sugar process.

3.1.6.3 Natural Syrups
Honey
Honey with its natural origin offers a typical flavour with some fluctuations in quality and

intensity. The dry solids are about 80% within a range from 78%–86%. In the sugar spec-
trum, fructose (�38%) is slightly higher than glucose (�31%). Further a few percent of

maltose and sucrose is present. Higher saccharides and other components occur just in

traces. Some crystallization at temperatures slightly under ambient comes from the glu-

cose part, which is less soluble than fructose.

Besides its quality as an expensive, flavourful ingredient in bakery, the technological

functions are similar to those discussed for invert sugar. Typical properties are the

humectancy and the heat sensitivity, corresponding to a strong browning in baking.

Syrups Rich in Fructose From Inulin
Chicory and some artichoke types provide inulin (see Section 2.4.5 in Chapter 2 for

details), which is the basis for syrups rich in fructose, obtained by hydrolysis. The syrups

Table 3.23 North American HFCS and Fructose

Component

Type

HFCS 42 HFCS 55 HFCS 90 Fructose crystalline

Glucose 53 41 9 0

Fructose 42 55 90 100

Oligosaccharides 5 4 1 0

Sweetness (Sucrose¼100) 92 99 106 117

Solids content 71 77 77 100

Data from Alexander, R.J., 1997. Sweeteners: Nutritive. In: Eagan Press Handbook Series, Eagan Press, St. Paul, MN,
120 pp, ISBN 0913250953.
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have about 70%–75% dry matter, of which up to 85% is fructose, �10% glucose and a

few % fructooligosaccharides.

Technologically of interest is the high sweetness, up to 120% compared to sucrose.

The syrups rich in fructose are intensely browning (Maillard reaction plus caramelization)

in baking and are strongly hygroscopic, being excellent humectants in waffles and

caramel (toffee) fillings.

Fruit Concentrate Sweeteners
More recently extract syrups from fruits have been available. They have 70%–75% dry

matter and are high in fructose (Table 3.24). The technological properties of fruit

concentrate sweeteners are similar to those of invert syrup and HFCS. The syrups are

about equally sweet to sucrose and are good humectants. The labelling looks more natural

but they are ‘added sugars’ regardless.

Molasses, Treacle
Food grade molasses are thick, dark brown sugar syrups from the sugarcane refining pro-

cess, remaining after the white sugar was removed by crystallization. There is a distinct,

strong flavour and a slightly bitter taste. The composition depends on the sugarcane

processing and can be quite variable. Molasses, as shown in Table 3.25 still contain a

lot of sucrose and invert sugar and other sugars and substances from the sugarcane.

Depending from which boiling in the process the molasses comes, the colour is from

golden to black and the total sugars go down from about 65% to 55% or less. Treacle

Table 3.24 Typical Composition of Natural Fruit Concentrates
Ingredient Apple Syrup Pear Syrup Grape Syrup

Fructose 55–60 60–65 45–55
Glucose 25–30 15–20 45–55
Sucrose 5–10 7–12 –
Sorbitol 3–7 10–15 –
Others 0–2 0–1 0–2

Data from Alexander, R.J., 1997. Sweeteners: Nutritive. In: Eagan Press Handbook Series, Eagan Press, St. Paul, MN,
120 pp, ISBN 0913250953, on dry matter base.

Table 3.25 Typical Composition of Molasses
Ingredient Example (%) Range (%)

Sucrose 33 28–39
Invert sugar 27 16–35
Water 17 16–18
Other solids 15 5–24
Minerals 8 4–14

Data from Alexander, R.J., 1997. Sweeteners: Nutritive. In: Eagan Press Handbook Series, Eagan Press, St. Paul, MN,
120 pp, ISBN 0913250953.
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is the British word for molasses; at the time the name treacle is used for a combination of

some molasses for flavour and colour with sugar and invert syrup.

Molasses from beet sugar manufacturing, due to their content in betaine and in some

off-tasting components, are not food grade.

From a food technologist viewpoint the following properties of molasses are significant:

• A strong and typical flavour, some reduced sweetness due to side tastes

• Molasses are hygroscopic and are good humectants

• The brown baking colour of wafers, cones and other bakery products intensifies due

to their own colour and to intense browning reactions (Maillard reaction plus

caramelization)

• Molasses retard the sugar crystallization, which improves the glassiness and hardness of

sugar cones and other wafers from high-sugar batters and has some sugar sparing effect

Malt Extract Syrup, Nondiastatic
Liquid malt syrups are made from the aqueous extraction of malted barley, and after con-

centration they are supplied as viscous, dark-brown, aromatic liquids. Nondiastatic means

that amylases and other enzymes from the malting process are not active anymore. The

solids are from 72%–83%, of which 50%–62% are reducing sugars, primarily maltose,

dextrins, �5% protein and 2% minerals. Increasingly spray-dried malt extract powders

are available.

Technologically the malt flavour is of interest in cream fillings (malt extract powder).

During baking most of the flavour is lost, just intense browning (Maillard reaction plus car-

amelization) increases the colour. Malt extracts are hygroscopic and are good humectants.

Maple Syrup, Palm (Date) Syrup, Sorghum Syrup
Maple syrup is manufactured by concentrating the sap of maple trees, which has just 2%–
2.5% sucrose. This is a typical product of Canada, the United States and Japan and is

consumed together with waffles and pancakes. Sometimes it is used as an ingredient

in baking or making candy. Sucrose is the prevalent sugar in maple syrup, besides that

some invert sugar is formed during concentration, where the typical flavour and darker

colour develop. The syrup has from about 68% to 75% solids, and the maple cream

content is up to 83%.

Other syrups high in sucrose and invert are palm (date) syrup or sorghum syrup, but

there few applications at present.

3.1.7 Sugar Replacement (Substitution), Sugar-Free
3.1.7.1 General Aspects of Sugar Replacement
Sucrose is replaced for specific dietetic requirements such as the following:

• Reduction of added sugar or free sugar calories in the diet, quite recently addressed by

new dietary recommendations for Americans (U.S. Department of Health and

Human Services, 2015) or the recommendation of WHO (WHO, 2015)
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• Health conditions such as diabetes

• Preference for noncariogenic (tooth-friendly) foods

• Diets such as ‘low carbohydrate’, mostly referring to a ‘low GI’ and GL

Sugar replacement (substitution) is done by combining other foods and/or food additives

to match most or at least some of the technological functions of sugar as listed in

Table 3.3. The most important ones are the following:

• Substitution of balanced sweetness and bulk in bakery recipes and filling creams is

done by combining other sugars, polyols, bulk replacers and HISs

• Substitution of the colouring functions due to Maillard reactions and caramelization

in baking by fructose or food colours

• Substitution of the plasticizing effect in the hot forming of rolled wafer cones and

flutes

• Substitutions for dietetic reasons: Calorie reduction, glycemic control in diabetes

• Regulation of the viscosity buildup in the batter/dough phase

• Substitute for the increase of starch gelatinization and setting temperature in

baking

• Freezing point depression and water binding in (intermediate) dough freezing

Restoration of the desired functions is the task for the food technologist in every single

application. Sugar replacement includes different types of substitutes:

1. Food components such as fructose, a different sugar, resistant maltodextrins or

oligofructose

2. Food additives for bulk such as polydextrose or the polyols sorbitol, erythritol,

maltitol, isomalt, lactitol, xylitol and mannitol. All of them require E-number

labelling in Europe

3. HISs to compensate for any lacking sweetness; examples are sucralose, steviosides,

acesulfame K, saccharine or aspartame. They require E-number labelling in Europe

The various foods and food additives mentioned show considerable differences in taste,

sweetness quality and aftertaste, in positive or negative sweetness synergy, as well as in

suitability for baking applications. Careful selection and fine-tuning is required.

In Table 3.26 the relative sweetness, the energy content and the sweetness per added

calorie are tabulated. For most of the polyols the EU has a general 2.4 kcal/g figure; for

erythritol the figure is 0 kcal/g. In the United States and Japan these values are closer to

the real energy figures from calorimetry, but again they are different. The sweetness per

calories therefore is slightly variable for some sugar substitutes.

Sugar Replacement in Sugar Wafers, Creams, and Waffles and Their Adjuncts
The percentage of sugar(s) in our applications such as sugar cones, flute wafers,

waffles, wafer fillings and enrobings is from 10% to 40% of the total mass for the baked

products and from 30% to 60% in the adjuncts. The exchange of such high shares by

components of different technological properties can be a source of issues in various

aspects:
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1. The sweetness profile changes, being most important for creams

2. The solubility in water for preparing the batter or dough frequently is lower, and the

influence on the swelling and gelatinization of flour can be different

3. The browning intensity to form the baked colour impression for many substitutes

is low

4. The plasticizing effect for postforming hot sugar wafers is less (with a few exceptions)

and results in breakage

5. The fragility and eating texture, such as the bite and crumbliness, often change

6. The sugar substitutes frequently impart a more hygroscopic character

7. Due to lower melting points, difficulties with blocked conveyors or pumps are

experienced

8. Most of the sucrose replacers are more expensive

For these reasons either just a partial sugar replacement (sugar reduction) is done some-

times, or in case of full exchange two ormore replacers are combined in order tomeet the

original as much as possible. But there are technologically advantageous effects of sugar

replacement as well:

1. Some bulk replacers show a higher heat of solution than sugar, which is accompanied

by a ‘cooling’ sensation in the mouth. That cooling sensation, being prominent in

dextrose, sorbitol and erythritol, is positive for cream fillings

2. The lower solubility of some sugar substitutes influences the overall sweetness

impression to less sweet

3. The lower energy content of some substitutes such as erythritol, polydextrose or the

polyols is an important feature

4. The presence of other tasty components such as acids, flavours, masking ingredients

or salt can modify the intensity and quality of the sweetness impression in a

positive way

Table 3.26 Sugar Bulk Replacers: Relative Sweetness and Energy Content
Substance Relative Sweetness Energy Content (kcal/g) Sweetness per kcal

Sucrose (comparison) 100 4 25

Fructose 110–150 4 28–38
Sorbitol 40–50 2.6 15–19
Erythritol 60 0.2 300

Maltitol 90 2.1 43

Isomalt 50 2 25

Polyglycitol (HSH) 40–60 3 13–20
Lactitol 30 2 15

Xylitol 100 2.4 42

Glycerol 60 4.3 14

Mannitol 40–50 1.6 25–31

Real energy content, the energy content in local food regulations differs.
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3.1.7.2 Sugar Alcohols (Polyols) in Sugar Replacement
Polyols occur naturally in various fruits. Chemically they are alcohols, manufactured

industrially by the hydrogenation of the corresponding sugars. Along with some sweet

taste, some polyol functions are adding bulk and texture, providing sweetness and a

cooling effect, preventing thermal browning and acting as humectants to retain the mois-

ture in soft-textured foods such as waffles. Polyols are nutritive sweeteners. However

they are absorbed and metabolized incompletely. Consequently they contribute fewer

calories than sucrose and are all are assigned in the EU to a calculated caloric value of

10 kJ/g for labelling. The polyols commonly used include sorbitol from glucose, xylitol

from xylose, isomalt or palatinit from isomaltulose, mannitol from fructose, maltitol from

maltose, lactitol from lactose, erythritol andHSH.Most of them are approximately half as

sweet as sucrose and they are combined with HISs. Just maltitol and xylitol are about as

sweet as sucrose.

Sugar alcohols are used in sugar-free confectionery and bakery. The low glycemic

index makes them suitable for diabetics. The proportion remaining in the intestines

can have a laxative effect in larger quantities, typically >25 g/day but there may be a

digestive adaptation on regular consumption. There are advantages and disadvantages

of polyols due to their following properties (cf. Table 3.27):

Table 3.27 Properties of Sugar Alcohols (Polyols)
Property Erythritol Xylitol Mannitol Sorbitol Maltitol Isomalt Lactitol Sucrose

Carbon number 4 5 6 6 12 12 12 12

Molecular weight 122 152 182 182 344 344 344 342

Melting point (°C) 121 94 165 97 150 145–150 122 190

Glycemic index 0 13 0 9 52 9 6 68

Glass transition

temp. (°C)
�42 �22 �39 �5 47 34 33 52

Heat of solution

(kcal/kg)

�43 �36.5 �28.5 �26 �18.9 �9.4 �13.9 �4.3

Heat stability (°C) >160 >160 >160 >160 >160 >160 >160 <150

Acid/pH stability 2–10 2–10 2–10 2–10 2–10 2–10 >3 Inversion

Solubility (% w/w

at 25°C)
37 64 18 71 60 28 58 67

Hygroscopicity Very low Low Very low High Low Low Medium Medium

Relative sweetness 60 100 40–50 40–50 90 50 30 100

Data from Alexander, R.J., 1997. Sweeteners: Nutritive. In: Eagan Press Handbook Series, Eagan Press, St. Paul, MN,
120 pp, ISBN 0913250953.; Mitchell, H. (Ed.), 2006. Sweeteners and Sugar Alternatives in Food Technology, Blackwell,
413 pp; Wilson, R. (Ed.), 2007. Sweeteners, third ed. Wiley-Blackwell, 200 pp, ISBN: 978-1-905224-42-5; Grembecka,
M., 2015. Sugar alcohols—their role in the modern world of sweeteners: a review. Eur. Food Res. Technol. 241, 1–14.
doi:10.1007/s00217-015-2437-7.
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• They are suitable for bulk sugar replacement in wafers, waffles and adjuncts

• Sweetness and hygroscopic properties exhibit big differences; for details see

Table 3.27 and the following description of the single polyols

• The reduced energy content of many, not all, polyols is due to their incomplete

resorption in the small intestine. The downside of an incomplete resorption is a lax-

ative effect of many of the sugar alcohols which has to be mentioned on the label

• Polyols in baking are not subjected to browning (Maillard reaction plus

caramelization)

• Some of the polyols have a higher heat of solution, which results in a cooling effect

during consumption

• Sugar alcohols are nonfermentable and therefore low or noncariogenic (tooth-

friendly)

• Sugar alcohols are suitable in special diets, such as those for diabetics, and for low GI

and low carbohydrate applications

• Polyol-containing foods may cause laxative effects. Foodstuffs containing more than

10% of added polyols must indicate that ‘excessive consumption may cause laxative

effects’

• Unfortunately their caloric value in big economic areas such as the EU, United States

or Japan must be labelled still with different values. Please look for your local

regulations

Erythritol (Zerose, Erylite, E 968)
Erythritol naturally occurs in some fruits and fermented foods and is manufactured indus-

trially by fermentation from glucose. The WHO JEFCA in 1999 did not specify an ADI

for erythritol. Erythritol has long been in the market in Japan, and it is considered GRAS

in the United States and approved in EU andmany other countries worldwide. The calo-

ric value is 0.2 kcal/g, just 5% of the sucrose energy value. For the EU and Japan even

zero calories can be labelled.

Erythritol is a white, nonhygroscopic, crystalline powder. It melts at about 121°C. It
has excellent pH and heat stability in food processing. The relative sweetness is around

60 compared to sucrose. When it comes to taste, erythritol compares well to sucrose in

sweetness character. The application range therefore is from drinks and dairy products to

confectionery and bakery products. Brand names are Zerose and Erylite. At present the

higher costs limit a wider application. From a food technologist viewpoint the following

properties of erythritol are of interest:

• In bulk sugar replacement, erythritol offers zero calories and some sweetness

reduction if not combined with HISs

• The solubility in water at ambient is just 37%, far lower than for sucrose. The

contribution to viscosity is smaller than for other sugars and polyols
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• Erythritol has a distinct cooling effect when dissolving in the mouth, especially in

combination with softer fats as in wafer creams. In combination to harder fats as used

for hot climate, erythritol might aggravate their waxy mouthfeel

• The stability in baking is very good, and there is no browning (Maillard reaction plus

caramelization)

• In sugar-free rolled wafer cones and flute wafers erythritol has a great potential.

The plasticizing effect is about twice that of sucrose as a sugar replacement

(US 7754268 B2), which allows for low sweetness sugar wafer products

• Erythritol has no glycemic response and is well suited for developing wafers and

waffles being low in GI and in carbohydrates; it is suitable for diabetics as well

• Erythritol is nonfermentable and therefore noncariogenic (tooth-friendly)

• Erythritol, contrary to other sugar alcohols, has a high digestive tolerance, is almost

not laxative and requires no warning labels

• At high erythritol/sweetener ratios, synergistic sweetness effects with HISs such as

sucralose, stevioside, acesulfame K, aspartame and thaumatin occur

Sorbitol (Glucitol, E 420)
Sorbitol naturally occurs in some fruits and is industrially easily accessible by hydrogena-

tion from glucose syrups at low costs. TheWHO JEFCA in 1982 did not specify an ADI

limit for sorbitol. Sorbitol is considered GRAS in United States and is approved in EU

and many other countries worldwide and has the highest market share of all polyols at

present.

Sorbitol is a white, hygroscopic, crystalline powder. It melts at 97°C and has excellent

pH and heat stability in food processing. The relative sweetness is about 50% compared to

sucrose. The sweetness profile of sorbitol compares more to glucose than sucrose. The

application range is from drinks and dairy products to confectionery and bakery products.

In Europe sorbitol has the food additive number E 420. From a food technologist view-

point the following properties of sorbitol are important:

• In bulk sugar replacement sorbitol has a caloric value of 2.6 kcal/g, in the EU it is

2.4 kcal/g compared to 4.0 for sucrose. It offers some sweetness reduction if not

combined with HISs

• The solubility in water at ambient is the highest for all polyols; therefore besides that

of the powder, a 70% solution in water is a common distribution form of sorbitol

• Sorbitol and sorbitol syrup are good humectants, but they recrystallize quite easily.

The ‘noncrystallizing’ sorbitol syrup contains some side concentration of mannitol

or polyglycitol (HSH) syrup. Handling of sorbitol powder above 55% relative humid-

ity results in lumping and stickiness issues

• The stability in baking is very good, there is no browning (Maillard reaction plus

caramelization)
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• In sugar-free wafer fillings frequently a combination of fructose powder, having a

higher sweetness, and the less sweet and very economic sorbitol is applied

• Sorbitol has a distinct cooling effect when dissolving in the mouth

• Sorbitol has a very low glycemic response; the GI of sorbitol is 9. It is well suited for

developing wafers and waffles low in GI and in carbohydrates. It is suitable for

diabetics as well

• Sorbitol is nonfermentable and therefore noncariogenic (tooth-friendly)

• Sorbitol is a laxative, which limits general sugar replacement in bulk. The laxative

action starts from about 15 g as a single dose or 20 to 40 g/day. If the content in lax-

ative polyols in a food is 10% or higher, a warning label is required in the EU. In

United States products with foreseeable higher consumption of sorbitol have to carry

a warning label stating that ‘excess consumption can cause a laxative effect’

• Synergistic sweetness effects with HISs such as saccharine, acesulfame K and others

were found

Isomalt (Palatinit, E 953)
Isomalt is manufactured in a two-step process via isomaltulose (palatinose) from sucrose.

The second step is the hydrogenation of isomaltulose. Isomalt is a mixture of two disac-

charide polyols. The WHO JEFCA in 1985 did not specify an ADI limit for isomalt.

Isomalt is considered GRAS in United States, and it is approved in the EU (E 953)

and many other countries worldwide.

Isomalt is a white, nonhygroscopic, crystalline powder with about 5% crystal water. It

melts at 145°C–150°C and has excellent pH and heat stability in food processing. The

relative sweetness is about 50% compared to sucrose; at low concentrations the sweetness

is just about 45%, and at high levels it is up to 60%. When it comes to taste, isomalt

compares well to sucrose in its sweetness profile. There is no cooling effect. The appli-

cation range therefore is from drinks and dairy products to chocolate, confectionery and

bakery products. From a food technologist viewpoint the following properties of isomalt

are of interest

• In bulk sugar replacement isomalt has a caloric value of 2.0 kcal/g; in the EU it is

2.4 kcal/g compared to 4.0 for sucrose. It offers some sweetness reduction if not

combined with HISs

• The solubility in water at ambient is just 24.5%, far lower than for sucrose. A specific

quality ‘isomalt GS’ with a solubility of 41.6% is available

• The stability in baking is very good, and there is no browning (Maillard reaction plus

caramelization)

• In sugar-free rolled wafer cones and flute wafers isomalt works as a 1:1 sugar replace-

ment (US 7754268 B2)

• Due to its low hygroscopicity, up to about 85% rH, isomalt offers some retardation of

moisture absorption for wafers (Tiefenbacher 2002, unpublished)
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• Isomalt has a very low glycemic response; the GI is 2. It is well suited for developing

wafers and waffles being low in GI and in carbohydrates, and it is suitable for diabetics

as well

• Isomalt is orally nonfermentable and therefore noncariogenic (tooth-friendly)

• For sugar replacement applications in chocolates and refined coatings an ‘isomalt LM’

(low moisture) quality with less than 1% moisture content is available

• Isomalt has some laxative effects, up to 50 g/day is well tolerated. Within the EU if

the polyol content of a product is 10% or higher, a warning label is required

• The sweetness synergy of isomalt is known in combination with other polyols.

Isomalt masks any bitterness of HISs

Xylitol (E 967)
Xylitol (birch sugar) naturally occurs in some fruits and vegetables. It is manufactured by

hydrogenation of xylose, accessible from hemicelluloses. The WHO JEFCA in 1983 did

not specify an ADI for xylitol. Xylitol is considered GRAS in the United States. It is

approved in the EU, with the food additive number E 967, and in many other countries.

Xylitol is a white, hygroscopic, crystalline powder. It melts at about 92°C–96°C and

has excellent pH and heat stability in food processing. The relative sweetness is 100, sim-

ilar to sucrose. In taste, xylitol compares more to dextrose in sweetness profile with a

slightly scratchy and burning side taste. Today’s main application range is in chewing

gums and sugar-free candies. A xylitol brand name is Bonadent.

From a food technologist viewpoint the following properties of xylitol are important:

• The caloric value for xylitol is 2.4 kcal/g in the EU and in the United States; it is

3.0 kcal/g for Japan

• The solubility in water at ambient is 62%. The water activity of xylitol solutions is

lower than for sucrose. Xylitol is hygroscopic, more than sucrose but less compared

to sorbitol. The contribution to viscosity is smaller than with other sugars and polyols

• The stability in baking is very good, and there is no browning (Maillard reaction plus

caramelization)

• In sugar-free rolled wafer cones and flute wafers xylitol works as a 1:1 sugar replace-

ment (US 7754268 B2)

• Xylitol has a very low glycemic response; the GI is 12. It is well suited for developing

wafers and waffles being low in GI and in carbohydrates. It is suitable for diabetics

as well

• Xylitol is nonfermentable and therefore noncariogenic (tooth-friendly)

• Some prebiotic and satiety increasing effects of xylitol are reported

• There are sweetness synergies of xylitol with sorbitol and maltitol

• Xylitol has a distinct cooling effect

• Xylitol is laxative with a tolerance in the range of 50–70 g/day. However, adaptive

effects of the body are reported. If the content in laxative polyols in a food is 10% or
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higher, a warning label is required in the EU. In the United States products with fore-

seeable higher consumption of sorbitol have to carry the warning label that excess

consumption can cause a laxative effect

Mannitol (E 421)
Mannitol naturally occurs in some fruits and vegetables and algae. It is manufactured via

fructose hydrogenation and separation from the coproduct sorbitol. The WHO JEFCA

in 1986 did not specify an ADI for mannitol. Mannitol is considered GRAS in theUnited

States and is approved in the EU, food additive number E 421, and many other countries.

Mannitol is a white, nonhygroscopic, crystalline powder. It melts at about 165°C–
169°C and has excellent pH and heat stability in food processing. The relative sweetness

is around 40–50, compared to sucrose. In taste, mannitol compares more to dextrose in

sweetness profile. Today’s main application range is in chewing gums and sugar-free

candies. From a food technologist viewpoint the following properties of mannitol are

important:

• The caloric value for mannitol is 2.4 kcal/g for the EU, 1.6 cal/g in the United States,

and 2.0 kcal/g for Japan

• The solubility in water is low, just 20% at ambient. Due to the low solubility there is

no cooling effect in the mouth

• The stability in baking is very good, and there is no browning (Maillard reaction plus

caramelization)

• Mannitol is nonfermentable and therefore noncariogenic (tooth-friendly)

• Mannitol has zero glycemic response and is well suited for developing wafers and

waffles being low in GI and in carbohydrates; it is suitable for diabetics as well

• However, mannitol is highly laxative with a tolerance in the range of just

10–20 g/day. If the content in laxative polyols in a food is 10% or higher, a warning

label is required in the EU. In the United States products with foreseeable higher

consumption of sorbitol have to carry the warning label that excess consumption

can cause a laxative effect

Lactitol (E 966)
Lactitol industrially is easily accessible by hydrogenation from lactose. TheWHO JEFCA

in 1983 did not specify an ADI limit for lactitol. It is considered GRAS in the United

States and is approved in the EU, food additive number E 966, and many other countries.

Lactitol is a white, nonhygroscopic, crystalline powder and is available either as

monohydrate or in anhydrous form. But there is a dihydrate form existing as well.

It has excellent pH and heat stability in food processing. The relative sweetness is

30–40. When it comes to taste, lactitol compares well to sucrose in sweetness character.

The application range therefore is from drinks and dairy products to confectionery and
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bakery products. Lactitol in Europe has the food additive number E 966. From a tech-

nological viewpoint the following properties of lactitol are of interest:

• The caloric value for lactitol is 2.0 kcal/g in the United States and Japan, and it is

2.4 kcal/g in the EU

• The solubility of lactitol in water is high—58% for the monohydrate at ambient

• Anhydrous lactitol has a low cooling effect when dissolving in the mouth, similar to

sucrose, while the mono- and dehydrates are medium in cooling

• The stability in baking is very good. There is no browning (Maillard reaction plus

caramelization). The low hygroscopicity increases the crispness and reduces the

softness of bakery products

• The glycemic response of lactitol, the GI is 6, is very low. Lactitol is well suited for

developing wafers and waffles being low in GI and in carbohydrates, and it is suitable

for diabetics. It has some prebiotic properties

• Lactitol is nonfermentable and therefore noncariogenic (tooth-friendly)

• For sugar replacement applications in chocolate enrobings, anhydrous lactitol is well

suited due to its good conching properties and the low cooling effect, but some

sweetness compensation by HISs is required

• Lactitol is a good laxative from about 20 g as a single dose or 20 to 50 g/day and has

some limitations in general bulk sugar replacement. In the United States products

with foreseeable higher consumption have to carry a warning label that excess con-

sumption can cause a laxative effect. Within the EU if the polyol content of a product

is 10% or higher, a similar warning label is required.

Maltitol and Maltitol Syrups (E 965)
Crystalline Maltitol Maltitol industrially is easily accessible by hydrogenation from

maltose. The WHO JEFCA in 1993 did not specify an ADI limit for maltitol. Maltitol is

considered GRAS in United States, in the EU—with food additive number E 965—and

in many other countries worldwide.

Maltitol is a white, nonhygroscopic, crystalline powder with a maltitol content of

98% or more. It melts at about 148°C (298°F) and has excellent pH and heat stability

in food processing. The relative sweetness is from 80% to 90% of that of sucrose. Maltitol

compares well to sucrose in its sweetness profile. The application range therefore is from

drinks and dairy products to confectionery and bakery products. From a food technol-

ogist viewpoint the following properties of crystalline maltitol are of interest:

• In bulk sugar replacement isomalt has a caloric value of 2.1 kcal/g (United States); in

the EU it is 2.4 kcal/g, and for Japan it is 2.0 kcal/g, compared to 4.0 for sucrose.

It offers some sweetness reduction if not combined with HISs

• The solubility in water at ambient is 58%, not much lower than for sucrose

• The stability in baking is very good, and there is no browning (Maillard reaction plus

caramelization)
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• Maltitol has a low glycemic response, the GI is 36 compared to 68 for sucrose. It is

suited for developing wafers and waffles being low in GI and in carbohydrates, and it

is suitable for diabetics as well

• Maltitol is orally nonfermentable and therefore noncariogenic (tooth-friendly)

• For sugar replacement applications in creams and enrobings, maltitol offers a good

sweetness as a sole substitute and a low moisture content

• However, maltitol has some limitations in general bulk sugar replacement because

there is some laxative action from about 20 g as a single dose or 30 to 50 g per

day. In the United States products with foreseeable higher consumption have to carry

a warning label that excess consumption can cause a laxative effect. Within the

EU if the polyol content of a product is 10 or higher, a similar warning label is

required

Maltitol Syrups (Lycasin, Maltilite) Maltitol syrups industrially are easily accessible

by hydrogenation from high-maltose glucose syrups. The maltitol content has to be

higher than 50%, based on dry matter. Further components are sorbitol and higher

hydrogenated oligosaccharides. Maltitol syrups in Europe carry the same food additive

number E 965 as the crystalline maltitol. The technological properties are quite similar

to crystalline maltitol with just a few shifts:

• The relative sweetness is at 60%–80%, compared to sucrose

• The caloric value for maltitol syrup is 3.0 kcal/g (United States), 2.4 kcal/g in the EU

and 2.3–3.4 kcal/g for Japan

• Depending on the content of higher hydrogenated oligosaccharides the suitability for

diabetics may be reduced. The GI proportionally increases from 36 for crystalline

maltitol up to about 53

• The hygroscopic properties are higher than that for crystalline maltitol

• Small additions of maltitol syrup will reduce in other polyol syrups, such as sorbitol or

xylitol, the tendency to crystallize

Polyglycitol Syrup (E 964, HSH) HSH is easily accessible by hydrogenation from

glucose syrups. The name polyglycitol or HSH is used if there is no dominant polyol such

as maltitol or sorbitol in the mixture. HSH contains some sorbitol (from glucose), maltitol

(from maltose), maltotritol (from maltotriose) and so on. The WHO JEFCA in 1998 did

not specify an ADI limit for HSH syrups due to its similarity to maltitol syrups. HSH is

considered GRAS in the United States, and in the EU it has been recognized by the food

additive number E 964 since 2012.

The sweetness of polyglycitol syrups is 20–50, compared to 100 for sucrose; this is

higher than it is for the originating glucose syrup due to the maltitol content. From a

food technologist viewpoint the following properties of HSH syrups are of interest:

• The caloric value for HSH syrup is 3.0 kcal/g for the United States, 2.4 kcal/g for the

EU, and 2.3–3.4 kcal/g for Japan
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• The solubility in water is high, and the dry matter of the viscous syrups is 70% or

more; there are also some humectant properties

• The stability in baking is very good, and there is no browning (Maillard reaction plus

caramelization)

• HSH is not fermentable; therefore it is low cariogenic and increasingly applied in

sugar-free products

• The glycemic index for HSH is 39, which is low compared to 68 for sucrose

• Small additions of HSH syrups reduce the crystallization tendency in other polyols

syrups such as sorbitol or xylitol syrups

Glycerol (Glycerin, E 422) Glycerol is a 10% byproduct in the transesterification of

vegetable oils (‘biodiesel’). TheWHOJEFCA in 1976 did not specify anADI for glycerol.

Glycerol is considered GRAS in the United States, and it is approved in the EU and in

many other countries. Glycerol is a colourless, odourless, viscous liquid polyol, freelymis-

cible with water. It melts at 18°C, and the boiling point is 290°C. It has excellent pH and

heat stability in food processing. The relative sweetness is 55–70. However, the sweetness

profile is not very favourable because it has a strong burning character and a short duration

of the sweetness impact. The application range is in confectionery and bakery products.

From a food technologist viewpoint the following properties of glycerol are of

interest:

• The caloric value of 4.3 kcal/g is slightly higher than for sucrose

• Glycerol is an excellent humectant and plasticizer in waffles and other baked foods.

Glycerol imparts a low water activity for milk caramel (toffee) and fruit fillings; it is

suitable even for crisp wafers. In icings and candies glycerol is applied for preventing

hardening and crystallization

• It is important to define the moisture content. 99% glycerol is clearly preferable over

higher moisture qualities

• The reactive stability in baking is very good. There is no browning (Maillard reaction

plus caramelization), but steam distillation will occur

• Theglycemic responseof glycerin, theGI is 5, is very low. It iswell suited for developing

wafers and waffles being low in GI and in carbohydrates, and it is suitable for diabetics

• Glycerol is nonfermentable and therefore noncariogenic (tooth-friendly)

• It is used as a solvent for flavours, colours and other additives

• Glycerol, contrary to other sugar alcohols, has a high digestive tolerance and is not

laxative. No polyol laxative warning labels are required.

• The sweetness character of glycerol is slightly sharp and less pleasant

3.1.7.3 Nonpolyol Bulk Replacers of Sucrose
The still increasing commercial importance of ‘sugar free’ sparked considerable interest in

bulk replacers for sugar. We find sugar substitutes in the group of oligo- and
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polysaccharides, which provide many of the important technological properties wanted,

such as the following:

1. They are water soluble during eating

2. There is no excessive buildup of viscosity, which would result in sticky impressions

3. An additional feature in a time of frequent overconsumption in calories is a lower or

zero energy content due to limited digestion or differences in excretion, possibly with

some prebiotic properties

4. They provide volume and texture similar to sucrose

Most of the classical polysaccharide fibres such as celluloses, hemicelluloses, pectins and

gums cannot fulfil these conditions sufficiently. But more groups of materials being of

high interest in sucrose substitution have been discussed extensively in Chapter 2,

Section 2.4.5 of this book:

Resistant starches (RS)—cf. Table 2.51

Resistant maltodextrins such as ‘Nutriose’, ‘Fibersol’ or ‘Promitor’

Alpha-Cyclodextrin

Inulins

Fructose-Oligosaccharides (FOS, Oligofructose)

Polydextrose (Litesse, Sta-Lite, Trimcal, E 1200)

3.1.8 High-Intensity Sweeteners
3.1.8.1 Introduction
High-intensity or nonnutritive sweeteners, many of them of artificial origin, are applied

for different reasons:

• To substitute sugar calories for weight loss reasons without missing sweet foods. Due

to the sweetness potency of HISs the caloric contribution, if any—such as in protein-

or glycoside-based HISs—is negligible. Nonnutritive sweeteners contribute less than

2% of the calories of sugar for equal sweetness

• To reduce the consumption of high-glycemic food such as with followers of ‘low-

carb’ nutrition schemes or diabetics

• In dental care, the erosion of enamel by acids converted by adhering bacteria from

sugars is reduced

• Combinations of sweeteners including HIS at certain sweetness levels offer synergistic

sweetness increases or they are applied to mask some off-taste of single HISs

• HIS offer a cost reduction for equal sweetness and are regulated as food additives

From different consumer groups some HISs are questioned with respect to safety despite

the thorough admission procedures of the food authorities. Application of those in new

product development therefore should be considered carefully.

In The EU acesulfame K, aspartame, salt of aspartame–acesulfame, cyclamates, sac-

charin, sucralose, thaumatin, neohesperidine DC, steviol glycosides, neotame and

advantame are the currently permitted HISs.
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In the United States the HISs saccharin, aspartame, acesulfame potassium (Ace-K),

sucralose, neotame and advantame are FDA-approved food additives; for steviol glyco-

sides and Luo han guo (monk fruit) GRAS notices exist. Cyclamates are not permitted

anymore in the United States.

3.1.8.2 Acesulfame K (E 950, Sunett, Sweet One, Sweet and Safe)
Acesulfame K, the potassium salt of acesulfame, is prepared by chemical synthesis and is

one of the newer ‘universal’ HISs. The WHO JEFCA in 1991 set an ADI for acesulfame

K of 0–15 mg/kg BW/day. It is approved in many countries worldwide for a wide range

of applications. In the EU for acesulfame K the maximum permitted dosage is 2000 mg/

kg in cornets and wafers, for ice creamwith no added sugar, and in sweetenedwafer paper

(‘essoblaten’). The maximum dosage per day is1000 mg/kg in ‘fine bakery products’ for

specific nutritional uses. In other areas of the world such as the Americas and Asia fewer

or no such specific limitations are in place. However, please check your actual local food

regulation.

Acesulfame K is a white, nonhygroscopic, crystalline powder with a high solubility in

water (220 g/L at 25°C). There is also quite some solubility in sugar syrups, polyol syrups,

and in ethanol/water mixtures. It melts at temperatures over 200°C (decomposition) and

has excellent pH and heat stability in food processing. The application range therefore is

from drinks and dairy products to confectionery and bakery products. From a food

technologist viewpoint the following properties of acesulfame K are important:

• The typical acesulfame K application range in bakery products is around 0.1%

(1000 mg/kg). The relative sweetness in such foods is around 130 times sweeter than

sucrose

• The stability in baking is very good. It shows no browning reactions, which is impor-

tant for perfectly white sweet wafer paper (oblaten)

• In sugar replacement it offers sweetness in combination with less sweet sugar bulk

replacers, as most of the polyols are. In the sweetness profile, the acesulfame

K sweetness occurs faster than the late polyol sweetness, which combines favourably.

Acesulfame K sweetness has a similar duration as sucrose, but there is a slightly bitter

aftertaste

• Significant synergistic sweetness and taste profile effects with aspartame, cyclamate

and sucralose are found; but it is little to none for sucrose or saccharine

3.1.8.3 Aspartame (E 951, Nutrasweet, Equal) and Alitame
Aspartame is the methyl ester of the dipeptide of the natural amino acids L-aspartic acid

and L-phenylalanine. The WHO JEFCA in 1981 set an ADI for aspartame of

0–40 mg/kg BW/day. FDA has set an ADI of 0–50 mg/kg BW/day.

It is approved in many countries worldwide for a wide range of applications. In the

EU for aspartame there is a maximum usable dose of 1000 mg/kg in essoblaten, and the
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maximum is1700 mg/kg in ‘fine bakery products’ for specific nutritional uses. In other

areas of the world such as the Americas and Asia, fewer or no such specific limitations are

in place. However, please check your actual local food regulation. There is an obligatory

statement to protect those with PKU: ‘Contains a source of phenylalanine’.

Aspartame is a white, hygroscopic, crystalline powder with solubility in water of�1%

at 25°C. It decomposes before melting. The stability is best around pH 4.3; at nonacidic

conditions it is poor. The application range therefore is mainly in drinks, dairy products

and confectionery. From a food technologist viewpoint the following properties of

aspartame are important:

• The stability in baking is just fair. Like many other peptides, aspartame hydrolyses into

its constituent amino acids under conditions of elevated temperature or higher pH

value and undergoes Maillard reactions. Aspartame therefore is undesirable as a

baking sweetener

• In sugar replacement for nonheat applications such as creams, it offers sweetness in

combination with less sweet sugar bulk replacers as most of the polyols are. The

relative sweetness in such foods is around 130 times sweeter than sucrose

• In the sweetness profile aspartame’s core sweetness is similar to sucrose, but there is a

longer lasting, lingering sweet aftertaste. To some people aspartame creates an odd

taste note, and many describe it as a watery aftertaste

• There are significant synergistic sweetness and taste profile effects with acesulfame K,

saccharine, cyclamate, steviosides, sucrose (acid pH), glucose, fructose and polyols but

not for sucralose

• While aspartame, like other peptides, has a caloric value of 4 kcal (17 kJ) per gram, the

about 0.1% of aspartame required for a sweet taste is so small that its caloric

contribution into the final product is negligible

The artificial sweetener aspartame has been the subject of public controversy regarding its

safety and the circumstances around its approval. The European Commission in 2002

issued an ‘update on the safety of aspartame’: http://ec.europa.eu/food/fs/sc/scf/

out155_en.pdf. It was reconfirmed by the European food safety agency EFSA in

2013: www.efsa.europa.eu/en/efsajournal/pub/3504.

Alitame
Alitame is a further development after the introduction of aspartame. TheWHO JEFCA

in 1996 set an ADI for alitame of 0–1 mg/kg BW/day. Products made with alitame

require a special labelling for PKU.

Alitame is a white to off-white powder, and the solubility in water is over 10%.

Alitame has a sweet taste like sugar, with a bitter side-taste. The relative sweetness is about

2000. It is not sufficiently stable for most cooking and baking applications. There is no

approval in the United States, Canada, the EU and Japan.
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3.1.8.4 Aspartame–Acesulfame K Salt (E 962, Twinsweet)
The salt is prepared by heating a 2:1 mixture of aspartame and acesulfame K in solution at

acidic pH. The salt is a white, crystalline, nonhygroscopic powder of higher stability than

aspartame alone. It decomposes before melting, has a solubility in water of 2.75% at ambi-

ent, and is soluble in ethanol. The application range therefore is from drinks and dairy

products to confectionery and bakery products.

TheWHO JEFCA set an ADI for aspartame of 0–40 mg/kg BW/day in 1981 and an

ADI for acesulfame K of 0–15 mg/kg BW/day in 1990, which covers both of the parts of

the salt. In the European Union for the salt E 962 there is a maximum usable dose of

1000 mg/kg in ‘essoblaten’ and in ‘fine bakery products’ for specific nutritional uses.

In other areas of the world such as the Americas and Asia there are fewer to no specific

limitations in place. However, please check your actual local food regulation. There is an

obligatory statement for people with PKU: contains a source of phenylalanine

From a food technologist viewpoint the following properties of aspartame–
acesulfame salt are of interest:

• In sugar replacement it offers sweetness in combination with less sweet sugar bulk

replacers as most of the polyols. The relative sweetness at higher sweetness levels is

around 200 times sweeter than sucrose

• The stability in baking is fair to good. The aspartame part is the less stable one with

some potential for Maillard browning reactions. Therefore we consider it not as a

primary candidate for sucrose replacement in bakery products

• In the sweetness profile that blend of aspartame with acesulfame tastes more similar to

sugar than the single components. Due to sweetness synergies, the salt is about 50%

sweeter than the single components

3.1.8.5 Sucralose (E 955, Splenda, SucraPlus)
Sucralose is prepared by chemical derivatization of sucrose. The WHO JEFCA in 1990

set an ADI for sucralose of 0–15 mg/kg BW/day. Since then it has been approved in

many countries worldwide for a wide range of applications. In the EU for sucralose there

is a maximum usable dose of 800 mg/kg in cornets and wafers for ice cream with no

added sugar and for essoblaten. The limit is 700 mg/kg in ‘fine bakery products’. In other

areas of the world such as the Americas and Asia few to no specific limitations are in place.

However, please check your actual local food regulation.

Sucralose is a white, nonhygroscopic, crystalline powder with a solubility of 282 g/l at

20°C in water. It is insoluble in oils. The melting point is 125°C, and the stability regard-
ing pH and heat in food processing is good. The application range therefore is from drinks

and dairy products to confectionery and bakery products. From a food technologist

viewpoint the following properties of sucralose are important:

• Sucralose offers sweetness in combination with less sweet sugar bulk replacers as most

of the polyols. The typical sucralose application range in bakery products is just
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0.01%–0.035% (100–350 mg/kg). The relative sweetness in such foods is around 400

times sweeter than sucrose

• The stability in baking is good. Be aware of any undissolved sucralose such as in

doughs in order to avoid darker spots of Maillard reaction products

• In the sweetness profile sucralose compares well with sucrose with the exception of a

somewhat longer duration of the sweetness impact. There is no bitter or metallic

aftertaste

• Some synergistic sweetness effects with fructose (Table 3.28), acesulfame K,

saccharine and cyclamate were found, but not with sucrose or aspartame

3.1.8.6 Saccharine and Its Sodium, Potassium and Calcium Salts (E 954)
Saccharine is prepared by chemical synthesis and is the oldest of the universal HISs. The

WHO JEFCA in 1993 set an ADI for saccharine of 0–5 mg/kg BW/day. It is approved in

many countries worldwide for a wide range of applications. In the EU for saccharine

there is a maximum usable dose of 800 mg/kg in cornets and wafers with no added sugar

for ice cream, as well as in essoblaten; and the maximum is 170 mg/kg in ‘fine bakery

products’. In other areas of the world such as the Americas and Asia, less or no such spe-

cific limitations are in place. However, please check your actual local food regulation.

Saccharine and its salts are white, crystalline powders. The solubility in water at

ambient is as follows:

The stability of saccharine in the neutral range of pH and the heat stability in food

processing are good. The application range therefore is from drinks and dairy products

Table 3.28 Sweetness Synergy of Fructose and Sucralose (Splenda)

Sweetness in % From Fructose/Sucralose

Fructose Sucralose

g/100 g % relative mg/100 g

100/0 8.54 100 0

75/25 5.49 64 4.64

67/33 4.82 56 6.02

50/50 3.27 38 8.30

33/67 2.35 28 12.10

25/75 1.74 20 13.25

Data from Nelson, A.L., 2000. Sweeteners: Alternative. In: Eagan Press Handbook Series. Eagan Press, 100 pp, ISBN
9781891127113.

Type of Saccharine g/100 g Solution

Saccharine, acid form 0.2

Saccharine, sodium salt 100

Saccharine, calcium salt 37
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to confectionery and bakery products. From a food technologists viewpoint the follow-

ing properties of saccharine are important:

• The maximum sweetness level achievable by saccharine is equivalent to 10% sucrose

sweetness. The relative sweetness at higher sweetness levels is up to 300 times sweeter

than sucrose

• The stability in baking is good. But the main applications are in beverages and table-

top sweeteners. We consider it not as a primary candidate for sucrose replacement in

bakery products

• In the sweetness profile there is a well-known bitter and metallic side taste of

saccharine. Therefore usually it is used solely in blends with polyols and nonnutritive

sweeteners, preferably with cyclamate and/or aspartame

• Some synergistic sweetness with polyols and other HISs is observed, but not with

sugars. But such positive synergistic effects are found just at lower total sweetness

levels, up to around 5% sucrose equivalent

3.1.8.7 Cyclamate (E 952)
Cyclamate is the common name for the synthetically prepared sodium or calcium salts of

cyclohexlsulfamic acid. It has a comparatively low relative sweetness of �30, has been

used for over 50 years, and most frequently is applied in a 10:1 combination with sac-

charine for synergistic and flavour masking reasons. The WHO JEFCA in 1982 set an

ADI for cyclamate of 0–11 mg/kg BW/day, expressed as cyclohexlsulfamic acid. It is

approved in many countries worldwide for a wide range of applications. In the EU

for cyclamate, EC No. E 952, there is a maximum usable dose of 1600 mg/kg in ‘fine

bakery products’ for special nutritional uses. In other areas of the world such as the Ame-

ricas and Asia less or no such specific limitations are in place—please check your actual

local regulation.

The cyclamate salts are white, crystalline powders with the following water solubility

at ambient:

Cyclamate salts have a perfectly neutral pH and some heat stability in food processing.

The main application is in combination with saccharine for drinks and tabletop sweet-

eners. From a food technological viewpoint the following properties of cyclamate are

important:

Cyclamate Form Gram/litre

Cyclamic acid 133

Cyclamate, sodium salt 200

Cyclamate, calcium salt 250
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• Cyclamate has positive synergistic sweetness effects with most other HISs, polyols and

sugars with a maximum effect at lower total sweetness levels (around 5% sucrose

equivalent). The strongest synergy is with acesulfame and stevioside

• The relative sweetness is up to 30 times sweeter than sucrose. Therefore it is applied

solely in combination. Main applications are in beverages and tabletop sweeteners.

It is not a primary candidate for sucrose replacement in bakery products

• In the sweetness profile there are some bitter and salty side tastes of cyclamate, which

are masked quite well in the usual blends with saccharine, acesulfame K or aspartame

3.1.8.8 Steviol Glycosides (E 960, Stevia, Rebiana, Truvia, PureVia)
The product is obtained by water extraction and concentration from the leaves of Stevia

rebaudiana Bertoni. The active substance is a mixture of several steviol glycosides with

the main glycosides stevioside and rebaudioside A. TheWHO JEFCA in 2008 set an ADI

of 0–4 mg/kg BW/day, expressed as steviol. In the EU steviol glycosides have been

approved since 2011 for limited applications. There is a maximum usable dose of

330 mg/kg in essoblaten. In Japan and other Asian countries as well as in some South

American countries it has been permitted for a longer time. Typical uses are Asian food-

stuffs such as sauces and pickles, refreshing drinks, tabletop sweeteners and sweets. In the

United States rebaudioside A-based natural sweeteners obtained a GRAS approval

in 2008.

Stevia is a white to light powder, having no less than 95% of the total of seven named

steviol glycosides. The powder is freely soluble in water and insoluble in oils. The stability

regarding pH and heat in food processing is good. The application range therefore is from

drinks, dairy products and tabletop sweeteners to confectionery and bakery products.

From a food technologist viewpoint the following properties of stevia are important:

• The relative sweetness of stevia is around 200 times sweeter than sucrose

• The stability in baking is good

• In the sweetness profile there are some licorice-type bitter and flavour-modifying side

tastes and a longer duration of the sweetness impact

3.1.8.9 Neohesperidine Dihydrochalcon (NHDC, Hesperetine, E 959)
The product is obtained by chemical synthesis or modification of citrus flavanones. The

water solubility at ambient is 0.45 g/l. NHDC is a white powder. The taste characteristics

are a slow onset of sweetness; sweet lingering aftertaste; and slightly bitter, cooling and

licorice notes. It has flavour-modifying/enhancing effects.

The EU SCF in 1988 set an ADI of 0–5 mg/kg BW/day. In the EU it has been

approved as a sweetener since 1994, and for the United States at present there is no

approval or GRAS listing. However, it is approved in Australia and New Zealand. In

the EU for NHDC there is a maximum usable dose of 50 mg/kg in cornets and wafers
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and for ice creamwith no added sugar. There is a maximum of 150 mg/kg in ‘fine bakery

products’ for special nutritional uses.

• The typical application range is around 10–20 mg/kg as a sweetener, and a few ppm

as a flavour modifier to improve the mouthfeel and creaminess. The relative sweetness

is around 350–500 times sweeter than sucrose

• It does not promote tooth decay and is suitable for diabetics

• Significant synergistic sweetness and taste profile effects with acesulfame K,

aspartame, saccharin, cyclamate, sucralose and polyols are found

3.1.8.10 Thaumatin (E 957, Talin)
Thaumatin is a mixture of intensely sweet proteins (thaumatin I and II), extracted with

water from the arils of the fruit of Thaumatococcus daniellii together with minor amounts of

plant constituents. It is an odourless, cream-coloured powder and functions primarily as a

flavour enhancer and as a HIS. The taste characteristics are the slow onset of sweetness

and a sweet aftertaste. It is soluble in water.

Thaumatin is nontoxic and makes an insignificant contribution to the normal protein

intake. Therefore the WHO JEFCA in 1985 specified it to have no ADI. Thaumatin is

about 2000 times sweeter than sucrose. Thaumatin is an approved sweetener in the EU

for limited uses; currently there is no EU approval for bakery applications. It has a GRAS

listing in the United States.

3.1.8.11 Neotame (E 961, Newtame)
Neotame is a derivate of aspartame. The WHO JEFCA in 2004 set an ADI for neotame

of 0–2 mg/kg BW/day. FDA-approved neotame in 2002, and the EU approved it in

2010. Products made with neotame require no special warning label for PKU. Neotame

is a white to off-white powder, and the solubility in water at ambient is 13 g/l; in ethanol

it is easily soluble. Neotame has a sweet taste like sugar, with some licorice aftertaste.

• The relative sweetness is up to 8000, compared to sucrose

• Neotame enhances or extends the sweetening and flavouring properties of some

flavours, especially mint

• Neotame due to its stability may be used in both cooking and baking applications

3.1.8.12 Advantame (E 969)
Advantame is an N-substituted derivative of the sweetener aspartame, a phenylalanine

derivate. The WHO JEFCA in 2013 set an ADI for advantame of 0–5 mg/kg BW/

day. In 2014 the US FDA rated advantame to be safe as a general-purpose sweetener

and flavour enhancer in food. In the EU it has been an approved sweetener since 2014.

Advantame is a free flowing, water soluble, white to yellowish crystalline powder that

is stable even at higher temperatures, and it can be used as a tabletop sweetener as well as

in cooking applications.
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• It is about 6500 times sweetener than sucrose and 50 times sweetener than aspartame

• The taste is similar to aspartame but with a slightly enlarged duration. It enhances

flavours such as dairy, fruit, citrus or mint

3.1.8.13 Pscicose (Allulose)
D-psicose, a rare sugar in nature, is manufactured from fructose by enzymatic

epimerization and was first introduced in Japan. There are recent GRAS notifications

from the FDA. Currently (2016) there is no approval in the European Union

(Astraea™ Allulose, 2015).

Allulose is a white, free-flowing crystalline powder, and the melting point is 109°C.
It is available as 70% syrup as well. Many technological properties are close to fructose.

The commercialization of allulose is just in the beginning. There is not yet wide expe-

rience in the industrial application of allulose. From a food technologist viewpoint the

following properties are of interest:

• The relative sweetness, compared to sucrose is 70. The taste is clean-sweet

• Allose, due to its high hygroscopicity, is an efficient humectant. However there is no

general application at present and data for waffles does not yet exist

• The browning intensity (Maillard reaction plus caramelization) in baking is high

• The glycemic index is supposed to be very low or zero

• The caloric value of allose is 0.2 kcal/g. It is not metabolized and is excreted, similar

to erythritol

3.1.8.14 Luo Han Guo (Monk Fruit, Mogrosides, PureLo, Fruit Sweetness)
Mogrosides are triterpene glycosides extracted from the sweet fruit Siraitia grosvenori

(monk fruit, a pumpkin type), which is a traditional sweetener in Southeast Asia.

Mogroside V is the main glucoside. The fruits and extracts are foods in China and Japan.

In the United States there is a GRAS listing. No sweetener approval in the European

Union exists as of 2016.

• A concentrated mogroside extract, a creamy white water-soluble powder, is about

150 times sweeter than sugar with some licorice and cooling aftertaste

3.2 TECHNOLOGY OF OILS AND FATS FOR WAFERS AND WAFFLES

3.2.1 Introduction
3.2.1.1 Oils and Fats in Wafer and Waffle Manufacturing
The technology of oil and fat ingredients, their right handling, and potential technolog-

ical and nutritional issues require extensive discussion. Oils and fats are ingredients of high

importance in manufacturing wafers, waffles, as well as in adjuncts such as fillings and

enrobings in order to obtain products of good shelf life and eating quality, even if they

are not always a main component. Wafer sheets and wafer cones contain only small
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quantities of oils and fats, a few percent for providing a good mould release. Here their

quality and quantity determine both the ease of production and the storage stability of the

final wafer products. To the contrary, filling creams as well as enrobings typically will be

in the range of 30%–38% in terms of fat content. In wafer-filling creams fats provide the

adhesion to the wafers, act as a flavour carrier, and finally result in a smooth, creamy

eating texture.

To understand the reasons for any issues, we will start with theoretical information on

the structure, the composition, and the reactivity of oils and fats. The first section high-

lights the chemistry and physics of fat and oils with a specific emphasis on properties of

importance for wafers and waffles. In the second part the technological functions of oils

and fats in wafers, waffles, fillings and enrobings are discussed in detail.

Oils are fluid at ambient temperature while fats are solid. Table 3.29 concentrates on

the most important sources of oils/fats for our subject. In the table the recommended oils

and fats for wafer baking are in italic letters. Most critical here are the polyunsaturated

fatty acids C18:3 and C18:2. The data of Table 3.29 reflect average values of traditional

oil/fat compositions. However, today oils from genetically modified plant sources are

available such as high oleic varieties of soybean oil or sunflower seed oil. Their lower

degree of polyunsaturation increases the thermal and oxidative stability.

Table 3.29 Native Oils and Fats—The Content in Important Fatty Acids

Source—Fatty Acids <C12:0
C12:0
+14:0

C16:0
+18:0 C18:1 C18:2 C18:3

Iodine
value

Coconut oil (lauric) 14.5 65 11 7 1.5 6–11
Babassu oil (lauric) 11.5 61 11 14 2.5 13–17
Palm kernel oil (lauric) 8 62 10 16 2.5 14–21
Butter fat (nonvegetable) 9 14 39 29 3 0.5 25–42
Cocoa butter 62 33 3 34–40
Lard (nonvegetable) 1.5 40 44 9.5 0.5 48–65
Palm fat 1.3 48 40 10 0.2 50–55
Palm olein 1.3 44 43 11 0.2 56–60
Olive oil 15.5 71 11 0.5 75–94
Peanut oil 12.4 43 36 0.3 86–107
Sesame oil 13 43 43 104–120
Cottonseed oil 0.7 25 17.5 55 0.3 100–115
Maize oil (corn) 13 29 56 1 107–135
Canola oil (Low erucic rapeseed) 5.5 60 20 11 105–126
Sunflower oil 9.5 25 64 0.3 118–141
Safflower oil 6.5 15 77 135–148
Soybean oil 14 23 54 7.5 124–139

Most recommended oils and fats for wafer baking are in italic letters.

Data from Bockisch, M., 1998. Fats and Oils Handbook. AOCS Press, Published by Elsevier, 848 pp, ISBN
9780981893600; ISEO 2016 and other sources, modified.
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For waffles the fat content is an important part in waffle release, texture and taste. In

chocolate enrobings, the fat quality is essential for a rapid and good hardening as well as a

stable, glossy and nonchanging surface look.

3.2.2 Structure and Origin of Edible Oils and Fats
3.2.2.1 Fatty Acids and Triglycerides: Structure, Stability and Melting Range
Chemically speaking, fats are mixtures of triglyceride molecules where each molecule is

composed from glycerol and three fatty acids. The most abundant and important fatty

acids in natural oils and fats are listed in Table 3.30, together with their chain length

and their number of unsaturated bonds. These properties govern the melting behaviour

and the stability of the corresponding triglycerides, both in baking and product storage.

Saturated fatty acids, without any double bonds of higher reactivity, are found primarily

in coconut oils, palm kernel oils, palm fat and animal fats such as from butter, pork or

beef. Monounsaturated fatty acids with one double bond are abundant in canola oil, high

oleic sunflower oil and olive oil.

Trans fatty acids are monounsaturated too but with a different configuration, formed

during the process of ‘partial hydrogenation’ of polyunsaturated oils. Find more about

trans fats in Section 3.2.7.1. Hydrogenation turns liquid oil into a semisolid form, such

as in shortening or margarine, and improves the shelf life and processability.

Polyunsaturated fatty acids with two or more double bonds are most common in

sunflower, corn, soybean and fish oils. The more double bonds there are in a fatty acid,

the more that both the thermal instability and the tendency for oxidation (rancidity)

increase.

Natural fats are mixtures of triglycerides, which have either one, two or three differ-

ent fatty acids. Their melting temperature is governed by their content of main fatty acids.

It decreases with both a shorter chain length and a higher number of double bonds of its

fatty acids. Table 3.31 provides the melting points of uniform triglycerides in their stable

Table 3.30 Main Fatty Acids in Edible Oils and Fats

Fatty Acid
Chain Length: Double
Bonds Main Sources

Lauric acid C12:0 Coconut, Palm kernel, Babassu

Palmitic acid C16:0 Palm, Lard, Butter, Cocoa butter, Beef tallow,

Cottonseed

Stearic acid C18:0 Cocoa butter, Beef tallow, Lard, Butter

Oleic acid C18:1 Olive, Canola, Peanut; Sesame

Linoleic acid C18:2 Safflower, Sunflower, Corn, Cottonseed, Soy

Linolenic acid C18:3 Linseed, Canola, Soybean
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crystal form to demonstrate the range. In cases of big structural variability, additional

softening effects apply.

Lauric Fats
The common term ‘lauric’ fats comes from the fact that coconut and palm kernel fats

from various species of the oil palm are high in the shorter chain lauric acid C12. Lauric

fats typically contain 40%–50% lauric acid in combination with smaller amounts of

myristic acid C14, compared to the nonlauric C18 oils and fats. Characteristic for lauric

fats is the high solid fat index at lower temperatures, which means they are hard, quickly

solidifying fats exhibiting a cool melting sensation.

Origin and Manufacturing of Edible Oils and Fats
On a worldwide basis the 2006 production data of the most important edible oils and fats

(Belitz et al., 2009) were the following:

Vegetable fats (over 70% of world production) in million tonnes, rounded

Palm oil: 37; soybean: 35; canola: 18; sunflower: 11; cottonseed: 5; peanut: 4;

palm kernel: 4; coconut: 3

Animal fats

Beef tallow, edible>Butter fat> Lard>Marine oils

From the raw materials in several steps—pressing, extraction or dripping—followed by

bleaching and deodorizing (refining), edible oils and fats that are neutral in odour and

taste are obtained. Physical methods such as fractionation into solid or liquid parts

may be applied as well.

3.2.2.2 Methods of Fat Technology
There are a lot of possibilities modern fat technology is offering to obtain fat properties for

specific applications.

Partial Hydrogenation/Hardening of Oils
Partial hydrogenation of oils (PHO) is a chemical modification by adding hydrogen with

the help of catalysts to (poly)unsaturated fatty acids of the triglycerides. The process of

Table 3.31 Melting Points of Triglycerides
Fatty Acid Triglyceride Melting Point (°C)

Stearic acid (C18:0) triglyceride +73.5

Lauric acid (C12:0) triglyceride +46.5

Oleic acid (C18:1) triglyceride +5

Linolenic acid (C18:3) triglyceride �18
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hydrogenation is performed under high temperature and pressure in the presence of a

metal catalyst, such as nickel. It transforms oils to more stable and less fluid fats (short-

enings), suitable for cream preparation. The oxidative stability increases alongside the

modification of its physical and functional properties. Hydrogenation results in higher

melting points, higher solid fat contents, and a longer shelf life. PHO is used less today

because of the inevitable formation of trans-fatty acids (TFA) in the process. See

Section 3.2.7.1 for a detailed discussion on trans fats.

Fractionation
This is a controlled crystallization and separation technique involving the use of approved

solvents, detergents, or simply cold dry pressing or filtration to separate hard and soft frac-

tions of an oil–fat mixture after holding it at a specific temperature. This occurs so that it is

partially liquid and partially solid. The solid fraction may be used as a trans fat-free alter-

native to a PHO or in the production of ‘winterized’ oils, high-stability frying oils and

cocoa butter alternative (CBA) fats.

Interesterification
By chemical exchange reactions with the aid of a catalyst, the fatty acids in the triglyc-

erides with respect to the 1, 2 and 3 positions of the glycerol molecule can be rearranged

randomly. By suchmodifications, oils are processed into stable fats with optionally adjust-

able properties such as soft/hardness, plasticity, melting behaviour or oxidative stability.

Interesterification of, for example, a fully hydrogenated fat with a native, more unsat-

urated oil results in a mix of triglycerides that have a final melting profile tailored to a

specific application such as for wafer creams. However, it does not contain trans fats such

as in partially hydrogenated oils. Interesterification with a natural, nonhydrogenated hard

fat such as palm stearin, obtained from fractionation avoids the ‘hydrogenated’ labelling.

The process changes the physical properties of a fat but the degree of unsaturation,

compared to the starting oil and fat, does not change.

3.2.3 Changes in the Crystal Form of Fats Cause Well-Known Issues
3.2.3.1 Polymorphic Fats: Crystal Forms and Cream Texture
Polymorphism is the ability to exist in more than one crystalline form. Depending on the

cooling conditions, most fats crystallize in one of at least three crystal forms: alpha, beta

and beta prime. They are polymorphic. From cocoa butter in real chocolate six polymor-

phic forms are known. The polymorphic nature determines in part the physical proper-

ties of fats such as the melting point and the performance of the fat in a cream, a bakery

food or an enrobing.

The polymorphic form with the highest melting point typically is the most stable one

and the other forms tend to change into that one. In the order as given below, both the

stability of that crystal form and its melting point increase. Either during processing or
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later during storage there is a strong tendency to change into a more stable, and finally

into the most stable, crystalline form.

• α—Alpha is formed when a fat after melting is subjected to a strong cooling. That

extremely unstable form rearranges quickly into β0
• β0—Beta prime is formed by just slight undercooling. The typical view in the micro-

scope is of small needles, occurring in clusters which are able to hold much liquid oil

phase. This is the preferable crystal form for filling fats (shortenings) with their desired

soft and plastic properties

• β—Beta is the most stable form with a platelet-type structure but little oil-holding

capacity

• ‘Going beta’—Whenever in a fat cream a change from β0 into β crystal structure

occurs, the result is a ‘sandy’ texture and ‘oiling out’, due to warm storage or fat com-

position. Table 3.32 provides information on oils/fats with a beta prime or beta crystal

habit. 100% soybean- or sunflower oil-based fats, for example, will end up with the

β-form. But, if just 5%–7% palm or cottonseed based fats are admixed, the β0-crystal
structure will be sufficiently stable, as is required for soft and plastic sugar–fat creams.

For pumpable baking fats for easier handling β-crystals are required in order to keep the

fat flowing easily.

Cocoa butter in real chocolate has one of the most complicatedmelting diagrams with

six polymorphic forms. See Talbot (2006) for details that are out of the scope of this book.

3.2.3.2 Eutectic Fat Softening
Whenever fats with rather different triglyceride sizes are combined, although being fully

miscible in the liquid state, they are insufficiently compatible after cooling and crystal-

lization. As a consequence, the percentage of solid fat in the mixed fat is lower than what

we might expect from the melting properties of the two original fats. That means the

Table 3.32 Crystal Types of the Main Fat Sources
‘Beta Prime’ Crystal Type ‘Beta’ Crystal Type
Good for Creams Good for Fluid Fats

Cottonseed, hydrogenated Canola, hydrogenated

Palm Soybean, hydrogenated

Milk fat Sunflower, hydrogenated

Coconut Peanut, hydrogenated

Palm kernel Corn, hydrogenated

Tallow Cocoa butter

Canola oil, hydrogenated Lard

Data from ISEO 2016; O’Brien, R.D., 2004. Fats and Oils: Formulating and Processing for Applica-
tions, second ed. CRC Press, 574 pp, ISBN 0849315999.
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melting temperature is lower and the enrobing is softer than expected. Examples for such

eutectic melting point depressions are the following:

a. Hydrogenated vegetable oil, nonlauric, glycerides with C18 fatty acids mainly in

combination with lauric coconut or palm kernel fats with C12 containing glycerides

primarily

b. Nonhydrogenated palm fat, nonlauric, containing mainly glycerides with C18 fatty

acids in combination with lauric coconut or palm kernel fats made of C12 glycerides

primarily

c. Cocoa butter, glycerides with C18 fatty acids in combination with butter fat (short

glycerides). Therefore milk chocolates are always softer than dark ones

Palm fat, cocoa butter and many hydrogenated vegetable oils contain dominantly C18-

fatty acids. Coconut and palm kernel fats are high in the shorter chain lauric acid C12;

therefore it has the common name lauric fats. Butter fat as well has a range of short fatty

acids, starting with C4 (butyric acid). When it comes to crystallization in mixtures, the

preferred crystals of triglycerides with similar chain length cannot form. The mixtures do

not crystallize as easily and stay softer, and the solid-to-liquid ratio is smaller.

Crocodile Effect Due to Eutectic Softening: A Real Example
Eutectic fat softening increases the risk for a rare variant of the ‘crocodile effect’

(Chapter 8), not related to moisture migration but to an incompatibility of the wafer

cream fat and the wafer-enrobing fat. The example from a real wafer plant situation illus-

trates eutectic softening as a rare reason for a crocodile effect in enrobed wafer fingers of

85 mm length:

• Wafer cream fat, data in Table 3.33: a soft fat, hydrogenated vegetable oil, nonlauric

with some butter fat from whole milk powder included

• Wafer enrobing fat, data in Table 3.34: a hard cocoa butter substitute, lauric palm

kernel fat, additionally some cocoa butter from cocoa powder

The combination of a lauric fat in the enrobing and a nonlauric one in the cream softens

the enrobing at the contact points of cream and enrobing. Then cracking easily results in

Table 3.33 Specification of the Wafer Cream Fat, Nonlauric
Parameter Value

Moisture and volatile impurities (% max.) 0.2

Iodine value (Wijs) 70–77
Slip melting point (°C) 32–34
Solid fat content at

20°C 28–32
30°C 10–15
35°C 0–5

Contains about 6.1% butter fat additionally; Reduced list of parameters.
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any case of mechanical stress or even just small wafer expansion due to moisture

migration.

3.2.3.3 Fat Bloom Issues
Bloom is the appearance of a dull-, dusty- or even mouldy-looking surface in chocolate

caused by the formation of either fat crystals (fat bloom) or, less frequently, by sugar crys-

tals (sugar bloom). Consumers frequently confuse that physical defect with the growth of

moulds or believe such a product is old. The basic mechanisms for fat bloom are either

phase separation or polymorphic transformation effects.

Phase separation—The enrobing fat is a mixture of various triglycerides with different

melting temperatures. During warmer storage or fluctuating temperatures the lower

melting triglycerides melt. The liquid phase occupies more volume and migrates to

the surface through micro pores in the enrobing. With any recooling, the liquid phase

recrystallizes and fat bloom occurs.

Polymorphic transformation—As discussed in Section 3.2.3, fats may crystallize in several

forms. Bloom here occurs by an uncontrolled polymorphic transformation of cocoa but-

ter from less stable forms (IV or V) to the most stable one, VI. In blooming fat crystals of

enrobings the most stable, ‘VI’, of the six known polymorphs of cocoa butter forms.

Fat bloom in enrobings occurs due to temperature fluctuations with melting/res-

olidification events or in filled enrobed sweets. Due to migration of oils from ingredients

such as nuts, unstable cocoa butter crystals are present. These within days or weeks trans-

form into the stable V crystals, depending on storage temperature. The surface can then

look greyish and unsightly.

Correct enrobing with real chocolate ensures that in the final product the stable form

of cocoa butter will exist only. In poorly tempered chocolate, form IV will transform to

V and eventually form VI, resulting in fat bloom. Even in well-tempered chocolate, ele-

vated and/or fluctuating temperatures during the distribution of the products promote

Table 3.34 Specification of the Wafer Enrobing Fat, Lauric
Parameter Value

Moisture and volatile impurities (% max.) 0.1

Iodine value (Wijs) <1

Slip melting point (°C) 33.5–35.5
Solid fat content at

10°C 96–97
20°C 95–96
25°C 88–90
30°C 48–54
35°C 3–5

Contains about 6.2% cocoa butter from cocoa powder; Reduced list of parameters.
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bloom formation. However, it is found that the change into form VI from form V does

not always result in bloom.

Fat Bloom Reasons in Compound (Nontempering) Enrobings
1. Incorrect cooling, including overly cold centres

2. The migration of soft or incompatible fats from the covered centres

3. Warm storage conditions and any bigger day/night temperature fluctuations

Fat Bloom Reasons in Real Chocolate (Tempering) Enrobings
1. Insufficient tempering capacity

2. Selection of an incorrect tempering temperature for the actual fat composition

3. The addition of fats incompatible with cocoa butter

Ways to Minimize the Risk for Fat Bloom
• Use compatible fats, both in the centre and the enrobing

• Apply a fat-based barrier coating between the domains differing in fat content and

composition such as nuts

• Add a bloom inhibitor such as butter stearin

• Add seeding crystals of the correct crystal form

• Maintain an appropriate product storage temperature to avoid warm/cold cycles

3.2.4 Fat Specifications Reflect Important Properties
3.2.4.1 Fat Specifications, Why and How
A fat specification is important—both for the user and the supplier of a fat to find the same

language regarding user-specific properties, ordering and evaluating the fat. A specifica-

tion may contain just a few or many elements, depending on your requirements and the

potential of the fat supplier. Not all parameters listed here are necessary present all the

time but they can assist in clarifying issues.

Potential Elements of a Fat Specification
• Food grade; optionally: purely vegetable, halal or kosher

• Type of fat—Soybean oil; cream fat; enrobing fat

• Fat processing—Refined, bleached, deodorized (RBD); hydrogenated; aerated by

nitrogen

• Any additives—Emulsifiers, antioxidants, sequestrants, colours, vitamins. Examples:

BHA (200 ppm), vitamin E (1000 I.U.), soy lecithin-type xyz (1%)

• Moisture content for fats as well as for margarines

• The intended end-use—wafer baking fat, wafer cream fat, cookie-spraying oil,

enrobing fat
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• Sensory attributes—neutral in smell and taste, bland, absence of flavour notes such as

old, rancid, soapy or tallowy—checked after melting at 40°C
• Slip melting point, alternatively clear melting point

• Solid fat percentage—SFC (NMR) or SFI at temperatures important for processing.

Cf. the discussion on melting curves below

• Limit in trans fat content, at least less than 1%

• Analytical data with method of analysis

• Stability (AOM or Rancimat)

• Free fatty acids (expressed as oleic acid) or acid value

• Peroxide value, below 1.0 but preferably below 0.5

• Iodine value

• Saponification value

• Volatile matter

• Foreign fat level

• Delivery mode—bulk; barrel 200, pallet of 36 cartons/50 pounds each

• Supplier—company, address, name and contact data of a responsible person

• Product code or number—both within suppliers’ and users’ logistics

• Name of document owner, approver and supervisor for this specification with

signatures—according to the actual quality assurance system

3.2.4.2 The Melting Point and the Melting Curve
Melting Point
For fat melting there are two different terms, the slip (melting) point and the clear (melt-

ing) point. In practice the slip point is most important because it determines at which

temperature the fat becomes fluid. If the clear point is much higher, the fat contains some

high-melting triglycerides from fully hydrogenated fats. That can be important for

structuring a filling to reduce oil migration.

Melting Curve and Solid Fat Percentage
Commercial fats are mixtures of triglycerides, and each of them has a different melting

point. In such a mixture, depending on the actual temperature, just a part of the fat is

solid, and the rest is oil. The ‘solid fat content’ (SFC) describes the percentage of solid

fat at a range of temperatures. The SFC is measured by a rapid instrumental NMR

method and has substituted widely the ‘solid fat index’ (SFI), determined by the more

tedious dilatation method.

The melting curve characterizes fats in relation to their physical properties, such as

hardness and thermal behaviour. The right fat for the climate (winter, summer, tropical)

is selected according to the melting curve. From the SFC diagram (melting curve),

some examples are in Fig. 3.3, we can see many relevant properties of a fat, desired

fat properties and less desired ones:
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• A certain stiffness at ambient temperature, being in parallel to the SFC at that tem-

perature, is important for a fast cream solidification in the cream cooler and to avoid

flowing out of cream in warm environments

• The heat resistance of a cream fat is proportional to the decrease in SFC between

25°C and 30°C
• The cooling sensation of a fat in the mouth is proportional to the difference in SFC

between 27°C and 35°C. That difference is high for lauric fats. A high-solid fat per-

centage requires much heat for melting it in the mouth

• The right melting point for the climate (winter, summer, tropical). If the point is

incorrect, about 99% of the fat melts at body temperature, a greasy or even waxy

mouthfeel occurs, and the flavour release may be compromised. This is a condition

that cannot be met easily for a hot climate

• Plasticity (spreadability, creaminess) is reflected by a moderate SFC, smoothly

decreasing with temperature, compared to the high SFC and its sharp decrease in

cocoa butter or lauric fats. For a fast, good aeration of a cream the SFC must be in

the range of 10%–25%. Both oils (no SFC left) and hard fats (high SFC) cannot be

aerated. Additionally a beta prime fat structure is required here

3.2.4.3 Specifications for Fats of Importance in Wafer and Waffles
In wafer baking the preferred oils are native coconut oil, native palm kernel olein and

native palm olein (Tables 3.35–3.37). The term olein means the liquid fraction of the

physically fractionated native fat/oil. These three oils offer the advantages of (a) being

liquid at ambient, which is important for easy dosage and (b) offering good stability in
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Table 3.35 Specification for a Wafer-Baking Fat—Coconut Oil
Coconut Oil, Native, RBD

Typical

applications

Wafer baking oil, spraying oil for wafer reels, wafer snacks/frying oil, fat for ice

cream enrobing

General

properties

Refined, bleached, deodorized (RBD), nonhydrogenated, a lauric fat

Features Trans fat-free, high content in saturated fatty acids, absolutely bland in flavour,

high stability

Supply 200 L drums, liquid in bulk

Storage Store dark and cool in original container or blanketed tank, use within 9months

Specifications Value

Slip melting point (°C) 24�1

SFC (NMR)

% at 15°C 70�5

% at 20°C 34�3

% at 25°C 1�1

Peroxide number (meq/kg max.) 0.5

Free fatty acids (ffa) (% max.) 0.1

Acid value (max.) 0.2

Moisture content (% max.) 0.15

Table 3.36 Specification for a Wafer-Baking Fat—Palm Kernel Olein
Palm Kernel Olein, Native, RBD

Typical

applications

Wafer baking oil, oil spraying in wafer reels, wafer snacks/frying oil, fat for

ice-cream enrobing

General

properties

Refined, bleached, deodorized (RBD), nonhydrogenated, a lauric fat

Features Trans fat-free, high content in saturated fatty acids, absolutely bland in flavour,

high stability

Supply 200 L drums, liquid in bulk

Storage Store dark and cool in original container or blanketed tank, use within 9months

Specifications Value

Slip melting point (°C) 25�2

SFC (NMR)

% at 15°C 39�3

% at 20°C 21�2

% at 25°C 6�2

Peroxide number (meq/kg max.) 0.5

Free fatty acids (ffa) (% max.) 0.1

Acid value (max.) 0.2

Moisture content (% max.) 0.15
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thermal processing. If not available, melted cream fats (Tables 3.38–3.41) are the next best
recommendation. We recommend concentrating on the most important specification

criteria as individually required and outlined above: avoid too much analytical data that

is lengthy and expensive to check.

Specifications for Cream and Enrobing Fats
For moderate climate the lauric hydrogenated coconut fat (Table 3.38), partially hydro-

genated nonlauric oils (PHO, Table 3.39), or palm kernel fats (Table 3.41) are suitable for

cream fillings. PHO are being increasingly phased out due to their trans fat content, see

Section 3.2.7.1 for details. Fractionated palm fats (Table 3.40) nowadays replace

hydrogenated oils increasingly.

Cream fats for hot climate and enrobing fats are from similar sources have a slightly

harder texture (Table 3.41).

3.2.5 Good Baking Fats Are Stable Against Oxidation and Polymerization
For a trouble-free operation the selection of a stable fat is recommended. First look into

fat degradation mechanisms via oxidation and how to measure the stability. Then, from

experience look into two parameters: the iodine value and the frying stability.

Table 3.37 Specification for a Wafer-Baking Fat—Palm Olein
Palm Olein, RBD

Typical

applications

Wafer baking oil/oil for soft cream fillings/oil spraying in wafer reels, wafer

snacks/frying oil

General

properties

Liquid fraction of native palm oil/fat, refined, bleached, deodorized (RBD),

nonhydrogenated, a nonlauric fat

Features Trans fat-free, moderate content in saturated fatty acids, neutral in taste, good

stability

Supply 200 L drums, liquid in bulk

Storage Store dark and cool in original container or blanketed tank, use within 9months

Specifications Value

Slip melting point (°C) 21�3

SFC (NMR)

% at 10°C 40�4

% at 15°C 19�4

% at 20°C 6�2

% at 25°C 1�1

Peroxide number (meq/kg max.) 0.5

Free fatty acids (ffa) (% max.) 0.1

Acid value (max.) 0.2

Moisture content (% max.) 0.15
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Table 3.38 Specification for a Wafer Cream Fat—Coconut Oil, Hardened
Coconut Oil, Hydrogenated, RBD

Typical

applications

Fat for wafer creams and enrobings for moderate climates

General

properties

Refined, bleached, deodorized (RBD), hydrogenated, a lauric fat

Features Trans fat-free, high content in saturated fatty acids, cool and fast meltdown,

good stiffness at ambient temperatures, absolutely bland flavour, high stability

Supply 20 kg cartons, liquid in bulk

Storage Store dark and cool in original container or blanketed tank, use within

9 months

Specifications Value

Slip melting point (°C) 33�1

SFC (NMR)

% at 15°C 76�5

% at 20°C 54�4

% at 25°C 20�3

% at 30°C 5�2

% at 35°C 1�1

Peroxide number (meq/kg max.) 0.5

Free fatty acids (ffa), (% max.) 0.1

Acid value (max.) 0.2

Moisture content (% max.) 0.1

Table 3.39 Specification for a Wafer Cream Fat—Vegetable Oil, Hardened
Cream Fat—Vegetable Oil, Hydrogenated, RBD

Typical

applications

Fat for wafer fillings not for hot climate

General

properties

Refined, bleached, deodorized (RBD) hydrogenated, a nonlauric fat

Features Good Plasticity slightly over ambient temperatures, contains trans fats, neutral

flavour

Supply 20 kg cartons, liquid in bulk

Storage Store dark and cool in original container or blanketed tank, use within

9 months

Specifications Value

Slip melting point (°C) 35�1

SFC (NMR)

% at 15°C 60�5

% at 20°C 45�5

% at 25°C 32�4

% at 30°C 17�2

% at 35°C 1�1

Peroxide number (meq/kg max.) 1

Free fatty acids (ffa), (% max.) 0.1

Acid value (max.) 0.2

Moisture content (% max.) 0.1



Table 3.40 Specification for a Wafer Cream Fat—Palm Fat, Fractionated
Cream Fat—Palm Fat, RBD, Fractionated

Typical

applications

Soft, plastic fat for wafer fillings, wafer-baking fat

General properties Refined, bleached, deodorized (RBD), nonhydrogenated, a nonlauric fat

Features Good Plasticity slightly over ambient temperatures, trans fat-free, neutral

flavour

Supply 20 kg cartons, liquid in bulk

Storage Store dark and cool in original container or blanketed tank, use within

9 months

Specifications Value

Slip melting point (°C) 36�4

SFC (NMR)

% at 15°C 35�5

% at 20°C 26�4

% at 25°C 16�3

% at 30°C 10�2

% at 35°C 5�2

Peroxide number (meq/kg max.) 1

Free fatty acids (ffa), (% max.) 0.1

Acid value (max.) 0.1

Moisture content (% max.) 0.1

Table 3.41 Specifications for Wafer Cream and Enrobing Fats—Palm Kernel
Hard Butters—Palm Kernel Oil, Hydrogenated, RBD

Typical

applications

Fat for wafer enrobing (Cocoa butter substitute), wafer cream, Caramel filling,

for hot climate

General

properties

Refined, bleached, deodorized (RBD), hydrogenated, fractionated

(optionally), a lauric fat

Features Low in trans fat, high content in saturated fatty acids, cool and fast meltdown,

absolutely bland flavour, good stiffness at ambient temperature, high stability

Supply 25 kg cartons, 190 kg drums, liquid in bulk

Storage Store dark and cool in original container or blanketed tank, use within 9months

Specifications A B C D E

Slip melting point (°C) 36�1 38�1 40�1 42�1 44�1

SFC (NMR)

% at 20°C 83�4 87�4 89�4 90�4 90�4

% at 25°C 57�3 63�3 67�3 70�3 70�3

% at 30°C 25�3 32�3 37�3 39�3 40�3

% at 35°C 7�2 11�2 14�2 16�2 18�2

% at 40°C 0 5�2 7�2 8�2 10�2

Peroxide number (meq/kg max.) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Free fatty acids (ffa), (% max.) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Moisture content (% max.) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1



3.2.5.1 Autoxidation and Oxidative Stability of Fats
Autoxidation is a chemical reaction of unsaturated fats with oxygen from air, leading to

staling and rancidity. The reaction is a free radical chain reaction via peroxides and hydro-

peroxides. Fat oxidation is the most important reason for quality losses in wafers, waffles

and similar bakery items. The basic mechanisms of autoxidation are the following:

1. An initiating reaction step at an unsaturated bond of the fatty acid, triggered by heat,

UV radiation, oxygen or catalysts. Table 3.42 provides information on how big the

influence of the degree of unsaturation of the fatty acids on the reaction rate is.

Polyunsaturated fatty acids react much faster than the monounsaturated oleic acid

2. The ‘induction period’ follows. Any of the antioxidative components in the oil

protect against deterioration until they are used up

3. Then the self-propagating ‘autoxidation’ can proceed. The first phase of oxidation,

even before any rancid notes may be recognized by sensory testing, can be monitored

by determining the peroxide value (POV). Hence the POV is an important parameter

in measuring the quality of a fat

The Induction Period
The length of this induction period, which is the time of resistance of the product to

oxidation, depends on the following:

• The concentration of polyunsaturated fatty acids

• Any thermal predamage due to overheating of oil, fat or lecithin

• Any light influence, depending on time, light colour and intensity (photo-oxidation)

• Any reaction catalysts such as copper and iron ions or other prooxidants

• The lacking of natural or added antioxidants and synergists in the fat such as the

following

• Natural: Oil tocopherols, plant phenols, carotenoids, Maillard reaction products

• Added: Antioxidants (BHA, BHT, tocopherols, gallates, TBHQ); even vanillin is

active here

• Synergists: Lecithin, citric acid

• Presence or exclusion of oxygen from air

• An increased storage temperature

Table 3.42 Relative Rate of Oxidation and Induction Periods
Fatty Acid Relative Rate of Oxidation Induction Period (h)

Stearic acid C18:0 1 –
Oleic acid C18:1 100 82

Linoleic acid C18:2 1200 19

Linolenic acid C18:3 2500 1.34

Data from Belitz, H.-D., Grosch, W., Schieberle, P., 2009. Lipids. In: Food chemistry, fourth ed. Springer, New York,
1070 pp.
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• Mixing with already oxidized fats, which may happen, for example, in insufficiently

cleaned lines, pipes, and tanks or by using up old ingredients

In short, the rule is to keep cool, keep covered, and don’t combine old and new fats.

Testing the Stability of an Oil/Fat
Well-known rapid test methods to determine the induction period are the ‘active oxygen

method’ (AOM), the ‘Rancimat’ test, and the similar ‘Oxygen Stability Index’

(OSI) tests.

The principle of all these tests is that a stream of air is bubbled through the oil sample at

elevated temperatures (100°C–130°C in different methods). The hours required for

approaching a certain POV or some other degradation product level are recorded. Native

soybean or sunflower food oils takes just a few hours, and very stable oils take 100 h

or more.

3.2.5.2 The Iodine Value Measures the Unsaturation in Oils and Fats
The iodine value is in direct proportion to the number of mono- and polyunsaturated

bonds within the constituent fatty acids. In our experience, it is an important and easily

available parameter in fat selection. The iodine value for native oils/fats of defined plant

origin is easily accessible from tables or from the fat supplier (Table 3.43).

Oils with high iodine values contain more of the highly unsaturated fatty acids that are

prone to fast degradation reactions such as autoxidation or polymerization. Particularly

during baking, these reactions are forced by the high temperatures and the dissolved oxy-

gen being present from air. Oils with an iodine number higher than 115 are considered to

be ‘drying oils’. Drying means hardening into a polymerized, tough and solid film after

exposure to air, a reaction sequence that is accelerated by elevated temperatures. During

the chemical reaction the components are crosslinked by the action of oxygen and any

metal catalysts present.

While Table 3.43 has the iodine values of the main natural oils and fats, in Table 3.44

the influence of hydrogenation on the number of double bonds becomes visible. The

important conclusion for selecting a baking fat is that all fats being higher in iodine value

than a monounsaturated C18:1-triglyceride of the theoretical iodine value 86 definitely

are not the first choice. Therefore most of the common vegetable oils, being abundantly

available and cheap, are not good for wafer baking. Here the oils/fats with low iodine

values are much better suited.

3.2.5.3 The Frying Stability, Another Indicator of Oil Stability
In wafer and waffle baking, on the hot baking mould surfaces some degradation of the fat

by polymerization, induced by high temperature and steam, occurs. A resinous surface

film forms that, after many baking cycles, together with any charred food components

other than fat will end in the buildup of dark residues on the baking moulds.
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As both the high temperature and the presence of moisture in wafer and waffle baking

are similar to the fat frying of foods, a comparison to the results of frying tests is

meaningful for baking fat selection as well. Table 3.45 provides data on the relative frying

stability of various oils and fats.

Table 3.43 Iodine Values of Natural Oils and Fats
Oil/Fat Type Iodine Value

Fully hydrogenated fats, waxes <1–3
Coconut oil 6–11
Babassu oil 13–17
Palm kernel oil 14–21
Palm kernel olein 20–28
Butter fat 25–42
Tallow (beef ) 40–55
Cocoa butter 34–40
Lard 48–65
Palm oil 50–55
Palm olein 56–72
Peanut oil 86–107
Cottonseed oil 100–115
Maize oil (corn) 107–135
Sesame oil 104–120
Canola (low erucic rapeseed) 105–126
Wheat germ oil 115–126
Sunflower seed oil 118–141
Sunflower seed oil, mid-oleic 94–122
Sunflower seed oil, high oleic 81–91
Soybean oil 124–139
Safflower seed oil 136–148
Safflower seed oil, high oleic 82–92
Chia seed oil 209–211
Oleic acid-triglyceride (theoretical value) 86

Linoleic acid-triglyceride (theoretical value) 173

Linolenic acid-triglyceride (theoretical value) 262

Data from AAKHandbook Vegetable Oils and Fats, 2007, AAK, Denmark, second
ed., modified.

Table 3.44 Iodine Values of Partially Hydrogenated Soybean Oils
Fat type Iodine value

Very slightly hydrogenated 110–114
Partially hydrogenated, baking fat 75–81
Partially hydrogenated, cookie-filling fat 72–78
Partially hydrogenated, wafer cream fat 69–75
Partially hydrogenated, higher stability fat 68–72
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Table 3.46 compiles the changes in various oil parameters during continued frying.

The polyunsaturated fatty acids linolenic (C18:3) and linoleic (C18:2) degrade preferably.

On a weight basis most degradation products come from the much more abundant lin-

oleic acid. The very reactive free fatty acids increase greatly.

3.2.6 The Handling of Oils and Fats
Recommended practices in the procurement of oils and a few handling and processing

rules help to avoid any issues related to these ingredients. Contemporary knowledge on

the pathways of fat quality losses, cf. the previous Section 3.2.5, helps in manufacturing

better products with an increased shelf life.

3.2.6.1 Fat Supply and Storage in Blocks
Delivery and storage of cream fat packed plastic bags and cartons in blocks of about

20–25 kg still is the preferred practice in many in factories. These cartons can be stored

Table 3.46 Chemical Changes During Frying
Parameter In Fresh Oil % by Weight In Used Oil % by Weight Change in %

C18:0 4.53 4.45 �2

C18:1 45.3 42.9 �5

C18:2 37.0 29.6 �20

C18:3 2.39 1.67 �30

Free fatty acids 0.03 0.59 +1867

Diglycerides 1.18 2.73 +131

Iodine value 108.9 101.3 �7

Slightly hydrogenated soybean oil/80 h/195°C.
Data from Belitz, H.-D., Grosch, W., Schieberle, P., 2009. Lipids. In: Food chemistry, fourth ed. Springer, New York,
1070 pp.

Table 3.45 Relative Frying Stability of Oils and Fats
Oil/Fat Type Relative Frying Stability

Peanut oil, hydrogenated 4.4

Coconut oil 2.4

Tallow, beef, native 2.4

Butter fat 2.3

Soybean oil, hydrogenated 2.3

Lard 2.0

Palm oil 1.5

Peanut oil 1.2

Soybean oil 1

Canola oil 1

Sunflower oil 1

Data from Belitz, H.-D., Grosch, W., Schieberle, P., 2009. Lipids. In: Food chem-
istry, fourth ed. Springer, New York, 1070 pp.
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for long periods without suffering noticeable oxidation. In the cartons there is proper

light protection—the other requirements are just dry and cool storage—for a few days

even at ambient, 18°C–32°C depending on climate and fat type; otherwise they can

be stored in a cold storage room.

For temperature equilibration before use, a ‘warming room’ is good practice for

obtaining a soft, plastic fat texture. The ‘thumb test’, pressing the thumb into the fat

to ensure a hole remains, indicates a proper fat texture for sugar–fat creammixing or other

mixing and kneading processes. The cutting of the whole blocks into smaller pieces

before filling to the mixer eases and shortens the mixing procedure additionally.

Mechanical plasticizers for cold fat blocks are the second best option in preparing fats

for cream mixing. The fat becomes more plastic but still is rather hard due to the almost

unchanged temperature.

3.2.6.2 Bulk Fat Supply, Warm and Liquid in Trucks
For high-capacity cream users, fat delivery and storage in liquid form in bulk is rec-

ommended, if available. The advantages are in simplified logistics. The fat comes in tru-

cks, is pumped into a storage tank, and is kept under inert gas (nitrogen) at�45°C.Check
and clean the tanks periodically. From here the fat is dosed fully automatically by volu-

metric metering into the mixer. All labour-intensive manual handling is obsolete. Cream

mixing is faster due to the faster incorporation of the fluid fat.

For most applications, where no aerated cream is used, this is the most economical

way of cream preparation. The warm and fluid cream even may be distributed over some

distance to the point of application. If cream aeration is required, place a station with a

precooling unit and a mechanical aerator station close to the cream spreader. The

required specific gravity can be adjusted here in a tailor-made way; cf. Section 5.2.4

in Chapter 5 for details.

3.2.6.3 Precautions for Working With Oils and Fats
There are a few more potential causes of fat quality issues:

• Avoid any air incorporation via leaky piping.

• Keep clean and dry all materials in contact such as vessels, machines, moulds and

working cloths. Washing piping and vessels with water may do more harm than

by simply dry wiping. Otherwise thorough drying is required before any recontact

with fats.

• Avoid contamination with dust or traces of metal ions that catalyze oxidation, such as

rust or copper. Since traces of copper suffice to accelerate fat spoiling, eliminate any

copper or brass equipment such as containers, fittings or pipes. Suitable materials for

equipment and containers to come into contact with fats are stainless steel, aluminium

and some plastics.

• Protect from direct and prolonged (sun)light in any processing stage.
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• Do not leave fat residues in the equipment. Never use them later together with fresh

material. Avoid the admixing of old fat or cream batches as much as possible.

• Oils and fats absorb all kinds of odours very easily—not only positive ones. Some off

smell or taste of products in the market might come from their packaging materials

such as paper and cardboards or freshly applied film printing or labelling materials

(printing inks, adhesive glues). It may also come from improperly packed

co-stored products such as solvents or spices.

• Soapiness from fat cleavage: Soapy flavours make a food product practically inedible.

At the beginning of the widespread use of lauric fats, soapy flavours were greatly

feared due to the extremely low off-flavour threshold of lauric acid. Soapiness comes

from an enzymatic triglyceride cleavage into free fatty acids by lipases. Lipase enzymes

might come into creams from ingredients such as soy flours, peanuts, hazelnuts, cereal

flours or spices. However, this would happen only if the enzyme was not inactivated

thermally by sufficient toasting. Microbial contamination by moulds, yeasts or bac-

teria also might release lipases. With today’s ingredient qualities and production

hygiene soapiness issues are almost gone.

• For any lipase-activated fat cleavage at least some moisture is required. For crisp sugar

wafer cookies that is not the case. Their cream fillings are typically lower than 1% in

moisture content. Just for the soft-textured meringue-filled wafers and for waffles suf-

ficient moisture is present to activate any lipases. Then only are the lauric fats risky

to use.

3.2.7 Current Fat-Related Nutritional Aspects
From a nutritional viewpoint, fats are energy-dense foods providing 37 kJ (9 kcal) per

gram, whether being saturated, monounsaturated or polyunsaturated. Fats are required

to carry, supply and aid in the absorption of the fat-soluble vitamins A, D, E and K

and carotenoids. Some polyunsaturated fatty acids, primarily the omega-3 ones, are

important for reducing cardiovascular disease (CVD) risks.

Generally caloric overconsumption is detrimental to our health. Excess energy intake

is stored as body fat and, over time, promotes the development of obesity, which

increases the risk of developing conditions such as heart disease, type 2 diabetes and can-

cer. In times of growing obesity in industrialized countries, the high-calorie content of

fats and questions of fat reduction are actively in discussion. A reduction of saturated fats

in our nutrition is one of the most important goals. Some of the specific issues to discuss

affect wafer manufacturing as well.

3.2.7.1 TFA or Trans Fat
What Is Trans Fat and How Is It Formed?
The FAO/WHOCodex Alimentarius defines TFA as the geometrical isomers of mono-

unsaturated and polyunsaturated fatty acids having nonconjugated carbon–carbon double
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bonds in the trans configuration. This definition excludes specifically healthy natural

TFA such as vaccenic acid and conjugated linoleic acid, which are present in milk, dairy

products and beef for example.

Trans fats form when hydrogen is added to liquid vegetable oils in a process called

hydrogenation or hardening. The shortenings obtained increase the shelf life and flavour

stability of foods containing these fats.Wafer fillings fromPHO solidify quickly on cooling.

PHO is themain source of industrial trans fats in processed foods today. Trans fat potentially

can be found in vegetable shortenings (wafer and cookie cream fats), some margarines, all

kinds of bakery products, snack foods, fried foods, chips and in breaded goods.

Why Trans Fat Is Significant for Health
The effects of both natural and industrially produced sources of TFA were examined by a

multidisciplinary research team fromworldwide research institutes in the TRANSFACT

study, showing effects on CVD factors. The deleterious property of TFA to lower the

‘good cholesterol’ (HDL-C) and to raise the ‘bad cholesterol’ (LDL-C) was shown to

be specific to industrially produced fat sources. Although saturated fat is the main dietary

culprit that raises LDL-C, trans fat and dietary cholesterol also contribute significantly.

The findings, however, suggest that consumption of TFA from natural sources, even

at levels well above current human consumption, does not impact the CVD risk.

Actions in Public Health Are Required
The critical public health goal is to find ways to reduce the intake of industrially produced

TFA. Since 2006 in the United States and Canada trans fat must be labelled in the nutri-

tion facts panel on the package. But quantities below 0.5 g TFA per serving are consid-

ered TFA-free, which might be up to 2% TFA in the total product. In 2015 the US FDA

set the date of Jun. 2018 when at latest food manufacturers have to eliminate all PHO

from food. The European Union has not yet held a common position (Laaninen,

2016). Starting in 2003, Denmark, Switzerland, Austria, Iceland, Hungary and Norway

made legislation to limit industrially produced trans fats to a maximum of 2 g per 100 g

of fats.

The urgency of replacing PHO-containing fats in fillings and enrobings for wafers and

waffles requires modifications in processing and recipes. For a full discussion see

Section 3.2.8.2.

Food authorities in dealing with issues such as malnutrition, nutrition, and health or

over caloric nutrition and obesity specify nutrient claims and health claims to guarantee

reliable labeling information of health-conscious consumers.

3.2.7.2 Nutrient Profiles of Foods
Nutrient profiling according to WHO definition is the ‘science of classifying or ranking

foods according to their nutritional composition for reasons related to preventing disease
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and promoting health’. Nutrient profiling provides a means of differentiating foods in

relation to certain nutrients with either a positive or, more frequently, negative nutri-

tional impact because they may contribute to excess consumption of energy, saturated

fats, trans fats, sugar or salt. Nutrient profiling is a tool to categorize foods, not diets,

but it can be used through policy to improve the overall nutritional quality of diets

(WHO, 2015). A certain level of nutrients in a food may not be exceeded or undercut

if this food is to bear a nutrition or health claim on food labels or in product advertising.

Besides the disqualifying nutrients, as mentioned above, at the time qualifying nutrients

are in discussion, such as dietary fibre, calcium, omega-3 fatty acids and folate or other

vitamins. Nutrient profiles are related to a reference quantity of food, preferably

expressed by weight/volume (per 100 g or 100 ml), on an energy basis (per 100 kcal

or 100 kJ) or per serving as is common in the United States, Canada and Australia.

The New WHO Europe Model for Nutrient Profiling
The theme nutrient profiles began quite ambitiously by the European parliament about

10 years ago but interventions ceased later. NowWHO Europe has begun a new initia-

tive in 2015 to define nutrient profiles for restrictions on marketing foods to children.

In the proposal the nutrients covered within 17 food subcategories by the newWHO

model are the following: total fat, saturated fat, total sugars, added sugars and salt. Energy

is included for category 9 (ready meals, convenience foods and composite dishes), while

nonsugar sweeteners have also been included for subcategory 4b, milk drinks and 4d,

other beverages. Of the subcategories 5 of the 17 are ‘not permitted’ for marketing to

children. Four of them affect wafers and waffles:

1. Chocolate and sugar confectionery, energy bars and sweet toppings and desserts.

Chocolate-covered wafers and waffles are included here

2. Cakes, sweet cookies and pastries; other sweet bakery wares, and dry mixes for

making such. Wafers and waffles are included here

3. Beverages: Here the subcategories (a) juices and (c) energy drinks are not permitted

4. Edible ices. Ice cream in wafers is included here

In category 9 on ‘convenience food’ RTE waffles are subjected to limits in total fat,

saturated fat, total sugars, salt and energy content.

Marketing to children shall be prohibited if the product contains>1 g per 100 g total

fat in the form of industrially produced TFA, or �0.5% of total energy in the form of

alcohol.

Nutrient Profiles Only for a Children’s Diet?
The initiative on children’s diet restrictions via nutrient profiles may be just a first step.

It could also serve later on to identify foods to be

• eligible to bear health claims when complying fully to the nutrient profile
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• eligible to bear nutrition claims if complying to the nutrient profile except for one

nutrient

• ineligible to bear either a nutrition or health claim either

In addition to scientific considerations, issues to be taken into account as well include the

following:

• Is the forthcoming nutrient profile scheme understandable to (nonscientific)

consumers?

• The world trade situation. In other big markets such restrictions are not in place. Can

products imported from there be banned if they don’t have the nutritional profile as

required?

• Will product innovation be affected negatively?

• Is it, from a public health viewpoint, really better to have ‘nonnutrient profile con-

forming’ but widely consumed products excluded from adding any positive nutrients?

3.2.7.3 Nutrition Claims
What Is a ‘Nutrition Claim’ and a ‘Nutrient Content Claim’?
Products with increased or reduced levels of a certain nutrient may use nutrition claims

on labels and in marketing, provided the claim is substantiated by the recipe. Tables 3.7

and 3.8 in Section 3.1.3.1 inform on such claims as permitted in the European Union and

in the United States (Table 3.47). Here just an overview on the nutrition claims related to

fats (retrieved 07-2016) follows:

For the EU ‘Nutrition Claims’
http://ec.europa.eu/food/safety/labelling_nutrition/claims/nutrition_claims/index_

en.htm

Low fat—no more than 3 g of fat per 100 g for solids or 1.5 g of fat per 100 ml for

liquids; 1.8 g of fat per 100 ml for semiskimmed milk

Table 3.47 For the United States ‘Nutrient Content Claims’
Label
Nutrient Free Low Reduced/Less

Total fat Less than 0.5 g per RACC and

per labelled serving

3 g or less per RACC,

and per 50 g if RACC

is small

At least 25% less fat per

RACC than an

appropriate reference

food

Saturated

fat

Less than 0.5 g saturated fat and

less than 0.5 g trans-fatty acids

per RACC and per labelled

serving

1 g or less per RACC

and 15% or less of

calories from saturated

fat

At least 25% less saturated

fat per RACC than an

appropriate reference

food

http://www.fda.gov/Food/GuidanceRegulation/GuidanceDocumentsRegulatoryInformation/LabelingNutrition/
ucm064911.htm.
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Fat-free—no more than 0.5 g of fat per 100 g or 100 ml

Low saturated fat—the sum of saturated and trans-fatty acids in the product does not

exceed 1.5 g per 100 g for solids or 0.75 g/100 ml for liquids, and the sum of saturated

fatty acids and trans-fatty acids must not provide more than 10% of energy

Saturated fat-free—the sum of saturated fat and trans-fatty acids does not exceed 0.1 g

of saturated fat per 100 g or 100 ml

Source of omega-3 fatty acids—the product contains at least 0.3 g alpha-linolenic acid

per 100 g and per 100 kcal, or at least 40 mg of the sum of eicosapentaenoic acid and

docosahexaenoic acid per 100 g and per 100 kcal

High omega-3 fatty acids—the product contains at least 0.6 g alpha-linolenic acid per

100 g and per 100 kcal, or at least 80 mg of the sum of eicosapentaenoic acid and

docosahexaenoic acid per 100 g and per 100 kcal

High monounsaturated fat—at least 45% of the fatty acids present in the product

derive from monounsaturated fat under the condition that monounsaturated fat pro-

vides more than 20% of energy of the product

High polyunsaturated fat—at least 45% of the fatty acids present in the product derive

from polyunsaturated fat under the condition that polyunsaturated fat provides more

than 20% of energy of the product

High unsaturated fat—at least 70% of the fatty acids present in the product derive

from unsaturated fat under the condition that unsaturated fat provides more than

20% of energy of the product

3.2.7.4 Health Claims
What Is a Health Claim?
Health claims on food labels highlight that there is a relationship between a specific food

and an improvement in health, or that a food can reduce the risk of a particular disease.

They are widely used in Japan, North America, and in the European Union. In Europe

food manufacturers can use health claims only if the following conditions are met:

• They are included in a positive list of permitted claims in the EU

• The claims are scientifically proven by clinical studies and evaluated positively by the

European Food Safety Authority (EFSA)

The options for EU health claims are

1. ‘Function Health Claims’ such as ‘Calcium is important for healthy bones’. These

claims are

• Relating to the growth, development and functions of the body

• Referring to psychological and behavioural functions

• Regarding slimming or weight-control

2. ‘Risk Reduction Claims’ on reducing a risk factor in the development of a disease. An

example: ‘Plant stanol esters have been shown to reduce blood cholesterol. Blood

cholesterol is a risk factor in the development of coronary heart disease’
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3. ‘Health Claims referring to children’s development’. For example: ‘Vitamin D is required

for the normal growth and development of bone in children’

For cream-filled wafer cookies due to their higher levels of sugar there is no chance for

bearing any nutrition or health claim in the EU: No more vitamin, calcium or whatever

wafers with claims will be available. Consumers who want this characteristic should

research American or Japanese wafer products.

3.2.7.5 Fat Replacement
From the market side, there are repeated questions about fat reduction or replacement.

Fat has the most calories compared to proteins and carbohydrates. Fat replacers in many

foods are applied to save calories and to duplicate the taste and texture of fats. In wafers the

target is the filling cream; for waffles it is the total fat content and the level of saturated fats.

The different types of fat-replacing ingredients provide some of the functions of fats but

not all of them. There are a lot of limits such as a lack of stability to heat processing, or the

moisture content required to unfold the function. The three main groups of fat replacers

are based on lipids, proteins or carbohydrates (Akoh, 1998; Chavan et al., 2016).

Lipid-Based Fat Replacers
This sounds contradictory, but fat calories are reduced by the following:

(a) Water-based emulsions—Fat-based mono- and diglyceride emulsifiers together with

some water replace all or a part of the shortening. This is a strategy not suitable in

combination with the hygroscopic crisp wafers.

(b) Modified triglyceride structure—A part of the long-chained fatty acids in the triglycer-

ides is replaced by short ones. The triglyceride molecules thereby come down from

9 to 5 or 6 cal/g. Examples are Caprenin and Benefat (Salatrim). These behave sim-

ilarly to fat and are in principle applicable in wafers and waffles.

(c) Nondigestible fat substitutes—The best known example is Olestra, brand name Olean,

a sucrose-fatty acid polyester, which has a limited approval by FDA for cookies. The

issues can be seen from the mandatory warning label that the FDA demands: ‘Olestra

may cause abdominal cramping and loose stools. Olestra inhibits the absorption of

some vitamins and other nutrients. Vitamins A, D, E and K have been added’.

Therefore an application in wafers or waffles is not foreseeable. For other products

such as Sorbestrin, sorbitol fatty acid esters or ‘esterified propoxlated glycerol’

(EPG), no food approvals exist.

Protein-Based Fat Replacers
Protein-based fat replacers simulate the mouth feel of fat and can also help to stabilize

emulsions in sauces, spreads, and salad dressings. Microparticulated proteins such as Sim-

plesse are from whey protein or milk and egg protein. Further products based on gelatin,

egg whites, milk, or whey proteins (Dairy-Lo) were proposed here.
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Because these proteins are active just in combination with water to get their creamy,

fat-like texture, an application in dry crisp wafers and wafer cookies cannot replace

important fat functions such as shortening the texture and providing a release film in bak-

ing moulds.

Carbohydrate-Based Fat Replacers
These fat reducers include ingredients such as cellulose, gums, fibres, dextrins, modified

food starch and polydextrose. Modified food starches, maltodextrins and dextrins absorb

water to form gels that mimic the texture and mouth feel of fat. Polydextrose acts as a

bulking agent to replace volume lost when fat is removed from a food. Gums provide

a creamy mouth feel and help to stabilize emulsions. Cellulose gel is cellulose ground

to tiny particles that supply a mouth feel that is similar to fat. Inulin has proven to be more

a partial sugar substitute than fat substitute in sugar–fat creams.

Because these carbohydrates again are active just in combination with water to get

their creamy, fat-like texture, an application in dry crisp wafers and wafer cookies cannot

replace important fat functions such as shortening the texture and providing a release film.

Summary
The different fat replacers currently available have not proven to substitute for important

functions of fat in general manufacturing of wafers, wafer cookies and waffles.

3.2.8 Oils and Fats for Wafer and Waffle Manufacturing
This section is on the application of the know-how on fats and oils as outlined above.

Further the handling of these ingredients and potential issues will be discussed.

3.2.8.1 Technological Functions of Oils and Fats in Wafers, Waffles and Fillings
Fats and oils fulfil various technological functions in wafers and waffles, and their fillings

and enrobings. Table 3.48 offers an overview.

Mould Release in Baking Wafers, Wafer Cookies and Waffles and Mould Residues
No/low sugar wafers such as sheet wafers, or wafer cones as well as sugar wafers (cones,

flutes, reels), require just a few percent of oils/fats for mould release. However, the fat/oil

quality is of great influence for both the ease of production and the storage stability of the

final products.

The mould release is based on a thin oil film at the surface of the hot baking mould,

continuously supplied from the oil/fat content in the recipe. Best recommended are sta-

ble oils and fats, being as low as possible in polyunsaturated fatty acids. The iodine value

(Tables 3.43 and 3.44) is a good guidepost here. The fats on top of Table 3.43—coconut,

babassu, and palm kernel and palm or, if those are not available, partially hydrogenated
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fats such as cream fats (Table 3.44)—are well suited. We recommend avoiding any oils/

fats with iodine values over 85 in wafer baking for two main reasons:

• To minimize any thermally induced fat degradation and polymerization, which

results in the formation of residues on the baking mould surfaces and overly short

mould cleaning intervals

• To increase the shelf life of the wafers, which otherwise shortens from oxidative reac-

tions (autoxidation), greatly triggered by the high-baking temperature. Quite often

the shelf life printed is unduly long. During the shelf life the fat, finely dispersed over a

large surface, is prone to air oxygen, both entrapped within the package and diffusing

through the barrier film

For all baking operations fats with AOM values (Section 3.2.5) over 75 h are preferable.

See the specifications for recommended baking fats in Tables 3.35–3.37 (Section 3.2.4).

How Much Fat Is Needed for Mould Release?
While an excessive oil/fat dosage in wafer and waffle baking is not recommended, a min-

imum quantity in the recipe is required to safely avoid any sticking after baking

(Table 3.49). This minimum oil/fat quantity depends on the following:

• The recipe and the ingredients, primarily the level of sticky ones (cf. Table 9.13)

• Wafer and waffle characteristics such as reeding depth and sugar content

• Any baking mould seasoning or surface coating such as chromium plating or coating

with Teflon

Table 3.48 Functions of Oils/Fats in Wafers, Waffles, Fillings and Enrobings
Technological Effect or Property Comment

Mould release in wafers, wafer

cookies and waffles

A thin lipid film prevents sticking

Participant in the building of baking

mould residues

Polymerization of polyunsaturated lipids primarily at the

high-temperature mould surface

Flavour improvement in wafer reels

and noncreamed wafers

Oil spraying provides less dryness and more flavour

Binder in sugar–fat fillings Terms like plasticity, spreadability, or creaminess of fat

characterize that function

Flavour carrier and texturizer in

filling creams

The melting of fats releases flavours. The fat

composition governs for a soft, hard or waxy mouthfeel:

Providing a short, soft eating texture

in waffles

Fat has a shortening action and reduces the firming

during shelf life

Mediator of gloss, hardness and

stability in enrobings

A property of cocoa butter and its replacers and

substitutes

Occurrence of old and rancid flavours Staling and oxidation transform into flavour issues

Nutritional concerns: Calories,

saturated and trans fats

Fats provide many calories
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• The actual surface condition of the baking moulds. Worn-out or dirty plates may

require greatly increased levels of oil/fat in the recipe.

Spraying Oils for Flavour Improvement
Some freshly baked wafers, while still being hot, are coated with oils by spraying or

passing through an oil curtain. Sugar wafer reels for instance are oil sprayed immediately

after baking, similarly to crackers and some hard cookies, and thereby they pick up

around 10% by weight of oil.

Another example includes noncreamed sheet wafers, which after baking pass an oil

spraying section. The oil may be flavoured additionally and assist in the adhesion of

flavourful powders such as spices.

The main functions of oil treatment are the following:

• Achieving a more tender, delicate bite

• Reducing any ‘dry’ mouthfeel when eating the otherwise pure wafer

• A more shiny and appealing surface look

• The oil may be used as a carrier for added flavourings

Bland and stable oils, either coconut oil, palm kernel olein, or palm olein, are rec-

ommended here. For the specifications see Tables 3.35–3.37. If these tropical oils are

disliked, select trans fat-free high-stability food oils or partially hydrogenated oils with

an iodine value not over 90 and AOM stability values over 100 h.

Fats in Sugar–Fat Filling Creams for Cohesion, Flavour and Eating Texture
Fats are main components in filling cream recipes, ranging from 32% to over 40% of the

cream weight. The specifications have been discussed in detail in Section 3.2.4. Fat

functions in creams are the following:

• Provide internal cohesion of the powder components of the cream and adhesion to

the wafer layers or waffles

• Carry most of the flavours and release them after melting

• Mediate the smooth, creamy eating texture that is in proportion to the fat level in

the cream

• Cream fats can be the carrier for any functional ingredients, including heat-sensitive

ones such as vitamins or essential fatty acids

Table 3.49 Oil/Fat in Wafer and Waffle Recipes
Product Oil/Fat in %

Flat wafers, hollow wafers 0.5–2
Sugar cones 3–9
Wafer flutes (sticks) 1–3
Waffles 10–28

In bakers percentage.
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The freshness and sensory quality of the cream fat is essential for the final quality and the

shelf life of the products. In case of an insufficient fat quality potential issues can be the

following:

• Flavour/taste issues because of rancid, old or off-flavour notes

• Greasy or waxy mouthfeel due to a fat fraction not melting at body temperature

• In wafer cookies the loss of shape due to an overly soft and flowing cream fat

• In filled flute wafers (wafer sticks) cream flow-out and soiling due to a high-fat

percentage or coarse powder ingredients

Suitable cream fats are the following:

• Hardened coconut oil—lauric, for moderate climate only, almost no trans fats

• Hardened palm kernel oil—lauric, almost no trans fats

• Partially hardened vegetable oils—nonlauric, possibly high in trans fats

• Fractionated palm fat—nonhydrogenated, nonlauric, trans fat-free

For detailed specifications see Tables 3.38–3.41. Creams based on lauric fats in processing

easily behave between runny, very liquid in texture when being too warm, and hard solid

at any cold spots in the cream line. Their advantages are in the rapid solidification in the

cooler and the cool melting sensation when eating the cream.

Fat Components in Wafer Cookies
Crisp wafer cookies in fat content are between wafers and waffles, and closer to that of

waffles. All the arguments on release action, fat stability and influence on eating texture,

flavour release and taste apply in a similar way.

Functionality of Fat Components in Waffles
Soft-textured waffles in their fat content range between about 5% in some of the frozen

North American waffles and 26% for some vanilla waffles. There has been a general trend

for reducing the fat content over the last decade. Fat functions in waffles are the

following:

• Improve the heat conduction during baking

• Provide a thin release film for an easy take-out of the waffles from the baking mould

• Impart a pleasant taste and flavour. Fats/oils are carriers for added flavours

• Shorten the texture in proportion to the quantity of oil and fat. That results in a softer,

less cohesive waffle with a better melt-away

• The right total fat level for RTEwaffles depends on the recipe, the ingredient, and the

customer-specific waffle taste

• At high-fat levels increasing amounts of fat may accumulate on the baking mould

surfaces, which impairs the waffle baking, especially the even surface look of the

baked waffles

• In case of oil dripping into the oven even the safety of operation is compromised

• For low-fat waffles permanent brush cleaning or Teflon coating of the baking

moulds is essential in order to avoid sticking
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• RTEwaffles of higher fat/oil content are texturally denser. Any fat-related baking

mass aeration collapses at the baking temperature and the higher fat level interferes

with the egg-white related aeration

Fat Components in Enrobings for Wafers, Wafer Cookies and Waffles
Fats bring gloss, hardness, and mechanical stability to enrobings. Besides the traditional

cocoa butter for real chocolate enrobings, different cocoa butter replacers and substitutes

such as CBE, CBR nonlauric, and CBS lauric are applied for reducing both costs and

processing time. For full details see Chapter 5 of this book.

The most economic enrobings are prepared from hydrogenated lauric fats. Hydroge-

nated coconut is suitable for moderate climate solely, but higher-melting palm kernel fats

with melting points of 38°C–42°C are available for hot environments. Find specifications

for enrobing fats in Table 3.41. Fat functions and potential issues in enrobings are the

following:

• Ensure a rapid and good hardening without tackiness in cooling as well as a stable,

glossy surface

• For enrobed wafers and waffles the compatibility of the enrobing fat to fats in the

centre pieces (cream fat, waffle fat) is essential to minimize issues such as crocodile

effect, oil migration, and fat bloom

• In particular, combining lauric and nonlauric fats results in such issues

• Some percentage of butter fat, directly added or from whole milk powders, softens

the enrobing but may retard fat bloom

• Any nut oils in centre piece creams increase oil migration and fat bloom effects. Fat

migration from the centre to the enrobing is reduced by the following:

• Storage not over the ambient temperature

• An increased percentage of solid fat in the cream filling

• The same fat type in the filling and enrobing, either all lauric or all nonlauric

• Possibly spray an intermediate layer such as from hard fat and sugar

Occurrence of Old and Rancid Flavours
These issues based on oxidative stability of fats and autoxidation have been discussed

extensively in Section 3.2.5.

Nutritional Concerns: Calories and Saturated and Trans Fats
See the general discussion in Section 3.2.7.

3.2.8.2 Elimination of PHO-Based Trans Fats in Creams and Enrobings
After the thorough discussion of TFA in Section 3.2.7.1, the required change to trans

fat-free in fillings and enrobings for wafers and waffles is the more difficult part.
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Table 3.50 compiles our current options for wafer cream fat and general fat selection at

acceptable costs.

There is a relationship between crystallization behaviour, microstructure and macro-

scopic properties in filling and enrobing fats. Their good technological functionality is

connected to the following:

• A rapid crystallization for fast cooling

• The forming of small fat crystals relates to cream smoothness

• Crystalizing into stable crystal forms of the polymorphic fats

• A high-final hardness of the filling/enrobing for easy and fast processing in cutting or

packaging

Trans-containing fats crystallize faster and in smaller crystals compared to trans-free ones.

The crystallization behaviour of the trans-free filling fat is more complex because differ-

ent polymorphic forms occur. The hardness of the fillings is not solely governed by the

quantity of solid fat present but also by the structure of this network. A trans-containing

fat yields both a greater hardness and less negative effects from the usual compositional

variation on the crystallization process.

For transfat-free fats, the chemical composition is much more critical in determining

the crystallization rate, the solid fat content, and the final hardness value.

What Are the Options for TFA Replacement?
Why do we use a partially hydrogenated fat in wafer and waffle manufacturing?

Depending on the application there are many answers:

• For release action in baking, fats require the high stability of nonpolyunsaturated fats

regarding (a) polymerization reactions at high-baking temperatures, which influences

plate-cleaning needs intervals extremely positively, and (b) their good oxidation sta-

bility helps during shelf life to avoid staling and rancidity

• In fats for filling creams, the fast crystallization, the fine structure of the fat crystals, and

the good hardness of the fillings against squeeze and flow-out are important

• For enrobing fats similar arguments as for fillings apply in an even more

pronounced way

Table 3.50 Trans Fats and Saturated Fats in Potential Wafer Cream Fats

Type of Fat
Trans Fat
Content

Saturated Fat
Content

Melting
Point (°C) a

Lauric
Fat

Coconut oil, hydrogenated Very low Very high 33–35 Yes

Palm kernel oil, hydrogenated Very low Very high 33–42 Yes

Palm fat, nonhydrogenated Very low Medium/high 33–42 No

Hydrogenated oils from canola, cottonseed,

soybean, sunflower

Medium/

high

Medium 33–42 No

aSelect the melting point according to climate, if possible below 37°C.
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A common aspect in trans fat replacement for creams and enrobing is that a certain level

of solid fat is required to meet these functionalities. If trans fats are not present, only some

percentage of saturated fat guarantees this. Unless ways for a trans-free hydrogenation are

not available as a replacement other methods of fat selection and fat technology

(Section 3.2.3) are required:

a. Select fats that naturally contain some solid fat. Here in sufficient quantities just lauric

fats (coconut, babassu, palm kernel) or palm fat and cocoa butter are available. Out of

these, palm fat is the most economic and flexible base for the following processing

options

b. Fractionation of natural fats

c. Complete hydrogenation of oils: All of the original unsaturated double bonds, even

some intermediate trans bonds, are converted to saturated single bonds. Then no

TFA remains and the product can be considered to trans-free. Disadvantages are

the labelling requirement ‘hydrogenated fat’ and the high-melting point, well above

body temperature

d. However fully hydrogenated fat can be a basis fat for interesterification with oils. One

option to avoid the hydrogenated label is to use the hard palm stearine from fraction-

ation for the interesterification process

e. Blending is the simplest process option and may use any of the products of the pro-

cesses already discussed to obtain a trans-free declaration, with or without the

‘hydrogenated’ label

A Caveat to All Saturated Fat and TFA Exchange Strategies
It is not just a matter of matching the melting profile of the partially hydrogenated fat to

be replaced. Mostly the fat stability factors are much more important:

• Most of the less saturated fats behave badly in release for baking. More sticking then

requires higher fat levels and again a more frequent plate cleaning. Therefore a

replacement of the small quantity of baking fats by highly unsaturated ones is less

recommended

• Less saturated trans-free fats may compromise the wafer product shelf life. Shorter

induction periods and increased rancid and old flavour notes will be observed.

You might have to reduce the ‘best before’ period on the label

• Because trans-free fats crystallize much more slowly, additional investment in cooling

capacity is required to increase the cooling time for wafer books and enrobings.

Additionally a unit for temperature adjustment and mechanical precrystallization is

required, or even a full tempering equipment for the cream upfront the cream

spreading operation

• In enrobed products, the PHO to be replaced is not the only fat in the system. Fats of

different types interact in different ways. The characteristics of the combined fat
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phase—especially in terms of melting profile (eutectic softening)—lower crystalliza-

tion rate, and reduced final hardness must be evaluated

• Trans-free fats behave differently in storage. Partially hydrogenated fats postharden

efficiently in storage but this quality might lack after replacement. Possibly a colder

intermediate storage area will be required as well

• Replacing partially hydrogenated oils with trans-free ones typically increases the

ingredient costs

3.3 LECITHIN AND OTHER EMULSIFIERS IN WAFERS AND WAFFLES

Lecithin and other emulsifiers are minor ingredients with technologically valuable

functions in the manufacturing of wafers, wafer cookies, waffles, filling creams and

enrobings.

3.3.1 Functions and Types of Emulsifiers
Emulsifiers are active in any kind of interfacial phenomena between immiscible phases

such as oil and water by reducing the interfacial energy. Another name for emulsifier

is ‘surface active substance’ or surfactant. Emulsifier molecules such as lecithin consist

of a hydrocarbon chain and a polar group. The bipolar chemical structure with a hydro-

philic and a hydrophobic part facilitates the dispersion of one phase into the other and

stabilizes the resulting emulsion. The hydrocarbon chain has an affinity for lipids, while

the polar group has an affinity to water. Emulsifiers with more hydrocarbon groups than

polar groups are lipophilic in nature and are at least partially oil soluble. Vice versa, sur-

factants with a high ratio of polar groups are more hydrophilic in nature and at least par-

tially water soluble. In milk, the proteins for example are efficient emulsifiers for the

milk fat.

3.3.1.1 The Various Functions of Emulsifiers
(a) The emulsification of immiscible oil and water phases into small droplets, being sta-

ble against coalescence, such as in milk caramel(toffee) manufacturing

(b) To make compatible hydrophobic and hydrophilic materials in disperse systems,

such as the fine dispersion of oils/fats in chocolate or filling creams

• Emulsifiers reduce the viscosity and the yield value in chocolate, enrobings,

creams or toffees

• Emulsifiers improve the wetting of hydrophobic surfaces such as in chocolate

conching

(c) The modification of fat crystallization in polymorphic systems (chocolate, cream

filling)

(d) Emulsifiers frequently reduce the rate of crystallization with the consequence of a

longer cooling time required
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(e) Emulsifiers in fat crystallization change the size and shape of fat crystals

(f ) Emulsifiers retard an oil migration such as from centre pieces to enrobings

(g) In cold batters, emulsifiers retard the recrystallization of added fats

(h) The dispersion of particles is improved, which avoids flocculation or sedimentation

in batters

(i) The conditioning of batter and dough mixes by complexing starch and proteins to

do the following:

• Improve the mixing efficiency and the mixing tolerance

• Reduce the stickiness of baking masses

(j) Stabilize the surface of gas pores in aerated systems to a more foamy and viscous tex-

ture by influencing the size and distribution of pores

(k) The enabling of phase changes such as to facilitate the steam escape in wafer baking

(positive) or the migration of moisture into baked wafers (negative)

(l) Crumb softening and antistaling effects in soft bakery products such as in RTE waf-

fles. The complexation of emulsifiers with amylose retards the retrogradation of

starch, accompanied by firming the texture

We make use of some of these properties favourably in wafer and waffle manufacturing.

The most interesting substances are listed in Table 3.51 together with their HLB

(hydrophilic–lipophilic balance) value and typical applications. The HLB system was

introduced in 1948 byW.C. Griffin to classify surface active substances according to their

lipophilic or hydrophilic character. Most surface active materials are with a range of HLB

values from 1 to 20. Values below 10 indicate that the material is more lipophilic. The

HLB value for lecithin is for the natural mixture in raw lecithin. All emulsifiers are clas-

sified as food additives. Their E-numbers are listed as well in Table 3.51.

Table 3.51 Emulsifiers and Their Application

Substance and E-Number
HLB
Value Potential Applications

Lecithin (E 322) 3–5 Wafer batter, wafer baking and release, wafer cream,

enrobings, chocolate, caramel filling

Mono-, diglycerides of fatty

acids (E 471)

3–4 Waffles, flute wafer filling, caramel filling

Polyglycerol polyricinoleate

PGPR (E 476)

1 Enrobings

Citric esters of Mono/

Diglycerides (E 472c)

9–11 Enrobings

Ammonium phosphatides

(E 442)

2–3 Enrobings

Polyglycerolesters of fatty

acids (E 475)

5–10 Aeration emulsifiers
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3.3.2 Lecithin
Lecithin is a natural emulsifier, a byproduct in vegetable oil manufacturing. For human

nutrition lecithin is a very valuable nutrient. Apart from the baking industry, lecithin is

also used in other food products, as a nutrient in dietetic products and pharmaceuticals,

in cosmetics, and as a technical emulsifier. The most common type of lecithin is soy

lecithin. However, due to concerns on GMO issues, lecithin from other sources such

as canola, corn, sunflower, or peanut is increasingly available. Lecithin, as a synergist,

has a slightly antioxidative activity, which may offer some shelf-life extension

additionally.

In older wafer recipes, at times when these plant lecithins were not yet available, we

find egg yolk, being rich in egg lecithin, regularly as a component.

On the European list of food additives, lecithin has the number E 322, which means it

is considered to be a food additive despite its natural origin. Depending on local regu-

lations, the indication of the functional properties of such an emulsifier and/or the sub-

stance name (soy) lecithin can replace the E number on the label. With soy-based lecithin

the allergen labelling for soy products has to be observed.

3.3.2.1 Commercially Available Lecithin Products
(1) Mostly the cheaper fluid lecithin is used. It typically consists of about 62%

lecithin substances (raw lecithin) and 38% soybean oil. If the raw lecithin concen-

tration increases, the mix will become plastic at ambient temperature. For most of

our bakery products the use of more highly refined lecithin of a lighter colour is not

required

(2) Many companies offer carrier-bound lecithin powders containing fluid lecithin

sprayed onto powder carriers such as wheat flour, soy flour, starch, milk-derived

powders or lactose. Lecithin powders are of interest primarily for manufacturing

plants relying in baking mass preparation fully on dry materials metering. In sugar

wafer manufacturing, powder lecithin preparations with milk component carriers

have been seen to be quite effective

When comparing the costs, the lecithin content, typically from just 10% to 50%

at maximum, as well as the nature of the carrier medium must be considered. The

declaration of the manufacturers here refers to the content in fluid lecithin, which

has just 62% of the active ingredient raw lecithin

(3) Pure lecithin powders are deoiled and contain from 90% to 97% raw lecithin. These

are more expensive but not necessarily better for our bakery products. One

advantage is that the highly instable soybean oil part is absent

(4) Fractionated or modified lecithin has an increased HLB value, which in our expe-

rience does not result in significant improvements for the kind of products

discussed here
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3.3.2.2 The Composition of Raw Lecithin
Lecithin chemically speaking is phosphatidylcholine (PC). But every ‘raw lecithin’ addi-

tionally contains a number of related phosphatides (or phospholipids) as well as some gly-

colipids (Table 3.52). The phospholipids are the active constituents of lecithin. As in any

emulsifier they consist of a polar (hydrophilic) and a nonpolar (lipophilic) region in their

molecules. Phospholipids may differ in type of polar head group as well as the length and

saturation level of the nonpolar fatty acid chains.

All of the raw plant lecithins are obtained during vegetable oil refining. When

degumming the crude oil, polar lipids hydrate and separate as ‘lecithin sludge’, which

is processed further by some of these processes, most of them not required for fluid

standard wafer lecithin:

• Solvent extraction for deoiling

• Enzymatic modification such as partial hydrolysis

• Fractionation with ethanol for enrichment of phosphatidylcholine (PC)

• Purification by chromatographic methods

Because different phospholipids show individual functionalities, by modification of the

phospholipid pattern a variety of products are generated.

3.3.2.3 Issues With Genetically Modified Soybean Lecithin
Since 1995 there has been some discussion on ingredients from genetically modified

organisms (GMO), primarily in European countries, with the consequence that some

lecithin alternatives were applied in the market:

• Identity preserved (IP) products from certified suppliers, guaranteeing the non-GMO

status of their soybean lecithin

• Alternative lecithin preparations in fluid or powders such as from sunflower or canola

oil manufacturing

• Reverting back to the old recipes with high egg yolk content, delivering egg lecithin

and cholesterol

In case of GMO issues the soybean lecithin replacement would be just a partial solution

because soybean in finished products may come from soybean-based cream fats or soy

flours as well.

Table 3.52 Composition of Deoiled ‘Raw’ Lecithins From Various Sources
Origin Lipid Soybean Canola Sunflower Egg Yolk

Phosphatidylcholine (PC) 20–23 25 25 74

Phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) 16–21 22 11 19

Phosphatidylinositol (PI) 12–18 15 19 <1

Other phospholipids 8–13 24 3 4

Glycolipids �10 10 – –

Data from Degussa Food Ingredients leaflet, D€usseldorf, 2004.
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3.3.2.4 Physical Characteristics of Lecithin
Raw lecithin is an emulsifier with an HLB value of 3–5, being typical for water-in-oil

emulsifiers. As an emulsifier it has a lipophilic, mostly fat-soluble part and a hydrophilic,

mostly water-soluble part and tends to concentrate in the interfacial regions of water–oil
mixtures. Lecithin disperses in water after intensive mixing only. Then it swells and builds

lamellar structures, which become globular in case of increased dilution. The lipophilic

fatty acid residues are in the interior of the globules. Lecithin is slightly acidic and has a pH

value around 6.

3.3.2.5 Physiologically Advantageous Properties of Lecithin
Lecithin is an important building element in our brain and nerves. There are many

claimed positive effects from lecithin consumption for the body:

• Controlling and activating the metabolism of lipids, the liver function, supplying

energy for the muscles and brain

• Reducing the recovery time after physical activity

• Improving mental performance, being advantageous for elder people

3.3.2.6 Handling of Lecithin in Manufacturing
Lecithin is sensitive to heat and decomposes with increasing temperature—especially

beyond 55°C–60°C, accompanied by darkening to almost black—loss of performance,

and an increasingly bitter taste. Phosphatidylethanolamine as well as any lysolecithine

present increase the darkening. It is important that the temperature is kept well below

60°C in case of any ball milling or conching operations of fillings and enrobings.

Fluid lecithin preferably is applied in a premix with oil. Quite frequently in batter or

dough preparations a fat–lecithin mix is used at a temperature of about 40°C. The advan-
tage is that these premixes are more fluid than the thick, sticky standard lecithin, which

improves both the pumping and the automatic dosage. We recommend a separate jac-

keted, temperature-controlled storage vessel to prepare and keep the mix required for up

to 1 day’s production. Lecithin–oil premixes are miscible in any proportion, and

therefore no emulsions as commonly termed.

Please note: Avoid the preparation of the fat–lecithin premixes for addition to batters

directly on a heating plate. If this does occur, overheating, strong darkening and partial or

full inactivation of the heat-sensitive lecithin will take place.

3.3.2.7 The Functionality of Lecithin in Wafers and Waffles
(a) Batter preparation

A batter ideally is a suspension of flour in a fluid watery phase. As in wafer batters

there is little oil present; lecithin here does not act as an emulsifier primarily, but it is

adsorbed together with the oil on the surface of the flour particles. Its function here is

that of a wetting and later on of a release agent after the baking step. While lecithin
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powders are added with other small ingredients to the mixer before the flour,

fluid lecithin is added as a premix with oil or warm liquefied fat after the flour is

included and mixed up briefly. Lecithin may be applied for dust control in the

manufacturing of powder premixes and improves the rewetting of powder premixes

(instantinization).

Different dosing levels of fluid lecithin are found in wafer batters:

• From 0.1 to 1.2 parts per 100 parts of flour, quite often 0.2–0.6 parts, with

problem flours around 1 part

• In many sugar cone batters the lecithin dosage is on the higher side of that range

• Lecithin powders require at least the same dosage

• For waffle batters the lecithin dosage is found to be related to the smoothness and

shine of the waffles surface after baking quite frequently

(b) The baking process

Lecithin has influence on the release of steam during baking, leading to the typ-

ical foamed wafer structure due to steam leavening. Lecithin facilitates and acceler-

ates the steaming, which for most products is positive. Lecithin compensates for any

negative influence of the hydrophobic oil/fat component in the batter on steam

release. The pressure maximum in the initial baking phase is lowered, which is pos-

itive for reducing the baking waste flashings. In addition, an interaction with gluten

proteins can be assumed. Lecithin is used as a component in release lubricants and

sprays

(c) Issues related to lecithin in baking

Besides all the desirable properties, some negative aspects require mentioning:

• Lecithin is not fully neutral in taste, and higher levels result in a side taste

• Lecithin enhances the colour differences between the depositing area and the

edges within sheet and cone wafers

• Thermal decomposition of lecithin occurs at the temperatures reached during

baking

(d) The mould release

For a smooth demoulding the mould release action of lecithin is essential. The

hydrophilic part of the molecule is attached to the starch-gluten structures and the

lipophilic part acts in mould release similar to oil.

(e) Lecithin in filling creams and enrobing chocolates—the ‘fat-sparing’ function

The addition of 0.1%–0.3% of lecithin together with the fat typically is sufficient

for a reduction in viscosity, if desired. I do not recommend adding much lecithin in

hot climate environments because it facilitates the flowing out of cream in finished

products at elevated temperatures during distribution. Lecithin moreover retards the

fat crystallization in cooling slightly

The question of applying lecithin in wafer creams and enrobings due to its fat-sparing

function requires careful consideration.
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1. Whenever a reduction of the fat and calorie content is a primary goal, lecithin enables a 2%

or 3% reduction of fat in the recipe. Thus lower-fat products being comparable in

their spreading or enrobing properties as well as in their sensory quality can be man-

ufactured. In chocolates, for example, without the addition of lecithin the cocoa but-

ter would have to be increased by 2%–4% for obtaining similar flow characteristics.

Lecithin performs similarly within wafer creams, primarily in refined creams with

particle sizes below 30–50 μm
2. However, if sweetness reduction is an issue, the application of lecithin is less favourable.

Without lecithin a few percent more of fat is required, which reduces the sugar level

and improves cream smoothness and eating quality

3. Lecithin improves the moisture tolerance of sugar–fat compositions such as creams and

enrobings. With the addition of some moisture with small recipe components such as

rework, flavours, or acid solutions, the moisture content rises and the flow of the

cream/enrobing might be impaired; this is an effect that is counteracted efficiently

by the emulsifier lecithin

4. Lecithin in creams and coatings improves the flavour release during chewing and eat-

ing. The emulsifying action brings smaller oil droplets about, connected to a better

flavour release and flavour perception

3.3.3 Monoglycerides and Mono/Diglycerides
Mono/diglycerides and distilled monoglycerides (E 471) are emulsifiers of the same

group but with a different application profile.

Mono/diglycerides are manufactured by interesterification from triglycerides and glyc-

erol. Mono/diglycerides are mixtures of mono-, di- and triglycerides, and they emulsify

water in oil systems such as in toffee (milk caramel) cooking

Distilled monoglycerides are prepared by molecular distillation from there and have these

main functions:

• Being part of aeration emulsifiers in cake and waffle batters, frequently together with

propylene glycol esters of fatty acids (E 477). Then air incorporation results in a vis-

cous batter of fine and even porosity. After baking volume, tenderness, and moisture

retention are improved

• Monoglycerides prepared from saturated fatty acids are able to complex amylose starch

molecules efficiently in the baking process. That complexation results in an increased

softness of waffles, cakes, or breads. That effect is primarily governed by monoglycer-

ides with saturated fatty acid chains that interact with the amylose part of the starch

There are two forms of application of distilled monoglycerides

1. Very fine powder for direct incorporation

2. ‘Hydrate paste’, a gel form structured as lamellar phases, prepared after monoglyceride

melting and mixing with water, some additives, and cooling. In the paste the alpha
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crystal form is stabilized, being the most active one compared to beta or beta prime

(Section 3.2.3)

3.3.3.1 Application in Wafers and Waffles
a. For crisp wafers these emulsifiers are less suitable recipe components. The complex-

ation and aeration properties result in a lighter, softer, and more tender wafer texture,

being usually overly fragile in further processing. Just in case you require a lower sheet

weight and a more tender texture it is recommended to replace part of the lecithin by

monoglyceride paste in the recipes. Do not heat or melt the paste but place it directly

to the batter mixer

b. In the manufacturing of flute wafers (wafer sticks), monoglyceride fine powder has a

lubricant, antiblocking function in direct cream filling. Then the addition of 0.5%–
1% of monoglyceride fine powder reduces any blocking of the filler hole, which

occurs more frequently in ‘white’ creams, since they are richer in dairy-based

powders

c. In enrobed wafer confectionery products monoglycerides in the enrobing recipe

slightly retard the migration of oils into the enrobing

3.3.4 Other Emulsifiers
3.3.4.1 Polyglycerol Polyricinoleate PGPR (E 476)
The review by Bastida-Rodrı́guez (2013) provides information on general properties and

applications of PGPR. In the area of wafers and waffles the main function of PGPR is in

enrobings. Adding PGPR raises the fluidity of the enrobing chocolate by reducing the

‘yield value’. That allows the ability to apply thinner layers onto wafer cookies and waf-

fles. For the enrobing recipe, a level of about 0.3% lecithin/PGPR mixture in a ratio of

2/1 is a good starting point for obtaining a combined reduction in viscosity and

yield value.

In creams for filling flat wafers a reduction in yield value by PGPR is not

recommended because the risk of issues with cream flowing out increases.

3.3.4.2 Citric Esters of Mono/Diglycerides (E 472c)
Around 1995 the discussion on GMO in some European countries created demand for

lecithin replacement in batter recipes. The Canadian patent application CA 2308294 A1,

pages 70 to 71 from 1998 teaches the application of citric esters of mono/diglycerides in

sugar wafer cones. In flat wafer manufacturing, from my experience, these emulsifiers

offer no advantage in the substitution of lecithin.

3.3.4.3 Ammonium Phosphatides (E 442)
Ammonium phosphatides (AP) are ammonium salts of phosphorylated glycerides,

derived from oils such as canola oil. A mono- or diglyceride moiety may be attached
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to the phosphorus. For AP, JEFCA in 1974 established an ADI of 0–30 mg/kg

bodyweight. FDA published a GRAS notification in 2007 for ammonium phosphatide

as an emulsifier in chocolate and vegetable fat enrobings for levels up to 0.7%.

AP, another name is lecithin YN, is an alternative for soy lecithin with similar activity.

Since the 1960s AP has been applied in the chocolate industry to lower the viscosity and

the yield value of chocolates and enrobings.

At present I am not aware of AP applications for batters or creams in wafers and

waffles. Potential advantages may be the following:

• AP require neither an allergen labelling nor is there a GMO risk

• They are more neutral in flavour, compared to lecithin

• AP is liquid at ambient and offers an improved thermal stability and less browning

compared to fluid lecithin; however there is a higher cost

3.3.4.4 Aeration Emulsifiers
For the aeration of batters/baking masses, frequently combinations of two or more

emulsifiers are applied

• Mono- and diglycerides of fatty acids, E 471

• Acetic acid esters of mono- and diglycerides, E 472a

• Lactic acid esters of mono- and diglycerides, E 472b

• Polyglycerol esters of fatty acids, E 475

• Propylene glycol esters of fatty acids, E 477

Monoglycerides in most cases are part of such mixed aeration emulsifiers in powder or

paste form. In waffle batters such aeration emulsifiers improve the waffle texture by

making it lighter and more tender.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Technology of Minor Ingredients
for Wafers and Waffles

4.1 INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

In previous chapters, when discussing the technology of flours and water, sugars

and oils—the main ingredients of most baking masses, fillings and enrobings in the

manufacturing of wafers, wafer cookies and waffles—are covered. Now the long list

of potential minor ingredients follows.

4.1.1 Physical, Chemical and Biological Leavening
Fermentation and leavening are basic processes of great influence in wafers and waffles.

The various leavening principles include steam leavening, thermal expansion and the

application of various chemicals. Steam leavening is of extreme importance in baking

the ‘airy’ crisp wafers. The small levels of chemical leavening agents are here for nucle-

ating the wafer pores and for triggering the final wafer texture and eating quality quite

effectively. Fermentation includes the natural flora coming from flour mainly as well as

any processes with yeasts or sourdoughs.

4.1.2 Wafer Enzymes and Chemical Additives
In contemporary terminology even the application of dedicated ‘wafer enzymes’, com-

bining definite proteolytic and xylanase activities, is seen as a kind of fermentation. How-

ever, it is more a way to control any fluctuations in the properties of the natural ingredient

wheat flour. The water binding capacity of the flour and its influence on batter rheology

are regulated, and at the same time, any gluten development issues come under better

control.

Further, a few chemicals found in old recipes and in some recommendations, and

their sense or nonsense in contemporary wafer and waffle recipes, require discussion.

4.1.3 Wafer and Waffle Rework, Baking Scrap
Wafer and waffle rework generates during production under adherence to hygienic con-

ditions. It is a valuable ingredient. Scrap, however, either the baking scrap extruding from

the baking moulds under pressure or any contaminated rework, is for waste disposal only.
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4.1.4 Milk-Based Ingredients
The various fluids from processing raw milk such as whole milk, skim milks or whey

fluids—all carrying a substantial part of water—have lost their place in industrial

manufacturing of wafers and waffles. All kinds of powders manufactured therefrom took

the place of carrying nutritious components from milk into the products in discussion.

The section covers the various dairy-based products, their composition, the typical func-

tions, as well as potential issues linked to their application.

4.1.5 Egg-Based Ingredients
Eggs in the various forms of application are main ingredients in the manufacturing of

most ready-to-eat (RTE) waffles. Here the use of fresh eggs still is of importance for high

quality waffles. Section 4.6 provides information on all the important aspects about eggs,

such as the following:

• The composition of the various egg products, their nutritional benefits and concerns

• Information on proper handling and the best application form in baking masses

• The functions of eggs in aeration and stabilization of baking masses and baked

products

• The influence on product look, taste, texture and freshness

• Issues of egg replacement

• The function of eggs in gluten-free products

4.1.6 Colouring by Food Colourants and Coloured Foods
Colouring in wafers and waffles is about intensifying the brown baking colour in most

cases. Cream filling requires some colour to guide the consumer. Besides coloured foods

such as cocoa powder, both natural and artificial colours are in use. The section covers

coloured foods, natural and synthetic food colours as applied to wafers and filling creams.

Some differences in food approval come into consideration as well.

4.1.7 Covering of Other Minor Ingredients Elsewhere in the Book
4.1.7.1 Nonwheat Flours, Starches, Dextrins and Fibres—See Section 2.3
The important group of these nonwheat flour materials thematically closely relate to the

technology of wheat flours and to all the aspects of their substitution. Please find ‘non-

wheat flours, starches and dextrins’ in Section 2.3 of Chapter 2 in this book.

4.1.7.2 Lecithin and Other Emulsifiers—See Section 3.3
Lecithin and other emulsifiers are lipids. That justifies the review of these minor ingre-

dients together with oils and fats in Chapter 3 of this book in Section 3.3.
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4.1.7.3 Seasonings, Spices and Flavours—See Section 5.2.3
Flavouring is of paramount importance in fillings for wafers and waffles. Section 5.2.3 in

the chapter on adjuncts covers the most important themes on flavouring.

4.1.7.4 Cocoa Powder, Cocoa Mass, Chocolate and Chocolate Surrogates—See
Sections 5.5 and 5.6

Cocoa mass and cocoa powder, the two main products from cacao processing, are the car-

riers for the typical flavour and colour in many wafers, waffles and fillings. Section 5.5 of

Chapter 5 on adjuncts has details about cocoa powder and cocoa mass. In the same chapter,

Section 5.6 covers chocolate and chocolate surrogates.

4.1.7.5 Inclusions and Toppings—See Section 5.4
The inclusion of small discrete pieces such as chopped nuts, chocolate chips, chewy car-

amel or marshmallow bits, puffed cereal crisps, cocoa nibs, candied or dried fruits, or

fruit-flavoured blueberry bits into filling creams, chocolate enrobings or waffles is an

option for product extensions.

Toppings are small particles from powders such as sugar or cocoa to sugar crystals,

sprinkles, nonpareils or small seeds such as sesame or poppy seed, to cereal flakes, season-

ings, spices or chopped nuts.

4.1.7.6 Nutrients and Functional Ingredients—See Book 2, The Technology
of Wafers and Waffles—Recipes, Product Development
and Knowhow

While enrichment with nutrients is partly covered when talking about creams in Chapter 5

of this book, a full discussion on nutrients and functional ingredients will be one of the

themes for the second book, when talking about innovation, recipes and product devel-

opment. Nutrient enrichment with the traditional workhorses such as proteins, fibres,

vitamins, or minerals today happens in the wafer and waffles area, but just a few compelling

products have positioned well in the markets at present.

Functional ingredients from natural sources exert one or more of these functions

• Promote health (in combination with a healthy lifestyle)

• Assist in preventing diseases (in combination with a healthy lifestyle)

• Provide energy for short time requirement

Health authorities in the European Union, the United States and in Japan nowadays

allow claims for a surprisingly wide range of benefits. The application of such claims

together with a well-developed product offers new chances in the high value market

segment.
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4.2 PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL LEAVENING

A controlled, even leavening for most baked products is an important quality fea-

ture. With wafer-based confectioneries, the light, crisp texture based on strong leavening

action is the basic element of product attractiveness. In case of insufficient or wrong

leavening, the products have a reduced sensory appeal. Potential issues are a dense, hard

texture, an uneven porosity or some leavening aftertaste.

The section reviews the different methods and ingredients for leavening wafers and

waffles. A better understanding of the basic mechanisms will help to improve the product

quality and to avoid mistakes. In many countries there is a trend to reduce chemical

leavenings (baking powders) in favour of primarily physical leavening principles (steam,

aeration, whipping), whereas with biological leavening (yeast, sourdough) there is some

stagnation because it is more time consuming and has an increased risk for operational

troubles.

The light texture of wafers and waffles comes from different physical and chemical

leavening principles:

• Leavening by whipping and mechanical aerators

• Leavening by thermal pore expansion without and with additional moisture diffusion

• Leavening by steam

• Chemical leavening

• Biological leavening

4.2.1 Physical Leavening in Wafers and Waffles
4.2.1.1 Leavening by Whipping and by Mechanical Aerators
The physical method of whipping is important in porous bakery products such as waffles,

pancakes and various cakes. Waffle batter aeration is an excellent opportunity for min-

imizing the application of chemical leavenings.

These physical methods of aeration provide the introduction of air cells into batters,

assisted by proteins with high whipping properties such as egg whites or some vegetable

proteins and by applying emulsifiers. Intensive mechanical agitation distributes the incor-

porated air into many small pores. Depending on the type of product and treatment, from

a few to more than 60 vol.% of air adds lightness. The presence of a multitude of gas cells

is equally important for any additional chemical leavening. In the absence of sufficient

small voids, less and bigger pores, or even the ‘tunnel effect’, big lengthy voids might

occur. For gas pores, the surface tension is inversely proportional to the radius of the pore.

Therefore, bigger pores can increase further quite easily whereas the smallest ones

disappear.

In batters for crisp wafers, whipping is of no importance or may be even negative

because of generation of voids, which are finally fixed at the surface of the finished wafer.
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4.2.1.2 Leavening by Thermal Pore Expansion Without and With Additional
Moisture Diffusion

Together with the powder ingredients and the water in batter preparation, some air

incorporates. Other important leavening gases such as CO2 and ammonia are even more

soluble in water than nitrogen and oxygen from air (Fig. 4.1). The units are litres of gas in

litres of water for a gas partial pressure of one atmosphere. The solubility of gases increases

with decreasing temperature.

The thermal expansion of the incorporated air cells as well as of already liberated

leavening gas contributes to a further leavening of the baking product during the first

baking phase until setting occurs by gelatinization or drying effects. Thermal expansion,

overestimated frequently, amounts to less than 20% of the original pore volume at

ambient temperatures (Fig. 4.2, lower curve). Any yeast present consumes at first, even

the oxygen portion of the air pores.

A far higher leavening effect is possible during the heating-up in the first baking

phase if moisture evaporates into the pores. For wafer batters, containing from about

50% to 65% moisture, that is the case. Fig. 4.2, upper curve shows the highest possible

theoretical effect. However, the effective leavening by thermal expansion and steam

diffusion into the pores in the first baking phase will be somewhere between the two

curves in Fig. 4.2, depending on the availability of moisture to saturate the gas pores.

For the moisture-rich wafer batters thermal expansion will be closer to the upper curve.

Most of the waffle batters and doughs being comparatively low in moisture are closer to

the line of dry thermal expansion.
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The expansion of gas pores by saturation with moisture during the heating-up phase

in baking is followed by the very steam leavening above the boiling point of water.

4.2.1.3 Leavening by Steam
Physical leavening by steam generation is the principal leavening method in baking crisp

wafers. We can say that low/no sugar wafers largely are starch foams, foamed by water

vapour. Due to the wafer baking mould temperatures far over 100°C and the high water

level in wafer batters immediately after mould closure in the first baking phase, consid-

erable quantities of steam evolve within a short time. Most of the batter water evaporates

in the very first phase of wafer baking and escapes via the steam vents of the baking

mould. The three positive effects of that situation are the following:

• The hard starch granules disintegrate into a loose, fully gelatinized matrix

• The high porosity owing to steam leavening results in the crisp and delicate final tex-

ture. In consequence, high solids batters result in a much harder wafer texture

• The ready baked wafers are absolutely sterile due to the high temperature and the

steam flow

Steam leavening is a crucial step not just for making crisp wafers, but it also has an impor-

tant role in other products such as crackers, puff pastries, puffed cereals, or in cooking

extrusion.

4.2.1.4 An Estimation: Steam Volumes When Baking a No/Low Sugar Wafer
Table 4.1 provides a gross estimation the steam volumes generated in baking. When we

compare the volume of CO2 as a leavening gas for the 710�320 mm sheet, it is evident
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that sodium bicarbonate (SBC) has almost no direct leavening effect in wafers baked under

pressure. The 275 g batter for one sheet contains about 0.35 g SBC, which develops an

estimated volume of 0.05–0.1 L of CO2 compared to more than 215 L of steam.

4.2.2 Chemical Leavenings for Wafers and Waffles
In chemical leavening, SBC (baking soda, E500) is the most important. It neutralizes the

flour acids, the pH value increases, and the batter distributes more easily and homoge-

neously in the hot baking plate. These are all essential for tender, well-filled and well-

formed wafers. Due to the rise in pH-value, the wafer browning (Maillard reaction) is

intensified. The level of SBC moreover compensates any influences from the

pH-value of the water.

In wafers and wafer cookies, baked nearly to dryness, the fast reacting and fully volatile

ammonium bicarbonate (ABC) is a further option. Then, for baking powders, combi-

nations of SBC with different acid leavening components are of interest. Here some

information on structure, activity, possible activity losses and composition of these sub-

stances and their optimal use.

Common thinking is that the quality and activity of chemical leavening agents are

unchanging. That is by nomeans true, however, when handling chemical leavenings prop-

erly; compared to biological leavenings less problems are to be expected.The release of leav-

ening gas,most frequentlyCO2, is triggered either bymoisture in themixing phase or by the

increase of temperature at the beginning baking process. We are then talking about ‘water’

or ‘heat’ activated leavening systems. Use chemical leavenings knowledgeably as a supple-

ment to the physical leavening effects being present. Some examples are the following:

• Inadequate mixing of baking masses; either an undermixing with low work input or

using overly cold ingredients as well as an overmixing cannot be compensated by the

increased dosage of leavenings

• Similarly, with frozen doughs the selection of the right leavening acid and a slow

defrosting before baking are most critical.

4.2.3 SBC (Baking Soda, Sodium Hydrogen Carbonate)
4.2.3.1 Terminology
English or American texts on baking, when using the word ‘soda’ address SBC and not

sodium carbonate, the very chemical meaning of soda. In the German language, the word

‘natron’ stands for SBC frequently.

Table 4.1 Steam Generation in No/Low Sugar Wafers: A First Approximation
Wafer Type Wafer Weight (g) Batter Required (g) Water Content (g) Steam Volume (L)

710�320 mm sheet 95 275 175 >215

500�350 mm sheet 60 175 110 >135

Moulded wafer cone 7 24 15 >15
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4.2.4 Properties and Reactions
SBC is a white, hygroscopic powder. In a reaction accelerated by heating, carbon dioxide

liberates according to the following formulas:

Formulas (4.1a) and (4.1b): Reactions of SBC When Heated Above c. 65°C

2NaHCO3 ! Na2CO3 �H2O + CO2

SBC ! sodium carbonate sodað Þ + carbon dioxide

1:00g ! 0:74g + 0:26g ¼ 160mLð Þ
(4.1a)

Above c. 65°C and moisture present:

4NaHCO3 ! Na2CO3 � 2NaHCO3 + CO2 + H2O

SBC ! double salt + carbon dioxide + water

1:00g ! 0:815g + 0:13g 80mLð Þ + 0:055g
(4.1b)

These reactions at first go slowly; only above 90–120°C do they go faster. The final

reaction product is sodium carbonate, a strong base. An explanation of the negative

flavour effects from higher concentrations of SBC follows:

• The batter gets more alkaline, the pH-value increases

• Residual sodium carbonate, according to Formulas (4.1a) and (4.1b), imparts a ‘lye

taste’ to wafers in higher concentrations

• The brown ‘baking colour’ of the wafers and waffles increases significantly due to

Maillard reaction at the elevated pH and baking temperature. Together with the

colour, the intensity of the baking flavour raises

To govern for more colour and flavour, the SBC level selected often does not fully

neutralize the acid components in the baking mass.

Formula (4.2): Reaction of Sodium Carbonate Formed in (4.1a) With Acids
Any acids in the batter develop additional CO2 from the previously formed sodium

carbonate. However, at maximum the same quantity as in the first reaction step shown

in Formulas (4.1a) and (4.1b). The acids react in the presence of moisture and heat

Na2CO3 �H2O + 2HX ! 2NaX + CO2 + 2H2O

Sodium carbonate + ‘acid’ ! ‘salt’ + carbon dioxide + water

0:74g from Formula 1að Þð Þ 0:26g ¼ 160mLð Þ
(4.2)
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Formula (4.3): SBC Reacts Directly With Acids
SBC reacts very quickly directly with any acids present in the baking mass or dissolving

from acid baking powder components. A retarding is possible by using ‘heat-activated’

leavening acids.

2NaHCO3 + 2HX ! 2NaX + 2CO2 + 2H2O

Sodium bicarbonate + ‘acid’ ! ‘salt’ + carbon dioxide + water

1:00g 0:52g ¼ 320mLð Þ
(4.3)

4.2.4.1 SBC Labelling
For SBC labelling, in Europe E500 is the food additive number. The sodium content in

pure SBC is 27.4%. This is taken into account especially for ‘low sodium’ or ‘sodium free’

product labelling. In Europe all sodium in a food requires labelling, calculated as sodium

chloride by multiplying the sodium content by 2.5.

4.2.4.2 SBC Grades
Internationally different granulation grades of SBC are available—from coarse, which is

over 160 μm in several stages, down to a ‘fine powdered’, with just about 45 μm average

particle size. See the supplier data sheets for more information. In water-restricted

doughs, a fine granulation is of importance to avoid any specks in the finished product.

In wafer batters, there is sufficient water to dissolve the SBC easily and the granulation is

not important. You may choose the most economic food grade type.

4.2.4.3 The Level of SBC in No/Low Sugar Wafers and the Wafer Weight
When baking starch-based batters in comparison to regular wafer batters from wheat

flour at various levels of SBC, differences are visible. SBC in wheat flour batters influ-

ences the rheology of the batter, especially the flow of batter in the hot baking mould.

Small concentrations of SBC regulate the filling the baking mould perfectly to the edges.

The leavening of wafers improves, an effect well known to all wafer manufacturers. My

assumption is that the neutralization of some of the natural acids present in wheat flour by

SBC generates that positive influence on batter distribution in the baking mould. For no/

low sugar wafers, SBC is the preferred leavening to obtain wafers of lighter texture and

more baking flavour and colour.

Fig. 4.3, for example, demonstrates the strong influence of increasing SBC levels on

the weight of the wafer sheet for the range of 0.05%–0.3% SBC. In parallel to the decrease

in sheet weight, the wafer stability decreases as well; and the colour differences within the

sheet, between the centre, and the steam-filled edges increase.
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In Fig. 4.4, the interesting result is that at higher dosages of SBC (0.7 baker’s %) the

influence of leavenings, SBC and water on the sheet weight is less pronounced. Then the

chemical leavening effect, probably by nucleation, is there, but the increase in steam leav-

ening by a higher water dosage levels out. There is a very big difference in batter solids

when comparing the recipes with 130 and 160 baker’s % of water; however, the reduc-

tion in sheet weight is low. At present, there is no study to explain what happens in detail.
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In some regions, the consumers’ expectation on good-tasting wafer sheets is the pres-

ence of a distinct lye taste coming from more SBC in the recipe. Fig. 4.4 nicely explains

that wafers high in SBC are accessible without an excessive reduction in wafer weight and

stability.

4.2.4.4 How Much SBC is in Wafers and Waffles?
Table 4.2 provides the typical range in SBC application in wafer and waffle recipes.

Various parameters such as the intended tenderness and taste, the pH-value and hardness

of the water, and any acid components within the batter ingredients all influence the right

dosage of SBC. The dosage for waffles is quite different due to the presence of leavening

acids in the baking powders.

4.2.4.5 Premix Solutions of SBC and Salt
Fully automatic batter preparation units require ready solutions of SBC and salt for addi-

tion from a supply tank. For their preparation, we recommend to stay safely below the

solubility limit to avoid any crystallization of solids in the tank, pipes or pumps.

Sodium Bicarbonate
The solubility limit of SBC at 20°C is at c. 0.95 kg in 10 L of water, corresponding to a

8.7% solution with a specific gravity of 1.08 g/cm3.

The recommended concentration of SBC solution for supply tanks is slightly below at

0.8 kg for 10 L water (7.4% solution, specific gravity 1.06 g/cm3).

These solutions of SBC lose some activity with time. We recommend preparation of

the solution just for 4 h use, at maximum for 8 h.

SBC Plus Salt
In case of stable recipe situations, a preferable option is to prepare a premix solution both

water soluble ingredients, SBC and salt (sodium chloride) at once. Here in a similar way

the solubility limit of salt is important:

Table 4.2 Sodium Bicarbonate Application in Wafers and Waffles (Baker’s %)
Wafer Type Sodium Bicarbonate

Wafer paper 0

Flat wafer sheets 0.1–0.5
Hollow wafer sheets 0.2–0.5
Moulded cake cones 0.2–0.6
Moulded sugar cones 0.1–0.3
Rolled sugar cones 0–0.1
Flute wafers (wafer sticks) 0–0.2
Waffles Up to 2.5
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The solubility limit of sodium chloride at 20°C is at c. 3.5 kg in 10 L of water,

corresponding to a 26% solution with a specific gravity of 1.20 g/cm3.

The recommended concentration of sodium chloride solution for supply tanks is at

2.5 kg for 10 L water (20% solution, specific gravity 1.15 g/cm3)

If you have to prepare for a mixed supply tank of SBC plus salt, ensure that these rec-

ommended limits of concentration are obeyed separately: for each 0.8 kg of SBC, use 10 L

water and additionally for each 2.5 kg of salt use 10 L water.

The following is an example from practical operations. Your batch recipe has

0.2 kg SBC and 0.5 kg salt. 0.2 kg baking soda requires 2.5 L of water and 0.5 kg

salt needs an additional 2 L of water. That relation (0.2 soda+0.5 salt+4.5 water)

converts to the supply tank size. However, due to some activity loss of SBC, do

not prepare more premix solution than is used within 4, at maximum 8 h of

production.

4.2.4.6 The Instability of Baking Soda in Prolonged Storage
After opening a bag of SBC, a slow decomposition may start right away. Access of

humidity from the air initiates a conversion to the sesquicarbonate (Formula 4.4a) or car-

bonate (Formula 4.4b), accompanied by the premature loss of some carbon dioxide. In

industrial dry premixes and in dry household baking mixes some overdosage of SBC is

common for that reason.

Formulas (4.4a) and (4.4b): Reactions of SBC in Humid Conditions
Both time and elevated temperature govern the extent of the reactions. In Formula (4.4b),

the number of molecules in the sodium carbonate crystals depend on temperature as well.

3NaHCO3 +H2O!Na2CO3 +NaHCO3 � 2H2O+CO2 (4.4a)

2NaHCO3 + xH2O!Na2CO3 �H2O=Na2CO3 � 7H2O=Na2CO3 � 10H2O+CO2

(4.4b)

Some of the manufacturing issues in wafer manufacturing, often blamed to flour quality

fluctuations, might come from here. Some hints for handling SBC are the following:

1. In high humidity environments, don’t buy overly big packs of SBC or quantities that

will have many months of storage time

2. Store SBC in a dry and moisture-protected area

3. Keep packs or premixes, once opened, within moisture-proof containers that are easy

to close.

4. If the scaling of SBC for the batter batches occurs in the mixing area, do it into plastic

bags to avoid humidity access. Use up in the same shift. Alternatively, scale the leav-

enings for the batches into plastic bags at a dry place outside.
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5. Prepare solutions containing SBC for just 4–8 h of production

6. Use up any dry premixes containing leavening powders according to the first in/first

out principle within a few weeks

4.2.4.7 Rapid Laboratory Checks for the Activity of SBC
Dissolve 2 g of SBC in 50 mLwater at ambient temperature. If, after stirring, the solution

is not clear but cloudy, some of the SBC activity is lost already. Then add two drops of a

phenolphthalein solution (1% in ethanol). The SBC solution should stay colourless; a

slight or strong pink colouration indicates increasing activity losses. More and more

SBC has converted into sodium carbonate.

4.2.5 Potassium, Calcium and Magnesium Carbonates
4.2.5.1 Potassium Bicarbonate (Potassium Hydrogen Carbonate, E501)
Due to awareness of sodium labelling, potassium bicarbonate replaces SBC increasingly,

with its 27.4% of sodium, without affecting the product quality. Whenever minimizing

the sodium content in a product is required such as for food products with a label ‘low’,

‘very low’ or ‘free’ in sodium, there are pros and cons:

• Potassium bicarbonate at ambient temperature is about 3.5 times more soluble in

water than SBC

• Potassium bicarbonate has less activity. For releasing the same quantity of carbon

dioxide, by a factor 1.19 more potassium bicarbonate is required compared to SBC

• With increased levels of potassium bicarbonate such as in waffles or in bakery prod-

ucts of lower genuine flavour, a slightly bitter aftertaste might occur

• Potassium bicarbonate is more expensive

4.2.5.2 Potassium Carbonate (Potash, E501)
Potassium carbonate develops carbon dioxide only together with acids. An example is in

the traditional stored doughs for gingerbread. In wafers and waffles there are limited

applications.

4.2.5.3 Calcium Carbonate (E170)
Calcium carbonate at the usual pH conditions in baking masses, being not overly acid,

will not develop any carbon dioxide. The typical applications are the following:

• Anticaking agent in baking powders and dry premixes

• For buffering fermented batters and poolish

• For calcium enrichment purposes such as in enriched wheat flour
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4.2.5.4 Magnesium Hydroxide Carbonate (E504)
Magnesium hydroxide carbonate E504, a very light hydrophobic powder, is an option to

improve mould release in wafer baking and to marginally reduce the moisture sensitivity

of wafers. The range of addition is from 0.25% to 0.7% on a flour base.

The substance is technologically an option to replace some oil/fat in the recipe and there

is no objection because of the nutritionally positive effect of magnesium compounds. Even

in sugar wafers such as rolled sugar cones and fan wafers there is some application for it.

4.2.6 ABC (Ammonium Hydrogen Carbonate, Vol)
ABC is part of the traditional leavening ‘Hartshorne salt’. The English name ‘Vol’

addresses one of ABC’s most important properties—its complete volatilization during

any hot baking phase. The leavening gases develop not in an acid/base reaction but

by the full thermal decomposition of the leavening itself.

4.2.6.1 Properties and Reactions
ABC, whenever being exposed to moisture, even at ambient temperature, slowly

decomposes according to Formula (4.5a) into carbon dioxide and ammonia gas with

its pungent smell. Fresh ABC, a white powder, has a very weak smell. The smell increases

with time as carbon dioxide escapes while leaving back ammonia, even if the container is

well closed. Fig. 4.5 shows the equilibrium pressure in the vessel in dependence from

temperature. The very fast reaction, compared to SBC under full decomposition close

to 60°C, is characteristic for ABC. It forms, without any acids, more carbon dioxide

per weight than SBC. See Formulas (4.5a)–(4.5c).
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Formulas (4.5a)–(4.5c) Reactions of ABC

NH4HCO3 ! NH4OH + CO2

Ammonium bicarbonate ! ammonia* + carbon dioxide

1:00g 0:44g 0:56g ¼ 340mLð Þ
(4.5a)

*Most of the ammonia dissolves in the water phase of the baking mass. Because ammonia

is a weak base, there is no real increase of browning as with the alkaline SBC. When the

temperature rises during baking, the ammonia strips off together with the moisture. At

that point, the fixation of the structure is complete already, and no additional leavening

effect comes from ammonia.

NH4OH!NH3 +H2O
pungent smell

(4.5b)

If some acid components are present in the baking mass, Reaction (4.5c) will occur

NH4OH+HX
acid

! NH4X+H2O
ammonium salt bitter;musty in tasteð Þ

(4.5c)

Compared to SBC there is no increase in pH, the ammonium salts react weakly acidic,

and at higher concentration a slightly negative, bitter and musty taste impression might

occur.

4.2.6.2 Instability of ABC in Storage
From the preceding Fig. 4.5 and the Formulas (4.5a)–(4.5c), we understand the rapid

decomposition of ABC even just at storage and some lumping due to the moisture

formed in decomposition. The recommendations are the following:

• Store ABC as cold as possible, dry, and well protected from moisture

• Never keep a big stock

• For any intermediate containers, keep them tightly closed and with minimum air

space at quantities used up in about one shift

• Scale the leavenings for the batches into small plastic bags at a dry place outside the

mixing area

• Solutions containing ABC should be prepared for just a few hours of production

• The addition of ABC to dry premixes is not possible

4.2.6.3 Applications With Wafers, Wafer Cookies and Waffles
At the conditions of wafer baking and with thin, dry baked wafer cookies, the ammo-

nium salts formed at first decompose thermally and all of the ammonia will volatilize. The

best recommendation is to apply ABC solely for thin bakery products that bake near to

dryness, lower than 3% of residual moisture, in any case below 5%.
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For waffles, being much higher in moisture after baking, the application of ABC leav-

ening is not recommended. Any remaining ammonia or ammonium salts may compro-

mise the taste.

The leavening by ABC in wafers for the reasons discussed in detail, low temperature

of decomposition, early generation of carbon dioxide and the lower pH-value work dif-

ferently from SBC. An activity that changes the pore distribution and therefore has a pos-

itive influence on wafer texture in some recipes. Consequently, the wafer structure

becomes more airy easily. A combination of ABC with SBC in wafers can be

advantageous:

1. In manufacturing hollow wafer sheets or moulded cones, to improve the fill-out of

the baking mould. ABC may improve the precise forming of surface details

2. Contrary to the alkaline SBC, ABC causes no browning effect. ABC does not

increase the batter pH value and therefore the colour intensity of the baked wafer.

That helps in reducing colour differences within the wafer, primarily at the darker

areas where the batter deposits first and bakes for a longer time. As a rule of thumb

0.1% ABC may replace about 0.05% of SBC

3. A partial replacement of SBC by ABC allows for some reduction in sodium content,

which is of interest for sodium labelling requirements

4. In no/low sugar wafers about 0.1% of ABC on flour base are sufficient in most cases

As a disadvantage of ABC application that one may realize is the following:

• For waffles, which are not baked to dryness, ABC is less recommended because of

residual ammonium components contributing to some off flavour potentially

• In countries with strict air pollution regulations, the emission of strongly smelling

ammonia can be an issue. Then additional cleaning of the exhaust gases, such as

by absorption in water, is required

• The labelling of an additional food additive, in Europe E503

For dough recipes due to the limited water content, the application of ABC solutions is

strongly recommended. That secures the best possible activity and avoids any non-

dissolved lumps of ABC. Their later decomposition leaves holes in the bakery product

and some of the overall leavening activity gets lost.

We do not recommend to use more than�0.1% (on flour base) because at higher levels

the early ABC-leavening action may add to the steam pressure maximum, which then can

increase the extrusion of waste bobbles through the venting holes and leave some holes in

the sheet at the same time. A disadvantage is some reactivity of ABC already at ambient

temperature, which has the consequence that in case of a longer batter resting time and

of warmer batter temperatures the ABC will be partly inactivated even before baking.

4.2.6.4 Premix Solutions of ABC
Despite the instability of solid ABC, solutions in water of ambient temperature can be

prepared for one working shift at maximum without the risk of bigger activity losses.
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That is important for some wafer cookie and waffle doughs. In wafer batters, there is suf-

ficient water for dissolution available anyway. Never dissolve ABC in hot water because

it fully decomposes below 60°C, as seen in Fig. 4.5.

The solubility limit of ABC at 20°C is at c. 2.10 kg in 10 L of water, corresponding to

a 17.4% solution with a specific gravity of 1.07 g/cm3.

The recommended concentration of ABC solution for supply tanks is slightly below

at 1.9 kg for 10 L water (16% solution, specific gravity 1.06 g/cm3)

These solutions of ABC lose some activity with time. We recommend the prepara-

tion for just 4 h of baking in advance.

For combined solutions of salt and ABC, we recommend to observe the solubility

limits of both ingredients as outlined for the salt/SBC example before.

4.2.7 Chemical Leavening by Baking Powders
Baking powders are shelf-stable premixes of a carbon dioxide source, most frequently

SBC and some ‘leavening acid’ (acid or acid salt) and a carrier such as dried starch or flour.

The main function of the carrier is to absorb any moisture migrating from humid air in

order to reduce activity losses. Standardization of baking powders is to a certain minimum

gassing power, frequently 12% carbon dioxide (Lallemand Baking Update, 2001a,b;

Brodie and Godber, 2007)

In modern industrial manufacturing, there is often no more baking powder in the

recipes. Addition of the leavening components, a bicarbonate, and one or more leavening

acids is directly to the mixer, at times at separate stage of the mixing. Combining differ-

ently reacting leavening acids allows for an adaption of the CO2-release to the specific

requirement of a certain product. However, for crisp wafers the ‘workhorse’ leavening

still is SBC without any acid, sometimes combined with ABC.

4.2.7.1 The Rate of Reaction of the Leavening Acids
SBC dissolves quite easily in the water phase of the dough/batter. Whenever acid compo-

nents, either from the flour or added leavening acid dissolve, additional CO2 is liberated

according to Formula (4.3, see the section on SBC). Acid components are sparely soluble

inwaterand requireadditional activationbyheat.Theydiffergreatly in their ‘rateof reaction’

and therefore in their activity during the three important phases of practical manufacturing:

• Mixing of the baking mass

• Holding time of batter/dough

• Baking phase

(a) Mixing of the Baking Mass

Releasing part of the leavening gas here in the dough/batter phase (‘preleavening

action’) is important for many chemically leavened bakery products in order to have

sufficient pores available for the additional gases released during the baking phase and

for the physical leavening effects as discussed in Section 4.2.1. At that stage, the
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carbon dioxide released by fast reacting leavening acids or decomposition of ABC,

immediately when water addition and mixing starts, can provide many fine pores.

These are an important nucleus for the later thermal expansion and the absorption

of more gas released. Within that group of fast reacting leavening acids are most of

the organic acids such as tartaric acid, cream of tartar (potassium bitartrate), citric,

fumaric, adipic, lactic and malic acid and the inorganic monocalcium phosphates

(AMCP, MCP). These are important for a tender, finely porous crumb in bakery

products. Their application mostly is in lower quantities and in combination with

the ‘retarded’ leavening acids, discussed next.

Released leavening gas results in a rising of the dough/batter and an increasing

viscosity. The foamier the batter is, characterized by a lower specific weight, the

more its flow is retarded.

(b) Holding time of batter/dough

In the storage tank at ambient temperature a further percentage of carbon diox-

ide evolves. Leavening acids from the group of ‘sodium acid pyrophosphates’

(SAPPs) with different retardation rates are applied widely (see Table 4.4) as well

as glucono-delta-lactone (GDL), which slowly hydrolyzes into its active formwhich

is gluconic acid.

Retarded water activated leavening systems are not ideal whenever there are

great variations in the batter holding time. The leavening efficiency and as a con-

sequence the waffle weight then fluctuate.

(c) Baking phase

Some leavening acids react only when triggered by temperature elevation in the

first phase of baking. In principle all leavening acids react faster at higher tempera-

ture; however, some of them, the ‘heat activated’ ones, require a higher temperature

to dissolve and react fully. Examples are sodium aluminium sulphate (SAS), sodium

aluminium phosphate (SALP), dimagnesium phosphate and dicalcium phosphate

(DCP). The latter reacts for most of the bakery products too late, starting first at

about 60°C. Table 4.3 compares two leavening acids, one with a fast rate and

Table 4.3 Acid Leavening Components of Fast and Retarded Rate of Reaction: At Ambient
Temperature

Time (min)
Potassium Bitartrate (%)
Reaction (Fast)

Glucono-Delta-Lactone (%)
Reaction (Retarded)

0 0 0

0.5 54 13

2 80 20

5 92 32

20 99 69

60 100 92
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one with a retarded rate of reaction during the mixing phase and in a prolonged

holding time.

An important fact is that other ingredients co-influence the reaction rates of the

leavening acids, such as the percentage of water, the concentration of sugars, any

water-binding ingredients (hydrocolloids, pregels), or the concentration of cations

such as calcium and magnesium.

For all leavening applications the following is important: with an increasing level

above sea, due to the reduction in air pressure, the quantity of leavenings required

for a certain leavening effect decreases. This is an effect felt already from about

600–800 m (2000–2600 ft) above sea level.

4.2.7.2 Four Groups of Acid Components to React with SBC
1. Natural acidic components in the ingredients

These are mostly organic acids occurring in

• Flour, chlorinated flour

• Syrups (glucose, fructose, invert, molasses, maple, etc.) and honey

• Brown sugar

• Cocoa powder, primarily the nonalkalized ones

• Whey (powder), buttermilk (powder), curdled milk, yogurt, curd

• Fruits, fruit pulps

• Caramelized sugar, caramel, caramel colour

2. Organic leavening acids

• Citric acid: very fast reaction, neutral in flavour

• Tartaric acid: very fast reaction, neutral in flavour. The resulting sodium tartrate is

slightly laxative

• Adipic acid: very fast reaction, neutral in flavour

• Fumaric acid: fast reaction, neutral in flavour

• GDL: retarded reaction, especially with cold batters and doughs, neutral flavour,

recommended for dry premixes

3. Acid salts, the dedicated leavening acids (cf. Table 4.4)

• Potassium bitartrate (Cream of tartar): very fast reaction, neutral in flavour

• Monocalcium phosphate (MCP): about 60% react fast, neutral in flavour. Com-

monly used as a fast-reacting minor part in double-acting baking powders. Is

available in dihydrate form or as slightly more retarded anhydrous product (AMCP)

• Acid calcium pyrophosphate: somewhat retarded reaction, neutral in flavour

• Sodium acid pyrophosphate (SAPP): medium to fast reaction, has a typical

‘sodium pyrophosphate’ flavour, beware of overdosing. There are various qual-

ities available with different retardation; see Table 4.4. The more retarded the

SAPP, the coarser the pores of the baked product will be
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• SALP: slow reaction, neutral in flavour, there are two types: NaH14Al3(PO4)8 and

Na3H15Al2(PO4)8; heat activation occurs at 38–40°C. There is no food approval

for SALP in some countries

• Dimagnesium phosphate: slow reaction, neutral in flavour, sodium free, heat acti-

vation at 40–43°C
• SAS: slow reaction, slightly bitter in taste

• DCP: very slow reaction, neutral in flavour, heat activation at about 60°C or even

higher. Then it decomposes into MCP, a fast-reacting leavening acid, and the

inactive tricalcium phosphate (TCP).

4. ‘Exotic’ leavening acids

• Monoammonium phosphate: fast reaction

• Diammonium phosphate: slow reaction, heat activated

• Potassium aluminium sulphate, ammonium aluminium sulphate: fast reaction,

more common in Asia.

4.2.7.3 Dough Reaction Rate, Water Activation of a Leavening
For the reaction profile of a leavening, being mostly proportional to the solubility of the

acid component, the dough reaction rate (DRR) (see Table 4.4) is a meaningful value.

That DRR describes the grade of ‘water activation’ of a leavening acid without a signif-

icant increase in temperature. DRR is the quantity of CO2, developed when mixing a

cake-type batter at 27°C after 2, respectively 8, minutes. The DRR figures calculate as a

percentage of developed CO2, related to the theoretically possible quantity of carbon

Table 4.4 Leavening Acids: Neutralization Value and Rate of Reaction

Leavening Acid E-No.

Dough Reaction
Rate (at 27°C,
8 min)

Neutralization
Value (g SBC
for 100 g
Leavening Acid)

Equivalence Value
(g Leavening Acid
for 100 g SBC)

Citric acid 330 70 131 76

Tartaric acid 334 70 112 89

Potassium bitartrate 336 66 45 224

Mono-Ca-phosphate�H2O 341 60 80 125

Mono-calcium phosphate 341 58 83 120

Di-calciumphosphate�2H2O 341 10 a 33 303

Acid Ca-pyrophosphate 450 51 67 149

Acid Na-pyrophosphate SAPP 450 15–43a,b 73 139

Acid Na-Al-phosphate SALP 451 15,22a,b 100 100

Sodium aluminium sulphate 521 16a 100 100

Di-magnesium phosphate 343 24a 40 250

Glucono-delta-lactone 575 30 47 212

aHeat activation is required.
bseveral grades of retardation are available.
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dioxide. Even SBC itself reacts at these test conditions at a certain, low percentage with

some acids from the flour or other ingredients. A typical DRR of SBC is about 20%.

With the SAPP, there are several, differently reacting qualities. The DRR at 8 min

can be between 15 and 43, providing the chance for an additional optimization. See the

specifications of SAPP suppliers.

The real DRR not only depends on the kind of leavening acid but also on process

parameters such as temperature, mixing intensity and the holding time of the baking

mass. Any frozen dough applications require very slowly reacting leavening acids.

A fast and simple determination of specific gravity will inform about the leavening

action in the dough/batter phase. Especially for waffle and pancake batters specific gravity

is an excellent tool in production control for reaching the final goal: an evenly leavened

product with a stable weight.

4.2.7.4 Heat Activation of a Leavening
During the heating and baking step the less soluble leavening acids gradually dissolve.

That is the so-called ‘heat activation’ of leavenings. In that main leavening action, the

control of the volume increases near the point of gelatinization and of structural fixation.

Diagrams displaying the temperature of the baking mass against the time in minutes, until

60% of the acid component have reacted, are helpful here (Brose et al., 1996;

Heidolph, 1996).

For heat-activated leavening acids the choices are either some of the more retarded

SAPP, SALP, SAS, or dimagnesium phosphate. Dicalcium phosphate, the most retarded

leavening acid, reacts slowly beginning only from 60°C, at a faster rate not before 80°C. It
is useful either just in combination to other leavening acids or for high-sugar baking

masses with their increased temperature of gelatinization.

4.2.7.5 The Different Results of ‘Fast’ and ‘Retarded’ Action of Leavening Acids
What are the results of leavening acids with retarded reaction?

• While fast reacting leavening acids result in a fine porosity of the final bakery product,

with increasing retardation the pores get bigger and look coarser

• The tolerance against temperature and holding time differences increases with retar-

dation. There is a reduced loss of leavening activity upfront the baking phase

• Baking powders and dry bakery premixes are more shelf stable the more retarded the

leavening acid

• Refrigerated or frozen doughs demand primarily retarded, heat-activated leavening acids

Most of the baking powders therefore are ‘double acting’, a combination of a fast reacting

acid for a fine and even porosity and a retarded acid in order to boost the volume in

the baking phase. The main acid part in these baking powders typically is the retarded

leavening acid.
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4.2.8 Basic Recipes for Baking Powders
For the reasons discussed, many baking powders consist of a smaller percentage of a

faster reacting leavening acid such as MCP together with one of the retarded acid

leavening components. The percentage of SBC in ready-to-use baking powders for

both industry and household is from 28% to 30%. Then calculate according to the

neutralizing value (Table 4.4) the right quantity of leavening acids. Fillers complete

the recipe up to 100%. These fillers such as predried cornstarch, calcium carbonate, or

calcium sulphate powder, eventually predried flour act as free flowing agents and

separate the active particles to prevent a premature reaction. Some basic recipes are in

Table 4.5. The direct dosage of the leavening components without any fillers, eventually

at different points of the batter/dough preparation sequence, is usual for many industrial

applications.

4.2.8.1 Coated Leavenings
While up to now the discussion was on selecting different substances for controlling the

leavening action, a further option is a coating of one part of the leavenings. Coated prod-

ucts of both SBC and other bases as well as of fast reacting leavening acids are available.

The type of coating governs the final point of release. With coatings from a high-melting

fat or monoglyceride, the (heat) activation starts when the temperature rises in the baking

phase. However, there are other, faster soluble coatings containing maltodextrins or

hydrocolloids.

For most of the wafers and waffles, there is no specific advantage to apply coated leav-

enings. Firstly, the less continuous distribution of leavening components enclosed by the

coating in the baking masses results in quality issues such as specks when applying coated

SBC. The dissolution or melting of the coating can be rather late and abrupt. Secondly,

the higher costs are not in favour.

Table 4.5 Baking Powder Recipes: Weight Parts
Components Double Acting Single Acting Fast Single Acting Retarded

Sodium bicarbonate 30 30 30

Monocalcium phosphate

(MCP)

5 37 –

Sodium acid

pyrophosphate

(SAPP 28)

36 – –

Sodium aluminium

phosphate (SALP)

– – 30

Corn starch, dried 29 33 40

Data: Brose, E., Becker, G., Bouchain, W., 1996. Chemische Backtriebmittel. Chemische Fabrik, Budenheim, Germany,
84 pp. (Document in German language).
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For fermented baking masses, the additional use of some coated chemical leavening

to assist in the very baking phase is an option. Otherwise, in case of early reaction the pH

of the dough increases above the pH-optimum for yeast activity, which typically is

around 5.5. Then a very fine, well-coated quality of SBC is recommended.

4.2.8.2 Phosphate Leavening Acids: Buffering Action and Flavour Implications
Some of the phosphate-type leavening acids are very efficient puffers in the final bakery

product:

• SAPP and dicalcium phosphate adjust the pH within the 7.3–7.6 range

• SALP and MCPs buffer between 7.1 and 7.3

An over neutralization of SBC by phosphate leavening acids therefore is not a proper

measure to reduce the pH value of waffles as is required for activating preservative acids

such as sorbic or propionic acid. The ‘pyrophosphate’ taste is very distinct and disliked, at

least in Europe. Just with organic acids such as gluconic acid developing from GDL, the

pH value in the final product might be adjustable to 7 or even 6.5.

Besides buffering, phosphates, due to the complexation of heavy metal ions, exert a

synergistic activity to antioxidants. In wafer batters, the interaction of phosphates with

flour gluten proteins may reduce any gluten development issues.

4.2.8.3 Which Chemical Leavening Acids are in Wafers and Waffles
and How Much

In crisp no/low sugar wafers, as discussed above, sodium and ABC are the favoured leaven-

ings. In sheet wafer baking, in recent years the combined use of SAPP at low levels and

SBC (as in baking powders for cakes) increased slightly. The SAPP (E450i) levels applied

are up to 0.35% on a flour base. A synonymous name for SAPP is disodium diphosphate.

Products with medium rates of reaction work best here. It appears that the late reaction

of the SAPP influences the eating texture to a crisper but not hard bite. The easier

melt away of the wafer part suggests a lighter texture and encourages one to eat more. That

property likewise increases the crumbliness of the wafer in the cutting, packaging and

distribution steps.

In waffles the application of chemical leavening acids is quite frequent to either assist or

to be the main leavening. However, there is a wide range in formulation for waffle and

pancake products and big differences depending on local quality perception. We find

products manufactured in the following ways:

• Without chemical leavening acids, relying just on the sodium and ABCs, mechanical

aeration and steam leavening effects

• With mechanical batter aeration and just small percentages of leavenings, about 1% of

SBC on a flour base and the equivalent leavening acids. Sometimes there is only

partial neutralization, considering the fact that there are some acids from flour present.
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• For North American waffles, chemical leavening is the main leavening principle,

from 1.5% to over 3% in baker’s percentage of SBC soda (on flour base) plus the

equivalent quantities of leavening acids. Consumers here are used to the flavour

impact of the leavening acids (pyrophosphate flavour)

To make sure that all of the SBC reacts according to Formula (4.3) and to avoid an either

alkaline or acid tasting product, proper balancing of the quantities of SBC and leavening

acids in the recipe according to Table 4.4 is essential. Please take care to use as finely

granulated leavenings as possible in order to get 100% activity in an evenly distributed

way and to avoid the occurrence of spots in the final product, where due to the high

concentration of a leavening component (big particle) either a miscoloured area or a hole

remain.

4.2.9 Fermentation: Biological Leavening in Wafers and Waffles
Biological leavening methods are fermentation by yeast or sourdough cultures or the

application of enzymes. The fermentation by yeast is a traditional leavening and

batter/doughmaturing procedure. Besides generating a little leavening gas and the nucle-

ation of pores, positive effects are coming from a softening of the gluten in the baking

masses and some emulsifying effects in favour of a faster steam escape and a better leav-

ening. Results are a distinct flavour and an improvement in porosity connected to a better

eating quality. At present, there is an increase in fermented wafer and waffle products in

the markets.

4.2.9.1 Yeast: Source of Flavour, Texture Modifier and Leavening
Cultured yeasts like baker’s yeast are strains of Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The most important

functions of these bud-forming fungi with a few micrometre’s size in the dough/batter

preparation stage are to generate flavour-active substances and some leavening gas, not

primarily their growth and reproduction. Yeast cells require for their activities a contin-

uous supply of nutrients such as sugars, nitrogen sources and salts dissolved in water.

There is a multitude of strains with differences in activity: faster or conventional fermen-

tation, increased tolerance to sugars, acids, or frozen dough processing (Vaughan and

Macreadie, 2007).

Yeast is a nutritionally valuable ingredient, contributing vitamins of the B-group, a

protein rich in the essential amino acid lysine, and about 18% of the dry matter is fibre. In

yeast manufacturing, the optimal reproduction of baker’s yeast requires temperatures

around 25°C, large volumes of oxygen from air, and the main nutrient glucose from

molasses or glucose syrup. In that ‘breathing’ reaction, carbon dioxide is formed

(Formula 4.6a); in total the volume of gases, however, is constant.
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Formulas (4.6a) and (4.6b): Reactions of Yeast (Total Balance)
Reproduction (breathing, aerobe)

C6H12O6 + 6O2 ! 6CO2 + 6H2O

Glucose + oxygen ! carbon dioxide + water

1g 1:07g ¼ 820mLð Þ 1:47g
(4.6a)

Fermentation (anaerobe)

C6H12O6 ! 2CO2 + 2C2H5OH

Glucose ! carbon dioxide + ethanol

1g 0:49g ¼ 270mLð Þ 0:51g
(4.6b)

In contrary, the anaerobe fermentation (Formula 4.6b) has its temperature optimum

around 30°C. In that reaction, the gas volume increases corresponding to a leavening

effect. Glucose transforms into the volatile leavening gases carbon dioxide and ethanol,

the ‘fermentation loss’ amounting to about 1%–2.5% in weight. In reality, the form-

ation of leavening gases is just between 75% and 90% of the theoretical value given in

Formula (4.6b). Side reactions consume some glucose for the generation of typical fla-

vour precursors and flavour-active substances such as esters, higher alcohols, aldehydes

and ketones. These, together with the reactions occurring at baking, are responsible

for the desired overall result. The options are to provide sufficient fermentation time

for that process, half an hour or more, or a higher yeast level in the recipe.

Glucose, the ideal yeast food, ferments very fast. Glucose either comes from a direct

addition or generates from the fast hydrolysis of sucrose by yeast enzymes. Yeasts digest

fructose more slowly. Baker’s yeast does not ferment lactose from dairy-based ingredi-

ents. Yeast enzymes require some time of adaption as well for the fermentation of malt-

ose. Maltose comes from cutting damaged starch in the flour into maltose. For

fermentations without any addition of sugars, flours from hard wheat varieties due to

their higher levels of damaged starch are a better substrate than flours from soft wheats.

The higher gluten content in hard wheat flours offer the advantage that despite of some

weakening of the gluten during fermentation doughs remain still well machinable and

have acceptable gas-holding properties. In a similar way for wafer or waffle batters, that

weakening by fermentation reduces some of the higher gluten development risks usually

found with the strong hard wheat flours.

Different from chemical leavening, there are positive or negative influences on these

biological reactions coming from the following aspects:

• The recipe

• The properties of other ingredients such as sugars, salt or any preservatives
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• Climate factors are very influential on yeast activity, primarily temperature and rel-

ative humidity

• The time elapsing between sponge/dough/batter preparation and the initial baking

phase. The yeast cells continue in activity until their final thermal inactivation in the

beginning baking process

Yeast fermented batters, being rare in application for considerable time, have undergone

some renaissance recently. Excellent control of yeast activity over the fermentation time,

the temperature and the acidification of the batter is essential for consistent results in

baking. That is difficult to achieve and may lead to variations of the batter processing

properties such as variability in the sheet weights and more sticking and breaking.

However, yeast fermentation definitely has a very positive effect on texture and taste

of the resulting wafer products.

4.2.9.2 Sourdough Fermentation
Flours have a considerable microflora, amongst others many lactic acid bacteria. These

are becoming active after wetting and they generate quite somemetabolites together with

lactic and acetic acid (cf. the Formulas 4.7a–4.7c). The resulting drop in pH suppresses

much of the remaining microflora remaining such as yeasts. Lactic acid bacteria generate

less carbon dioxide, compared to yeasts. Therefore, in any long-time fermentation of

baking masses despite the initial addition of yeast, a considerable contribution of fermen-

tation by sourdough bacteria genuine to the flour and from the existing environmental

flora occurs. The use of yeast or sourdough fermentation in batters is not common now-

adays. The control of its activity is difficult to achieve. Any fluctuations result in big

variations of the batter processing properties, much more variability in sheet weight,

and more sticking and breaking.

Formulas (4.7a)–(4.7c) Sourdough Fermentations (Summary)
Homo-fermentative

C6H12O6
glucose

! 2C3H6O3
lactic acid

(4.7a)

Hetero-fermentative, aerobe. In the presence of oxygen and moisture

C6H12O6 ! C3H6O3 + C2H4O2 + CO2

Glucose ! lactic acid + acetic acid + carbon dioxide

1g 0:50g 0:33g 0:24g ¼ 130mLð Þ
(4.7b)

Hetero-fermentative, anaerobe

C6H12O6 ! C3H6O3 +C2H5OH +CO2

Glucose ! lactic acid ethanol carbon dioxide

1g 0:50g 0:26g 0:24g 130mLð Þ
(4.7c)
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The fermentation passes on by preferment either or by adding the traditional ‘mother

dough’. Nowadays mostly ready-to-use starter cultures, respectively dry or wet sours,

result in a smooth, more even fermentation (Katina, 2005; Gobbetti and G€anzle, 2013).
Sourdough fermentation creates positive effects:

• The formation of flavours or flavour precursors, being transformed into the final fla-

vour during baking

• Gluten softening occurs due to the acidic environment and protein-cleaving flour

enzymes, being now closer to their activity maximum due to the lower pH-value

• The metabolites cause additional freshness effects and an increase of the mould-free

shelf life

4.2.9.3 The Trading Forms of Food Yeast
Fresh Yeast (Baker’s Yeast, Wet Yeast, Pressed Yeast, Cake Yeast)
Fresh yeast manufacturing is by aerobe reproduction on a molasses substrate under vig-

orous aeration (Formula 4.6a). Filter presses remove part of the water and the fresh yeast

forms to cubes or blocks by extrusion. Fresh yeast has a moisture content in the range of

68%–73%. Recommended storage is, just for a few days, refrigerated and well protected

from light, air (oxygen), from drying-out, and from the absorption of odours. In storage,

there is a considerable loss of yeast activity, even under refrigeration in the range of 3%–
5% a week. For steadiness of production, apply fresh pressed yeast only. Any fast deep-

freezing is less recommended since during rethawing the surface areas get inactivated and

dark-coloured. Never use wrongly stored yeast batches, being either dark-coloured,

dried up and full of cracks, sticky, or mouldy (Table 4.6). Inconsistent results are insuf-

ficient leavening action, misflavoured products and increased dough softening from

inactivated yeast cells.

Fresh Yeast in Crumbled Form (Bulk Yeast) In some areas, fresh yeast is available

in the form of crumbled flakes or granular flakes. Advantages are the flowing properties

for automatic scaling and dosage and for suspension in water. Disadvantages relate to the

bigger voids in between the flakes. The chance of air access is high with once opened or

leaky packages. Then oxygen from air triggers a fast decay by exothermic reactions and

self-decomposition. Storage in a refrigerator and in the dark is inevitable.

Table 4.6 Fresh Yeast Quality and Criteria of Deterioration

Property
Fresh Yeast
Target Old Yeast

Colour Bright, cream-coloured Grey to dark brown

Smell, taste Clean, yeasty, fruity Bitter, strange, dull

Surface Slightly rough on scratching Gum-like, lumpy, sticky, white

(moulds)

Texture Shell-type in fracturing Cracked, gritty, smeary

Suspension in water Homogenous Residues, sediment
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Cream Yeast (Liquid Yeast, Yeast Milk)
Cream yeast due to a higher moisture content of about 82% is a fluid form for refrig-

erated delivery in trucks and easy handling in mass consumption for big operations. The

equivalence to 1 kg of fresh yeast is 1.7 L of cream yeast. Storage is in cooled interme-

diate tanks at 4°C equipped with slow agitation to prevent any sedimentation. From

here, volumetric metering is directly into the batter/doughmixing system. Cream yeast

microbiologically is extremely vulnerable, and it is recommended that it is used within

a few days. Cream yeast application reduces labour costs and eliminates disposal of

packaging materials.

‘Frozen’ Semidry Yeast
In a few areas, ready-to-use, frozen semidry yeast is available in the form of dry, frozen

‘noodles’. Benefits are the following:

• Stable fermentation power over long periods of frozen storage

• Direct incorporation in the preparation of the baking mass without any thawing

requirement

• Better resistance to deep-freezing in frozen doughs

Active Dry Yeast (ADY)
These dried, granulated or pelletized products are vacuum packed or packed under inert

gas for best light and air protection. The residual moisture of ADY is in the range of

6%–8%. Delivery is in airtight and light-protected boxes, bags, or drums. These packs

can be stored up to 2 years at ambient temperature, below 25°C. They are suitable even
for countries with hot or humid climate, for areas without local fresh yeast supply. or as a

provision for any fresh yeast shortages.

Compared to fresh yeast, the typical use level of active dry yeast is 35%–40%, slightly
more than expected from a mere calculation of the dry matter content of both yeasts. In

ADY osmotic stress during the drying operation and any long-term storage inactivates

some of the yeast cells. Reclose packages once opened tightly, store them in a cool, dark

place, and consume them in short time.

For reactivation, we recommend stirring the ADY into five times its weight of very

warm water (35–38°C) for at least 10 min, eventually with the addition of 1% sucrose.

A creamy, slightly foamy surface of the rehydrated yeast suspension indicates a good

activity. Introduction of ADY directly into cold water of the mixer is less recommended.

It increases the softening side activity of reactivated dry yeasts.

The fermentation power of active dry yeast, compared to instant dry yeast, is lower.

Instant ADY (Instant Yeast)
Instant active dry yeast including an emulsifier, due to a different drying process, may be

incorporated together with other dry powder ingredients directly into the mixer without
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any separate yeast reactivation. The residual moisture content of instant ADY, vacuum

packed in pouches, is 4%–6%. Compared to fresh yeast, the typical use level of instant dry

yeast is 30%–35%. A prior reactivation with warm water of 35–38°C may save

some yeast.

Instant yeasts after opening the package are rather unstable. So cold and airtight stor-

age of the reclosed package and a final use within a few days is recommended. A direct

contact of instant dry yeast to ice or ice water is not recommended.

Autolyzed Dried Yeast, Yeast Extracts
These preparations in the form of powders, flakes or pastes—prepared under inactivation

or even partial autolysis of the yeast cells—primarily are for flavour and colour enhance-

ment for savoury flavour notes of the beefy type. Yeast autolysate is a good source of

nutrients such as proteins, B-vitamins, fibres and micronutrients. However, due to the

low level of use, about just 1%, that is less important. After some prior salt addition, yeast

inactivation by heat treatment (autolysis) runs at about 55°C for an extended period. It is a

clean label ingredient and allows for some reduction in total sodium content.

4.2.9.4 Different Colour Codes Indicate the Various Yeast Types
Yeast suppliers make products of different activity grades and tolerance to other ingre-

dients available. There are standard and high activity yeasts, and ones for ‘high-stress’

applications such as improved tolerance to sugar, salt, acids (sourdough), or cold resis-

tance for frozen doughs. These may generate a different taste profile. Typically, for

dry yeasts different colours on the package indicate the various types.

4.2.9.5 What Triggers Yeast Activity?
Yeast, a living organism, depends strongly on the environmental conditions such as tem-

perature, humidity and the composition of the substrate. Manufacturing with fermented

baking masses is more prone to fluctuations. Due to some variability even within one

yeast strain and the inherent sensitivity on transport or storage conditions, the basic yeast

activity can differ from day to day.

For measuring the activity of yeasts various methods and instruments such as the

(rheo)fermentometer or the maturograph are available. These determine the gas produc-

tion or the remaining quantity of gas in the dough or register the overall course of fer-

mentation and baking. While these instruments are giving a good survey on the activity

of different yeasts and the influence of additives, the baking test finally is the ultimate and

only criterion for look, texture and flavour of the final product.

Main influences on the performance of yeast are the following:

1. Yeast concentration, activity and fermentation time

The proof or holding time of a batter/dough for developing the desired flavour

intensity and leavening action will depend on the quantity and activity of the yeast.
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For fresh yeast, the range of addition in baker’s percentage is from 0.125 to 6 kg, more

frequently between 1 and 4 kg. For dry yeast, calculate the quantities accordingly.

The fermenting period has the biggest influence:

• Long prefermentation (rare nowadays): lower range of yeast addition

• Short prefermentation: 0.5–1.5 kg
• Straight dough/batter (Table 4.7): 1–4 kg, sometimes even up to 10 kg. That fur-

ther increase of yeast, however, will reduce the fermentation time, just in an

underproportional way.

2. The temperature of the baking mass

In yeast fermentation, there is an optimum in temperature around 30°C. For the
temperature range between 15°C and 38°C, a reduction in temperature by 10°C
almost doubles the fermentation time as a rule of thumb.Above38°C, the activity starts
to decrease more and more with a fast thermal inactivation in the range of 50–55°C.

Freezing of yeasted doughs is possible. Preferably, such frozen doughs should be

still under fermented (‘green’ doughs), because freezing increases the osmotic pres-

sure and reduces the survival chances of the yeast cells. Frozen dough-based bakery

products therefore have some reduced volume development in final baking.

A freezing rate as high as possible is recommended for two reasons:

• Avoid excessively damaging the yeast cell walls due to the size of ice crystals

increasing at low freezing rates

• When the temperature decreases, any of the carbon dioxide already formed by

yeast fermentation dissolves better in the water phase of the dough (cf.

Fig. 4.1, logarithmic scale!). At low freezing rates, just the smallest of the

already-formed gas pores disappear. Any interruption in the freezing chain would

be critical too

For keeping the dough-weakening effects by inactivated yeast cells as low as possible,

thaw frozen doughs cautiously and slowly either in a high humidity atmosphere or

well packed.

3. The relative humidity

After dough dividing due to the increased surface area, the relative humidity of the

fermenting and proofing environment is very important. It should be around 90%

relative humidity to avoid any dry skinning effects. All the negative influences on

Table 4.7 Fermentation Time and Yeast Level for a Straight Dough (Example)
Fresh Yeast (Baker’s %) Fermentation Time (min)

1 70

2 35

2.8 25
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the activity and the survival of yeast cells such as high osmotic pressure, freezing, or

drying out, act via a decrease in water activity primarily. For the concept of water

activity, see Chapter 8, Section 8.2.2.

4. The ingredients’ influence

Sucrose: The addition of a little of sugar accelerates the formation of leavening gas

and helps in reducing the fermentation time. Sugar is a quickly available yeast

food in low concentration. However, beginning at levels of 3%–5% on a flour

base, sugar retards the activity of yeasts increasingly, becoming significant at about

12%. At even higher levels, a strong inhibition over osmotic effects takes place.

Within a certain range compensation by adding more yeast is possible. In waffle

recipes high in sugar, over 30%–50% on a flour base, the application of yeast for

a flavouring by fermentation will be less effective, even if some specifically

osmotolerant yeasts are applied.

Salt: The negative influence significantly increases only at a concentration over

1%–1.5%. Sometimes salt is used for good reasons such as to control the yeast activity

in yeast-salt solutions, or to suppress the growth of other unwantedmicroorganisms.

Please note: The osmotic effects of salt and sugar are additive.

Malt extract: For sugar-free baking masses, the addition of diastatic malt extract will

generatemaltose from starch,which after somedelay improves the fermentation rate.

Fat content: Higher fat contents in the recipe have a retarding influence on yeast

activity.

Preservatives against moulding and roping: Salts of organic acids such as sorbic or

propionic acid reduce the yeast activity, by changing the pH value, and increase

the fermentation time.

Flavour solutions, spices: An increase the fermentation time can occur due to a sol-

vent or by spice components with a preservative action.

Yeast foods: Ammonium salts are excellent nitrogen sources for yeasts. The various

yeast foods contain buffering substances, dough improving additives and ammo-

nium chloride or sulphate.

Chemical leavenings: In some waffles, yeast and chemical leavenings both are

applied. Alkaline leavening components neutralize acids generated during fer-

mentation. Most of the leavening acid salts definitely are of negative influence

on yeast activity.

Flour: Whenever yeast has to function primarily as a leavening agent in a bakery

product, that function strongly depends on a well-developed, elastic gluten net-

work. First, a gluten-rich flour is required, more than 12.5% protein (32% wet

gluten). The yeast activity weakens the gluten anyway. Second, mix the dough

to the optimum; there should be no under or overmixing in order to keep the

best gas holding properties.
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4.2.10 Yeast in Wafer Manufacturing
Since the publications of Pritchard and Stevens (1974), the positive influence of yeast

fermentation on the texture of wafers and on the gluten in wafer batters is well known.

Some big brand products from fermented batters and doughs with interesting flavour and

texture properties have been on the market for considerable time; these products include

flat wafer-based bars, RTE waffles and sugar wafer cookies.

Different from bread and bun manufacturing, in wafers, wafer cookies and waffles the

main function of yeast is less that of a biological leavening; it is more of a flavouring and

gluten-modifying ingredient. Compared to the huge leavening effects by steam, the car-

bon dioxide gas production of yeasts is small. However,

• The contribution of the flavours and flavour precursors formed during fermentation

to the final flavour is a relevant one

• In flat and hollow wafers, yeast fermentation results in the forming of more homo-

geneous and finer pores with a stronger wall structure, corresponding to a hard-crisp

texture even for thin wafers

• The yeast activities reduce gluten-related issues in wafer batters. Difficulties in

straining, depositing and distributing the batter in the baking mould go away. An acti-

vation of the flour proteases due to the drop in pH-value during the fermentation

might have an important role here

From the manufacturing viewpoint, preparing products from batters or doughs with a

yeast or sourdough fermentation, either by direct or sponge and dough methods, is more

complex in terms of handling. Yeasts and sourdough bacteria are living organisms,

reacting not as quickly and precisely as a chemical leavening and they generate side prod-

ucts. Without a precise control of temperature and timing, the risk for inconsistencies

becomes high. The best indicators for the course of fermentation are the values for

pH and titratable acids. From both parameters a strong influence the baking properties

and the result comes. Variable wafer batter holding times are not recommended here.

The higher the quantity of yeast and/or the fermentation time, the more the pH is

dropping, correlating to a lighter wafer colour, which sometimes connected to more

sticking in the baking moulds and an increasing level of broken wafers.

For manufacturing wafers, wafer cookies and waffles all yeast types—dry yeasts, fresh

yeasts or cream yeast—are applicable. In case of changes of the yeast type, a first estima-

tion of the quantities required is from their dry matter content:

Instant yeast 95%

Active dry yeast 92%

Fresh baker’s yeast 30%

Cream yeast 18%
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Regarding the pH value of the baking masses it is important to know that most yeasts

are rather tolerant to changes in pH value. While the maximum of activity is around pH

5.5, within a range from 4 to 7.5, at least 80% of the maximum activity in respect to

carbon dioxide production is still present. Additionally we have to consider the general

influence of the pH value on texture, baking colour and intensity of the baking flavour.

Table 4.8 provides the rules of thumb on that for the range between pH 6 and 7.

4.2.10.1 Yeast Handling Recommendations
A few simple rules assist in a more consistent production:

• Yeast storage conditions are important: cool, well packed, light protected. Do not

stock, and use as soon as possible

• Incorporate the yeast homogeneously with the help of liquid ingredients. Any

remaining lumps result in an uneven fermentation

• Mostly the water temperature has to govern the target temperature of the finished

baking mass. Thereby some compensation for any inappropriate flour temperature

or temperature of the mixing equipment is possible. The temperature of water added

to yeast never should be above 45°C
• In most cases a fermentation temperature of 28–30°C is advantageous in proofing

• Never add undissolved sugars or salt directly to a yeast suspension. Salt and sugar solu-

tions containing some flour as a diluting and buffering agent are the right way of

incorporation

4.2.10.2 The Application of Preferment
There are several possibilities to prepare yeast or sourdough cultures and other ingredi-

ents in a way to optimize flavour efficiency:

a. Soft, plastic sponges are prepared with at least one third, but up to two thirds, of the final

flour quantity, together with about 70 parts water for 100 parts flour and the yeast.

After several hours of fermentation under controlled climatic conditions, about 30°C
and 80% relative humidity, the final dough is prepared

b. Liquid preferment sponges. These are at a higherwater-to-flour ratio, up to 240 parts water

for 100 parts of flour. The fermentation time typically is in the 1–3 h range, assisted by
slow stirring. After reaching a certain pH, the sponge cools down for storage. They are

easy to pump and are prepared for several batches of the final baking mass

Table 4.8 Batter pH and Wafer Properties for pH Values From 6 to 7
Parameter Lower pH Value Higher pH Value

Texture Dense, hard Delicate, fragile

Baking colour Light Dark

Baking flavour Moderate Strong
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c. Fermentation broths, without any flour or with a water-to-flour ratio higher than 5 to 1,

together with yeast, yeast food and buffer substances. These ferment for just a short

time, up to 1 h at about 30°C. Alternatively, the ready preferment should be cooled

to 5–10°C and stored for up to 24 h, but it is better to store for a shorter period

Typical checks for sponges or preferments: pH and titrable acids because these two values

will not be in parallel in any case.

4.2.11 Products, Terminology and Definitions
4.2.11.1 Leavening
The various leavening principles include physical leavening principles (steam, aeration

and whipping), steam leavening, thermal expansion and the application of various

chemical leavening or raising agents (baking powders), and biological leavening (yeast,

sourdough). In all the leavening types, gas bubbles incorporate to lighten the texture

of the baking mass. In the baking process, the pores then are fixed by gelatinization of

the starch.

4.3 WAFER ENZYMES AND CHEMICAL ADDITIVES

The difficulty of coping with the fluctuations in flour properties in the industry in

the late 1960s triggered the development of specific wafer enzymes. Prime issues are a

high water absorption, increasing the batter viscosity and the development of gluten

due to the higher energy input required.

Other options to soften the gluten, such as cysteine, glutathione or inactivated yeast,

never were considered practically important. The application of chemicals such as

sodium metabisulphite or borax is not relevant anymore due to the developments in

toxicology and food hygiene.

4.3.1 Specific Wafer Enzymes
After discussing fermentation by yeasts and sourdough bacteria, the use of specific ‘wafer

enzymes’ to modify the properties of wheat flour in the manufacturing of wafers and waf-

fles in a wider sense is a kind of fermentation applied increasingly in the industry.

This section provides technological information on the application of specific

enzymes in batter preparation to reduce both, the batter viscosity, and the risk of gluten

development during flour incorporation and mixing.

4.3.1.1 Frequent Issues in Preparing Batters for Wafers and Waffles
In batter mixing occasionally, or even frequently, a stringy, elastic, highly viscous batter

results. That indicates some development of stringy, elastic gluten filaments that prevent a

regular mixing, pumping and depositing of the batter. Moreover, the filling of the mould
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is impaired. More batter is required and changes the wafer weights and the baking to a

low moisture content. This will occur with flours with the following properties:

• High in protein content, 10% and more, expressed in wet gluten levels above 28% or

even over 30%, as found in bread flours

• Fast and easy development of gluten in the mixing process

• The flour absorption is high, close to 60% or more. Then the increase in batter vis-

cosity supports the development of gluten. Highly water-absorbing nonstarch poly-

saccharides (NSP, or pentosans) have an essential part here

In many places, fluctuations in flour properties confront the operators with those kind of

issues. The first remedy frequently is the increase of water for batter mixing.With respect

to wafer weight and wafer stability, that is not an ideal solution.

In the late 1960s the first wafer enzymes were developed to offer an alternative for

these troubles in industrial manufacturing.

4.3.1.2 The Principle Functions of Wafer Enzymes
Two flour components contribute to these issues—the flour proteins that might be well

above the favoured range of 8%–10% and theNSP, being just at about 2% in wheat flours.

However, due to their water binding capacity of up to times their own weight, the batter

viscosity will increase considerably. The higher mechanical shear then required in batter

mixing can trigger gluten development as well. A third factor coming into consideration

is modern flour milling. The flours increasingly become finer in granulation and flour

yield, both again increasing the batter viscosity.

As a consequence the newly developed specific wafer enzymes are combinations of

protease and hemicellulase (pentosanase) enzyme activities.

• The protease activity very selectively cuts gluten proteins in order to avoid an

overly degradation and the accompanying weakening of wafer texture. Common

proteolytic enzymes in our experience are not suitable here because they degrade

too much

• Hemicellulase cuts down the NSP and thereby reduces the water binding

Wafer enzymes due to these mechanisms reduce the viscosity (¼increase the fluidity) of

wafer batters. The reduction in recipe water is in the range of 5%–14% from experience

with different flours. The reduction in water via the energy costs in baking more than

compensates for the costs of these enzymes typically. In case of big fluctuations in the

properties of the flours delivered to the factory, the resulting turbulences and production

losses cost much more than using regularly a few grams of wafer enzyme despite it being

expensive on a kg basis. For the preparation of ‘high solids batters’ (Section 4.6.2.5) wafer

enzymes are almost inevitable.

Please note: The applicationof unspecific enzymeproducts (proteases) is dangerous.They

might degrade the batter rapidly with the result of a weak texture and stability of the wafers.
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The function of the enzyme is confined to the batter stage (preparation, pumping,

depositing) of wafer manufacturing. As all of the natural enzymes of wheat flour, the

wafer enzyme thermally inactivates during the first phase of the wafer baking process.

4.3.1.3 Test for Your Flour and Recipe Situation
In case other options to react against batter mixing issues such as changing to a better

flour, adding some starch, or an increase in water level are not viable, run a test with

one of the specific wafer enzymes. That is recommended because in 30%–40% of cases

these enzymes are of little effect or even cause texture issues such as more a fragile and

weak texture or increased delamination at the cutting section.

If there is no reduction of water for batter preparation observed, or if it is just very

small, a wafer enzyme is not required. With enzyme addition, the shelf life of batter

reduces, and the enzymes never stop their activity. The batter gets continuously thinner

and the wafers prepared from such an older batter become more fragile.

Wafer enzymes are a good alternative to the nonrecommended application of sodium

metabisulphite.

4.3.1.4 Advantages and Disadvantages of Wafer Enzymes
When testing wafer enzymes please observe how the following points come out for your

specific ingredient and manufacturing situation:

a. Reduction of gluten issues in batter mixing: no more stringy and elastic batters that

cause problems in batter screening, pumps and depositors.

b. Allows for 5%–14% lower water levels in the batter recipes. That corresponds to a

slight reduction of energy input for baking in the range of 1%–5%, or a similar

improvement in baking time and output

c. Improvements in batter flow during the fill-out phase of the baking mould: less bak-

ing waste, some improvements in the homogeneity of wafer texture and colour

d. Flours otherwise unsuitable for wafer manufacturing because of high protein and

absorption might become applicable

e. The enzyme requires 10–15 min for unfolding its full activity. That increases the total

time for batter preparation and reduces the mixing capacity

f. The enzymatic activity can reduce wafer stability slightly, mostly within a still accept-

able range, sometimes not. If your wafer has a very delicate texture already, breaking

and splitting (delamination) may increase even further

g. Compared to nonenzyme batters, batters with enzymes should be used within a

shorter time, between 15 and 30 min after preparation

h. The main step of wafer baking, the gelatinization of starch, requires sufficient water

to be present. The combination of a reduction of the water level by enzyme appli-

cation and very fast baking at high temperature is not ideal. We no longer see the
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typical fine porous structure of the wafer, but increasingly larger ‘central’ pores.

Consequently fragility and shelling (delamination) at the cutting increase

i. I never succeeded to find a reduction in the hygroscopic properties of the wafer as

promised by the suppliers’ sales brochures

j. The baked colour of wafers will intensify slightly, however in parallel any colour dif-

ferences between the centre and the edges increase as well

4.3.1.5 The Right Level of Wafer Enzyme
The effects of wafer enzyme, both in a positive and negative way, depend mainly on their

concentration, temperature, and time. Usually just the first two parameters are easily

disposable. The typical range of application is between 20 and 100 g for 100 kg of wheat

flour. Find out by test runs with a starting point of 30 g enzyme for 100 kg flour. We

strongly recommend test runs to find the right level of enzyme. Beware of overdosing

the wafer enzyme. Here, ‘more’ is not better in most cases. Main factors determining

the enzyme quantity required are the following:

• The quality of the actual flour batch, primarily it absorption, its gluten level, and the

gluten properties

• The recipe details: sugars, leavenings, and the pH-value influence the activity of the

enzyme

• The batter temperature: a batter temperature of 25°C increases the activity compared

to the typical cold batters recommended for working without enzymes. Colder bat-

ters require a mixing pause after an initial, short first mixing. Then due to the reduced

enzyme activity at a lower temperature, 5–10 min of waiting time for the full action

of the enzymes is recommended

• The batter mixing and resting time available: longer¼ less dosage of wafer enzyme

• The enzyme brand available. Each of the currently recommended products has a

slightly different activity profile

Typical application ranges are the following:

In no/low sugar wafers (flat wafers, hollow wafers, cake cones) 0.02–0.07 baker’s

% (20–70 g for 100 kg of flour)

In sugarwafers (rolled sugar cones,moulded sugar cones) 0.04–0.10 baker’s% (40–100 g
for 100 kg of flour)

4.3.1.6 How to Prepare a Batter With Wafer Enzyme
Our best recommendation is to disperse the enzyme in the water before the flour comes in.

Dry premixing of the enzyme powder with starch, salt, baking soda, or with some flour

helps in avoiding any lumps and, therefore, in preventing losing active material. Add the

enzyme into the running mixer containing the water or sugar solution, followed by some

30 s mixing to evenly disperse and activate the enzyme. Then the flour addition might

start. Finish batter mixing as usual. Stop the mixer immediately at any signs of gluten
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development and wait for a few minutes for the enzyme activity. Then restart the mixer

to continue the normal batter preparation procedure.

Transfer the batter then to the batter storage tank. Frequently within a period of

5–20 min, the batter viscosity reduces further, which for sugar wafer batters and for high

viscosity batters is advisable anyway. Bake the batter within a range of 15 and 30 min after

mixing. Batters for sugar wafers may be stored longer.

4.3.1.7 Enzyme Handling and Storage Precautions
Wafer enzymes come as fine powders on a carrier, usually wheat flour or another food

powder. Follow the instructions of the material safety data sheet provided by the supplier,

including precautions such as the following:

• Avoidance of skin contact, dusting and inhalation. Enzymes may cause skin or eye

irritations. Inhalation of enzyme-containing dust may result in sensitization of suscep-

tible individuals. Then allergic-type responses similar to those of asthma or hay fever

might occur

• In case of incidental contact of enzyme powder with skin or eyes, rinse thoroughly

with water

• The suppliers recommend dry and cool storage. Enzyme in original packaging can

be stored for some months at least without a significant loss of activity even at room

temperature but preferably in the refrigerator. Dry storage is especially essential.

Reclose containers once opened tightly

• Prolonged storage, for days and weeks, of premixes containing wafer enzyme is not

recommended, Especially if some moisture, such as from flour, is present

4.3.1.8 Legislation
Please check if, within your sales area, the labelling of the enzyme in the finished wafer

product is mandatory. Currently in most countries, there is no obligation for declaring

enzymes. These processing aids, applied in very small quantities, inactivate and denature

fully during the baking process.

In case of concerns regarding an origin from genetically modified organisms, please

ask your enzyme supplier for a certificate.

4.3.1.9 Which Wafer Enzyme?
Warning: The application of any unspecific proteases or other enzyme preparations is not

recommended. Those may result in an uncontrolled, continuous degradation and reduc-

tion in batter viscosity and in parallel lead to an inferior wafer quality.

Specific wafer enzymes currently come from several companies and offer slight differ-

ences in their activity profiles. That makes individual testing with your ingredients and

recipe recommended:

Alphamalt LQ from M€uhlenchemie, Germany

Biobake CHW from Kerry Bio-Science, Ireland
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Bio Protease CHW from Bakels India

Panlyve W from Lyven, France

Orba Proteaz G from Orba, Turkey

Veron W from AB Enzymes, United Kingdom

4.3.2 Chemical Additives
4.3.2.1 Influencing the Gluten Strength
Ascorbic Acid E300
Ascorbic acid strengthens the gluten to less extensibility and is an additive widely applied

for bread flours at levels from 20 to 70 ppm. Ascorbic acid during mixing rapidly oxidizes

to dehydroascorbic acid that in turn converts the softening component glutathione, pre-

sent in flours, into disulphide. The lower extensibility of gluten is negative in wafer batter

preparation where any strengthening of gluten increases the risk of gluten development.

L-Cysteine E920
Cysteine, a natural amino acid with a sulfhydryl group, softens the gluten by its reducing

properties. Gluten-strengthening disulphide bridges open (disulphide interchange) and

gluten elasticity decreases. The reduction in crosslinks within the gluten molecules causes

the relaxation effect. The extensibility of the gluten proteins improves, which saves

mixing energy and reduces the risk of gluten development especially with high-strength

flour. Cysteine manufacturing is synthetic. L-cysteine hydrochloride, a white powder,

reacts quickly when added to the mixer at levels from 10 to 50 ppm.

Autolyzed Dried Yeast, Yeast Extracts
Specific processing in yeast autolyzation optimizes the content of the natural glutathione,

a tripeptide with reducing properties. Yeast extracts are optimized for their content in

glutathione. However, higher levels of yeast extract, about 1%, are required in order

to as effective as the pure L-cysteine. Advantageous are the clean label and some flavour

enhancing properties of yeast extracts, allowing for some salt (sodium) reduction. An

enzyme present in flour reconverts glutathione disulphide into free glutathione to par-

ticipate in further disulphide interchange reactions.

4.3.2.2 Sodium Metabisulphite
In traditional hard and semisweet cookies and in cracker manufacturing, sodium meta-

bisulphite (disodium disulphite, sodium pyrosulphite) reduces the shrinkage of dough

pieces. Again, the reducing properties of sulphite ions makes the gluten more extensible

and less elastic. In wafers and waffles, the application of sulphites is not suitable for good

reasons:

• Technological options are available to cope with flour issues, such as recipe water

regulation and application of starches or nongluten forming flours; for the last 30 years,

the availability of wafer enzymes makes sulphites obsolete in bakery foods
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• Sulphites are allergens. Any concentration above 10 mg/kg in foods requires strict

labelling

• Sulphites degrade minor food components such as the vitamin thiamine

(ECHA, 2014)

• The application of sulphites in wafers and waffles is not permitted in all the big

economic areas worldwide

Disodium disulphite and other sulphites generate sulphur dioxide, the active agent in

these reactions. The application of sulphites in wafer batter preparation would require

similar dosage as in cookies and crackers, which is 20–30 g, at times up to 50 g for

100 g/kg flour. The batter during the mixing procedure frequently becomes thick,

looking like a dough ball at first. Only a fewminutes later it returns to smooth and runny.

Any overdosage may result in a complete loss of proper mould filling and the formation of

a well-leavened wafer.

4.3.2.3 Sodium Tetraborate (Borax) E285
Sodium tetraborate, the white, water-soluble salt of boric acid, has many technical appli-

cations due to the complex forming action of borates with ions such as calcium and mag-

nesium in softening of water. Further, the complexation to hydroxyl groups such as

in polyvinyl alcohols and in starches is applicable to form glues and materials of high elas-

ticity and a preservative action, primarily against yeasts.

Due to toxicological concerns, food applications are almost completely restricted

today. Long-term consumption of food containing borates due to slow excretion

and accumulation in the body is dangerous due to chronic poisoning effects (BfR,

2006). In Asian countries, some noodles or dumplings still may contain borax

occasionally.

In wafers, the application of borax has been phased out for a long time. The binding to

hydroxyl groups raises the batter viscosity in the initial baking phase quickly, adds tack-

iness, and prevents the loss of wafers even in unfavourable mould conditions such as bent

plates or leaky moulds. Thinner, overbaked parts of a wafer as well as thicker and still

moist areas come out well from such moulds.

4.4 WAFER AND WAFFLE REWORK, BAKING SCRAP

In wafer and waffle manufacturing, we have to take care for hygienic conditions in

rework collection and handling. It is a valuable ingredient.

Scrap however, either the baking scrap extruding from the baking moulds under pres-

sure, or any contaminated rework is for waste disposal.
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4.4.1 Wafer Rework
Wafer rework is any kind of wafer sorted out due to breaking or incomplete fill (dry wafer

rework), cuttings from creamed wafer books or broken books, and any wafer cookies

with or without enrobings not matching the standard for good product.

Proper handling keeps wafer rework material permanently protected from ambient

humidity by overpackaging. Cover all the wafer rework collected during production

as fast as possible into well-closed drums or plastic bags. Baked wafer material is very

hygroscopic and attracts moisture from the humid air rapidly. Then the wafer part loses

its crispness and becomes tough or even soft and soggy. Associated are difficulties in

milling the rework into a fine flour or paste. The purchasing of easy to use containers

such as bag holders with automatically closing lids is a good investment into cream

and product quality. Before and after the grinding keep the rework well packed.

Introducing the milled rework into filling cream recipes is the standard procedure.

Any moisture gain and difficulty in milling therefore reduces the quality of the creams.

For the entire time, from baking to the introduction of milled rework into a new cream,

moisture protection is important in order to keep the crispness of the wafer part and to

avoid the introduction of additional moisture.

4.4.1.1 Dry Wafer Rework—Where to Use
Dry wafer rework is any kind of pure, noncreamed wafer material, collected immediately

after baking and kept in a moisture-protected condition. In a well-adjusted manufactur-

ing of sheet wafers, cone wafers, and sugar wafers, very low quantities of dry wafer

rework incur—frequently about 1%, in the start-up phase or in case of depositing issues

more. In most companies there is no separate collection, the dry rework for further

processing comes to the higher quantities of creamed wafer rework.

A frequent question is regarding the reuse of the dry wafer rework after milling into a

flour-fine powder in the wafer batter. That is a nonrecommended practice because of

the high water absorption of gelatinized flour. According to Tester and Morrison

(1990), at the typical water/starch ratios in wafer batters, in the range of 1.5–2.5 to 1,

gelatinized wheat starch binds up to 3.5 parts of water. Adding dry wafer rework powder

to the batter therefore has the following consequences:

• More water is required to prepare a smoothly flowing batter. Steam leavening

increases and the resulting wafers will be lower in weight and more fragile

• At the points in the new wafer where a swollen rework particle is sitting, a structural

inhomogeneity, a hole or weak area, is located after the water is baked off

The best recommendation is the incorporation of dry wafer rework in other products

such as the following:

• Filling creams for wafer cookies
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• Filling creams for other application such as in cookies and other sweet or savoury fillings

Wafer rework powder is a nonsweet, almost neutral, and light powder in most cases

• Incorporation into any solid doughs in the factory, if applicable

Dry wafer rework in the manufacturing of ‘noncreamed’ wafers (Chapter 6) and ice

cream cones is more of an issue. Finding a different application within a factory as

suggested above can improve the total costing situation.

There are patents on the saccharification of rework into syrups by acids and enzymes.

However, the cost of the additional handling and equipment required seems to be

unfavourable, considering the quality of the syrups coming out of that process.

4.4.1.2 Wafer Rework Containing Some Cream or Enrobing Mass
This ‘wet’ rework includes the following:

• Broken wafer books, usually less than 1%

• Trimmings from cutting the wafer books into wafer cookies. Depending on the cut-

ting design (trimming width) and wafer size in the range of 4%–6%
• Any rework from incomplete or split wafer cookies after cutting, usually less than 1%

• Rework after enrobing and cooling wafer cookies, usually less than 1%

• Broken wafer sheets, usually less than 1% frequently are not collected separately as

discussed above

Again, a perfect ‘chain’ of moisture protection for the rework before and after milling up

to the point of incorporation into a new batch of cream is important.

4.4.1.3 Wafer Rework Milling
Rework milling must deliver a fine granulation in order to prevent any issues in cream

spreading later. The following Table 4.9 has some typical figures. About two-thirds are

smaller than 0.25 mm. Due to experience, that granulation is sufficient for smooth stan-

dard wafer and cookie creams. The bigger particles are not hard sugar particles, just wafer

crumbles with a relatively ‘soft’ texture, the same that we generate when we bite into a

creamed wafer cookie. Therefore, there is no negative impact, both on the cream spread-

ing properties and on the eating quality. Properly handled milled dry wafer rework is

Table 4.9 Granulation of Milled Wafer Rework
Granulation (mm) Percent

Over 1 0.2

0.5–1 5.2

0.25–0.5 28.8

0.125–0.25 39.8

0.09–0.125 21.3

Through 0.090 4.7

ZMK rework mill from FHW Franz Haas Waffelmaschinen.
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microbiologically safe, because the water activity in crisp wafer material is far below the

growth range of microorganisms.

4.4.1.4 How Much Wafer Rework is in Creams?
Milled wafer rework adds at a small percentage, from 4% to 10%, to standard creams.

Premium products may be without rework, while in low-cost creams the addition is

higher, up to 16% and sometimes even up to 25%. Whenever the cream percentage

in milled wafer rework is low, some compensation by adjusting the fat level in the cream

recipe accordingly is required. Otherwise, fluctuations in the fluidity of the cream occur.

For ‘white’ and light coloured cream fillings collect and apply ‘white’ rework separated

from ‘dark’ rework.

4.4.2 Waffle Rework
Waffle rework in most companies is waste. An addition of waffle rework slurry into the

baking masses is possible, but not generally done. There are some microbiological con-

cerns and handling issues. Moreover, some increase in plate cleaning requirements can

occur. Rework slurry additionally raises the pH-value of the batter. Waffles with burned

flashings are not used for reprocessing.

4.4.2.1 Handling of Waffle Rework
Hygienically collected rework waffles are dissolved into a smooth ‘rework slurry’ of a

consistency similar to the fresh baking mass for addition with the following:

1. Blend 1 part waffles plus 2.5–3 parts of very hot (boiling) water

2. Homogenize the mixture in a blender

3. Salt and any preservative of the main batter recipe can be added here, which is con-

venient and may add to microbiological stability

4. A final temperature above 80°C is best for good dissolution and hygiene. Less than

70°C is not recommended. There should be almost no sieving residues left after hot

dissolution, if any. In small quantities they will be separated at the batter sifting stage

5. The rework slurry viscosity after cooling down should be close to the regular batter

viscosity

6. Transfer the slurry to the rework holding tank, which optionally is kept at ambient

temperature or up to 50°C at maximum

7. Incorporate the rework slurry at levels of 3%–5% of baking mass weight, added in the

first mixing stage together with other fluids such as eggs or purees

8. The rework slurry has to be prepared just for the daily use. Discard remaining at the

end of every 8–10 h working period, clean, and sanitize. The cleaning requirements

are similar as for the batter tank.
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4.4.2.2 Stroopwafel Rework
Some rework from stroopwafel stamping reintegrates at low percentages into stroopwafel

doughs. We recommend not more than 10% of the batter quantity. A thorough homog-

enization of the broken waffles in hot water into a homogeneous batter-like slurry is

required. Dissolve one part of milled broken waffles in 2.5–3 parts of very hot water

and homogenize for a while. At a final temperature of about 70°C, a homogeneous

mix results. You may incorporate other small ingredients such as salt here in the rework

slurry.

Note: It is important to avoid any residual lumps from insufficiently dissolved rework

because you might experience troubles in slicing the new waffles.

4.4.3 Scrap in Wafer and Waffle Manufacturing
In manufacturing wafers and waffles, we have two kinds of food materials that are scrap.

First, scrap is any material extruded from the baking mould into the oven area that con-

trary to the moulds inside is not an area complying with the standards of food hygiene

due to its nature. Secondly, scrap is any baked and processed food material coming into

contact with the floor, unprotected hands, or unbaked baking masses, etc.

4.4.3.1 Baking Scrap (Bobbles, Dross, Bubbles, Doddings)
Bobbles are the typically small percentage of batter extruded through the steam vents out

of the baking mould in the first phase of wafer baking. The bobbles are waste because a

part of them is always burning during the passage through the heating zone. Moreover,

some 30% of moisture is left, making themmicrobiologically unsafe even for animal feed-

ing. The occurrence of bobbles is inevitable:

• In case of missing bobbles, the mould is not full and the resulting incomplete wafer is

just rework—a much bigger loss than the wet batter bobbles

• Baking under pressure is the main reason for the light and crisp texture, a main feature

of no/low sugar wafers. Without bobbles, that ‘foaming under pressure’ will not

occur properly

4.4.3.2 The Quantity of Wafer Baking Waste Bobbles
For optimizing the output of good, complete wafers, we have to accept some percentage

of baking waste, extruded from the venting holes. Despite the fact that an incomplete

sheet is a much bigger loss of resources, there is recurrent discussion on the quantity

of baking waste bobbles. Without the extrusion of some waste bobbles in the first phase

of baking, the wafer sheet remains incomplete and not fully expanded. Then the total

wafer is either rework or waste.

It is common experience that for modern high-speed ovens and the wider plate sizes

6%–12% the batter solids convert to baking waste. Then we can be sure, that the corners
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of the sheets are perfectly full. The balance between a low percentage of extruded baking

waste and a fully wasted incomplete wafer is always delicate because there are several

influences:

1. In sheet wafers, the adjustment of all plates to equal thickness is very important in

minimizing the bobble waste. Having just one baking tong misadjusted to a higher

sheet thickness leads to overfilling all of the others.

2. Adjustment of the batter arm and the start/stop settings for a symmetric batter depo-

sition in both directions.

3. The flour properties affect the quantity of extruded waste. There will be more bob-

bles for freshly milled, unmatured flours, hard wheat flours, and flours with high

absorption. There is an optimum in the water/flour ratio for every kind of flour. Glu-

ten in the batter increases the baking waste.

4. Some recipe influences apply too, such as the quantity of leavenings (pressure in the

foaming phase) and the release film (oil plus lecithin) level.

5. Equipment and operations influence both, wider mould sizes and faster baking

at high temperature; for more output correspond to a higher percentage of

bobble waste.

Depending on the size of the waste bobbles, the residual moisture is about 30% (range is

over 20%–35%). In ovens with baking ledges, the residual moisture of the waste is around

10%. All waste calculations should relate to a dry matter basis solely.

4.4.3.3 Reuse of the Baking Scrap?
What can we do with baking waste—either the wet and sticky bobbles or the much drier

scrap from the baking ledges? There is no way to convert baking waste from wafer or

waffle ovens and reuse it in the process.

• The microbiological status is questionable. At least the wet parts of the bobble have all

the microorganisms of the batter still active

• The material was in contact with flue gases. The inside and bottom of the oven where

many bobbles are dropping is not easily accessible and cleanable

• There is some burned material in this fraction. Some parts of the waste fall into the

burner area after demoulding the wafer and the waste. These burned particles, even

after milling, are optically negative. They do not either taste or smell good and are

highly questionable from the viewpoint of food toxicology as well

For microbiological reasons many countries prohibit the direct use in animal feeding;

however that depends on the local regulations. Plants for preparation of animal feed

are an option. Here the treatments for a safe use in fodders exist and the content in protein

and other nutrients may convert to still useful material.

Further alternatives are disposal in composting or biogas plants, or processing into a

fertilizer for farmlands.
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4.5 MILK-BASED INGREDIENTS

While the application of milk-based ingredients in recipes for wafers and waffles is

decreasing, for the various fillings they are of unchanged importance.

4.5.1 Milk-Based Ingredients—Functions and Issues
Milk-based ingredients in wafers, waffles, and fillings contribute to the following:

• The surface colour of wafers and waffles by providing lactose and proteins for inten-

sifying the surface browning reactions in baking

• In parallel the baking flavour improves

• The texture of crisp wafers is changed to a more delicate crispness

• Fillings improve in milky flavour and, depending on some acidity present, lead to a

more round and less sweet taste

• The nutritional value improves due to the presence of proteins and minerals

• Improves the flavour and freshness maintenance of waffles

Potential issues from dairy-based ingredients in case of insufficient quality and improper

product storage are the following:

• Light-induced off flavours develop easily

• At prolonged storage rancid or old notes may appear increasingly due to milkfat con-

taining ingredients, primarily in parallel to warm storage

• Lumpiness occurs if dairy-based powders lack protection from humid air during stor-

age and application. Any lumps do not disintegrate fully during batter mixing or

cream preparation

• In batter recipes compensation for the acidity of some milk-based ingredients might

be required in the percentages of leavenings

• Any differences in wafer and waffle surface colours increase because dairy-based

ingredients have both proteins and lactose for intensified browning reactions

• Residues on the baking moulds form more easily, which means more cleaning stops.

Components such as minerals, lactose and proteins contribute here

• At temperatures above 50°C curdling by acids may occur

4.5.2 Typical Composition Data
Tables 4.10 and 4.11 present the composition of standard dairy-based ingredients and of

specific products manufactured by the industry to supply the different demands.

4.5.3 Milk-Based Ingredients in No-Sugar and Sugar Wafer Batters
4.5.3.1 No/Low Sugar Recipes for Flat Wafers, Hollow Wafers and Wafer Cones
Whereas older batter recipes included some milk-based components, newer recipes

for industrially manufactured flat wafers, hollow wafers and wafer cones almost are
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without dairy powders. One exception is for flat wafers, directly sold as such to end

consumers. That still is common in some areas. Here dairy ingredients contribute some

sensory improvement of the noncreamed wafers.

Whole milk powder (WMP), skim milk powder (SMP), or lactose due to their pro-

tein and carbohydrate (lactose) content may be of positive influence in batter recipes.

Typically, the addition of these powders is less than 1% on a flour base.

4.5.3.2 Functionality in Flat and Hollow Wafers and Cake Cones
• The tenderness of wafer sheets improves

• The colour and flavour of the wafers are enhanced

• In combination with some egg powder both, smoothness and shine of the wafer sur-

faces improve

Besides these positive effects, as with any ingredient, there are some potential disadvantages:

• The colour differences between the depositing area and the steam-filled edge part

of the wafers will increase

Table 4.10 Average Composition of Milk-Based Ingredients
Product Moisture Fat Protein Lactose Minerals Remarks

Whole milk, powder 3.5 26.2 25.5 37 6

Skim milk, powder 3.5 0.8 35.5 51 7.8

Skim milk, powder filled

w. vegetable fat

2.5 26 23.5 42.5 5.5

Whey, sweet, powder 4 1.2 12.5 73 8.2

Whey, sweet, powder, 50%

demineralized

3.5 1.2 12.5 78 4.2

Whey, sweet, powder, 90%

demineralized

3.5 1.2 12.5 81 1

Lactose, edible 0.3 0 0.2 99.3 0.2

Milk minerals 5 0.5 9 50 28

Buttermilk, powder 4 5 33 49 7.5

Yogurt, powder 4.5 1 36 42 8

Cream, powder 2 42.5 21 29 5

Butter 16.5 82.5 0.5 0.4 0.1

Butter concentrate (ghee) 0.2 99.7 0.1 0 0

Condensed milk,

sweetened

26 9 8.5 12 1.8 43% sugar

Condensed skim milk,

sweetened

29.5 0.2 10 13 2.3 46% sugar

Whipping cream 62.1 31.7 2.4 3.3 0.5

The lactose data for some products do not reflect the full carbohydrate content.

Sources: McCance & Widdowson’s Composition of Foods, sixth ed.; USDA National Nutrient Database, Release 24;
Ciqual French Food Composition Table, Version 2012; Food Standards Australia New Zealand Nuttab 2006; Souci
Fachmann Kraut N€ahrwerttabellen, 6. Aufl. 2000; www.bmi-eg.com.
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• Dairy-based ingredients, as other colour-intensifying ingredients, negatively affect

the baking plate residues

• The cost of ingredients increases

• We do not recommend the use of whey powder in batter recipes because it will

increase both the sticking of wafer sheets and the baking plate residues. There is a

connection between stickiness and lactic acid level in whey powders. Whey protein

denatures easily at heating

• To avoid any lumps in the mixing step we recommend for dairy-based powders

to premix them dry with other powder ingredients before addition to the batter water

4.5.3.3 Sugar Wafer Recipes
For rolled and moulded sugar cones, any dairy-based powders due to their considerable

enhancing effect on baking mould residues are not recommended. That overrides

the positive effect of milk proteins on the intensity of the wafer colour. However, there

Table 4.11 Commercial Filled and Nonfilled Whey and Milk Powders
Product Moisture Fat Protein Lactose Minerals References

Fat-filled powder 26/9 3.5 26 9.5 53 7.5 (a)

Fat-filled powder 26/16 3.5 26 16.5 46 7.5 (a)

Fat-filled powder 26/24 3.5 26 24.5 38 7.5 (a)

Fat-filled powder 55/5 2 55 5.5 32 5 (a)

Whey permeate powder, reduced

proteins

2.5 0.5 4 84.5 8 (b)

Whey permeate powder, reduced

proteins

2.5 0.5 2.5 89.5 4.5 (b)

Whey permeate powder, reduced

proteins

2.5 0.5 2.5 89.5 4.5 (b)

Whey permeate powder, demineralized,

high lactose

2 0.5 1 96 0.5 (c)

Whey permeate powder 3 0.5 2.5 87 6.5 (c)

Whey UF powder 15, enriched proteins 3.5 2 15 72 7 (b)

Whey UF powder 35, enriched proteins 4 4 35 49.5 7 (b)

Whey UF powder 50, enriched proteins 4 6 50 33 6.5 (b)

Whey UF powder 35, enriched proteins 4 4 35 49.5 7 (b)

Whey-based skim milk replacer 3.5 2.5 30 47.5 8.8 (d)

Milk mineral complex 6 0.5 6 10 77.5 (e)

Whey protein concentrate 80 4.5 5 81 6 3 (f )

Milk protein concentrate 56 4.5 2 57 28 8 (f )

Milk protein concentrate 85 4.5 1.5 82 4.5 7 (f )

The lactose data for some products do not reflect the full carbohydrate content.

(a) Bonimilk from Revala, Estonia www.revala.com/products/bonimilk. (b) Bayolan whey products, Germany www.
bmi-eg.com/de_permeatpulver. (c) Variolac from Arla, Denmark www.arlafoodsingredients.com. (d) Esprion 300
whey products, Netherlands, www.dmv-international.com/whey-protein-concentrates.html. (e) TruCal, USA, www.
trucalmilkcalcium.com, www.glanbianutritionals.com. (f ) Westland, New Zealand, http://westland.co.nz/products.
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are ingredients being more effective in wafer colouring that will not increase the soiling

of baking moulds.

In wafer stick (flute wafer) recipes frequently some milk powders are present for a

better texture and stability, colour, and taste of the wafer band. The emulsifying

properties of milk proteins assist in a more even distribution of pore sizes.

4.5.4 Milk-Based Ingredients in Waffle Recipes
In waffles, sweet whey powder, skim milk powder (NFDM), buttermilk powder, con-

densed milk, and lactose are the dairy-based components applied most frequently. More

rarely, we find full cream milk powder, cream powder, or any fluid milk and whey

ingredients.

Acid whey powder tends to promote sticking to the baking moulds and is not rec-

ommended. To a much smaller extent, the same will occur with the sweet whey and

buttermilk powder recipes. Then an increased oil level in waffle recipes is required to

counteract these stickiness effects.

4.5.4.1 Functionality of Milk Components in Waffles
In many types of waffles, milk-based powders are of interest for the following:

• The improvement in taste

• A more intense surface baking colour

• A finer waffle texture that improves the eating quality and counteracts the textural

hardening during the shelf life slightly

• Whey proteins, more than other milk proteins, in waffle batter aeration stabilize the

whipping properties coming from the egg white

• Milk proteins improve the internal binding of the waffle structure; that is important

for a safe removal after baking as well as for the final texture and freshness keeping.

Add these powders very early, in the first mixing stage, in order to maximize the

hydration and to fully profit from the internal binding and emulsification properties

of the milk proteins

Besides the positive effects, potential disadvantages are an increase in baking mould res-

idues as with other colour-intensifying ingredients. To avoid lumps in the mixing step we

recommend for dairy-based powders to premix them dry with other powder ingredients

before addition to the batter water.

4.5.5 Dairy-Based Components in Fillings for Wafers and Waffles
4.5.5.1 Milk-Based Wafer Cream Ingredients
For all kinds of milk powders—full cream, skim milk and whey—the main reason for

application is an improvement of cream taste and cream sweetness reduction, both argu-

ments in quality marketing. For keeping the wafer cream moisture as low as possible,
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we recommend specifying and checking the moisture content. For full cream powder it

should not be over 3%; for the others it should not be more than 4.5%.

Skim milk (NFDM) and WMP
In cream fillings, mostly SMP is preferred (a) due to lower costs and (b) for avoiding any

cream texture changes due to milk fat and its seasonal variation in hardness. For specific

nutrient requirements (protein-enriched fillings), SMPs are one option. However, the

lactose content is about 50% in SMP and about 37% in full cream milk powder.

Sweet Whey Powder
The slightly acid flavour and the lower costs are good reasons for selecting sweet whey

powder as a cream component. It has about 72% lactose content.

Lactose
‘Edible lactose’ is concentrated lactose. We recommend lactose just in moderate quan-

tities. Lactose, due to its low solubility, contributes a gritty cream feeling. The sweetness

of lactose is just 35%, compared to sucrose, and it is less costly compared to other dairy-

based powders.

4.5.5.2 Lactose: A Phase Change and its Potentially Negative Impact
on Cream Fillings

An important feature of lactose is the phase change from themonohydrate to the anhydrous

form, depending on the temperature and the water activity (Haque andRoos, 2004, 2005).

Roos (2002) shows the lactose sorption isotherm. The higher the water activity and

temperature, the higher is the risk for the phase change. Threshold values are the following:

At a temperature of 24°C: a water activity of 0.37 or higher

At a temperature of 30°C: a water activity of 0.34 or higher

The crystal water released in the phase change is critical because it results in a hard, lumpy

cream texture, occurring either already during cream pumping in hot pump heads or later

in the stored wafer cookies. The best recommendation is to limit the total lactose content

in creams at 10% or less. Table 4.12 informs on the lactose content of the most important

milk-based wafer cream ingredients.

Table 4.12 Lactose Content of Milk-Based Powders
Ingredient Lactose (%)

Lactose, edible >99

Sweet whey powder 68–72
Skim milk powder (nonfat dry milk) 48–53
Buttermilk powder 48–52
Full cream milk powder 35–39
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For the caking of milk-based powders, any change in environmental moisture,

including changes from warm to cold storage, is critical (Paterson and Bronlund,

2007) in addition to the triggering of a lactose phase change.

4.5.6 Dairy-Based Ingredients in Cooked Fillings
Tasty alternatives to conventional sugar-fat fillings for wafers and cookies can be found in

cooked syrup-sugar fillings, primarily if they rely on the caramelized flavour of milk com-

ponents. These fillings offer reduced fat and less calories. Typical examples are provided

in the following sections.

4.5.6.1 Stroopwafels
The syrup filling for stroopwafels, originating from Holland, is of a chewy texture. The

best qualities of stroopwafels contain milk caramel syrups.

In the dough recipes for classical Dutch stroopwafels, dairy ingredients are not

common but they improve the quality in premium products. From a technological view-

point, condensed whole milk or condensed skim milk, skim milk powder (NFDM),

sweet whey powder, or buttermilk powder are preferable here. More rarely we find full

creammilk powder, cream powder, or fluid milk and whey ingredients. Acid whey pow-

der is not recommended because it tends to promote sticking to the baking moulds,

which might slightly occur even with whey and buttermilk powders.

4.5.6.2 Wafer Cookies With Caramel Filling
In caramel wafer cookies, one or all of the filling layers are caramel. Despite the different

names in use locally such as caramel, milk caramel, toffee or dulce de leche, all mean the

same product. Specific caramel recipes are required here to result in a low water activity

for these fillings and to keep at the same time a soft and chewy texture and good spreading

properties for the application of a thin caramel layer to the wafer sheets. See the second

book of this series for recipes.

We remember from Section 8.2 of this book that wafers (and cookies as well) start to

lose crispness at water activities of 0.45. The water activity of wafer caramel therefore

should be there or lower in order to avoid a noncrisp wafer cookie texture. The

dairy-based ingredients of filling caramels mostly applied are the following:

• Sweetened condensed milk, the basis for the finest caramel flavours

• Sweetened condensed skimmilk or whey, the more economical alternatives resulting

in a different flavour profile after cooking

• Reconstituted milk ingredients from powders such as whole milk, skim milk or

whey powder

• Butter for the fat component; however it is frequently replaced by vegetable fats

including hardened palm kernel oil, palm oil or others
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4.5.7 Dairy-Based Ingredients in Protein Bars
Recently we see an increased demand in high-protein foods, both for sports nutrition and

for specific dietetic reasons, replacing a part of the carbohydrates and/or fats. There are

some good reasons for applying milk and whey proteins:

• Dairy protein concentrates and isolates are very bland and neutral in flavour and taste

• Whey proteins offer a high protein enrichment factor

• Some hydrolyzed whey and milk proteins and milk peptides have further functional

activities being the basis for health claims

4.5.8 Products, Terminology and Definitions
4.5.8.1 Caking
Caking, the formation of lumps, is an undesirable property of many powders, milk-based

powders included. Besides particle specific properties, the moisture content and the rel-

ative humidity together with changes in temperature are involved here. Any formed

moisture films build bridges between particles that, on drying, result in lumpiness.

4.5.8.2 Condensed Milk, Sweetened
Concentrated milk is obtained by partial water removal. The 40%+sugar addition

accounts for long-term microbiological stability. After canning, distribution and storage

for 1 year and more is possible. Both condensed whole milk and condensed skimmilk are

available. Unsweetened condensed milk is called evaporated milk.

4.5.8.3 Fat-Filled Dairy Powders (Dairy Blends)
These are powders composed of skim milk, whey, or buttermilk powders and vegetable

fats. It allows for a cost reduction and substitution of the soft and partially saturated milk

fat by other fats and oils: see examples in Table 4.11.

4.5.8.4 Free Fat
This is the part of fat in WMP being easily accessible from the surface. The processing

conditions during drying influence the percentage of free fat. More free fat may reduce

the oxidative stability of the WMP and lower the viscosity of any fillings and chocolates

prepared with a WMP being high in free fat.

4.5.8.5 Lactose (Milk Sugar)
Lactose, a disaccharide composed of glucose and galactose, is the primary carbohydrate

in the milk of mammals. Cow’s milk contains about 4.8% lactose, being the major part

of the milk solids. Its relative sweetness is 0.3–0.4 compared to sucrose. Food applications

of lactose rely on its low relative sweetness, the browning ability, and its low costs in

relation to other dairy-based ingredients.
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Lactose is isolated from whey and whey permeate, available from the manufacturing

of cheese and caseinates. The yellow colour is caused by remaining riboflavin (vitamin

B2), naturally occurring in milk. Lactose is commercially available as spray-dried lactose

and crystalline lactose. The status in dairy powders, amorphous or crystallized, greatly

relates to their stickiness. Food applications are in chocolate and confectioneries. Lactose

derivatives include lactose hydrolysates and the reduction to lactitol.

4.5.8.6 Lactose Phase Change
The phase change of lactose monohydrate to its anhydrous form is a big risk factor such as

for a hardening of wafer fillings being high in lactose. The higher the water activity and

temperature, the higher is the risk for the phase change. Threshold values are the following:

At a temperature of 24°C: a water activity 0.37 or higher

At a temperature of 30°C: a water activity 0.34 or higher

The crystal water released in the phase change results in a hard, lumpy cream texture. This

arises either already in hot pump heads during the pumping of cream or later in the stored

wafer cookies. The best recommendation is to limit the total lactose content in creams to

10% or less.

4.5.8.7 Milk Allergy
The term ‘milk allergy’ as commonly used includes lactose intolerance, an inherited or

acquired deficiency of the enzyme lactase in the small intestine, and the real milk protein

allergy. The symptoms include gastrointestinal issues and eczema.

Symptoms of lactose intolerance that may increase with age are abdominal pain,

bloating, and diarrhoea after consumption of milk and dairy products. Lactose passes

the small intestine unchanged and ferments then in the large intestine under the forma-

tion of gas. Lactose intolerance is quite common in Chinese and African-Caribbean peo-

ple. Bacteria in cultured milk products, such as sour milk and yogurt, convert most of the

lactose into lactic acid and in addition may segregate some lactase.

4.5.8.8 Milk Fat (Butter Fat)
The natural fat found in milk consists of a mixture glycerides from low (<C10), medium

(C10–C14) and regular (C16 and over) molecular weight fatty acids. That typical

composition is responsible for softening milk chocolates compared to dark chocolate.

However, it acts positively in preventing fat bloom in chocolates.

4.5.8.9 Milk Minerals
Milk minerals are the natural complex of minerals, predominantly consisting of milk cal-

cium in the form of calcium phosphate. They are fractionated from whey and ground

into fine powders containing the minerals, some residual lactose, and a small amount

of proteins.
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4.5.8.10 Milk-Based Powders
The drying of pasteurized milk to a moisture content of less than 5% reduces bulk for

transportation and greatly extends the storage stability. Dry milk powders are available

from the more heat-intensive roller drying and from the spray drying processes.

Advanced processing technologies result in a range of tailor-made dry milk ingredients

including lactose-reduced, low-sodium and instantiated milk powders, and fat-filled

dairy powders (dairy blends). Common applications include bakery recipes and filling

creams. Dry milk ingredients provide emulsification and browning. The taste properties

are primarily a function of the milk fat. The lactose part is useful as a low-cost bulk com-

ponent in creams and it contributes to colour in baking too.

WMP (dry whole milk): Contains about 26% milk fat, resulting in some limitations in

storage stability due to potential rancidity issues.

SMP [nonfat dry milk (NFDM), nonfat milk solids]: Contains 1.5% or less milk fat. It is

classified by its cumulative heat treatment during processing: high-heat (least soluble),

medium-heat, and low-heat (most soluble).

High-heat SMP receives a typical cumulative heat treatment of 88°C for 30 min and

has a low nondenatured content in whey protein nitrogen of 1.5 mg/g or less. It is used in

baked goods and cream fillings. Medium-heat SMP receives a cumulative heat treatment

of 70–78°C for 20 min. It has a nondenatured whey protein nitrogen content of>1.5 to

<6 mg/g. Low-heat SMP receives a cumulative heat treatment of not more than 70°C
for 2 min and has a nondenatured whey protein nitrogen content of 6 mg/g or more.

Applications are in cultured and fluid milk products and to manufacture instantiated

and agglomerated SMPs.

Buttermilk powder: Dry buttermilk comes from drying liquid, pasteurized buttermilk,

the residual fluid from the churning of butter. Applications of that lower cost dairy powder

include American frozen ‘buttermilk’ waffles and both sweet and nonsweet cream fillings.

Lactose (milk sugar): Cow’s milk contains about 4.8% (range 2.9%–5.3%) lactose, being
the major part of the milk solids. Its relative sweetness is 0.3–0.4 compared to sucrose.

Lactose is a disaccharide, composed of glucose and galactose. Food applications of lactose

rely on its low relative sweetness, the browning ability, and its low costs in relation to

other dairy-based ingredients.

Lactose is isolated from whey and whey permeate, available from the manufacturing

of cheese and caseinates. The yellow colour is caused by remaining riboflavin (vitamin

B2) naturally occurring in milk. Lactose is commercially available as spray-dried lactose

and crystalline lactose. Food applications are in chocolate and confectionery products.

Lactose derivatives include lactose hydrolysates and lactitol.

Sweet whey powder is a tan-coloured powder with a characteristic whey flavour.

Manufacturing is implements by spray or roller drying from fresh, pasteurized sweet

or acid whey. It is an economic source of milk solids in cream fillings and contains over

70% lactose, some proteins and minerals.
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4.5.8.11 Milk Protein Concentrate (MPC)
MPC is a light cream-coloured powder with a bland, clean flavour. Manufacturing is by

ultrafiltration of milk into a product with at 80% protein or more. The less expensive

whey products, whey protein concentrate (WPC) or whey protein isolate (WPI), some-

times replace MPC. The primary application is for protein enrichment such as in filling

creams, protein wafers and protein bars.

4.5.8.12 Reconstitution
The conversion of dried milk-based powders back into fluid milk products or substitutes

from by adding water, fat or butter and minor ingredients to improve the dispersion.

4.5.8.13 Roller Drying
This is a process for drying dairy fluids and other thermally sensitive materials into dry

flakes. After spreading a solution or suspension in a thin layer onto an internally heated

rotating drum, the water evaporates. The dried powder comes from scraping the dried

film off, followed by milling and sieving. Compared to spray drying, that process is char-

acterized by a higher degree of protein denaturation, resulting in a lower protein

solubility index.

4.5.8.14 Solubility/Insolubility (Index)
This is an important parameter for the reconstitution of milk powders into a solution and

stable suspension. The (in) solubility depends on factors such as the heat treatment inten-

sity in the drying process, the acidification, the presence of ions and the addition of sta-

bilizers prior to drying. An unfolding and aggregation of lactoglobulin proteins is a key

factor here.

4.5.8.15 Spray Drying
This is a process for drying dispersed dairy fluids and other thermally sensitive materials

into dry powders in a stream of hot gas. The main advantages of the more expensive spray

drying process are less thermal degradation, compared to roller drying, and a consistent

particle size distribution.

4.5.8.16 WPC and WPI
When removing sufficient nonprotein constituents from pasteurized whey, the finished

dry product contains from 25% up to 80% proteins. Physical separation techniques such as

ultrafiltration remove nonprotein constituents such as lactose, minerals, nonprotein

nitrogen, and vitamins. These low-molecular weight compounds filter from the whey

to the permeate, while the proteins concentrate in the retentate. The permeate is for
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preparing lactose whereas from the retentate WPC, a light cream-coloured powder with

a bland, clean flavour is manufactured.

WPI powder has an even higher protein content of 90% or more. The manufacturing

process, the colour, and flavour are similar as well.

4.5.8.17 Yogurt Powder
This is a cultured milk product, manufactured by spray drying.

4.6 EGG-BASED INGREDIENTS

Eggs in various form are important ingredients in waffles, while the application in

recipes for wafers is becoming rare nowadays.

4.6.1 Egg-Based Ingredients—Functions and Issues
Chicken egg-based ingredients in our products contribute to the following:

• In wafers, eggs stabilize the texture and add to the flavour and colour

• Waffles: egg-based ingredients are highly valuable for texture, flavour, colour, fresh-

ness, and for the nutritional value. Yolks impart a softer crumb texture in waffles and

retard the onset and rate of firming during shelf life

• The surface colour of wafers and waffles in baking intensifies due to browning reac-

tions by providing proteins for Maillard reactions

• Marshmallow/meringue-type fillings are increasingly popular again, both in wafers

and waffles

• The nutritional value improves. Eggs are nutrient-dense including a high-quality

protein, mono- and polyunsaturated fats, vitamins, minerals, and other nutrients.

Egg protein contains all nine essential amino acids and has a biological value (BV)

of 93.7 out of 100 points. The egg yolk lipids contain about 9% of egg lecithin with

a high level of choline. Eggs also have vitamin D and the carotenoids lutein and

zeaxanthin.

There are a couple of potential issues we have to consider as well:

• Eggs are one of the main allergens and require labelling as such. Additionally the

cholesterol content coming from the yolk part in whole eggs and yolks needs

consideration

• Egg-based ingredients are microbiologically sensitive, an ideal growth medium for

microorganisms. Use liquid egg products solely in a fresh condition. In some coun-

tries the washing of shell eggs with chlorine water before breaking the eggs or pas-

teurization of the eggs is a mandatory requirement for safely inactivating any

salmonella. Whole-egg pasteurization is done at 64.5°C for 6 min
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• In wafer and waffle baking, the surface colour any colour differences intensify due to

browning reactions as eggs are rich in proteins

• For yolk powders and whole egg powders increasingly rancid or old notes may

appear. Both refrigerated storage and short storage times are recommended for coun-

teracting these issues

• Because some lumpiness might hold back egg-based powders on the batter screen, a

premixing with other dry ingredient powders before the addition to the mixer is

recommended

• Traces of antibiotics, hormones, and other pharmaceuticals may be present in prod-

ucts from industrial egg farming

• Eggs are on the expensive side of the ingredient list

4.6.2 Egg-Based Ingredients: Types and Handling
4.6.2.1 Shell Eggs
Chicken eggs are the by far most consumed animal eggs. The average weight of an egg is

58 g. See Tables 4.13 and 4.14 for classification, sizing and composition. Eggs are nutri-

tionally valuable due to their content in high value proteins, fat, lecithin, vitamins

and minerals. Potential issues arise from being an allergen, from microbiological risks

in uncooked egg-based foods (Salmonella), and from the cholesterol content, about

0.21 g in one mid-sized egg.

Table 4.13 European Standards for Eggs in Shell
Weight Code Category Weight (g)

1 XL—extra large �73

2 L—large �63 and<73

3 M—medium �53 and<63

4 S—small <53

Class A—Extra fresh: sell within 9 days after the egg is laid.
Class A—Category I: sell within 21 days after the egg is laid.

Data: UNECE Standard EGG-1, Eggs in Shell, UN New York & Geneva, 2010.

Table 4.14 Average Composition of Shell Eggs
Egg Component Total Egg (%) Edible Part (%) Medium-Sized Egg (g)

Egg shell 10.3 – 6

Egg whites 56.9 63.4 33

Egg yolks 32.8 36.6 19

Total 100 100 58

Data: Belitz, H.-D., Grosch, W., Schieberle, P., 2009a. Eggs, fourth ed. Food Chemistry,
Springer, New York, pp. 546–562 (Chapter 11); Belitz, H.-D., Grosch, W., Schieberle, P.,
2009b. Milk and dairy products, fourth ed. Food Chemistry, Springer, New York,
pp. 498–545 (Chapter 10).
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The loss of moisture by diffusion reduces the density of the egg; that is 1.086 g/cm3 in

a fresh egg. The internal air pocket increases in storage. Both effects result in a reduction

in the viscosity of the egg whites, accompanied by reduced aerating properties. Moreover

a stale, old egg flavour is developing. Cold storage in a modified atmosphere with up to

45% carbon dioxide or covering the shells with mineral oil reduces the loss in moisture

and carbon dioxide. Eggs in shells are stored best at 0–1.5°C and 85%–90% relative

humidity. At these conditions, a 6–9 month storage is possible.

60°C is a critical limit in treating eggs as above the gelling (thermal denaturation) of

the proteins starts. For dry egg production the sugar is removed enzymatically to prevent

discolouration due toMaillard reactions during spray drying. Themore careful the drying

process is, the more the egg functionality preserves, although dried products are not fully

comparable to liquid ones.

The anatomy of shell eggs

1. The calcium carbonate-based egg shell, 0.2–0.4 mm thick, about 11% of the

weight, offers mechanical protection and prevents the entry of microorganisms.

Thousands of tiny pores allow the exchange of moisture and gases but not of micro-

organisms. The shell colour, white or brown, depends on the breed of the hens and

does not influence the nutritional value. The shell membranes are a further defense

against bacteria. One membrane sticks to the shell and the other surrounds the

albumen.

2. The air cell is formed as the egg cools after being laid. Starting at about 5 mm in

diameter for a fresh egg, the size increases with age due to moisture loss by diffusion.

3. The egg albumen (egg white) surrounds the yolk and represents 60%–65% of an egg’s

weight. There are two layers, the thick and the thin albumen consisting of water,

proteins, and minerals. Egg white naturally is alkaline with an initial pH of

7.6–7.9, but in storage the loss of carbon dioxide by diffusion through the shell

increases the pH of the egg white up to about 9.7 with age due to outdiffusion of

CO2, depending on temperature and time. In parallel the thick egg white becomes

thinner. Refrigerated storage slows down all these changes.

4. The egg yolk, light yellow to deep orange in colour, represents 35%–40% of

an egg’s weight. Yolk consists of fat, lecithin, water, and minor nutrients such

as vitamins, minerals, etc. The colour of the yolk comes from xanthophylls in

the feeding. It does not affect the nutritional value substantially. The pH of

fresh egg yolk is about 6.0 and increases to 6.4–6.9 during storage. The vitelline

membrane surrounds and holds the yolk. The fresher the egg, the stronger is the

membrane. The germinal disc, a slight depression on the surface of the yolk, is the

entry for the fertilization of the egg. The chalazea, a pair of spiral bands, anchor

the yolk in the thick albumen. The fresher the egg, the more prominent the

chalazae are.
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4.6.2.2 Freshness of Shell Eggs
Freshness is an important feature of shell eggs because the qualities, primarily the func-

tional properties, are suffering with extended storage time. Table 4.15 provides some

methods, some of them nondestructive, for checking the actual status.

4.6.2.3 Proteins—The Basis for Unique Egg Properties
The functionality of egg whites and yolks is primarily based on its proteins. Foaming,

emulsifying, and heat-setting properties (coagulation) impart volume, texture, and

shelf-life of waffles, cakes, muffins and other baked products.

Natural proteins consist of folded and coiled molecules with loose bonds across the

folds and coils. These bonds disrupt when exposed to heat, acid, or to physical whipping,

which causes the proteins to denature. That is the breakage of hydrogen bonds, the

uncoiling of peptide chains, and the exposure of reactive groups. Chemical and physical

bonds due to hydrophobic, electrostatic, and disulphide linkages aggregate finally into a

three-dimensional gel network. In thermal coagulation the egg product changes from a

liquid to a semisolid or solid. Egg white proteins coagulate between 62°C and 65°C, and
egg yolk proteins coagulate between 65°C and 70°C. Coagulation starts with a slight

opacity. Over a soft curd consistency at the end the firm texture and the maximum of

binding is reached. Variables such as the presence of sugar or salt influence the rate

and temperature of coagulation. Overbeating or overheating tightens the bonds, squeezes

out moisture, and leaves a dry, firm, and rubbery texture.

In product development, adjust the pH value accordingly for the individual applica-

tion. At the pH of the isoelectric point, the electrostatic repulsive forces are minimal,

thus facilitating agglomeration of the protein. Heat-induced gels are stronger at a lower

pH value, but the water-holding capacity of some protein matrices is higher as the pH

increases.

Table 4.15 Rapid Freshness Checks for Shell Eggs
Test METHOD Principle Fresh Egg Old Egg

Shaking test Shake the egg and hear No movement Swashing due to an enlarged

air cell

Floating test Put the egg into 10%

salt water

The egg stays at the

ground

The egg floats

Light test Candle the egg by a

bright light source

Bright, even Hazy, darker

Visual test Break the egg and look The yolk is domed, a

firm jelly centre in the

whites

Yolk and white are flat and

runny

Smell test Break and smell Neutral, flat Malodourous, stinky
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4.6.2.4 The Biological Value (BV) of Proteins
Amethod to evaluate the nutritional value of food proteins, our major source of nitrogen,

is the BV. It measures the proportion of the food protein absorbed to protein incorpo-

rated into the proteins of the body. That shows the percentage of utilization by deter-

mining the proportion of nitrogen excreted in relation to the total nitrogen

consumed from a certain protein source. The higher the BV the less protein is required

for keeping the nitrogen balance. Combinations of protein from different sources typi-

cally are of higher value than single-source proteins (Table 4.16).

4.6.2.5 Egg Whites and Their Aeration—The Natural Leavener
Egg white or albumen is the clear liquid around the yolk and represents 60%–65% of an

egg’s edible weight. The two layers, the thick and the thin albumen, consist of 88%water,

more than 10% proteins, and less than 1% of carbohydrates and minerals. It has just traces

of fat. Egg white naturally is alkaline with an initial pH of 7.6, but it increases to about 9.4

with age. Parallel to aging, the thick egg white becomes thinner. Refrigerated storage

slows down all these changes. There is about 54% of the main protein, ovalbumin.Whis-

king air into egg white creates a foam of several times, up to eight times, its original

volume. That provides volume and structure to meringues, waffles, cakes and souffl�es.

Table 4.16 Biological Value (BV) of Food Proteins
Protein Source(s) Biological Value

Potato 65/whole egg 35 137

Milk 75/wheat flour 25 123

Whole egg 60/soybean 40 122

Whole egg 71 milk 29 122

Whole egg 68/wheat flour 32 118

Beef 77/potato 23 114

Whey proteins 104–110
Milk 75/wheat flour 25 105

Beans 52/corn 48 101

Whole egg (reference point¼100) 100

Beef, tuna 92

Milk 88

Soybean 84–86
Rice 81

Potato 76

Rye flour, 82% extraction 76–83
Beans 72

Corn 72

Oats 60

Wheat flour, 83% extraction 56–59

Data: L€offler, Petrides: Biochemie & Pathobiochemie, ninth ed., 2014. https://de.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Biologische_Wertigkeit.
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The overrun percentage characterizes the aeration factor. An overrun of 100%means that

the initial volume of the mix has doubled.

Overrun in%¼ 100
initial specific gravity of the mix� specific gravity of the whipped mix

specific gravity of the whipped mix

The proteins are unfolded (denaturation) and rearrange into a network holding the air

bubbles. In continuous whipping the air bubbles increase in number and decrease in size.

There are three stages of whisking: to a soft, firm, and stiff peak. Overbeating to a dry,

collapsing appearance is possible, which limits further expansion during the baking pro-

cess. Adding some acid, such as lemon juice or cream of tartar, stabilizes the foam. Any

traces of fat, even just 0.1% of yolk, oil, butter, or cream, are detrimental here and prevent

a correct aeration. Salt can decrease the foam stability by weakening the protein matrix.

Pure egg white foam during standing starts to return to its liquid state, and some air

escapes.When adding powdered sugar during the whipping, a smooth, stable foam results

that does not collapse or drain as quickly.

Ovalbumin, which is about 54% of the egg white’s proteins does not unfold much

when the egg is beaten. But it coagulates when heated and forms the solid framework

around entrapped air, which resists to collapse. Conalbumin, about 12% of the egg white

proteins, is highly elastic and stabilizes the foam at ambient temperature together with

other minor proteins as ovomucin and globulins.

Egg white pasteurization for industrial food use is at 52°C for 7 min. After pasteur-

ization the options are refrigerated storage of the whites for up to a few days. Frozen

storage expands the storability for 6–12 months. But even in fast freezing the functional

properties suffer somewhat. The foaming properties of egg whites can be restored

and improved by adding small quantities of glucose syrup, glycerol, or citrate esters.

When rethawing frozen egg whites avoid any overheating because thermal setting starts

around 60°C.
For dry egg white production, removing the sugar traces enzymatically prevents a

discolouration during drying due to Maillard reactions. The drying process is completed

by spray drying and instantiation. Themore careful the drying process the more the func-

tionality preserves, although dried products are not 100% comparable to the fluid ones.

An addition of whey proteins or caseins from milk improves the whipping properties of

dried egg whites.

4.6.2.6 Egg Yolks—Lecithin Content and Emulsification
The egg yolk, light yellow to deep orange in colour, represents 35%–40% of an egg’s

edible weight. Yolk consists of about 49% water, fat, lecithin, and minor nutrients such

as vitamins, minerals, etc. The colour of the yolk is due to xanthophyll. The pH of a fresh

egg yolk is about 6.0 and increases to 6.4–6.9 during storage. In many applications the
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yolks are separated from the egg white. Yolks and whole eggs can also trap and hold some

air that expands during heating, thus leavening waffle or cake batters and sauces.

Whipped yolks may double or triple in volume. Whipped whole eggs result in less vol-

ume than either yolks or whites whipped separately.

The phospholipids (lecithin), lipoproteins, and proteins of egg yolks are surface active

agents and enable the formation of emulsions, stable blends of the immiscible oil and

water phases. That impacts the mouthfeel of foods: emulsification thickens and generates

a smooth, creamy texture such as in mayonnaise, sauces, or batters. At elevated temper-

atures, up to 70°C, the whipping properties of yolks improve.

Historically, prior to the rise of the use of plant lecithins and oils, egg yolks due to their

about 10% content in high-value lecithin and the fat content, were used extensively in

wafer batters for wafer release after baking. Table 4.17 provides an overview on egg yolk

lipids. The type of fatty acids in the yolk lipids depend directly on the lipids in the hens’

feeding.

Egg yolk pasteurization for industrial food use is at 62°C for 6 min. After pasteuriza-

tion the options are refrigerated storage for up to a few days, frozen storage, or drying into

powders. In egg yolks after freezing some irreversible gelation induced by the dehydra-

tion of proteins during ice crystal formation occurs. Dissolving either 2%–10% of salt or

8%–10% of sugar before freezing is implemented for avoiding that gelation. In rethawing

frozen egg yolks, avoid any overheating above 65°C where setting commences.

The preferable process for high-quality dry yolk products is spray drying. The more

careful the drying process is, the more of the egg functionality is preserved, although

Table 4.17 Average Composition of Egg Yolk Lipids
Lipid Type %

Triacylglycerols 66

Phospholipids 28

Cholesterol, cholesterol esters, others 6

Total 100

Phospholipids in Detail %

Phosphatidyl choline 73

Lysophosphatidyl choline 5.8

Phosphatidyl ethanolamine 15.5

Lysophosphatidyl ethanolamine 2.1

Phosphatidyl inositol 0.6

Other phospholipids 3.4

Total 100

Data: Belitz, H.-D., Grosch, W., Schieberle, P., 2009a. Eggs, fourth ed. Food Chemistry, Springer,
New York, pp. 546–562 (Chapter 11); Belitz, H.-D., Grosch, W., Schieberle, P., 2009b. Milk and dairy
products, fourth ed. Food Chemistry, Springer, New York, pp. 498–545 (Chapter 10).
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dried products are not fully comparable to liquid ones. Egg yolk powders are the most

sensitive in storage due to their high content in unsaturated fats.

4.6.2.7 Pasteurization: From Shell Eggs to Industrial Egg Products
After mechanical breaking—the separation of shells from egg white, yolk or egg-

mixture—a mechanical cleaning eliminates any shell fragments. The application of eggs

in the food industry concentrates on

• Pasteurized liquid, refrigerated

• Pasteurized frozen

• Dry egg products

Pasteurization inactivates any possible contamination by salmonella bacteria. For yolk

and whole-egg mixtures, 64–65°C for 2.5–3 min is sufficient; for egg whites due to

the higher pH-value even less time is needed. Afterwards store the products refrigerated.

Additional preservation of fluid eggs after pasteurization is possible by adding sorbic acid

or benzoic acid-based preservatives. Table 4.18 provides details on the recommended

storage time.

4.6.2.8 Frozen Eggs
In frozen eggs even after fast freezing the functional properties suffer. The foaming

properties of egg whites can be restored and improved by adding small quantities of

glucose syrup, glycerol, or citrate esters. In egg yolks after freezing some irreversible gela-

tion occurs, induced by the dehydration of proteins during ice crystal formation.

A pretreatment with proteolytic enzymes or dissolving either 2%–10% of salt or

8%–10% of sugar before freezing helps avoid that gelation. Rethaw frozen eggs with care,

either in the refrigerator or in water, and avoid any overheating above 60°C, where
setting commences.

Table 4.18 Pasteurized Egg Products and Their Storage

Treatment Type
Temperature
of Storage (°C) Time of Storage

Pasteurization Whole eggs 2–5 3 days

Egg whites 5 days

Egg yolks 8 days

Frozen storage Whole eggs, whites, yolks �18 6–12 month

Spray drying Whole eggs 2–5 6–12 month

Egg whites �12 month

Egg yolks 6–8 month
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4.6.2.9 Spray Drying Egg Fluids
In dry egg manufacturing, the sugar is removed enzymatically to prevent discol-

ouration and negative flavours due to Maillard reactions during spray drying. Egg

whites and whole eggs are concentrated prior to spray drying by membrane filtration

or thin film evaporation under vacuum. Then the yolks or the concentrated whites

and whole eggs are dispersed in contact to hot gasses and converted into dry powders.

Due to the thermal sensitivity of eggs that start to denature at 60°C, the temperature is

kept below this threshold. Roller drying (drum drying) is not feasible. The more

careful the spray drying process is, the more the egg functionality is preserved

(Koç et al., 2010), although dried products are not fully comparable to liquid ones.

Agglomeration can be done. For egg white powders some sugar or lactose may be

added at that stage.

The finished products are free-flowing powders with a consistent particle size distri-

bution being convenient in distribution and storage due to a much longer shelf life. More

advantages are the price, a reduced weight per volume, and no freezing or refrigeration

required. The powders reconstitute into products quite similar to the fresh ones.

Table 4.19 summarizes the content of the main nutrients in fresh egg and egg powder

products.

4.6.2.10 Advantages of Using Powdered Eggs Versus Fresh Eggs
Powdered eggs are not easily perishable foods, which is the main advantage over fresh

eggs. Provide protection from air (absence of oxygen) and a cool storage environment.

Powders save storage space generally and specifically in refrigeration. Moreover, their

inclusion in dry premixes makes waffle manufacturing easier and safer against errors in

dosage and batter preparation.

Table 4.20 has for 1 kg of each of the fresh egg products the number of eggs required

as well as the reconstitution rule of powders into fresh egg equivalents.

Table 4.19 Average Composition of Eggs—Fresh and Powder
Egg Product Moisture (%) Protein (%) Fat (%) Sugars (%) Minerals (%)

Whole egg, fresh 76.15 12.56 9.51 0.37 1.06

Egg whites, fresh 87.57 10.9 0.17 0.71 0.63

Egg yolk, fresh 52.31 15.86 26.54 0.56 1.71

Whole egg powder 3,67 48.37 43.04 0.3 3.4

Egg white powder 5.8 81.1 0 5.4 5.3

Egg yolk powder 2.73 33.73 58.13 0.07 3.3

Data: USDA ARS, National Nutrient Database, Release 27.
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4.6.3 Storage-Stable Commercial Egg Products
4.6.3.1 Additives for Restoring and Improving the Later Functionality
Any of the treatments—refrigeration, freezing or drying—harm the aeration and emul-

sifying properties of egg fluids. For fluid whole egg and yolk products—stored either at

ambient temperature, refrigerated or frozen before the pasteurizing and spray drying—

various additives are applied. Sugar, corn syrup solids or salt improve the storage stability

and the reconstitution of the functional properties during the later application.

In egg whites, either fluid or dried, the whipping properties improve when adding

gums such as xanthan, guar, or cellulose gum and regulating the pH-value down by acid

salts or acids. Further options are the application of triethyl citrate or sodium lauryl sul-

phate. For dried egg powders, free-flowing agents such as TCP or sodium silicoaluminate

are in use. For a better heat stability of the yolk aspect in whole egg or yolk powders,

maltodextrin is added.

4.6.3.2 Composition of Commercial Egg Products
The suppliers provide information on the detailed composition of commercial products.

Table 4.21. lists typical European products used in the food industry for the reasons of con-

venience, storage stability—even at ambient temperature—and costing.

A publication of the American Egg Board (2015) provides an overview on nutritional

data for egg products. Some examples of commercial egg products from North America

(data: www.ballasegg.com) are the following:

Refrigerated egg products (http://www.ballasegg.com/liquid_egg.htm)

Pasteurized whole eggs with 10% salt added, storage stability 21 days

Pasteurized egg yolks with 10% sugar added, storage stability 7 days

Pasteurized egg yolks with 10% salt added, storage stability 30 days

Frozen egg products (http://www.ballasegg.com/frozen_egg.htm)

Pasteurized whole eggs with 10% salt added

Pasteurized blend of whole eggs, corn syrup solids, salt, propylene glycol and

cellulose gum

Pasteurized egg whites with guar to restore/improve the whipping properties

Table 4.20 Equivalents for Fresh Versus Powder Eggs
Product Pasteurized Egg (g) No. of Eggs (approx.) Reconstitution Ratios

Whole eggs 1000 19 250 g+750 g water

Egg whites 1000 30 120 g+880 g water

Egg yolks 1000 50 450 g+550 g water
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Pasteurized egg whites with guar gum and triethyl citrate to restore/improve the

whipping properties

Pasteurized egg yolks with 10% salt added

Pasteurized egg yolks with 10% sugar added

Egg product powders (http://www.ballasegg.com/dried_egg.htm)

Whole egg powders or egg yolk powders with sodium silicoaluminate, a free flowing

agent, storage recommendation is 60 days

Whole egg powder with 34% corn syrup solids and 1.5% salt, storage recommenda-

tion 60 days

Egg white powders with sodium lauryl sulphate, a whipping aid, storage recommen-

dation 24 months

Egg white powders with monosodium phosphate, SAPP, and sodium lauryl sulphate

for high whip and high sugar load, storage recommendation is 24 months

Table 4.21 Commercial Egg Products—Some Examples From Europe

Product
Specific
Declaration Additives

Storage
Ambient

Reconstitution
for 1 kg

Egg albumen

powder

High whip – 24 month 125 g+875 g water

Egg albumen

powder

High gel – 24 month 125 g+875 g water

Egg albumen

powder

Special whip Citric acid,

xanthan

24 month 125 g+875 g water

Whole egg powder – – 24 month 250 g+750 g water

Whole egg powder Sugared 25% sucrose 24 month 333 g+667 g water

Contains 83 g sugar

Whole egg powder Sugared 33% glucose 24 month 333 g+667 water has

110 g glucose

Whole egg powder Heat-stable 8% salt, 4%

maltodextrin,

1.6% TCP

24 month 250 g+750 water; has

20 g salt, 10 g

maltodextrin, 4 g TCP

Egg yolk powder – – 18 month 444 g+556 water

Egg yolk powder Heat-stable 8% salt, 4%

maltodextrin,

2% TCP

18 month 400 g+600 water; has

32 g salt, 16 g

maltodextrin, 8 g TCP

Egg yolks, fluid Salted 7% salt 2 month,

<4°C
–

Egg yolks, fluid Salted 11% salt 2 month,

<4°C
–

Sucrovo whole egg,

fluid

Concentrated,

sugared

Water substituted

by sugar

6 month 1000 g sucrovo+500

water¼1000 whole egg

and 500 sugar

TCP, tricalcium phosphate.

Data: www.sanovo.com, www.vandenburg.nl.
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4.6.3.3 Conversion of Dried Egg Powders
For the exchange of fluid eggs to powder in recipes or vice versa, Table 4.22 provides the

conversion factors.

Suggestions for the reconstitution of dried egg products into fluid.

Whole egg powder

• 13 g of whole egg powder plus 39 g of water is equivalent to 1 shell egg

• For separate rehydration preblend a small quantity of other powders (sugar, starch,

flour) from the recipe into the whole egg powder prior to adding water in order to

avoid lumpiness

• Otherwise the preblending of all powder ingredients of a recipe is recommended

before water addition for preventing lumps

Egg white powder

• 4 g of whole egg powder plus 29 g of water is equivalent to 1 shell egg white

• For separate rehydration preblend a small quantity of other powders (sugar, starch)

from the recipe into the whole egg powder prior to adding water in order to avoid

lumping

• Otherwise the preblending of all powder ingredients of a recipe is recommended

before water addition for preventing lumps

Egg yolk powder

• 9 g of egg yolk powder plus 11 g of water is equivalent to 1 shell egg yolk

• For separate rehydration preblend a small quantity of other powders (sugar, starch,

flour) from the recipe into the whole egg powder prior to adding water in order to

avoid lumping

• Otherwise the preblending of all powder ingredients of a recipe is recommended

before water addition for preventing lumps

4.6.4 Egg Substitutes/Replacers
The request for baking without eggs or for reducing eggs in the recipes for cost reasons is

increasing. The consumers’ demand has some main reasons, whether to avoid that aller-

gen, the wish for cutting back on cholesterol, or for vegan diets.

Table 4.22 Conversion Factors Fluid/Dried for Egg Products
Start With Factor Convert to

Whole egg, fluid 0.276 Dried whole egg

Egg yolk, fluid 0.518 Dried egg yolk

Egg whites, fluid 0.140 Dried egg whites

Dried whole egg 3.62 Fluid whole egg

Dried egg yolk 1.93 Fluid egg yolk

Dried egg whites 7.16 Fluid egg whites

Factors for an equal content in dry solids.
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4.6.4.1 How to Replace the Most Important Functions of Eggs
Because eggs in food products exert different functions there is no single substitute. The

unique foaming, emulsifying, and coagulation properties of egg proteins improve the

volume; result in a firm, elastic texture; and influence shelf-life, colour, shine and

flavour in baked products positively.

Common egg replacers are based on the following:

• Whey, soy, pea, bean or wheat gluten proteins; some of them are used to avoid

additional allergenic components

• Gums or food materials rich in gummy components such as xanthan gum, cellulose

gum, agar, carrageenans, flaxseed or chia flour

• Chemical leavenings for the aeration function

• Starch gels, mostly based on tapioca or potato

4.6.4.2 A Wide Selection of Commercial Substitute Products
One main goal in egg replacement is cost saving. Typically up to about 40% substitution

can be done without too many compromises. A different challenge is full egg substitution

for allergic people or for vegan nutrition. But convincing new substitutes are appearing.

You may look for your own way to substitute eggs, based on the list above. Many

commercial products can be retrieved from the market. But you have to determine

which one is the best for your application. Just a few examples with links (retrieved

Aug. 2015) are provided below:

• Alleggra egg replacers available for whole eggs, yolks, and whites; based on soy

proteins (www.alleggra.com/bakery-solutions/egg-replacers.html).

• Beyond eggs egg replacer: vegan, based on pea and bean proteins (http://

hamptoncreekfoods.com/beyondeggs/overview.php).

• Ener-G egg replacer: vegan, based on potato and tapioca starches, low protein (www.

ener-g.com/egg-replacer.html).

• Neategg egg replacer: based on beans and chia (http://eatneat.com/neategg/).

• Nutrilac egg replacers available for whole eggs, yolks, and whites, based onwhey pro-

teins (www.arlafoodsingredients.com/solutions/bakery/egg-replacers).

• OptiSol 3000 egg replacer: based on flax and whey (www.glanbianutritionals.com/

products/functional-ingredient-systems/optisol3000).

• Pro-ovo egg replacers available for whole eggs, yolks and whites, based on soy and

wheat proteins (www.hacanada.com/Egg%20Replacer.pdf).

• Vegg egg replacers: vegan, based on soy or pea proteins (http://thevegg.com/what-

is-the-vegg/).

4.6.5 Egg-Based Ingredients in Wafer Batters
4.6.5.1 No/Low Sugar Recipes for Flat and Hollow Wafers and Cones
In old flat wafer recipes, egg yolks were common for flavour, colour, and mould release.

About 100 years ago J. Fugger in his ‘Basic recipe I’ included more than 12 parts of fresh
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egg yolks with 100 parts of flour together with fluid milk and water, some SBC, and salt

(Fugger, 1921). Even nowadays in Russia similar recipes with about 5 parts of whole egg

powder with 100 parts of flour together with water, some SBC, and salt (Batter solids

33%) can be found. However, besides such high dosage, egg-based ingredients such

as whole egg, egg yolk and egg whites nowadays appear just in very few recipes for

no/low sugar wafers. The eggs are used either fresh (pasteurized, frozen) or as powders

of variable protein functionality because of drying conditions (Koç et al., 2010).

4.6.5.2 Egg Functionality in No/Low Sugar Wafers
Egg ingredients due to their protein, fat, and lecithin content will exert some positive

influences on baking performance, the wafer release, the mechanical stability, the look

and the taste of the wafers. Which egg product is primarily for which effect?

Wafer release Egg yolks>whole eggs

Mechanical wafer stability Egg whites>whole eggs

More (yellowish) colour Egg yolks>whole eggs

Some flavour Egg yolks>whole eggs

Most contemporary recipes for industrially manufactured flat wafers, hollow wafers,

and wafer cones are without egg ingredients. Exceptions are pure flat wafers sold as such

to end consumers, which still is common in some areas. Here a sensory improvement of

the wafers from egg ingredients is welcome. An additional experience frommy side is that

a combination of egg andmilk ingredients improve the shine and smoothness of the wafer

surface, even at levels of together below 1% on a flour base.

Besides of all these positive effects, as with any ingredient there are some potential

disadvantages:

• The ingredient costs are slightly higher

• Egg pasteurization and egg storage are sensitive operations resulting in a potentially

increased hygienic risk during the batter phase

• When using egg powders, premix them dry with other powder ingredients before

addition to the batter water. As a result any lumps in the mixing step, which would

be filtered at the batter screen, are avoided

• Egg ingredients increase the colour differences between the batter depositing area and

the steam-filled edges of the wafers

• Egg-based ingredients, as other colour-intensifying ingredients, affect the baking

plate residues slightly to the negative

• You have to label an additional allergen

• You have to label the cholesterol content in the finished food product. Cholesterol

comes from the egg yolks and therefore is found in all yolk and whole egg containing

ingredients, not in egg whites
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4.6.5.3 Eggs in Sugar Wafers
In wafers with sugar, egg-based ingredients—due to their protein, fat and lecithin

content—can contribute positively to the baking performance, the wafer release, the

mechanical stability, the look, and the taste of the wafers. Which type of egg product

is primarily for which effect?

Wafer release Egg yolks>whole eggs (lecithin, fat)

Mechanical wafer stability Egg whites>whole eggs (egg white proteins)

Some flavour Egg yolks>whole eggs

The egg proteins are partners for Maillard reactions with sugar, resulting in a more

intense brown colouration and in increased baking mould residues. The latter demands

a more frequent plate cleaning.

4.6.5.4 Sugar Cones, Rolled and Moulded
These are baked at a high temperature, around 200°C. Egg-based ingredients are not

recommended due to their considerable enhancing effect on bakingmould residues. That

overrides the fact that egg proteins are able to intensify the wafer colour. In case of sta-

bility issues with moulded sugar cones, a small quantity of egg white proteins can be of

interest.

4.6.5.5 Wafer Sticks (Wafer Rolls, Flute Wafers), Fan Wafers and Fortune Cookies
Many of the recipes for this thin-walled wafer still use eggs to stabilize the wafer band, or

to achieve better colour, texture, and taste.

4.6.5.6 Crisp and Crumbly Wafer Cookies
These cookie products, the ‘nonsoft’ part in the range of Belgian waffles typically, are rich

in ingredients: butter, eggs and sugar. Eggs, mostly whole eggs or yolks, are an indispens-

able part in their flavour, taste, and nutritional value. Their origins trace back to Belgium,

the Netherlands and Germany—the countries where baking in iron tongs has been

known since medieval times.

4.6.6 Egg-Based Ingredients in Waffle Recipes
Egg-based ingredients are the main ingredients for the following products:

• most European-style RTE waffles

• for stroopwafels

• in North American frozen waffles, the percentage of eggs over the years has been

greatly reduced or fully eliminated.
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4.6.6.1 The Functions of Egg Products in Waffles and Stroopwafels
Emulsification
Eggs, due to the lecithin in the yolks and their protein, assist in batter preparation to

emulsify the oil part of the recipes.

Aeration
Eggs assist in mechanical aeration of waffle batters that is essential for a lighter and softer

waffle. Industrially batter aeration is done continuously by injecting air in a mixing head.

The density and weight of the waffles can be regulated within a certain range. In case of a

low egg percentage mechanical aeration is not possible, or some compensation by aer-

ation emulsifiers will be required. A range of substitutes for egg white proteins for whip-

ping, based on dairy, or vegetable proteins (soy, pea), is available.

Cohesion
An improved cohesion/internal binding comes from the egg proteins.More eggs are for a

more elastic texture. Less eggs increase the risk of ripping during removal from the baking

mould and result in a more crumbly texture.

In stroopwafels eggs improve the ‘bubble’ formation during baking, which is essential

for a better slicing. Less eggmeans more crumbling and a higher disintegration risk during

slicing.

Colour
A more intense colour leads to a better crumb colour from the yolk part and stronger

surface browning result from the egg whites plus sugar (Maillard reaction).

Softness
In some waffle types, a considerable percentage of eggs introduces more softness main-

tenance by two effects: moisture binding of the egg proteins and a reduced amount of

flour in the recipe. Less flour is equivalent to less retrograding starch, which hardens

the waffle texture more quickly. Yolk fats impart a softer crumb texture in waffles

and retard the onset and rate of firming during shelf life. Egg proteins help to maintain

product moisture by binding the water in the structure. Both improve chewiness and

mouthfeel and prevents the product from drying out. Moreover the water is less available

for microorganisms to grow and to cause spoilage.

Taste and Nutrition
The egg flavour is a quality factor in RTE waffles such as fresh egg waffles. Egg protein is

of high BV.

But there are not just positive aspects in applying eggs

• Potential hygienic risks: limited storage stability, risk of salmonella infection

• The cholesterol content of the egg yolk requires labelling in most countries
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4.6.6.2 Choosing the Type of Egg Product and Determining How to Use It
Any kind of egg products may be used in waffles in principle

whole egg, egg yolks, egg whites,

fresh pasteurized/frozen/egg-sugar concentrate/egg powder

The highest technological activity, as mentioned in the description of functionality, is

with fresh eggs. It decreases both with storage and due to the treatments in the given

sequence from fresh to powder. The binding of free water in the batter stage and the

swelling and activation of dried protein components is critical for the final result, primar-

ily for the internal binding of the waffle.

Egg powders: For calculating the fresh eggs equivalent for egg powder the factor 3.6 is

used. An overpasteurization or—more important—a nongentle drying operation of

powders reduces the functional advantages of eggs considerably. Better results are

obtained if the egg powder is preactivated in water for up to 1 h. Egg powder ingredients

preferably are added to the batter mixer premixedwith other powder ingredients to avoid

any formation of lumps in the mixer. Such lumps remain either in the batter screen or

otherwise result in discoloured spots in the waffle.

Frozen egg ingredients should be slowly thawed in a cooling room, or overnight at

ambient temperature. But thawing should never be by quick reheating because their

activity might decrease. In batter mixing we recommend adding liquid egg products

directly in the right position of the mixing sequence.

Egg whites: In case the waffles should have zero cholesterol, egg whites certainly are an

option while keeping a good egg functionality at the same time. The foam stability of

egg whites will be higher at a batter pH value of less than 7. The increase in pH value

of older egg whites, over 7.6–7.9, often is corrected by citric, lactic or fumaric acid. In

waffle manufacturing I do not recommend overacidified eggs because they impair the

waffle release from the baking moulds. Lactic acid/lactates especially increase the

stickiness.

For less costly recipes, for lower fat or lower cholesterol waffles some soy lecithin may

replace part of the egg functions.

In doughmixing we recommend adding liquid egg products directly in the right posi-

tion of the mixing sequence. Egg powder ingredients are preferably added dry premixed

with other powder ingredients to avoid any formation of lumps in the dough. Such lumps

might result in discoloured spots in the waffle.

4.6.7 Further Uses of Egg Components
4.6.7.1 Aerated and Cooked Fillings for Wafers and Waffles
Egg ingredients, primarily egg whites, are important components in whipped moist

fillings for wafers and waffles.
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Meringue Type Fillings
Foamed sugar–egg white fillings with flavours and colours. Due to the intermediate water

activity of the fillings the flat or hollow wafers become soft. Traditional local products are

in the market in Germany or South America.

Souffl�e Fillings
These are based on a cooked syrup-sugar mix, combined with whipped egg whites or

eggs and texturized by agar or other thickeners. Flavours like butter, milk, and caramel

are optionally used with fruit jams or candied fruit inclusions. These are traditional Rus-

sian fillings (birds milk), but they are now in new products combined with flat wafers,

hollow wafers and waffle sandwiches.

Marshmallow Fillings
This is a marshmallow based on a cooked syrup-sugar mix, combined with whipped egg

whites, nonegg-based protein whipping substitutes, or aeration emulsifiers; it is textur-

ized by gelatin. It is another option for fillings in waffle sandwiches, corresponding well to

water activity.

4.6.7.2 Toppings in Noncreamed Wafers
Quite recently, a new development, noncreamed wafers, has become increasingly pop-

ular in the market. These are pieces of just flat wafer with some flavourful toppings such as

sugar crystals, spices, seeds and other sprinklings. Egg-based ingredients can add adhesion,

browning and shine.

Eggs, specifically the whites, are adhesion and binding agents as their proteins set. The

egg white proteins in coagulating even create some sealing. The result is a crisper texture.

When exposed to heat the egg proteins participate in the Maillard reaction, resulting

in a desirable brown colour. Spraying or brushing on an egg wash, using beaten eggs

alone, or combining the beaten eggs with water, milk, or cream before reheating results

in a bronzed and glossy sheen.

4.6.7.3 Egg Washes and Egg Wash Substitutes
An egg wash is a mix of egg components (whole egg, yolk, egg white) with liquids,

mostly just water or additionally milk-based powders or fluids. The addition of spice

powders and salt is optional. The wash is implemented by spraying or brushing before

a heating or baking step in order to achieve the following:

• Impart a shiny, golden or brown coloured surface

• Fix toppings, decorations, coatings or pastry crumbs

• Make the surface less permeable to moisture
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One part of egg components should incorporate ½ part of fluids: the thicker the consis-

tency, the stronger the effects as listed in Table 4.23. Both the egg component used and

the liquid addition determine the final look. Substitutes, ‘egg free’ washes, may contain

dairy components, soy proteins, vegetable oil or glucose syrups.

4.6.7.4 Component in Gluten-Free Bakery
For gluten-free baked products wheat flour is replaced by a combination of flours such as

rice flour, tapioca, corn, or potato starches. The first generation of gluten-free products

was quite low in proteins and therefore not recommended for balanced nutrition. Egg

ingredients contribute both proteins and functional properties such as air-micelle forma-

tion, binding, and humectancy in gluten-free wafers and waffles.

4.6.7.5 Egg Calcium Powder
Eggshell-derived powders high in calcium are an option in functional food wafers. Prod-

ucts are in the market in Japan, using in marketing both a calcium claim and the natural

source from eggshell.

4.6.8 Products, Terminology and Definitions
4.6.8.1 Egg Allergy
Eggs are common allergens. The allergy can occur as early as in infancy at a rate of about

2%. Many children, but not all, outgrow their allergy before adolescence. The symptoms

usually occur minutes to hours after consuming foods containing eggs. Symptoms can be

on the skin (swelling, rash, hives, eczema), wheezing, difficulty in breathing, runny nose,

sneezing, red or watery eyes, stomach pain, nausea, vomiting or diarrhoea. Severe reac-

tions, such as anaphylactic shock, are rare.

Table 4.23 Egg Washes and Egg Wash Substitutes
Components Purpose

Egg white, water Adhesion of seeds, etc., light colour

Egg white, slightly beaten Crispy, less brown surface

Egg white, milk Transparent, shiny

Whole egg Shiny surface; reduced moisture permeation;

binder for coating,

Whole egg, milk Less shiny surface

Egg yolk Shiny, intense golden-brown surface

Egg yolk, cream Shiny, darker surface

Egg-free washes

Heavy cream Gold brown colour, no shine, some crackling

Cream, half and half Gold brown colour, no shine

Olive oil/milk/soy milk Faint shine, golden-brown

Soy-based wash Shiny surface
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4.6.8.2 Egg Substitute Powders
The unique foaming, emulsifying, and coagulation properties of egg proteins improve

the volume; result in a firm, elastic texture; and influence shelf life, colour, shine and

flavour in baked products positively. Replacing all the different functions of eggs with

a single substitute is not possible. Cost saving is one main goal in egg replacement.

A different challenge is full egg substitution, either to eliminate that allergen or to be used

in vegan diets. Common egg replacers are based on whey, soy, or wheat gluten proteins.

Additional components for some functions are gums or food materials rich in gummy

components such as xanthan, cellulose gum, agar, carrageenan, flaxseed or chia flour.

Chemical leavenings may substitute for the aeration function and starch gels based on

tapioca or potato provide body and texture.

4.6.8.3 Overrun in Aeration
Overrun expresses the increase in volume after aeration of a material resulting from the

incorporation of air or other gases. The overrun is defined as the gas-to-liquid volume

ratio, expressed as a percentage.

Overrun in %¼ 100
initial specific gravity of the mix� specific gravity of the whipped mix

specific gravity of the whipped mix

4.6.8.4 Reconstitution of Egg Powders
Egg powders reconstitute best at ambient temperature to avoid any lumping from con-

densation of humidity when cold powders are used. Prior to reconstitution a dry premix

with some other powder ingredients is recommended to avoid the formation of lumps

when coming into contact with water. In reconstitution, the protein solubility depends

on the heat treatment in the drying process, on the acidification, the presence of ions, and

the addition of stabilizers prior to drying. Because many egg proteins have their isoelec-

tric point around a pH of 5, the solubility is lowest here and increases with pH and salt

concentration.

4.6.8.5 Souffl�e
This is an airy dessert or filling based on egg whites beaten to a soft peak meringue and

combined with a cooked syrup-sugar mix. Condensed milk, butter, fruit purees, candied

fruit, or citrus peel pieces may be integrated for flavour. The stabilization is by agar, gel-

atin or other thickeners.

4.6.8.6 Spray Drying
Fluid eggs (Whole, whites, yolks) dispersed in contact with hot gasses convert into dry

powders. Due to the thermal sensitivity, eggs start to denature at 60°C; stay below this

temperature. Roller drying therefore is not feasible. The finished products are free

flowing powders with a consistent particle size distribution being muchmore convenient
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in distribution and storage due to a longer shelf life. More advantages are the price, a

reduced weight per volume, and no requirement for freezing or refrigeration. The pow-

ders reconstitute into products quite similar to the fresh ones.

4.7 COLOURING BY FOOD COLOURANTS AND COLOURED FOODS

4.7.1 Functions and Types of Colourings
Colouring of wafers, wafer cookies, waffles and their adjuncts such as creams, fruit fillings

or enrobings is for various reasons

• Enhance the natural baked colour

• Add colour to otherwise colourless filling creams for being more attractive

• Guide the consumers to identify the cream flavour more easily. Colour and flavour

are closely associated. The intensity in colour can influence the perceived flavour

intensity

• Attribute a different colour being attractive to certain consumers or for ‘fun’ foods

• Compensate for colour losses such as in the jam cooking process or for natural var-

iation in colour intensity

The colourants applied are not necessarily food additives. They belong to different groups

(cf. Natcol, 2005, 2015):

1. Intensely coloured foods, such as cocoa powder, cocoa mass, roasted coffee, or sugar

caramelized by heating. Then dried vegetable pastes/powders or spices such as from

spinach, carrots, paprika, saffron, turmeric or algae whenever used without extraction

or concentration procedures

2. Natural colours, obtained by extraction and concentration procedures; however,

they are classified as food additives

3. Synthetic food colours, permitted by food additive regulations. Usage of these may

vary in large economic areas worldwide. After extensive evaluations by food safety

authorities, just a few synthetic food colours still have an approval today.

4.7.2 List of Approved Food Colours (USA, European Union)
Table 4.24 lists food colours approved in the United States Code of Federal Regulations

under Title 21, sections 74 and 73, and the approvals according to EU legislation. Certain

restrictions to food classes, or an application just for nonedible food contact material

solely, or maximum levels may apply. Still some differences in approvals between the

United States and European Union are present.

Compiled from different sources, see also Greaves (2002), the Union List of Food

Additives (2011), and Bratinova (2015). Please check the actual food approval situation

for your country. Use food-grade colours only.
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Table 4.24 Food Colours Approved Under US and EU Legislation
21 CFR
Section FDA Name E-No. Approval Common Name CI-No. Shade

Heat
Stability

Light
Stability

74.101 Blue No. 1 E133 US EU Brilliant blue

FCF

42090 Blue Very

good

Good

74.102 Blue No. 2 E132 US EU Indigotine,

indigo carmine

73015 Indigo

blue

Good Poor

– – E131 EU Patent blue V 42051 Blue Good Very

good

74.203 Green No. 3 – US Fast green FCF 42053 Turquoise

green

Good Good

– – E142 EU Green S

(brilliant

green BS)

44090 Green Very

good

Poor

74.303 Red No. 3 E127 US EU Erythrosine 45430 Pink red Very

good

Poor

74.340 Red No. 40 E129 US EU Allura red 16035 Red Fair Very

good

– – E122 EU Azorubine,

carmoisine

14720 Red Good Good

– – E123 EU Amaranth 16185 Red Very

good

Good

– – E124 EU Ponceau 4R,

cochineal red A

16255 Red Good Fair

74.705 Yellow No. 5 E102 US EU Tartrazine 19140 Yellow Good Very

good

74.706 Yellow No. 6 E110 US EU Sunset yellow

FCF, orange

yellow S

15985 Yellow-

orange

Very

good

Very

good

– – E104 EU Quinoline

yellow

47005 Yellow Very

good

Very

good

– – E151 EU (Brilliant)

black BN

28440 Black Poor Very

good

– – E153 EU Vegetable

carbon

77268:1 Black Very

good

Very

good

– – E155 EU Chocolate

brown HT

20285 Brown Very

good

Good

73.30 Annatto

extract

E160b US EU Annatto, bixin,

norbixin

75120 Yellow-

orange

Good Fair

– – E161b EU Lutein 75135 Yellow Fair-

good

Good

73.40 Beet powder E162 US EU Beetroot red,

betanin

– Pink to red Poor Poor

73.75 Canthaxanthin E161g US EU Canthaxanthin 40850 Orange-

red

Good Fair-

good

Continued
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Table 4.24 Food Colours Approved Under US and EU Legislation—cont’d
21 CFR
Section FDA Name E-No. Approval Common Name CI-No. Shade

Heat
Stability

Light
Stability

73.85 Caramel E150a US EU Plain caramel – Brown Very

good

Very

good

/ E150b US EU Caustic sulphite

caramel

– Brown Very

good

Very

good

/ E150c US EU Ammonia

caramel

– Brown Very

good

Very

good

/ E150d US EU Sulphite

ammonia

caramel

– Brown Very

good

Very

good

73.90 β-Apo-80-
carotenal

E160e US EU β-Apo-80-
carotenal

40820 Yellow-

orange

Good Fair-

good

73.95 β-Carotene E160a US EU β-Carotene 75130 Yellow-

orange

Fair-

good

Fair-

good

73.100 Cochineal

extract,

carmines

E120 US EU Cochineal,

carminic acid,

carmines

75470 Pink to

red

Good Good

73.125 Sodium

copper

chlorophyllin

E141ii US EU Copper

complexes of

chlorophyllins

– Green Good Good

– – E140 EU Chlorophylls

and

chlorophyllins

75810 Green Fair Fair

73169 Grape colour

extract

E163 US EU Anthocyanins – Purplish

red

Fair-

good

Fair-

good

73170 Grape skin

extract

/ / Anthocyanins – Purplish

red

Fair-

good

Fair-

good

73.300 Carrot oil E160a US EU – – Yellow Good Fair-

good

73.340 Paprika E160c US EU Paprika extract – Orange Good Fair-

good

73.345 Paprika

oleoresin

/ / Paprika extract,

capsanthin,

capsorubin

– Peach-

orange

Good Fair-

good

73.450 Riboflavin E101 US EU (i) Riboflavin,

(ii) Riboflavin-

50-phosphate

– Yellow Good Fair-

good

73.500 Saffron – US EU Saffron, a spice

in EU

– Yellow-

orange

Good Poor

73.530 Spirulina

extracts

– US EU Spirulina – Blue Poor Poor

– – E170 EU Calcium

carbonates

77220 White Very

good

Very

good
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4.7.3 Comments on the Various Natural Colourants
4.7.3.1 Anthocyanins E163
Anthocyanins are water-soluble glycosides and acylglucosides of anthocyanidins from

many fruits and vegetables with pink to red, purple and blue notes, dependent on

pH-value. The colour is redder at acidic conditions and becomes blue as the pH rises.

The over 550 anthocyanins known in nature are mainly based on the anthocyanidins

pelargonidin, cyanidin, peonidin, delphinidin, petunidin and malvidin.

Anthocyanin examples: extracts from black grape skin, black carrots, aronia, elder-

berries, blackcurrants, cherries, purple corn, purple sweet potato, red cabbage or

strawberries.

4.7.3.2 Betanin (Beetroot) E162
The colour of red beet powder is water soluble with pink to bluish-red notes. The sta-

bility to elevated temperatures is poor while the light and pH stability is good.

Table 4.24 Food Colours Approved Under US and EU Legislation—cont’d
21 CFR
Section FDA Name E-No. Approval Common Name CI-No. Shade

Heat
Stability

Light
Stability

73.575 Titanium

dioxide

E171 US EU Titanium

dioxide

77891 White Very

good

Very

good

– – E172 EU Iron oxides and

hydroxides

77491 Brown-rot Very

good

Very

good

– – / EU / 77492 Yellow Very

good

Very

good

– – / EU / 77499 Black Very

good

Very

good

– – E173 EU Aluminium 77000 Silver Very

good

Very

good

– – E174 EU Silver 77820 Silver Very

good

Very

good

– – E175 EU Gold 77480 Gold Very

good

Very

good

73.585 Tomato

lycopene

extract

E160d US EU Lycopene 75125 Orange-

red

Fair-

good

Fair-

good

73.600 Turmeric E100 US EU Curcumin,

turmeric

75300 Yellow Good Poor-

fair

73.615 Turmeric

oleoresin

/ US EU / Yellow Very

good

Poor-

fair

– – E180 EU E180 lithol

rubin BK

15850:1 Red Very

good

Very

good

Greaves, J., 2002. Colorants for cereal and snack foods. Cereal Foods World 47, 374–377, Union List of Food Additives,
2011. Commission Regulation (EU) No. 1129/2011. http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri¼OJ:
L:2011:295:0001:0177:EN:PDF and other sources.
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4.7.3.3 Carmine/Cochineal E120
Cochineal extract from cochineal insects contains carminic acid, a natural red anthraqui-

none dye. The colour has pink, red or purple hue and a good heat and light stability.

Carminic acid is orange at low pH and shifts to violet when the pH-value increases.

The calcium salts form insoluble pigments called carmine.

4.7.3.4 Carotenoids E160, E161
Carotenoids are a broad group of colouring substances. There are two classes: the orange

to red carotenes, which are hydrocarbons with the E-numbers starting with 160, and the

yellow xanthophyll pigments, which additionally contain oxygen with the E-numbers

starting with161 (Table 4.25).

Due to their chemical structure with long carbon chains, they are mostly oil-soluble.

Emulsified, water dispersible preparations are available. Carotenoids impart the yellow,

orange, and red colours to many fruits and vegetables. The heat stability and the pH sta-

bility over 3.5 are good while the stability to light and oxygen is limited. Beta-carotene

and apocarotenal transform into vitamin A in the body.

There are more than 650 carotenoid structures known from nature, including annatto

(norbixine, bixine), extracts from paprika, carrots and tomato (beta-carotene, lycopene),

palm fruit, oranges, prawns, lutein, and saffron. Lutein is a yellow pigment extracted from

marigold. Together with canthaxanthin it belongs to the group of xanthophylls. While

the paprika extract contains more than 35 carotenoids in tomatoes lycopene is the only

major carotenoid.

4.7.3.5 Caramel Colour E150
Caramel colours are dark brown, water-soluble food colours manufactured from heating

sugar or syrups with various chemical reactants such as acids, alkalis or salts (Table 4.26).

The stability to heat, light and oxygen is very good. The four classes differ in their stability

in food systems against, for example, acids, proteins or higher levels of ethanol.

Table 4.25 Carotenoid-Based Food Colours
Carotenoid E-Number Colour

Mixed carotenes E160a (i) Yellow to orange

Beta-carotene E160a (ii) Yellow to orange

Bixin/norbixin E160b Yellow to orange

Capsanthin/capsorubin E160c Orange to red

Lycopene E160d Red

Apocarotenal E160e Orange to red

Apocarotenal (ethyl ester) E160f Orange to red

Lutein E161b Yellow

Canthaxanthin E161g Orange to red
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The colour intensity is high, typically measured at a wavelength of 560 or 610 nm. Due

to some concern today, class IV caramels with a low content in 4-methylimidazole, a

harmful reaction side product, are available.

4.7.3.6 Caramelized Sugar
Caramelized sugar or burnt sugar is classified as a food due to its generation by heating

sugar(s) without any chemical additives. The brown colour intensity is far lower than

with caramel colours. Some typical caramelized flavour is left.

4.7.3.7 Carbon Black E153
Carbon black derives from carbonized vegetable material and is a heat- and light stable-

pigment.

4.7.3.8 Carthamus Yellow
Carthamus yellow (safflor yellow) is a flavonoid with beige to yellow notes that is derived

from extracting the flower petals of carthamus tinctorius with water.

4.7.3.9 Chlorophyll E140
Chlorophyll is a green, oil-soluble pigment, present in algae and plants such as spinach,

parsley, nettles, alfalfa, and grass. Chlorophylls participate in photosynthesis. The main

food colourants are chlorophyll a and chlorophyll b. Chlorophyll colours range from

yellow-green to blue-green. However, the chlorophyll structure with magnesium as

the central ion is quite instable, which limits the application in food colouring.

4.7.3.10 Copper Chlorophylline E141
E141(i), copper phaeophytin is soluble in water, while E141(ii)—the sodium or potas-

sium salts of copper complexes of chlorophyllin—are soluble in oil. Copper replaces

magnesium in these synthetic complexes of chlorophyll (E140). They are pheophytins

due to a chemical de-esterification of chlorophyll. The stability when exposed to heat

and light is good.

Table 4.26 Caramel Colours
Class Name Preparation Colour for E-No.

I Plain caramel, caustic

caramel, spirit caramel

No ammonium or

sulphite reactants

Spirits E150a

II Caustic sulphite caramel Sulphite reactants, no

ammonium

Vinegars, sherry E150b

III Ammonia caramel, beer

caramel

Ammonium reactants,

no sulphites

Beer, soy sauce,

confectionery products

E150c

IV Sulphite ammonia caramel,

soft-drink caramel

Sulphite and

ammonium reactants

Cola drinks, acidic

foods

E150d
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4.7.3.11 Cocoa Powder
For cocoa powders, important foods with colouring properties, see the discussion in

Section 4.5.5.

4.7.3.12 Curcumin
Turmeric powder is a spice from the milled roots of curcuma longa. It contains yellow

curcuminoids that are insoluble in water. Turmeric oleoresin extracts of lipophilic com-

pounds are available. Various extraction methods exist, yielding different yellow varia-

tions depending on the ratio of colour compounds extracted. The curcuminoids are

stable to heat but sensitive to light and alkaline pH values.

4.7.3.13 Riboflavin E101
Riboflavin (Vitamin B2) is yellow and occurs naturally in eggs, milk, or yeast. The col-

ouring riboflavin is manufactured synthetically, is water soluble, and is heat stable.

4.7.3.14 Seaweed Powder
Seaweed powder is dried, milled, edible red, brown or green algae of low tinctorial

strength and is classified as food.

4.7.3.15 Spirulina (Phycocyanins)
Spirulina is a blue-green coloured alga containing pigmented proteins, most importantly

a blue-coloured phycocyanin. That water-soluble blue pigment constitutes up to 20% of

the spirulina alga. The heat and light stability are poor. The pH stability is good in the

range from 4 to7.

4.7.4 Colouring Wafers and Fillings
While in waffle baking the application of colourants in the baking mass is rare, for no/low

sugar wafer sheets and cones and for the various sugar wafers, the addition of coloured

foods or food colours is quite common. Even more important is colouring for wafer cre-

ams and other fillings.

4.7.4.1 Coloured Wafers
For wafer baking, the colours according to Table 4.27 are recommendable due to their

sufficient heat stability. The right quantity depends on the colour intensity of the actual

colourant commercially available. This can be determined in a baking test. Apply food-

grade colours only. Please consider the actual food approval situation in your country.

Regulations on food colours are becoming stricter worldwide, so please check for any

changes. In the European Union for wafers there is a maximum level permitted of these

colours, in total 200 mg/kg. That limit for E110, E122, E124 and E155 is 50 mg/kg for

each one.
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In some Asian countries and in North America, intensely coloured wafer cookies are

available in pink, yellow or dark brown colours. The cream filling carries the same colour

because most of the colours in Table 4.27 are suitable for wafer creams as well.

4.7.4.2 Brown, Dark Brown and Black Wafers
For underlining the natural brown baking colour of wafers, or to reduce any colour dif-

ferences within the wafer, or to manufacture intensely coloured wafers there are a couple

of options:

a. Colour intensification by adding glucose, invert or high fructose syrups to the batter,

as done in cookie manufacturing, for wafers is less recommended. The colour differ-

ences within the wafer between the batter depositing and the edge area increase

overly

b. Caramel colour, preferentially the types E150a, E150c or E150d in fluid or powder

form. Please test which type results in the best hue, from greyish brown to a redder

colour. Check additionally if there is a difference in the optical homogeneity of the

colouration depending on the caramel type

c. For changing to more orange to red brown tones, the addition of beta-carotene

(E160a) is recommended

d. Cocoa powder, alkalized, is for medium-brown colouration. Another option here is

dark-roasted malt flour

Table 4.27 Additives for Colouring Wafers

Colour Colourant E-No. USA
Water
Solubility (%) Comments

Brown Caramel colour E150 Approved Soluble

Chocolate brown

HT

E155 No

approval

20

Yellow Tartrazine E102 Yellow 5 10

Chinoline yellow E104 No

approval

3

Annatto E160b Approved Soluble Norbixin is water soluble

Orange Sunset yellow E110 Yellow 6 10

Beta carotene E160a Approved – Water dispersible products

available

Pink Allura red E129 Red 40 9

Amaranth E123 No

approval

7

Azorubine E122 No

approval

4

Ponceau 4R E124 No

approval

8 Poor light stability

Erythrosine E127 Red 3 2 Poor light stability
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e. Dark brown to black wafer colours require the heavily alkalized ‘black’ cocoa powder

at levels around 10 baker’s %

f. The same dark brown to black colouration is obtainable with the less costly synthetic

colours by blending a red, yellow, and blue colourant (Table 4.28)

4.7.4.3 Colouring Wafer Creams
In a few cases only, a white cream fits to the consumers’ expectation such as with coconut

or milk creams. From sensory science we know that uncoloured creams otherwise result

in a lower flavour perception and that the colour of a cream ‘guides’ to the expected fla-

vour. By colouring wafer creams, as in flavouring, the competitiveness of a wafer product

improves at reasonable costs.

For chocolate creams, cocoa powders are colourants almost exclusively. In lower

concentration they even add brown hues to other nonchocolate creams such as in cap-

puccino or nut creams, unless the cocoa taste disturbs the flavour profile.

Otherwise, any of the oil-soluble or dispersible natural colours listed in the preceding

tables are applicable for colouring cream fillings. Depending on the local approval situ-

ation, synthetic food colours are the further choice.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Adjuncts—Filling Creams, Inclusions,
Cacao and Chocolate

5.1 INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

5.1.1 The Role of Adjuncts in Wafers and Waffles
While pure wafers, cones or flute wafers have their own, frequently small place in the

world of baked foods, the combination with any kind of adjuncts adds additional quality

features to the final products. This makes them great, multitextured products in the

market worldwide, with significant shares in the total sweets business. There are plenty

of examples of combinations, with still more to come:

• Sugar wafer biscuits (cookies)—the combination of flat wafers from sheets with layers

of cream filling, typically low moisture sugar–fat creams of various flavours

• Hollow wafer bars or pralines with a rich internal cream filling

• Inclusions of particles such as nuts and cereal crisps in the creams

• Chocolate enrobing of creamed sugar wafer cookies, hollow wafer bars or pralines

• Combined with toppings such as chopped nuts, cereal crisps, spices, etc.

• Fillings with aerated cream or aerated chocolate

• Alternative fillings as low-water activity (AW) fruit spreads or milk caramels

• Alternative moist fillings such as meringue, bird’s milk, marshmallow or jam

• Rolled sugar cones with chocolate linings and ice cream filling

• Waffles with inclusions—from sugar pieces to fruit, chocolate or caramel flavoured

pieces

• Waffles with partial or full enrobing

• Stroopwafels filled with caramel, jam or chocolate spreads

5.1.2 Characteristic Properties of Wafer Filling Creams
Cream-filled wafer cookies are the main wafer products worldwide. The most wide-

spread type of filling is an essentially moisture-free sugar–fat cream, but increasingly

products with alternative fillings develop (Table 5.1).

5.1.3 Inclusions and Toppings
Small particulate inclusions or decorative toppings of different texture, flavour and colour

widen the range of products considerably. Examples of these delicious chunky, crisp or
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chewy bits are chopped nuts, cereal crisps, candied fruit or toffee pieces, chocolate chips,

cookie crumbles, flavoured bits, sugar or chocolate sprinkles, coarse sugar or spices.

The right weight, respectively for light-weight inclusions, volume percentage of inclu-

sions, typically between 12% and 22%, determine both the visual appeal and the eating qual-

ity. The decision—determining which bits and pieces go better with various wafer filling

creams, enrobed wafer cookies or waffle type—is really a matter of local taste preferences.

Toppings, besides the classical sprinkled nuts in sugar wafer cookies or sprinkled sugar

powder on ready-to-eat (RTE) waffles, still offer room for new products in the wafer and

waffle business.

5.1.4 Cocoa and Chocolate—The World’s No. 1 Flavour Preference
In manufacturing of wafer and waffle products, cocoa and chocolate are of eminent

importance. Consumers continue to love the chocolate taste, and the demand increases,

particularly in highly populated nations such as China and India, although they actually

still have a low consumption. Therefore, we provide at least an overview on cocoa

bean processing of cocoa mass, cocoa powder, cocoa butter and further for enrobing

chocolates and cocoa glazes.

Cocoa powder is required in baking, in the preparation of creams, and in chocolates

and compound coatings for enrobing.Most good quality chocolates for enrobing are pre-

pared from cocoa mass directly. Chocolate’s main ingredients are cocoa mass or cocoa

powder, sugar and cocoa butter.

Dark chocolate is the chocolate that contains the most cocoa mass. This is the

chocolate most often used for premium chocolate confections. Ingredients besides

Table 5.1 Fillings for Wafers and Waffles
Filling Type Main Ingredients Comment

Sugar–fat cream Sugar(s), fat, cocoa/milk powders,

nut paste

Essentially moisture-free

Aerated

chocolate

Chocolate or compound coating Essentially moisture-free

Savoury fat cream Sugar replacers, fat, cheese powder,

spices, flavours

Essentially moisture-free

Milk caramel

filling

Syrups, sugar, condensed milk, fat Genuine low-AW recipes or the

wafers get tough/soggy

Fruit filling, low

AW

Syrups, sugar, fruit puree, humectants Genuine low-AW recipes or the

wafers get tough/soggy

Marshmallow/

meringue

Syrups, sugar, water, gelatin Wafers get soft, ideal for waffles too

Jam filling Syrups, sugar, fruit puree Wafers get tough/soggy, ideal for

waffles too

Ice cream Water, milk, fruits, flavour For rolled sugar cones, chocolate-lined
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cocoa mass, are cocoa butter, sugar, soy lecithin and vanillin. For high cocoa percent-

ages cocoa powder is added.

Milk chocolate has added milk solids (milk, whey powders, lactose), sugar, cocoa mass,

lecithin and vanilla. It is lighter in colour than semisweet or unsweetened chocolate and

has at least 10%–14% cocoa mass (depending on national legislation).

White chocolate does not contain any cocoa mass, but otherwise has the same ingredi-

ents as milk chocolate. The taste is characteristically milky and less chocolatey.

Chocolate used for enrobing, a synonym is ‘couverture’ chocolate, for fluidity reasons

contains a higher percentage of cocoa butter compared to ‘moulding’ chocolate for

chocolate bars. That is essential for making thin layers of chocolate.

Chocolate is not merely an indulgence, it is nourishing too. A 100 g bar of dark choc-

olate contains up to 70% cocoa, made up of 9 g of protein, 30 g or more of sugar, 40 g of

cocoa butter and 14 g of fibre. It also contains trace elements and minerals. Dark

chocolate is rich in potassium, magnesium and phosphorus.

5.1.5 Enrobing
Enrobing is the covering of wafer fingers, waffles or other confectionery centres with a

thin layer of chocolate or chocolate-type masses. Synonyms for the term enrobing are

coating or glazing. What do we gain from enrobing?

1. Some protection of the centre pieces to increase the shelf life by resulting in the

following

• Inhibiting any moisture exchange considerably, though there is no perfect pro-

tection against humidity because nonfat cocoa and milk solids are quite

hygroscopic

• Limiting oxygen access, though the enrobing has pores and is by far not

impermeable

• Preventing the access of light

• Mechanically protecting crisp or tender centres such as wafers or waffles

• Absorbing of odours by both enrobings and centre pieces solely can be prevented

by packaging such as, for example, flow packs.

2. An increase of the product appeal regarding the following:

• The chocolate increases the value of the bakery product

• The look improves because of the gloss and the uniformity of the enrobing

• The eating quality improves by combining the crisp or soft centre with the firm

chocolate.

3. Enrobing is an easier process and more economical, compared to moulding into

chocolate.

For enrobing either real chocolate or cocoa flavoured compound coatings are used. For

details, see the Sections 5.6 and 5.7 on chocolate and enrobing.
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5.2 FILLING CREAMS ON A SUGAR–FAT BASIS

5.2.1 Introduction
Sugar–fat creams offers multiple variations in flavour and colour when laminated into

sugar wafer cookies or filled into flute wafers. Creams improve the acceptability and

impart characteristic properties:

• They keep the wafers crisp due to a low residual moisture content of the filling, typ-

ically 0.5%–0.8%. Otherwise, the hygroscopic wafers attract too much moisture and

change their texture. Because the main ingredients sugar and fat are extremely low in

moisture, the creammoisture content strongly depends on the moisture content of all

the minor cream ingredients.

• A fine granulation of the ‘hardest’ component, sugar, mediates the smoothness of

cream texture primarily. The granulation of wafer rework is less important here

because the wafer part of it during eating is recognized as the same material as the

new wafer sheet.

• The sweetness of sugar is an essential part of the taste of sugar wafer cookies.

• The quantity of cream fat and its melting properties govern a soft eating quality. After

sugar, the fat is the second, not overly expensive bulk component of wafer creams.

A reduced cream sweetness often corresponds to a higher fat content.

• Flat wafer cookies require a cream fat structurally stable for usual temperature and

handling in order to avoid any flowing out of cream. For hollow wafers, even softer,

almost semifluid creams are suitable.

• The fat part of the wafer cream is the binding agent for cream–wafer adhesion. That
demands specific cream fat properties, primarily a beta prime fat structure.

• The cream is the main flavour carrier of nonenrobed wafer cookies. The wafer part in

most cases just adds crunch and lightness due to the crispness and low density of

the wafer.

• The typical density for sugar–fat creams is about 1.25 g/cm3. By mechanical aeration

the cream density may be reduced into a range of 0.8–0.95 g/cm3, provided the

cream fat has a certain, stable percentage of solid fat and there is efficient cream tem-

perature control.

• The texture of the wafer cream for cream spreading is determined (a) by its fat con-

tent, (b) by the cream temperature and (c) by the degree of aeration.

• For an easy application, the cream texture must be rather fluid or, in case of

aerated creams, a soft paste that after cream application has to come into a solid, stable

state by cooling for the subsequent cutting, enrobing, cooling and packaging

operations.

• The cream percentage depends very much on thickness and weight of the baked

wafers. The typical range for sugar wafer cookies is from 65% to 82% cream.
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• Optionally small inclusions such as chopped nuts or cereal crisps may be integrated

into the cream, provided the cream layer applied is thicker than the diameter of such

pieces.

For any details about sugar and cream fat specifications, Chapter 3 provides particular

sections on that.

5.2.2 Specific Ingredient Recommendations and Basic Recipes
5.2.2.1 Specific Comments on Cream Ingredients
Sugars
Sucrose and other sugars deliver sweetness in wafer fillings and a considerable part of the

total filling volume. Powdered sugar is the least expensive ingredient and, depending on

the desired quality and cream cost level, will be in the range of about 30%–60%, most

frequently from 40% to 50% of cream weight. The particle size of sugar, the hardest

ingredient, determines verymuch themouthfeel and the pleasantness of eating the cream.

Many manufacturers prepare their powder sugar by in-house milling of crystal sugar.

The risks of dust explosions in sugar milling is high and considerably increases with a

higher specific surface area corresponding to a smaller particle size of the sugar crystals

(Stahmer and Gerhold, 2014).

In case of high sweetness of the cream some of the sugar powder may be replaced by

less sweet sugars such as dextrose or other lowmolecular weight carbohydrates such as dry

glucose syrup (DGS) powders or maltodextrins having one important common property:

to be water soluble and therefore to dissolve in the mouth when the cream is consumed.

Details on the main ingredient of ‘sugar(s)’ for wafers and creams, regarding sweet-

ness, sugar replacement and alternative sweeteners are found in Section 3.1.

Fats and Oils
Fats and oils in filling creams have the technological functions of giving a smooth, rich

texture and acting as a flavour carrier and a binder between cream and wafer. After sugar

the fat is the second, not overly expensive, ‘bulk’ component of wafer creams. Therefore,

less cream sweetness often corresponds to a higher fat content. The total quantity of oils/

fats in a filling cream, depending on the desired cream cost and quality level, is in the

range of about 28%–42%, most frequently 32%–38%.
The different chemical compositions of, for instance, the nut fat or milk fat, can lead

to undesirable difficulties, such as the filling comes out softer than expected. The filling fat

must be selected to balance out this sort of effect. See Section 3.2 for details.

In regions with a considerable fluctuation of the environmental temperatures, changes

in cream properties from summer to winter are recommended:

• Apply different types of fat regarding solid fat content (SFC) profile and melting point

• Apply different fat levels, less in summer

• Apply a different sugar granulation, a finer one in the summer
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5.2.2.2 The Trans Fat Issue
Consumption of trans fats is associated with an increased risk of cardiovascular diseases.

The issue of a low content of trans fat is increasingly becoming important. In the United

States and in Canada the separate labelling of the trans fat content has been mandatory

since 2006. In Denmark, Switzerland, Austria and Hungary there is an upper limit of

2% trans fat content in any fat ingredient, while other countries use self-regulatory

mechanisms. Cf. Section 3.2.7.1 on trans fats in Chapter 3.

The elimination of trans fats, which are part of hydrogenated (hardened) oils, changes

the solidification properties of wafer creams:

• Trans-free cream fats crystallize more slowly. The resulting increase in cooling time

for wafer books may require investment in additional cooling capacity. Alternatively,

investing for either a precrystallization unit or even in tempering equipment for the

cream can resolve this issue.

• Trans-free fats postharden less efficiently in storage. Possibly a colder intermediate

storage room will be required.

• For good cream cooling and hardening properties of trans-free, fractionated vegetable

fats a higher content in saturated fatty acids frequently is the way to compromise.

Table 3.50 in Section 3.2.8.2 compiles our current options for wafer cream fat and for

general fat selection at reasonable costs.

Lecithin (E322)
Lecithin is the common name for a mixture of phospholipids (phosphatides), naturally

occurring in vegetable oils from where it is enriched. The most frequently used one is

the viscous and oily ‘fluid lecithin’ from soybeans, and it has 62% phosphatide content.

Increasingly lecithin from other vegetable oil sources such as canola, corn, sunflower or

peanut is available.

In wafer creams, fluid lecithin has distinctive effects by lowering the viscosity and

thereby improving the cream spreading and cream flow. Lecithin addition helps in

reducing the fat level in the recipe by some 2%. The fat sparing effect increases up to

about 0.2%–0.4% fluid lecithin content in the cream and then levels out. Higher

additions of lecithin will negatively affect the flavour of creams.

In wafer creams with a high fat level and in wafer creams for hot climates the addition

of lecithin is not recommended because of the viscosity-reducing (¼flow-increasing)

properties. Lecithin preparations in powdered form, either enriched to about 95%

phospholipids, or fluid lecithin sprayed onto powder carriers both are less effective for

filling creams at higher costs.

Lecithin in wafer cream compensates for viscosity increases by traces of moisture, but

it does not influence any of the negative effects by moisture migration from cream

to wafer.

See Section 3.3.2 for detail on the technology of lecithin.
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Nonwheat Flours, Starches and Dextrins
Toasted (enzyme-inactivated) soy flours are an option for sweetness reduction and

protein enrichment. The taste fits well in nut or chocolate creams. We recommend

paying full attention to the soy flour quality. Do not use flours with a bitter or bean-

like taste.

The addition of a low percentage of a small granular starch to white creams is for the

reduction of sugar and cream sweetness at low costs. Adding more than 4%–6% of starch

in wafer creams is not recommended because starch is not soluble in the mouth and there-

fore leaves an increasingly gritty sensation. Pregelatinized starches and flours as well as

maltodextrins are more soluble during eating. They will deliver a slightly sticky

mouthfeel.

A small percentage of starch in filling creams may come from a 2% to 5% addition of

dried native starch in sugar milling in order to retard lumping of the powdered sugar.

See the detailed discussion on nonwheat flours, starches and dextrins in Section 2.3.

Cocoa-Based Cream Ingredients
Cocoa (chocolate)-flavoured wafer cookies are the most popular type worldwide. Even

in other nonwhite cream fillings cocoa ingredients assist in colouration and some sweet-

ness reduction due to their bitterness. For a full discussion on cacao and chocolate, see

Sections 5.5 and 5.6.

Milk-Based Cream Ingredients
For all kinds of dairy-based powders—whole milk, skim milk, whey, cream or yogurt

powders—the rationales for their use are improvement of cream taste, cream sweetness

reduction and quality marketing. We recommend limiting the moisture content: 3% for

whole milk and cream powder and not more than 4.5% for the other types in order to

keep the residual moisture in wafer creams as low as possible. See the detailed discussion

on milk-based ingredients in Section 4.5.

For the just recently researched feature of cream hardening due to a phase change of

crystalline lactose from the monohydrate form to the anhydrous form, see Section 4.5.5.

We therefore recommend a limit for the total lactose content in creams at 8%–10%. Cf.
the information in Table 4.12 as well.

Wafer Rework in Creams
Wafer rework, wafer trimmings and any broken wafer pieces are valuable cream ingre-

dients, added after milling at a small percentage, typically 4%–10%, and in low-cost cre-

ams up to 25%may even be added. Please refer to Section 4.4 on rework and baking scrap

for details.
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Cream Colour Enhancement
The colour of a cream ‘guides’ the consumer to the expected flavour. A white cream

seems to result in a lower flavour perception. As with the flavours, the colour improves

the competitiveness of a wafer product at reasonable costs. Besides adding coloured foods

or natural colourants, sometimes even intensively coloured creams that are pink, yellow

or dark brown are applied in the United States, Canada and Japan. Please consult

Section 4.7 for details.

Nut, Cereal and Fruit Ingredients
In some areas of the world creams with roasted nut pastes are a favourite flavour, and

depending on the country the flavour is hazelnut, peanut or almond. The quality of

roasting and milling is essential for cream quality and shelf life. The high fat content

of nut pastes reduces the percentage of cream fat in the recipe.

Chopped nuts or fruit, just like cereal crisps, are suitable inclusions for cream fillings.

See Section 5.4 for details.

For high-quality creams, dried fruit powders, frequently on a maltodextrin carrier, are

increasingly offered in the market. Check the percentage of carrier, the percentage of real

fruit and the overall flavour impact when comparing costs and percentage of the addition.

Seasonings, Spices and Flavours
Despite the discussion on sodium reduction, salt at very low levels is used for rounding

the flavour in some sweet cream recipes. For savoury recipes salt is indispensable.

The flavour quality and intensity of filling creams nowadays even more drives the

quality perception of wafer products in the market. Cream flavour enhancement there-

fore is a crucial and permanent development task for R&D andmarketing. For the type of

flavour, there are common trends that have varying popularity based on the region.

Section 5.2.3 below has more information on that and generally on cream flavouring.

For rounding the flavour, in some creams condiment powders and other small ingre-

dients imparting flavour such as acids, malt flavours or—for nonsweet creams—flavour

enhancers are added. The best test for any kind of flavouring and colouring cream

ingredients is a dilution test in a neutral, white fat–sugar base cream.

Nutrients and Functional Ingredients
Nutritional enhancement of creams is gaining more importance. Both, for markets sat-

urated in standard wafers, and for more health conscious, topmarket segments. Addition-

ally specific dietetic requests are increasing. See the detailed discussion on nutrients and

functional ingredients in the second book.
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Antioxidants, Stabilizers
The packaging of wafers due to their sensitivity to moisture and oxygen has to be excel-

lent. The addition of antioxidants is not required and is not very common. A low-quality

fat cannot be stabilized by antioxidants. Nevertheless, occasionally we find the following:

• Natural tocopherol mixes (E306). Be careful: at higher concentrations these might

even be pro-oxidative (!)

• Deodourized rosemary extracts in order to avoid labelling of an additional food

ingredient

• Synthetic antioxidant mixes containing BHA (E320), BHT (E321), TBHQ or gallic

acid esters (gallates, E310–E312)
Two more ingredients—lecithin (E322) acting as a synergist and low levels of citric acid

(E330), being an efficient sequestrant for any traces of metal ions present—can be helpful

for improving the shelf life.

5.2.3 Flavouring of Wafer Fillings
5.2.3.1 Flavouring Is an Important Tool
Quality perception in the market is even more driven nowadays by a product’s flavour

quality and intensity. The flavouring of creams is becoming a crucial and permanent

development task for laboratory and marketing staff. The application of essential oils,

oil soluble flavours, or powder flavours in fillings is widespread for improving the com-

petitiveness of a wafer product at reasonable costs. Avoid any water-containing

flavourings in order not to impair the cream texture and the final wafer product texture

and stability.

5.2.3.2 Easy Switching of Creams to a Different Flavour
The flexibility in operations for the case of frequent switches from one cream to another

improves if just a small addition of a flavour and colour solution is sufficient for the fla-

vouring and colouring of creams. That solution incorporates at the very last section

before the creaming station. Here the injection into a ‘white’ base cream takes place.

The incorporation is via a static mixer. Then the cleaning requirement at switches is

low and confined to a few parts of the cream line solely while the cream mixing

equipment aspect is not affected.

5.2.3.3 Sugar Wafer Cookie With Two Creams
Regionally wafer cookies with different cream layers are popular. For example, Eastern

European countries such as Ukraine and Russia still have wafer cookies with up to seven

wafer layers in the market. Quite frequently the wafers include two different creams—a

white one and a darker one.

Combining one layer of low water activity jam with some layers of sugar creams is a

further option here.
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5.2.3.4 Flavour Quality Verification
Due to the importance of flavouring for the consumer’s perception of wafer cookie qual-

ity, the intensity and quality of the delivered flavours requires permanent verification by

quality assurance. Fluctuation in the strength of delivered flavours occurs, not only with

natural essential oils. At times, we see even a decrease because of pressures on

ingredient costs.

5.2.3.5 Cream Flavours: Worldwide Favourites and Local Trends
The popularity of flavours for fillings has some favourites, local trends and little novelties.

Most companies stick to three or four kinds, frequently chocolate, milk or vanilla, hazel-

nut or peanut and strawberry cream.

Chocolate/Cocoa
Chocolate is the top flavour worldwide. Variations are in the intensity of colour and

taste—from very light to strong and dark. A milky chocolate taste is preferred over bitter,

while white chocolate creams are found rarely. Some interesting twists can be choco–
caramel, choco–banana, choco–orange, choco–coconut, choco–mint or spicy chocolate

with either cinnamon, jalapeño or chili notes.

Nut Flavours
In roasted nut flavours, we see quite some local preferences. Most involve hazelnut

(filbert) and peanut; more rarely are coconut, almond, walnut or pistachio included.

Milk–Butter–Vanilla
White cream fillings with milk, butter or vanilla taste are widespread in sugar wafer cook-

ies. The specific taste notes, either cream, condensed milk or yogurt, differ regionally.

In waffle fillings, butter and milky flavours are the most used ones such as in Russian

sandwiched bird’s milk waffles.

Caramel
Increasingly we see the flavours caramel/toffee/dulce de leche in the wafer cookie

markets.

In waffle fillings, caramel flavours are the most used ones in stroopwafels. In Russian

sandwiched waffles, caramel is a liked flavour as well.

Fruit Flavours
The favourites are strawberry, raspberry and citrus (lemon, orange, lime). The more rare

varieties are mixed berries, banana, apricot, mango or cherry.

In waffle sandwiching or centre filling, jam fillings are another option.
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Other Flavour Notes in the Sweet Range
The struggle to create ‘new’ market hits is always on.Within the wide selection of further

flavours, we see trends and regional preferences. Here are some examples:

• Coffee, specifically cappuccino

• Rum

• Cola

• Amaretto

• Chai

• Mint

• Exotic notes such as ‘Tutti Frutti’ or ‘Red Bull’

Subliminal Flavour Rounding
The quality of a cream flavour can be improved by adding subliminal traces of salt or

acids, or very low quantities of malty flavours or condiments.

Savoury, Nonsweet Flavoured Creams
Wafers with savoury flavoured fillings are always in discussion. However, there are very

few in the market. One reason can be that the consumers associate wafer-patterned

products strongly with a sweet taste.

Cheese-flavoured creams are the first guess in all trials for savoury fillings. Since about

the year 2005, slightly sweet tasting flavoured cheese wafers made without real cheese

grew popular in Asian countries, starting first in Indonesia.

Indeed the moisture content in real cheese is the big obstacle in wafer fillings.

The wafer would attract the moisture within a short time and lose its crispness. As a

replacement, either dried cheese powder or cheese flavours are applied.

Further flavour notes for savoury fillings can be meaty ones such as speck or ham,

or pizza.

For all nonsweet creams, flavour enhancers such as MSG (monosodium glutamate,

E621) or inosinates (E631) assist in a more intense and rounded flavour impression.

5.2.4 Basic Wafer Cream Recipes
5.2.4.1 Basic Recipes for Wafer Creams
The cream ingredients for mixing into a soft paste at slightly elevated temperatures

typically are the following:

• Sugar(s)

• Cream fat

• Flavour-determining additives such as cocoa powder, milk-based powders and pastes

from roasted nuts

• Milled wafer rework
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• Optionally lecithin and additional flavourings and colourings

The following basic recipe in Table 5.2 shows the typical ranges of different ingredients

and examples of basic sugar–fat-based wafer cream recipes.

Please Note: These are basic recipe suggestions. They require adaptation for the

following:

• The local preferences and expectations for the creamed wafers taste. The customers in

a country are conditioned to the well-known traditional taste

• Your local cost and availability situation for cream ingredients

• The harder a wafer is and the thicker the cream layer in the wafer cookie is, the

harder the cream must be. The softness or hardness of a wafer cream is determined

(a) by its fat content and (b) by the typical cream temperature at the point of

consumption.

• Low levels of fat result in a rather hard cream texture that is more difficult to pump

and deposit. That may compromise even the sticking of the wafer to the cream layer,

which is mainly due to the fat content of the cream.

Table 5.2 Basic Recipe Ranges and Examples for Sugar–Fat-Based Wafer Creamsa

Ingredients
Typical
Rangea

Cocoa
Cream

Milk
Cream

Nut
Cream

Strawberry
Cream

Cream fat, vegetable 30–42 36 38 33 38

Lecithin 0–0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1

Sucrose, powder 36–58 49 38 38 40

Dextrose, powder 0–10 0 4 4 4

Dry glucose syrup, pd. 0–16 0 4 0 0

Starch (corn, rice) 0–6 0 0 0 3

Cocoa powder 0–12 9 0 1 0

Skim milk powder 0–16 0 7.5 3 4

Whey powder 0–12 0 2.5 3 3

Fruit, yogurt powder 0–5 0 0 0 2

Nuts, roasted, paste 0–12 0 0 8 0

Soy flour, toasted 0–4 0 0 4 0

Vanilla flavour 0–0.1 0.02 0 0 0

Chocolate flavour, ca. 0–0.1 0 0 0 0

Flavour, milk, ca. 0–0.1 0 0.05 0 0

Flavour, nuts, ca. 0–0.1 0 0 0.05 0

Flavour, strawberry, ca. 0–0.1 0 0 0 0.05

Citric acid, ca. 0–0.01 0 0 0 0.005

Food colour, ca. 0–0.01 0 0 0 0.002

Salt 0–0.1 0 0 0 0

Rework, milled 0–16 6 6 6 6

aNot all combinations of ingredient ranges are possible; all values in percent.
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5.2.5 Cream Preparation and Refining
5.2.5.1 Wafer Cream Mixing (Nonrefined Cream)
For cream preparation both batch or continuous systems are available. Continuous

mixing of semisolid creams has some issues of its own, connected to powder metering,

super cooling of fat, pressure building and abrasive wear. Mixing batch-by-batch in

jacketed mixers with horizontal or vertical mixing tools still is the widely preferred

method in many facilities.

The cream fat has the role of being a soft, partially fluid binder for the incorporation

of the sugar and other powdery particles. The right plasticity of the fat therefore is the

essential point in an efficient and fast cream mixing. There are several options:

• Fat delivery in blocks of, for example, 20 kg. Here we recommend storage in a

temperature-controlled room for obtaining the ideal soft-plastic texture for a quick

mixing (warming room). Check the right fat plasticity by the ‘thumb test’, where a

soft impression indicates the best fat texture.

• Mechanical fat plasticization by pressing the cold fat blocks through nozzles is only the

second best solution.

• The fastest mixing and an easy transportation of mixed creams to the place of

consumption is with liquid fat. See below for details.

The recommended sequence of cream ingredient addition to the mixer follows:

1. The plasticized or liquid fat, followed by any lecithin and liquid flavours

2. Any powder ingredients, except the sugar, such as cocoa powder, milk powders,

other minor ingredient powders and wafer rework. Preparing a premix of powders

may be helpful for a faster and more error-free operation.

3. Powdered sugar, optionally in two steps with short, intermediate mixing in case of

harder, ‘drier’ low-fat creams.

4. Soft creams are prepared by all-in addition and are mixed in one step.

The beating and blending action of the mixing tools slowly warms the mass and some air

is incorporated. The optimum mixing time for a smooth and homogeneous cream

depends on the fat type, the temperature of the ingredients and final cream temperature;

it will be found by trial easily. Most frequently, the net mixing time is in the range of

3–6 min. In the case of liquid fat or with a soft-plastic fat and all-in mixing, the mixing

time is on the short side. The resulting final cream texture (soft/hard) depends greatly on

the cream temperature as well as on the fat type and its crystallization behaviour.

A cream mixer is not a dedicated cream heater or cooler via the temperature-

controlled jacket. During the short mixing time, just very little heat can be transferred

via the internal surface of the mixer. Even if the mantle of the mixer is heated or cooled

(fat freezes on!), the temperature of the cream in bulk will not change substantially. The

function of a heated jacket primarily is to avoid any solidifying of fat at the mixer wall in

continuous operation.
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The ready prepared cream should have a desired density and consistency. The mixing

operation does not change the particle size of the cream. The particle size of the solid

ingredients—mainly of the sugar particles, which are the hardest ones—control the

smoothness of the cream.

5.2.5.2 Cream Preparation With Liquid Fat
Working with liquid fat, delivered in trucks and stored warm in tanks at �45°C with

nitrogen blanketing, is a newer option for cream preparation. The advantages are saving

of labour, volumetric fat metering to the mixer, faster mixing and easier pumping of

cream over distances to the point of end use. All manual fat handling as well as fat plas-

ticization or a warming room are obsolete. The mixing capacity per mixer is increased.

At the creaming station, the hot fluid cream then passes a heat exchanger and an

aerator. That system conditions the warm, liquid cream to the right application temper-

ature and specific gravity.

Liquid fat application is preferable for plants with high cream consumption, for

environments with fluctuating temperature conditions during the day and over the

summer–winter cycle, and for the application of soft fats, for example, in trans-fat

replacement. The heat exchanger and the aerator can more easily deal with such fluctu-

ating requirements. So even in case of changes either in fat type and melting point or

in ambient temperature conditions the desired aeration is obtained precisely.

For small cream batches and frequent changes in cream flavours and colours, the

conventional mixing regime is fully sufficient.

5.2.5.3 The Specific Gravity of Creams and Cream Aeration
Typical wafer creams have a specific gravity (density) of about 1.25–1.28 g/cm3. The

lower the cream density, the greater the volume will be for a given weight of cream.

Aeration causes the amount of cream to appear more to the consumer and makes the

product lighter. The best temperature for cream aeration depends on the solids content

of the cream fat. Good aeration requires a temperature where 10%–30% of the fat is solid.

That often is in the range of 22°C–27°C for fats melting below 37°C. The solid fat

stabilizes the aeration pores in the cream: Small β0 (beta-prime) fat crystals build up a net-

work around the aeration pores. If the temperature of a creammass is as high so that all the

fat has melted, aeration is not possible. Oils cannot be aerated. Fluid filling creams have no

aeration. During the aeration process, the temperature rises just marginally.

With current aeration equipment, there is no problem reaching specific gravities

below 0.5 kg/dm3. However, such a high aeration is unstable and is lost partially during

the cream spreading operation and at any temperature fluctuations in storage. Such an

uncontrollable loss of aeration would result in nontolerable fluctuations in cream rheol-

ogy, cream deposit and final product weight. Therefore, for standard cream fillings we

recommend an overrun (by volume) of not more than 30% to get a specific gravity in the
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range of 0.85–0.95 kg/dm3, which will be sufficiently stable in normal processing. The

heat conductivity of an aerated wafer cream is considerably lower than for nonaerated

fluid creams. More cooling capacity is required when switching to aerated cream layers,

specifically thicker ones.

For moderate climate, hardened coconut or palm kernel fats (lauric fats) deliver the

best aeration and a good squeeze-stability of the fillings. Lauric fats solidify quickly in

cooling. The pumping of aerated creams due to their increased viscosity and pressure

sensitivity is possible over a few metres distance only. Ideally, the location of cream prep-

aration is either at the floor over the point of cream use or aside the cream spreading unit.

Pressurized air conveys the finished cream over a short distance to the hopper of the

cream spreading machine. Any fluctuations of the surrounding temperature will directly

influence the level of aeration.

5.2.5.4 Equipment for Aeration
Continuously operating, fully automatic aerators replace the conventional batch equip-

ment such as planetary mixers or pressure whisks, especially for creams and for aerated

waffle batters. The aeration head has rotor and stator elements. Aeration gases can pres-

surize it as well. The control parameters of mass flow, gas pressure and head cooling tem-

perature guarantee a stable overrun.

Overrun % by volumeð Þ¼ SGo�Sgað Þ=SGo

SGo … specific gravity, original, before aeration

SGa … specific gravity, aerated, after aeration

5.2.5.5 The Residual Moisture Content in Wafer Fillings
Filling creams for crunchy wafers must be as low as possible in their moisture content. For

most cream recipes a moisture content in the range of 0.5%–0.8% is easily accessible.

Why is that point is so extremely important?

• First, the wafer part is very hygroscopic, and it absorbs moisture from the cream easily.

One consequence of moisture sorption is an expansion of the wafers, followed by

bending, cracking of enrobing in enrobed wafer cookies, or even detachment of

the top wafer layer from the cream—the crocodile effect.

• Fillings with moisture-containing ingredients would result in a rapidly developing

tough or even soft wafer texture.

• The viscosity of the cream might increase dramatically whenever moisture leads to

syrupy sugar crystal surfaces. The result is lumping and a hard cream texture. As a

consequence, fluctuations in the cream deposit weight or blocking of pumps

might occur.
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You can precheck the expected creammoisture by calculation from the ingredient mois-

ture contents. Lowmoisture specifications of critical ingredients and their periodic check

are recommendable.Reduce the following potentialmoisture sources asmuch as possible:

• Any increased moisture content of the main ingredients of sugar and fat

• An increased moisture content of cocoa, milk, whey powders, soy flour or nut pastes

• Any wet cleaning of cream processing equipment

• Any moisture content of liquid flavours

• Moisture pickup by improperly moisture-protected wafer rework.

For more details on moisture and wafers, see Section 8.2.

5.2.5.6 Extra Cream Refining for Smoother Creams
Most wafer creams are prepared from sugar powder, ground from crystal sugar in the

factory’s sugar mill. There is a range in particle size from about 25 to 150 μm. The particle

size of the hardest cream ingredient, sugar, determines very much the mouthfeel and the

pleasantness of eating a filling cream. For an extra cream smoothness we have to respect

the ‘grittiness limit’ of the human palate, being somewhere in the range of 35–40 μm.

Contrary to the hard sugar component other cream particles such cocoa powder, milk

powder or milled wafer sheet rework do not necessarily require the same low particle

size for a smooth mouthfeel.

For obtaining a high-quality cream texture, after initial cream mixing some cream

refining in order to reduce the sugar granulation is required. Various cream refining sys-

tems with their advantages and disadvantages are at disposal. Below are the pros and cons

of the main arguments:

1. Roller refining

A premix of the cream components but with just a part of the fat, about 25%, and

without lecithin is fed to a series of three or five rollers with increasingly narrow gap

settings.

Roller refining—the main advantages include the following:

• Easy to use, to clean, and to change the cream type/colour

• Handling of individual and small batches

• Lower investment

Roller refining—the main disadvantages:

• Roller refiners are more labour intensive

• Pregrinding of the infeed to a certain maximum size is required

• For proper refining, a reduced fat level is essential. That requires additional mixing

after roller refining.

• They deliver a limited output

2. Ball mill refining

The preground cream components pass rotating vessels filled with balls from hard

metal or ceramic. The refinement temperature is about 50°C.
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Ball mill refining—the main advantages/suitable for the following:

• For high cream quantities of a single cream colour

• Continuous operation from a feed tank with a premix

• Low labour costs, fully automatic operation

Ball mill refining—the main disadvantages:

• Creams with a low content in fat and lecithin do not work

• Pregrinding of the infeed to a certain maximum particle size is required

• The change of cream colour is very difficult

• Some cream cooling after ball milling is required

• Higher investment costs

3. Refiner conches

The cream components, even crystal sugar, are added to the refiner conche, type

McIntyre, where they are refined at a temperature of 50°C or more.

Refiner conches—the main advantages/suitable for the following:

• For high cream quantities of a single cream colour

• Direct addition of ingredients without premixing; no pregrinding to a low

particle size is required

• Low labour costs, fully automatic operation

• Adjustment of the fat content and lecithin addition close to the end of refining

Refiner conches—the main disadvantages:

• The change of cream colour is very difficult

• For creams with milk components the temperature (and throughput) has to be

limited

• Some cream cooling after conche refining is required

• Higher investment costs

5.2.5.7 Changes of the Wafer Cream Colour
Changes of cream from one flavour to another one due to the production plan are prob-

lematic in daily practice. For avoiding any mixed colour, especially pronounced when

changing from dark to light cream colour, we recommend the following

(a) After increasing the temperature of the heating jackets drain the cream mixer, all

piping and the cream hopper as much as possible

(b) Flush the mixer and the piping with a small batch of molten cream fat. Keep that fat

for preparing the next creams. If required that procedure has to be repeated

Technical solutions to reduce labour intensity with cream changes

(c) Prepare a ‘white’ base cream and install an in-line mixing system, where a small

quantity of a specific colour/flavour concentrate is integrated. Then the ‘flushing

volume’ in case of colour changes is low

(d) Have separate cream mixers for dark and light-coloured creams
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5.2.5.8 Cleaning of Cream-Contacted Equipment
The issue of cleaning frequently is coming up in connection with ‘Good Manufacturing

Practice’ (GMP) and compliance to ‘Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points’

(HACCP) or ‘International Food Standard’ (IFS) methods respectively. Because we

are working with low-moisture creams of low water activity, the microbiological risk

is low. That reduces the requirement for frequent sanitation by wet cleaning. The

cleaning of cream systems is labour intensive. The options are:

• To clean the mixers and tanks for essentially moisture-free sugar–fat creams by

replacement washing with molten cream fat. For changes to a different cream colour,

primarily from dark to white cream, repeated washings are required

• For cream pipes ‘pigging’ is recommendable in order to bring out most of the cream

for reuse and to require less molten cream fat for cleaning. A pigging system consists of

a solid plunger, the ‘pig’, with a diameter adjusted to the pipe diameter. The pig is

propelled through the pipe by pressurizing with the liquid flushing fat or alternatively

by compressed air, carbon dioxide or nitrogen. The benefits include faster change-

overs, less cleaning fluid requirements and less waste

• Wet cleaning with hot detergent solutions and hot water. Wet cleaning is not the first

preference in most cases. The drying after the last water rinse by heat and blowing air

must be almost perfect in order to return to moisture-free working conditions.

If wet cleaning is performed and there is insufficient time and means to dry the cream

system perfectly afterwards, there is a twofold risk generated:

• Remaining moisture will harden the cream by dissolving some sugar

• Remaining moisture might give some microorganisms the chance to start growing

Therefore we recommend the wet cleaning of mixers and cream pipes in case of longer

stops of the line. Cleaning the hopper after disassembling is easier because it has no dead

ends or corners where residual water might accumulate. Regarding the right products for

cleaning and disinfection contact a local supplier and demand similar products as those

that are convenient in the dairy industry.

5.2.5.9 Potential Quality Issues Related to Wafer Cream—How to React
In wafer creams unexpected effects may occur. Here is a description of some potential

issues together with options on how to handle them. Without seeing the real situation

the recommendations are rather general because there can be multiple reasons for a

problem. Consider supervision by an experienced wafer technologist.

(a) Thewafer cream is too fluid due to an elevated temperature and complete melting of

the cream fat. A high fluidity of the cream is an issue both in filling sheet wafers and

flute wafers

• Finer milling/refining of the powder components such as sugar, rework, etc. will

reduce the fluidity of the cream

• Change the cream fat type or fat mixture to make it slightly harder (higher SFC,

higher melting point)
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• In case of fat—oil mixes reduce the oil percentage, possibly to zero

• Reduce the fat percentage in the recipe

• Reduce/eliminate any lecithin in the cream recipe

• Reduce the cream temperature by using colder ingredients

(b) The wafer cream is overly solid and hard

That effect either comes from the hardness of the cream fat or a low level of fat in

the cream

• Increase the cream temperature by using warmer main ingredients (fat, sugar).

Warm fat storage or mechanical fat plastification may help

• Change to a softer cream fat of lower melting point and reduced SFC

• Add oil to the cream fat or increase the existing oil level at the expense of solid fat

• Increase the lecithin percentage in the cream up to 0.3%–0.5%
• Increase the percentage of total fat in the cream

• Increase the particle size of sugar and other powder ingredients

(c) The filling cream does not adhere well to the wafer

• Increase the fat level in the recipe

• Change fat type or fat mixture to make it slightly softer (lower SFC)

• Add some (additional) lecithin

• Supply warmer wafer sheets to the cream spreading machine

• Check with your fat supplier to avoid any beta cream fats and ask for beta

prime ones

(d) The wafer cream has an unsatisfactory taste or smell (off-flavour)

• Check the cream fat peroxide number

• Use a more stable wafer cream fat

• Improve the packaging film quality to reduce the access of air and moisture

• Check the packaging cardboard and film quality to avoid any smell transfer

(e) The creamed wafers become tough or even soft quickly

Indicates the absorption of moisture due to any of the following reasons:

• The residual moisture content of the cream is over 0.5%–0.8%. The hygroscopic
wafer in the course of time absorbs some of that

• The packaging film has as an insufficient moisture barrier

• The sealing of the wafer packs has imperfections or has opened

• Missing over-packaging of the wafers by plastic bags in the storage carton,

together with a high or fluctuating relative humidity (RH) in the warehouse

5.2.5.10 Aerated Chocolate—A New Wafer Filling
While aerated chocolate bars have been in the market for a while, wafer sandwiches filled

with aerated chocolate were introduced in 2005. The chocolate aeration is by pressurized

gases such as carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide or nitrogen. In the filling process, the tem-

pered and gas-saturated chocolate extrudes from a manifold onto wafer sheets or from

nozzles into wafer cones.
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Chocolate aerated by carbon dioxide has a specific gravity of about 0.6 g/cm3 com-

pared to 1.3 g/cm3 for solid chocolate. Aerated chocolate is a light and cost saving filling.

The eating experience is different because the chocolate bubbles melt more rapidly and

create a unique texture and a more intense taste sensation.

5.2.5.11 Options for Economizing Wafer Creams and for Cream
Sweetness Reduction

Frequently we have to look for technological options for a reduction in cream costs. For

wafer creams typically sugar is the least costly ingredient. Only recently and in some

countries has dry glucose syrup (DGS) powders been available at a lower cost than sugar.

In order not to overly increase the sweetness of creams, we have to look into other

options to replace some of the sugar.

Milled Wafer Rework
Wafer rework after milling is a valuable cream ingredient and is added in a small percent-

age, typically 4%–10% for top products and up to 20% in low-cost creams. The milled

rework has to stay well packed at all times in order to avoid any moisture absorption. It is

microbiologically safe because the moisture level, respectively the water activity, is too

low for any growth of microorganisms.

See the detailed discussion on wafer rework in Section 4.4.1 regarding minor

ingredients.

Milled Cookie Rework
Companies that include cookie manufacturing in the same plant may apply some cookie

rework for wafer creams. Broken, over- or under-baked cookies, broken creamed cookie

sandwiches or any rework after cookie enrobing are examples. As an alternative, cookies

can be baked solely to provide low sweetness rework powder for creams.

Cookie rework, after careful collection and moisture protection and milling into

cookie powder, has some advantages:

• It is cheap gelatinized flour, which means it is soluble in the mouth when eating the

cream and it has a pleasant to neutral taste

• The colour is light and fits to with almost any type of filling cream

• It is an economic option for sweetness reduction in creams

The potential addition level is from 5% to 15%, similar as with wafer rework. Cookie

powder should be seen as any powder ingredient such as sugar, cocoa powder or milk

powder. That means that the fat level of the cream has to be set right for obtaining a good

cream spreading.
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Pregelatinized Flours or Starches
A further option is pregelatinized dried flours or starches, manufactured by cooking

extrusion. Extrusion nowadays is a common heating and modifying process for native

flours and starches to obtain dry, precooked powders at moderate transformation costs.

These are available commercially in almost every country of the world. The higher the

extrusion temperature and the lower the residual moisture content of the initial flours, the

greater the water solubility of the final extruded flour or starch will be. Their typical

properties are the following:

• Pregels are water-soluble, highly water absorbing carbohydrate powders. During

eating they deliver some sticky mouthfeel because of their high moisture absorption

• The flavour and taste is from quite neutral for starches to ‘cooked cereal’ for flours.

The latter may deliver even some colour such as from yellow corn or rye flour

The potential addition level in wafer creams is 5%–15%, similar as with wafer rework.

The cream fat level has to be set accordingly to obtain a good cream spreading.

Native Starches or Flours
Adding more than 4%–6% in wafer creams is not recommended because the non-

gelatinized particles are not soluble in the mouth and therefore leave an increasingly gritty

sensation. The most preferred starch types for addition in creams are the small-grained

rice or corn starches with reduced moisture content.

See the detailed discussion on nonwheat flours, starches and dextrins in Section 2.3.

5.3 FILLING CREAM ALTERNATIVES

5.3.1 Introduction
Increasingly there is demand for alternative fillings to the classical sugar–fat creams. This

can include the request for novelties or the attempt to reduce fats and the energy density

of such fillings. There are two groups of filling alternatives to discuss:

1. Savoury (nonsweet) fillings of low water activity with different options in replacing

the sugar.

2. Fillings based on the cooking of a sugar–syrup solution such as milk caramels, jams,

marshmallow or meringues. All of these options are sweet tasting but have a reduced

or low-fat content. Here both fillings with a low water activity for keeping the crisp

wafer texture as well as fillings with an intermediate water activity are in application

for wafers and waffles.

5.3.2 Savoury Filling Creams
5.3.2.1 Chances and Challenges in Nonsweet Creams
Savoury wafer filling creams still are low in moisture in order to keep the water activity

well below 0.45, the crispness limit of wafers (see Section 8.2.3 for details). For snacking,
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the intriguing texture features of wafers combine well with nonsweet filling creams

for that growing segment. When thinking about savoury filling creams for wafer

products, the most popular options clearly are the following:

Cheese Type Fillings
Blue cheese, matured cheddar, parmesan, romano cheese, smoked cheese, spicy cheese

and sweet cheese are the top notes.

Tomato-Based Fillings
Pizza, spicy tomato, pesto, herbs.

Others
Ham/bacon, fermented soy, teriyaki, fish, shrimp.

In savoury filling creams for wafers, there are some difficulties to overcome:

1. Wafers, particularly the wafer patterns, strongly connote to sweet cream fillings.

2. The replacing of sugar requires substitutes with a similar eating quality regarding

solubility and mouthfeel without an excessive increase in ingredient costs.

3. The granulation of substitutes must be similar to sugar powder or some additional

refining is required for cream smoothness and for preventing a flow-out of cream.

4. The moisture content of sugar substitutes typically is higher. Check for the residual

moisture in order to keep the water activity of the filling as low as possible.

5. For the most popular cheese flavour, dried cheese powders are required. Natural

cheese is high in moisture and water activity. Then the low-AW wafer part would

absorb moisture from the cheese, resulting in a softness and sogginess. Frequently in

substitution of real cheese, fluid or powder cheese flavours are applied.

6. Sugar substitutes for the special case of flute wafers (sticks) due to their lower heat

stability or their higher hygroscopicity may not be suitable for direct cream filling

during the flute rolling step, which is done at temperatures of about 100°C.

5.3.2.2 Specific Comments on Ingredients for Savoury Creams
Sugar Replacement
There are a couple of powder materials to consider for replacing the powder sugar. Not

all of them can be added together at their maximum percentage:

(a) Maltodextrin powders (MD) manufactured from starch by hydrolysis with DE values

up to 20 are the first choice. The white powders are water-soluble, neutral and

almost nonsweet in taste. MD induces a sticky mouthfeel, which limits the percent-

age used in a recipe to about 25%. The residual moisture in the range of 4%–5% is

quite strongly bound. Maltodextrin is available from all big starch companies at

moderate costs.
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(b) DGS powders, also obtained by starch hydrolysis, has DE values from 20 to about 36.

The white powders are water-soluble, neutral and of low sweetness in taste. DGS

induces a sticky mouthfeel. The sweetness and stickiness limits the percentage used

in a recipe to about 20%. The residual moisture in the range of 4%–5% is quite

strongly bound. DGS is available from all big starch companies at moderate costs.

(c) Pregelatinized starches or cereal flours (pregels), obtained by extrusion of starches or

flours. The white or tan-coloured powders are partially water-soluble, may add

some cereal flavour and are nonsweet in taste. Because they induce a strong sticky

mouthfeel, the percentage in a recipe usually is limited to less than 10% of total

cream ingredients. The costs of pregels, available from milling or starch companies,

are moderate. The residual moisture is in the range of 10%.

• Advantages: more flavour and colour from flour pregels (rye flour, corn flour,

wheat flour), compared to pregel starches and maltodextrins.

• Disadvantages: the solubility of pregels in the mouth is limited and the stickiness

is considerable.

(d) Soy flour, toasted (enzyme-inactivated): soy flours have a pleasant, slightly nutty taste,

fitting well to nonsweet fillings. Defatted or partially defatted toasted soy flours are

clearly preferable over regular toasted soy flour (20% fat) because of shelf-life rea-

sons. The tan-coloured flours offer a high protein content, but they are higher in

costs too. The residual moisture typically is in the range of 6%–10%. The flours that
are not water soluble are applied at 4%–6% in creams.

(e) Dried and finely milled crumbs from crackers, bread or wafer sheets are valuable ingredients.

They fit well with the flavour profile of nonsweet creams due to some own some

baked flavour. The material is pregelatinized and may be used in a recipe at 5% up to

15% of total cream ingredients. The residual moisture should be less than 3%. Clean,

dry and hygienic collection is indispensable.

(f ) Dairy-based powders

• Preferably skim milk powder, sometimes whole milk powder, is valuable for

inclusion in savoury fillings. The tan-coloured powders have more than 1/3

milk protein content and up to 50% lactose. For cost reasons, the percentage

used in a recipe usually is less than 10% of total cream ingredients. The residual

moisture is in the range of 3%–5%.
• Whey powders offer a pleasant, slightly acid flavour, fitting well with savoury

fillings. These sweet-whey powders are in most countries less expensive than

milk powders. The tan-coloured powders offer some protein content and have

about 72% lactose. The percentage used in a recipe should not be much over

1/10 of total cream ingredients. The residual moisture might be from 4% to 7%.

• Lactose is a fine powder but is slightly gritty in mouthfeel. It is less costly than

milk or whey powders and a few percent might be in creams. Please Note: The

total quantity of lactose from all milk-based ingredients (lactose, whey and milk
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powders) in the cream should be below 10% in order to avoid any cream-

hardening effects due to lactose recrystallization during storage. See the detailed

discussion in Section 4.5.5.

(g) Native starches in higher concentration add a gritty mouthfeel due to their non-

solubility. If starch is used for economic reasons, the level should be just in the range

of 4%–6%. Select fine granular starches such as rice or corn.

(h) High fibre additives: fibre additions add value and are a potential advantage in labelling.

Some examples (details in Section 2.3.4) include the following:

• Inulin

• Polydextrose (E1200) is a nonsweet, water-soluble food additive powder

ingredient with a low caloric value; Handle carefully because of its hygroscopic

properties, which may cause lumpiness in mixing

• Resistant maltodextrins (nutriose, Fibresol)

5.3.2.3 Ingredients for Cheese-Flavoured Fillings
Real cheese due to the high moisture content is not applicable. To realize a pleasant and

strong cheese impact in a filling there are a couple of flavoursome powder or liquid fla-

vour materials available from various suppliers.

(a) Cheese powders, dried from real cheese

Predried cheese in powder form is the only real cheese product compatible with

the hygroscopic wafers. A range of powders of different cheese varieties is man-

ufactured out of pure cheese by melting and spray-drying. Special care is taken

during the drying process to keep the characteristic flavour. The mostly offered

cheese types are blue cheese, matured cheddar, gorgonzola, parmesan, romano

and roquefort, Table 5.3 provides the parameters for a typical specification.

(b) Cheese powder preparations

Some companies are offering to develop customized blends on your demand

based on cheese powders, eventually in a ready-to-use premix with herbs and spices

included. Within a range of more economical solutions, a strong cheese flavour is

Table 5.3 Cheese Powder Specification, Cheddar Type
Parameter Value

Moisture, max. 5

Fat 45�1

Protein 40�1

Minerals (ash) 10�1

Salt 3.2�0.2

Lactose, max. 1.0

Particle size, micron, max. 110

Example, all values in percent.
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achieved by blending one or more pure cheese powders with natural taste

enhancers, based on milk proteins.

(c) Cheese powder preparations, flavoured

For enhanced cheese notes flavours are included to intensify the overall aroma

intensity. They offer an intense cheese flavour at moderate addition levels.

(d) Cheese flavours

From several companies a range of very specific and strong cheese flavours is

available. These carefully composed blends are applied either on powder carriers

or offered as liquid ingredients. Just small quantities of these will add a distinct

flavour to the fillings. The flavours should be based on your locally preferred

cheese types.

5.3.2.4 Basic Cream Recipes With Cheese Flavour
In Table 5.4, the typical ranges of different ingredients in savoury wafer fillings and two

examples of basic recipes with cheese flavour are compiled. These basic recipes need to be

adapted based on the following:

Table 5.4 Savoury Wafer Creams—Basic Recipe Range and Examples
Ingredients Typical Rangea Basic Recipe A Basic Recipe B

Cream fat, vegetable 33–42 36 40

Lecithin 0–0.3 0.1 0.1

Cheese, dried, fine powder 0–20 12 0

Cheese, flavouring, powder 0–10 0 6

Dry glucose syrup, powder 0–20 10 0

Maltodextrin, powder 0–25 12 16

Polydextrose, powder 0–6 0 0

Soy flour, toasted 0–6 6 6

Dry pregelatinized flours 0–10 0 0

Whey powderb 0–10 8 6

Skim milk powderb 0–12 0 6

Whole milk powderb 0–12 0 0

Lactose, edibleb 0–9 0 0

Bread/cracker/wafer crumbs, dried, powder 0–15 6 8.5

Rework, milled 0–10 5 5

Starchc 0–6 4.8 5.7

Spice mix, very fine powder 0–1 0 0.5

Flavour 0–0.2 0.05 0.1

Salt, very fine powder 0–0.2 0.05 0.09

Food colour, approx. 0–0.01 0 0.01

All values in percent.
aNot all combinations of ingredient ranges are possible.
bLess than 10% of total lactose content is recommendable.
cFor low-cost recipes.
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• The local cost and availability situation for the required ingredients, particularly the

sugar replacers

• The local taste preferences

For variations in savoury creams, we recommend preparing a white basic cream and

adding just the small percentage of individually flavoured and coloured preparations

for the final filling creams such as cheese, herb or spicy tomato.

5.3.3 The Specifics of Cooked Fillings in Combination With Wafers
5.3.3.1 Cooking Masses
In confectionery, cooking masses are supersaturated sugar syrups obtained by boiling

dissolved sugar, syrups and other ingredients governing the final flavour. The resulting

texture after cooling is either soft and chewy or brittle or hard, depending on the residual

moisture content and the recipe. Some examples of sweets based on cooking masses are

milk caramel/toffee, fruit spreads (jam) andmarshmallow. These are attractive adjuncts to

wafers and waffles. An important feature, besides of colour, flavour and texture, is the

differentiation from classical sugar–fat creams. Most of these alternative fillings are

fat-reduced or even low in fat. Fruit fillings in the perception of most consumers are

considered to be ‘healthy’.

With cooked fillings, we have to find a compromise between the following:

• Textural softness and easy to spread properties, mediated by some residual water

content, on the one side, and

• An water activity (AW) not too far away (above) from the crispness limit of wafers,

which is at an AW of 0.45. Regular jams, caramels, and marshmallows, even when

being just in the AW range of 0.6–0.7, are too high in water activity for adding them
to wafers without unwanted textural consequences. Otherwise, due to moisture

migration the equilibration in water activity after combining wafer and filling changes

the texture of both too much in an undesirable direction: The wafer texture changes

to tough and finally soft, and the filling texture changes from smooth to harder

and tough

• Specifically for caramels, controlling of the sugar–syrup ratio prevents any recrystal-

lization of sugar (graining), unless you want a grainy, fudge-like texture

5.3.3.2 The Technological Parameters of Cooked Fillings Require Technical Changes
Themost characteristic feature, compared to sugar–fat wafer creams, is the extreme sticky

character of such fillings. The regular equipment for cream spreading, book building,

cooling, cutting and wafer cookie separation therefore does not work properly with

cooked fillings.

A dedicated execution for sticky fillings includes the following:

• An antistick lining of all parts coming into contact with these masses is essential
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• Film spreading equipment is required. The hopper is jacketed with temperature

control

• Vacuum stacking replaces the spiral stacker

• The wafer books require horizontal cooling is a spiral cooler

• Antistick cutting equipment

• Active wafer separation replaces the pushing separator

A combined product—wafer cookies with just one layer of sticky filling while the rest is

sugar–fat cream—reduces much of these stickiness-related issues.

5.3.3.3 Two Working Styles—Offline and Inline
The manufacturers of flat wafer cookies with cooked fillings have two choices:

1. The offline process (Scottish method): For moisture migration and the equilibration in

water activity between filling and wafer, the fresh wafer books are stored in a matur-

ing room for two or more days. The storing room has ambient temperature. Control

of the relative humidity to 40% or lower is recommended. Otherwise, the wafer

books require overpacking against moisture sorption from outside by moisture tight

hoods. Do not use shrink film packaging due to the poor moisture barrier. Alterna-

tively, the books are stored in fully closable plastic transport boxes. The books then

after moisture equilibration return for cutting and wafer bar enrobing.

The offline variant is labour intensive but requires no wafer sheet maturing

(conditioning) equipment. The water activity of the cooked fillings may be higher,

up to about 0.6, than for the inline process.

2. The inline process (New Austrian method): The wafer sheets are matured to upregulate

their water activity to about 0.3. The cooked spreading mass has a low water activity,

0.45 or less, and is applied hot at 50°C–60°C. All the further processing is in the line:
cooling, cutting, enrobing.

The inline variant requires an inline maturing tunnel wafer sheet and low -water

activity milk caramel fillings of AW 0.45 or lower, as developed by Tiefenbacher

in 2001.

In both cases, we are on the border between a hard-crisp and an already slightly soft wafer

texture, which is a characteristic of products such as caramel wafers. However as the

filling proportion in the wafer cookie is 70% or more, the texture of the wafer becomes

a bit subsidiary.

5.3.4 Milk Caramel Fillings
5.3.4.1 Caramel—Toffee—Fudge
Caramels (Toffees) essentially are supersaturated sugar syrups obtained by boiling

dissolved sugar, syrups, milk solids and fat. The resulting texture after cooling is either

soft and chewy or brittle or hard, depending on the residual moisture content and the

recipe. Their high viscosity prevents any sugar recrystallization. However, seeding of
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the cooked caramel during cooling with fine particles of powder sugar induces some

crystallization and results in a fudge. For caramel products seeded by larger crystals,

the term ‘grained toffee’ is applied.

5.3.4.2 Caramel Cooking
The name caramel points to the caramelization reactions occurring if sugar is heated

under decomposition to the melting point and further up, resulting in a typical flavour,

brown colour and bitter–sweet taste. Dry heating of sugar, heating of sugar solutions or

sugar–syrup solutions, as well as differing heating rates, all result in a different outcome

regarding colour, flavour and bitterness. The incorporation of dairy-based proteins inten-

sifies the reactions already at temperatures slightly over 100°C and the flavour changes to

caramelized with a milder bitterness. Terms such as ‘milk caramel’ or ‘dulce de leche’

expresses this change. These are the result of cooking solutions of four main components

in water: sugar, syrups such as invert or glucose syrups, condensed milk or reconstituted

milks and some fat.

The end temperature of cooking governs the residual moisture and—together with

other ingredient-related factors—the texture of the caramel product after recooling: from

soft over chewy to hard. The percentage of syrups and the addition of any sugar crystals

determine the end texture:

• Cohesive, uncrystallized (supersaturated and highly viscous): Caramel, toffee

• Grainy (sugar crystallization) due to seeding: Fudge, grained toffee

Industrially the cooking process runs in batch cookers or continuous cookers.

5.3.4.3 Specific Features of Soft Wafer Caramel Fillings
Soft caramels as adjuncts to wafers, waffles and other bakery items contribute the

following:

• An interesting texture; sticky, cohesive, chewy or slightly grainy

• A pleasant flavour milky/buttery and sweet

The caramel taste fits well with baked materials such as waffles and wafers. Stroopwafels

are sandwiched by caramel layers, while in other waffles the caramel is for sandwiching or

centre filling either.

In wafers, we find sandwiched wafers with caramel in between the wafers, on top

layers or completely covering the wafer cookie centre. Sometimes the caramel functions

as a binder for cereal crisps or nuts. This is done mostly in combination with a final

chocolate covering to increase the total appeal and to reduce any stickiness or moisture

attraction issues because caramel is hygroscopic. In flute wafers and flute wafer snacks,

wafer caramel is used for inside lining.

For the crisp wafers, a specific wafer caramel is required since it is more difficult in

preparation, spreading and behaviour after spreading, compared to caramels for waffles.

The reasons are easily explained:
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1. The crispness limit for wafers is at a water activity of about 0.45.Wafer caramel should

be as close as possible to that AW value, which is difficult to achieve. If not, the eating

texture of the final wafer product is compromised. However, because the caramel

proportion is over 70% of the product, the chewy-soft caramel texture overrides

the wafer texture anyway.

2. To keep a caramel-filled wafer crisp, the residual moisture of the wafer caramel needs

to be less than 8%, corresponding to a cooking temperature of around 120°C. Some

of that residual moisture within a couple of hours transfers from the caramel layer to

the hygroscopic wafers with the consequence of wafer expansion—and a high risk of

cracking (crocodile effect) especially with enrobed wafers and caramel-filled wafer

flutes. In nonenrobed caramel wafer cookies, there are no crocodile issues.

3. It is almost impossible to change the wafer sheet recipe in a way that reduces the

moisture transfer significantly.

4. The consistency of wafer caramel has to allow an even and smooth film spreading at

about 40°C–60°C and has to be short enough to allow an easy separation of the filled

sheets.

5. The wafer caramel has to be plastic in the finished wafer cookie at ambient temper-

atures, neither being too tough nor too hard when biting.

6. For wafer flutes with caramel filling at present no wider experience is available;

specifically there is no data on shelf life properties.

5.3.4.4 Wafer Caramel Ingredients and Their Function
The suppliers of the caramel cooking equipment do not have specific ingredient and

recipe know how for wafer caramel. The team of Karl Tiefenbacher at Franz Haas since

1989 has done a great amount of research on wafer caramels. Compared to regular car-

amel recipes we have to use low viscosity syrups, more fat and humectants to get a

smooth, soft caramel with good, hot spreading properties and a soft final chew. For

recipes, see the upcoming second book. Comments on ingredients and basic recipe

proposals on caramel (toffee) creams for wafers follow.

Sugar and Glucose Syrups
The main functions of sugar and syrups are to add sweetness and tenderness to a caramel.

The sugar/syrup ratio governs the caramel texture:

• More sugar shortens the texture of the caramel

• More syrup increases the stringiness and toughness

A starting point in recipe development is a sugar-to-syrup ratio in the range of 1–1.5, but
the syrup may be even as high as double the sugar quantity. Do not forget the sugar from

sweetened condensed milk in that calculation. High sugar levels increase the tendency for

graining, so for longer storage or higher ambient temperatures it should be more on the

syrupy side.
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For wafer caramel, a reduced viscosity is essential. Therefore, we have to prefer

high-DE syrups or invert syrup.

Dairy-Based Ingredients
Sweetened condensed milk or reconstituted milk or whey powders contribute substan-

tially to the overall flavour.

Fats and Emulsifiers
The addition of fat reduces stickiness both in caramel preparation, handling and later in

cutting the cookies as well as in chewing. The solid fat stabilizes the caramel against flow.

Fats, stable against rancidity but not overly hard, are required for shelf life reasons. Hard-

ened palm kernel oil with a melting point of �36°C is a good choice. Flavouring

frequently substitutes the use of butter.

Emulsifiers such as lecithin or mono/diglycerides assist in emulsifying the fat and

water phase.

Salts and Flavours
Salt in small quantities acts as a flavour enhancer to the milky flavour. After cooking,

flavours with notes such as butter, milk, vanilla or toffee are mixed in.

Humectants
Wafer caramel requires some glycerol to increase the softness (fluidity) of the caramel

despite the low moisture level of just about 7%–8% and for lowering the water activity.

5.3.4.5 Technological Parameters of Wafer Caramel
Themost characteristic feature, compared to sugar–fat wafer creams, is the extreme sticky

character of such fillings. For spreading on wafer sheets, there are strict requirements for

the caramel and its consistency:

• Soft and easily spreadable at temperatures of 50°C–65°C for an equal and reproduc-

ible distribution on the wafer

• Short in texture to give easy separation of the sheets after spreading without adhesive

filaments

• A soft, chewy and short texture after cooling and full moisture equilibration

• No phase changes due to sugar crystallization (graining) during the shelf life

In case of excessive stickiness, check the DE of the glucose syrup and make it lower; also

consider an increase in fat level and do not use caramel rework since it contains acids.

These reduce the sugar/syrup-ratio and increase the stickiness.

5.3.4.6 Application of Caramel in Wafers and Waffles
Cooked caramel fillings are used in many products:

• Filling of wafer bars from flat wafers, chocolate enrobed
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• Filling or inside lining of flute wafers

• Sandwiching of ready-to-eat waffles

• Filling in stroopwafels (caramel waffles)

5.3.4.7 Final Comments
1. For multilayered wafer cookies, a combination of cream and just one layer of ‘sticky’

caramel is an option.

2. Recently noncooked, caramel flavoured spreads with short texture and a water

activity of around 0.4 are commercially available.

5.3.5 Fruit-Based Fillings
Fruit flavoured fillings are popular partly due to a healthy image perceived by many

consumers. In some countries such as Russia, jam-filled wafer cookies from flat wafers

have a long manufacturing tradition.

5.3.5.1 Jam and Jelly Cooking
Industrially jams are prepared from sugar, glucose syrups and fruit pulp by cooking. Jellies

are from juice or filtered pulp without the fibrous part of the fruits. Pectin, naturally pre-

sent or added, is the gel former for a three-dimensional network, holding the concen-

trated syrup phase. In order to protect the pectin from thermal degradation as much

as possible, the pH value is adjusted to around 3.6, mainly by the acids being present nat-

urally or by adding some more fruit acids. Despite the around 30% moisture content the

pectin matrix results in a solid or semisolid matrix. Even by a further concentration in the

cooking process, a reduction to much more than 20% moisture is not possible without

sacrificing the good spreading properties onto wafer sheets. The higher end temperature

of cooking then governs the lower residual moisture and, together with other ingredient-

related factors, the texture of the fruit-based product after recooling—from chewy to

hard. The reduced moisture level connects to a tough and chewy-hard eating texture

of the final wafer cookies. Due to both, the higher solids in the jam layer and the wafer,

softened by moisture migration from the jam.

Industrially, the cooking process runs under vacuum in batch cookers or continuous

cookers. The application of vacuum reduces the maximum temperature in cooking to

about 80°C. That is beneficial against a more intensive degradation of pectin and natural

fruit colour substances; it also protects from degradation of the valuable heat sensitive

minor ingredients of fruits. Moreover, any browning due to sugar degradation (car-

amelization) is not yet present at the low cooking temperature. Due to the fruit acids

present, most of the sugar inverts in the process. As a result, sugar recrystallization will

not occur in fruit jams and jellies.

Similar as in caramel manufacturing, the integration of any additional flavours or

colours occurs after the cooking procedure.
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5.3.5.2 Jams, Jellies and Fruit Spreads
In most countries a minimum quantity of fruits is required for labelling it as jam or

marmalade. Otherwise, jellies may be prepared just with fruit flavourings without any

fruit content.

The terms fruit preparation or fruit spread are newer and not related to a certain

percentage of fruit content other than what is labelled.

For the application of jams and jellies in wafer and waffle manufacturing there are two

basic options today.

The first is cooking in-house with the big advantage of excellent ingredient and pro-

cess control and application of the hot fruit masses for the direct filling to wafer sheets,

flute wafers and waffles. The pectin network then forms rapidly during cooling when

coming down below 60°C, possibly after an additional acidification. Purchasing from
outside is almost impossible from the processing viewpoint.

Second, noncooked, fruit-based and flavoured spreads with short texture and a water

activity of around 0.4 are commercially available. In cooperation with industrial

suppliers, the properties of these fillings were adapted to film spreading equipment

for wafers (Tiefenbacher, Drapela and Breyer, unpublished) at the Franz Haas tech-

nical centre. Such low-AW fruit spreads are currently commercially available on all

continents. The depositing or filling of these fruit spreads is at temperatures slightly

over ambient. By aeration a lighter texture, some sweetness reduction and cost saving

is possible at the expense of losing some intensity of the fruit colours due to the air

bubbles.

5.3.5.3 Specific Features of Fruit-Based Fillings
Due to the extreme stickiness of fruit-based fillings, again special antistick executions of

equipment from the spreading to the separation equipment are required for flat wafer

installations. In flute wafers, the cutting of the flute tube requires some modification.

Low water activity fruit-based cooked fillings with acceptable wafer spreading and

filling properties are even more difficult in preparation compared to wafer caramels.

A detailed discussion will follow in the second book of this series.

In manufacturing fruit-filled wafer cookies, the offline procedure for book storage as

outlined in Sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4 for caramel is applicable.

5.3.5.4 Fruit-Filled Flat Wafer Cookies
Wafer cookies filled by real jams cooked to a reduced residual moisture find less market

presence today due to increased quality demands in texture. As discussed in the introduc-

tion of the section, these are not satisfactory for technological reasons.

Personal research at the Franz Haas technical centre confirmed the applicability of

low-AW fruit spreads:
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Spreading performance test with modified film and contact spreading equipment.

A spreading temperature of around 30°C is preferable. A continuous and elastic film

is prepared easily. However, the final film thickness achievable is not less than

1.2–1.5 mm. The corresponding weights of the films are in the range of

15–18 g/dm2. Start/stop operation tests confirm a smooth restart. The separation of

the sheets after spreading occurs without any problems. From the tests we can estimate

the ratio of wafer to filling weight.

For 2 wafer and 1 filling layers: 19%–31% wafer, 69%–81% fruit spread

For 3 wafer and 2 filling layers: 15%–25% wafer, 75%–85% fruit spread

The stickiness of the product may cause difficulties during cutting, separating and

packaging of the wafer fingers if not in combination with one or more layers of

fat/sugar-based cream.

Aeration and spreading test for flat and hollow wafer sheets in a continuous aeration

system from Mondomix. A specific gravity in the range of 0.65–0.70 kg/L is achievable

and well stabilized by the high viscosity of the fruit spreads.

Executions of fruit-filled flat wafers in the market are still hardly visible. The high

sweetness of fruit spreads as well as some cost issues might be responsible. Again, a

combination of one fruit layer and cream layers might be a way to proceed here.

5.3.5.5 Flute Wafers With Fruit Lining or Filling
Flute wafers with fruit-based or fruit-flavoured fillings or just inside covering are slightly

more common in the markets at present. The use of both self-prepared and commercially

available low-AW jellies as well of fruit spreads is possible.

Due to the narrowness of the filling nozzles, jelly fillings are clearly preferable in flute

wafer applications. Alternatively, a tight straining of jams is required to eliminate any

fibrous pieces. The filling of aerated fruit spreads is easily possible. For cutting the directly

filled flute wafer tube immediately after rolling, a modified cutting knife system is

required in order to cope with the stickiness of these fillings.

At present the data on the shelf life properties of these fruit sticks are still limited.

5.3.5.6 Application of Jams and Fruit Spreads in Waffles
Cooked jam fillings and fruit spreads are used for the following:

Sandwiched Ready-to-Eat Waffles
Fruit tastes fit well in waffle sandwiching. These product types are well-liked in products

Russia.

Centre-Filled Waffles
In the manufacturing of waffles, centre filling is growing in popularity.
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• For waffles from fluid batter, there is a threefold depositing scheme: First is the batter,

second is the fruit filling that is centrally on top and third is the inclusion of more

batter for covering.

• For centre-filled waffles from dough, encrusting machines form centre-filled dough

balls automatically for depositing into the waffle oven.

For both frozen waffles and ready-to-eat waffles such products are in the market.

Stroopwafels
Fruit filling is an option of increasing popularity in the manufacturing of stroopwafels

(Dutch ‘caramel’ waffles). Due to the chewy character of these waffles jams of interme-

diate water activity fit well from a technological viewpoint.

5.3.6 Marshmallow/Meringue/Souffl�e Fillings
Presently there are strong regional preferences, such as in Russia, Germany or the United

Kingdom, for these kinds of fluffy fillings. Aeration of sugar–syrup mixtures, boiled to

about 116°C and aerated after some cooling to the 60°C–80°C range, results in twomain

groups of related light and airy products:

• Fluffy, dry-textured marshmallows stabilized by gelatin

• Sticky meringues based on egg white or egg-white substitutes

The airy and light texture, sweetness, low-fat content and some moisture migration that

toughens the mallow and softens the wafer characterize these fillings. The specific gravity

is in the range of 0.25–0.5, with meringues being at the lighter side. The aeration process

runs either on continuous or batch equipment. For batchwise aeration, the options are by

open whisking or by whipping under pressure alternatively. The aerated fillings require

immediate spreading or filling for the wafers and waffles.

Themoisture content for wafers mallows andmeringues is lower than regular, but it is

still between 15% and more than 20% with meringues being at the higher side.

The initial texture before application is short, not elastic, rubbery or tough. The

gelling agent applied determines that texture.

• Egg white aeration results in a light, soft foam. Due to shelf life reasons, a second gel

former is required for stabilization

• Egg-white substitutes from milk or soy proteins (Hyfoama)

• Agar forms a soft and short gel slowly. The Russian zephyr and bird’s milk fillings

rely on agar as a gelling agent

• Pectin is for more rapidly gelling, soft and short gels that break easily

• Gelatin results in the rubbery, soft, but less light marshmallows
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5.3.6.1 Marshmallow/Meringue/Souffl�e Fillings in Flat Wafers, Hollow Wafers
and Cones

The spreading or depositing of the freshly prepared foams into flat wafer or hollow wafer

sheets again requires antistick executions in the equipment. For flat wafers film spreading

is preferred, and point depositing is preferred for hollow wafer sheets and wafer cones.

The fillings are either white or coloured. Moisture migration from the filling into the

wafer will cause some contracting in the marshmallow while the wafer expands and

softens. The wafer expansion is less critical due to the resilience of the marshmallow.

The flat and hollow wafers, even when becoming soft and chewy like the mallow

texture, are a perfect edible packaging for eating these sticky treats. Some examples follow.

Flat Wafer Meringue Bars
Two, at a few millimetre thick, differently coloured adjacent layers are spread between

flat wafer sheets of deep engraving. Optionally between the two meringue layers, some

jam or a thin chocolate inlay is included. After cutting, dipping into cocoa flavoured

compound coatings may follow—bottom-dipped, dipped on the sides—or fully

enrobed. Further decorating options are toppings such as sprinkles, nonpareils or

desiccated coconut.

Chocolate Kisses
Wafer disks from deep reeding flat wafer sheets are the bottom pieces in ‘chocolate kisses’.

Dressing with marshmallow foam, enrobing with chocolate or cocoa flavoured

compound coatings after some surface skinning and, optionally, decoration follow.

Bird’s Milk Desserts
Two hollow wafer sheets, carrying round or oval shapes, filled with bird’s milk meringue

are combined to have a solely wafer outside. After stamping, moisture equilibration, and

chocolate enrobing with chopped nuts included, an intriguing wafer dessert results.

Marshmallow Cones
Marshmallow is deposited into wafer cones. The cones are finished by covering the

mallow top with chocolate and topping with sprinkles.

5.3.6.2 Packaging
All these wafer products with moist marshmallow, meringue or souffl�e fillings require

good but not perfect moisture-proof packaging and a reduced shelf life printing. Even

more than with caramels and jams, any drying out of the foam must be prevented.

Otherwise the foams will become tough and have an unpleasant eating texture
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5.4 INCLUSIONS AND TOPPINGS

5.4.1 Introduction
The inclusion of small discrete pieces into filling creams, chocolate enrobings or bakery

products such as waffles adds highlights in colour, flavour and texture. Inclusions such as

chopped nuts, chocolate chips, chewy caramel or marshmallow nuggets/bits, puffed

cereal crisps, cocoa nibs, candied or dried fruits or fruit-flavoured blueberry bits are just

a few examples that are suitable, if properly sized.

For toppings the particle size typically is on the smaller side, from powders such as

sugar or cocoa to sugar crystals, sprinkles, nonpareils; or small seeds such as sesame or

poppy seed; to cereal flakes, seasonings, spices or chopped nuts. Bigger sized decorations

as seen in artisan bakery will be not under discussion here.

The application of toppings is of interest in sugar wafer cookies—for flat wafers,

both enrobed or nonenrobed, for wafer pralines derived from hollow wafers, and for

waffles—and for the newer area of noncreamed wafers.

The Table 5.5 lists examples of these adjuncts. The following discussion then will

concentrate on their application areas to shed more light and provide ideas.

5.4.2 Inclusions in Wafer Products
5.4.2.1 Composition of the Inclusions
Today the inclusions in wafer products concentrate mainly on various chopped, roasted

nuts such as hazelnuts, peanuts and almonds and on grain-based puffed or extruded crisps.

The following lists other particulates that are not yet widely found but offer some

potential:

• Toffee-based inclusions

• Inclusions that include nutritional supplements, even heat sensitive ones

• Toasted corn germ, granola

• Cookie crumbles such as black crumbles in a white cream; flute wafer crumbles

• Roasted cocoa nibs

• Chewy inclusions

• Fruity, spicy or savoury tasting inclusions

5.4.2.2 The Right Quantity
The percentage of inclusions, related to the total weight or cream or enrobing respec-

tively, depends on a few criteria such as visibility, good integration, the specific gravity

of the inclusion, and the cost. For nuts 15% is a good starting point. However, for the

lightweight cereal crisps that’s a lot already, while for the heavier sugar-based bits 20%

may be required.
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5.4.2.3 Wafer Cream Filling Inclusions
Inclusions in creams are an option to create appealing tasty products as an alternative to

conventional cream filling.

Flat Wafers
In moisture-free wafer creams the two main inclusions are chopped roasted nuts such as

hazelnuts or almonds and cereal crisps. The inclusions are integrated into the cream in a

mixing vessel shortly before depositing. This kind of cream is ideal for sandwich wafer

bars from flat wafers with deep reedings. The application is by film spreading of thicker

cream layers. For a regular spreading the cream layer needs to be greater in thickness than

the size of the nut pieces.

The integration of nuts adds value, and the addition of cereal crisps adds a lighter and

less costly cream filling. Certainly, there is room for new products with other inclusions

from the preceding table, primarily with a contrasting colour, texture or flavour.

Table 5.5 Inclusions and Toppings in Wafers and Waffles
Ingredients Inclusion Topping Comments/Examples

Chopped nuts, roasted X X For filling creams, in enrobings

Chocolate chips X Glazed for waffles

Cocoa nibs, roasted X X

Toffee (milk caramel) or

fudge bits

X X Chewy, soft or hard texture, optionally

coated

Cereal crisps, puffed X X For filling creams, in enrobings

Marshmallow, jelly bits X

Honeycomb (cinder toffee) X X Selected range of particle size

Crunch flakes X X Almond, butterscotch, coconut, peanut

crunch, sugar candy brittle

Fruit pieces, candied or dried X X For filling creams, in enrobings

Small seeds X X Sesame, poppy seed

Functional inclusions X Encapsulated omega-3

Cookie crumbs X Flute wafer crumbs, Black cookie crumbs

Sugar bits, coloured and

flavoured

X Blueberry waffles

Irregularly shaped sugar lumps X Liège waffles

Sugar, powder X Ready-to-eat waffles

Sugar, decorating or crystals, X Noncreamed wafers

Nonpareils, sprinkles,

coloured and flavoured

X Noncreamed wafers

Cocoa powder X Top-creamed wafer bars

Cereal flakes X Noncreamed wafers

Seasonings, spices X Noncreamed wafers

Corn germs, toasted X Noncreamed wafers
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Hollow Wafers
In hollow wafers, the most popular inclusions are whole roasted hazelnuts or blanched

almonds in hollow wafer bars and pralines. A dedicated machine places them into the

bottom sheet before cream depositing. Alternatively, creams with inclusions as discussed

for flat wafers may be applied.

For flute wafers, with direct filling the inclusion of pieces is not possible in order to

avoid clogging of the filling mandrel.

5.4.2.4 Inclusions in Wafer Enrobing
For flat wafer bars and tarts as well as for wafer pralines the inclusion of roasted nut pieces,

cereal crisps or fruit pieces is popular. After a first enrobing of the centre wafer bar, there is

sprinkling of the inclusions on top, followed by a second enrobing.

5.4.3 Nut Roasting for Inclusions, Toppings and flavouring Pastes
Roasted nuts are popular flavours in wafer filling. Roasted peanuts are popular in North

America and roasted hazelnuts (filberts) are popular in Central Europe. The other main

nuts—almond, cashew nut, pistachio and walnut—can be inclusions or toppings after

roasting, but they are rarely in paste form for cream fillings. Table 5.6 provides an over-

view on the composition, revealing a high oil content; however, there is a low percentage

of saturated fatty acids together with some proteins and fibres. The high oil content of nut

pastes reduces the percentage of cream fat in the recipe later.

Roasting in batch or continuous processing is a prerequisite for stabilizing nuts by

inactivating enzymes and reducing the moisture content, and it also helps develop the

unique flavour notes. The following discussion concentrates on hazelnut roasting.

Themain hazelnut producing countries today are Turkey, Italy and theUnited States.

After shelling, a cleaning step removes shell residues, followed by sorting according to

size. Optionally there is optical sorting for removing foreign materials and discoloured

Table 5.6 Composition of Shell Nuts (Edible Portion)

Nuts Moisture Lipids
N-compounds
N×5.3

Carbohydrates
Available

Dietary
Fibres Ash

Cashew nuts 4.0 42.2 16 30.5 2.9 2.9

Peanuts 5.0 47.5 25.3 7.5 11.7 2.2

Hazelnuts 5.2 66.0 12.0 10.5 8.2 2.5

Pistachios 5.9 53.5 17.6 11.6 10.6 2.7

Almonds 5.7 56.0 20.5 5.4 13.5 2.7

Walnuts 4.4 64.4 15.0 10.6 6.1 2.0

All data in percent.

Data from Belitz, H.-D., Grosch, W., Schieberle, P., 2009. Chapter 18: Fruits. Food Chemistry, 4th ed. Springer, Berlin-
Heidelberg.
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or misshaped nuts at the same time. That considerably reduces any risks due to aflatoxins

and eliminates shells, casings, stones and other extraneous materials by ejection.

Awide range of roasters is available for roasting by hot air. From small, batch-operated

roasters up to continuous dryers and roasters with vertical or horizontal product flow for

throughputs of up to 25 tons per hour. Roasting temperatures not exceeding 160°C are

favourable. Any overheating harms the output of total nut flavour in the finished product.

The time of roasting, from about 15 to 25 min, determines the grade of roast. In con-

tinuous roasting, the hot air circulation in counter current flow creates roasting zones,

being important for a consistent quality regarding enzyme inactivation (stability), colour,

flavour development and residual moisture content. For high hygiene demands, steam

pasteurization units for a 5log reduction in microbial contamination are available. The

residual moisture after the roasting process is below 2% preferably. Then the shell, loos-

ened by the thermal and mechanical treatment, is easily removable.

Different methods of size reduction follow: chopping to a calibrated size, grinding

into flours or fine grinding to pastes of a fineness that is as low as 20 μm. The fine grinding

into an oily paste is essential for maximum flavour output. For application in creams,

medium-roast qualities are preferable. High-roast paste offers a high immediate impact;

the flavour intensity, however, degrades more quickly.

5.4.4 Inclusions in Waffle Manufacturing
Inclusions in waffles create an appealing differentiation in look and taste due to their

colour, flavour and texture, and they widen the range of products. In industrial waffle

baking, the addition of inclusions by sprinkling takes place in the head of the waffle oven,

immediately after the batter deposition and before the top plate is closed. Regarding

inclusions for waffles, there are a few points to make about American blueberry waffles,

which is a classic product in that area. How are these ‘blueberries’ placed into the waffle

and what are their specifics?

5.4.4.1 High Solids Are Important for Waffle Inclusions
There are no high moisture inclusions such as fresh fruits. Their high moisture will bake

out and lave a hole in the waffle. Additionally, some charred residue on the baking plates

remain and will increase the requirement for plate cleaning. At first sight, one would have

expected the blueberry waffles are prepared with real blueberries. However, the dry mat-

ter content of real blueberries is just about 15%. For this reason, the inclusions applied

industrially are solid pellets, called bits or morsels, manufactured by extrusion and cutting

into granular pellets. Those are coloured and flavoured like blueberries but with the

main ingredients being sugar and corn syrup solids with some fat included in order to

be bake stable.
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5.4.4.2 The Sprinkling of Waffle Inclusions Occurs in a Hot Zone
The position of inclusion sprinkling in the head of the waffle oven is in a permanently hot

zone. There are basic requirements:

• A dry surface for keeping the singularity of the pieces even at elevated temperature, up

to 100°C. Easily melting inclusions such as fat-based ones like chocolate or

compound coatings are not applicable.

• In case of adding real dried or candied fruit pieces, the stickiness of the inclusions

disturbs the process greatly. Apply solely coated fruit inclusions of a composition

as discussed below in Section 5.4.4.5.

5.4.4.3 Geometry, Size and Size Distribution
A rounded, ball-like or cubic geometry is required in order to secure even and single

distribution. Oblong particles with thin diameter in the longer direction result in paired

additions, less visibility and less homogenous distribution in the finished waffle.

An inclusion size in the range of 3–4 mm for thinner waffles is most recommended.

You have to keep in mind the very thin waffle centre grooves, where bigger pieces

squeeze and might stick to the baking plates. Subsequently a hole in the waffle can occur

as well as a higher requirement for plate cleaning. Smaller pieces are badly visible in the

finished waffle and in case of sugar-based inclusions they might even partially dissolve.

5.4.4.4 Chocolate Inclusions
Chocolate inclusions, called chips or chunks, are manufactured in different sizes by

depositing. They are either chunks of a specified size and shape or chocolate chips, which

are specified by count per kilogram. at the largest size is �0.75 g (1350/kg) and the

smallest size is 0.045 g (22,000/kg). Bakery products such as waffles typically use choc-

olate inclusions. A chocolate recipe with a low-fat content helps to retain its shape better

in baking. However, in the industrial practice of waffle manufacturing these are not

directly applicable due to severe contamination of the baking moulds.

5.4.4.5 Composition of the Inclusions
The composition of inclusions being suitable for the hot zone preferably is the following:

• Carbohydrate based. Sugar, maltodextrin and DGS powders, starches and flours are

stable at these conditions

• If any, a smaller portion of the composition is fruit powders and flavours as well as

colours

• Protein powders being a part of the inclusion recipes are of no issue

• There is a small percentage of a hard fat component required for preparing the inclu-

sion by extrusion into linear strands and cutting it into granular pellets, as well as for

preventing stickiness on the baking plates. In case of more than about 10% fat content

such as in real chocolate or compound coating, fat melting and baking plate surface

shine will result in equipment malfunction
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• For Liège waffles irregularly shaped pearl sugar is a characteristic ingredient

• Even dried fruits of low moisture require a carbohydrate-based precoating

• One option are glazed chocolate chips

Commercial inclusions with a wide range of flavours and colours are available, and there

are even some with savoury taste notes (Table 5.7).

5.4.4.6 Pearl Sugar for Liège Waffles
In the dough-based Liège waffles, pearl sugar with a size in the range from 5 to 8 mm is

the characteristic element. Due to their thicker body that inclusion size is not of a prob-

lem. These irregular sugar pearls are a typical Belgian specialty. They don’t melt during

baking and provide a soft crunchy effect for your homemade pastries. Synonymous

names are parelsuiker, sucre perl�e, hagelzucker, hail (stone) sugar, lump or nib sugar.

The hardness comes from cold pressing at high pressures and is offered in various sizes,

starting from 1.6 mm up to 16 mm. For Liège waffle the calibre 5.6–8 mm is mostly

applied.

5.4.5 Toppings in Wafers and Waffles
Wafer and waffle toppings are applied for aesthetic, decorative reasons primarily, but

there are examples of considerable taste contributions or positive technological effects.

5.4.5.1 Toppings for Sugar Wafer Cookies
We find the application of toppings in two categories of wafer cookie products.

Flat and Hollow Wafer Bars and Pralines, Chocolate Enrobed
As a decorating step, after chocolate enrobing directly or after a short intermediate

cooling, there is the option to apply small discrete food particles.

• The sprinkling of flakes contrasting in colour such as grated desiccated coconut

• Nonpareils (hundreds and thousands): tiny coloured balls from sugar and starch

• Irregular dot or line patterns of chocolate in a different colour

Table 5.7 Carbohydrate-Based Hard Bits for Waffles—Flavour Examples
Fruity Notes Nut Tastes Sweet Notes Savoury Notes

Apple–cinnamon Almond Chocolate (no real chocolate) Bacon/ham

Blueberry Cashew Cinnamon honey Cheese

Cherry Coconut Coffee Fermented soybean

Cranberry Hazelnut (filbert) Marshmallow Various spicy notes

Orange Peanut Praline Veggies

Raspberry Pecan Toffee

Strawberry Walnut Vanilla, yogurt
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Flat Wafer Bars With a Cream Layer on Top
With somewafer bars there is no topwafer layer applied, since it is an optional setting in the

cream spreading equipment. Various materials are then sprinkled on top, such as wafer

crumbles, grated nuts or sugar crystals. Due to issues in modern flow packing, these prod-

ucts thatwere traditional in some countries are increasingly disappearing from themarkets.

5.4.5.2 Toppings in Noncreamed Wafers
For this newly emerging segment of wafer snacks both sweet and savoury versions are in

the market or are upcoming. The topping is essential for flavour and determines, together

with the wafer, the appearance of the product. The wafer carrier are various types of

sheets, either flat wafer with deep reeding, shallow hollow wafers or wafer sheets with

an ornamental surface but without the typical reeding lines.

Sweet Tasting Wafer Snacks
The topping of these snacks consists of several elements:

• Sugar crystals, sprinkles or nonpareils; coloured sugars

• Optional seeds, chopped nuts

• Spices and flavourings

• Oil spraying for flavour improvement

• Components such as dextrin or syrup powders or concentrated solutions, to stick

these particles onto the wafer surface—require some thermal treatment after for acti-

vation or redrying.

• Optional Chocolate Decoration by Lines or Dots

Savoury Tasting Wafer Snacks
The carrier are sheet wafers made with additions of tasty nonwheat flours such as corn,

chickpea or rice flours and an adjusted salt level in the batter recipe. Suitable topics are the

following:

• Small seeds such as sesame, poppy seed

• Leafy, particulate or granular spices or spice powders and flavourings

• Oil spraying for flavour improvement

• Components to stick these particles to the wafer surface such as dextrin powders or

concentrated solutions—require some thermal treatment after for activation or

redrying.

5.4.5.3 Toppings in Waffles
For European style ready-to-eat waffles, toppings of sugar in the form of powders or small

granules are an option. A technological side function is some regulation of the water

activity at the surface of the waffle. By a reduction of the risk of microbial growth,

the mould-free shelf life increases.
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5.5 COCOA AND COCOA PRODUCTS

5.5.1 Introduction
The cocoa plant is the basis for the most preferred flavour in confectionery and bakery.

Cocoa mass (CM) and cocoa powder, the two main products from cacao processing, are

the carriers for the typical flavour and colour. These, and their most liked end-product of

chocolate, are important components in manufacturing our present variety of sweet

goods from wafers and waffles.

Evidence suggests that there has been a cultivation of cocoa trees for more than

3000 years. The origin has been located in Eastern Peru and the surrounding Amazon

and Orinoco basin. For most of that time they were used in a different way, but some

milestones paved the way to our modern cocoa powder.

1825 Casparus van Houten: Pressing of roasted, ground cocoa to obtain cocoa powder and

cocoa butter

1828 Coenraad van Houten: Cocoa alkalization (Dutching)

1880 The first cocoa plants come to West Africa; today 70% of the world’s production is

growing it

Cocoa beans were the first commodities processed by industrial methods. There are

two main types: Forastero cocoas, characterized as darker brown, more strongly

flavoured and bitter. They also have a and higher yield. Criollo cocoas are lighter in col-

our with a mild, fine flavour but they are more difficult to grow. Cocoa beans grow in

cocoa pods directly at the trunk of the trees. After removing the beans together with the

surrounding pulp, a natural fermentation process for a few days is a critical step for devel-

oping the final quality. Immediate drying and collection for transport are the final steps at

the place of origin.

The main factors in the formation of the cocoa flavour are the following:

• The cocoa bean variety. Fine flavour varieties such as Criollo are below 10% of world

production. The more robust Forastero varieties prevail at 80%–90%. Cocoa beans
from different countries have special characteristics in flavour.

• The fermentation process at the cocoa farms generates the precursors of the cocoa

flavour developing in the roasting process and changes the colour of the beans to dark

brown. Immediate and proper drying is essential too.

• During roasting in the processing plant, the conditions of temperature and time are

critical to the flavour development and the preservation of other valuable compo-

nents such as the polyphenols.

• An optional alkalization (dutching) treatment modifies andmellows the cocoa flavour

by a partial neutralization of acids but reduces the polyphenols. Alkalization involves
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the use of magnesium hydroxides, potassium or sodium carbonates or their hydrox-

ides. The treatment enhances the colour intensity and the dispersibility of the cocoa

powder later.

• Cocoa roasting is the central step to generate most of the final flavour. The classical

whole-bean roasting is just for high-quality chocolate manufacturing now, where

flavour is the top goal. However, more cocoa beans are roasted from cocoa nibs

today. If cocoa powder, mostly with alkalization, is the intended product, the nib

roasting process is the preferred process. Nib roasting is faster, and dark cocoa

powders are easily accessible via alkalization (Table 5.8).

5.5.2 From Cocoa Beans to CM (Liquor)
A general overview on the processes involved is of interest to explain the steps and param-

eters that affect the quality.

5.5.2.1 Cocoa Bean Processing—Whole Beans and Nibs
Tables 5.9 and 5.10 provide an overview on the two main processes of cocoa bean

roasting: the whole bean and the cocoa nib roasting process. The inner portion of a

roasted or unroasted cocoa bean after removing the shell and crushing is the nib. The

size of the nibs is in the range of 1.5–7 mm ideally. Nibs contain, on a fat-free dry matter

basis, not more than 4% of cocoa shells and 10% ash (14% when alkalized). After roasting

at temperatures up to 130°C further grinding leads to CM (cocoa liquor). Continuous

roasting increasingly substitutes the traditional batch roasting. A continuous roaster is

a revolving drum with hot air passing through. Cocoa beans or nibs move through in

order to develop the typical cocoa flavour. The temperature and time of roasting depend

on the bean quality and the desired flavour quality and intensity.

Due to actual estimations, only 35% of cocoa production flows directly for the man-

ufacture of chocolate. Chocolate combines CM (or cocoa powder), cocoa butter, sugar

and milk powder. Already about 65% of cocoa beans are processed into cocoa powder

and cocoa butter. From there it is placed into chocolate, compound coatings, bakery

applications etc.—cf. Table 5.11 for an overview on the end uses of the more than

Table 5.8 The End Product Determines the Main Objectives in Cocoa Roasting
Main Objective Cocoa Powder Cocoa Mass Comments

Flavour +++ +++++ Flavour is top goal in cocoa mass for chocolate

Colour intensity +++++ ++ Colour is the main objective in powders

Fineness ++++ ++ The chocolate process refines the cocoa mass

Microbiology ++++ ++++ Important for high-AW end uses

+/+++, the number of signs indicates the importance.

Courtesy Frans Callebaut (Callebaut Consulting Int’l), Personal Communication, 2009.
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3 million tons of roasted cocoa processed yearly. About 25% of cocoa (powder)

production goes into the bakery segment including wafers and waffles.

5.5.3 The Main Products From Roasted Cacao
The product flow after cocoa bean/nib roasting and grinding divides into the three

valuable products—cocoa mass, cocoa butter and cocoa powder. Table 5.12 provides

data on the composition of the various products derived from roasted cocoa beans.

Table 5.10 The Cocoa Nib Roasting Process—Preferably for Cocoa Powders
Processing Step What Happens

Cocoa beans, raw (country of origin) Fermentation, drying

Cocoa beans (processing plant) Cleaning, blending

Cocoa bean pretreatment Infrared heating to loosen the shells

Crushing and winnowing Breaking of beans to nibs, shell removal by air

Nib alkalization (optional) Soaking in alkali solution, redrying

Nib roasting Continuous drum, drum (batch), duct roasting

Sterilization, flavour improvement Injecting saturated steam, water, solutions

Grinding into cocoa mass Two steps: impact milling, then disc milling

Cocoa mass alkalization (optional) Alkali solution, redrying: vacuum, temperature

(a) Pressing of cocoa mass Separation to cacao butter and cacao cake
(b) Cocoa mass storage/blocking Silos for truck dispatch or block filling
(c) Cocoa mass to chocolate processing Mixing with cocoa butter, sugar, milk powder

Cacao cake grinding To cocoa powder, followed by packaging

Cocoa cake alkalization (optional) Alkali solution, redrying: vacuum, temperature

(a) Cocoa butter storage/blocking Silos for truck dispatch or block filling
(b) Cocoa butter to chocolate processing Mixing with cocoa mass, sugar, milk powder

Table 5.9 The Whole Bean Roasting Process—Preferably for High Quality Chocolate
Processing Step What Happens

Cocoa beans, raw (country of origin) Fermentation, drying

Cocoa beans (processing plant) Cleaning, blending

Whole bean roasting Continuous drum, drum (batch), duct roasting

Debacterization Short time steam treatment, cooling

Crushing and winnowing Breaking of beans, shell removal by air flow

Grinding into cocoa massa Two steps: impact milling, then disc milling

(a) Cocoa mass storage/blocking Silos for truck dispatch or block filling
(b) To chocolate processing Mixing with cocoa butter, sugar, milk powder
(c) Pressing of cocoa mass Mixing with cocoa butter, sugar, milk powder

Cacao cake grindinga To cocoa powder, followed by packaging

(a) Cocoa butter storage/blocking Silos for truck dispatch or block filling
(b) Cocoa butter to chocolate processing Mixing with cocoa mass, sugar, milk powder

aOptionally cocoa mass or cake alkalization (cf. Table 5.10 for details).
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5.5.3.1 Cocoa Mass (Cocoa Liquor, Chocolate Liquor, Liquor)
Fine grinding of fermented, cleaned and blended cocoa beans after bean or nib roasting

yields the cocoa mass. The homogeneous paste being fluid while warm is the basis of all

cocoa and chocolate products. From here, either being shipped in trucks or in blocks after

bagging into plastic-lined cardboard boxes, it enters the chocolate process. In large part, it

comes to direct pressing of cocoa mass in horizontally run expeller presses at 400–500 bar
and a temperature of 90°C–100°C for separation into the cocoa butter and cocoa powder

streams. While the liquid cocoa butter flows away, the bone-hard cocoa cake remains.

Kibbling and fine grinding of that press cake results in cocoa powder.

Cocoa butter is the main ingredient in cocoa mass which is rich in fibres and protein.

The dominant carbohydrate is starch. The little sugar in cacao beans before fermentation

Table 5.11 Roasted Cocoa Beans: The Worldwide Product Flow
End Use of Beans Million Tons Percentage

Chocolate, milk 1.268 38.6

Chocolate, dark 0.237 7.2

Chocolate, white 0.079 2.4

Compound coatings 0.150 4.7

Bakery products 0.800 24.3

Ice cream 0.300 8.8

Beverages 0.300 8.8

Spreads 0.050 1.6

Others 0.100 3.6

Total 3.284 100

Data from Diagram, The Buhler Magazine No. 167, 2014, pp. 6–7.

Table 5.12 Composition of Cocoa Products

Component
Cocoa
Mass

Cocoa
Butter

Powder
Natural

Powder sl.
Alkalized

Powder str.
Alkalized

Fat 55 99.9 11 11 11

Moisture 1 0.1 4 4 4

Protein 11.9 23 22 22

Theobromine 1.1 2.1 2.1 2.1

Caffeine 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2

Sugar 0.5 1 1 1

Starch 6.5 12.5 11.5 11.5

Organic acids 2.1 4 4 4

Fibres 16.6 32 32 32

Ash 3.1 6 9 12

kcal/kJ 521/2180 835/3495 206/862 201/841 197/824

Data from DeZaan Chocolate & Cocoa Manual, 2009. 40th anniversary ed., ADM Cocoa, 170 pp. www.adm.com/en-
US/products/Documents/De%20Zaan%20Cocoa%20Manual.pdf.
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and roasting contributes to the generation of flavours. Theobromine provides a stimu-

lating effect, but less than that of caffeine in coffee. The organic acids—formed during

the fermentation process—such as citric, acetic, succinic and malic acid contribute to the

taste profile.

Attributes such as bitter, acid, rich or full, acrid and astringent describe the taste profile

of cocoa mass. The term ‘bouquet’ covers all cocoa flavour elements and characteristic

notes such as aromatic, floral or fruity.

5.5.3.2 Cocoa Butter (CB)
The hot cocoa butter for clearing passes a filter press and is stored in heated tanks, for

direct processing to chocolate either or shipping in trucks. Conventional shipping of

CB is in blocks, after bagging into plastic-lined cardboard boxes and cooling. Chocolate

manufacturing is the predominant end use of cocoa butter. Upon request CB is partially

or fully deodourized such as for white chocolate. Here the chocolate flavour otherwise

overrides the milky flavours.

Cocoa butter is a high priced fat. CB replacement therefore is always of interest. The

hardness of CB is influenced by the ambient temperatures at the place of growing—the

warmer the climate, the harder it is. CB from Malaysia, therefore, is the hardest and that

from Brazil the softest. That affects the hardness (snap) of the chocolate made from

cocoa butter.

Section 5.6.3 covers the tempering of cocoa butter.

5.5.3.3 Cocoa Powder
Depending upon the pressing time and the setting of the press, the resulting cakes may

have a fat content of 8%–24%. First, the cocoa cake is broken into kibbled cake. Then

further milling generates the fine powder. Packing is into lined paper bags or in bulk con-

tainers. The two main trade qualities are 10/12 and 20/22, the first one is by far the main

product. The numbers indicate the content of cocoa butter left after pressing. Powders

with a higher CB content are darker in colour compared to the 10/12 cocoa powder,

particularly when being warm and the CB is liquid. Cocoa powder has multiple

applications in food manufacturing such as in bakery, ice cream, beverages and spreads

(c.f. Table 5.13); it is one of the primary food colourants. Natural and alkalized powders

both have their merits, depending on the area of application. Section 5.5.4 provides more

details.

5.5.4 Natural and Alkalized Cocoa Powders
5.5.4.1 Cocoa Butter Content and Granulation
The classification of cocoa powders is twofold. It is first done according to the fat content:

• Regular fat: 20%–22% cocoa butter, 74% fat-free dry cocoa solids, 5% moisture.

Regular powder is more for household and artisan bakery applications.
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• Low fat/strongly reduced fat: 10%–12% cocoa butter, 84% fat-free dry cocoa solids,

5% moisture. In the United States the label ‘low fat’ is for powders with less than 10%

cocoa butter. Cocoa powders with 10%–12% cocoa butter in industrial application

are the most applied by far. The higher content in fat-free dry cocoa solids offers more

colour and flavour. Moreover, the reduced fat content enhances the free flowing

properties. Compound coatings based on lauric fats require the low CB levels also

for best gloss properties.

• Defatted by solvent extraction to less than 1% cocoa butter, 94% fat-free dry cocoa

solids, 5% moisture. Applications are for low-fat foods with cocoa flavour as well as

for aerated masses such as meringues in order to facilitate whipping and to prevent

collapsing.

The granulation of cocoa powders comes from CM grinding and grinding of the press

cake. A finer granulation of the cocoa powder positively affects the colour and flavour as

well as the mouthfeel. However, the bigger surface area will increase the viscosity in

batter preparation. The ‘chocolate-type’ flavours from cocoa powder are more harsh

compared to real chocolate because there is no equivalent to the conching process.

The second classification is for natural or alkalized cocoa powder.

5.5.4.2 Natural Cocoa Powders
Nonalkalized cocoa powders have a cocoa note together with the natural acidity, adding

fruity accents and some bitter flavour. The pH value of natural cocoa powders ranges

between 5.2 and 6.0. The colour is light brown. Natural cocoa powder has a high level

of cocoa polyphenol antioxidants. These increasingly get lost with the intensity of

alkalizing.

Table 5.13 Cocoa Powder Types: Properties and Applications
Type, Fat Content pH Colour Flavour Notes Applications

Natural, 10/12 5.2–6.0 Light

brown

Cocoa, acid, sl.

bitter

Filling creams, spreads, sauces,

compound coatings

Natural, 20/22 5.2–6.0 Light

brown

Cocoa, acid, sl.

bitter

Household, sauces, baking

Sl. alkalized, 10/12 6.5–6.9 Light red

brown

Sl. intense cocoa,

bitter, sl. acid

Cocoa beverages, confectionery,

sauces

Med. alkalized,

10/12

6.8–7.2 Brown Intense cocoa,

bitter, sl. acrid

Dairy products, cereals, bakery,

confectionery

Str. alkalized,

10/12 red

7.3–7.7 Red-brown Intense cocoa,

bitter, sl. acrid

Dairy products, enrobing,

cookies, spreads

Str. alkalized,

10/12 brown

7.8–8.2 Dark

red-brown

Intense cocoa,

bitter, acrid

Confectionery, bakery, ice

cream, desserts, sauces

Str. alkalized,

10/12 black

7.6–8.4 Black Bitter, acrid, sl.

cocoa

Bakery, colouring, lauric fat

glazes
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5.5.4.3 Alkalized Cocoa Powders
Alkalization (dutching) of cocoa is a process with three options: (1) cocoa nib alkalization

before roasting, (2) CM alkalization and (3) alkalizing the kibbled cocoa cake. From these

the first is the main process. Disadvantages come from the contact of cocoa butter with

alkali (1, 2) and from some flavour losses from the two processes of alkalizing and redrying

after roasting (2, 3). The processes apply suitable alkali solutions such as potassium car-

bonate and others at precisely defined conditions of pressure, temperature and time and

offer various changes, depending on the objective.

• The colour in intensity and hues by reactions between cocoa pigments and alkali

solution develops from light brown, red brown, to dark brown, up to almost

black, depending on the temperature range (75°C–125°C); an increase in pH

(up to 8.4) also develops. Oxygen contact has some influence in developing the

red notes also.

• flavour modification due to reactions of proteins and sugars present in the cocoa

beans. Acid notes increasingly are neutralized: cocoa notes with an increasing degree

of alkalization go through a maximum while bitterness and acridity further increase

with increasingly severe alkalization conditions. The suspension properties of the

resulting cocoa powder improve as well.

• Polyphenols, most valuable for health promoting effects proven for roasted cacao,

degrade with increasingly severe alkalization conditions (Miller et al., 2008).

Subsequent to alkali treatment, a drying step and/or the roasting process removes the

moisture. Cocoa powders derived from these processing options are referred to as

nib-alkalized cocoa, liquor-alkalized cocoa or cake-alkalized (powder alkalized) cocoa.

Alkalized cocoa powder requires labelling such as ‘processed with alkali’. Because colour

is the primary evaluation criterion for our brain to judge the strength and quality of a

cocoa-containing food product, alkalized cocoa finds widespread applications today.

The central criteria in buying, colour and flavour require testing. One test method is

to prepare a suspension in hot water, optionally with a sugar and milk powder addition.

Even a baking test may be advisable.

Table 5.13 provides an overview on the typical properties and end uses of cocoa

powders in filling creams, bakery and enrobings.

5.5.4.4 Cocoa Powder Storage and Specifications
Due to the hygroscopic nature of the fat-free dry cocoa solids, appropriate packaging and

storage conditions are essential to prevent mould growth or bacteriological spoilage.

• Protective packaging in 25 kg multilayered Kraft paper bags with polyethylene lining

inside or packaging in 800 or 1000 kg bags

• Cool and dark storage at 15°C–20°C in a food storage area; protect from direct

sunlight

• Low relative humidity conditions (below 50 RH%), no temperature swings
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• Absence of strong smelling products such as paints, chemicals, spices etc. because

cocoa powder easily absorbs foreign odours

• The storage time at good conditions is from 12 to 24 months

• Supply by cocoa powder tank cars is possible

The important points in specification are the following: fat and moisture content, colour,

flavour, pH, granulation and microbiological data such as the total plate count, moulds,

yeasts, Enterobacteriaceae, E. coli (all per gram) and the absence of salmonella.

5.5.4.5 Cocoa Powder Replacement
Due to the cost, some partial replacement of cocoa powder is a matter of consideration.

One option is roasted and milled pods of the carob tree, the same where locust bean gum

is made from the seeds. There is some colour and a roasted flavour, different from cocoa

but fitting when blended at low levels, up to 25% at maximum. A second option just for

the colour is powdered caramel colour.

5.5.5 Cocoa Powder in Wafers and Waffles—Functions and Issues
Cocoa powders in our products convey the following:

• Cocoa colour and flavour towafer sheets, flutewafers andwaffles. Cocoa powder-based

filling creams are themost liked cream flavourworldwide.Cocoa powder is part ofmany

enrobing masses—in cocoa flavoured compound coatings as well as in some chocolates

• Cocoa powder ingredients such as polyphenols retard the staling of wafers

• The bitterness of cocoa powder reduces the sweetness impression in cocoa creams

• Cocoa powder is high in fibres

• Cocoa powder at lower levels is used as a natural colouring in differently flavoured

creams.

There are a couple of points to consider when using cocoa powder:

• Cocoa powder due to its higher absorption requires an increased water addition in

batters. In parallel the texture of wafers changes to become weaker.

• Compensation for the acidity of natural cocoa powder in the leavening percentages in

batter recipes might be necessary.

• Higher levels of cocoa powder in batters increase residue formation on the baking

moulds, which means more cleaning stops.

5.5.6 Cocoa Powder in No-Sugar and Sugar Wafer Batters
5.5.6.1 Flat and Hollow Wafer Sheets, Cake Cones (No/Low Sugar Batters)
In no/low sugar wafer batters there are three principal applications for cocoa powders:

1. Addition of natural cocoa powder at a low level, about 0.4%–0.8% on a flour base.

The increased content of antioxidants in natural cocoa has a positive influence for

retarding wafer staling, but not yet an overly strong colour contribution and no cocoa
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flavour. Staling: After about 4 months, the wafer loses freshness, an effect perceived

just by sensory experts, not by the typical consumer. However, the cream or enrobing

parts in wafer cookies override the wafer staling for long time.

2. Application of 1%–2% cocoa powder (on flour base) as a natural colourant to inten-

sify the baking colour and to reduce the colour differences between the area of first

batter contact and the more pale edge area of the wafer. Alkalized powders are

preferable because the higher colour intensity reduces the quantity required for

a certain wafer colour. Moreover alkalized powders result in a smoother wafer sur-

face compared to the natural cocoa. The cocoa flavour in the wafer after baking is

very low, if any.

3. For a dark colouration from cocoa, strongly alkalized black cocoa powder is required

in a concentration of around 10% on a flour base. Some extra water in the batter is

required for the quite absorbent cocoa powder. Due to the alkalinity of the cocoa, a

reduction in the sodium bicarbonate level in the recipe might be necessary,

depending on the kind of alkali used in dutching. The colour due to some cocoa shell

particles floating to the surface of the depositing lines is not perfectly uniform. These

cause a shiny wafer surface. A more frequent cleaning of the baking moulds will be

required. There is some bitterness from the heavily dutched powders, which in taste

and colour fits well with white filling creams. However, the cocoa notes are low

despite the high level of cocoa powder.

5.5.6.2 Sugar Wafer Cones
In moulded and rolled wafer cones, the application of cocoa powders is less common.

The sugar level in these recipes results in an intense brown baking colour anyway. There

are some dark cones in the market, coloured by alkalized cocoa powder.

5.5.6.3 Flute Wafers (Wafer Sticks)
In flute wafer manufacturing, many companies have a dark product in their program,

coloured either by black cocoa powder or by caramel colour. Again, from 5% to 10%

of black cocoa powder will be required for an intensely dark-coloured flute wafer.

5.5.7 Cocoa Powder in Filling Creams for Wafers and Waffles
Cocoa (chocolate) creams are prepared with cocoa powder. Just in a few cases, we find

them containing ‘real chocolate’. Then the filling cream contains at least a small percent-

age of CM or cocoa butter additionally. Cocoa creams liked by the consumers are quite

different regionally in colour, correlating to the level of cocoa powder in a range from 3%

to 12%. Table 5.14 provides a few recipe examples with cocoa powder contents at various

levels.
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The cream softness strongly depends on the fat type applied. A higher fat content

slightly masks some of the cocoa bitterness. For sugar–fat creams, the moisture content

of the cocoa powder should be lower than 4.5% when used for wafers. Both natural and

alkalized cocoa powders are applicable for cocoa creams.

Alkalized powders have the advantage of a darker colour, corresponding to a lower

percentage required for a certain colour intensity. The stronger cocoa flavour of medium

alkalized powders mostly equalizes by the lower level of addition. However the sugar

level then will be higher unless substituted by other, more costly ingredients.

Natural cocoa powder offers some advantages:

• The natural bitterness compensates well for some of the sugar sweetness. For a certain

colour intensity you need more compared to alkalized powders, which again reduces

the sweetness of the cream

• The natural powder is less costly

• The natural powder is higher in ‘healthy’ cocoa polyphenols compared to alkalized

powders

The lightness or darkness of a cocoa cream primarily depends on the colour of the cocoa

powder and the percentage applied. However, there are additional points:

• Any aeration of the cream reduces the colour intensity.

• The finer the sugar granulation the lighter is the colour of a cocoa cream. Other

‘white’ ingredients such as starch in economy creams act in the same way.

5.5.8 Cocoa Powder in Waffles
For cocoa waffles, natural or alkalized powders are applicable. Depending on the man-

ufacturers’ preference, simply for colouring black powders are selected, and for addi-

tional flavour quality medium alkalized or natural powders are selected. Besides the

Table 5.14 Cocoa Cream Examples—from Light to Dark

Ingredient
A
Light

B
Medium

C
Dark

Cream fat 37 35 34

Lecithin 0.1 0.1 0.1

Flavour, chocolate 0.05 0 0

Vanillin 0.01 0.01 0.01

Cocoa powder 4 8 12

Skim milk powder 4 4 0

Dextrose 0 5 0

Dry glucose syrup, powder 0 8 0

Starch 5 0 0

Sugar, powder 50 40 54
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fully cocoa-coloured waffles there are bicoloured waffles accessible via a double depos-

iting of a cocoa batter and a noncocoa batter.

Some extra water in the batter is required for the increased water sorption of the cocoa

powder. Due to the alkalinity of the cocoa, an adaption of the leavenings in the recipe

might be necessary, depending on the kind of alkali used in the alkalizing process.

5.5.9 Cocoa Powder in Enrobings
Many enrobing masses are not real chocolate but cocoa flavoured compound coatings

with cocoa butter alternatives having other fats for preparation. In the latter, cocoa

powder delivers the colour and flavour, while in the other enrobing types either CM

or powder may be applied. For details see Section 5.7.

5.6 CHOCOLATE AND CHOCOLATE SURROGATES

5.6.1 Introduction
Chocolate, the top sweet product of today, was developed in 19th century Europe.

Chocolate in our sense is a result of the popularity of drinking chocolate, an exotic prod-

uct introduced earlier in the Americas. The following shipping and trade of cocoa beans

and the Industrial Revolution, making sugar available for mass production and consump-

tion, paved the way to what it is today. Significant steps in this process are listed.

1825/1828 Casparus and Coenraad van Houten: pressing of cocoa mass into cocoa powder

and cocoa butter, cocoa alkalization (dutching)

1847 Joseph Storr Fry: manufacturing chocolate bars by adding cocoa butter

1875 Daniel Peter: developed the first milk chocolate

1879 Rodolphe Lindt: developed the chocolate conching process

5.6.1.1 Chocolate—The Principal Composition
The basic components of chocolate are the following:

1. Cocoa components: cocoa mass, cocoa butter or cocoa powder

2. Sugar

3. Optionally, milk components such as full-cream milk powder, skim milk powder,

whey powder, lactose and butter fat. Milk chocolate contains 12%–32% fat from

milk, which results in a softer texture compared to dark chocolate. The milk

components, being precursors forMaillard reactions, generate butter or caramel notes

4. Emulsifiers, typically lecithin (E322) for viscosity reduction and polyglycerol

polyricinoleate (PGPR, E478) for yield point reduction in chocolate enrobing

5. Vanillin for a rounder flavour
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For ‘real’ chocolate, cocoa butter is the principal fat. Cocoa butter is an expensive fat and

requires a specific handling called tempering in the manufacturing of chocolate products.

That opens the door for surrogates.

5.6.1.2 Cocoa Flavoured Compound Coatings
In cocoa-flavoured compound coatings, vegetable fats different from cocoa butter dom-

inate while the other ingredients are the same as in real chocolate. The three types of

compound coatings are the following:

(a) Cocoa butter equivalent (CBE) fats, being less costly but still requiring the temper-

ing process in manufacturing. The chocolate taste may come from cocoa mass or

cocoa powder. That type of compound sometimes carries the name ‘supercoating’.

(b) Cocoa butter replacer (CBR) fats from nonlauric sources such as fractionated or

hydrogenated vegetable oils and fats with no tempering needs and reasonable costs.

The chocolate taste may come from cocoa mass or cocoa powder, although the

tolerance to cocoa mass (CB) addition is limited.

(c) Cocoa butter substitute fats (CBS) from lauric sources such as coconut or palm ker-

nel oils with no tempering needs and reasonable costs. The chocolate taste comes

from reduced fat cocoa powder, and the tolerance to cocoamass is low.Other names

are vegetable fat coatings or cocoa–fat glazes.
Details will follow after an overview on the manufacturing of real chocolate.

5.6.2 Chocolate
5.6.2.1 Real Chocolate—The Pros and Cons
Real chocolate is the top quality product for moulding and enrobing, offering unique

attributes such as the following:

• Gloss, hardness and snap properties

• A strong and pleasant flavour

• A sharp melting profile, with a fully completed melting at body temperature

For these attributes you have to take the steps below:

• Chocolate for its further applications requires precise tempering—a controlled

precrystallization process in a separate tempering unit, to evolve all the sensory quality

attributes. Section 5.6.3 provides more detail on the reasons for specific properties of

cocoa butter

• The ingredient costs for cocoa mass and cocoa butter are high, including frequent

price fluctuations

• The cooling of chocolate requires more time which means a larger cooling

equipment

• For hot climates, permanently over about 32°C, cocoa butter softens and melts too

easily

• The risk of product faults such as fat bloom
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For these reasons quite frequently the less expensive compound coatings are preferred,

offering lower ingredient costs and easier processing without tempering.

5.6.2.2 Chocolate—The Process
The process (Table 5.15) starts with the mixing of the chocolate ingredients with the

exception of not adding a smaller part of the cocoa butter and the emulsifiers from

the beginning. That is done for better friction efficiency over most of the conching pro-

cess. CB is the main fat, but depending on regulations, up to 5% of the fat may be a CBE

fat. See also Bolenz (2014) for a review on the processing of chocolate masses.

5.6.2.3 Conching
A conche is a mixer that slowly agitates a heated paste of chocolate ingredients to reduce

the particle size, to increase the thickness and smoothness by particle size reduction, and

to develop the final chocolate texture and flavour. Conching starts with the dry refined

chocolate powder. By intensive mixing and repeated compacting, the temperature rises.

The first step, ‘dry’ conching—before the addition of the final cocoa butter and emulsifier

level—is to remove unwanted volatiles (moisture, acids, aldehydes), to develop extra flu-

idity and to further improve the overall quality of a chocolate. With the melting of cocoa

butter, the mass increasingly plasticizes. Important features of conching are the fat coating

of the sugar particles, the escape of volatiles such as residual acetic acid andmoisture, some

reduction in particle size, as well as developing a rounded flavour within several hours and

with temperatures reaching 65°C–80°C for dark chocolate and 50°C–60°C for milk

chocolates. When approaching the end of the conching process, the remaining cocoa

butter and the emulsifiers are added. A continuous fat phase embeds the solid particles

from CM, frommilk powder and the sugar. The flavours are equally distributed between

these components. If the particle size is smaller than about 30 μm, which is the limit

above which the human palate can feel grittiness, the mouthfeel of the chocolate will

be perfectly smooth.

Table 5.15 The Principle Steps from Cocoa Mass to Chocolate
Process Step What Happens?

Mixing of components Components without the full cocoa butter and the emulsifiers combine

to a ‘chocolate dough’

Refining Two and five roller mill to obtain a fine powder

Alternatives: ball mill or refiner conche (cf. Section 5.2.5)

Conching Fine refining to a creamy homogeneous mass of balanced flavour, finally

addition of more cocoa butter and the emulsifiers
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5.6.2.4 Minimum Specifications for Real Chocolate
Many countries have set minimum standards for genuine chocolate, comprising essen-

tially sugar, cocoa solids and milk solids, if any. Table 5.16 has these requirements for

chocolates in the EU and in the United States.

In the EU, replacing up to 5% of fat in chocolate by a CBE fat is possible without

losing the status of (real) chocolate. Dark couverture chocolate contains at least 35% total

dry cocoa solids, including not less than 31% cocoa butter and not less than 2.5% dry

nonfat cocoa solids. Milk couverture chocolate contains at least 31% total fat (cocoa butter

and milk fat).

With an increasing percentage of alternative fats used instead of the

value-determining cocoa butter, the products can be called compound coatings or

confectionery coatings at best.

5.6.3 Cocoa Butter—The Specific Properties
In Section 3.2.4 important characteristics of fats such as the melting curve and the content

of solid fat (solid fat index) were discussed together with the fast and pleasant melting

properties of cocoa butter when approaching body temperature.

Table 5.16 Minimum Requirements for Chocolate

Product
EU USA
Chocolate Semisweet Chocolate

Dark chocolate

Total dry cocoa solids, min (%) 35 35a

Milk solids – <12

Dry nonfat cocoa solids min (%) 14 –
Cocoa butter min (%) 18 –

Milk chocolate

Total dry cocoa solids min (%) 25 10

Dry nonfat cocoa solids min (%) 2.5 –
Milk solids, min (%) 14 12

Milk fat, min (%) 3.5 3.39

Total fat, min (%) 25 –

White chocolate

Cocoa butter, min (%) 20 20

Milk solids, min (%) 14 14

Milk fat, min (%) 3.5 3.5

Total fat, min 25 –
Sugar <55

a15% for ‘sweet chocolate’.
Directive 2000/36/EC; Code of Federal Regulations, Title 21, part 163 Cacao products.
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5.6.3.1 The Different Crystal Structures of Cocoa Butter
Cocoa butter, a polymorphic fat, can crystallize in up to six forms of different

properties (Table 5.17). The most common types of crystal are, in descending order

of melting point and stability, V (beta), IV (beta prime) and II (alpha). If the fat cools

rapidly all three types are present, but with time, the more unstable ones will change

to the β form under a structural rearrangement and the liberation of the latent heat of

crystallisation.

5.6.3.2 Eutectic Fat Softening
In case of mixing cocoa butter with other fats, except CBE fats, the SFC is not additive,

but lower. The mixed fat is softer because the component fats are different in their tri-

glyceride structure (cf. Section 3.2.3). The structural differences inhibit the crystallization

to some extent and thereby reduce the SFC. Examples are the following:

• Milk chocolates are always softer and have less snap. Here the milk fat has many

short-chain fatty acids in its triglycerides

• The medium-chain fatty acids in the lauric CBS cannot tolerate much more than 5%

of cocoa butter with its long-chain fatty acids. Otherwise, the softness increases due to

eutectic softening plus a retarded rate of crystallization during the cooling of the

moulded or enrobed pieces.

5.6.3.3 Cooling of Chocolate
The fat properties again strongly influence the cooling of chocolate after application.

We cover that in Section 5.7 on enrobing, which is a main application for chocolate

and compound coatings in wafers and waffles.

Table 5.17 The Polymorphic Forms of Cocoa Butter
Melting At

PropertiesCrystal Form °C °F

I γ 17 63 Soft, crumbly, instable, obtained solely by rapid and strong cooling of

molten cocoa butter, fast transition into II

II α 21 70 Soft, crumbly, instable, obtained by cooling the melt to 5°C–10°C,
transition to IV

II β02 26 78 Firm, poor snap, instable. Probably just a mix of II and IV

IV β01 28 82 Firm, good snap, instable, lowmelting, obtained by cooling the melt to

16°C–21°C; transition to V

V β2 34 94 Glossy, firm, best snap, stable structure obtained primarily by just slight

cooling to 27°C–29°C
VI β1 36 97 Hard, takes weeks to form, highest temperature stability
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5.6.3.4 Fat Bloom
The discussion about fat bloom, the occurrence of a greyish surface look in chocolate

storage, will follow in full detail in Section 5.7.8 on enrobing. Enrobed products are a

main group to observe fat bloom.

5.6.4 The Chocolate Tempering (Precrystallization) Process
5.6.4.1 Why Tempering?
Tempering is a limited precrystallization by controlled undercooling of the molten fluid

chocolate, required because of the polymorphic nature of the cocoa butter in both real

chocolate as well as in compound coating containing CBE fats (supercoating). Products

containing CB and CBE only after tempering deliver all the desired quality aspects:

• Fast solidification and contraction

• Chocolates tempered correctly quickly harden in the cooling tunnel, thus preventing

any soiling of the moulds or of transport belts. A slight contraction allows for easy

demoulding

• Glossy finish, good snap

• A multitude of seed crystals from proper precrystallization results in many small cocoa

butter fat crystals. These are glossy and have a good snap when breaking the chocolate

bar. To the contrary, coarse, large crystals occur or if the chocolate has only solidified

but not crystallized a dull surface and less snap result

• Greater heat resistance

• The stable V crystals have the highest melting point of 34°C–35°C, which results in

the best possible stability in case of warm storage conditions

• Reduced risk of fat bloom

• In chocolates due to temperature fluctuations with melting/resolidification events or

in filled and enrobed sweets, due to migration of oils—for example, from nut

ingredients—unstable CB crystals of the form IV or even lower are present. These

within days or weeks transform into the stable V crystals, depending on storage tem-

perature. Then the surface looks grey and unsightly, which equates to fat bloom.

Erroneously consumers believe such a product is old or even mouldy.

5.6.4.2 The Three Stages of Tempering
1. Melting phase—First, to ensure the disappearance of any fat crystals, the chocolate has

to melt by reaching a temperature of 45°C–50°C. In a jacketed vessel, equipped with
stirring, the wall temperature has to be at least 5°C higher. From a holding tank at a

temperature of about 40°C, the liquid chocolate then is fed to the tempering

machine.

2. Precrystallization—In the tempering machine, the mass in a heat exchanger cools in

stages to a temperature of about 29°C–26°C.
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The recommended precrystallization temperatures are below:

• For dark chocolates 28°C–29°C
• For softer cocoa butter fat, precrystallize at 1°C lower than that for dark chocolate

• For milk chocolates it should be about 2.5°C lower that dark for chocolate

Precrystallization cooling generates a multitude of tiny cocoa butter crystals, supported

by a strong mechanical shearing action from a permanent scraping of the walls. The

heat of crystallization is dissipated and further cooling increases the viscosity. Beware of

over-tempering with freezing of the mass and clogging of the tempering unit.

3. Reheating to the application temperature—Now, still in the tempering unit, at a final tem-

perature of 31°C–33°C any previously formed instable polymorphic crystals (I–IV)
will melt, while the more stable V crystals remain as seed crystals to ensure a fast,

homogeneous and stable solidification later in the cooler.

The status of the actual tempering is checked by a tempermeter, where

temperature-time curves of a sample show any over-, under- or the correct tempering.

5.6.5 Cocoa-Flavoured Compound Coatings
In cocoa-flavoured compound coatings (confectionery coatings) vegetable fats different

from cocoa butter dominate, while the other ingredients are the same as in real chocolate.

There are quite some arguments, cf. Table 5.18, for replacing real chocolate by com-

pound coatings, called compound chocolates colloquially because most consumers are

not fully aware of the differences. However, there is a quite strong legal protection of

the term chocolate. Synonymous names for compound coatings are cocoa-flavoured

confectionery coating or cocoa-flavoured vegetable fat glaze. Incidentally, the colloquial

term ‘couverture’ for compound coatings is misleading easily because couverture

chocolates are chocolates with specific quality specifications.

In addition to these arguments related to the fat aspect, the substitution of CM by

cocoa powders as required in most compound coatings has implications for the flavour

Table 5.18 Cocoa Butter Fat Replacers—the Pros and Cons
Type of
CB-Replacer Arguments Arguments Against

CBE 100% compatible with CB, good hardness

and snap, almost no trans-fat issue, less costly

compared to CB

Tempering required, no real

chocolate labelling

CBR,

Nonlauric

No tempering, tolerates some CB containing

ingredients, lower costs

Trans-fat issue, no real chocolate

labelling

CBS,

Lauric

No tempering, cool melting sensation, lower

costs, higher melting point for hot climate

possible, almost no trans-fat issue

Very low tolerance to CB

containing ingredients, no real

chocolate labelling
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too. The preparation of cocoa powders typically targets colour development more than

the flavour quality. Merely cocoa powder-based compounds in their flavour profile show

a reduction in the overall cocoa flavour and body and an increased bitterness.

5.6.5.1 Compound Coatings With CBE Fats
CBE fats may be added to cocoa butter at any desired ratio and require tempering. CBE

fats are available from the fractionation of palm oil, shea and illipe fat and others as listed in

Table 5.19.

Most commercial CBE fats in their physical properties are nearly identical with cocoa

butter. However, there are also CBE products to alter the properties of chocolate,

making it more heat resistant or slightly softer:

• Cocoa butter improvers, added at a low percentage, can increase the heat resistance

• Cocoa butter optimizers, a softer CBE, can be applied to delay the occurrence of fat

bloom or to replace milk fat occasionally

• Some of the CBE-fats are suitable only for compound coatings with a low milk fat

content

According to EU regulations for chocolate, CBEs can replace up to 5% of cocoa butter

without losing the labelling status as chocolate, thus resulting in a cheaper product with

the same or even optimized properties regarding hardness or bloom stability.

Compound coatings for enrobing where the cocoa butter substitute is CBE are called

supercoatings, containing only CM, at times only cocoa powder and CBE.

5.6.5.2 Compound Coatings With CBR Fats
The nonlauric CBRs are special fats manufactured from vegetable oils and fats by hydro-

genation and fractionation. There is some compatibility with cocoa butter and milk fat;

up to 20% of cocoa butter and milk fat within the total fat content of the compound mass

is possible. CBR compound coatings preferably are made with CM and milk powder for

flavour improvement. However, that limited compatibility must be respected carefully.

Other technological properties of CBR fats are the following:

Table 5.19 Potential Sources of Cocoa Butter Equivalent (CBE) Fats
Fat/Oil Scientific Name of the Plant

Illipe fat (Borneo tallow, Tengkawang) Shorea spp.

Palm oil Elaeis guineensis, Elaeis olifera

Sal fat Shorea robusta

Shea fat Burtyrospermum parkii

Kokum gurgi fat Garcinia indica

Mango kernel fat Mangifera indica

Directive 2000/36/EC.
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• Tempering is not required because CBR crystallize spontaneously in the stable form,

resulting in an easier enrobing procedure. However, a simple precrystallization at

31°C–33°C is recommended to achieve a better surface gloss. With CBR compound

coatings tempering is necessary only for thicker moulded bars

• The melting behaviour of CBR is variable. For tropical climates melting points as

high as 40°C–42°C are applied for an improved heat stability

• Themelting curve of CBR fats is less steep. The melting sensation compared to cocoa

butter therefore is less sharp and less cooling

• Hydrogenated CBR fats for long time contained high levels of trans fats that imparted

excellent enrobing properties. Because that is an increasingly important issue, just

fractionated, nonhydrogenated CBRs are available now

5.6.5.3 Compound Coatings With Cocoa Butter Substitute Fats
Other names are vegetable fat coatings or cocoa–fat glazes. Cocoa butter substitutes are
based on lauric fats from either coconut, babassu or palm kernel oils and are available at

lower costs compared to cocoa butter The name comes from the lauric acid (C12:0),

being one of the dominant fatty acids in those fats. Lauric fats are produced by

hydrogenation and/or fractionation. The content in unsaturated fatty acids is low.

Characteristic technological properties of lauric fats are the following:

• No requirement for tempering. Lauric CBS crystallizes spontaneously in the

stable form

• A steep melting curve, resulting in a cool melting sensation

• CBS fats are quickly setting. The faster cooling saves time and investment in the size

of the coolers. CBS glazes therefore are preferred confectionery coatings

• The trans fat content of cocoa butter substitutes typically is from zero to very low

• The lauric CBS is not compatible with cocoa butter. Therefore no cocoa mass is used;

only cocoa powder of 10/12% fat content or less is used at a maximum level of 15%

cocoa powder in the recipe. This corresponds to a maximum of about 5% cocoa but-

ter within the total fat content of the enrobing. Otherwise softer, less heat-resistant

enrobings, being more subjected to blooming, are obtained

• An addition of milk fat would result in a further softening. Therefore the quantity of

full-cream milk powder is limited to 10% at maximum or better yet, just skim milk

powder is used

• Due to the low content in cocoa solids, the flavour quality of CBS-based enrobings is

limited. Some improvement by chocolate flavours may be required

• With lauric enrobings, the best enrobed centre pieces are low in moisture content.

Otherwise, soapiness issues with lauric fats may occur. Due to lipolytic enzymes,

triglycerides are cleaved in the presence of moisture. A soapy flavour is one of the

most terrible off-flavours and the sensory threshold for lauric acid is extremely low.
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5.6.6 Chocolates and Compound Coatings in Wafers and Waffles—
Specific Ingredient Issues

Here are just a few additional comments on the ingredients of chocolate and cocoa-

flavoured compound coatings related to their application in moulding, spraying, filling

or enrobing together with wafers and waffles.

Fat components: For technological issues on cocoa butter and alternative fats as well as

of milk fat see Section 3.2.

While the typical range for the fat content of moulded chocolates is around 32% or

less, for wafer enrobing chocolates 32%–36% are better suitable. For inside spraying in ice

cream cones a total fat content in the range from 50% to 60% is preferable to improve the

moisture resistance.

For the viscosity of a chocolate, such as in filling for flute wafers or in enrobing, the

size of sugar and other particles is of paramount influence. As a rule of thumb, the finer

the particle size of a chocolate by additional refining, the higher its fat content must be for

obtaining a similar viscosity.

Emulsifiers for improving the rheology—to reduce the viscosity and the yield value—

are lecithin and PGPR. These emulsifiers are one of the means to reduce the thickness of

the enrobing layer. When applying in total 0.3%–0.5% of a combination of both, the

rheological effect is equivalent to an increase in fat content of 2%–3%.
The well-known effect of lecithin to compensate for viscosity increases by traces of

moisture in chocolates works regarding the viscosity effect but does not reduce the mois-

ture migration into the hygroscopic wafer layers and any of the negative effects on wafer

texture and length expansion (cf. Chapter 8).

Sugar, sugar replacers and sweeteners have been covered in Section 3.1 in detail.

Chocolates with sugar replaced for dietary reasons such as for diabetics, in low-carb

applications, or for a ‘tooth friendly’ labelling. Sugar substitutes such as maltitol or

palatinose are good options for direct drop-in solutions without risking any big changes

in the working properties.

Dairy-based ingredients: For all kinds of milk powders—full cream, skim milk or

whey—the main reason for use is an improvement of taste. There are different qualities

of powders available at different costs and technological effects. These powders are adding

milk fat, proteins, lactose and milk minerals to the chocolate, depending on the type of

powder:

• Roller drying: This process is used for milk powders that have a higher percentage of

free fat, more protein denaturation and are more gritty in texture

• Spray drying: with this process the milk fat is widely encapsulated and not fully

available to soften the chocolate. Spray-dried powders are finer and more easily

dissolving

• Skim milk powder due to the lacking fat content (<1%) has little softening effect

compared to full cream milk powder (26% fat)
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• For keeping the chocolate moisture as low as possible we recommend selecting low

moisture powders; for full cream milk powder the moisture should not be over 3%,

and for the others the moisture content should not be more than 4.5%

The application of milk crumb inmanufacturing chocolate still is common in a few coun-

tries because it provides strong milky and caramel notes. Milk crumb originally was a way

to convert fresh milk into a form being storable for a longer time. This is achieved by

compounding milk, sugar and some cocoa mass under thermal treatment into a crumbly,

solid product of low-moisture content. The caramelization reactions between the milk

proteins and the sugar occur and induce the caramel taste notes of milk crumb. The non-

fat cocoa solids and the sugar exert an antioxidant and preserving function for the milk

solids in crumb.

For information on the positive role of milk fat acting as an antibloom agent, specif-

ically as butter stearin, the harder fraction, see the discussion on fat bloom in

Section 5.7.8.

Cocoa powders: see Section 5.5 for details.

There is an increasing public awareness on various positive medical results regarding

antioxidant components in chocolate. Cocoa beans are rich in antioxidants, especially

flavanols. The cocoa flavanols are among the most effective antioxidants and strengthen

our body’s natural defenses against damage by free radicals. Increasingly, patents on mod-

ified roasting and conching operations aim to minimize the loss of these valuable

substances during all the processing steps from the raw cocoa bean to the final cocoa

or chocolate product.

Roasted nuts in the form of whole nuts, chopped pieces or finely ground nut pastes:

Depending on the country, hazelnuts (filberts), peanuts or almonds are the favourites in

terms of consumer taste. For details, see Section 5.4. A reduced percentage of cocoa but-

ter or alternative fats in the recipe compensates partially for the high fat content of the nut

pastes. Adding just whole or chopped pieces requires no fat reduction. For the negative

influences of nut oils on the occurrence of fat bloom see Section 3.2.3.3.

Nutritional enhancement: For both market segments, the standard chocolate market and

the more health conscious top market, the issue of nutritional enhancement is gaining

importance (See the upcoming second book for details). There are options in several

directions:

• Specific dietetic requests such as those for diabetics

• Carbohydrate reduction (low-carb) markets looking for sweets with a reduced

glycemic index

• Protein enrichment, preferably by including milk, whey or soy protein concentrates

or isolates

• Classical nutritional enrichment such as vitamin mixes, fibres, minerals (calcium,

magnesium) or trace element combinations (iron, iodine, manganese, selenium,

zinc, etc.)
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• ‘Functional food’ ingredients, additives with functional health claims. The actual lists

are continuously increasing. For information on the main economic areas such as the

United States, the EU, China and Japan you will find them on the internet by

searching for ‘health claims’ or ‘functional food’

5.6.7 Chocolate and Compound Coating Applications in Wafers
and Waffles

There are many applications for the fluid chocolate after tempering or the fluid

compound coatings, such as the following:

(A) Moulding into solid bars or filled bars and pralines

(B) Preparing hollow figures or shells for pralines

(C) Rotary moulding or depositing for chunks and chips (callets)

(D) Moulding of various centre pieces into chocolate/compound coating

(E) Panning of various centre pieces

(F) Enrobing or bottom dipping, decorating

(G) Spraying of chocolate/compound coating

After any of these application steps for warm chocolate/compound coating, a cooling

process follows. Then there is packaging and storage under controlled conditions. For

wafers and waffles, all of the previously mentioned applications are important. However,

enrobing or bottom dipping/decorating is by far the most important in terms of market

volume.

5.6.7.1 Flat and Hollow Wafers (No/Low Sugar Batters)
Chocolate/compound coating applications in these wafer products are the following:

• Enrobing of flat and hollow wafer fingers and of hollow wafer pralines

• Filling chocolate in solid or aerated form into flat or hollow wafers. The wafer is a

kind of container for the chocolate, an advantage in warm climates

• Inside lining of hollow wafers before cream filling in wafer pralines

• Chocolate panning of flat wafer cookie cubes

5.6.7.2 Sugar Wafer Cones
In industrial ice cream manufacturing the spraying of chocolate/compound coating into

rolled sugar wafer cones, mostly with s flat top, is done for reducing the moisture

migration—for ice cream, which is high in AW, and for wafer cones, which are low

in AW.

5.6.7.3 Sugar Wafer Reels
Chocolate/compound coating enrobing of sugar wafer reels results in a nice texture

combination of melting chocolate and crunchy wafer.
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5.6.7.4 Flute Wafers (Wafer Sticks)
In flute wafers we find all kind of applications, the inside lining of flutes with chocolate/

compound coating, their complete filling as well as the enrobing of cream-filled or non-

filled flutes. The same applies for flute wafer-based pillow snacks.

5.6.7.5 Wafer Cookies
In wafer cookies bottom enrobing is more frequent than fully enrobed cookies.

That results in an interesting look of the light-coloured cookie and the darker chocolate.

Lauric compound coating still is widely used but real chocolate is on the increase.

5.6.7.6 Read-to Eat Waffles
With certain waffle types, such as vanilla waffles, we find full or bottom enrobing or

bottom dipping more frequently than with other types. The compatibility of the waffle

fat and the fat applied in the enrobing is important here in order to avoid any eutectic

softening or fat bloom issues.

All these chocolate/compound coating application technologies are demanding and

the result depends on factors such as the following:

• The properties of the wafer and waffle materials treated

• The type and preparation of the applied masses

• The application technique and

• The cooling profiles regarding temperature and time.

Due to the paramount importance, we will first discuss the enrobing process in full detail

in the enrobing section, as an example for the different chocolate applications. Included is

information on the cooling, packaging and storage of chocolate/compound coating

articles. Then a brief description of the minor applications in wafers and waffles such

as moulding into chocolate, chocolate panning and spraying of chocolate finishes the

chapter.

5.7 ENROBING

5.7.1 Introduction
The enrobing of wafers and waffles by coating with either real chocolate or compound

coatings adds value by diversification. It brings wafers from the bakery segment to the

chocolate products segment of the market. Besides full enrobing with chocolate another

option is covering just the bottom (bottom dipping). To avoid confusion, the term

enrobing will be used throughout this section for the application of fluid masses as a thin

layer onto centre pieces. Synonyms are coating or glazing.
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5.7.1.1 Centre Pieces
A centre piece in confectionery is a small item to be covered with chocolate or other

coatings. The covering process can be from enrobing, panning or moulding. Typical

centre pieces—besides wafer fingers, waffles or wafer cookies—are nuts, fondant or

candies.

Typical enrobing applications in wafers and waffles are the following:

• Noncreamed wafer pieces from flat or hollow wafers

• Sugar wafer cookie fingers, which are the most frequently seen enrobed products,

either as small pieces or in the form of countlines—individually-wrapped,

chocolate-enrobed bars

• The inside of wafer cones or flute wafers for reducing moisture migration

• Wafer cookies (wafer cookies) for covering the bottom or for full enrobing

• Ready-to-eat waffles for partial or full coverage

Taking the enrobing process as an example, we now discuss the basic technological

aspects of working with chocolate and compounds, from applying the chocolate to

cooling and packaging. We will also discuss methods of preparing the wafer cookies

and waffles for enrobing, basic recipes for the enrobing mass, and also potential faults

and how to prevent them.

5.7.1.2 Why Enrobing?
Enrobing is the process of covering wafer fingers or other centres with chocolate or

chocolate-type masses in various colours and flavours. The paramount features of

enrobing are the following:

1. Adding value by an increase of the product appeal

• The wafer or waffle looks like chocolate. Important are the gloss, the uniformity

of the enrobing, and the absence of fat bloom (Section 5.7.8)

• The eating quality improves due to the combination of different textures and

tastes

2. Protection of the centre piece wafer or waffle

• Reducing the moisture transfer. That is absorption in the case of wafers, though

there is no perfect protection against humidity because the nonfat cocoa solids and

milk aspect of enrobings are quite hygroscopic. For waffles, to the contrary, the

loss of moisture is retarded, which would negatively affect the soft texture

• Minimising the access of oxygen, though the enrobing has pores and is by far not

an impermeable barrier

• Preventing the access of light

• Mechanically protecting the tender and crisp wafer or soft waffle centres

• In total, together with proper packaging all these effects increase the shelf life

3. Enrobing is the easier process compared to moulding into chocolate and is economic.

The chocolate percentage for full enrobing of wafer fingers is just about 30%
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5.7.1.3 The Principle Steps of the Enrobing Process
The essential parts of an enrobing machine are a chocolate reservoir tank—a chocolate

pump to bring chocolate from the tank to the flow pan mounted above the centres trav-

eling along a wire mesh belt. A manufacturing line for enrobed wafers, as an example,

consists of the following components:

1. A wafer line for baking/cream filling/cooling/cutting into wafer bars or smaller

wafer pieces

2. The pieces convey onto a wire-mesh belt for separation of any cutting crumbs by

blowers or suction before entering the chamber of the chocolate enrobing machine

(the enrober)

3. The enrober provides the pumping of fluid enrobing, being either separately tem-

pered real chocolate or nontempered enrobing masses adjusted to the right temper-

ature and viscosity. The enrobing chamber itself has the right temperature control

regime for the chocolate, the air, and the reservoir for the recycling chocolate. The

reservoir tank is equipped with a slowly moving stirrer and a precise temperature

control via water jacketing

4. The wafer first moves into a bottom wall of variable depth provided by surge rollers

and afterwards passes a double, waterfall-like curtain of flowing enrobing mass

5. Small wafer pieces optionally are held by a separate top wire mesh belt to prevent

excessive floating on the chocolate. A further option is some tilting of the wafer pieces

by a specific guidance of the belt to ensure an improved wetting of the vertical walls

6. For very uneven centre pieces two waterfall stations within one enrober are advan-

tageous. Alternatively, double enrobing is applied—the first with a low viscosity

mass to fill small crevices and the second with a mass of higher yield value for a

perfect finish

7. After the waterfall, reduction of surplus chocolate is by vibrating the conveying belt,

adjustable in frequency and amplitude, and by double blowers with warm air,

adjustable in both intensity and angle of blow

8. Before leaving the enrober, a de-tailing rod prevents excessive footing. Then the

enrobed pieces pass to the belt of the chocolate cooler

9. Optionally, after a short intermediate cooler, a decorator applies a second enrobing

(decorating) mass of a different colour in a preselected pattern of thin lines

10. In the enrobing cooler, the enrobing solidifies by applying low temperatures and

blowing cold air in at least three zones. The minimum cooling time is 4–6 min

for compound coatings and up to double that time for real chocolate layers

11. At the exit the relative humidity of the surrounding air has to be low in order to

prevent any condensation of moisture

12. Finally the products proceed for automatic wrapping to flow pack machines

followed by assembling into multipack cartons and carton boxes for storage and

transport
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5.7.2 Basic Recipe Examples for Enrobing Chocolate
and Compound Masses

The basic recipes in Table 5.20 can be a starting point for your enrobing recipe. For infor-

mation on the different ingredients such as fats, emulsifiers, cocoa mass, cocoa powder and

milk powders, see the respective ingredient chapters of the book. In compound coatings,

the choice is between alkalized and natural cocoa powder, respectively a mixture of them.

The parameters to appreciate are the colour and flavour impact as well as the cost. The

impact of a lower percentage of alkalized cocoa powder may be stronger than that of a

higher addition of natural cocoa powder. The addition of milk fat, directly or via full cream

milk powder addition, softens the enrobing and reduces the contraction in the cooling step.

5.7.3 Chocolate and Compound Coating Enrobings—Handling
and Properties

For enrobing different fat-based masses such as chocolate or compounds based on CBE,

CBR and CBS (Section 5.6.5), fats are applicable. The compounds are cocoa flavoured

and coloured mostly, but white or fruit flavoured coatings are present in the market

as well.

Table 5.20 Basic Recipes for Enrobings (Examples)

Ingredients

Chocolate
Enrobings CBE Enrobings CBR Enrobings CBS Enrobings

Fat Type

Dark Milk White Dark Milk White Dark Milk White Dark Milk White

Cocoa mass 37 12.5 0 28 12 0 12 5 0 0 6.1 0

Cocoa butter 13 20.5 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CBE fat 1.6a 1.6a 1.6a 18 22 28 0 0 0 0 0 0

CBR fat

(nonlauric)

0 0 0 0 0 0 26 30 32 0 0 0

CBS fat (lauric) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 29.5 33.6

Cocoa powder

10/12

0 0 0 4.6 0 0 7.6 2.6 0 13.6 0 0

Milk powder,

whole

0 20 12 0 16 18 0 0 6.6 0 0 0

Milk powder, skim 0 0 12 0 3.6 6.6 5 16 16 5 16 20

Milk fat 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sugar 48 45 44 49 46 45 49 46 45 50 48 46

Lecithin/PGPR 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

Fat content, ca. (%) 34 34 35 33 33 35 33.5 33 34 33 33 34

a5% rule for CBE in chocolate.
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5.7.3.1 The Preparation of Enrobings
After outlining the full chocolate process in Section 5.6.2, the preparation of other

enrobings comprises the following stages, most of them being quite similar to chocolate:

• Mixing

• Refining

• Temperature adjustment, unless a full tempering is required

5.7.3.2 Mixing the Enrobing Ingredients
For enrobings lower in costs and quality, mixing is the main step of preparation. One

prerequisite is the availability of very finely milled powder sugar. The fat, the minor

ingredients, and the powdered sugar are just mixed intensively. After transferring to

temperature-controlled storage tanks, equipped with slowly rotating agitation, from here

enrobing is done.

5.7.3.3 Refining
Otherwise, mixing of the enrobing ingredients into a premix is a first step to prepare for

any refining. Refining is for bringing down the particle size to less than 30 μm for 90% of

the enrobing mass. The result is a delicate melting impression in the mouth without a

gritty sensation. All kinds of refining steps result in a coating of the sugar particles with

fat and thus in a more homogeneous enrobing structure.

For a detailed discussion on the different ways of refining, see the cream preparation

information in Section 5.2.5. For roller mill refining, a premix of the ingredients without

lecithin and just with a part of the fat, up to 23%–26% total fat content at maximum, is

blended in a kneader for several minutes to obtain a homogeneous, plastic mass; it is then

transferred to the roller mill. A final mixing with the addition of more fat and the emul-

sifiers, eventually in a conche, finishes the preparation. After conching some cooling or

intermediate storage is required to adjust themass to the enrobing temperature. For cocoa

butter and CBE-based enrobings a full tempering is needed.

For ball mill refining, premix all the ingredients before entering the ball mill. Some

cooling after refining or intermediate storage brings down the mass to the enrobing tem-

perature. For cocoa butter and CBE-based enrobings a full tempering is required. Refiner

conches can handle most of the ingredients right from the start. Just a part of the fat and the

emulsifiers are added later for intensifying the friction forces. Then again, after refining, a

cooling or intermediate storage is required to adjust the mass to the enrobing tempera-

ture. For cocoa butter and CBE-based enrobings a full tempering is needed.

5.7.3.4 Temperature Adjustment and Rheology of Enrobing Masses
The rheology of the enrobing mass, characterized by the yield value and the viscosity,

governs the thickness of the enrobing layer.
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Viscosity is a strongly temperature-dependent texture property—a measure for the

resistance of an enrobing chocolate to flow. That resistance results from the inter-

molecular friction exerted when layers of fluid chocolate slide by one another. If the flow

resistance is low, the fluid is thin. As the flow resistance increases, the viscosity increases.

The higher the viscosity, the more slowly is the flow—its fluidity.

Yield value (yield stress) is the amount of shear required to turn a plastic fluid such as an

enrobing chocolate from the static to the flowing state. A higher yield value results in a

thicker enrobing. When the enrobing curtain flows over the centre piece, the shear is

above the yield value and the viscosity solely determines the flow. Now the enrobing

drains down by gravity, assisted by blowing and vibration. At some point, the shear

becomes lower than the yield value and the draining stops. The final thickness of the

enrobing is fixed.

The main influences on those rheological properties are the following:

• The temperature of both the enrobing and the centre pieces. The enrobing temper-

ature is no real variable because seed crystals are required. However, overly cold cen-

tres will cause the wrong fat crystals to form, reduce the gloss and increase any bloom

effects

• Even for compound coatings, an overly high temperature of the enrobing mass is not

recommended because of a the increase of energy required for cooling

• The content of the emulsifiers lecithin and PGPR. Lecithin improves the wetting of

the sugar particles with the oil phase, which lowers the viscosity. The function of

PGPR is a reduction of the yield value

• The level of the fluid agent in the enrobing, which is the fat. Less fat means a higher

viscosity and yield value

• Further, the particle size of the sugar and the nonfat cocoa solids has a direct influence

on the viscosity of an enrobing. Small particles have a much larger surface than bigger

particles and require more fat to coat the surface. In enrobings of higher refinement,

less free fat is present to reduce the viscosity and the yield value

• The moisture content—syrupy sugar surfaces increase the yield value

• The particle size distribution as well determines the texture of an enrobing—fine or

gritty. Most important here is the particle size of the hardest component sugar.

Because the ‘grittiness limit’ of the human palate is in the range of 30 μm, for an

enrobing about 90% of the sugar particles should be smaller than 30 μm for a perfectly

smooth mouthfeel

5.7.4 Provisions for the Enrobing Process
5.7.4.1 The Enrobing Masses
To avoid issues in enrobing, the most important preconditions for the enrobing masses

are the following:
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1. In case of block delivery, a slow melting in kettles avoids any overheating accompa-

nied by off-flavours. Milk chocolate is more sensitive here, and the surface temper-

ature of the kettle walls should be lower than 60°C. Lecithin in chocolate is heat

sensitive too.

2. Proper tempering for chocolate and for CBE-based enrobings—see Section 5.6.4

3. The right viscosity of the enrobingmass. It is a quite difficult to set up ideal conditions

in the chocolate to maintain temper and viscosity at the optimum levels. Much trial

and error is involved here. The maximum working temperature in the enrober is

about 33°C for dark chocolate and 31°C for milk chocolate. The higher the temper-

ature of the chocolate—without losing temper—the lower the viscosity and the lon-

ger the time for a strong crystallization. From the two options—an enrobingmass that

too fluid or one that is too stiff—an overly fluid enrobing is more troublesome.

A thinner coating layer results indeed, however there are effects of lacking seed crys-

tals in case of too fluid masses:

• The enrobing solidifies more slowly in the cooler and might be still tacky when

exiting

• Stronger cooling as a reaction will reduce the surface gloss

• A higher risk for the incidence of unstable crystal forms and earlier fat bloom

Enrobings can be too stiff because of overtempering or low temperature, both of

which are easily to counteract. Generally, we recommend the following:

• Digital temperature indication on the tempering and on the enrobing machine

• Enrobing fats with a flatter SFI curve are easier to work with but less pleasant in

eating quality.

4. A low residual moisture content of the enrobing. For moisture sensitive centre pieces

such as crisp wafers we recommend a target of 0.8%–1% moisture content at maxi-

mum in the enrobing mass. Because the main ingredients of sugar and fat are

extremely low in moisture content, the critical point is to look for low moisture

in any of the cocoa and milk powders used in enrobing recipes.

5. Beware of changes between real chocolate and compound coatings without complete

cleaning of the entire equipment. Mixing the two different fats results in severe issues

due to eutectic softening.

5.7.4.2 The Centre Pieces
The condition of the pieces for enrobing is important as well. Taking the example of

wafer fingers, the following are the required properties and potential issues:

(a) Provide neatly cut and inherently stable pieces

This requires stable wafer sheets without delamination and a sufficient cooling of

the wafer books cream. Typical sources of issues are

• Cream smeared over the side surfaces of the sugar wafer cookie due to insuffi-

cient solidification of the cream filling. This increases the risk of subsequent fat
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bloom due to a migration of the soft cream fat. Further, in case of incompatible

fats in cream and enrobing, even eutectic fat softening (Section 5.6.3) and crack-

ing of the enrobing will occur. Here an improvement in the wafer book cooling

or a different, harder type of fat for the cream filling will tackle the issues

• Lifting of the top wafer sheet. First, this is the most frequent reason for expansion

due to moisture transfer. Second, the good and fast solidification of a lauric filling

cream accompanied by a strong fat contraction reduces the adhesion between

wafer and cream. A softer type of fat with a flatter SFI-curve will help

(b) Remove any wafer crumbs from cutting

An aspiration or blowing system for crumb removal from the freshly cut wafer

fingers must be in place, typically when transferring the wafer fingers from the cutter

exit belt to the infeed belt of the enrober. This helps in avoiding the following:

• Unsatisfactorily enrobed pieces with holes in the enrobing

• An excessive height in some enrobed pieces that later makes trouble in the fast

flow packaging systems

• An excessive accumulation of wafer crumbs in the recycling reservoir for the

enrobing mass directly impairs the quality of the enrobed pieces in terms of

smoothness and look

(c) Avoid a low temperature of the wafer fingers

For enrobing and moulding in chocolate the desirable difference in temperature

between the warm enrobing, which typically is at 30°C–33°C, and the wafer finger
should be no more than 5°C–8°C. That is difficult to achieve, considering the

cooling requirement of the wafer books to obtain a satisfactory cutting result.

A short time for temperature equilibration of the cut wafer fingers by driving on

a belt for warming up is possibly required. The typical issues with overly cold wafer

fingers are the following:

• An irregular and/or overly thick enrobing due to premature solidification

• A reduced gloss or even a dull surface due to bigger fat crystals formed instead of

tiny ones

• Cracks in the enrobing due to contrary effects of thermal shrinkage and expan-

sion. The enrobing shrinks during setting and cooling, whereas the cold centre

experiences some thermal expansion. Such cracks can be of the hairline type,

which are initially invisible

• Promoting an earlier occurrence of fat bloom. This can be due to some percent-

age of unstable crystal forming as a result of the faster cool-down of the enrobing,

or due to an increased migration of filling cream fat through the hairline cracks as

mentioned above. Section 5.7.8 provides details on fat bloom.

(d) Provide the wafer fingers well oriented for enrobing

A close distance of the fingers allows for a higher throughput at lower speed. The

latter is desirable for quality reasons. Goodmaintenance is required to ensure smooth
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operation. Any disorientation and touching of pieces feeds directly into enrobed

rework.

(e) Beware of moisture equilibration between wafer and adjuncts (crocodile effect)

Give enough care to an essentially moisture-free cream and enrobing, 0.8%

moisture content or lower. Otherwise, the wafer layers will slowly absorb moisture

from the cream. That results in a length expansion of the wafers. Depending on the

extent of the expansion, as well as on elasticity or thickness and rigidity of the

enrobing, some well-known issues will occur; here, issues are listed in terms of

ascending severity:

• Cracks in the enrobing at the sides where the top wafer and the first cream layer

connect

• Bending of the top wafer layer, the strongly unwanted crocodile effect

• A complete separation of the top wafer

• Irregular cracking of the enrobing, usually at the more thinly coated base across

the base wafer

• With moulded-in-chocolate wafer products a distortion of the product

can occur

For detailed information on the moisture-related crocodile effect in wafers, see

Section 8.2.4.

5.7.4.3 How Much Enrobing Should be Added?
Depending on the flow properties of the enrobing, a low or high yield value—the min-

imum quantity of enrobing for fully enrobed wafer cookie fingers—will be around 1/3 of

the weight of the enrobed centre. For enrobed noncreamed wafer pieces, the ratio of

chocolate to wafer typically is about 82/18. Table 5.21 provides some details.

5.7.5 The Enrobing and Cooling Process
5.7.5.1 In the Enrobing Unit
The enrobing proceeds in several steps while the centre pieces pass the enrober on an

open wire mesh band. Keeping our example of wafer fingers is the following process

occurs:

Table 5.21 The Percentage of Wafer, Cream and Enrobing

Part Wafer Cookie Enrobed Wafer Cookie

Example

Wafer Cookie Enrobed Wafer Cookie

Wafer 18–32 13–25 25 19

Cream filling 82–68 48–60 75 57

Wafer cookie 100 77–73 100 76

Enrobing chocolate 0 23–27 0 24
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(a) Bottoming, the flooding of the fingers’ base when passing a bottom wall of enrobing

mass circulated from below. Because wafer fingers are of lower density than other

centres, for small pieces a holding down belt is provided to prevent any tilting or

even offsetting within the products rows

(b) Curtain enrobing, where the pieces pass a single or double ‘waterfall’ of enrobingmass.

If the curtain height is restricted to the minimum, the inclusion of air bubbles can be

reduced. With higher wafer fingers, a forward and backward tilting during the cur-

tains passage ensures the proper enrobing of the wafer cookie sides, free of holes. For

mere bottom enrobing the curtain is not active

(c) Blowing, vibrating and antitailing. Blowing by passing a knife of warm air, a tunable

vibration of the enrobing belt, and a counter-rotating antitailing rod guarantee

an even coating with the minimum of enrobing mass. Foot tails at the enrobed

cookies are a severe issue in packaging. These hard and sharp protrusions after

cooling disturb the wrapping process. Proper mechanical adjustment is important

here: an even air flow across the whole width of the unit, an equal vibrating ampli-

tude, an evenly adjusted antitailing rod, and an evenly running, slightly tensioned

wire belt

Enrobings are quite viscous and do not flow well into cavities being common in cut

wafers. Holes in a wafer enrobing easily occur whenever some air from the wafer pores

starts to expand after the application of the warm enrobing. The resulting bubble might

only burst when the enrobed cookie has already left the enrobing area. Then a rather big

and unsightly hole remains. The options to counteract are the following:

• Double-curtain enrobing

• Keeping the enrobing mass fluid as long as possible via a low-yield value, adjusted by

PGPR, fat and lecithin content

• Optimized settings for vibration and blowing

5.7.5.2 Sprinkling or Decorating
Optionally, sprinkling of cereals, chopped nuts, etc. into the wet chocolate enrobing fol-

lows. Alternatively, after a short intermediate cooling, there is a line pattern decoration,

most preferably in a second chocolate colour.

5.7.5.3 Cooling of the Enrobed Pieces
The freshly enrobed pieces then transfer from the wire mesh belt of the enrober to the

smooth conveyor belt of the chocolate cooler. Now for tempered chocolate the crystal-

lization that started during the tempering process continues smoothly, provided the

degree of tempering is right for the specific product. With the help of a tempermeter,

adjustment and control are easy. That kind of control specifically is important to prevent

a splitting of the enrobing (crocodile effect) because of tempering faults. Compound
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coatings are much easier to handle here; however initial crystals must be present in the

enrobing mass as well.

(a) Heat removal to solidify the enrobing

The specific heat of enrobing masses is about 1.6 J/g°C (�0.4 cal/g°C). When

decreasing from �30°C to 16°C in cooling, about 23 J/g plus an additional 45 J/g

for the heat of crystallization (latent heat) are needed. Chilled air introduced at the

centre zone of the cooler flows to both the entrance and exit direction and warms up

by the heat released according to the counter flow principle. There is mainly cooling

by convection. Any heat transfer by radiation and conduction at the plastic cooling

belt is low, even in case of thin belts. The crucial parameters are cooling tempera-

ture, cooling time and the relative humidity of the ambient air. Potential issues come

from the following:

• Any change in the temperature of the enrobing, which should be slow

• An overly low cooling temperature favours incorrect crystal forming and addi-

tionally reduces the crystal growth rate. Then polymorphic change and second-

ary crystallization promote the risk of dull surfaces and increase bloom rates

• The return of the transport belt outside the cooling tunnel prevents an exces-

sively cold surface for picking up freshly enrobed product at the tunnel entrance

• In overly fast cooling, the temperature may fall below the dew point of the

cooling air (cf. Table 5.22). Strictly protect the enrobing from any condensed

water droplets. Equally due to condensation of moisture on cold surfaces within

Table 5.22 The Risk of Moisture Condensation at the Cooler Exit
Ambient Temperature
(°C) at Cooler Exit

Relative Humiditya

(RH) at Cooler Exit
Dew Point
(°C)

Lowest Recommended Product Surface
Temperature (°C) at Cooler Exit

18 40 3.5 5

60 10 11.5

80 14.5 16

22 40 7 8.5

60 13.5 15

80 18 20

26 40 10.5 12

60 17 19

80 22 24

30 40 14 16

60 21 23

80 26 28

34 40 17.5 19.5

60 24.5 26.5

80 30 32

aItalicized figures indicate unsafe RH conditions for manufacturing enrobed wafer cookies.
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the cooling tunnel, the air stream then conveys droplets of water, potentially

resulting in crocodile effect issues or even sugar bloom later on. Precooling

of the cooling air at low temperatures is recommended to obtain a low humidity

afterwards in the cooler. We have to recognize that any enrobing will absorb

moisture at an RH above 75%–80%
(b) Adjusting the cooling temperature

Cooling devices for enrobed pieces typically have three cooling zones. Fig. 5.1

provides a schematic representation of cooler regimes for the different enrobings

with a milk chocolate taste.

With most types of fat—such as cocoa butter, CBE and the nonlauric CBR

fats—for achieving a glossy, stable enrobing it is important not to cool in the first

zone with an air temperature below 14°C–16°C. A temperature of the enrobing

of about 15°C ensures the best crystal growth rate. If the temperature is lower,

the growth rate of fat crystals declines markedly with the consequences that

bigger crystals form, which means less gloss. Additionally an increase in secondary

crystallization will cause an earlier occurrence of fat bloom.

Within the second cooling zone, an air temperature of about 10°C–12°C is

possible. The products should exit the cooler at such a low temperature only if

the relative humidity of the ambient air is low. Otherwise, for the third cooling zone

again about 15°C is required.

Compound enrobings based on lauric CBR require an entirely different cooling

regime. Here, strong initial cooling at 6°C–8°C and a high cooling air speed are

favourable in order to obtain small crystals and thus a glossy surface.

20
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Cooling tunnel—from entrance to exit

Fig. 5.1 Type of enrobing and cooling regime.
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(c) The cooling time

The cooling time mostly depends on the following:

• A good precrystallization by proper tempering

• The type of fat the enrobing consists of. The former trans fat containing CBR

fats crystallize faster and to higher hardness than the newer trans-free fats. Lauric

CBS fats crystallize fastest

• The thickness of the enrobing. A thin enrobing of dark chocolate often is non-

slipping after 4–5 min; for milk chocolate this may take up to twice as long. The

presence of the soft butterfat delays crystallization. Moulded or thicker products

require even more cooling time.

(d) Relative humidity and dew point—the occurrence of sugar bloom and fat bloom

Under humid conditions in chocolate productmanufacturing, condensedmoisture

may dissolve some sugar from the surface. After drying, whitish sugar crystals remain.

If the surface temperature of the cooled products when exiting the cooling tunnel is

below the dew point of the ambient air, moisture condensates and may dissolve some

of the sugar. When the surface later dries or the moisture redistributes within the

product, a whitish surface layer, the sugar bloom, is visible on the enrobed surface.

For a detailed discussion on fat bloom, see Section 5.7.8 below. For discriminat-

ing between sugar and fat bloom the following is considered:

• When touching the sugar bloom with your finger the tiny sugar crystals will

remain

• Touching the fat bloom with your finger melts the greyish fat crystals away

(e) The risk of moisture condensation during cooler exit

Table 5.22 summarizes data on the risk of condensation when the cooled

enrobed wafer fingers exit the cooler. For a certain existing ambient air temperature

(column 1) when exiting the cooler and a certain relative humidity of that air (col-

umn 2), column 3 in Table 5.22 provides the resulting dew point. Column 4

includes the recommended minimum surface temperatures of the coated wafer

cookies at the cooler exit for a safe production without any risk of condensation

at the given climatic conditions.

In moderate climates, a relative humidity around 80% in production rooms

occurs particularly during summertime, while in the cold season typically it is well

below 40%. In tropical areas the relative humidity regularly is beyond 80% or even

90% throughout the year. In all such cases we recommend separating this part of the

production area and to provide air conditioning, especially dehumidification and, if

required, some slight cooling.

5.7.6 Packaging, Storage and Shelf Life
5.7.6.1 Packaging
The packaging of the enrobed pieces has to take place immediately after cooling. For

preventing fat bloom, avoid any touching of enrobed products with bare hands.
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Touching with clean cotton gloves is okay. Keep the cooler belts clean from any fat or oil

residues for the same reason.

If the cooling time was overly short, some further heat release after packaging due to

secondary crystallization may cause issues in the overpack (cardboard boxes)

• The heat of crystallization released heats up the enrobing

• Some melting occurs

• The resolidification in an uncontrolled way is with fat bloom

For details about packaging and the packaging film qualities recommended, see

Section 6.5.5.

The preferred packaging technology for enrobedwafer cookies is flowwrapping. The

packaging film selection has to take into account the relative humidity conditions of the

typical storage and distribution environment—if it is relatively low air humidity or almost

tropical high humidity conditions. Traditional packing into carton boxes without film

wrapping is not recommended. Erroneously enrobing is seen as a perfect source moisture

protection. That ignores the hygroscopic properties of cocoa powder and lecithin in the

enrobing. The highly hygroscopic wafers then attract any traces of moisture permeating

through the enrobing.

5.7.6.2 In-Plant Storage and Distribution
Cool and dry storage at about 15°C–20°C is best recommended. Dedicate special care to

ensure there are no temperature fluctuations, particularly temperatures higher than 25°C;
if this happens, the following issues may result:

• The migration of the softer wafer filling fats increases dramatically. Consequences are

a visual deterioration of the surface’s colour brightness and gloss

• If the temperatures during storage or distribution increase even more, the enrobing

melts and after resolidification there will be dull, uneven surfaces and fat bloom

5.7.6.3 Shelf Life
Any changes in taste, texture or look of an enrobed wafer product, perceived by the con-

sumer and being different from the expected ones, should not occur before the ‘best

before’ date. In enrobed wafer products such changes may be the following:

• Fat bloom, a dull or even grey surface. In rare cases sugar bloom might result in a

similar more whitish appearance

• Crocodile effect, where the enrobing cracks on the side where the top wafer and the

first cream layer are connected, or the top wafer even falls off

• Crispness loss, which then leads to tough or soggy textures, because of moisture

sorption to a range above 6–7 wt.% in the wafer part

• A stale taste of the product, with old or even rancid notes
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Enrobed wafer products will have a shelf life of at least 9–12 months, provided the ingre-

dients are well-specified, the manufacturing practice is state-of-the art, and high

moisture-barrier packaging films (Section 6.5.5) are applied.

5.7.7 Enrobing Faults: Diagnostics and What to Do
The following provides a description of potential issues in wafer cookie enrobing

together with options to avoid and to handle them. However, without seeing the real

situation, the recommendations are rather general because there can be multiple reasons

for a problem. Consider supervision by an experienced wafer technologist.

(a) Soft enrobing (low crystallization rate, nontemperable chocolate)

• Check for overly high dosage of lecithin and PGPR

• Reduce the level of butter oil

• Any eutectic softening by residues of incompatible fats, such as lauric fat

remaining in machines and pipelines. A prerinse with the proper fat is then

recommended

(b) Incomplete wafer coverage

• Check for proper removal of crumbs from the wafer centres by suction or blow-

ing devices before entering the enrober

• Missing wafer edges after cutting because of low wafer sheet weight and strength

• Inconsistent curtain flow due to an accumulation of wafer crumbs in the

enrobing mass

• Any pumping issues such as sucking of air from a leak or due to a low level of

enrobing in the reservoir

• Overly high yield value of the enrobing, which is corrected by adding PGPR

• Check the enrobing mass for low temperature or overtempering

(c) Excessive footing

• The viscosity of the enrobing is low. The temperature of the enrobing is high, or

the chocolate is under-tempered

• High temperature of the centre piece

• Reduce the vibrating after enrobing

• Readjust the licking roller

(d) The enrobing is soft and not yet touch-stable after the cooling tunnel

• In the case of real chocolate check for undertempering

• The tunnel temperature is too low, specifically with real chocolate enrobings

• Tunnel temperature is too high, specifically with CBR/CBS fat-based

enrobings

• The cooling time is not long enough. Consider a longer tunnel

• Check for an insufficient air movement within the tunnel

• There are incompatible fats in the enrobing (eutectic softening)
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• The relative humidity in the tunnel atmosphere is overly high, and there are

moisture droplets in the tunnel air due to icing/deicing issues

(e) A lack of surface shine after cooling

• Overly low temperature and high airflow at the tunnel entrance, specifically

with real chocolate

• The real chocolate enrobing is overtempered

• Overly high temperature and low airflow at the tunnel entrance, specifically

with CBR/CBS fat-type enrobings

• The wafer centres entering the enrober are too cold

• Any kind of moisture condensation:

1. On the wafer centre surfaces before enrobing

2. A high relative humidity and/or moisture droplets in the cooling air flow

3. The surface temperature of the enrobed pieces at the cooler exit is below the

dew point

(f ) A lack of bottom shine after cooling (grey bottom)

• The temperature of the chilling surface in the tunnel is low, specifically with real

chocolate

• The temperature of the chilling surface at the tunnel entrance is overly high,

specifically with CBR/CBS fat-type enrobing masses

(g) The weight distribution across the belt is uneven

• The weight distribution of the entering centre pieces is already uneven

• Check for enrobing inconsistencies across the width of the enrober such as the

following:

1. In the curtain flow

2. In the vibration energy

3. In the blowing efficiency

(h) Later on a crocodile effect is occurring

• There is wafer expansion due to moisture migration from the working environ-

ment, the filling cream or the enrobing; cf. Section 8.2.4

• The entering centre pieces are overly cold; a temperature over 21°C is

recommended

• The enrobing is extremely well contracting and inflexible

• The quantity of enrobing is too low for tolerating small expansion effects

(i) Later on, fat bloom—a grey, mouldy looking surface—occurs

• Check for the same reasons as in e. A Lack of Surface Shine after Cooling

• With real chocolate the enrobing either was undertempered or the product was

stored very cold, below �10°C, after the enrobing step

• Warm storage of the product or cold–warm cycles during storage and

distribution
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• Migration of cocoa butter together with oils from the filling of the centre piece

to the surface, which then recrystallizes

(j) Occurrence of sugar bloom, a whitish haze at the surface

• Condensing moisture dissolves some sugar, which recrystallizes when drying

1. There are a high relative humidity conditions and/or moisture droplets in the

cooling tunnel

2. The surface temperature of the enrobed pieces at the cooler exit is below the

dew point

(k) Options for an improved control of fat migration in enrobed wafer cookies

A migration of wafer cream fat to the enrobing may cause softening of the enrobing,

hardening of the filling texture, or faster occurrence of fat bloom. Our options to

counteract this are the following:

• Reduce the particle size of the enrobing

• Properly temper the enrobing

• Increase the thickness of the enrobing layer or perform double enrobing with

intermediate cooling

• Adjust the viscosity of the enrobing to avoid thin spots

• Use dark enrobing masses prepared from hard butters

• Minimize the oil content of the filling cream, consider a harder filling fat

• Improve the structure of the filling fat by processing, or add structuring fats

• Check the fat compatibility between filling and enrobing fat (lauric/nonlauric)

• Apply a barrier fat layer between oily filling components such as nuts and the enrobing

• Apply a glazing layer between nuts and the enrobing

• Replace real chocolate by a compound coating

• Cool storage of the finished products

5.7.8 Fat Bloom in Chocolate—Occurrence and Prevention
Bloom is the appearance of a dull, dusty or even mouldy looking surface in chocolate

caused by the formation of either fat crystals (fat bloom) or, less frequently, by sugar

crystals (sugar bloom). In chocolates, due to temperature fluctuations with melting/

resolidification events or in filled and enrobed sweets, due tomigration of oils from ingre-

dients such as nuts, unstable cocoa butter crystals are present. These within days or weeks

transform into the stable V crystals, depending on storage temperature. Then the surface

becomes greyish and unsightly. Erroneously, consumers believe such a product is old or

even mouldy.

In its early stages, the fat bloom just reduces the surface gloss. Only when progressing

does an unsightly, greyish haze and layer becomes visible. Fat crystals in a chocolate

enrobing are present as a mix of different crystal sizes:
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• With proper preparation, for chocolate tempering of the enrobing there will be

smaller crystals within a more narrow range in terms of size

• With a preparation not up to the standard there will be larger crystals having much a

wider range in size

• Any temperature increase or fluctuation results in melting of the smallest crystals

while the larger ones grow. So the fat crystal structure increasingly becomes coarser

until fat bloom will be visible

• It is important to keep all the transport belts clean because any fat/oil residues will

promote fat bloom

There are four basic mechanisms of fat bloom that are of varying relevance, depending on

the particular product and situation. Although occurring in combination frequently, the

mechanisms are discussed separately here for a better understanding.

5.7.8.1 Bloom Mechanism 1: Secondary Crystallization
In the tempering phase just 0.2%–2% (!) of the fat precrystallizes. Then, after the com-

paratively short residence time in the cooling tunnel, 45%–60% of the fat has crystallized.

Yet, depending on the type and composition of the fats, 65%–80% of total fat is available

for crystallization. That means about 20% of the enrobing fat is liquid still and left for the

slower ‘secondary’ crystallization later on during the storage of the already packed

enrobed products.

The ratio of secondary crystallization will become even higher and the risk of fat

bloom increases, if the fat percentage that crystallizes in the cooler is smaller; this can

occur for one on the following reasons:

• The cooling temperature is wrong for the type of fat, being either too low or high

• The enrobing contains a more slowly crystallizing type of fat such as trans-fat free

butters

• The cooling time is short

• Temperature fluctuations in storage, as mentioned above, may induce increased

secondary crystallization

5.7.8.2 Bloom Mechanism 2: Transformation of Unstable Crystal Forms
As discussed in Section 6.4 in connection with tempering, in poorly prepared, overly

undercooled masses some of the unstable polymorphic I to IV crystal forms are present.

These readily transform to V crystals sooner or later.

With dark chocolate it has been found that the stable V type of crystals (beta-V), pre-

sent after good tempering, may transform to an even more stable beta-VI polymorphic

form. That is why dark chocolate quite often exhibits fat bloom. This type of fat bloom

being unknown with milk chocolate and lighter masses may be prevented by adding a

minor quantity of milk fat, for example, 1%.
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5.7.8.3 Bloom Mechanism 3: Fat Separation Processes
Cocoa butter consists of more than 70% of symmetric fat triglycerides.Most of them crys-

tallize rather easily during the cooling step. The remaining liquid fraction of the fat par-

tially gets included within some of the crystals during the solidification and may separate

out at a later stage. Such separation processes also promote a subsequent crystallization of

not yet crystallized symmetric triglycerides. It was found experimentally that up to 90% of

fat bloom are symmetric triglycerides. That helps in explaining two well-known

phenomena:

• Hazelnut and almond oil have a strong tendency to promote fat bloom in hazelnut or

almond chocolate or in praline-filled chocolates, for example. Those oils have a high

content of a liquid symmetric triglyceride, which incorporates well into the blooming

crystals of cocoa butter. Further, these oils promote the separating out and the migra-

tion of triglycerides.

• On the contrary, milk fat contains a multitude of different triglyceride sizes including

small ones. These irregularities in structure act against the formation of crystals and the

occurrence of fat bloom.

5.7.8.4 Bloom Mechanism 4: The Migration of Filling Fats
This effect, occurring with coated wafers as well as with filled chocolates, is the result of

an increased tendency of the filling fats to migrate. They are lower melting andmore fluid

than the cocoa butter/CBE fats used in the enrobing.

Such migration may amount to several percent (!) of the fat present and serves as a

transport medium for not yet crystallized solid fat fractions in the enrobing, which then

crystallize as fat bloom on the surface.

The penetration rate for thinner and softer enrobings is higher than for thicker and

harder ones such as dark chocolate. Fat bloom due to filling fat migration therefore pref-

erably occurs at any thinner-coated areas of an enrobed wafer product.

Enrobing layers with hairline fissures, resulting from enrobing an overly cold centre,

will exhibit oil migration and subsequent fat bloom quite soon.

5.7.8.5 The Prevention of Fat Bloom
The best protection is correct tempering and processing as discussed before. However,

some ideas for tackling fat bloom in the course of time were proposed by different people:

• Addition of milk fat such as 1%–2% of butter stearin in dark chocolates. The higher

melting stearin fraction has less softening action compared to regular milk fat and does

not reduce the chocolate’s heat resistance as much. Please Note: The butter oil fraction

induces fat bloom.

• Specific antibloom fats. Many fat suppliers offer fractionated fats, having either a wider

distribution of triglycerides or being lower in those triglycerides, which promote

fat bloom.
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• Within the centre fillings these barrier fats or structure fats are said to reduce the migra-

tion of filling fats. Due to their high melting point, a web structure of many small

crystals retard oil migration.

• Synthetic triglycerides such as BOB, containing two long-chain fatty acid molecules of

behenic acid (C22:0). Due to the higher melting point, they act as starters for

crystallization.

• Emulsifiers In some countries, there is permission to add Span and Tween emulsifiers.

These may retard fat bloom specifically in dark chocolates. However, an addition of

1%–2% of these is required.

• Heat treatment (secondary tempering) involves keeping the freshly manufactured and

packed product for 30–120 min at 28°C–31°C. That results in an improved bloom

resistance. The procedure requires much more handling and space, rendering it

impracticable. This is a process strictly not recommended for filled articles because

it induces some filling fat migration. The enrobing would then become softer.

5.7.8.6 Testing the Bloom Stability
A temperature fluctuation test measures the stability of a enrobing against fat bloom. For

dark chocolate, a number of temperature cycles, 12 h at 20°C followed by 12 h at 30°C,
reveals the tolerance of an enrobing to the occurrence of fat bloom.

For softer chocolates such as milk chocolate, 18°C and 26°C respectively are the cor-

ner points in the temperature fluctuation test. Being a relative method, the test does not

directly correspond to events occurring under practical storage conditions.

5.7.8.7 Conclusions
After this detailed discussion, we may summarize that fat bloom is the expression and

visible consequence of mutually influencing mistakes regarding raw materials selection,

processing technology and storage conditions. Moreover, the shelf life of coated articles is

overestimated, some basic storage requirements disregarded, and excessive best-before

date printing is done frequently.

5.8 MINOR APPLICATIONS: MOULDING INTO CHOCOLATE,
PANNING, SPRAYING

Alternative to the enrobing procedure, there are smaller applications for combining

wafers and chocolate.

5.8.1 Wafer Moulding into Chocolate
Moulding wafer fingers into chocolate combines two worlds: the precise surface gloss,

the shape details, the snap and the rich eating experience of chocolate bars with a light

and crispy wafer part. A moulding line is more complex than a chocolate enrober.
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The quantity of chocolate required for moulding is about 50% to 100% higher than in

enrobing.

Centre pieces such as wafer fingers are inserted into warmed plastic moulds partially

filled with tempered milk, dark or white chocolate or with compound coating. After

cooling, the final product is demoulded to reveal an outside of glossy chocolate. One

to four finger bars, single or multipacked, are widely available. In products where the

wafer sits just half in moulded chocolate about 50% of the product weight is chocolate.

Fully covered moulded wafer fingers are about 2/3 chocolate and just 1/3 wafer cookie.

In the preparation of the chocolate or compound coatings, in cooling and packaging,

there are no substantial differences to the handling as discussed for enrobed products. Just

the demoulding step requires good contraction of the chocolate, in an effort to keep the

moulds clean and dry and for refilling at a temperature just slightly cooler than that of the

chocolate mass.

5.8.2 Chocolate Panning of Wafer Cubes
Panning is an easy method to evenly coat centre pieces such as nuts, candied fruit or even

wafer cubes with a thin layer of chocolate or compound coating. The adding of warm

chocolate to the centres occurs in tumbling coating pans. The friction created by the

tumbling action distributes the chocolate homogeneously onto every centre. Chocolate

panning adds chocolate in multiple thin layers of about 1% of the piece weight, until

accomplishing an ideal mass ratio of chocolate to centre. That covering offers the

following benefits:

• Good protection of the centre piece from environmental influences such as moisture,

oxygen and mechanical stress

• The right textural relation of the soft melting chocolate and the crisp wafer centre

The space requirements for chocolate panning is much lower than for enrobing. Com-

pared to enrobing, chocolate panned candies are of even shape without any foot.

5.8.2.1 Centre Pieces and Chocolate
The wafer cube centres require a strong adherence of filling cream and wafer in order to

withstand the panning procedure. The actual products in the market carry real chocolate.

Any flavoured fat-based coating mass with similar solidification properties will be suitable

as well. The chocolate does not require tempering and the application temperature of

35°C–43°C depends on the chocolate softness: the softer it is the lower the temperature.

5.8.2.2 Panning Equipment
Traditional panning for limited throughput still is in open oval rotating pans from copper

or stainless steel. In belt coating, a pocket-shaped plastic link belt replaces the pan.

The lower depth of the rotating bed of centre pieces is ideal for soft and fragile centres.
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Drum coating finally, for larger throughput, utilizes a long segmented tube with baffles

for the rotation and a chocolate spraying arm.

5.8.2.3 The Panning Process
The balance of the centre pieces, chocolate, cooling air temperatures and managing a

rapid heat transfer are the essence of chocolate panning. A moderate relative humidity

of the intermittently passing cooling air (13°C–15°C), being at about 45% in RH, is a

second factor of importance.

The warm chocolate is applied onto the centres in the rotating drum by spraying or

drizzling. Spraying the chocolate in small portions ensures an even, thin distribution and

fast solidification (‘drying’). The amount of added chocolate is sufficient to cover the cen-

tres evenly and to cool quickly. The own weight of the centre pieces and the rotational

process induce the even distribution of the chocolate.

A final glazing and polishing with shellac solutions in ethanol accounts for a nontacky

product of high gloss.

5.8.3 Spraying into Wafer Cones for Ice Cream, Isolation of Flute Wafers
5.8.3.1 Introduction
Wafers are favourite adjuncts in eating ice cream for two main reasons. First, wafers are a

liked textural counterpart to soft ice cream. Secondly, your fingers keep clean and warm

by not touching the melting ice but the porous wafer, with its isolating properties. How-

ever, for industrial ice cream–wafer combinations such as flat wafer-ice cream sand-

wiches, ice cream-filled wafer cones or cups, or flute wafers filled with ice cream

there is a tremendous difference in the water activities. The AW of ice cream is about

0.96, and the AW of wafers after baking is below 0.1. That huge difference is an enor-

mous physical driver for equilibration by moisture migration. The wafer part loses its

crispness if the water activity raises over ca. 0.45 (Goelitz et al., 2007). Moreover, the

wafer part typically is just about 10% of the total product, while the ice cream part is

in the range of 75%.

The application of high-fat compound coating or chocolate is one attempt for reduc-

ing the migration of moisture into the wafer part and delaying wafer sogginess.

At present just for sugar wafer cones and for flute wafers such an isolation technically is

feasible. For flat wafer-based ice cream sandwiches no equipment for handling such small

wafer pieces in the coating step and after is available. Ice cream-filled sandwiches, in some

regions even wafer cones, without an isolation layer are on the market and the consumers

are used to the resulting soggy wafer texture.

5.8.3.2 Composition of the Chocolate- and Cocoa-flavoured Coatings
Concurrently such a chocolate coating provides an additional attribute for an improved

texture and taste. For applications together with ice cream, the composition is that of a
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regular chocolate or compound coating basically, diluted by additional fat (Table 5.23).

From a physicochemical viewpoint, I recommend reducing the lecithin in such sealing

masses as much as possible because any emulsifier acts as a mediator in phase transfers, just

as well in moisture diffusion through such a coating layer.

5.8.3.3 The Equipment Side
The wafer cones receive the isolation layer immediately before filling the semifrozen ice

cream. Dedicated lines for industrial rolled sugar cones provide sequential stations for the

following:

• Automatic dispensing of the sleeved cones

• Detection of cones and sleeves and ejection in case of incompleteness

• Spraying the cone inside with cocoa-flavoured coating or chocolate and sealing the

edges to the sleeve

• Filling of ice cream into the cones by time-elapse, volumetric or extrusion methods

• Top dosing of fluid components such as caramel or fruit syrup

• Dry ingredient sprinkling (chopped nuts, chocolate chips, etc.)

• Cardboard lid or cap dispensing and cone closing

• Ejection or pick-and-place transfer of the finished product

5.8.3.4 Cone Preparation and Spray Sealing
The manufacturing of rolled sugar cones usually happens in bakery premises separately

from the ice cream plant. After baking and cooling (Chapter 7, Section 7.3.5.1) the cones

are sleeved—for mechanical protection for their transport in carton boxes and as a prep-

aration for easy dispensing in the ice cream plant. Chocolate coating of cones in the

Table 5.23 Basic Recipes: Ice Cream Coatings
Ingredients Ice Cream Coating Milk Chocolate Ice Cream Compound Coating

Cocoa mass 16 0

Cocoa butter 24 0

CBS fat (lauric) 0 50

Cocoa powder 10/12 0 10

Milk powder, whole 10 0

Milk powder, skim 0 3

Butter oil 5 0

Vegetable oil 0 9

Sugar 44.7 27.7

Lecithin 0.25 0.25

Vanillin 0.05 0.05

Fat content, ca. (%) 40 60.5

Source: Pedersen, A., 2009. Troubleshooting emulsifiers for ice-cream coatings. Palsgaard Technical Paper, September
2009, 6 pp.; Pedersen, A., 2012. Moisture caused problems in ice cream coating – a problem of the past. Palsgaard Tech-
nical Paper, August 2012, 5 pp, modified.
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baking facility is not recommended due to strict temperature control requirements for

avoiding any handling issues by chocolate sticking, melting and soiling.

Direct spraying and ice cream filling of rolled sugar cones immediately after baking

and cooldown proved not to be feasible because of an increase in cones with hairline

cracks. There is not yet a study on the reasons for the effect. My assumption is that some

time is required for moisture equilibration and sugar crystallization in the freshly baked

cone. After cone storage for a few days, these are ready for filling with ice cream.

The application of the coating at a temperature of 40°C–45°C is by low-pressure,

intermittent spraying under full control of liquid pressure, of dosage, of atomizing air

pressure, and of fan air pressure. The coating has to be sprayed to the cone inside and

the rim with the adjacent part of the sleeve in order to prevent a circumventing moisture

diffusion via the uncoated outside of the cone. Some slight drainage of the coating inside

forms a small plug at the tip of the cone. That is done on purpose to prevent any leakage of

molten ice cream during eating. The layer reaches some firmness quickly due to the tem-

perature difference between spraying mass and cone, making it ready for the immediate

filling with prefrozen, unhardened ice cream. After ice cream, fluid sauces and/or dry

sprinkled toppings may be applied additionally.

5.8.3.5 The Inside Lining of Flute Wafers (Wafer Sticks)
In flute wafer manufacturing an inside lining with chocolate or compound coating is easy

to apply by injection through a filling hole in the rolling mandrel (Fig. 5.2). The dosing

quantity determines the thickness of the coating layer.

Fig. 5.2 Flute wafer with inside chocolate lining. (Foto Haas).
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The inside coatings most common are ‘dark chocolate’, whose taste goes well with

the rather sweet wafer sticks, but ‘milk chocolate’ or ‘white chocolate’ as well as other

coloured and flavoured compound coatings are also possible.

The chocolate lining itself is not sufficient for avoiding sogginess after filling with ice

cream. An outside coating and suitable storage conditions will be required as well.

5.8.3.6 A Chocolate and Confectionery Coating Layer Is Not a Perfect Protection
There is a common belief that a chocolate layer will prevent moisture migration from the

high-AW ice cream to the low-AW cone. But there a few points to observe:

• The coating layers are imperfect and carry some holes.

• The moisture diffusion of chocolate barrier layers is quite high. Hygroscopic

ingredients such as nonfat cocoa solids, milk proteins or lecithin mediate diffusion

• Any moisture migration, besides the time factor, depends on the storage temperature

in the cold chain. Frozen storage of ice cream-filledwafer cones, frequently at�40°C,
or at least at temperatures around �20°C is an efficient way to suppress moisture

migration.

• Most critical are any ‘warmer’ phases over �18°C, in distribution from the

manufacturing plant down to the final consumption: transport to stores, and then

from the stores to the home. This also refers to the freezer display boxes at the point

of sale: At the top layer of filled freezer boxes the temperature frequently is just a few

degrees below 0°C. Any higher temperature in one of these distribution steps, even if

still below 0°C, boosts the moisture migration rate dramatically

At sufficient cold chain conditions, the cone wafer will not be reach the limit of wafer

crispness at �7%–8% moisture content. When discussing soggy wafer cones, we have to

distinguish between two different aspects, the kinetics of moisture migration and the final

equilibrium in water activity.

5.8.3.7 Kinetic Aspects of Moisture Transfer
The kinetics of moisture migration refers to the transfer rate of moisture from the high-

water activity ice cream to the low-water cone. Our possibilities to retard that moisture

transfer are the following:

(a) Some recipe changes, which reduce the transfer rate while not changing the final

equilibrium level. In the second book on recipes and product development we will

cover that

(b) Secondly, the enrobing of the inside and sealing of the outside should have the phys-

ical barriers of the enrobing chocolate and the wrapping sleeve. For the inside,

enrobing the basic principles are to have a flexible, as much as possible, pore free

layer, being homogeneous in thickness.We also know that here a higher fat content,

up to about 60%, is beneficial
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(c) The third and often underestimated factor in quality loss is temperature increases

and/or fluctuations in the transport chain between factory and end consumer, which

dramatically increase moisture transfer rates. However, these are out of manufac-

turer’s influence

Changing the pore structure of the cone is difficult due to the method of heat

transfer and baking/drying we have in the baking mould (cf. Section 6.4.2). How-

ever, today’s high-quality cones are optimized already towards a closed, more or

less pore-free surface of the cone with its typical glassy texture. Although the

surface layer first starts to get soggy, the transfer to the rest of the cone is somewhat

retarded.

The modern industrial ice cream cone industry is only working because of good

control of the migration kinetics. The equilibrium, which is far at the soggy side, should

never be approached.

5.8.3.8 Thermodynamic (Equilibrium) Aspects of Moisture Transfer
For the ready prepared ice cream-filled cone, there is plenty of time for equilibration in

AW and a strong physicochemical force to do so. The sorption isotherms for the cone’s

main components, flour (¼starch, protein) and sugar(s), all show unacceptably high

moisture sorption at the ice cream’s water activity. As long as we have to manufacture

the cones from those main components this situation will not change. Some small

optimization in playing with the glass temperatures of special sugar ingredients is possible

if we accept some cost increases.

The options for a substantial reduction in the water activity of the ice cream are

limited. Other improvements to reduce the chance for moisture equilibration such as

a more efficient distribution chain or shorter expiry dates for fresh premium products

are not realistic for the main market segments.

Currently we do not have all the figures to fully evaluate the moisture migration in

cones. What are the transferred quantities of moisture at the different temperatures that

we see within the cooling chain and at the different water activities occurring from the

freshly filled crispy cone, up to the final stage of sogginess? Here two kinds of transfer, via

the ‘wall’ structures merely, and from the walls to the pore atmosphere and back to the

wall need to be considered. Then, as a consequence of that, do we want more walls or

more even pores, or more of something else?
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CHAPTER SIX

Wafer Sheet Manufacturing: Technology
and Products

6.1 INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

The term ‘wafer’ as used in this book solely refers to thin crisp cookies baked

between hot metal plates, and they carry a reeding pattern in many cases (Manley,

2011). There is a wide range of wafer products, all with a delicate and crisp texture after

baking: flat wafer and hollow wafer (shaped wafer) sheets, wafer paper, wafer cones, flute

wafers (wafer sticks), fan wafers, wafer reels, and wafer cookies. To avoid confusion we

will use the term ‘hollowwafer’ further on in this book, which is the more common term

compared to ‘shaped wafers’. Crisp and light wafers combine well with soft creams and

melting chocolate, resulting in a unique textural experience.

This chapter covers the manufacturing process for the most important group of

wafers, the sheet wafers. These are either flat sheets with a wafer pattern or hollow wafer

sheets, carrying shallow half balls or other shapes up to a depth of about 20 mm. It also

covers in detail, for exemplification, the manufacturing of sugar wafer cookies from flat

wafer sheets, beginning from batter preparation to the finished wafer cookies. A section

on quality assurance in wafer manufacturing completes the picture.

Details on all the other crisp wafers manufactured not from sheets such as moulded

and rolled wafer cones, wafer reels, flute wafers (wafer sticks), and fan wafers follow in

Chapter 7. Chapter 8 on the after-bake technology of wafers and waffles then discusses

the influence of moisture on the texture and the various methods of texture measure-

ment. A discussion on the last group of crisp wafer-like products, the wafer cookies,

finally follows in Chapter 9.

6.1.1 The Principle of Manufacturing Sugar Wafer Cookies From Sheets
Fig. 6.1 provides the principal manufacturing scheme for wafer cookies using the exam-

ple of flat wafer-based cookies, which are the main wafer products worldwide. The first

step is the preparation of a fluid batter with the main ingredients of water and wheat flour

plus some minor ingredients. Batter deposition is into massive, two-part baking tongs

consisting of a hinged bottom and top baking plates. Precise thickness setting of the plates

provides an equally spaced baking mould. After closing the plates, these are continuously

circulating in the gas-heated wafer oven. Just in a few cases, there is electrical heating.
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The baking time is around 2 min at a baking temperature in the range of 180°C. The
transformation into wafer sheets with a light, foamed structure occurs under pressure

when the high percentage of moisture in the wafer batter converts to steam during

the baking process. The final wafer sheet moisture after baking is below 2%.

Both sheet size and cycling speed in flat wafer baking ovens have greatly increased

within the last five decades. The sheet length is up from the ‘classical’ size of 460 mm

with a limit at present of 730 mm. The plate width increased from 290 mm up to the
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Fig. 6.1 Wafer cookie manufacturing diagram.
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range of 320–360 mm. About 360 mm marks a physical limit in flat wafer sheet baking.

Awidth of 320 mm at maximum is recommended for the hollowwafer sheets. The num-

ber of plates per oven for a long time was in the range of 12–80. Today, at least for flat
wafers, up to 160 plates are used. From both a sheet quality and an economic viewpoint,

ovens with less than 40 plates are less recommended.

After demoulding, the wafer sheets pass a cooling section at ambient temperature in

order not to be above a temperature of 40–45°C when entering the cream-spreading

unit.Wafer creams typically are low-moisture sugar-fat creams. The softness of the cream

for proper spreading is adjusted by two parameters primarily—the cream temperature and

the fat content. Then stacking one or more creamed sheets and finishing with an

uncreamed sheet on top forms the wafer book. The wafer book passes a cooling tunnel

to solidify the cream. Finally, from the cold and rigid wafer book either a cutting, a saw-

ing, or a stamping process divides the sheet into the final sugar wafer pieces. The separated

cookies move on to the packaging immediately. Optionally an enrobing process follows

for chocolate-enrobed wafer cookies. The wafer cookies pass a chocolate-enrobing sta-

tion and a cooling tunnel before being packed. The use of high-moisture barrier films is

state of the art in order to keep the typical crunchy texture of the extremely hygroscopic

wafers.

For chocolate-enrobed wafer cookies or for fillings of higher water activity (AW),

before cream-spreading wafer sheet maturing (moisture conditioning) in an inline tunnel

is recommended. The same applies for cream-filled hollow wafer sheets where sheet

maturing is even more important due to the higher ratio of filling cream to wafer mate-

rial. In wafer sheet maturing the moisture is increased to �4%, resulting in some length

expansion and mechanical stabilization in order to easier avoid the ‘crocodile effect’ after

enrobing.

The crocodile effect, a cracking of the enrobing or even splitting of the top wafer

layer, in most cases is due to the moisture migration-related expansion of the extremely

hygroscopic wafers. That moisture can come from various sources: (a) high air humidity

in manufacturing, (b) residual moisture of the cream filling or enrobing, or (c) inferior

sealing of the packaging film or insufficient moisture barrier of the packaging film.

For cream spreading there is a further option available—the use of aerated creams,

bringing down the cream density from originally �1.25 g/cm3 to the 0.8–0.9 g/cm3

range. That requires additional equipment for controlling the cream temperature and

the cream aeration.

In storage and distribution of wafer products, any temperature increases above the

melting temperature of the wafer cream and of the enrobing chocolate must be avoided.

The wafer cookie shelf life depends strongly on the quality of the ingredients, the

method of manufacturing, and the quality of the packaging films. Typically a shelf life

of 6–12 months is printed.
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6.1.2 Benefits of Hollow Sheet Wafers, Differences From Flat Wafers
Flat wafer-based cookies have long been leading wafer products in the market. However,

beginning in the mid-1980s, hollow wafer bars and pralines increased in popularity.

What are benefits of hollow sheet wafers over flat ones?

• Hollow wafer products can carry more cream filling and are more sophisticated in

shape, both prerequisites for manufacturing premium wafer cookie bars and pralines.

It has a combination of a crisp wafer part with soft fillings, chocolate enrobing, and

inclusions. The percentage of wafer depends on the size and depth of the hollow

shape and is just in the range of 10%–18% mostly

• Optionally whole nuts or any other inclusions can be applied to the cavities upfront

when depositing of cream

• Hollow wafers enclose the filling completely, and there is no ‘open’ cream layer. This

is an a advantage (a) for soft creams, flowing out easily from flat wafer cookies and

(b) for products in hot climate environments, where nonenrobed hollow wafer prod-

ucts keep the fingers clean during consumption

6.1.2.1 Manufacturing Hollow Wafer Bars and Pralines
The manufacturing scheme for filled hollow wafer cookies is quite similar as discussed

above for flat wafers. In case there is chocolate enrobing later, the maturing (condition-

ing) of the sheets is recommended. The application of the filling is either by direct auto-

matic depositing into the cavities or by film spreading with a special equipment used to

spread the cream equally. Then the filled top and bottom hollow wafer sheets combine

into a hollow wafer book. After cooling this book transfers to a punching or cutting

machine. Books with different top and bottom hollow forms require a precutting into

half books upfront and turning of one half. Separation of the pralines or bars from the

interconnecting wafer web occurs by one of the following methods:

• Passing a stamping unit to cut out the pralines

• Cutting by rotating cylindrical saw tools

• Cutting rectangular or quadratic pieces in a regular blade or wire cutter

For the first two options, a pick-and-place robot transfers the pieces to the entrance belt

of the enrobing machine. Wire cut pieces run directly to enrobing.

All the other steps such as cooling and packaging and determining the shelf life are

similar as outlined for flat wafer cookies.

6.2 THE WAFER BATTER: RECIPE, PREPARATION, AND HANDLING

6.2.1 Wafer Batter Recipe Considerations
A batter is a fluid viscous mass from flour, water, and other ingredients. Batters are for

applications in wafers, waffles, pancakes, cakes, or the coatings used in frying. The
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water-to-flour ratio is much higher than with doughs. On the contrary to batters, dough

has a plastic or elastic texture and does not flow as easily.

For batters in sheet wafer manufacturing, water and wheat flour are the main ingre-

dients, with just a small amount of minor ingredients. For the batter ingredient properties

see the ingredient section for details. Within an individual wafer factory, the wafer batter

recipe is one of the key arts in wafer manufacturing. Even within the same company a

simple transfer of recipes from place to place is not possible. There is some adaption

required according to a few basic considerations:

• The quality of the main ‘natural’ ingredients of water and flour is different from place

to place

• The availability and the costs of other ingredients may be different

• The equipment may be different, regarding oven length, baking plate sizes, design of

reedings, sheet thickness, etc.

• Even the perception of consumers on what the ‘right’ wafer is differs regionally

6.2.1.1 The Water-to-Flour Ratio
In wafer batter preparation, the ratio of water to flour is important for the viscosity of the

resulting batter and for the final wafer properties, respectively, the lighter or harder tex-

ture and the mechanical stability. Typically, we see a ratio from 1.25 to more than 1.6 for

regular wafer batters and from 1.0 to 1.2 for wafer batters with ‘high solids’

(Section 6.2.5).

6.2.1.2 Batter Viscosity
Viscosity is a texture property, a measure of the resistance of a fluid to flow; it measures a

fluid’s resistance to a gradual deformation by shear stress or tensile stress. That resistance

results from the intermolecular friction exerted when layers of fluid slide one by another.

If the flow resistance is low, the fluid is thin. As the flow resistance increases, the viscosity

increases. The higher the viscosity of a liquid, the slower is the flow, its ‘fluidity’. There

are two closely related measures of fluid viscosity—the dynamic (or absolute) viscosity

and the kinematic viscosity.

The coefficient of dynamic (absolute) viscosity is the tangential force per unit area

required to move a horizontal plane of fluid with respect to another plane, at a unit veloc-

ity while maintaining a unit distance. The unit of dynamic viscosity is the Pascal second.

1 Pascal second (Pa s)¼1 kg/(m s)¼1 N s/m2.

Kinematic viscosity is the ratio of absolute viscosity to density. In the SI system the

unit of kinematic viscosity is in m2/s. The old unit is 1 stoke (St)¼10–4 m2/s¼1 cm2/s.

Since 1 St is a large unit it is often divided by 100 into the unit centistoke (cSt)—where

1 cSt¼10–6 m2/s¼1 mm2/s.

The viscosity of fluids is highly temperature dependent. For meaningful viscosity data,

reporting of the reference temperature is required.
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6.2.2 Standard Wafer Batter Recipes: Examples and Ingredient Ranges
6.2.2.1 The Baker’s Percentage (Bakers Math, Flour Basis) Format in Batter Recipes
For recipes in wafers as in many other areas of bakery, still the ‘baker’s percentage’ format

has its merits, because flour is the principal solid component. Flour means the sum of all

flours/starches used in a batter recipe. List every ingredient of a recipe in relation to 100

weight parts of flour.

Example: A recipe with 50 kg of flour and 67 L of water contains 134% of water in

baker’s percentage (baker’s math, flour basis). The advantages are the following:

• Small changes in the water level or adding a new ingredient, as frequently required,

will not change all of the recipe percentages

• Different recipes then are easy to compare and to transfer into different batch sizes

• Recipe details such as the saltiness or sweetness are clearly visible because flour is the

principal solid ingredient by far

Alternatively, in the format ‘total percent of ingredients’, any small change in ingredients

changes the numbers for every single ingredient.

6.2.2.2 Ingredients and Recipes for Sheet Wafers
Table 6.1 provides some examples of flat and hollow wafer sheet recipes. Please Note:

These basic recipes may require some adaption according to the properties of the main

ingredients of flour (wheat type and gluten properties) and water (hardness and conduc-

tivity), the cost and availability situation of minor ingredients, and the local expectations

of the wafer taste and wafer texture.

Table 6.1 Wafer Sheet Batter Recipes: Examples

Adda Ingredient
Recipe F1
Flat wafer

Recipe F2
Flat wafer

Recipe H1
Hollow wafer

1 Water 140 140 145

2 or 4 Salt 0.4 0.4 0.5

2 Sodium bicarbonate 0.3 0.3 0.25

2 Ammonium bicarbonate 0 0 0.1

2 Wafer enzyme 0.02 0.02 0

2 Sugar 0 0 1

2 Milk powder 0 0.5 0

2 Egg powder 0 0.5 0

2 Starch 0 0 5

3 Wheat flour 100 100 100

4 Fat/oil 1 1 1

4 Lecithin, fluid 0.2 0.4 0.6

Wafer sheets per batch in kg, c. 79 80 84

aRecommended sequence of ingredient addition in batter mixing. Add ingredients with the same number at the same time,
optionally as a premix.
Recipe data are in baker’s percentage, related to 100 parts of wheat flour.
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More recipes and recommendations for modification of specific ingredient properties

will be discussed in the second part of this book series.

Tables 6.2 and 6.3 summarize some specifications for ingredients, their main influ-

ences on wafer quality, and their typical levels of application. For more detail, see

Chapters 2–4 regarding ingredients.

Table 6.2 Main Ingredients in Most Wafer Sheet Batters

Ingredient Specifications Comments Influence on Wafer

Baker’s
Percentage
Range
(Flour5100)

Flour, wheat Soft wheat;

absorption <56%;

wet gluten�25%;

moisture <14.5%

Low absorption;

flour maturing for

1–2 weeks

Provides bulk and

structure

100

Nonwheat

flours,

starches

Corn, rice flours;

potato, tapioca, corn

(native starches)

Increases dry matter;

reduces gluten issues

More homogeneous

structure, better

texture and stability

0–12

Water Potable water;

hardness <2 mmol/L

(11°dH); temperature

20°C or lower

Dissolves water

soluble ingredients;

improves batter

fluidity and a more

even wafer texture

More water reduces

wafer weight and

stability; water

hardness increases

wafer hardness

100–160

Baking soda Sodium bicarbonate,

food grade

Improves batter

spread on baking

plates

Lower wafer weight;

softer texture; more

colour difference

0.1–0.6

Ammonium

bicarbonate

Food grade Leavening without

pH increase

Improves wafer

texture, reduces

colour differences

0–0.2

Salt Sodium chloride,

food grade

May induce gluten

development

Improves overall taste 0–1

Oil/fat Coconut oil, palm

oleine or wafer cream

fat; no di-,

polyunsaturated oils

Eliminates risk of

wafer sticking;

quantity depends on

plate condition

Improves release,

texture; at high levels:

more residues, cloudy

look, incomplete

reeding details

0.2–2

Lecithin Soy lecithin (fluid) or

powder (on carrier);

deoiled powder

Premix with oil,

after flour; add

powder before flour

Improves steam

release and wafer

release; less baking

scrap

0.2–1.2
(fluid)

1–3
(powder)

Wafer

enzyme

Dedicated wafer

enzyme

combinations

available

Helps to avoid flour

(gluten) problems;

do not use unspecific

proteases

Texture more

homogeneous and

softer; possibly

reduced wafer

stability

0–0.06
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Table 6.3 Optional Ingredients in Wafer Sheet Batters

Ingredient Specifications Comments Influence on Wafer

Baker’s
Percentage
Range
(Flour5100)

Sugar Sucrose, granular,

white

Dissolve sugar

completely; more

baking mould residues

Crunchier wafer

texture

0–2

Egg

components

Whole egg, egg yolk,

egg white; pasteurized

liquid or powder

Observe

microbiological safety,

cholesterol issues;

more baking mould

residues

Improves wafer

stability, colour, and

taste

0–3.6
(liquid egg)

0–1 (egg

pd.)

0–0.2
(white pd.)

0–2 (yolk

pd.)

Milk

powders

Full fat milk powder

preferred to skim milk

powder; whey

powder is not

recommended

Premix dry with other

powders to avoid

lumps in batter; more

baking mould residues

Improves taste,

texture, colour

0–1

Soybean

flour

Toasted (enzyme-

inactivated), defatted

Slightly nutty in taste,

no beanlike or bitter

notes

Better wafer

texture, taste and

release; may

compromise shelf

life (soy oil)

0–3

Cocoa

powder

Type 10/12 alkalized

(dutched); natural

cocoa powder is less

recommended

For 1% natural cocoa

powder increase

baking soda by 0.05%;

more baking mould

residues

Improves taste,

intensity and

evenness of wafer

colour; may reduce

wafer stability

0–2

Caramel

colour

Soft drink or beer

caramel (E150d or

E150c)

Liquid or powder;

High-colour intensity

preferred

More homogeneous

and darker brown

wafer colour

0–1.5

Food colour Water soluble, food

approved

Liquid or powder

form

Changed high-

intensity wafer

colour

0–0.1

Fibres Bran flour (flour fine

only)

Cellulose fibres

Finest granulation

essential, nutritionally

positive

Improves wafer

flexibility and

stability

0–3
0–1.5

Yeast,

inactive

Powder, high in

glutathione

Softens hard gluten Improves flavour

and texture

0–0.5

Flavours Food flavours Not recommended in

batter

Flavour is lost

during baking

0
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6.2.2.3 Specifics of Ingredients for Hollow Wafers
There are just a few points to make for hollow wafer ingredients in difference to flat

wafers as later outlined in Tables 6.1–6.3.
Starch: In hollow wafers the addition of starch in the batter recipe is common, and in

higher proportions, from about 2% to 12% in baker’s percentage.

Sugar: Adding small quantities of sucrose at a level of 1%–3% on a flour base takes

advantage of the crunchiness and hardness improvement by sugar, even at the expense

of more baking plate residues and increased colour differences.

Ammonium bicarbonate: In hollow wafers, ammonium bicarbonate (ABC) improves

the precise forming of surface details. A typical level of application is 0.1% on a flour base.

Overly high levels increase the extrusion of baking scrap. The reactivity of ABC already

at ambient temperature can be a disadvantage. It inactivates partly before baking in case of

a longer batter resting time and higher batter temperature.

6.2.3 Wafer Batter Preparation: Principle and Mixing System
6.2.3.1 The Principle of Wafer Batter Mixing
Wafer batter mixing is

(1) Dissolving of the soluble components such as salt, bicarbonates, sugars, syrups, and

colours in water

(2) Suspending insoluble particles (cereal flours, starch flours, fibres) homogeneously.

Water covers the particles’ surface and some swelling of fibres and hydrocolloids occurs

(3) The wetted flour particles are not inert and some interlinking of hydrated proteins

(gluten development) may occur on mechanical shearing

(4) Fine dispersion of the nonwater soluble oil phase (liquid fat, oil, fluid lecithin),

which due to its small percentage in practise is quickly adsorbed to the surface of

the particle phase

For batters high in starch or low in viscosity there is a risk of starch sedimentation after the

mixer stops. The specific gravity of starch, over 1.5 g/cm3, is much higher than that of

water. For prevention an increase in batter viscosity by the addition of hydrocolloids such

as gums or pregelatinized starches is recommended.

Most wafer batters are batters with a regular water level. The discussion of high-solids

batters (HSB), where different conditions apply, follows in Section 6.2.5.

6.2.3.2 Technological Requirements Based on the Type of Mixer
There are different potential functions of mixing systems, associated with an increasing of

the mechanical intensity

(1) Dissolving

(2) Dispersing

(3) Emulsifying

(4) Homogenizing
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In wafer batter mixing, just the first two of these functions are required. For properly

preparing the dispersion ‘wafer batter’, the mixer has to provide the following:

• A high turbulence of the water phase to separate the flour particles by a fluid layer.

Shearing, the relative motion of liquid layers, generates that turbulence, which

equally helps to dissolve any water soluble ingredients such as sugar and salts quickly

• Avoid additional mechanical pressure to connect the flour particles, such as due to a

high viscosity or any narrow channels of the mixing tool

• Generate both smooth vertical flow and a horizontal rotation within the vessel

• Avoid the incorporation of additional air besides the air accompanied with the flour

and other ingredient powders

• During the mixing of wafer batters no significant heat transfer, neither from the vessel

walls nor from the mixing tools is taking place

Both from screening potential mixer types and from practical experience, rotor-stator

mixing devices are considered the best. Primarily the ‘radial discharge impellers’

out of that group are widely in use. Radial discharge impellers have a centrally mounted

high-speed rotor in proximity to a surrounding stator with slots. Thereby all the impor-

tant movements—a high shear of the liquid, a rotational flow horizontally, and some ver-

tical flow—are induced. The only critical point might be an overly narrow distance

between stator and rotor, which primarily in high-viscosity batters will induce consid-

erable mechanical pressing and in consequence a high risk of gluten development. Some

testing and adaption in the geometry of the mixing tools may be required in case of crit-

ical flour quality and/or high-batter viscosity.

From a mixing technology viewpoint the best ratio of vessel diameter to filling height

will be around 1. In case of low to moderate viscosity, below about 1000 m Pa s, a central

spout occurs during the mixing process.

6.2.3.3 Fully Automatic Wafer Batter Mixing Systems
For operations with two or more wafer lines, mixing systems with automatic feeding of

all ingredients and a preprogramed mixing procedure are recommended. That eliminates

any errors by human dosing or intervention. Metering of small components is volumetric

from solution tanks, if soluble, or by gravimetric powder dosage. One automatic mixer

supplies up to three wafer lines, depending on the oven sizes.

6.2.3.4 Continuous Mixing of Wafer Batters
The continuous mixing of wafer batters has been a matter of interest for several years. In

2002, the Rapidojet system for continuous dough preparation was presented (www.

rapidojet.de). Technological tests with a Rapidojet mixer for preparing wafer batters

at the Franz Haas R&D centre in 2003 were not successful (K. Tiefenbacher, unpub-

lished). The main issue is the noninertness of flour particles that easily causes lumping

and gluten development.
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At present, the first operable system for continuous wafer batter mixing

(WO2015128176) is ready to enter the market. The patent discloses an apparatus for

the continuous mixing of fluid bakingmasses such as wafer, waffle, or cake batters. Firstly,

a fluid mass is prepared in a premixing station. The input of critical powders prone to

lumping such as flours, pregelatinized flours or starches, or thickeners occurs in a

postmixing device located before the output of the finished baking mass.

6.2.3.5 Preparing Wafer Batters at the Lab Scale
For mixing small batches of batter for laboratory baking tests, in our experience a ‘saw

tooth impeller’ for small vessel volumes will generate a shear situation of the liquid phase

most similar to the commercial industrial rotor-stator mixers (Fig. 6.2).

6.2.4 Detailed Suggestions for Preparing Regular Wafer Batters
6.2.4.1 The Sequence of Adding the Various Ingredients
The first column of the recipes in Table 6.1 provides the sequence of ingredient addition:

(1) Water, any water-miscible fluids such as colour solutions and syrups.

(2) Minor powder ingredients such as starch, sugar, leavenings, wafer enzyme, fibres1,

and salt1. Add ingredients with the same number either in parallel or as a premix.

For ingredients that lump easily such as milk, egg, or thickener powders prepare

a dry premix of all powders. Disperse, respectively, and dissolve the minor ingre-

dients and any starch that act as a flour diluent before the addition of the flour.

Dispersing the wafer enzyme in the water phase before the flour is added will increase

its efficacy.

Fig. 6.2 Saw tooth mixing tool. (Photo: IKA www.ika.com)

1 Alternatively any fibres and salt may be added here. That is in order to reduce the risk of gluten devel-

opment further.
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(3) Wheat flour.Wait for the incorporation of the flour. After the flour additionmix just

briefly until all visible white flour has disappeared from the surface.

(4) Liquid fat and fluid lecithin.

(5) Now start the final mix time of about 1.5–3 min. That time depends on the indi-

vidual mixing conditions including the mixing intensity. The latter will depend

greatly on the fill percentage of the mixer vessel.

This is the most recommended sequence of adding the ingredients to the mixing vessel.

A differing sequence may be in place for certain reasons. We recommend determining

the best sequence of addition during the time of recipe development.

6.2.4.2 Wafer Sheet Rework Addition to Batters
A frequent question is: Can I add milled wafer sheet rework in batter preparation?

Because the gelatinized flour in wafer sheet rework has an extremely high-water absorp-

tion we strongly recommend not doing this, even if it is finely milled. As a consequence,

more water in the recipe is required with the result of a lighter, more fragile wafer sheet,

sometimes even with structural inhomogeneity. Utilize the wafer sheet rework

favourably when preparing filling creams for sugar wafer cookies. Please refer to

Section 4.1 in Chapter 4 on minor ingredients for details.

6.2.4.3 Flow Cups or Rotary Viscometers to Measure the Batter Viscosity
In case of a stable flour quality condition and a smooth operation, a permanent checking

of the batter viscosity at every batch is not required. However, in case of frequent vis-

cosity fluctuations, a rapid viscosity test directly at the batter mixer is advisable. Flow cup

viscometers here are simple and reliable test devices to measure the kinematic viscosity of

fluids. The result comes in seconds of flow time until a defined volume of the fluid flows

out through an orifice of a defined diameter at a specified temperature. For cups with

calibration certificates, conversion equations from flow time to centistokes (cSt) are avail-

able. A classical version of a flow cup is the Ford cup.

The flow cup simulates best the flowing out of the batter at the depositor arm in the

wafer oven.We recommend a cup of 100 ml volume with an 8-mm orifice (according to

DIN EN ISO 2431). The results are well reproducible. Fig. 6.3 provides an approximate

correlation of the flowtime in seconds and the apparent dynamic viscosity in mPas. The

data are according to the formula provided by Gardco for kinematic viscosity. That can

be just an approximation because wafer batter due to the flour particle phase in rheolog-

ical terms is a nonideal system and the specific gravity of wafer batter is close to 1.0.

Quality assurance sets the target range for batter viscosity according to your standard

batter quality.Most batters are in the range of 8–25 s for the 8-mm cup. Viscosity strongly

depends on flour absorption and water dosage. The batter operator can perform flow cup

testing directly at the mixer. Please keep in mind the big influence of the temperature
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on the viscosity. In industrial practise the measurements are done at the actual batter

temperature.

For viscosity measurements on wafer batter, many of the rotary viscometers are not

suitable. The results are inconsistent because during the measurement, gluten develop-

ment in the gap of the instrument occurs quite easily! Cf. Section 2.9 in Chapter 2, where

a rotary viscometer functions for a ‘gluten development test’ in wafer batters.

Just rotary viscometers with ‘open sea’ measurement are suitable. However, all of

these are less convenient compared to the flow cup procedure.

6.2.4.4 Symptoms for Gluten Development in Wafer Batters
When preparing a batter, we want to get a smooth suspension of the flour in water with-

out developing the gluten, which would result in an elastic, stringy texture of the batter.

These are the symptoms to recognize that gluten has developed:

(a) The batter viscosity increases

(b) The batter flow through the batter screen is retarded. There are dough-like, lumpy

residues remaining on the screen and stringy residues hanging down from under the

screen (Fig. 6.4)

(c) In batter depositing, the batter flow from the depositor holes to the baking mould is

nonstraight, sometimes wavy and irregular

(d) The flow of the batter in the mould is restricted. As a consequence, for a complete

fill, the quantity of the batter deposit must be increased via the batter pump speed

(e) The weight for complete sheets suddenly becomes some 5%–10% higher
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Fig. 6.3 Correlation of flow time and apparent viscosity—8 mm flow cup.
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(f ) The wafer sheet moisture after the oven increases. Due to the two preceding effects,

more material is present that cannot bake fully without increasing the energy input

(g) More bobbles occur, primarily stringy longer ones instead of small round bobbles.

Despite that, there might be some holes in the sheet close to the venting holes

(h) In installations with several ovens, those with longer batter supply lines manifest

higher wafer weight and harder wafer texture

6.2.4.5 Gaining More Protection Against Gluten Development Issues
To avoid the formation of gluten and its consequences for a maximum of operational

safety we recommend the following:

(1) Depending on the absorption of the flour, sufficient water in the recipe is required. If

not, during batter preparation, the viscosity greatly increases and some gluten is

developed. Fluid batters with sufficient water result in a better, more homogeneous

wafer texture of finer porosity compared to thick wafer batters. Moreover, the

baking scrap is lowest if we select the optimum quantity of water for the actual flour.

But at the very high end of water dosage, the wafer sheet centres may become hard

and glassy and the sheets’ edges may become overly soft and fragile.

(2) The batter should not be overstressed mechanically. For batter preparation we

recommend a mixing system with moderate particle shearing action. With problem

flours, it is recommended to reduce the fill of the mixer and to work just with 75%

of the filling capacity, for example. That reduces the work input required and

therefore the shearing action of the mixer turbine.

Fig. 6.4 Gluten strings in batter straining. (Photo: Tiefenbacher).
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(3) Keep the temperature of the batter as low as possible, at least below 20°C. That will
reduce the risk of gluten development during batter mixing. Moreover the wafer

sheet texture will be more homogeneous. The main influences on the batter tem-

perature are the following:

(a) The water temperature. Most recommended is to regulate the batter temper-

ature by the temperature of the mixing water, possibly even by adding some ice.

(b) The flour temperature

(c) The ambient temperature, governing the temperature of the mixing equipment

At higher batter temperatures we tend to see higher wafer sheet weights and, nev-

ertheless, slightly more fragile (brittle) sheets

(4) In the case of wafer enzyme application, the batter temperatures as recommended

here for nonenzyme batters are too low. For a higher activity of the wafer enzyme,

the batter temperature then should be around 24°C.

6.2.4.6 Gluten Softening by Reductants?
Coming from the classical manufacturing of English hard and semisweet cookies

(Thacker, 1993), some technology consultants recommend the use of sodium meta-

bisulfite (SMS, E223) in wafer batters. With small quantities of SMS (8–25 g/100 kg
of flour), the gluten is softened and after some initial strong gluten development it dis-

integrates easily in the mixer. The application of SMS impairs the texture quality of sheets

to become harder and glassier. In the case of higher dosing, you may even see a complete

loss of wafer expansion during baking, resulting in partially unexpanded and incom-

pletely filled sheets. We do not recommend the use of any SMS in wafer baking for

the following reasons:

• Sodium metabisulfite is not food-approved for wafers in many areas of the world

• SMS is an allergen and there is mandatory allergen labelling required in order to pro-

tect consumers

Other reductants, such as cysteine (E920), at a dosage of 2–5 g per 100 kg of wheat flour
will have a similar but lower softening activity to reduce any gluten issues.

6.2.5 Wafer Batters With High-Solids Content (HSB) Are on the Rise
For wafer products with delicate crispness and for wafers with deep reedings the regular

batters are the right choice. But wafers of harder texture, corresponding to a higher wafer

weight, are an option to expand the range of wafer products. Harder wafers are desirable

for the following reasons:

• It is preferred in regions that like hard-textured foods, such as in North America.

• It can be used for thin-layered wafer fingers in combination with a higher percentage

of adjuncts such as cream, caramel, and enrobing chocolate. The hard wafer texture

then delivers the distinct crunchy aspect of the eating experience.
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For the manufacturing of hard-textured wafers, the baking of batters with an increased

content of solids is required. The comparison of wafer batters in Table 6.4 spans the range

in solid contents by variation of the water-to-flour ratio.

Mixing HSBs requires wheat flours of low absorption and low flour swelling prop-

erties. Moreover, for preparing HSBs, a new type of mixer regarding mixing tools geom-

etry and turbulence is required. A mixing device for HSB is not suitable for regular solids

batters over �120 parts water.

6.2.6 Fermented Wafer Batters
Batter fermentation influences both wafer texture and taste. Fermenting by yeast or sour-

dough microorganisms influences the pH of the batter, the flour protein properties, and

the steam leavening action. Fermentation generates volatile flavour components and

nonvolatile flavour precursors. The former mostly are lost due to steam stripping in

the baking process.

There are different meanings when talking about fermentation in wafer batters today.

(1) The natural sourdough fermentation. Flour naturally contains a variety of enzymes

and microorganisms including yeasts and bacterial spores. In batter mixing, when

wheat flour disperses in water the naturally occurring amylase enzymes generate glu-

cose, maltose, and other sugars from starch.With an increasing life time of the batter,

a culture of undefined but increasing activity develops. The acidity increases, and

some smell and taste is recognizable.

That kind of fermentation is unwanted in wafer baking because it generates more

issues than positive effects. The acids consume some of the sodium bicarbonate and

the enzymes degrade proteins and starches, which weakens the wafer texture.

(2) The use of dedicated wafer enzymes to compensate for fluctuations in flour gluten

quality by their specific proteinase activity is a further kind of fermentation. Their

hemicellulase activity helps to reduce the water level in batter preparation. Any gen-

eration of flavour components as in classical fermentations is missing here.

(3) The addition of a certain percentage of a fluid preferment, being either a yeast-based

poolish or a sourdough-based one in batter preparation is a further option. The pre-

fermentation of a fluid flour-water mixture that includes a percentage of natural

leaven from the preceding batch generates a more complex flavour. There is more

Table 6.4 Regular Batters vs High-Solids Batters (HSB)
Batter Type Water to Flour Ratio Batter Moisture (%)

High solids (HSB) 1.0–1.2 56.5–60.5
Regular—Low water >1.2–1.35 >60.5–63
Regular—Medium >1.35–1.5 >63–65
Regular—High water >1.5 >65
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time for yeast, enzyme, and sourdough bacteria actions on the starch and proteins in

the dough. The preferment can be stored for some time when kept cold with a slight

addition: automatic fermentation systems are available, which finish the pre-

fermentation once a certain drop in pH has occurred.

(4) Full fermentation of the premixed batter under precise temperature and time control

for about half an hour, the original fermentation developed for a branded wafer

product in the 1930s in the United Kingdom.

(5) Since 2015 there has been a renaissance of fermented wafers with a bread-like tastes

in the market, triggered by an Italian company manufacturing hollow wafers in

that way.

6.2.7 Wafer Batter Handling: From Preparation to Depositing
6.2.7.1 Straining of the Batter
The hydration of flour particles in water results in a gluey surface. The flour dispersion

therefore never is perfect and some tiny lumps remain after mixing. Straining of the

batter through a metal screen therefore is required immediately after preparation in

order to avoid any clogging of the batter arm later in batter depositing, which is a severe

disturbance of the baking process. The batter screen vibrates for speeding up the filtra-

tion process. The screen requires cleaning by water washing at least at the end of every

shift. In case of higher levels of straining residues, clean the batter screen more fre-

quently. The screen holes should be in the range of 12–16 mesh ASTM, corresponding

to 1.68–1.19 mm.

6.2.7.2 Inline Batter Homogenization
For a higher degree of process automation, an option to deagglomerate any residual par-

ticles in the batter is inline homogenization. In the toothed rotor-stator system of the

homogenizer the freshly prepared batter is treated by high-shear forces. The inline

homogenizer at the same time acts as a batter pump. There are many suppliers for inline

homogenizers. The resulting smooth batter is easy to filter and opens the way for inline

batter straining in substitution of the classical straining over wire mesh screens. Applying

inline filters with nonhomogenized batter results in a high clogging risk. We recommend

a test of both, inline homogenization, and inline filtering for proper function with the

individual batter recipe.

6.2.7.3 Intermediate Batter Storage
The batter storage tank is located directly under the batter screen. Storing (maturing) of

sheet wafer batter and generally of batters for no/low sugar wafers (Tiefenbacher, 2009) is

not necessary and is not recommended. For best baking results, the batter should be used

up within 10–30 min after mixing. Why should this occur?
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• Wafer batter microbiologically is a very active system. The aerobic mesophilic colony

count per gram of wheat flour (DGHM, 2011) is up to 1�106 cfu (colony-forming

units). Both the microorganisms and their enzymes continuously change the batter

negatively. The degradation of batter components important for a stable wafer struc-

ture will progress with the outcome of a more fragile wafer sheet texture.

• The microbial activity by trend reduces the viscosity of the batter with time.

But there is a contrary effect from the swelling of flour particles, primarily the bigger

ones. That swelling consumes some of the free water in the batter and by trend

increases the viscosity of the batter with time. The summation of both effects has

the outcome that the batter viscosity is changing slowly in most batters during the

first 30 min.

The capacity of the batter storage tank should be for about 30 min of production. In case

of a bigger tank volume, do not prepare more batter than required for 30 min of produc-

tion. Double jacketing of the storage tank is not required unless there are high ambient

temperatures.

For batter recipes with wafer enzyme, the full result of enzyme action is present only

about 15 min after mixing. As a result, the viscosity of the batter is still decreasing in the

batter tank.

Batter storage tanks are equipped with a slowly rotating stirrer. The functions are

(a) to prevent any sedimentation effects in the batter and (b) to integrate smoothly

recycled batter from the ring main supplying the ovens with batter.

6.2.7.4 Batter Supply Line: From Storage Tank to Oven
The ideal situation in batter supply to the ovens is to have the batter mixing area in a floor

above the wafer baking ovens and to feed the batter from there with both minimal supply

line length and minimal pumping efforts.

Batter supply lines are double-jacketed rationale:

• Prevent any warming of the batter when being pumped to the hot oven area.

• Minimize the growth of the biofilm on the walls of the batter lines. Microorganisms

in the batter form a surface film (Phillips, 2016). Here the batter is fermented and acids

are generated.

We recommend batter supply lines that are as short as possible. In case of longer batter

lines, 20 m and more, quite frequently we observe increasing issues in the batter baking

performance. Regarding long batter transport distances, more intensive batter pumping is

required; some gluten development and, as a consequence, an impaired batter flow in the

baking plate occur easily.

The batter supply is via ring mains. They supply to a small batter tank at the wafer

oven for depositing. The batter level in that tank is stable, and any excess batter is recycled

to the batter storage tank.
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6.2.7.5 Batter Depositing
A pump transports the batter from the batter tank to the batter arm located in

the head of the baking oven just above the circulating baking moulds. The batter arm

holds a linear array of holes of definite distance and size to provide the right quantity

of batter. The pressure adjustment of the batter pump regulates the precise amount of

deposit. The batter pump has a start-stop function to provide a symmetric pattern of

batter lines (batter strips) on the hot baking plates moving beneath the batter arm.

The quite fluid batter deposits in strips onto the bottom part of the hot baking mould.

6.2.8 Task List for the Batter Operator (Example)
The responsibility for batter preparation is given to one person that has well-defined

tasks. You may define and communicate through a task list.

(1) Keep the mixer area clean according to your hazard analysis and critical control

point (HACCP) regulations. All equipment in contact with the microbiologically

highly active batter from the mixer to the tanks and supply lines require a strict

cleaning and sanitizing regime. At least one cleaning per shift will maintain the bat-

ter acidity due to germ growth within limits. Clean with cold water until all batter

residues are washed away. Then apply clean, hot water for the last rinse. At least

once a week cleaning plus disinfection is required.

(2) Most important is the regular cleaning of the batter ring main because within a

short time the flour microorganisms build biofilm deposit at the interior walls,

which continuously sours the batter. Without a ring main cleaning at the end of

production there are considerable inconsistency issues at the restart. Then the acid

residues consume some of the sodium bicarbonate in the fresh batter, the wafer

weight increases, and the resulting wafer texture is much harder.

(3) Keep the screen for batter straining clean. Flour lumps and any gluten lumps have

to be removed. Check the integrity of the batter screen periodically.

(4) Have the ingredients available in time; weigh and add them in the right order after

checking if there might be any deviation in the quantity of an ingredient.

(a) Start the dosage of water and start of the mixer

(b) Add the small recipe ingredient components

(c) Start the flour dosage. Flour needs to be added slowly, not in a single shot. Mix

briefly until the white flour is not visible anymore

(d) Now put the oil/lecithin-mix into the vortex of the mixer. Optionally, add

the salt and any fibres at this point as well

(e) Start the timer for the final mixing period

(5) When the mixing is finished, check the batter viscosity (flow time by a flow cup)

periodically—either in the mixer or in the intermediate batter tank. Inform the

supervisor/quality control (QC) on any deviations in viscosity to determine if
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water level changes are needed. The necessity for viscosity checks and their fre-

quency will depend on the presence or absence of fluctuations.

(6) Inform the oven operator in case there are any larger changes in viscosity. Changes

in the settings of the batter deposit pump might be required.

(7) Add all batter-relevant data to the production protocol as demanded by your inter-

nal regulations. The most important data to record can be the following:

• The operator’s name

• The date and time of mixing

• The recipe number. Do not put the recipe in detail in that widely accessible

document

• The number of the flour batch

• The batter temperature and batter viscosity (optional),

• The wafer sheet weight

(8) Strictly avoid any contact of the microbiologically unsafe batter with baked wafer

sheets—the latter are microbiologically sterile after baking.

(9) Check if the wafer sheet weight is within the target weight range of x g� 2%. In

case of deviations from the target some small recipe changes should be permitted for

the batter operator—possibly after contacting the supervisor or QC.

(a) The sheet weight is under target:

• Reduce water if possible. The batter viscosity still must be fluid in order to

ensure good pumping and to avoid gluten issues.

• Reduce sodium bicarbonate, in steps of 10% (if permitted by your internal

regulations).

(b) The sheet weight is over target:

• Increase the water, in steps of 0.5–1 L.
• Increase sodium bicarbonate, in steps of 10% (if permitted by your internal

regulations).

(10) Immediately inform the supervisor/QC in case of unexpected incidents.

6.2.9 Potential Wafer Batter Issues: How to React
In batter preparation and handling unexpected effects may occur. Here is a description of

some potential issues together with options to handle them.However, without seeing the

actual situation any recommendations are rather general because there can be multiple

reasons for a problem. Consider supervision by an experienced wafer technologist.

(a) The batter is very thin (low viscosity)

• Is the water dosage correct and accurate enough?

• Is the flour dosage correct and complete or is there any blocking?
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• Is there a new flour batch with lower absorption? If yes, reduce the water in the

recipe.

• Immediate action for the present batch: Try to incorporate some more flour.

(b) The batter is very thick—but it is not elastic and stringy

• Check the accuracy of the water and flour metering systems.

• Is there a new flour batch with higher absorption? If yes, increase the water in the

recipe.

• Immediate action for the present batch: Add 1 or 2 L of water and remix for

1 min.

(c) The batter is elastic and stringy, and gluten has developed: 1. Disaggregate the gluten

in the existing batch

Discontinue mixing—Stop the mixer immediately!!!

Disaggregation by wafer enzyme:

• Disperse wafer enzyme powder (1–2 g for every 10 kg flour) in 1 L of water and

add it to the mixer. Recommended wafer enzymes are listed when the small

ingredients are discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.1.

• Distribute the enzyme by several start-stop operations of the mixer or by manual

stirring.

• Wait for 5–10 min, then remix for �1 min and pump the resmoothened batter.

Disaggregation by sodium metabisulfite (SMS):

Please note: Sodium metabisulfite is a nonrecommended food additive without

food approval in many countries due to allergenic properties.

• Dissolve sodium metabisulfite powder (0.5–1 g for every 10 kg flour) in 1 L of

water and add it to the mixer.

• Distribute that solution by several start-stop operations of the mixer or by man-

ual stirring.

• Wait for a few minutes and remix. The batter will become even thicker in the

beginning and may even come off the mixer wall. Later, after a few minutes of

further mixing it disaggregates into a smoothly flowing batter.

(d) The batter is elastic and stringy, gluten has developed: 2. Corrective action for the

further batches

• Check for incorrect (low) water metering or a high flour metering.

• Increase the recipe water level.

• Use colder water or even ice in batter preparation.

• Consider the application of wafer enzyme. The typical dosage is 3–4 g for every
10 kg of flour.

• Include starch or corn flour (2%–8%) as a flour diluent to the recipe. Add the

starch before the flour comes in.
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• Change to a better flour quality.

• If gluten develops during pumping of the batter: reduce the r.p.m. of the pump

or change to a bigger pump.

(e) The batter flows irregularly during the deposition into the baking mould:

• The batter is overly high in viscosity—see issue (b).

• The batter flow out of the depositor holes is not linear but somewhat distorted.

That is an indication for gluten formation—see issues (c) and (d).

• Some holes of the depositor arm are clogged by lumps. (a) Exchange the depos-

itor with a clean one and clean the depositor thoroughly with water. (b) Are

there any holes in the batter screen or is the mesh size too large?

(f ) The batter is old due to an unexpected line stop

• You may bake with the old batter unless the sheet stability is worsening. Stop if

there is severe sheet delamination and sheet fragility after baking.

• In case of bad results discard the batter batch.

(g) The batter smells sour

• The batter tanks and the batter supply lines carry fermented batter residues. Reg-

ular cleaning is required to avoid this.

• Clean all tanks and pipes in contact with batter thoroughly with cold water when-

ever there is a longer production stop or at least once daily. In case of a severe contam-

ination, we recommend using commercial disinfectants similar to those in the

dairy industry.

6.3 THE WAFER BAKING PROCESS: TECHNICAL
AND OPERATIONAL SIDE

The technology of wafer baking has a close connection to the technical features of

contemporary wafer ovens. Therefore, we outline the principles here. While technical

details are out of the scope of a technology book, some aspects as they relate to wafer

quality require discussion.

6.3.1 The Wafer Oven Process: An Overview
The baking of wafer sheets is done in rectangular baking tongs mounted on a tensioned

chain. A wafer baking tong is an array of a bottom baking plate and top baking plate,

hinged together at one of the short sides (hinge side) and bearing a locking bar for open-

ing and closure at the other short side (latch side). The space between the top and bottom

plate defines the volume of the wafer sheet. Metal strips at all sides of the tong overlap that

space and confine the sheet. The baking tong simultaneously forms and bakes the wafer.

Themetal strips at the long sides, optionally on all sides, carry indentations, venting holes,

for regulating the internal pressure during the initial baking phase. For discharging the

baked sheets and refilling with fresh batter, the top plate opens at a 60–90-degree angle.
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The tongs are continuously circulating at controlled speed through the heated wafer

oven (Fig. 6.5). The control of all the steps is by link motion. Heating from the backside

of the baking plates is by impingement of gas flames from gas burners, which are adjust-

able both in position and heating intensity. As an alternative to natural gas, LPG (liquefied

petroleum gas) or electrical heating may be applied.

To illustrate the process, first an overview is provided:

(1) Batter deposition into the partially open baking tong: In the head of the oven, after

discharging the previous wafer sheet, air blowers remove any residues left. When

the bottom plate travels under the batter depositor arm the system actuates a new

deposit of batter lines. Almost immediately, the closure and locking of the plates

follows.

(2) Batter distribution in the hot tong: The plates close and squeeze the batter lines. The hot

plates rapidly heat the batter, which activates carbon dioxide from the leavening, and

steam generation starts. Carbon dioxide provides the nucleation of the later wafer

pores. Steam pressure assists in filling the mould completely to the edges.

(3) The hissing phase—steam leavening and pore fixation: After filling the mould volume,

some batter extrudes through the venting holes in the form of small balls called ‘bob-

bles’, which are baking scrap. The more than 60% moisture in the batter convert to

steam causing a pressure peak in the mould and hissing sound during escape. After

about 15 s, the steam pressure and its leavening action reaches the maximum. The

pressure maximum coincides with the setting of the starch and protein polymers.

(4) The first baking phase: The heating burners provide a lot of energy to the bottom

plates. Converting water to steam requires about 40% of the total energy in wafer

baking. Only after most of the moisture has escaped can the newwafer structure heat

up further for other baking reactions.

(5) The second baking phase: At the end of the wafer oven, the baking tongs turn and

expose the top plates to the burners in the lower part of the oven. The new wafer

slowly attains the temperature of the baking plates, which is in the 180°C range. It is

important for the wafer moisture to decrease and to trigger Maillard reactions, since

they are responsible for taste and wafer colour.

Sheet
discharge

Oven
head

Control
panel

Baking chamber

Fig. 6.5 Scheme of a wafer baking oven.
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(6) Discharge of the baked sheets: When the tong with the ready baked wafer reaches the

turning point at the head of the oven, the opening mechanism actuates. Wafer

shrinkage during the final drying to below 2% of moisture, cooler air ente-

ring the opening mould, and the use of air blowers all assist in discharging the

sheet easily.

6.3.1.1 Energy Transfer in Wafer Baking
Wafer baking requires a lot of energy within a short time. As a first estimation, baking

1 kg of dry wafer sheets requires around 12,500 kJ (3000 kcal). Fig. 6.6 shows the result

of a calculation (Tiefenbacher, unpublished). The energy transfer in the wafer baking

mould primarily is by conduction and some radiation. There is no heating by convection

and no convective flow in the mould. But in gas-heated ovens there is some convective

heating of the edges of the tong causing some signs of overheating at the plate edges, such

as an overly shooting out of batter at the venting holes and correspondingly some holes

close the edge of the sheets.

The heat balance in an oven is a delicate task for control engineering. A temperature

averaging over a number of plates is important here to avoid permanent imbalances if, for

instance, one plate stays without batter for some reason and overheats. Experienced oven

operators in case of batter stops leave a full round of plates without batter in order to avoid

the over or underheating of single baking plates.

6.3.2 Wafer Baking Plates, Tongs, and Ovens
6.3.2.1 Baking Plates
Sheet wafers bake between a pair of precisely machined baking plates, the bottom plate

and the top plate. These two carry sealing and venting strips at their edges, and they close

Wafer dry-matter
heating

2%
Batter

moisture heating
& evaporation

41%
Oven air heating

54%

3%
Oven to

environment

Fig. 6.6 Estimation of energy consumption in flat wafer baking.
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for baking but have a gap in between to form the baking mould. A locking system secures

the closed position. The plates are made of cast iron and have heavy, massive construction

for the following reasons:

(a) Wafer baking requires a high-heat storage capacity to provide lot of heat in a short

amount of time. The baking plates permanently work at a temperature in the range

of 180–200°C.
(b) The high-heat conductivity of cast iron allows for a continuous replenishment of

energy in a quick and even way.

(c) The massive construction prevents any unwanted deformation due to the pressure

peak of about 1 bar overpressure at every cycle in the initial baking phase. The wafer

baking plates have to hold some 60,000 baking cycles per year when operated just for

one working shift per day.

Those sides of these pair of baking plates facing the wafer sheet typically carry reedings,

grooved lines of defined distance and depth. The bottom and top reeding are at a

45-degree angle to each other in order to increase the mechanical stability of the finished

wafer sheet. The sides of this pair of baking plates opposite to the baking surface carry

ridges to both the mechanical stability of the plates and to increase the surface for heat

absorption. For the new large plate sizes, castings of higher hardness are required to guar-

antee the long-term stability of plate flatness. These have a slightly reduced heat conduc-

tivity and require a higher baking temperature.

The productivity in wafer manufacturing within the last few years by technical devel-

opments, both in the size of baking plates and in the number of plates in one oven, has

increased dramatically.

6.3.2.2 Milling and Grinding Techniques for Plate Surface Treatment
The surface texture of the baking plates has some influence on the adhesion of the wafer

sheets. The surface roughness Ra is the vertical deviation of the real surface from its ideal

form. The ‘a’ indicates ‘arithmetic average of the absolute values’, typically given in

microns. Modern milling techniques produce surfaces of Ra 0.9–1.2 μm, which is at

the ideal roughness for minimum adhesion. Separate grinding after milling typically will

come into Ra values of 0.6–0.8, which is already slightly on the smooth side. The typical

accuracy of these machining techniques has to be in the range of �0.02 mm. The

removal of any edges after machining is by a blasting treatment.

6.3.2.3 Cast Iron or Hard-Chromium-Plated Baking Plates?
Baking on both types of moulds, pure cast iron or chromium-plated cast iron, will result

in good wafer sheets. The texture of sheets from chromium-layered plates is slightly dif-

ferent, resulting in a little bit of a harder crispness in texture. Even the experts are not sure

which one is really better. Fig. 6.7 provides a SEM of a chromium-plated mould, show-

ing a reeding detail in the cross section. The typical fissuring of chromium layers is clearly
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visible. The chromium layer sits on an intermediate layer of nickel, which helps to pre-

vent any corrosion of the cast iron during long-time baking due to acid from the batter or

minerals from highly mineralized water.

The advantage of chromed-plated baking moulds primarily are the following:

• Chromium surfaces require a lower level of baking oil and lecithin in the wafer rec-

ipe. Due to their smoothness, the wafer release film can be much thinner.

• Less frequent brushing and wet cleaning of plates because there are less baking res-

idues remaining.

Chromium-plated moulds are more expensive. For their plate cleaning, dry ice blasting is

unacceptable because it would remove the chromium in a short while.

6.3.2.4 The Baking Tong: Self-Supporting Tongs or Tongs With Carrying Frames?
A pair of baking plates with all the confining strips combine to a baking tong by a hinge

on one of the small sides (hinge side) and a plate locking device on the other small side

(latch side). The tongs are continuously circulating at a controlled speed through the

heated wafer oven. In wafer sheet baking there are two construction systems for baking

tongs. From the beginning of industrial wafer manufacturing, massive frames have carried

the baking plates in order to keep the tongs in function for hundred thousands of baking

cycles. Additionally the carriers have to prevent any bending of the plates at the pressure

peak in the hissing phase of baking.

Later, as an alternative, came the invention of self-supporting plates, which are tongs

without frames. The claimed advantage was in avoiding any thermal ‘shadowing’ by the

carrying frames. Otherwise, self-supporting plates require cast iron types of higher hard-

ness and probably lower thermal conductivity. Those are more difficult to machine and

result in wafers having slightly different eating characteristics. Both systems have been in

operation for a long time now, which is an indication that wafer manufacturers see no big

differences regarding the results.

Fig. 6.7 Cross section of a reeding in a chromium-plated baking plate by scanning electron micros-
copy. (Photo Haas).
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6.3.2.5 The Size of Baking Plates and the Economics of Wafer Sheet Baking
In the beginning of industrial wafer manufacturing, small carousel ovens and later chain

ovens with a few small baking plates were big progress compared to baking wafers in

single moulds. The industrial manufacturing of wafers has seen a continuous development

in wafer baking plate size in the last century. The size 290�460 mm (column 4),

standard for decades, still is operative in many plants. Table 6.5 has this size as anchor point

in evaluating the productivity increase by augmenting the baking plate size. Today the

plate size for newly built ovens is as shown in columns 4–6 of Table 6.5. For these plate

sizes, today downstream equipment to transform the sheets into sugar wafer cookies is

available. However, the 1000 mm plates in column 7 are not yet available.

The table shows that the increase in baking plate width, which is for physical reasons,

has come to end. For drying the wafer sheet to the target moisture below c.2%, the dis-

tance from the centre of a sheet to the venting holes must not be over 175–180 mm. That

limits the flat wafer plate width somewhere at 350–360 mm.

6.3.2.6 The Number of Baking Plates in an Oven and the Economics
of Wafer Sheet Baking

Even more than plate size, the cycling speed of wafer ovens was increased. Technolog-

ically that is even more of interest. The faster the oven, the better the sheet quality, both

in respect to the textural homogeneity of the wafer sheets and for minimizing the colour

differences between the depositing lines and the rest of the wafer surface (Table 6.6).

New ovens running at up to 80 baking plates per minute have been in the market

since 2002. These have changed the economics of wafer baking for wafer cookie prod-

ucts in the high-capacity segment dramatically. In the future a further increase in produc-

tivity, 100 plates/min, is foreseeable.

Table 6.5 Plate Size-Related Productivity Increase in Wafer Baking From Then to Now
Development Line Parameter 1 2 3 4 5 6 7a

Baking plate length (mm) 260 !290 !370 !460 !500 !730 !1000

Baking plate width (mm) 220 !230 !270 !290 !350 ¼350 ¼350

Size factor (%) 43 !50 !75 !100 !131 !192 !262

Bold values are for the standard plate size and oven speed in the last quarter of the 20th century until the trend for bigger and
faster started around the year 2000.
aNot yet in operation (as of 2016).

Table 6.6 Cycling Speed-Related Productivity Increase in Wafer Baking From Then to Now
Development Line
Cycling Speed 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8a

Baking plates per minute 6 !12 !32 !36 !50 !65 !80 !100

Speed factor (%) 17 !33 !89 !100 !139 !181 !222 !278

Bold values are for the standard plate size and oven speed in the last quarter of the 20th century until the trend for bigger &
faster started around the year 2000.
aNot yet in operation (as of 2016).
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6.3.2.7 Advantages of Large Wafer Ovens
Today ovens with a small number of plates and plates of a small size from all viewpoints

are inefficient. The input of workforce, space requirement, and energy consumption are

bad in relation to the output here. Also consider the quality of wafers from small, slowly

operating ovens:

(1) In a wafer oven up to 10 plates are always open¼not baking. These 10 are the plates

from the first opening after baking for cooldown and sheet discharge, removal of the

bobble residues, followed by new batter depositing, and reclosing. In a 30-plate oven

that is up to 1/3, for an 80-plate oven only 1/8, and for 160 plates just 1/16 of the

total number of baking plates.

(2) The principle of depositing the batter in strips has the consequence that these strips

start baking immediately while the rest of the wafer starts baking after plate closure,

which is at earliest three plate distances later. For a 30-plate oven that is 12 s after

depositing; for an 80-plate oven it is 4.5 s. However, for a 160-plate oven that is

for 2.25 s only. The slower the closure, the more inhomogeneous the sheets are

in texture and colour.

(3) The same number of operators is required for small and larger ovens.

For beginners in industrial wafer manufacturing as well as or for dedicated test lines, wafer

ovens with c.30 plates certainly are ideal.

Bigger ovens typically are developed in a modular way with the option to add more

plates later. The leading supplier worldwide offers from 32 to 120 plate ovens in incre-

ments of 8 plates. Technologically and economically 64 plates and higher certainly is the

best range. The most recent high-capacity lines offer from 120 baking plates up to 160

plates. Some 200 plates might be the ceiling in the future.

While not being a theme of wafer technology, good maintenance is the key for pro-

longed successful operation with high output and for receiving wafers of the best quality.

6.3.3 Flat Wafer Baking Plate Reedings
6.3.3.1 Reedings: Important for Look, Stability, Wafer Texture, and Output
The terms reeding, engraving, or grooving are synonyms with the V-shaped grooves that

are present on the surface of flat wafer baking plates at regular distances. They account for

thepatternbeing typical forwafers andmostly are crossing at 90-degree anglesonboth sides

of thewafer sheet (Fig. 6.8) and assist in an easier demoulding at the endof the baking cycle.

The reedings on the bottom side are at 45 degrees to those of the top side, which adds

additional mechanical stability. The look of the wafer depends to both the distance and

the depth of the reeding lines:

• Shallow reedings with a depth of 0.3–0.6 mm and with a reeding distance from 2.5 to

about 5 mm have less of the dense and firm surface area and therefore the softest pos-

sible texture. These are suitable for thin wafer sheets of a total wafer thickness in the

range of 2.2–2.8 mm.
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A shallow reeding is ideal for chocolate-enrobed wafers as less chocolate is required

for full covering, compared to a deeper reeding.

• Intermediate reedings with a depth of 0.7–1.2 mm and correspondingly a reeding

distance of 5 mm or more are ideal for a wafer sheet thickness in the range of

2.9–3.6 mm. Due to the bigger reeding lines with their dense and firm surface area

these wafer sheets are already of a slightly harder crispness.

• Deep reedings with a depth from over 1.2 to 3 mm are for a higher sheet thickness

and a hard wafer texture—see Fig. 6.8 and the discussion below.

• Mixed reedings, shallow at one side and deep at the other, are possible.

• At times, besides a linear reeding, other graphic elements such as letters, numbers,

company logos, or ornaments are engraved in the wafer baking plates.

The ‘core thickness’ of the central wafer layer (without the engravings) determines,

together with the depth of the reedings on both sides, the final wafer sheet thickness.

Typically, 1.2–1.6 mm of core thickness is required for thin wafer sheets of good

mechanical stability. A higher core thickness will increase the baking time.

For sheets with a deep reeding, the core thickness should be just 1.0–1.2 mm. The

deep reeding has enough material for a stable sheet, and a thicker core would be difficult

to bake in a short time. For a certain target in sheet thickness, choosing a lower core

thickness and a slightly higher grooving helps in optimizing the baking time and therefore

the output of a wafer line.

The gap setting during installation mechanically fixes the core thickness. That setting

requires some rechecking by maintenance periodically. The real sheet thickness is slightly

on the higher side, compared to the setting. That comes from the pressure situation in the

baking phase when after the steammaximum a certain counter pressure of the wafer body

to the plates remains.

Fig. 6.8 Baking plate reeding and wafer sheet cross section: example deep reeding.
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6.3.3.2 Wafer Sheets With Deep Reedings and Increased Sheet Thickness
Increasingly there is request for wafer sheets with a deep reeding, characterized by the

following:

• The height of the reeding is in the range from over 1.2 mm up to 3 mm.

• If the deep reeding is on both sides, it may be up to about 2 mm for each side.

• The total wafer sheet thickness is in the range of 4.0–5.5 mm.

Wafers with a deep reeding are of interest for sandwich wafer bars primarily to combine

two layers of wafer, three maximum, with one or two thicker cream layers. The result is a

different product from classical wafer cookies and there is an economic advantage due to

the lower number of sheets required for a thick wafer bar.

But then, for manufacturing wafer cookies with just thin cream layers, the deep reed-

ing needs more cream to fill compared to a shallow one. That cream part is not visible for

the customer when looking at the cut wafer finger.

Flat wafers with deep reedings have a high volume of wafer material in the reeding

area. The same applies to sheets with an increased thickness in the centre. There are a

couple of points to make about this:

(a) The wafer texture is much harder due to the increase in the area of a closed, hard-

textured wafer surface. For some applications this is positive but for many people this

means lower eating quality

(b) Avoid any additional factors for an increased wafer hardness. In case the water hard-

ness is over 2 mmol/L (200 ppm), water softening is recommended

(c) The surface browning will increase. We require more energy for drying the higher

material volume inside the wafer. The colour differences between the batter depos-

iting areas and the rest of the sheet will increase in parallel

(d) The manufacturing of dark-coloured sheets is advantageous here. Add brown

coloured foods or brown colourings to the recipe

(e) A slight increase in water to have the batter viscosity on the lower side, compared to

regular wafer sheets. A more fluid batter improves the filling of the deep reedings

(f ) An increase in the sodium bicarbonate level, which reduces weight. A lighter, less

hard texture results. The inclusion of some ABC, typically from 0.1% to 0.2%, is an

additional option for a softer texture

6.3.4 Hollow Wafer Baking Plates and the Specifics of Hollow Wafers
6.3.4.1 Baking Plates for Hollow Wafers
Hollowwafer plates carry multiple indentations to form the desired hollow shapes such as

balls, eggs, rounded cubes, or bars later forming a half of the final shape of a hollow wafer

praline or hollow wafer bar (Fig. 6.9). The depth of the indentations rarely is over

20 mm. The indentations increase the distance the steam has to travel during baking

to the venting holes for escape. Therefore, the recommendedwidth of hollowwafer bak-

ing plates is not over 320 mm.
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The outer surface of the hollow bodies is perfectly smooth mostly. However, on the

baking plate side forming the inner and invisible part of the hollow body, the application

of at least a shallow reeding is strongly recommended. Such a reeding has two functions—

first, to assist in demoulding and second, to reduce any slipping of batter in the initial

baking phase. That helps to avoid an overly high percentage of baking scrap, escaping

through the venting holes.

The shapes of the hollow bodies forming later the bottom and the top part of the

hollowwafer bar or praline are different quite frequently. The bottom canbe flatter for good

standing properties in the manufacturing process up to enrobing and packaging, while the

top part typically is more of a rounded shape. Then half of the plate carries the hollow

shapeof the top part and the other half the hollow shape of the bottompart. A further option

is to combine a hollow wafer top sheet with a flat wafer bottom sheet, thereby requiring

just half the number of hollowwafer sheets used formanufacturing a hollowwafer product.

Fig. 6.9 Hollow wafer sheet with two-coloured deposit. (Photo: Tiefenbacher).
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Again, both variants of baking plate surface finish are available, hard chromium plat-

ing and the regular cast iron surface. The angles of the hollow bodies cannot be close to

90 degrees; otherwise, the sheets get stuck easily at the sheet demoulding step. For the

various cream-filled hollow wafer bars and pralines, automatic production lines from

20 to 88 baking tongs are available. For reasons regarding wafer quality and economy,

ovens with 40 or more plates are preferable.

6.3.5 Wafer Baking, Plate Venting, and Baking Scrap
6.3.5.1 Venting: Conventional Venting Strips vs the Newer Baking Ledges
Venting is the controlled release of steam in the first phase of wafer baking in order

to allow for the escape of steam required for leavening the wafer matrix. Metal

sealing strips form the side edges of the wafer sheet. These bars or strips overlap the

pair of baking plates when closed. Venting regulates the overpressure in the baking

mould and technically works over machined venting grooves of incremental depth,

mostly placed just at the long sides of the plates. The number of venting grooves and their

cross section determine the total venting area of a sheet wafer baking tong. Contrary to

many opinions there is no real benefit in adjusting the venting area by an up or down

movement of the venting strips. A smaller venting area harms the steam release. The

wafers stay wet for a longer time, and the baking time increases. An overly large venting

area reduces the overpressure required for the formation of the porous wafer structure in

all details.

Simultaneously to steam venting, the gluey bobbles are released here. Other names

are baking scrap, doddings, dross, or bubbles. In some oven systems, the sealing strips at all

sides have venting grooves. However, the complete removal of bobbles from the short

sides is then difficult and a unremoved bobble bakes into a new wafer sheet, being a

potential reason of complaint for the consumer.

Baking ledges—a rather new, patented system—replace the classical venting strips.

Two broader metal ledges, set at a distance slightly thicker than a wafer, bake the

extruded bobbles of batter. The resulting ‘connected’ strip of scrap is no longer sticky,

which reduces the risk of baking bobbles into the next wafer. The first ledge at the

top plate carries the venting holes while the second ledge sits on the bottom plate. These

strips of scrap are easier to remove at 100% and their residual moisture typically is below

10%. That even permits the installation of a fully automatized removal system combined

directly with the waste scraper in the oven. The baking ledge scrap is ground into a crum-

bly powder, feeding the crumbs directly into bags for volume reduction and easier

handling.

Baking ledges require a slightly wider distance from plate to plate in the oven.

A direct replacement of conventional venting strips by baking ledges therefore is not

possible.
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6.3.5.2 The Quantity of Wafer Baking Scrap Bobbles (Dross, Bubbles, Doddings)
For optimizing the output of good, complete wafers, we have to accept some percentage

of baking scrap, extruded through the steam vents out of the baking mould in the first

phase of wafer baking. These bobbles are scrap because a part of them is always burning

during the passage through the heating zone. Moreover, the residual moisture content of

about 30% (range from over 20% to 35%) makes them microbiologically unsafe even for

animal feeding. In ovens with baking ledges, the residual moisture of the scrap is around

10%. All scrap calculations should relate to a dry matter basis solely. What can we do with

baking scrap, either the wet and sticky bobbles or the much drier scrap from the baking

ledges? A food use is not possible; see Chapter 4, Section 4.3 for a full discussion on

baking scrap.

Despite the fact that an incomplete sheet is a much bigger loss of resources, there is a

recurrent discussion on the quantity of bobbles.Without the extrusion of these bobbles in

the first phase of baking, the wafer sheet remains incomplete and not fully expanded.

Then the whole sheet either is just rework or wasted. It is common experience that

for modern high-speed ovens and the wider plate sizes, 6%–12% of the batter solids con-

vert to scrap. Then we can be sure that the corners of the sheets are perfectly full. The

balance between a low percentage of extruded bobbles and a fully wasted incomplete

wafer is always delicate because there are several influences:

(1) In sheet wafers, the adjustment of all plates to equal thickness is very important in

minimizing the bobble scrap. Having just one baking tong misadjusted to a higher

sheet thickness, we overfill all of the others.

(2) Adjustment of the batter arm and the start/stop settings for a symmetric batter depo-

sition in both directions.

(3) The flour properties affect the quantity of extruded bobbles. There will be more

bobbles with freshly milled, unmatured flours, hard wheat flours, and flours with

high absorption. There is an optimum in the water/flour ratio for every kind of

flour. Gluten in the batter increases the baking scrap.

(4) Some recipe influences apply too, such as the quantity of leavenings (pressure in the

foaming phase) and the release film (oil plus lecithin) level.

(5) Equipment and operations influence: Both wider mould sizes and faster baking at

high temperature for more output correspond to a higher percentage of bobbles.

6.3.6 Task List for the Oven Operator (Example)
The responsibility for operating the oven is given to one person who has well-defined

tasks. You may define and communicate them by a task list.

(1) In the morning start-up phase of wafer baking, the widely practised oiling of the

moulds is no longer state of the art. Avoid doing this because it results in contam-

ination of the moulds and the oven. The new and better practise is to increase the
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fat level just in the first batter batch. For the daily start-up, a 30%–50% fat increase

should be sufficient. After a longer break, and especially after baking mould

cleaning, use 100% more fat. In rare cases, depending on experience, even up

to 10% fat on a flour base is permissible.

(2) At the start of baking: Heat the oven and start batter depositing at the ‘right’

temperature—which is typically a few degrees below the oven set-point.

(3) Keep the batter depositor arm in clean condition—Clean with water at least two

times per shift, with thick batters more frequently. We strongly recommend a sec-

ond depositor arm in order to avoid any production breaks by a clogged

depositor arm.

(4) Keep the depositing pattern symmetrically in both directions in order to reduce the

baking scrap to a minimum:

• In parallel to the batter arm by regulating the batter arm position

• In depositing direction by tuning the start/stop settings

(5) In case of any changes in batter viscosity or spreading properties, the oven operator

readjusts the batter pump to avoid overfilling or incomplete sheets.

(6) Production protocol: Provide and add all oven relevant data to the production pro-

tocol as demanded by your quality assurance. We recommend, for example

• The oven parameters (oven speed, batter pump settings, baking temperature)

• Wafer sheet weight: check periodically, at least once per hour

• Name of oven operator

(7) Cooperation with maintenance: In case of oven issues, inform maintenance.

The oven operator has to inform maintenance if there are consistent sheet quality

problems for single baking plate numbers: either they are not perfectly filled

(wafer is too thick) or there is more baking scrap (wafer is too thin). Checking

the weight and thickness of such sheets helps to identify the right baking plates.

Such plates during the weekly service then are readjusted in thickness. A further

point to inform maintenance about is if some plates with repeated wafer sticking

are dirtier than normal. These require cleaning by brushing with thin-haired

stainless steel (Inox) brushes.

(8) For other issues inform the supervisor/quality assurance.

(9) Rework handling: Clean wafer sheet or trimmings rework is a valuable material for

filling cream preparation. Immediate humidity protection by placing into thick-

skinned collection bags or closed containers is important. The purchasing of

easy-to-use containers such as bag holders with automatically closing lids is a good

investment for cream and product quality. Before and after the grinding keep the

rework well packed.

(10) When finishing baking or in case of batter supply problems stop the heating in time

to avoid any overheating of the plates. Open the oven doors for a fast and even

cooldown of the oven.
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(11) At the end of baking clean the plates, especially the plate sides, to remove any

charred residues. In case of severe residues, cleaning may be more suitable after

some oven cooldown at the rear door of the oven.

(12) Handling of the baking scrap.

(13) When the oven stops operation for longer periods (the weekend), an oil imp-

regnation of the plates, in other words, a thin spraying with baking oil/fat,

is one option. For just a few days our preferred method is the following:

Do not spray oil, but use �1/3 more fat/lecithin in the first batter mix when

restarting the oven. The oil/fat spraying is suitable for longer-term cessation of

wafer baking.

6.3.7 Baking Mould Soiling and Cleaning
6.3.7.1 The Soiling of Baking Moulds by Different Kinds of Residues
After many baking cycles, charred, sticky residues increasingly soil the surface of the bak-

ing plates. Increasingly more oil and lecithin are required to obtain a proper release of the

wafers. Then plate cleaning is required. The cleaning interval can be from less than 1 to

over 10(!) times a year. Cleaning interrupts production and can be a messy and time-

consuming work. The rate of generating these residues as well as their character depends

mainly on these four factors:

(1) The water hardness: Low hardness (details in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.2) is for signifi-

cantly less plate residues. The divalent cations calcium and magnesium promote the

building of strongly adherent residues by ionic linkages. We found more than 1%

calcium in plate residues. That is quite an enrichment and a strong indicator for

the function of these ions in residue formation.

(2) The oil/fat components in the recipe: The low percentage of baking fat, from less than 1%

to a few percentages, has the essential function of mould release to prevent any stick-

ing of the wafers. Other frequently claimed functions of the fat, such as being a fla-

vour carrier, a heat transfer medium, or even for hydrophobization against moisture

pick-up, at these low levels are just wishful thinking. The quantity of the baking oil/

fat (including oils from other batter ingredients) should be as low as possible for a safe

release. If thermally unstable oils with polyunsaturated fatty acids are applied, the

plates become dirty far more rapidly (for details see Chapter 3, Section 3.2.8.1).

Then a polymerized surface film develops rather quickly. Additionally the shelf life

limit of baked wafers, the time when the first negative sensory notes such as ‘old’ or

even ‘rancid’ are recognized, depends strongly on the kind and quality of the wafer

batter fat. The use of the right wafer batter fat is really crucial for manufacturing

efficiency—longer uptimes, fewer cleaning breaks.

(3) Heavily browning batter ingredients: Sugars and milk or egg components, with their

proteins, contribute to a faster building of plate residues. Sugar-based mould residues

are soft while warm and more of the brittle type after cooling. Increasing quantities
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of browning ingredients enlarge the colour differences within the wafers (depositing

area and wafer edges). Small additions of such ingredients are of limited issue—some

manufacturers for cost reasons just use a few tenths of a percent.

We know from high-sugar wafer types such as rolled sugar cones or sugar

wafer reels the requirement of frequent mould cleaning, sometimes after every

shift. For milk-based ingredients with respect to residue development, not just

the browning reactions of the proteins and lactose are of importance. Additionally

the milk minerals and salts, especially lactates, promote sticking and mould residue

development.

(4) The baking temperature: Faster baking at temperatures close to 200°C have the

biggest influence on the baking time and therefore on the efficiency of a wafer oven.

With increasing baking temperature, the development of mould residues increases

dramatically due to more charring—the thermal decomposition—of the most

sensitive components of the wafer batter. Primarily proteins, polyunsaturated fats,

and sugars are involved here. The main solid batter component, starch, still is the

relatively most stable one. The responsible managers quite frequently accept as a

trade-off for economic reasons a faster contamination of the moulds. As a rule of

thumb, for every 10°C rise in temperature, we expect almost a doubling of the

temperature-related residue development rate on our moulds. In our experience

we consider an effective mould surface temperature of �205°C as an uppermost

limit of the baking temperature. That is already 50°C (!) higher than the melting

temperature and browning temperature of white sucrose. Brown sugar and other

sugars are even more sensitive.

6.3.7.2 Methods for Baking Plate Cleaning
In removing baking mould residues, all kinds of cleaning at least slightly harm the baking

moulds.

Dry Brushing
Remove small local spots of residues best with brushes as recommend by the oven sup-

pliers, typically those that are stainless steel. Due to the remaining dust, discard the first

cycle of wafers after brushing.

Wet Cleaning
The classical cleaning of cast iron plates is with caustic soda solutions. These solutions of

sodium hydroxide in water are very aggressive, and they require protective clothing and

well-trained operators. It has some risks of affecting other parts of the oven such as bear-

ings if not done carefully and causes some severe initial sticking of sheets after cleaning if

not removed completely. Equipment suppliers recommend special nonalkaline wet

cleaners.
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For hard-chromium-plated plates, special nonalkaline wet cleaners as recommended

by the equipment suppliers are used. Detailed instructions for cleaning are in the baking

oven manuals. We strongly recommend for first-time wet cleaning to receive a demon-

stration by a service engineer.

Dry Ice Shot Blasting
This fast and convenientmethodof industrial cleaning, applying carbondioxide ice pellets at

�79°Candwith high pressure, has some serious limitations in the cleaning ofwafermoulds.

All kinds of surface-plated baking plates, such as hard chromium or Teflon, are not suitable

for dry ice shot blasting. The blasting loosens and damages the plating quite quickly.

Basic instructions for dry ice shot blast cleaning of cast iron moulds are the following:

(a) All safety measures for the cleaning personnel according to local regulations have to

be in place. Permit dry ice shot blasting work solely after full instruction and when

wearing personal protective equipment.

(b) For cast iron baking moulds, the risk of damaging the microstructure can be limited

by obeying these important precautions

• Limit the blasting pressure to a maximum of 6–8 bar. Hold the blasting nozzle at

a distance of 10–15 cm from the surface. Move it by hand continuously over the

surface, several times in case of strong soiling—but never stay at one spot of the

plate. The given shot blasting parameters ensure there is minimal damage of the

baking surface while being sufficient for a gentle removal of the soiling. Stronger

blasting by a shorter distance or higher pressure will remove the residues faster

but by far with a greater damage of the baking mould surfaces—have your oper-

ators well instructed on that.

• Use only fresh dry ice pellets with a diameter of �3 mm. Older dry ice pellets

typically contain a significant amount of ice crystals (water) from air humidity.

These ice crystals are very abrasive for the baking mould surface.

• Place the oven temperature on 150–180°C for softening the residues and

protecting the surface microstructure from the cold shock as much as possible.

If the temperature drops below 150°C reheat to 180°C.
(c) The typical cleaning time for one set of baking plates is at least 5 min for one

medium-sized plate with a medium grade of soiling.

(d) Dry ice shot blasting inevitably causes a slight wear of the baking surface and will

increase the roughness. The microscope shows increasing microfissures and lost

edges in some of the grooving details. Therefore, the cleaning intervals will become

shorter and the rebuilding of residues will be faster—all compared to the standard

wet baking plate cleaning method with soft brushes.

(e) Restart wafer baking after dry ice shot blast cleaning with an increased content of

release agents in the first batter batch. Prepare that batter with 30%–50% more of

both fat and lecithin.
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Laser Cleaning
Very recently, modules for laser cleaning of soiled baking plates have been developed.

These are suitable for all flat and almost all hollow wafer plate engravings. The modules

are applicable to new ovens, which, for safety reasons are equipped with a standardized

interface. After a fast connection to the programmable logic controller of the oven, cleaning

is fully automatic. Cleaning of an 88 baking plate oven, format 350�500 mm, takes about

8 h. The process runs without any assistance and additional cleaning chemicals. A suction

system removes any fumes generated during the cleaning process. At present, practical

experience regarding long-term results on the rebuilding of residues and the effect on

the baking plate surface are not yet available.

6.3.8 Good Maintenance Is the Key
The prolonged successful operation of a wafer plant is due to permanent maintenance

efforts in cooperation with all the operators who have to communicate any issues

immediately.

6.4 THE WAFER BAKING PROCESS: TECHNOLOGY

6.4.1 Characteristics of Wafer Baking
In the wafer baking process, a fluid batter consisting of about 60% water within less than

2 min converts to a dry and crisp steam-leavened wafer. Slade and Levine (1991)

suggested the use of the ‘polymer science approach’ in evaluating food texture and sta-

bility.Moisture acts as a plasticizer and depresses the glass transition temperature of water-

miscible food components such as carbohydrates and proteins. The glass transition, a

property of amorphous materials, occurs over a temperature range (Roos, 1995). The

glass transition temperature, Tg, is measured as the onset or midpoint temperature of

the transition determined by methods such as differential scanning calorimetry or

dynamic mechanical analysis. That polymer science approach has proved to be useful

in explaining temperature- and moisture-dependent changes in low-moisture foods such

as wafers, where the amorphous main components—starches and proteins—can exist in

either a glassy (crisp) or plasticized (tough, soft, or even soggy) state.

A fully baked wafer builds up a dry, foamed matrix of fully gelatinized starch of low

density (Stevens, 1976), immobilized in the glassy state. The included proteins improve

the mechanical stability and contribute to the colour and the flavour. The hygroscopic

wafer firmly binds any residual moisture. When stored at over 45% relative humidity, the

crispness is already lost due to plasticization by the absorbed moisture.

How is it different from other baking processes? There is no carryover cooking as in

cake or bread baking because no steam is present anymore. Wafer baking is a gentle pro-

cess, compared to cooking extrusion: there is no starch degradation and therefore no

sticky mouthfeel.
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Climatic conditions such as the air pressure and the relative humidity of the air influ-

ence the baking temperature in order to reach the target moisture within the baking time.

Thus, the oven temperature set point may vary up to 2°C from day to day. Bent wafer

sheets at the exit of the sheet cooler, the sign of an insufficient bake, indicate that a slight

increase of the oven temperature set point is needed.

The ingredients involved most actively are water, starch, the gluten proteins, leaven-

ings and air, as well as the release agents of lecithin and fat. Table 6.7 provides an overview

on processes in wafer baking at certain temperature ranges.

6.4.2 The Mechanisms of Baking
For better illustration, a discussion of the wafer process in steps, respectively, in topics,

follows despite some of the mechanisms not running sequentially, but parallel in reality.

The number of topics illustrates the progress during the last 30 years in understanding the

technology of wafer baking.

6.4.2.1 Topic A: Batter Deposition Into the Hot Mould—The Temperature Rises,
the Mould Fills Up

Through the holes of the batter depositing arm the fluid batter flows onto the bottom part

of the hot baking mould to form strips of defined length and distance. Alternatives to that

classical procedure such as spraying a homogenous film of batter proved not to be suc-

cessful (F. Haas, K. Tiefenbacher, unpublished). Batter strip deposition results in a dif-

ferentiation within the finished wafer sheet regarding colour and texture into two or

even three clearly visible zones:

(1) The batter depositing strips: Where the batter hits the hot plate, it starts to bake

immediately. Here, depending on the speed of the oven, the baking time is about

6–16 s longer than at the edges of the sheet. That explains the darker colouration

of those stripes. Larger ovens run and close faster and the colour differences then

are less pronounced.

Table 6.7 Processes and Temperature in Wafer Manufacturing
Process Temperature Range Up to 50°C 50–100°C 100–120°C 120–190°C

Swelling in water, increase in viscosity + +

Activity of yeasts, moulds, bacteria, enzymes + (+)

Gelatinization of starch ++ +

Protein denaturation, includes inactivation

of microorganisms, enzymes

++

Structural setting ++

Pore nucleation by air, CO2 + +

Expansion—foaming by steam ++

Moisture loss, drying ++ +

Browning and flavouring ++
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(2) The batter squeezing zone: When the baking tong closes, batter from the depositing

strips distributes further mechanically. Sometimes we can see the resulting second

colour zone within the sheet, being lighter in colour than the depositing strips.

(3) Due to the high-heat content of themassive bakingmoulds, the deposited batter heats

up quickly, which activates carbon dioxide from the leavening. Carbon dioxide pro-

vides the nucleation for the later wafer pores. A few seconds after plate closure steam

starts to evolve, coming fromthe approximately 60%ofwater in thebatter.That steam

pressure now fills the edge areas of the wafer plate and extrudes some batter through

theventingholes.That steam-filled edge areaof thewafer sheet has the shortest baking

time and therefore the lightest colour in the finished sheet. Even its density is lower

than in the centre of the sheet because here we have an optimal coherence between

foaming by steam, starch gelatinization, and structure fixation.

6.4.2.2 Topic B: Swelling and Gelatinization of the Starch, Protein Denaturation—
The Setting Process

When in batter mixing the flour particles come in contact to water, all hydrophilic com-

ponents such as proteins, starch, and nonstarch polysaccharides (pentosans) start to absorb

water and to swell. The swelling power of wheat starch is low, compared to root starches

such as potato or tapioca. After deposition to the hot mould the batter heats up and the

first step of gelatinization of the starch is a swelling of the granule accompanied by an

increase in viscosity.

Wheat starch starts to gelatinize at 56.5°C until at 62°C that process is finished. Gela-

tinization, the denaturation of native starch, always occurs within a temperature range

and is an irreversible process. The birefringence of the starch granule under polarized

light is lost. Amylose leaches out of the granule, which finally bursts. The starch crystal-

lites melt and form a network of entangled starch polymers. Wheat starch gelatinizes at

almost 100% in wafer baking. The actual temperature range of starch gelatinization

depends on the starch type, the water, and the sugar level.

Just a few degrees higher than starch gelatinization, the denaturation of the wheat pro-

teins in that mix of polymers occurs. These two high-molecular components are respon-

sible for fixing the structure of the later wafer sheet, called setting. A strong thickening

and immobilization accompanies the setting process. Due to the evolving steam, the

porous structure of the wafer is generated and fixed as early. An initially plastic and elastic

matrix is formed, which gradually dries down in the later phases of baking.

Protein denaturation alters the native secondary, and/or tertiary, and/or quaternary

structures and results in a loss of bioactivity. Not only are the wheat proteins thermally

denatured. All microorganisms (yeasts, moulds, bacteria) and enzymes in the batter are

inactivated. Depending on the type of protein, denaturation occurs between 55°C
and 100°C. Due to the heat and moisture conditions wafer baking is a sterilization

process also.
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6.4.2.3 Topic C: Pore Nucleation, Generation of Steam—The Leavening Process
Starting already in the batter, from sodium bicarbonate and the acids in the flour some

carbon dioxide evolves. With a small amount of air dissolved in the water and carried in

with the flour and minor powder ingredients, these few millilitres of gasses per sheet are

the nucleus of the initial wafer pores. After depositing, the rapidly heating batter activates

more carbon dioxide and the nucleation pores enlarge further by thermal expansion.

Thermal expansion just on its own would allow for about 30% expansion only.

When reaching 100°C, the steam generation starts and assists in filling the mould

completely to the edges, as outlined in topic A already. The more than 60% moisture

in the batter converts to steam causing a hissing sound during escape. A few seconds after

closing the baking plates the steam pressure and its leavening action reaches the maxi-

mum. Now the overpressure in the mould is about 1 bar. That pressure maximum coin-

cides with the processes of setting the starch and the protein polymers. At that point the

final wafer structure is generated, however still containing a lot of moisture.

Depending on the size/speed of the oven the pressure peak occurs within a range of

6–16 s after batter depositing (Fig. 6.10). The steam-filled edge area of the wafer sheet has

the shortest baking time and therefore the lightest colour in the finished sheet. Even its

density is lower than in the centre of the sheet because we have an optimum coherence

between foaming by steam, starch gelatinization, and structural setting.

For a wafer sheet of 350�500 mm with about 62 g weight, up to 160 L of steam

generates during the baking. Wafer baking actually is ‘foaming by steam’ and therefore

results in a wafer of low density; the specific gravity is around 0.1–0.15 g/cm3, and for

wafers from HSB it is up to 0.25 g/cm3.
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Fig. 6.10 Characteristics of pressure in flat wafer baking. (Tiefenbacher, 1997, unpublished).
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The course of pressure in Fig. 6.10 is calculated measuring the tension at the latch of

the baking tong. The lower curve in Fig. 6.10 (continuous line) is the regular one. The

steam hisses out and the pressure decreases rapidly. Addition of lecithin in the recipe

slightly reduces the maximum pressure in baking. In rare cases, depending on recipe

and ingredients, we see a delayed escape of steam. Sometimes even a second pressure peak

occurs, cf. the right curve in Fig. 6.10. Then the first baking phase requires a longer time

and the total baking time increases.

6.4.2.4 Topic D: From Hissing to Temperature Rise in the Wafer—Finishing
the First Phase of Baking

Hissing starts when the pressure rises and continues until most of the steam escapes (cf.

Fig. 6.10). Complementary to the pressure curve in Fig. 6.10 is the temperature curve in

Fig. 6.11. The solid line reflects the temperature in the centre of the newly baked wafer.

A tiny, fast reacting temperature sensor, introduced through a small hole in the sealing

strip of the baking tong, sits in a silicone hose centrally in the wafer sheet cavity of a wafer

tong. The dashed line in Fig. 6.11 shows the temperature of the bottom baking plate. The

sensor is located there in a small drilled hole.

The batter fully embeds the sensor when the hissing has started already. The temper-

ature for the first 0.6 min stays around 120°C, which according to the saturated steam

table corresponds to about 1 bar overpressure in that baking phase. Because about

40% of the total energy in wafer baking is required for converting the batter water to

steam, the heating burners now have to replenish a lot of energy to the bottom plates.

The temperature plateau at 120°C is important for obtaining a homogeneous wafer
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Fig. 6.11 Characteristics of temperature in flat wafer baking. (Tiefenbacher, 1997, unpublished).
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texture as much as possible. If we would take out the generating wafer at the end of that

plateau phase, all the details of the wafer such as reedings, pores, size, and thickness would

be present. It is just very soft, pale in colour, and wet—similar to a wet towel.

The first baking phase finishes when the tongs turn around at the end of the oven and

expose the former top plates to the burners in the lower oven section. Now most of the

moisture has escaped and the new wafer structure can heat up further and slowly

approach the temperature of the baking plates (Fig. 6.11). The bottom baking plate sees

just a little depression in temperature when the cold batter comes in, but it is rather stable

overall.

6.4.2.5 Topic E: Impact of the Water Level in Batter and Venting on
Wafer Texture and Baking Time

Because steam leavening is the leavening principle in wafers, the water level in the batter

directly impacts whether the wafer has a light or hard texture. Water is one of the main

regulators of wafer weight.

More water leads to mechanically fragile wafers. Primarily the edges, filled by the newly

evolving steam, become very soft in texture. In parallel, the heating energy must be

increased to avoid glassy, collapsed spots in the centre of the sheets.

Less water leads to a harder texture such as in HSB. In regular batters an overreduction

of water, besides any gluten-related issues, is critical for a homogeneous texture. After my

results, shown in Fig. 6.11, J. Spone took comparative measurements with batters of dif-

ferent water levels (Fig. 6.12). Unexpectedly both the batter withmore water and the one

with less water resulted in a protracted first phase of baking. My explanation for the lon-

ger baking time with less water is that there was an early sealing close to the edges of the
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Fig. 6.12 Characteristics of temperature in flat wafer baking at different water levels in the batter.
(Courtesy J. Spone, personal communication, 2002).
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wafer sheet triggered by the low water and the high temperature. That might retard the

escape of steam from the sheet’s centre.

There is a lot of speculation about venting regarding the number, position, and the

size adjustment of the baking vents. For a given combination of baking mould/

flour/recipe, there is an optimum in (a) batter water level and (b) venting area, determined

by the number and size of venting holes.

• Less venting area means a delay in the escape of steam, a higher inside pressure, and by

consequence a lower wafer weight with its implications on texture andwafer stability.

A delay in steam escape leads to a longer baking time or requires compensation via a

higher baking temperature.

• More venting area results in a faster escape of steam. That positively influences the

total baking time. There is no verification for an effect of a higher venting area on

the quantity of bobbles.

6.4.2.6 Topic F: Drying, Browning, and Flavour Generation—
The Second Phase of Baking

After about half of the total baking time, the emerging wafer has a temperature that is

close to that of the baking plates. The high temperature, in the range of 180–190°C,
is important for the following reasons:

• The progression of drying: The wafer texture changes from soft over rubbery to reach

the glass transition temperature (glass point). The wafer foam now is crisp and rigid

and no longer collapses.

• The temperature is high enough to trigger Maillard reactions between proteins and

carbohydrates. Both are important for the typical wafer colour and the baked flavour

to develop. Some of the recipe ingredients discussed in Chapters 3 and 4—such as

sugars, milk, or eggs—intensify the final brown ‘baked’ colour.

Baking to a low moisture for all wafers baked under pressure in closed moulds is essential

for two reasons. First, because all the baking energy is coming from the contact with the

hot plate surfaces, the very centre of the wafer’s cross section, where the bigger pores and

the weaker bridges of wafer material are, always has the highest content in moisture and is

the last area to become dry and crispy. It holds some steam and remains slightly wet and

soft until close to the endpoint of baking. Opening the mould too early then would result

in a bulging of the wafer halves. Then the remaining steam pressure would split the wafer.

Secondly, focusing on the wafer sheet from the top, due to the specific venting sit-

uation, the moisture distribution is not perfectly equal. The central part, being at a longer

distance from the venting holes, remains slightly higher in moisture than the edges. In a

well-baked sheet, the difference in residual moisture after baking between the central

region and the edge area should be below 0.6%. Otherwise— and that is another sign

for underbaking—after demoulding at the wafer sheet cooler or some time later, some

distortion (warping) of the sheets occurs as these differences start to equilibrate.
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6.4.2.7 Topic G: The Endpoint of Baking—Demoulding and Cooldown of the Sheets
At the end of the baking cycle when the average wafer moisture comes to 3% or less,

preferably to 2% or less, the baking is essentially finished. Baking to such a low moisture

for all wafers baked under pressure in closed moulds is essential for two reasons.

• First, all the baking energy transfers from the baking plates via the wafer surface.

Then, before baking is finished, the centre of the wafer always has the highest content

in moisture. As long as the very centre of the wafer’s cross section, where the bigger

pores and the weaker bridges of wafer material are, remains slightly wet and soft, any

steam left would split the wafer.

• Second, the moisture distribution within the wafer due to the specific venting situ-

ation is not perfectly equal. The central part of the sheet, at a higher distance to the

venting holes, remains slightly higher in moisture than the edges. The difference in

residual moisture after baking between the central area and the edge area should be

below 0.6%. Otherwise, after the wafer sheet cooler or later, some distortion of the

sheets occurs when these differences start to equilibrate.

Recommended methods for moisture determination in wafers are the following:

(a) Rapid: Infrared dryer at 130°C (or up to 150°C¼ faster) within a few minutes or

(b) Conventional: Heating cabinet at 130°C (60–90 min until attaining a constant

weight).

The wafer reaches the endpoint of baking for demoulding when the residual moisture

decreases to 1.4%�0.5%. Baking just close to 2% moisture results in just a small amount

of colour and little flavour but at the advantage of maximum output per minute. Other

manufacturers bake some 10–20 s longer for about 1% residual moisture, more flavour

and a darker colour. Baking to less than 1% moisture results in some overbaking and

in slightly bitter (¼stronger) taste notes. A few manufacturers choose to do this because

the bitterness and slightly burned taste may alleviate the sweet taste of a filling cream and

compensate for some of the excessive sweetness.

At the end of the baking cycle, the baking mould opens. Some effects and systems

assist in easy and safe demoulding:

• There is an invisibly thin release film coming from lipids such as oil, fat, and lecithin in

the batter to prevent any sticking of the wafer.

• A shrinkage in sheet size related to the moisture loss in the final baking phase. The

structure is already fixed and the final drying causes a contraction of the wafer matrix

composed mainly from starch.

• When the baking mould slowly opens, cooler air enters and causes some thermal

shrinking.

• The reeding lines assist in an easier popping out of the mould and in mechanical sta-

bilization of the wafer against breakage, especially in thin wafer sheets.

• Additionally blowers are in use for demoulding to give a blast of compressed air and in

preparation of a new batter deposit to remove any bobbles left.
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• The demoulded sheets fall by gravity into a rotating support, which transfers the

sheets to a transport belt. For thin sheets with delicate texture, the regular demoulding

by gravity is possible for up to 60 sheets per minute. Thicker sheets or such with good

mechanical stability can demould by gravity even up to 65 sheets per minute.

• At a higher oven speed, the new system of demoulding by vacuum is required. The

baking plates open at 90 degrees and then pass a wheel with vacuum suction cups.

These fix the sheet and release it later to a transport belt for transferring to the wafer

sheet cooler. Cf. the patent application WO2012/172778 A1.

For the shrinking effects, the final size of the wafer after cooling down is about 1% smaller

than that of the baking mould dimensions. In wafers of a more dense structure, we may

see up to 2% shrinkage.

The wafer sheets on the transport belt pass a counter-rotating brush for eliminating

any bobbles left. The lower the residual moisture is the more fragile are the hot wafers at

the demoulding. Any cracks, breakages, or missing parts can cause trouble in the later

stages of processing. So sorting this out is recommended.

Automatic Systems for Sheet Quality Surveillance
Besides manual control by the oven operator, today optional automatic devices are

available.

• A camera system detects any deviations in sheet integrity or sheet colour and triggers a

sorting-out mechanism.

• Equipment for checking the moisture of the sheet by near-infrared (NIR) spectros-

copy is another option.

• Other modules are used for measuring the wafer sheet thickness.

Wafers that do not fulfil the set standards will not pass further on the wafer line. Good

sheets then enter the device for wafer sheet cooling—for small wafer lines it is a sheet

elevator and in larger lines it is an archway cooler. Within about 2 min at ambient tem-

perature, the sheets’ temperature decreases to 35–40°C. That is the best temperature for

the following automatic cream spreading. But even sheets that are slightly hotter can be

creamed. Some melting of fat crystals in the cream improves the anchoring between the

wafer and cream. During the cooling down the mechanical stability of the wafer sheet

improves.

For manufacturing enrobed wafer cookies, primarily of longer product dimensions, a

wafer sheet maturing (conditioning) unit before cream application is recommended.

During maturing in a tunnel, the moisture content increases to about 4% and the wafer

comes closer to the water activities of the wafer cream and the wafer enrobing. When

absorbing moisture during conditioning, the wafer sheets expand in length and become

even more stable mechanically. That preexpansion is important for avoiding the croco-

dile effect later on, which is cracking of the wafer enrobing or even detachment of the top

wafer layer (cf. Chapter 8, Section 8.2.4).
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6.4.2.8 Topic H: Wafer Sheet Quality—Primarily Colour, Weight, Texture,
and Uniformity in Moisture

Wafer Colour
From Topic A we know about intrinsic colour differences coming from the depositing

and initial baking process. For light wafer colour, fast moving ovens are required to min-

imize any of these colour differences. In Topic F, Maillard-type browning reactions to

deepen the brown colour were discussed.

Wafer Weight
Table 6.8 provides for freshly baked wafer sheets the typical sheet weights for different

plate sizes. Onemay calculate the area density—in other words, the wafer sheet weight—

in grams per square decimeter as a measure for comparing different wafers.

Texture
The lower weight range is for a very tender, crisp texture, and a higher range is for a harder,

crunchier one. A discussion onwafer texture in full detail follows in Chapter 8, Section 8.4.

Uniformity in Moisture Content Across the Sheet
In a wafer sheet the central part, which is farther away from the venting holes, remains

slightly higher in moisture than the edges. At moisture differences below 0.6% the risk of

any future bending or warping as a result is low (cf. Topic F).

6.4.2.9 Topic I: A Look Into the Wafers’ Cross Section
Fig. 6.13 shows the cross section of a wafer sheet material (Mohammed et al., 2011).

The surface of the wafer, which starts baking immediately when the batter contacts,

is the most dense part. There are just a few tiny pores in the surface layers. After an

intermediate layer with small pores, there is a wide central part with big pores and just thin

bridges of wafer material. That combination results in a crispy but yielding eating impres-

sion. Stevens (1976) and Beckett et al. (1994) have published SEM images of wafers.

In wafer baking, all the energy transfers via the hot baking plate. Hence, there is a

thermal gradient from the surface to the centre. The centre pores get dry and immobilize

at latest and there is plenty of time for thermal expansion and moisture diffusion before

the centre decreases in moisture and reaches the glassy state. The bigger these central

pores are and the thinner the bridges of wafer material between get, the higher is the

Table 6.8 Wafer Sheet Weight Ranges
Plate Size
(mm)

Weight (g)
Standard Reeding

Area density
(g/dm2)

Weight (g)
Deep Reeding

Area density
(g/dm2)

290�460 45–52 3.4–3.9 65–70 5.0–5.4
350�500 59–68 3.4–3.9 87–94 5.0–5.4
350�730 87–100 3.4–3.9 128–138 5.0–5.4
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shelling (delamination) risk. That happens primarily on high-water levels in the batter

and during very hot baking. Table 6.9 provides information on the mechanisms that form

that specific structure.

6.4.2.10 Topic J: Optimizing the Baking Time—The Dilemma of Output
and Wafer Quality

The time for one baking cycle in low/no sugar flat wafers is in the range from 1.6 to

2.5 min per cycle. One cycle includes the following:

• The time from batter deposition to plate closure. About three plates in an oven are

open for this.

• The ‘net baking time’ in the closed tong.

• The time for opening the tong to release the sheet, sheet demoulding, and blowing off

any residues. About nine plates in an oven are open for this.

There are a few major influences for wafer baking time (Fig. 6.14):

(1) The temperature of baking: The typical range for no/low sugar wafers is from 170°C to

195°C. The actual baking plate temperature measured by a fast-reacting contact

probe quite often is different from the IR sensor value. Choosing a higher baking

temperature reduces the baking time and increases the output of wafers. What is the

price for the higher output? Negative impacts of faster and hotter baking can be the

following:

Table 6.9 Processes Within the Five Zones in a Wafer’s Cross Section

Area: Process
Wafer Skin
Top and Bottom Intermediate Zones Centre Layer

Immediate setting +

Delayed setting + ++

Thermal expansion (+) +

Steam transfer to + ++

Size of pores + ++

Density (specific gravity) High Intermediate Low

Wafer skin, top
Intermediate pores

Big central pores

Intermediate pores
Wafer skin, bottom

SEM from I.K. Mohammed et al.,
Procedia Food Science 1, 499-504, 2011

Fig. 6.13 The five zones within a wafers cross section. (Tiefenbacher, 1997, unpublished).
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• The central pores are bigger and more inhomogeneous in size, and the material

bridges between get thinner. Then more shelling (delamination), more fragility,

and a compromised eating texture result from that more open wafer texture.

• Due to the higher baking temperature, we are closer to thermal degradation

limits of heat-sensitive recipe components (sugars, proteins, fats) prone to brow-

ning and decomposition. One consequence is that there are more and faster

growing mould residues requiring more release fat/oil in the recipe. That again

increases the building of residues and the need for more frequent cleaning stops.

Moreover, thin wafers of homogeneous quality are more difficult to bake. An

increase in just a few degrees leads the outside wafer to darken and to

taste burned.

• A higher baking temperature may compromise the shelf life. Especially with

traces of polyunsaturated oils from ingredients, the induction of autoxidation/

rancidity occurs more easily.

Define your company compromise between output and quality.

(2) The volume of wafer material: correlated to (a) the core thickness of the wafer sheet,

(b) the depth of the reedings, and (c) the final weight of the wafer.

• The core thickness of the central wafer layer without the two reedings has quite

some influence on the baking time. Good mechanical stability of thin wafer

sheets requires a core thickness of 1.2–1.6 mm. A higher core thickness, up to

2.0 mm in older wafer products, will definitely increase the baking time.

Selecting a lower core thickness plus a slightly higher reeding for the same final

sheet thickness helps in optimizing the baking time.

• The increased volume of deep reedings (cf. Fig. 6.8) associated with more wafer

material to bake extends the baking time. Because deep reedings offer good sheet

stability, the core thickness can be even lower, from 1.0 to 1.2 mm for a partial

compensation of the increased baking time requirement.

• High-sheet weights in a similar way imply a slight increase in baking time.

(3) The absorption of the flour: For a proper flow of the wafer batter highly absorptive flours

require a highwater-to-flour ratio,which slightly increases the baking time. In indus-

trial practise a wide range of water-to-flour ratios in batters are in use—from 1.2 to

1.6 L of water/kg flour in regular batters. Because water has important functions in

Baking time

Baking temperature Wafer volume/thickness

Fig. 6.14 The magic triangle in wafer baking. (Tiefenbacher, 1997, unpublished).
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the baking process an excessive reduction of the water in the recipe is not rec-

ommended. Otherwise, we face consequences such as a high-batter viscosity, gluten

formation and depositing issues, and a less homogeneous wafer texture.

6.4.2.11 Topic K: Water Binding by Flour Components—In the
Batter Phase vs After Baking

In wafer baking both the starch and the flour proteins are fully denatured. Gelatinization

of starch changes the water binding properties of the important components of wheat

flour dramatically (Table 6.10).

In the batter phase, before baking, starch particles are wetted by a thin water film,

which is just about half of the starch weight. The native proteins bind water at about

two times that of their weight. The small fraction on nonstarch polysaccharides (pento-

sans) bind water at about 6–10 times that of their weight. Thereby most of the water is

bound. The remaining small percentage of free water regulates the batter viscosity

together with two effects:

• The enzymes in the flour and of the flour microorganisms are active and reduce the

batter viscosity. In the same way, any added specific wafer enzymes act by cutting the

pentosans and proteins.

• The fraction of coarse flour particles gradually absorb water and swell. That increases

the viscosity.

These two counteracting effects for most flours help to keep the viscosity in the first

30 min of the batter life time quite stable.

After baking, the water binding capacity of gelatinized starch is high while the dena-

tured proteins are less absorptive. The starch phase, about 70% of the total wafer weight,

governs the sorption behaviour of wafers and is the main aspect responsible for the hygro-

scopic properties.

6.4.2.12 Topic L: Typical Ingredient Effects on Wafer Quality
in No/Low Sugar Wafers

After a thorough discussion of the mechanisms of wafer baking one frequent question

remains: How can I influence the outcome in wafer quality in order to come closer

to a certain target? Table 6.11 provides a general overview on ingredient-related effects.

Table 6.10 Water Binding of Flour Components Before and After Baking

Component of Wheat Flour
Content
in %

Water binding in g/g Before
baking

Water binding in g/g
After baking

Starch 71 0.5–0.6 6–9
Proteins 10 2–2.5 0.5–0.7
Nonstarch polysaccharides

(pentosans)

2.5 6–10 6–10
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Table 6.11 Ingredient Effects on Wafer Quality Parameters
Component to
Increase (in
Relation to
Flour)

Weight
Increase—
Harder
Wafer

Weight
Decrease—
More Fragile
Wafer

More
Sticking
to
Mould

Less
Sticking
to
Mould

More
Wafer
Colour

Less
Wafer
Colour

More
Mould
Residues

More
Flavour

Water—

quantity

+++ +

Water—

hardness

+ + +++

Sodium

bicarbonate

+++ ++ (+) ++

Ammonium

bicarbonate

++ (+) (+)

Salt (+) +

Fat/oil (+) +++ +/+++ +

Lecithin, fluid +++ + ++ +

Lecithin,

powder

+ + + +

Starches / ++ / + (+) +

Whole wheat

flour

++ (+) + + +

Corn flour (+) ++ +

Rye flour +++ + o o

Rice flour ++ + (+)

Soy flour + (+) + + +

Egg powder/

fresh eggs

(+) (+) + (+) +

Milk powder,

whole

(+) + + +

Milk powder,

skim

(+) (+) + + +

Whey powder (+) +++ + ++ +

Sugar + ++ ++ ++ (+)

Syrups, honey (+) +++ ++ +++ (+)

Caramel

colour

(+) (+) ++++ +

Cocoa

powder,

alkalized

+ (+) +++ (+) ++

Wafer

enzyme

/++ (+) (+) (+)

Magnesium

oxide

(+) +

+/+++, the number of signs indicates the magnitude of the effect; (+), very small effect.
Note: Recipe and ingredient quality effects may override the trends shown in the table, which derives from my practical
experience.
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6.4.3 Potential Wafer Sheet Issues: How to React
In wafer baking unexpected effects may occur. Here is a description of some

potential issues together with options on how to handle them. Without seeing the

real situation the recommendations are rather general because there can be multiple

reasons for a problem. Consider supervision by an experienced wafer technologist

(Table 6.12).

Table 6.12 Typical Wafer Sheet Issues—Overview
Parameter Comment Reduce by

a Different sheet

colour intensity

centre vs edges

Browning ingredients (sugar,

milk, egg, sodium bicarbonate)

reduce browning ingredients, add

coloured ingredients, replace some

soda with ammonium bicarbonate

Short oven¼ long time before

plate closing

No remedy

b Soft-textured

edges

The edges are filled later by

‘steam-leavened’ batter

No remedy

c Centre line Flour properties, plate size Try ammonium bicarbonate

d Collapsed edges Flour properties Turn the sheet for cream spreading

e Cloudy areas Areas with a swirling, cloudy look Check for a reduction in oil/fat or

lecithin

f Hard and thin

spots

Baking energy on the low side;

high-sheet thickness

Adjust temperature, thickness

g Reeding details

are not complete

Soiled baking plates, or low

temperature

Clean plates/adjust temperature and

speed of the oven

h Some sheets are

incomplete

Higher thickness of plates Adjust thickness of those plates

i All sheets are

incomplete

Clogging of depositor arm; batter

deposit is not symmetrically

Clean, respectively, adjust

j Bobble scrap is

high

Fresh wheat or flour; gluten issues Test depositing batter adjustment

k Wrong sheet

weight

Low or high weight Check water, leavenings; adjust plate

thickness

l White colour Under baking Check, adjust heating, baking time

m Dark colour Overbaking Check, adjust heating, baking time

n Colour on left and

right side different

Temperature difference Adjust heating, check for clogged

burners

o Overly hard wafer High-wafer sheet weight,

leavenings low

Individual recipe consulting, adjust

leavenings and water

p Overly soft wafer High-flour absorption, leavenings

and water high

Individual recipe consulting, adjust

leavenings and water

q Single sheets stick Check for residues on that plates Clean by brushing, increase oil/fat or

lecithin

r All sheets stick Check for correct addition of

release agents and water

Increase oil/fat or lecithin
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(a) The edges of the sheet are pale and soft, compared to the centre (area 2 in Fig. 6.15)

Regularly there are two areas within a wafer sheet:

• The central area fills up first by the batter depositing lines. That area starts baking

immediately after depositing and experiences a longer baking time than the bat-

ter at the edges.

• The edge area fills many seconds later, driven by the evolving steam. In slowly

moving, short ovens that difference in time is much longer than in fast moving

ovens with a high number of baking plates. The delay in baking of the edge area

Table 6.12 Typical Wafer Sheet Issues—Overview—cont’d
Parameter Comment Reduce by

s The wafer shells

(delaminates) at

cutting

Overly big central pores that break

easily

Test reduction of water, leavenings;

Reduce baking temperature/speed

t The wafer bulges

at demoulding

The wafer core is still soft and wet Increase oven temperature or baking

time

u All sheets bend to

one side

The top or bottom baking plate,

the one where the sheets bends

away from, is lower in temperature

Regulate top/bottom plat heating;

check for any clogged burners

v Distortion of

sheets

Warping due to an unequal

moisture distribution over the not

yet fully baked sheet

Correct baking temperature or

speed; check for worn out and bent

baking plates

w Fins of wafer

material at the

sides

The mould is not sealing anymore Refurbish worn out sealing strips,

venting strips or baking ledges, or the

worn out baking plates in total

Fig. 6.15 Central vs edge area in a flat wafer sheet. (Photo: Tiefenbacher).
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is from about 6 to 16 s when the steam pressure in the baking plate achieves the

maximum, fills the plate edges with steam-saturated/aerated batter, and

extrudes some bobbles out of the plate. Inevitably that edge area therefore is

always lighter in colour (shorter baking time) and weaker in texture (more

steam aeration) than the central area.

(b) The difference in colour between the centre and the edges is overly pronounced

• Reduce any browning ingredients such as sugar, milk, and egg in the recipe.

• Substitute part of the sodium bicarbonate in the recipe with ABC.

• Replace 5%–10% of the flour with the very white potato or tapioca starches.

(c) There is a line in the centre of the wafer sheet

In big plate flat wafer ovens sometimes we observe the ‘centre line’ effect in

wafer sheets. The very centre of the sheet looks darker when viewing from above

the sheet and looks brighter when viewing through the sheet (Fig. 6.16).

The position of a centre line is always at the highest distance from the venting

holes and occurs more frequently in wider plates; the plate width in modern equip-

ment is up to 360 mm.

The reason for a centre line is because with some flours the very last quantity of

moisture is retained strongly at the area that is the greatest distance from the venting

strips, which is in the centre of the sheet. These vapour bubbles expand thermally

and form bigger pores. We know that the effect depends on the flour properties—

the line is sometimes very visible, sometimes less pronounced, or even absent. In

my time at Franz Haas R&D, we tested many recipe changes to reduce that effect.

There are just a few actions that may help.

(1) Use a small quantity of ABC (10 g for 10 kg flour in the wafer batter recipe) in

addition to the sodium bicarbonate. In case the sheet weight is too low: Com-

pensate by adding less sodium bicarbonate (For every 10 g of ammonium

reduce the sodium bicarbonate by 5 g in the wafer batter recipe).

Fig. 6.16 Flat wafer sheet with centre line. (Photo: Tiefenbacher).
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(2) Change the pattern of deposit to have less, but thicker, batter deposit strips.

That means a differently drilled depositor head is needed. You might test this

first by closing every second hole with adhesive tape and speeding up the batter

pump to still fill the plate.

(3) As a general tendency, depositing longer edges that are quite close to the plate

sometimes also assists in reducing the problem.

Please note:

• Nevertheless, in some cases the centre line will remain.

• Centre lines are definitely no issue for the function or long-term stability of the

baking plates.

(d) There are collapsed areas close to the venting

The collapsed edges are lengthy areas close to the venting holes on the upper

side of the wafer sheet. Later in cream spreading, the wafer fingers do not stick

together and fall apart.

• Collapsed edges are due to an early loss in pressure while the central pores are

still soft. There is a strong dependence on the flour quality but no definite flour

parameters correlate. Sometimes by changes in the leavenings, a small improve-

ment is possible.

(e) There are darker areas within the wafer sheet that look like clouds

When looking through the wafer sheet there are some swirling, cloudy areas

closer to the venting sides. The freshly baked wafer skin at the batter depositing

lines displaces by the evolving steam flow towards the venting holes. This indicates

that the release film at the plate surface is too thick.

• Reduce the total level of release agents, oil/fat, and lecithin in the recipe. Avoid

an excessive reduction to safely prevent sticking.

(f ) Many sheets have spotted areas that are harder, thinner, and lighter in colour

At some places, closer to the sheet centre, there are spots where (a) the

reeding looks badly defined, (b) the texture is harder, and (c) the sheet thickness

is lower.

• This indicates some underbaking: Test higher baking temperature or less sheets

per minute.

• This may also indicate an overly thick(!) plate adjustment in the centre. Check

the sheet thickness around these spots, where the sheet reeding is still

complete—the thickness might be too high here. Alternatively test the actual

thickness by depositing batter just for a wafer disk or by lead balls.

• Test an increase of the leavening.

• Test a reduced length of batter deposition.

• Test a change of using less batter depositing lines by taping every second hole

and increasing the batter pump speed.
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(g) Other deficiencies in the look of the sheets

• Many small bubbly holes on the wafer surface: Test a change in the depositing

line pattern (depositing length or number of depositing lines) or increase the

lecithin in the recipe.

• Wider areas of incompletely formed reeding details: clean the baking plates.

• Incompletely formed reeding details may also occur in case of very low baking

speed and baking temperature of 150°C or less, for example.

(h) A few sheets are incomplete, while others have a large amount of baking scrap

• Identify the plates and check for a required readjustment in thickness. Missing

corners indicate a higher actual thickness. An excessive quantity of bobbles

indicates a lower actual thickness.

• There is more variation in sheet weights in parallel to that situation.

• Have the baking plates readjusted during the next scheduled maintenance

appointment at the latest.

(i) All the sheets are filled incompletely

• Check the arm of the batter depositor for partially clogged holes and clean it.

• Is the batter depositor asymmetrically positioned? Regulate the depositor arm

position to obtain a symmetric deposit parallel to the moving direction of the

plates.

• Are the start and stop counts of batter depositing set for a symmetric deposit

parallel to the depositor arm direction? Consistently missing edges or parts of

the sides just on one side need a modified start or stop setting.

• Is the batter flow out of the depositor arm not linear but undulating? Gluten has

formed in the batter—see Section 6.2.4.

• Test an increase of components that improve the batter flow in the hot baking

mould: sodium bicarbonate and water.

• Increase the batter pump speed.

(j) Increased baking scrap with all plates—big batter bobbles

• Test a reduction in leavenings in the recipe: ABC, sodium bicarbonate, and

increase water if necessary.

• Test a reduction of the fat/lecithin level—but without risking any sticking of

sheets.

• Test a different depositing pattern, such as increasing the depositing length and

reducing the batter pump speed.

• Is the flour freshly milled? Change to a flour matured by storage for 1–2 weeks.
• Check for signs of gluten development in the batter—see Section 6.2.4.

(k) The wafer sheet weight is consistently wrong

• First check for an incorrect dosage of water or flour. One way to recognize this

is by measuring the batter viscosity.
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• Regulate with water, sodium bicarbonate, ABC—more for lower weight and

less for higher weight.

• Note: For your actual wafer design, weight changes are only possible within

limits.

• Readjust the plate thickness for a thinner/thicker sheet.

(l) The wafer sheets are too white in colour

• Check the wafer moisture—if the moisture is over 2%, the sheets are under-

baked. Increase the oven temperature or the baking time.

• Check the correct dosage of any minor ingredients of colouring.

• Consider the use of coloured food ingredients or of food colours.

(m) The wafer sheets are too dark in colour

Check for overbaking of the sheets, which might cause microcracks and weaker

texture.

• Reduce the baking time or baking temperature.

• Reduce any colouring ingredients in the recipe (sugars, proteins).

• Substitute part of the sodium bicarbonate in the recipe with ABC.

• Replace 5%–10% of the flour with the very white potato or tapioca

starches.

(n) A colour difference between the left and right side of the wafer sheet

• The gas flow to the burners may be unequal—Call maintenance for checking

and readjustment.

• Has bobble scrap clogged some of the burner nozzles?—Call maintenance for

cleaning.

(o) The wafer sheets are overly hard

• Increase the sodium and/or ABC leavenings.

• Reduce the batter solids by adding water.

• Ask for individual recipe consulting.

(p) The wafer sheets are overly soft

• High absorption of the flour requires more water. Try to increase the batter

solids by reducing water, but avoid any gluten risks.

• Test for wafer enzymes to reduce the water level.

• Reduce the leavenings sodium and/or ABC.

• Ask for individual recipe consulting.

(q) Single wafer sheets are sticking in the mould

• Check for local plate residues and remove with a soft stainless steel brush during

the next maintenance stop. Meanwhile a slight increase of oil/lecithin in the

batter recipe will help.

• Scratched baking mould: Bad luck—increase fat/lecithin in the recipe for all

moulds.
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(r) All wafer sheets are sticking in the mould

• Mixing error—is there fat/lecithin added?

• Any water overdosage? Check for a reduced batter viscosity.

• Are the baking mould temperature and the exhaustion OK? Check for any

heating issues and a decrease in baking plate temperature.

• Check for proper function of the air blower system for sheet takeout.

• Increase the fat/lecithin level in the recipe.

• In case of strong carbonized residues on the baking plates: perform careful plate

cleaning.

(s) Shelling (delamination) at the cutting station; the wafer sheets are too fragile

and split

Shelling occurs if the solid bridges of the centre pores in a wafer are weak

(Fig. 6.17). The effect correlates with overly large central pores.

• Reduce the water level in the recipe if possible, provided the batter remains

pumping and depositing easily.

• Reduce sodium bicarbonate in the recipe if possible, provided that the wafer

edges still fill completely.

• Baking at lower temperature and speed reduces delamination. The central pores

become stronger.

• Determine if the wafers are overbaked with a residual moisture below 1%.

• Check for any mixing errors: water overdosing, incomplete dosage of flour.

• Test an increase of the batter deposition length.

Fig. 6.17 Severe shelling (delamination) after cutting the wafer cookies. (Photo: Tiefenbacher).
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• Are any strongly water-absorbing ingredients in the recipe, which can be elim-

inated? A batter with reduced moisture content (higher batter solids) results in

stronger wafers.

• Test a different flour with lower absorption.

• Maturing the wafer sheets to �4% moisture might stabilize the wafers.

• Another reason for shelling is in applying 100% of lauric fat in the wafer cream.

The typical strong contraction of lauric fats during wafer book cooling results in

shelling. Change (a) to a fat mix or (b) reduce the temperature in the wafer book

cooler as much as possible without affecting the hardness of the cooled wafer

book for cutting.

• Test the addition of 1%–2% of white sugar (for 100 parts of flour) in the wafer

recipe.

(t) The newly demoulded wafer bulges and delaminates in places

If the very core of the wafer sheet is still underbaked and soft when the plates

open, the residual steam pressure can puff up the external skin.

• Increase the oven temperature or the baking time.

(u) At the wafer sheet cooler all sheets are bent to one side

Either the top or bottom baking plate, the one where the sheets bends away

from, is lower in temperature.

• Regulate the heating for the top and bottom plates to be more equal. The bend-

ing of the sheets directs to the hotter plate side like a tip of an arrow. Call main-

tenance for adjustment.

• Clogging of burners for the bottom plate as a result of deposited scrap bobbles

may be the reason for uneven heating. Call maintenance to check and to clean.

(v) At the wafer sheet cooler, many sheets distort (warping)

The wafers are underbaked, which results in an irregular moisture distribution

within the sheet. Some zones are still higher in moisture content than others. The

moisture equilibration causes the dry zones to expand more than the wet ones. The

result is warping.

• Increase the baking temperature by a few degree celsius, or the baking time.

• The wafer sheets are uneven in thickness either (a) due to maladjustment or

(b) because of old, already worn out, and bent baking plates.

• There is some gluten developed in the batter. Resolve as discussed in

Section 6.2.4.

• The same reasons apply if there is some sheet distortion after wafer sheet matur-

ing (conditioning).

(w) The wafers carry ‘fins’ at some or all sides

These fins, thinwafermaterial fixed vertically to thewafers’ edges, indicate either

worn out sealing strips or worn out baking plates with 70,000 plus baking hours.

• Have a service engineer to check if the sealing strips need to be refurbished or if

the baking plates require either a refurbishment or a total exchange.
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6.5 FROM THE WAFER SHEET TO THE SUGAR WAFER COOKIE

6.5.1 The Sugar Wafer Cookie Manufacturing Steps: An Overview
After demoulding of the baked sheets and their cooldown, the process continues with the

following steps (cf. Fig. 6.1):

(1) Optionally: Maturing of wafer sheets (see Chapter 8, Section 8.3 for details). The wafer

sheets optionally pass a maturing (conditioning) unit. Here, in a controlled way, the

moisture content increases to stabilize the wafer, both in texture and size. Looking to

the sorption isotherm, the residual moisture of around 1.5% after baking corresponds

to an AW lower than 0.1. Because both the water activity of the air in the production

area and the AW of filling creams or coatings are well above that, wafers pick up

moisture very easily. Parallel to that sorption, the dimensions of the sheet increase

by 0.2%–0.3% for every 1% of additional moisture. This can result in cracking of the

coating in enrobed wafer cookies. To compensate for the low AW, humidity con-

ditioning up to�4.5% wafer moisture is possible. Maturing primarily is for enrobed

or chocolate moulded wafer products in order to anticipate this first dimension

increase and to avoid cracking of the coating during shelf life.

(2) Application of the wafer filling to the sheets. The sheets then pass the creaming station to

spread a layer of a sugar- and fat-based cream on top. The cream flavour type liked

best varies regionally, but chocolate, vanilla, hazelnut, milk, strawberry, and lemon

are the most common. Typically creaming is at temperatures of 25–40°C either by

contact spreading or by depositing a preformed cream film. The ratio of wafer to

cream typically is between 18/82 and 35/65, depending on the spreading properties

of the cream and the richness wanted for the final product.

(3) Stacking into a wafer book and cooling the book. Several creamed sheets together with a

noncreamed top sheet form a wafer book. After pressing the book to equilibrate in

height the books pass a cooling tunnel to set the filling cream.

(4) Cutting and separating the wafer fingers. The cold books are solid and enter a cutting

station. The options are cutting them into rectangular fingers by wires, blades, or

rotating saws. A new process involves cutting free forms out of the books. The

cut fingers then are singled in a separating unit for the following processes.

(5) Optionally: Enrobing of the wafer fingers and cooling (Chapter 5, Section 5.7). A value

adding process is enrobing the cut cookies with chocolate-type coatings, sometimes

after the application of chopped nuts or cereal crisps to the top wafer. The ratio of

chocolate to creamed wafer finger is about 33/67. Moulding into chocolate is

another possibility requiring a higher chocolate percentage. After a final chocolate

cooling step, the cookies are ready for packaging

(6) Packaging the wafer fingers. Tight packaging of wafer cookies is required to protect

against humidity, but also against oxygen and light, and to ensure a shelf life in
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the range of 6–15 months. Laminated or specially coated films are best suited for

wafer packaging that most frequently is in flow packs. The shelf life strongly depends

on the level of moisture barrier of the packaging film. Inadequate moisture barriers

and bad sealing are the main reasons for later complaints by customers.

(7) Storage and distribution. The temperature conditions during storage and distribution

must ensure that any melting and flowing of cream or enrobing cannot occur. For

most wafer products cold storage is not required but dry conditions are essential.

Find the detailed discussion of the two optional processes in separate chapters: wafer sheet

maturing (conditioning) in Chapter 8, Section 8.3, and chocolate enrobing in Chapter 5,

Section 5.7. Here we continue with the regular process without these two steps, which is

the most frequently occurring situation in the wafer industry.

6.5.1.1 Noncreamed Wafers: A Renaissance?
The term noncreamed wafers refer to crisp wafers without any additional fillings or

enrobing.

A traditional market for noncreamed wafers is in Northern Europe (Scandinavia,

Russia). Here ‘wafer bread’ is available, flat wafers with deep reeding cut into crispbread

format. The recipe is similar to plain wafer with more salt and spices compared to regular

wafer recipes. It is a light and less hard substitute for crispbread. In other European mar-

kets, we find packs of noncreamed bigger cuts of sheet wafers to make wafer tarts at home

by filling with self-prepared creams.

Recent developments in Asian markets and samples seen at Interpack 2014 are crisp

wafer snacks, manufactured from sheet wafers. Optionally these are prepared by even

using tasty nonwheat flours such as chickpea flour or corn flour.

6.5.2 Application of the Wafer Filling
Wafer cream-spreading equipment applies an adjustable quantity of cream onto wafer

sheets and automatically stacks a predefined number of creamed sheet together with

a noncreamed top sheet. Most frequently in wafer cookies, sugar-fat filling creams

are applied. These creams are smooth and easily spreadable if most of the cream fat is

molten. Moreover, out of the molten state the anchoring of the cream after solidification

is better and results in a good adhesion of wafer to cream layers. Stiffer creams with

a higher percentage of solid fat are difficult both in spreading and in adhesion to the

wafer. For these kinds of creams, a higher wafer sheet temperature is an advantage

because some of the fat crystals will melt in contact with the warm sheet and improve

the wafer to cream adhesion later on. For details about the preparation of filling creams

see Chapter 5, Section 5.2.

The essentials for quality and shelf life of the final wafer product from this processing

step are the following:
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• The fineness in granulation of the powder ingredients, primarily of sugar, being the

main ‘hard’ component in creams.

• The lowest possible residual moisture in the cream for minimizing migration effects.

• An uninterrupted process flow from creaming to packaging in order to minimize

moisture sorption by the hygroscopic wafer as much as possible.

In wafer creaming the prepared cream is placed into the hopper of the cream-spreading

station and kept there for automatic spreading. The creaming station provides a synchro-

nized transport for the wafer sheets. The wafer sheets cooled to a temperature close to the

cream temperature enter the creaming station. Slightly higher wafer/cookie tempera-

tures may be beneficial for the final binding of the cream to the baked piece, but overly

hot wafers/cookies will reduce any aeration of the cream. Governing factors for the

appropriate, soft cream texture for spreading are the following:

• The melting point of the cream fat

• The cream temperature

• The fat content of the cream, in context with the granulation and particle size dis-

tribution of the cream

• For aerated creams: the degree of aeration (specific gravity of the cream)

For consistent results in cream thickness and wafer cookie weight, these factors need to be

constant. Combinations of two or more cream hoppers containing different fillings in

colour or type are possible.

The main systems for cream application onto wafer sheets are contact spreading, film

spreading, and application via manifold.

6.5.2.1 The Contact Spreading Method of Cream Application
The most straightforward method is contact spreading (Fig. 6.18). A pair of rollers, a

feeding roller and the cream roller, being adjustable in temperature and speed provide

Fig. 6.18 Application of the wafer filling by contact spreading. (Diagram: Duncan Manley 2001/2011).
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continuous cream supply. The cream-covered cream roller contacts the wafer sheets

transported on a belt beneath it, which transfers the cream. Cream thickness regulation

is by distance and speed of the rollers. By controlled lowering of the supporting table, the

later top sheet of the wafer books passes uncovered with cream. Contact spreading is the

most economic spreading system, requiring less space in the line layout than other

spreaders. The limits of contact spreading are the following:

(a) The cream quantity applied strongly depends on very stable cream properties with

respect to cream temperature and consistency of the cream.

(b) In case of any depressions in the wafer sheet surface such as holes or collapsed edges,

there will be no cream adhesion. That results in a hole in the cream film and in the

finished wafer cookie and leads to the disintegration of the wafer cookie during the

cutting step.

6.5.2.2 The Film Spreading Method of Cream Application
In a film spreading device, a knife generates a continuous film of cream with a well-

defined thickness and separates that calibrated, continuous film from the creaming roller.

Again, there is a feeding roller and the cream roller, which are adjustable in temperature

and speed. The film layers onto a continuous row of wafer sheets, transported on a con-

veying belt below (Fig. 6.19). For the uncreamed top sheets of the wafer books, there is a

separate overhead sheet transport system in place.

Film spreading usually offers the following:

Fig. 6.19 Application of the wafer filling by film spreading. (Diagram: Duncan Manley 2001/2011).
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(a) Excellent control of film thickness and cream quantity, both for very thin cream

layers and for thick cream fillings, as in modern sandwich wafer cookies.

(b) The inclusion of small-sized particles such as chopped nuts, cereal crisps, etc. For

proper spreading, the size of the inclusions has to be smaller than the film thickness.

6.5.2.3 Filling Cream Application by a Sheeting Manifold
Sheeting manifolds deposit layers from about 2 mm upwards via a slit nozzle. These, for

instance, are ideal for the application of aerated creams. An example is the application of

aerated chocolate or compound chocolate onto wafer sheets. That filling aerates by pres-

surizing via dissolved gases and further expands after leaving the manifold. The sheet

thickness in manifolds is easily adjustable for any type of cream, marshmallow, and

edible foam.

6.5.2.4 The Minimum in Cream Layer Thickness
When thinking about using the lowest possible cream quantity we have to check the fol-

lowing parameters, typically limiting the reduction of cream film thickness:

(1) The cohesion of the cream film—how thinly I can spread without any opening of

the film, in other words, without getting holes in the cream film. To achieve the

minimum thickness a combination of cream refining (small particle size) and opti-

mizing the fat level and the cream temperature is essential. All these are done to

obtain the greatest effect from the binding material, which is liquid fat.

(2) The contact area wafer to cream: Deeper engravings require more cream for a suf-

ficient contact area of wafer and cream. My rule of thumb is that the minimum cream

film thickness equals 5/8 of the sum of the depth of both reedings.

6.5.3 Stacking the Sheets Into Wafer Books and Cooling the Books
The common name of a wafer stack, the combination of two or more wafer sheets with

the filling in between, is a wafer book. The standard wafer book former is a spiral stacker

in most cases. A predefined number of cream-layered sheets are stacked, followed by the

noncreamed top sheet. Alternatively, for sticky fillings, a vacuum stacking device does the

stacking. A supporting metal plate with vacuum suction holes first fixes a preformed two-

wafer plus one cream sandwich, later being the top of the finished wafer book. Then

stepwise by lifting and pressing, a predefined number of creamed sheets are added, each

one sticking on the noncreamed base of the previous sheet.

The newly formed books then pass a calibration roller or calibration press, followed

by a check weigher. This is for later guaranteeing both equal height and weight of the

finished wafer cookies. Fully automatic cream-spreading equipment has a back regulation

for the applied quantity of cream from the weigher to the spreading equipment. For

wafer books with pure cream also on the top wafer, calibration pressing is not feasible.
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Only after covering the top cream layer with sprinkled material such as chopped nuts,

cereal crisps, or bakery crumbles some calibration pressing can be performed again.

Much of variability in sugar wafer cookies is in the number of wafer and cream layers.

Wafer layers: From two wafer layers (wafer sandwich) up to seven wafer layers is the

range found in practise.

Cream layers: Typically one less than wafer layers, but having cream on top too is an

additional option.

Ratio of cream to wafer:

• Low in cream: 26%–40% wafer and 74%–60% cream

• Rich in cream: 18%–25% wafer and 82%–75% cream

• Wafer sandwiches, deep reeding (two thicker wafers with a thick cream layer):

14%–20% wafer and 86%–80% cream

6.5.3.1 The Application of Specific Nonstandard Wafer Fillings
Besides the regular sugar-fat cream fillings, companies increasingly are looking for alter-

natives regarding taste, lightness, and reduced fat or sugar content.

Aerated Wafer Creams
Aerated creams require close control of the cream temperature: a double-jacketed cream

hopper is actively temperature-controlled by a thermostat.

Aerated Chocolate
A quite recent development since 2006 is the filling of aerated chocolate/aerated choc-

olate compound in a thicker layer into wafer sheets for manufacturing sandwich choc-

olate wafer bars or hollow wafer figures filled with aerated chocolate.

Milk Caramel and Fruit Fillings With Low AW
These fillings due to their stickiness require dedicated equipment executions for their

application, for wafer book building, and later on for book cutting and for separating

the wafer cookies.

• Double-jacketed hoppers (temperature control)—as the spreading is done typically at

an elevated temperature up to 70°C.
• Because of the extreme stickiness all transport belts, guides, contact points, etc., of

that part of the line have to come in a special ‘low-stick’ execution.

• The classical spiral stacker for building the wafer books is exchanged by a vacuum

stacking device.

Wafer caramels and wafer fruit spreads with an AW only as low as 0.4 keep the wafer part

crisp. Otherwise, the hygroscopic wafers absorb some moisture from the fillings and

become soft and chewy.
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Meringue and Marshmallow Fillings
Wafers filled with aerated foams such as meringue or marshmallow process on the same

equipment for sticky fillings. Thewafer a short while after absorbs somuchmoisture from

the filling that its texture becomes soft, which is typical for that kind of product.

6.5.3.2 When Should I Choose Vacuum Stacking Over Spiral Stacking?
(1) For any sticky fillings as discussed above. A spiral stacker blocks within a short while

due to sticky residues.

(2) For heavy-weighted wafer books. Due to their weight in a spiral stacking device

heavy books bend in the centre and break.

(3) For wafer sandwich books of just two wafer layers and a thick cream layer. In case of

a high-book weight the books bend and break in the spiral stacker.

For the latter cases, now newer executions of spiral stackers offering support against bend-

ing of the books are available.

6.5.3.3 Wafer Book Cooling
After calibration in height, the wafer books immediately enter the wafer book cooler to

solidify the wafer cream in a way that in the following cutting step the wafer layers do not

move anymore and the cream does not soil the cutter. The cooling comes from convec-

tion of cold air and partially some radiation cooling is involved. As explained later in some

detail, dehumidification of the cooler atmosphere is recommended. There are two basic

types of wafer book coolers: compartment and spiral coolers.

Compartment Cooler
This is in a metal housing with circulating cold air frames on a continuously moving chain

form compartments to hold the wafer books. Every newly entering book triggers a

movement of the compartments. There are pros and cans for this system:

• Compartment coolers require less space and are more economical. They are available

in vertical or horizontal versions depending on the space.

• The compartments turn the books in the cooler. Very fluid creams will leak out at

these turning points.

• For books with cream or sprinklings at the top sheet, compartment coolers are not

suitable because of compartment soiling and dropping of particles.

Spiral Cooler
The books in an automated spiral conveyor device move horizontally on a continuously

moving mesh belt through a metal housing or separated room with circulating cold air.

The belting is from plastic or wire mesh. Belt washing systems are available.

• The books solely move horizontally. All kinds of books here are processable, even

such with soft fillings or with cream or sprinklings on top.
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The approximate cooling time for wafer books is about 20 min, depending on specific

conditions:

(a) The type and the properties of the cream fat. Besides the melting point the crystal-

lization behaviour of the cream fat is of importance. Trans fat-free fats, as nowadays

required by the markets, recrystallize much more slowly. Check the crystallization

time in advance.

(b) The number and thickness of the wafer layers increase the required cooling time due

to improved isolation properties.

(c) The same applies to aerated wafer creams. Here the foamed structure isolates much

better and will require more cooling time.

The temperature of cooling is the main parameter to adjust in a given wafer cookie line.

Particularly (a) any changes in the melting temperature of the fat and (b) changes in the

thickness of the wafer book will create a need for adjusting the setting of the cooler. Typ-

ically, the temperature setting range is from 4°C to 16°C (effective temperature). The

recommended principle for setting the cooler temperature is to keep the temperature

as high as possible for a trouble-free cutting:

(1) no movement of the wafer layers

(2) no severe soiling of the cutter due to overly softness of the cream

Why do we recommend not cooling too much? Firstly, the lower the temperature in the

cooler is, the higher the relative humidity in the cooler will be. Secondly, the temper-

ature of the wafer book surface when it leaves the cooler will be lower. Both affect mois-

ture sorption and lead to loss of wafer crispness and the occurrence of the crocodile effect.

Detailed information on this is found in Chapter 8, Section 8.2, regarding moisture sorp-

tion in sugar wafer manufacturing.

Any stop at the line therefore is extremely critical, since it leads to having the

books exposed for a longer time to the air humidity. In case of a longer stop protect

any intermediate products such as wafer books, cut wafer cookies, etc., from air

humidity. This can be done, for instance, by stacking the books and covering the top

book, or by some other suitable ways of packaging, to fully protect them from moisture

access.

Puffer Cooler
For fully automatic productions, puffer coolers for wafer books are available. In case of a

line stop, those provide intermediate storage of up to 15 min of wafer book output. Their

emptying when the line runs again is by the first in/first out principle.

Dehumidification
Due to the high sensitivity of wafers to humidity (see Chapter 8 for details), the instal-

lation of a dehumidifier for the air in the cooler is recommended in order to keep the

relative humidity below 40%. For that, standalone units with a low space requirement
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are available. These desiccant dehumidifiers pick up moisture from the humid air in the

cooler and discharge the dry air back. For reactivating the desiccant hot air passes and is

discharged to outside.

6.5.4 Cutting and Separating the Wafer Fingers
The cold, solid wafer books from the cooler by conveyor belt transporting pass into the

wafer book cutter. Either single or two or more books are stacked, depending on the

accepted entrance height. For linear cutting, pressing bars force the books through

two cutting frames sequentially, the second one at a 90-degree angle to the first. The

frames bear taut cutting wires or blades, arranged in the desired distance for the length

and width of the final wafer fingers. An exchange of cutting frames for fingers of different

size is easy.

Edge trimmings and crumbles are separated by gravity, blowing, or suction. Option-

ally this is combined with a shredder for a semiautomatic handling and collection of

rework.

6.5.4.1 Specific Cutting Options, Cutting of Nonlinear Shapes
(a) As an alternative to wire or blade cutting, rotary saw blades may be applied to make

one of the linear cuts. Some smearing effect might increase the visibility of the cream

layers.

(b) For creating circular wafer cookies, rotary sawing cuts from the top of the wafer

book by an array of rotary saws positioned side by side. The percentage of rework

for reuse in cream preparation is high here. As an alternative to rotary saw cutting,

the application of punch cutting is possible.

(c) A quite recent development (2014) is a free-shape cutter for flat wafer books. Two

sets of mechanically guided, nonlinearly x/ymoving wires, controlled via free CAD

programming, allow for cutting of both simple or complex shapes of wafer cookies.

The first wire set cuts the outlines or the first half of the shape. Then the precut and

tightly fixed book feeds into the second cutter. Cutting speed is up to 10 books or

stacks of books per minute.

6.5.4.2 Wafer Finger Discharge from the Cutter
The cut wafer fingers discharge from the cutter by passing a mechanical row separator

combined with a change to a transport band at a slightly accelerated speed for separating

the fingers in transport direction. Via a row aligner, the wafer fingers transfer in a perfectly

aligned arrangement either to chocolate enrobing or to packaging. For detailed informa-

tion on enrobing see Chapter 5, Section 5.7.
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6.5.5 Packing the Wafer Fingers, Storage, and Distribution
An immediate packing of the wafer cookies is important for keeping the quality up to the

points of sale and of consumption.

6.5.5.1 Wafer Cookies Are Sensitive Goods
Wafer cookies are quite sensitive in several aspects:

(1) Their glassy, brittle structure makes them prone to crumble or to break easily.

Therefore it is important to provide mechanical protection—by the film packaging

itself, possibly by carton insert trays, and by the final overpackaging into cartons.

(2) Even more important is the strict protection of the hygroscopic wafers from mois-

ture. Wafers quickly absorb moisture from ambient air. For the first percents that

even results in an increase of mechanical strength, which is positive, and a slight

expansion. This can cause the crocodile effect later. Whenever the moisture content

of the wafer in the cookie exceeds 6%–7%, the crisp wafer becomes increasingly

tough, leathery, and finally soft. The old way of storing wafers in cardboard boxes

is insufficient. Here you lose control of the storage conditions and time after the

products leave your plant. We strongly recommend at least the additional lining

of the cartons with plastic bags.

(3) Usually, in wafer products there are no issues with oxidation and rancidity unless the

cream fat quality is not appropriate. The packaging for moisture protection of wafers

protects sufficiently against access of air/oxygen.

(4) Wafers easily absorb odours if you do not film pack them. An overpack with plastic

will help to avoid any issue such as the following:

• Cardboard-like smell and taste notes

• Smells from printing inks

• Any unspecific warehouse odours

(5) The temperature conditions during storage and distribution transport must be such

to prevent any melting and flowing of cream or enrobing safely. Around 18°C is an

ideal warehouse temperature for sugar wafer cookies. Cold storage for most wafer

products is not required.

6.5.5.2 The Shelf Life of Wafer Cookies
The typical shelf life of wafer cookies is from 6 to 15 months if

(a) The storage temperature is around 18°C
(b) The quality of all ingredients is within the cookies’ specifications

(c) The way of manufacturing is up to standards

(d) The packing protects against access of moisture, even in case the ambient relative

humidity being high
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In our experience after 4 months of storage a slow degradation of wafer quality in taste

begins, and it is first noticeable just for the sensory specialist. It is noticeable to the average

consumer much later.

6.5.5.3 Packaging Films for Wafer Cookies
Wafers are of very low specific gravity and the influx of just a little moisture is sufficient to

lose the crispness. However, the key parameter deciding if the product quality maintains

for the entire shelf life is how to prevent a further moisture pick-up. Using a cheaper low-

moisture barrier film here would be the wrong way to economize. This is particularly

essential for tropical countries with a permanently high level of relative humidity.

Even in a more moderate climate, the storage conditions until the product finally is

consumed are beyond the manufacturer’s control. In high-humidity environments, the

barrier properties of most standard packaging films are insufficient for a long shelf life

printing because it is nowadays required for logistic reasons.

Ultra-High Barrier Packaging Films
Printing a shelf life date of 8 months or more requires ultra-high barrier properties such as

in metallized packaging films of high quality:

Moisture diffusion rate less than 0.5 g/m2/24 h (after DIN 53122)

Oxygen diffusion rate less than 1.0 cm3/m2/24 h

High Barrier Packaging Films
Films with somewhat higher diffusion rates are suitable for (a) regions of low relative

humidity and (b) for shorter shelf life requirements:

Moisture diffusion rate 0.5–4 g/m2/24 h (after DIN 53122)

Oxygen diffusion rate 1–200 cm3/m2/24 h

Comparing these two classes of packaging films we deduct that with the latter film the

time for absorbing 1% additional moisture is lower by a factor of 5–10. Wafer storage for

10 months with the ultra-high barrier film will decrease to 1–2 months when using the

second film quality. Please talk to your packaging film supplier for selecting the appro-

priate product. The best recommendation is the following:

• Use a highest quality, more expensive moisture barrier film

• Check for a tight and wide enough sealing of the wafer packs

• Make use of overpacks, such as multipacks and cartons with inside lining

• Please note: Shrink films have a very low moisture barrier
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6.5.5.4 Storage and Distribution
From manufacturing to consumption, the best condition for wafer cookies is dry and cool

storage. Cold storage is not required but dry conditions are essential. An ideal temperature

condition for factorywarehouse storage is around18°C.Apply the first in/first out principle.
All other steps in food logistics in order to secure the procurement are out of control

of the manufacturer:

• The transport steps to distribution warehouses and shop stores

• The storage conditions in the shops

• The transport by the consumer

• The domestic storage up to consumption

The main concerns are (a) any temperature peaks to cause melting and flowing of cream

or enrobing and (b) prolonged storage over ambient to accelerate first signs of staling or

rancidity.

6.5.6 Potential Wafer Cookie Issues: How to React
Dealing with any issues is one of the primary tasks in food technology. For wafer cookies

the following discusses a description of some potential issues together with options to

handle them. Without seeing the real situation, the recommendations are rather general

because there can be multiple reasons for a problem. Consider supervision by an expe-

rienced wafer technologist.

(a) The well-packed wafer cookies becomes tough or even soft quickly

Unpacked wafer cookies absorb humidity from ambient air rather quickly and

become tough or even soft. This occurred in older times, when wafer cookies were

distributed just in paper-lined carton boxes. The reason for such an effect is always

moisture sorption. See Section 6.5.5 for full details.

• Insufficient moisture barrier of the packaging film in conjunction with a high-

relative humidity in storage

• Badly closed packs due to an insufficient sealing of the flow-pack films. The sea-

ling reopens partially or is not wide enough

• Missing plastic bags in the storage carton, together with a high or fluctuating

relative humidity of the air in the warehouse

(b) The wafers taste stale or even rancid after a short time

• Improve the quality of the packaging to reduce air (oxygen) access

• Change to a more stable oil/fat in the wafer batter recipe

• Check the quality of the cream fat, primarily for a low peroxide number and a

bland taste. Details are in Chapter 3 on oils and fats

(c) The wafer cookies have a ‘chemical’ smell

• Cardboard smell due to bad carton quality as a result of missing overwrapping

• Improper printing inks on packaging films or boxes (solvent smell)
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(d) General troubleshooting for old/changing/new processes

• Define clearly what ‘does not work’

• Identify any recent changes

• Check the ingredient specifications and batch codes and any of their test results

• Observe the real handling and processing of ingredients in the factory

• Measure ingredient and process parameters, inspect the equipment

• List all the potential variables

• Pick out workable solutions

• Press strongly for the changes required

6.6 QUALITY ASSURANCE IN WAFER MANUFACTURING

6.6.1 Checks: Why, What, and How Frequently
Many people in wafer manufacturing ask the following: which checks are recommended

for ingredients, batter, cream, etc., and how frequently should they be implemented? My

first answer is that quality primarily comes from a well-organized production, not from

many and well-organized checks of the intermediate or final products. Here some

suggestions:

• For well running production have a minimum of checks integrated into the normal

production report

• In case of problems, you have to intensify checks for resolving the issue. You may

request additional tests from an outside laboratory. Consider the help of consultants

The routine checks in wafer manufacturing as listed in Table 6.13 are optional but there

are some good reasons for performing quality assurance

(1) To protect the good name of the company. Any quality issues endanger the repu-

tation of the product and the company

(2) Compliance with standards such as IFS, HACCP, and good food manufacturing

practise as required by the authorities

(3) The production protocol: Onsite routine checks and documentation of ingredients,

batter, cream, wafer sheets, wafer books, and operators in order to comply with

traceability rules and to obtain target product weight and quality

(4) Do our ingredient suppliers comply with the quality specifications as required for a

trouble-free production?

(5) To increase the safety margin against manufacturing troubles, which would reduce

the productivity

The type and frequency of checks is fully up to the operations management, according to

their experience. For the exact ranges of the different parameters see the preceding

sections.
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All the results of routine checks, together with information on the shift operators, the

recipes, the number of batches, as well as any changes and comments are collected in the

daily ‘production protocol’ for every line.

6.6.2 Rapid Ingredient and Process Checks
All the ingredient and process tests should be fast and simple. Carefully consider their

requirements.

Table 6.13 Quality Assurance in Wafer Manufacturing
What Why Comments

Ingredients Specification compliance New flour batches (optional); cream

ingredients for low-moisture content

(optional)

Wafer batter,

viscosity, and

temperature

New flour evaluation; for high

efficiency and low scrap

percentage

Set lower/upper viscosity limit, keep the

batter temperature stable over the day;

check by a flow cup and thermometer

periodically. Corrective action: readjust water

level, water temperature, if required

Wafer sheet

moisture

Keep crisp texture, avoid wafer

distortion

Check periodically by a rapid moisture

metre. Corrective action: adjust oven

temperature due to result and any daily

climatic changes

Wafer sheet

weight

Keep wafer texture stable Set lower and upper target for the sheet

weight, check the weight of 10 sheets at least

hourly. Corrective action: readjust water or

sodium bicarbonate level

Wafer cream

quality

Keep fineness, lightness, and

flavour

Set limits for granulation, density (aerated

creams). Check by a grindometer and by a

pycnometer periodically, do sensory cream

testing

Wafer books Stable end product weight Weigh the wafer book periodically.

Corrective action: readjust cream spreading

Wafer packs Wafer cookie quality Test perfection of pack sealing by

submersion test, pack weight, do sensory

tests of texture and taste quality

Wafer rework

handling

Cream quality Provide closed boxes, bins, bags for

collection, and storage for preventing soggy

rework

Back-up samples Reaction to complaints Keep samples for any later consumer

complaints, food inspection

External lab tests Preventive or in case of issues Supplier specifications review; specific

customer complaints; inspections by food

authority
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(a) Flour

Perform intensive flour checks just in case there are manufacturing issues.

Another reason is the chance to select from different flours or, if your mill has

the possibility, to change the flour quality, both of which rarely occur.

As a first, rapid, and inexpensive routine check you might compare your new or

bad flour batch with a sample from a well running batch by doing simple sensory

checks for the following:

• Smell—any off-flavours are easily recognized

• Colour hue—is best done with a wetted and flat-pressed flour sample

• Inclusions—for strange particles, possibly check the batter screen residues

• Feel the granulation—for some bigger differences in particle size

Such kind of sensory checks can help to identify just severe deviations.

Another rapid test method is the rapid test for water requirement and stringiness, as

described in detail in Chapter 2, Section 2.6.

Moreover, from time to time, once or twice a year, a (external) flour analysis for

moisture, ash, protein/wet gluten, farinogram/extensogram or alveogram, and

granulation should be done—to check if the suppliers comply with the specifications

and for documentation.

(b) Water

Perform just a few water tests if there is a regular supply with constant quality in

respect to hardness, temperature, and microbiology. The water supplier has all the

data on request.

A rapid test on total water hardness is by colorimetric test strips as available from

different lab material suppliers.

(c) Cream fat, Baking fat/oil, Lecithin

For rapid checking, again just simple sensory tests can be done:

• Fat hard/softness and plasticity at ambient temperature

• The look (colour, transparency) and smell after melting

• The taste after melting where rancid or soapy flavour notes are easily detectable.

Either in case of doubts, or periodically a lab analysis of the fat peroxide value is

recommended. That is the most important parameter for shelf life. In case of any

texture issues, the melting profile (solid fat content by NMR) of the fat may be

included.

(d) Powder ingredients such as cocoa-, milk-, whey, and egg powders

Sensory testing is an option here for the following parameters:

• The look (colour, hue)

• The smell

• The taste (milk/whey powder, cocoa powder)

The moisture content, as low as possible, is relevant for wafer cream ingredients.

Here rapid methods, such as by infrared drying, deliver results within a few minutes.
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(e) Sugar(s)

Check the granulation of icing sugar for/in creams in a rapid and sufficiently pre-

cise way by a ‘grindometer’.

(f ) Roasted nut pastes

The quality and intensity of the flavour is checked by sensory analysis. For better

comparability dilute a sample of the raw paste in a white base cream. Reference sam-

ples may be stored frozen for some time.

Again, the moisture content of nut pastes is a relevant figure to prevent negative

influences on (a) the nut flavour preservation, (b) the wafer’s crispness preservation,

and (c) the wafer cookie shelf life.

(g) Wafer fillings and enrobings

Because a wafer is a hygroscopic material, a stable residual moisture content of

the filling is important for keeping the crisp wafer texture.

• The common fat-sugar filling creams and the enrobing chocolates are low in

residual moisture, typically from 0.4% to 0.8%, at least below 1.0%.

• For moist fillings such as meringue or syrup fillings, where the wafer is soft in the

final product, it is important to keep the moisture content of the filling and its

AW as low as possible and in a predetermined range for preventing any micro-

biological issues.

6.6.3 Measurement of Moisture Content and Water Activity
Moisture content and AW are of central importance for the quality aspects after baking.

The specifics of measuring these parameters, both inline during the manufacturing pro-

cess and offline in quality assurance, require some discussion.

6.6.3.1 The Status of Water in Wafers and Waffles
The total water in bakery foods is present in physically different forms.

Physically bound water: A significant part of the water molecules is in molecular contact

with other food constituents such as carbohydrates, proteins, or minerals. The binding to

these constituents is different, mostly stronger from normal water–water binding.
Capillary/trapped water: Capillary water is trapped in narrow channels between food

components because of capillary forces. Another form is trapped water in an emulsion

droplet. The physical barrier prevents the water molecules from easily escaping, but

the majority of this type of water has normal water–water binding, and its physicochem-

ical properties are similar to that of bulk water.

Bulk water: Bulk water is surrounded only by other water molecules, free from any

other constituent. The physicochemical properties are the same as in pure water.

Chemically bound water: Here the water molecules are bound stronger as so-called crys-

tal water. Such as in lactose monohydrate. The physicochemical properties differ greatly

from pure water.
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Some food properties depending on water rely on the quantity of bulk water and not

necessarily on the total water content. The rate of microbial growth, for example,

depends primarily on the bulk water present.

6.6.3.2 Methods of Moisture Determination
In the industry the most important methods for determining the moisture content

(Table 6.14) actually are the following:

• Thermogravimetric analysis: Drying cabinet, infrared/halogen drying, microwave drying

• Chemical analysis: Karl Fischer titration

• Spectroscopic analysis: NIR spectroscopy

The moisture value measured depends on the experimental method used; in

thermogravimetry it also depends on the applied temperature.

Inline moisture control in wafer sheets: NIRmeasurement technology is suitable for a con-

tinuous noncontacting measurement of moisture. The measurement speed is less than

10 ms. There is little application for it because in modern sheet wafer baking equipment

the residual moisture level after baking typically shows no fluctuations.

Thermogravimetric moisture determination: These methods, based on differential weighing,

are the industrially most used ones in laboratory quality assurance and at the lines.

Thermogravimetry in a drying cabinet is the reference method in many regulations

governing the food industry. A sample is weighed and then heated to release the moisture

content. After cooling in a desiccator it is weighed again. Based on the difference the

moisture content is calculated.

In this procedure (a) the drying temperature, (b) the drying time, and (c) the loading

of the cabinet are important. For wafers and similar thermostable materials with a

Table 6.14 Methods of Moisture Determination in Wafers
Method Pros Cons

Drying

cabinet

Reference method: many samples in

parallel are possible

Time required: 60 min or more; other

volatiles interfere; thermal decomposition

of the sample may occur

Infrared-/

halogen

drying

Rapid: time required is 3–10 min;

Easy to apply

Other volatiles interfere; thermal

decomposition of the sample may occur

Microwave

drying

Rapid: Time required is 2–5 min Not for samples with very low moisture

content (wafers), limited temperature

control, thermal decomposition of the

sample may occur

Karl Fischer

titration

Precise reference method: for traces of

moisture; chemically bound water is

included

Adaption of the method to the type of

sample not for industrial routine testing

Near-

infrared

spectroscopy

Most rapid method; for continuous

inline measurement; adaptable for

other components (proteins, fats)

Calibration is laborious; only the surface

moisture is measured; depends on

temperature and material structure
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high-starch content the recommended drying temperature is 130°C. At 105°C, as usual,
the physically bound water may not be fully included. The recommended drying time is

60 min. Avoid any overloading with too many samples at once.

Thermogravimetry by an infrared-/halogen moisture analyzer is a commonly used method

because it is simple, reproducible, and rapid. The automated procedure reduces the risk

of errors. For wafers and similar thermostable materials with a high-starch content the

recommended drying temperature is 130°C. From the switch-off criteria typically three

is appropriate. But you may compare with the reference method (drying cabinet) if a

switch off criterion of four matches better. Within a few minutes the measurement is

finished.

In wafer moisture analysis, due to the hygroscopic character of the wafer material, the

biggest potential source of error is in sampling and sample preparation.

Sampling: Take the sample immediately after baking while the product still warm. For

flat wafers the recommendation is to cut circular samples that are the same size as the

aluminium pan of the moisture analyzer.

6.6.4 Suggestions for a Production Protocol
The production protocol is part of the means to make the wafer cookies safe to eat

according to the HACCP system and international food standards. It documents the daily

production steps. I recommend adding just the important details and keeping it as simple

as possible.

(a) The batter mix protocol

Name of operator and supervisor/date/shift

The recipe number for every batch, not the recipe in full detail. Exceptions may

be the water level for batter preparation. That changes more frequently.

Link to ingredient lot numbers for traceability

Mixing batch number and time

Batter viscosity, temperature (▶inform oven operator about unusual viscosity)

Unusual findings in batter preparation (▶inform supervisor)

(b) Oven and line protocol

Name of operators and supervisor/date/shift

Oven and Baking

Oven settings: Temperature, baking speed, batter deposition settings

Wafer sheet weight of 10 sheets (▶info loop with batter operator; any change in

water level required to keep the target weight?)—frequency: hourly

Wafer moisture content—frequency: hourly (▶if without the predefined range

change oven temperature setting by a few degree Celsius)

The look and fill-out of the sheets

Any unusual findings, the number of plates with incomplete sheets (▶info loop

with maintenance, ▶inform supervisor)
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Wafer Maturing, Book Forming, and Cooling:

Maturing no/yes at… % relative humidity (rH),… temperature set-point; Sheet

length at tunnel exit: …mm. That simply replaces the wafer moisture check.

(▶reduce/increase rH set point at conditioner)

Product No. (Example: No. 4: 3 wafers/2 creams, milk cream). Links for cream

traceability

Cooler settings plus ambient temperature in the area

Unusual findings in maturing, books, and cooling (▶inform supervisor)

Cutting and Packaging:

Product type/size

Any movement in cutting (▶change cooler settings)

Weight distribution check after cutting (central and edge wafer cookies)

Weight of the wafers’ final packs (total and single weights)

Collect samples periodically for backup, immersion test

Unusual findings in cutting and packaging (▶inform supervisor)

6.7 CONCLUDING REMARKS: INDULGENCE
AND NUTRITIONAL ASPECTS

A detailed discussion on sugar wafer cookies at the end requires a few comments on

both the nutritionally favourable features ofwafers and aswell on some image threats com-

ing from overcaloric nutrition and obesity issues in increasingly more regions worldwide

which is not in favour of consuming wafer cookies being rich in sugar and fat content.

6.7.1 The Unique Features of Wafers
Baked wafers due to their low specific gravity, their high percentage of cereal flours, and

the low fat content add lightness to a composed sweet or savoury final product. The taste

is clean and characteristic for cereals, and the mouth feel is extremely crispy/crunchy

and not adhesive. For all these reasons, we see an increasing inclusion of wafers in combined

sweets such as chocolates or cream-chocolate bars. The example in Table 6.15, a chocolate-

coated sugar wafer bar, documents that the wafer part adds volume and lightness.

Table 6.15 Weight and Volume Ratios of a Sugar Wafer Bar—Four Wafer Layers, Three Cream Layers,
and Chocolate Enrobed
Wafer Bar—Chocolate Enrobed Specific Gravity (g/cm3) Weight (%) Volume (%)

Chocolate enrobing 1.25 26 11

Wafer 0.17 18.5 59

Filling cream 1 55.5 30

Wafer bar—total 0.54 100 100
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6.7.2 Potential Image Threats
A recommended dietary guidance worldwide is to avoid the consumption of energy-

dense foods being high in sugar and saturated fats (Goldfein and Slavin, 2015; Mayo

Clinic, 2015). With increasing intensity, the debate on obesity issues points out argu-

ments such as poor nutrition, weight gain, increased triglycerides, and tooth decay. In

the 2010 Dietary Guidelines for Americans, the U.S. Department of Agriculture

(USDA) recommends that no more than about 5%–15% of your total daily calories

should come from added sugar and solid fats, while the actual value is at 35%.

Almost all sweet foods are quite high in both added sugar and saturated fats. So are

sugar wafer cookies. Their typical sugar-fat filling creams are responsible for a high-

energy density. Common sense indicates that wafers and sweets should be consumes gen-

erally for pleasure and indulgence but not as staple foods.

6.7.3 Nutrient Profiles: Pros and Cons
The reiterating discussions on nutrient profiles in the European Union (cf. Chapter 3

Section 3.2.7.3) will last for many more years expectedly.

In addition to scientific considerations, issues to take into account here as well include

the following:

• Is a forthcoming nutrient profile scheme understandable to (nonscientific) consumers?

• The world trade situation: In other big markets, such restrictions are not in place. Can

products imported from there be banned if they do not have the nutritional profile as

required?

• Is product innovation negatively affected?

• Is it, from a public health viewpoint, really better to have ‘nonnutrient profile con-

forming’ but widely consumed products excluded from adding any positive nutrients?

A change for better products via recipe changes— nutritional improvement of the fillings

or the wafer part itself is possible. The second book of this series will contribute recipes

and ideas for that.

6.8 WAFER PAPER

Wafer paper is a nontypical kind of wafer sheet. There are no reedings and the

thickness is in the range of 0.4–0.7 mm; only rarely is it up to 1 mm. Other names

are edible paper or edible rice paper, for the Asian variants. The German term is

backoblaten.

The history of wafer paper goes back to sacramental breads (communion bread, host)

of Christian churches, originally composed of just wheat flour and water; nowadays it is

mostly starch and water for obtaining a white colour. In Europe in the 15th and 16th

centuries, wafer paper was already a dessert for upper-class people.
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6.8.1 Manufacturing and Characteristics of Wafer Paper
Wafer paper is baked from a thin batter between smooth, preferably chromium-plated

baking plates. Wafer paper is a starch-based material made from potato, tapioca, wheat,

rice starches, or wheat flour, or combinations of those items. Additionally small quantities

of vegetable oil or lecithin ensure the release. The product is about 90% carbohydrates, of

which less than 0.5% are sugars. The fat content is below 0.5% in many products; in

others it may be a few percent. The protein content for the purely starch-based variants

is below 0.3%. There is no salt added. The use of food colours or coloured foods, of fla-

vours, or of high-intensity sweeteners is optional. Many wafer papers are gluten-free.

The presence of some moisture from maturing after baking, up to about 9%, reduces

the fragility of the stiff and slightly transparent material. Wafer papers before application

require a storage well packed and protected from both humidity or drying out in order to

keep them plane and flexible at the original moisture content.

The main applications are the following:

• Rectangular or round cut sheets applied as intermediate materials in confectionery

and the bakery industry to make moist or sticky masses manageable. Examples are

cooking masses such as white nougat and baking masses such as those for soft ginger-

bread, macaroons, cakes, or pastries

• Sweetened and flavoured edible papers

• Rectangular or round cut sheets sold as printable, edible papers or labels for advertise-

ment, communication, or fun applications. Printing is achieved with edible colours

• Artisan shapes such as flowers, confetti, or grass-like cuttings for decoration purposes

and seasonal articles

6.8.2 Other Edible Papers
Besides the conventional wafer paper, a group called ‘icing sheets’ or ‘frosting sheets’ is

emerging. These are not prepared in a baking process but by sheet extrusion, more similar

to paper making. Optionally the products are available rolled. Sometimes a nonedible

backing paper is used to remove after printing with edible inks. Icing sheets require a

storage well packed and protected from both humidity or drying out in order to keep

them plane and flexible at the original moisture content. Three typical icing sheet ingre-

dient lists reflect a sophisticated adjustment of ingredients to obtain the stability and flex-

ibility as required:

• Modified starches and maltodextrin with some sugar, humectants, various gums, col-

ours, flavour, sweetener, and preservative included

• Starch, glucose syrup, humectants, sugar, various gums, oil, emulsifier, flavour, col-

our, preservative

• ‘Fondant sheets’ mainly consist of fondant sugar, including some humectants, oil, and

various gums
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Technology of Other Crisp Wafers

7.1 INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

After discussing the technology of crisp wafers formed in sheets and the products

thereof in Chapter 6, a further group of crisp wafers, most of them with some sugar con-

tent, needs examination. The main principles on texture, sensitivity to moisture, the

mechanisms of baking, operation, and quality control are the same as in sheet wafers.

Big differences, however, are found in the forming techniques by either single molding

or in wafer materials of increased sugar content by rolling and other postforming

operations.

7.1.1 Sugar Content in Wafer Cones and Other Sugar Wafers
Cake cones are still considered no/low sugar wafers. Here, a small percentage of sugar can

influence the texture to become crunchier; however being not yet sweet tasting due to

the low sugar level. Nevertheless, in most of the crisp wafers discussed, the sugar content

has an important role in the product characteristics (Table 7.1).

Molded sugar cones are the less expensive counterparts of rolled sugar cones. There is

some sweetness already but molded sugar cones still have the low density of wafers single

baked in molds under pressure.

The forming of all the other sugar wafers in Table 7.1 happens without pressure dur-

ing the baking. The increased percentage of sugar is required for the post forming while

still being hot immediately after the baking process.

7.1.2 The Different Hot-Formed Sugar Wafers
In manufacturing rolled sugar wafer cones, flat wafer patties immediately after baking intro-

duce in rolling tools. Then the sugar recrystallizes and is responsible for the hard, glassy

texture.

For sugar wafer reels, oblong wafer patties after baking form by rolling over their long

side into sticks. After cooldown, saw cutting of these long sticks yields short wafer reels

then impregnated with oil for a better taste.

Fan wafermanufacturing can be done in two ways. Either by forming sugar wafer pat-

ties after baking into fan shaped product via folding, pressing, embossing, and cutting

operations. Alternatively, from forming flute wafer bands into flat-pressed intermediates,

which are separated by embossing and cutting again into fan-shaped wafers.
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Flute wafers, synonymous to wafer sticks or roll wafers, are thin and long wafers

belonging to the group of hot-formed sugar wafers with the highest sugar percentage

of all. We will utilize the name flute wafers throughout the book. One characteristic

is the structure from thin, glassy layers being responsible for the unique, delicate, and crisp

texture. Some confusion comes from the fact that the thicker and harder textured sugar

wafer reels sometimes are called wafer sticks as well.

7.2 TECHNOLOGY OF MOLDED WAFER CONES AND CUPS

In contrast to hollow wafer products from sheets, molded wafer cones and cups are

single baked in closed baking molds of various shapes. Single baking is required whenever

a depth of the hollow pieces over about 20 mm for geometrical reasons prevents a

demolding within a hinged sheet baking tong.Molded cones and cups are prepared either

from no/low sugar batters, the cake cone type, or from batters with moderate sugar con-

tent, the molded sugar cone type.

We will discuss the manufacturing steps from batter preparation, baking, cooling, up

to the final packaging, storage, and distribution of the cones and inform on potential

manufacturing issues and the ways to resolve them.

7.2.1 The Basics of Molded Sugar and Cake Cones/Cups
Fig. 7.1 has the principal manufacturing scheme for molded wafer cones (left side).

In batters for molded cones, the main ingredients are water and flour for cake cones.

In molded sugar cones, sugar is a third main ingredient. Cake cone recipes are similar to

flat wafers but typically have some increased starch content. Molded sugar cones are the

less expensive counterparts of rolled sugar cones; compromises are made

• From the recipe side the lower levels of sugar result in a weaker and less glassy-hard

texture.

• From a baking technology standpoint, the baking in molds under pressure results in a

lighter, more porous cone texture, compared to rolled sugar cones where the wafer

patties bake in an unpressurized mold.

Table 7.1 Sugar Content in Wafer Cones and Other Sugar Wafers
Cone or Sugar Wafer Type Sugar (%)

Cake cones/cups, molded 0–3
Sugar cones, molded 8–20
Sugar cones, rolled 36–48
Sugar wafer reels 48–53
Flute wafers (wafer sticks) 65–90

In bakers percentage.
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• For both these reasons, moisture migration in molded sugar cones is faster, compared

to rolled sugar cones, and sogginess will occur earlier.

Molded cones bake within massive, three-part molds in continuously circulating, gas-

heated ovens. From both a technological and economical viewpoint, ovens with

40 or more molds are preferable. The effective baking temperature is in the range of

180°C, and the baking time is around 2 minutes. Due to the evaporation of the high

percentage of moisture in the batter, a light, foamed structure generates under steam pres-

sure. The final wafer moisture content of molded cones and cups is at 2% or less.

After baking, the cones are de-molded and pass a section for cooling and stacking in

order to prevent temperature going above 40–45°C at the point of packaging. Finally, the

product is packed into cartons lined with a moisture barrier or a plastic bag. Such a mois-

ture barrier lining inside the carton is state of the art in order to keep the typical crunchy

texture of the extremely hygroscopic wafer cones. Additionally some inserts for shock

protection during shipment are recommended.

1 Water 1 Water

2 Sugar 2 Sugar

3 Minor ingredients 3 Minor ingredients

4 Flour 4 Flour

5 Oil–Lecithine 5 Oil–Lecithine

Batter mixing Batter mixing

Batter screening Batter screening

Batter storage tank Batter storage tank

Batter depositing Batter depositing

Cone baking oven Cone baking oven

Cone discharge Patty take-off

Cooling section Cone rolling

Cooling section

Packaging

Packaging

Moulded wafer

cones

Rolled sugar

wafer cones

Fig. 7.1 Manufacturing diagram molded and rolled wafer cones.
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Figs. 7.2 and 7.3 show examples of molded cones. Beside the classical cone shapes,

there are newer examples with flower-shaped top rims or cups without the typical wafer

pattern. Mini-cones are cups that are recently becoming more popular for different filling

applications.

7.2.2 Ingredients for Molded Cake and Sugar Wafer Cones and Cups
The following provides specific recommendations, respectively—the cross-references to

the sections in the ingredient chapters.

Wheat flours: see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.7 and Table 2.30 there for the specifications.

Water: see Chapter 2, Section 2.1.7 and Table 2.9 there for the specifications.

Fig. 7.2 Molded wafer cones. Left side: Cake cone, flat top style. Right side: Molded sugar cone, heart
shaped style. Photos: Haas

Fig. 7.3 Molded wafer cones. Left: Molded cake cones (three on top), two molded sugar cones.
Right: Cake cup without wafer reeding. Photos: Haas
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Starches: In recipes for molded wafer cones and cups, the addition of native starches is

quite common. In case of deep cone shapes and sophisticated mold details even a higher

proportion of starch, up to about 30 baker’s percent is required for an improved batter

flow in filling the mold. Preferably native potato, tapioca, corn, or rice starch are applied,

however no starch derivates. While the first two starches result in a slightly softer texture

when the cone stability is good, rice starch adds more textural crunch and hardness. For

details on starches, see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.5.

Nonwheat Flours: there is no wide application in molded cones at present.

Fats and oils: see Chapter 3, Sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.8 for details.

Lecithin: see Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2 for detailed recommendations.

Sugars: For cake cones, the addition of small quantities of sucrose at a level of 1%–3% on

a flour base is advantageous due to the crunchiness and hardness improvement by sugar,

even at the expense of more baking plate residues and increased color differences. Mar-

keting typically likes the advantages in texture. However, the production side dislikes the

sugar addition due to the more frequent mold cleaning requirements.

Inmolded sugar cones, the sugar levels in the recipe are in the range from 8% to 20% on a

flour base. The higher level is recommended just for cone designs without any compli-

cated details such as crested rims or long and narrow cone shapes.

Themolten sugar after baking softens the hot cone and easily may lead to a distortion in

shape during conewafer demolding and dropping. Because the sugar is liquid (molten) after

baking, it softens (plasticizes) the hot wafer matrix. At sugar concentrations of more than

about 10% on a flour base, the demolding without distortion becomes increasingly difficult.

High-intensity sweeteners: in adjusting the cone sweetness, replace some sugar with

bake-stable high-intensity sweeteners such as sucralose, acesulfame K, or stevia

(Chapter 3, Section 3.1.8). Due to the high-sweetness potency, low levels in terms of

baker’s percent, in the range of 0.1%, are required. Other sugars than sucrose are less

recommended here.

Leavenings (cf. Chapter 4, Section 4.2.2)

In cake cones, the use of sodium bicarbonate is essential for well-formed cone details.

The typical addition level is between 0.15% and 0.5% on a flour base. Higher soda levels

reduce the cone weight and therefore the cone stability, whereas low levels might harm

the perfect fill of the mold and the “printing” of mold details.

Ammonium bicarbonate (ABC) improves the precise forming of surface details.

A typical level of application is 0.1% on a flour base. Overly high levels increase the extru-

sion of baking scrap. The reactivity of ABC already at an ambient temperature can be a

disadvantage. It inactivates partly before baking in case of a longer batter resting time and

higher batter temperature.

Inmolded sugar cones, the addition of sodium bicarbonate typically is low, if any—from

0.05% to 0.2% on a flour base, just to neutralize acids from flour or other ingredients. The

additional use of ABC is an option.
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Cone color enhancement: The same principles as outlined in Chapter 4, Section 4.7 apply.

Salt: Technologically the addition of salt is not required. Increasingly there are

reduced or zero quantities in the recipes due to sodium labeling reasons.

Milk-based ingredients: These are rare in cone recipes. See Chapter 4, Section 4.5 for

pros and cons.

Egg-based ingredients: These are rare in cone recipes. See Chapter 4, Section 4.6 for

details.

Fibers: For improving both the textural strength and the flexibility of bigger cones, the

addition of a small quantity of fibers can be helpful in preventing breakage. Despite the

increased water requirement in the batter phase, the fiber reinforcement in most cone

recipes works well. See Chapter 2, Section 2.3.4 for details. The preferred fibers are either

• Very finely milled bran flours of the same fineness as wheat flour. From 1.5 to 2.5

baker’s percent of bran flour are sufficient for that effect.

• Cellulose fibers from wheat or other plant sources at 1%–1.5%.
Magnesium hydroxide carbonate E 504 is a hydrophobic additive, assisting in mold release

and for protecting the cones slightly better from moisture migration. The application

range is from 0.25% to 0.7% on a baker’s percentage base.

Flavors: In some recipes, we see the addition of flavors such as vanillin. However, most

of it volatilizes during baking. Any spice powders, if fitting to the product flavor, are more

successful here.

Wafer enzymes: When applying specific wafer enzymes the main questions are the

following:

(1) Will the reduced gluten related issues and the decrease in water required for batter

preparation due to the use of wafer enzyme improve the cone strength, or

(2) Outweigh the activities of the wafer enzyme that by trend degrade macromolecules

in the batter that improvement?

The answer can be found solely by testing. For details on the application of wafer

enzymes see Chapter 4, Section 4.3.1.

Please note: Never use any unspecific enzyme products such as proteases. They might

overly degrade the batter and the properties of the cones.

7.2.3 Batters for Molded Cone and Cup Wafers
7.2.3.1 Basic Recipe Ranges for Molded Cake Cones and Cups Without

and With Sugar
Tables 7.2 and 7.3 have some information on the typical ranges of ingredients. The first

column has the recommended sequence of addition in wafer batter mixing. Add ingre-

dients with the same number at the same time, optionally as a premix. The quantity of

some of the small ingredients is not freely variable but relates to the properties of the main

ingredients.
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Table 7.2 Recipe Ranges for Molded Cake Cones/Cups
No. Ingredient Range

1 Water 120–150
2 Sugar 0–3
2 Caramel color 0–1
2 Egg powder 0–1
2 Fresh eggs 0–3.5
2 Milk powder 0–1
2 Salt 0–0.75
2 Sodium bicarbonate 0.15–0.6
2 Flavor 0–0.05
2 Soy flour 0–3
2 Lecithin, powder 0–4
2 Starch 2–30
3 Wheat flour 100

4 Fibers 0–1.5
4 Lecithin, fluid 0.2–1.2
4 Fat/oil 0.5–2.5

In bakers percentage.

Table 7.3 Recipe Ranges for Molded Sugar Cones/Cups
No. Ingredient Range

1 Water 120–145
2 Sugar 8–20
2 Caramel color 0–1
2 Egg powder 0–1
2 Fresh eggs 0–3.5
2 Salt 0–0.75
2 Sodium bicarbonate 0.15–0.6
2 Ammonium bicarbonate 0–0.1
2 High-intensity sweetener 0–0.1
2 Flavor, e.g. vanillin 0–0.05
2 Lecithin, powder 0–4
2 Soy flour, toasted 0–3
2 Starch 2–30
3 Wheat flour 100

4 Fibers 0–1.5
4 Lecithin, fluid 0.2–1.2
4 Fat/oil 1–4

In bakers percentage.
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The final recipe, suitable for a certain plant with its equipment and set of ingredients,

requires some fine-tuning regarding the following:

(a) The properties of the main ingredients of flour, primarily wheat type and gluten

properties, and the water with respect to hardness and conductivity.

(b) The cost and availability situation of minor ingredients and any label requirements.

(c) The local expectations of the cones’ color, texture, and taste.

For detailed recipes and product development hints see the second book of this series.

7.2.3.2 Batter Preparation
When preparing batter for molded cake cones and sugar cones the same principles and

detailed suggestions apply as outlined in Chapter 6, Section 6.2. Dissolving the sugar

completely before adding the flour is important for sugar cones. For molded sugar cones

more than the usual 10–40 minutes of batter resting time is possible, which may improve

the baking result in some cases. A batter life time over 1 hour is not recommended. Due

to the flour microorganisms and flour enzymes, noncontrollable fermentation processes

can occur that greatly influence the result of baking.

7.2.3.3 Potential Wafer Batter Issues—How to React
The same as outlined in Chapter 6, Section 6.2.9 applies for these batters.

7.2.4 The Baking of Molded Wafer Cones and Cups
7.2.4.1 The Cone Making Process
The fluid batter deposits onto the closed lower part of the tri-part molds. Then the upper

part of the mold lowers to close. The baking at temperature between 180°C and 205°C is

maintained for 1.6–2 minutes. That kind of batter depositing results in a differentiation

into two visible zones within the finished cone regarding color and texture.

The high-heat content of the massive baking molds heats the deposited batter quickly

and starts to gelatinize the flour. However, only after around 15 seconds does the steam

development come to its maximum, the rim area of the cone mold fills, and some bobble

waste extrudes through the venting holes. Hence there a lighter, more porous structure

develops. Only after most of the batter water escaped and the cones get drier does the

temperature rise to approach the temperature of the baking mold. Finally the typical bak-

ing color and flavor develop. The cones solidify and dry to a low residual moisture of

about 2%, corresponding to a crisp, glassy texture. In case of a higher residual cone

moisture

• The moisture distribution within the cone is uneven with the consequence that

equilibration takes place later after the cone leaves the mold and cools down. This

kind of moisture equilibration results in deformation and mechanical stress to the

cones. Microfissures develop, which reduce the mechanical stability of the cones

dramatically.
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• Whenever the residual moisture is even higher than a few percent, the steam

remaining in the very center of the cone structure will expand and separate the already

thoroughly baked outer wafer surfaces at the opening of the baking mold.

The quantity of bobble scrap, extruded through the venting holes, causes a lot of discus-

sion sometimes. A common experience is that in modern high-speed cone ovens,

20%–30% of the batter solids convert to scrap. Otherwise, some cones mold imperfectly

with some missing details. The waste figure strongly depends on the flour properties, the

adjustment of the molds, and the cone size.

After baking, the cones demold automatically and drop out of the cone oven. They

proceed along a cooling track where any paper sleeves may be applied. Sleeves prepare for

later automatic industrial ice cream filling and are an additional protection for

transporting. After sleeving and stacking, when the temperature is down to the

35–45°C range, packing into plastic-lined carton boxes follows.

7.2.4.2 Potential Wafer Cone Baking Issues—How to React
In baking molded cones, unexpected effects may occur. Here is a description of some

potential issues together with options to handle them. However, without seeing the

actual situation any recommendations are rather general because there can be multiple

reasons for a problem. Consider supervision by an experienced wafer technologist.

(a) There are bulging spots in the cone when leaving the mold

Due to underbaking, excessive residual moisture still is in the core of the wafer.

After mold opening, the remaining steam pressure puffs up the layers.

• Is the a reduction in water dosage for the batter possible?

• Bake a few seconds longer or increase oven temperature slightly

(b) The cones lack mechanical stability

Reasons for this can be in the ingredients, the recipe, or baking process

• Check if a reduction in water for the batter is feasible

• Test a reduction in leavenings

• Consider some way of controlled moisture pick-up to reach about 4% cone

moisture, which corresponds to an equilibrium relative humidity of �25%

and strengthens the texture

• Check whether the cones are overbaked. Baking to a residual moisture of 1% or

less results in a “softer” cone texture

(c) The cones are not equally brown and show blotchy pale spots

Reasons for this can be the ingredients or the recipe

• Is a water reduction possible without running into high-viscosity issues?

• Check the flour for any increased gluten content

• Change to a flour with a lower absorption lowing

• Increase the lecithin-to-oil ratio: more lecithin, less oil
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• In recipes high in oil, increase the time for the final mixing

• For molded sugar cones try a batter maturing time of 30–60 minutes after batter

mixing

(d) Deformation in demolding sugar cones

The sugar content, after baking in molten form, may result in some deformation

• If the sugar content is over 10–12 baker’s percent in the recipe, based on flour

plus starch, consider a sugar reduction and compensation by adding some high-

intensity sweetener

• If complicated cone details or dirty mold surfaces cause some more adherence to

the baking molds the hot and still soft cones deform

• More cold air blowing after the baking mold has opened assists for a faster cool-

down and sugar recrystallization.

7.2.5 Packaging and Storage of Molded Wafer Cones and Cups
7.2.5.1 Wafer Cones Require Packaging After Cooling
Immediate packaging of the cones after any sleeving and cooling is essential to maintain

their quality up to the moment they reach the end-user. The molded cones, like all dry

baked wafer products, require proper packaging for the following main reasons:

(1) Moisture protection: Wafers are hygroscopic, readily absorb moisture from ambient air,

and lose the crunchy texture. In molded sugar cones, the sugar just delays moisture

sorption but does not influence the final equilibrium. The sugar cones reach it only

later, compared to cake cones. Absorption of the first percent of moisture, below

about 6%, results in an increase in cone strength. In parallel to moisture sorption,

structural expansion occurs with the consequence of some cracking and breakage.

With a further increasing moisture content, the cones get a tough texture around

7%, and later they may even become soft and soggy. A cone moisture of 7% is

the equilibrium value for being in contact to air with just 45% relative humidity.

Storage in cardboard boxes without plastic overwrap is insufficient, because you

do not have control on the humidity conditions and the storage time after the cones

leave your plant. Cardboard itself is hygroscopic and will even conduct moisture

from outside, which later is transferred to the cones. Unprotected cones pick up

moisture at any relative humidity of the air and start to get soggy at 45%RHormore.

At high-humidity tropical conditions this process runs even faster. Please note:

Shrink films as used in pallet wrapping are very poor moisture barriers.

(2) Mechanical protection: The glassy, brittle texture is prone to break easily. Means of

mechanical protection—such as foam or cardboard inserts, shaped containers, pack-

aging cartons, or air cushion inserts for the cone stacks—are required. Any sleeving

of the cones with paper cones here is both an additional protection to avoid breaking

in case of any distortion of the stacks as well as a protection against the weight of

several rows of cones on top within a filled carton box.
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(3) Malodor protection: The quite large surface of the cones easily absorbs any extraneous

odors. Here the wrapping by the plastic bag liners in the cartons offers some addi-

tional protection. Give special care to avoid any smells from either the cardboard,

from printing inks of sleeves and labels, or other nonspecific warehouse flavors.Min-

eral oil residues from paper recycling and their migration into the cones are recent

matters of discussion.

(4) Protection from rancidity: Cones may get rancid under prolonged air access or light

influence. Both the plastic bag wrapping and any sleeving assist in protecting against

the free access of oxygen from air, which increases the loss of flavor and the risk of

rancidity. The carton over packing offers sufficient light protection.

7.2.5.2 The Shelf Life of Molded Cake and Sugar Cones
Molded cones can be stored at a dry and cool place for up to 6 months. Cold storage is not

required. Manufacturing preconditions are the following:

(a) High-quality ingredients as discussed in Chapters 2–4.
(b) Contemporary, correct processing methods.

(c) Adequate packaging and dry storage conditions.

7.2.6 Typical Storage Issues in Wafer Cones and Potential
Reasons for Them

There are a couple of reported issueswithmolded cones.The followingprovides a descrip-

tionof potential issues togetherwith options to handle them.However,without seeing the

actual situation any recommendations are rather general because there can bemultiple rea-

sons for a problem. Consider supervision by an experienced wafer technologist.

(a) The cones crack within a few days to 2 weeks’ time range

The cracks are either hairline or openly visible and make the cones unsellable

because of easy breaking. This is a characteristic for a moisture inequilibrium within

the originally baked cone. In the resulting moisture equilibration, the changes in

moisture content cause the wafer structure to expand or shrink. However, if the

cone is fixed in a rigid shape, the result is mechanical stress followed by

• Deformation: If the moisture differences are small; the cone becomes oval-

shaped rather than round when looking at it from above.

• Stress cracking: If the moisture migration is more extensive.

The main causes for moisture differences are the following:

(1) Underbaking due to batter mixing issues going back to flour changes. The

wafer is not baked thoroughly, so the residual moisture is overly high.

• Check for increased cone weight due to gluten development issues in batter

mixing. That can come from a higher flour absorption resulting in a raise in

batter viscosity.

• Increase the baking temperature or the baking time.
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(2) Differences in cone wall thickness due to a badly centered male mold. Thicker

areas hold back more moisture, and the thinner ones obtain cracks due to

overbaking.

• Check the cone thickness by cutting a cone across and reposition the sitting

of the upper mold part.

(3) Worn out molds due to frequent mechanical cleaning with hard brushes. Some

parts then have a greater clearance that holds more batter and results in a thicker

cone section with higher residual moisture after baking. There are moisture dif-

ferences up to 3% in cones from worn-out baking molds.

• Consider an overhaul of the molds.

• Never clean the molds with hard metal brushes.

(4) The wrapping of the cones has insufficient moisture-barrier properties.

• Improve the packaging of cones.

(5) Your storage area is of high relative humidity.

• When storing in-house for longer times, provide an area of low relative

humidity from 25% RH up to 40% at maximum.

(b) Unsatisfactory taste and smell (Off-flavors)

(1) The cones taste and smell rancid or become old soon.

• Use a high-stability fat/oil in baking, see Chapter 3, Section 3.2.4.

• Improve the overwrapping to prevent air access.

(2) The ice cream cones develop a “chemical” smell.

• Cardboard smell due to bad cardboard quality or lack of overwrapping.

• A wrong printing ink or solvent for the cone sleeves or carton boxes.

• Check for unspecific warehouse smells in your cone storage area.

(c) The cones rapidly become tough or even soft

Moisture absorption is the reason, so please check the following:

• Is there no overwrapping plastic bag inside the carton boxes?

• Is the overwrapping bag too small and does not close?

• Does the wrapping bag have an insufficient moisture barrier value?

• Is there a high or fluctuating relative humidity in the storage area?

7.3 TECHNOLOGY OF ROLLED SUGAR WAFER CONES

Contrary to molded wafer cones, rolled cones bake not under pressure in confined

molds but between hot plates with no ledges at all sides. The section provides techno-

logical information on ingredients, processing, and estimated output in rolled sugar cone

manufacturing—from batter preparation, baking, rolling, cooling, and cutting up to the

final packaging, storage, and distribution of the cones. Potential manufacturing issues are
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discussed as well as the ways to resolve them. For a discussion of the important aspects of

moisture resistance in ice cream filled rolled sugar cones, see Chapter 8, Section 8.5.

7.3.1 The Basics of Rolled Sugar Cone Manufacturing
7.3.1.1 The Principle Steps of Manufacturing
Fig. 7.1 shows the principal manufacturing scheme for rolled sugar wafer cones in the

diagram on the right side.

The baking mass for rolled sugar cones is a fluid batter with the main ingredients of

water, sugar(s), and flour. After depositing batter into massive, hinged, two-part baking

plates (tongs), flat sugar wafer discs bake in continuously circulating, gas-heated ovens.

Just in a few cases, these are electrically heated. From both a technological and econom-

ical viewpoint, ovens with 40 or more tongs are recommended. The effective baking

temperature is in the range of 190–205°C, and the effective baking time is from 1 to

1.4 minutes. After baking, the flat wafer discs, while being still hot and pliable due to

the molten sugar, are placed into cone rolling devices. The cone shape then forms with

an overlapping part (cf. Fig. 7.4).

With the progress of cooling after leaving the rolling device, the sugar solidifies and is

responsible for the glassy-hard and stable cone texture. The cones pass in an ordered way

to a cooling device, which is either a kind of arch cooler or, for smaller ovens, a cooling

and stacking table in order not to be at packaging above a temperature of 40–45°C. The
final moisture content of the rolled cones is about 2%. Finally, the wafer cones are packed

into plastic-lined cartons. The use of moisture barrier linings inside the carton boxes is

state of the art in order to keep the typical crunchy texture of the extremely hygroscopic

wafer cones. Additionally, some inserts for shock protection during shipment are

recommended.

Fig. 7.4 Rolled wafer cones. Left side: Rolled sugar cone, flat top style—Photo: Haas. Center: Rolled
sugar cone, heart-shaped style—Photo: Haas. Right side: Sugar wafer cup, formed after baking—
Photo: Haas.
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7.3.1.2 Some Examples
Fig. 7.4 shows examples of sugar cones, formed by rolling the hot wafer disc after baking

into flat top or heart-shaped cones. The third example comes from deep forming the hot

sugar wafer disc into a cup shape.

Flattop cones (left picture in Fig. 7.4) are by far the most produced sugar cones world-

wide; in the ice cream industry, this cone mainly has a 110 mm side length. Flattop mini-

cones with a side length of just 60 mm are becoming more popular for different filling

applications.

In the center of Fig. 7.4 is the “heart-shaped” or “natural-rim” cone with a more

homemade look. The picture at the right is a rolled sugar cup, one of the next steps

of technical development. With this cup, rolling, deep forming, and cutting are com-

bined to shape the hot sugar wafer disc.

7.3.1.3 Characteristic Features of Sugar Wafer Cones
The functions of rolled wafer cones that make them superior to other types of edible ice

cream containers are the following:

(a) The baking in a nonpressurized mold and the glassy texture imparted by the sugar

result in a more dense texture and higher mechanical rigidity.

(b) The eating texture is of a crunchy hardness that goes well with ice cream. The cone

is an easily touchable holder and protector for the ice cream filling.

(c) The is some baked cereal color and flavor from the caramelizing sugar component.

7.3.2 Specific Ingredient Recommendations for Rolled Sugar Cones
Here are some specific recommendations and the cross-references to the respective sec-

tions in the ingredient chapters.

Wheat flour: see Chapter 2, Section 2.7 and Table 2.32 for the specifications. Contrary

to no/low sugar wafers, even flours with medium protein content are applicable in

manufacturing rolled sugar cones. However, for higher efficiency we recommend staying

with the low-protein/low-absorption wafer flour specifications as given in Tables 2.32

and 7.4.

Water: see Chapter 2, Section 2.1.7 and Table 2.10 for the specifications. Water of

increased hardness is not recommended due to

• Water hardness slightly increasing the percentage of sugar required for proper rolling.

• Hard water reducing the plate cleaning intervals due to the accelerated build-up of

residues.

From 90 to 130 L of water are required per 100 kg of flour in batter mixing, depending

on the flour absorption.

Sugars and syrups: Sucrose is a main ingredient, ranging from 38% to 45% on a flour

base. See Chapter 3, Section 3.1.2 for detailed technological information on the functions

of sugar. The degree of refining (whiteness, absence of invert sugar) is not of
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technological importance here. The more economic, less highly refined qualities of sugar

are applicable as well as brown sugar. The use of liquid sugar is feasible. It is easy in han-

dling and recommended if locally available, or in case the mixing time is critical due to a

low mixing capacity.

The use of other nonsucrose sugars is not common. Lactose, added at small quantities,

offers due to its high melting temperature and thermal stability some advantage in keep-

ing the plates better clean and the cones more stable.

Syrups: The application of some syrup such as invert syrup, high-fructose syrups, cane

molasses, glucose syrups, or caramelized sugar (“burned sugar”) is rare. The issue is that

some of them, primarily the first three, further increase the baking plate residues. Addi-

tionally there is an increased risk of sticking, which requires more oil in the recipe.

Starches and Nonwheat Flours: The addition of up to 10% of native starch, preferably

potato, tapioca, or corn, is possible, particularly for flours of higher absorption. For a

high-gluten flour, starch addition reduces any gluten development issues. Starches with

Table 7.4 Specification of an Industry Flour for Rolled Sugar Cones
Parameter Value

Moisture (ICC 110/1), % 14.5

Ash (ICC 104/1), dry matter base, % 0.51

Protein (ICC 105/1), N x 5,7

On dry matter base, % 9.4

On 14% moisture base, % 8.1

Wet gluten (ICC 137/1), % 23.6

Extensogram (ICC 114/1)

Water absorption, % 50.5

Energy, cm2 81

Extension, mm 127

Resistance, EU 422

Resistance/extension 3.3

Farinogram (ICC 115/1)

Water absorption, % 51.3

Dough development, minutes 1.2

Stability, minutes 1.9

Softening, FU 104

Granulation

Over 75 μm (air impingement), % 30

Over 250 μ, % (sieving analysis), % 1.1

Over 180 μ, % 1.3

Over 125 μ, % 8.5

Over 90 μ, % 21.4

Through 90 μ, % 67.7

Data: Tiefenbacher, unpublished.
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a low gelatinization temperature, such as potato starch, may improve the cone strength.

For details on starches, see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.5.

There is nowide application of nonwheat flours in rolled sugar cones. Even soy flour is

used increasingly less. Full-fat soy flour may compromise the oxidative shelf life of cones

(rancidity).Defatted soy flour is better because it conveys amorehomogeneous cone struc-

ture. However, its higher absorption can give rise to a lower cone weight and stability.

Fats and oils: see Chapter 3, Sections 3.4 and 3.7 for technological details. There are

some differences in the oil percentage in sugar cone recipes for Europe (more oil) or

North America (less oil). Solely apply oils/molten fats that do not recrystallize in the bat-

ter. Any fat crystals in the batter reduce the final cone stability. Please note: for some flour

qualities, a slight oil-related blotchiness of the cones is not fully avoidable.

Lecithin: Add lecithin at a certain proportion to the quantity of oil/fat. Mostly fluid soy

lecithin is applied, and it is sometimes a combination of fluid and powder. See Section 3.2

in Chapter 3 for detailed recommendations. In view of the high baking temperature in

rolled sugar cones, the up to 40% of highly unsaturated soybean oil in fluid soy lecithin

imparts some risks of shelf life issues for the long-term storage of cones manufactured in

the beginning of ice cream season.

Leavenings: The addition of sodium bicarbonate is not required for rolled sugar cones.

If it is added, 0.05%–0.1% at maximum on a flour base may compensate for the acidity of

any uncommon ingredient such as syrups.

Cone color enhancement: The same principles as outlined in Chapter 4, Section 4.7

apply. The application of brown-colored foods such as alkalized cocoa powder or of col-

orants improve the baking color or modify it. From the food additives, the caramel colors

E 150 a, E 150c, or E 150d are common here. Beta-carotene E 160a may be added for a

more reddish hue.

Salt: Technologically the addition of salt is not required. Increasingly there is a reduc-

tion in salt or zero quantities in the recipes due to sodium labeling reasons. However, a

small quantity is used for a more round flavor and there are positive effects of the inter-

action of salt with the flour proteins with some flour qualities.

Milk-based Ingredients are rare in rolled sugar cone recipes with the exception of milk-

based lecithin powder, applied at times. See Chapter 4, Section 4.5 for pros and cons.

Egg-based Ingredients are rare as well. A small quantity of egg whites can improve cone

stability in the case of flour issues. See Chapter 4, Section 4.6 for details.

Fibers: For improving both the textural strength and the flexibility of bigger cones, the

addition of a small quantity of fibers can be positive against breakage. Despite the

increased water requirement in the batter phase, the fiber reinforcement in most cone

recipes works well. See Chapter 2, Section 2.3.4 for details. The preferred fibers are either

• Very finely milled bran flours of the same fineness as wheat flour. From 1.5 to 2.5

baker’s percent of bran flour are sufficient for that effect.

• Cellulose fibers from wheat or other plant sources at 1%–1.5%.
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Finely milled rolled sugar cone rework: Contrary to no/low sugar wafers (Chapter 4,

Section 4.1) the addition of finely milled rework powder in batter preparation is possible

in rolled sugar cones. There is an approximate 30% sugar content and poorly gelatinized

starch that reduces the water sorption by the rework. That is an option primarily for high-

altitude baking to overcome some of the issues with reduced starch gelatinization.

Magnesium hydroxide carbonate E 504: This is a hydrophobic additive, assisting in mold

release and for protecting the cones slightly better from moisture migration. The appli-

cation range is from 0.25% to 0.7% on a baker’s percentage base.

Wafer enzymes: The application of wafer enzymes (Chapter 4, Section 4.3.1) in rolled

sugar cone batters is not very common. The question if these enzymes improve the sta-

bility of these cones can found solely by testing. Please note: Never use any unspecific

enzyme products such as proteases. They might overly degrade the batter and the prop-

erties of the cones.

Flavors: In some recipes, we see the addition of flavors such as vanillin. However, most

of it volatilizes during baking. Any spice powders, if fitting to the product flavor, are more

successful here.

7.3.3 Ingredients for Rolled Sugar Cone Batters
7.3.3.1 Basic Recipe Ranges for Rolled Sugar Cones
Table 7.5 provides some information on the typical ranges of ingredients as well as basic

recipes. The first column has the recommended sequence of addition in wafer batter

mixing. Add ingredients with the same number at the same time, optionally as a premix.

Table 7.5 Recipe Ranges for Rolled Sugar Cones
No. Ingredient Range Example

1 Water 90–130 110

2 Sugar 36–48 44

2 Caramel color 0–1 0

2 Fibers 0–1.5 0

2 Salt 0–0.75 0.5

2 Sodium bicarbonate 0–0.1 0

2 Flavor, e.g. vanillin 0–0,1 0

2 Soy flour 0–3 0

2 Lecithin, powder 0–4 0

2 Starch 0–10 4

3 Wheat flour 100 100

4 Lecithin, fluid 0.5–3 2.5

4 Fat/oil 1.5–9 6

In bakers percentage.
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The quantity of some of the small ingredients is not freely variable but relates to the prop-

erties of the main ingredients.

The final recipe, suitable for a certain plant with its equipment and set of ingredients,

requires some fine-tuning regarding

(a) The properties of the main ingredient of flour, primarily wheat type and gluten

properties, and the water with respect to hardness and conductivity.

(b) The cost and availability situation of minor ingredients and any label requirements.

(c) The local expectations of the cones’ color, texture, and taste.

For detailed recipes and product development hints see the second book of this series.

7.3.3.2 The Ingredient—Cone Quality Matrix
Table 7.6 provides a general overview of how some ingredients may influence the cone

manufacturing and the final cone properties.

7.3.4 Preparing the Wafer Batter for Rolled Sugar Cones
7.3.4.1 Batter Preparation
When preparing batter for rolled sugar cones the same principles and detailed suggestions

apply as outlined for no/low sugar batters in Chapter 6, Sections 6.2.3 and 6.2.4. For

sugar cones it is important to dissolve all the sugar completely before adding the flour.

For rolled sugar cone batters a resting time longer than the usual 10–40 minutes is pos-

sible, which in some cases even improves the baking result. However, a batter lifetime

over 1 hour is not recommended. Due to the flour microorganisms and flour enzymes,

noncontrollable fermentation processes can occur and then greatly influence the result of

baking.

7.3.4.2 The Sequence of Adding the Various Ingredients
Characteristic for rolled sugar cone batters and generally all batters high in sugar are the

following steps in batter preparation:

(1) Preparing the sugar solution first. A full dissolution of sugars and the inclusion of any

syrups before the addition of flour is essential here. Chose a water temperature for

sugar batters that allows for a final batter temperature of 26°C or less. For hot cli-

mates have cooled water available for better controlling the final batter temperature.

It is recommended to keep the batter temperature as stable as possible over the

production day.

(2) Dissolve any other soluble components such as colors, salt, or milk and egg powders.

For ingredients that form lumps, prepare a dry premix, possibly with some starch or

flour if required.

(3) Now add any of the small insoluble powders such as starches, nonwheat flours,

fibers, etc.
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Table 7.6 Ingredient Effects on Rolled Sugar Cone Quality

Cone Properties>Component to
Increase in Relation to Flour

Weight
Increase—
Harder Cones

Weight Decrease—
More Fragile Cones

More
Sticking to
Mold

Less
Sticking to
Mold

More
Cone
Color

Less
Cone
Color

More
Mold
Residues

More
Flavor

Water—quantity +++ +

Water—hardness + + +++

Sucrose ++ ++ ++ ++ +

Lactose ++ + +

Syrups, honey ++ +++ ++ +++ +

Lecithin, fluid +++ + + +

Lecithin, powder ++ + + +

Caramel color (+) (+) ++++ (+)

Cocoa powder, alkalized + (+) +++ + ++

Salt (+) (+) +

Sodium bicarbonate + + (+) (+)

Milk powder, whole (+) + + (+)

Milk powder, skim (+) (+) + + (+)

Whey powder (+) +++ + +++ (+)

Egg powder/fresh egg (+) (+) + (+) +

Soy flour (+) (+) + (+) (+)

Starches (+) (+) + +

Fat/oil (+) +++ +/+++ +

Magnesium carbonate (+) ++

Karl Tiefenbacher, derived from experience. +/+++ the number of signs indicates the magnitude of the effect. (+) very small. Recipe and ingredient quality effects may
override the trends shown.
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(4) Suspend the wheat flour in the sugar solution. The sugar content reduces the swell-

ing of the wetted flour and other particles considerably as outlined in Chapter 3,

Section 3.1.2.3 in detail. Though the wetted flour particles are not inert, the risk

of interlinking of hydrated proteins (gluten development) is low in sugar solutions.

After the flour addition, mix just briefly until all visible white flour has disappeared

from the surface.

(5) Add the nonwater-soluble oil phase (liquid fat, oil, fluid lecithin).Due to its small per-

centage it is finely dispersed and adsorbed to the surface of the particle phase quickly.

(6) Start the final mix time of about 1.5–3 minutes. That time depends on the individual

mixing conditions including the mixing intensity and the fill of the mixer.

(7) Screen the batter for any remaining lumps when pumping it to the batter storage

tank. In case of a batter ring main, mix the recycled batter with fresh batter in

the storage vessel by having a slowly agitating stirrer in place.

For high-sugar batters, that is the most recommended sequence of adding the ingredients

to the mixing vessel. Alternatives are adding the lecithin in Step 2 and adding any fibers

later in Step 5. We recommend determining the best sequence of addition during the

recipe commissioning process. The first column of the recipes in Table 7.5 has the

sequence of the addition of ingredients.

7.3.4.3 Potential Wafer Batter Issues—How to React
The same as outlined in Chapter 6, Section 6.2.9 applies to these batters.

7.3.5 Baking, Cone Rolling, and Output Estimation
7.3.5.1 The Cone Making Process
The quite fluid batter is deposited onto the bottom plate of the baking tongs. After mold

closing within about 1–1.4 minutes, a flat wafer piece bakes at temperatures between

190°C to 205°C. The latter is the highest temperature applicable in wafer baking.

The flour gelatinizes and the escaping steam creates the porous structure. An approxi-

mately round wafer disc forms that, depending on the mold design, has either of the fol-

lowing characteristics (cf. Fig. 7.4):

• Along its perimeter an irregular shape resulting in a heart-shaped cone after rolling.

• A straight rim part molded in an area of the disc where, by rolling, the flat top of the

cone forms.

In baking, the residual moisture must fall to about 2%, corresponding to a crisp, glassy

texture after cooling. In case of a higher residual moisture serious stability issues occur.

• Whenever the moisture distribution within the wafer piece is not even, an equilibra-

tion takes place later after the final structure fixes by rolling and cooldown. Such kind

of moisture equilibration brings mechanical stress to the cones and microfissures form
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typically within 1–2 weeks. That reduces the cone stability dramatically and renders

it waste.

• If the residual moisture is even higher than a few percent, some steam remaining in

the center of the wafer piece may expand and separate the already thoroughly baked

outer surfaces at the opening of the baking tong.

At taking the hot wafer disc off the baking plate for rolling, the molten sugar keeps the

wafer disc soft and pliable. Beware of an excessive cooldown by the inflowing cold air or

by any drawing in of air in the take-off area. After inserting it into the rolling tool, for-

ming of the disc into a cone occurs before the sugar solidifies back to its hard and brittle

glassy state. Some overlapping is for additional stabilization.

The cones, ejected from the rolling station, proceed into a cooling device for some

minutes of cooldown to a cone temperature in the range of 35–45°C. Then follows one-
by-one automatic paper sleeve application for the cones. This is in preparation for later

destacking and ice cream filling, and it helps with mechanical protection at the same time.

Immediate packaging of the cones is essential to maintain their quality up to the moment

they reach the end-user. The reasons discussed for molded cones in Section 7.2.5 apply

for rolled sugar cones as well.

Due to the sugar content and the baking without pressure, rolled sugar cones are more

stable, more dense, and crunchier than cake cones or molded sugar cones. The specific

gravity of rolled sugar cones is around 0.5 g/cm3.

7.3.5.2 Output Estimation for Rolled Sugar Cones—an Example
Taking the recipe in Table 7.5 as an example, the net output of sugar cones after baking

calculates the following:

Primary Materials kg

Wheat flour, 14.5% moisture 100

Sugar 44

Minor ingredients 13

Rolled sugar cones output, c. 145

For 110 mm, flattop standard industrial ice cream cones the following cone output

figures result at cone weights in the range from 11 to 12.5 g:

11,600 cones of 12.5 g each (stronger cone)

12,080 cones of 12 g each

12,600 cones of 11.5 g each

13,180 cones at 11 g each (more delicate cone).
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7.3.6 Rolled Sugar Cone Packaging and Storage, Specifications
7.3.6.1 Wafer Cones Require Packaging After Cooling
Immediate packaging of the cones after any sleeving and cooling is essential to maintain

their quality up to the moment they reach the ice cream factory or other end-users. The

reasons why cones like all dry baked wafer products require packaging are the same as

discussed in Section 7.2.5 for molded cones.

7.3.6.2 Waiting Period Before Ice Cream Filling
From experience, in sugar cones there is a waiting period required between cone

manufacturing and filling with ice cream. Theminimum time is 2 days of storage at ambi-

ent temperature; however 1 week is preferable. The technological reasons for this are not

understood fully at present. I assume the recrystallization of sugar has to come to an end or

an equilibrium state. An early filling results in cracking issues.

7.3.6.3 The Shelf Life of Rolled Sugar Cones
Rolled sugar cones can be stored at a dry and cool place for up to 8 months. cold storage is

not required. Preconditions are manufacturing with the following conditions:

(a) From high-quality ingredients as discussed in Chapters 2–4.
(b) Contemporary, correct processing methods.

(c) Adequate packaging and dry storage conditions.

7.3.6.4 Specification Example for Rolled Sugar Cones
Specifications are the common language of manufacturers and users to avoid any issues

later on. The following example of a specification for rolled sugar cones in Table 7.7 is a

suggestion of possible points to agree upon. It is not a “standard” specification with all the

points required for every type of sugar cone, and the values given are not standard values.

7.3.7 Typical Issues in RolledWafer Cones and Potential Reasons for Them
The following provides a description of potential issues with rolled sugar cones from

manufacturing to application, togetherwithoptionsonhowtohandle them.However,with-

out seeing the actual situation any recommendations are rather general because there can be

multiple reasons for a problem. Consider supervision by an experienced wafer technologist.

(a) The batter is stringy and does not filter and spread well.

The batter is viscous or has some elastic properties. The cones become heavier

and are overly moist after baking.

• Check for the correct dosage of the main ingredients of water, sugar and flour.

• Was the sugar dissolved fully before adding the flour?

• Is the gluten/protein content the flour according to specification?

• Add some starch for dilution if required.
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(b) There are bulging spots in some wafer cone discs right out of the oven.

Excessive residual moisture is in the core of the wafer disc due to underbaking.

After opening the mold the escaping steam puffs up the layers.

• Increase the baking temperature slightly or reduce the oven speed.

(c) The wafer discs do not roll well. Some immediate cracking and crumbling occurs.

This indicates that the disc either enters the rolling tool overly cooled already or

is low in plasticizing sugar.

• Check for the correct dosage of the main ingredients of flour and sugar.

• Is the quality of sugar satisfactory and dissolving clear in water?

• Increase the sugar level in the recipe.

• Check for any cold drawing air at the rolling area.

• Check for high water hardness.

Table 7.7 Specification Example for Rolled Sugar Cones
Product Rolled Sugar Cone, 110 mm, Flat Top, Sleeved

Description Homogeneously baked, even caramel tone color

Ingredient labeling Wheat flour, sugar, vegetable oil, lecithin, caramel color, salt

Sleeving Paper sleeves, stacked 16 high, 6 stacks in a carton tray, 5 trays per

packaging box. Do not sleeve cones warmer than 40°C
Packaging Corrugated cardboard box with tightly sealable plastic inner bag; 480

cones per box

Box label Every box is marked with the following:

(a) Product name

(b) Manufacturing company and contact details

(c) Date of production/Batch number/Best before date

Storage Store cool and dry in a food storage area solely. Keep separated from

any odorous substances or chemicals

Shelf life 6 months

Moisture content, % 3.0 at maximum

Weight, gram 11.5�0.6

Length, mm 108–115
Total plate count per

gram

<1000

Pathogens in 25 g None

Coliforms per gram <10

Odor Typical, no off odor

Taste and texture Typical, sweet, hard and crisp

Mechanical strength/

breaking force

Method: Plunger or tennis ball pressing; Value to be agreed upon

Quality limits, visually

in %

Small hole at the point of the cone against light: less than 1

Broken or cracked cone: less than 1

Double cones/burned cones, dark inclusions: less than 0.5 each

Cone stuck on next sleeve/double sleeves: less than 1 each
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(d) The cones are not equally brown, but blotchy with pale spots.

There is an issue related to ingredients with the option to tackle it by a slight

recipe modification.

• Try for a water reduction in the batter, but avoid running into viscosity issues.

• Check the flour for any increased protein/gluten content.

• Change to a flour with a lower absorption.

• Increase the lecithin-to-oil ratio in the recipe at the expense of oil.

• For recipes high in oil, increase the time for final mixing.

• Try for a batter maturing time of 30–60 minutes after mixing.

(e) The mechanical stability of the cones is low.

This may occur for several reasons:

• Try for a water reduction in the batter, but avoid running into viscosity issues.

• Change to a flour with a lower absorption.

• Check whether there is an overbaking of the cones. A moisture content of 1% or

less after rolling results in increased fragility. See Chapter 6, Section 6.3 for

methods of moisture determination.

• Are there any bigger moisture differences in the baked wafer disc as

outlined below?

(f ) The cones crack within a few days to 2 weeks’ time range.

The cracks are either hairline type or openly visible andmake the cones unsellable

because of breaking easily. This is an effect characteristic for a moisture inequilibrium

within the originally baked cone. In the resulting moisture equilibration, the changes

in moisture content cause the wafer structure to expand or shrink. However, if the

cone is fixed in a rigid shape, the result is mechanical stress followed by

• Deformation: If the moisture differences are small, the cone becomes oval-

shaped rather than round when looking at it from above.

• Stress cracking: In case of more extensive moisture migration a crack occurs, first

of the hairline type, then a clearly visible crack occurs later. The crack is located

exactly opposite to the overlapping and sealing side.

The most important reasons for such moisture differences are the following:

(1) Underbaking due to flour changes resulting in higher batter viscosity, possibly

with some gluten development. The wafer then does not bake thoroughly and

the residual moisture stays overly high.

• Increase the baking temperature or the baking time slightly

(2) A small “core thickness” of the cone wafer disc compared to a relatively deep

reeding that holds back some moisture.

• Increase the core thickness of the wafer disc by adjustment of the gap setting

(3) Worn out baking plates, possibly due to frequent mechanical cleaning with

hard brushes. Now the plates have a greater clearance at the central deposition

area. That typically is more heavily spoiled and experiences frequent brushing.
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That thicker area then holds more batter and results in higher residual moisture

after baking. We sometimes find moisture differences up to 3% in wafer discs

from worn out plates.

• Consider an overhaul of the baking plates

• Never have the baking plates cleaned with hard metal brushes

(g) The cones crack within a few weeks to a month’s time range.

Potential reasons for this are the following:

(1) The moisture barrier of the cone packaging (wrapping) is insufficient; cf.

Chapter 8, Section 8.2.4.

• Improve the cone over packaging material. Cling films as applied in pallet

wrapping are very poor moisture barriers

(2) Your storage area has a high relative humidity.

• In case of extended in-house storage, provide a low relative humidity stor-

age area. The RH recommended is 40% or less

(h) Off-flavors, an unsatisfactory taste and smell.

(1) The cones soon taste and smell rancid or old.

• Apply a high-stability fat/oil in baking as discussed in Chapter 3, Sections

3.2.4 and 3.2.5

• Improve cone overwrapping in order to prevent air access

(2) The ice cream cones have a nontypical “chemical” smell.

• Cardboard smell due to low cardboard quality or lack of overwrapping

• Solvent smell from the printing ink cone sleeves, labels, or carton boxes

• Check for unspecific warehouse smells in your cone storage or area or truck

transporter

(i) The cones during storage become tough or even soft in texture.

Such changes always relate to moisture sorption by the hygroscopic cones. This

kind of issue occurs solely in medium to high-humidity climates, permanently over

45% relative humidity. The following help determine the source of such sorption:

• Are overwrapping plastic bags inside the carton box missing?

• The overwrapping bags are small and shield the cones just partially.

• Cling film pallet wrapping has insufficient moisture barriers for prolonged stor-

age in humid conditions.

• The relative humidity in the storage area is high. Consider humidity control.

(j) The cones crack shortly after ice cream filling.

A waiting period is required between cone manufacturing and filling them with

ice cream. The minimum time is 2 days of storage at ambient temperatures; how-

ever, 1 week is preferable.

• Check if an extended waiting period resolves the issue

• If not see point (f ) of this list
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7.4 TECHNOLOGY OF SUGAR WAFER REELS AND FAN WAFERS

These two minor crunchy sugar wafer products are quite similar in their batter rec-

ipes to rolled sugar cones: a fluid batter with the main ingredients of water, sugar(s), and

flour. The sugar level is between that for rolled sugar cones (Section 7.3) and flute wafers

(Section 7.5). Many of the technological details discussed apply here as well and require

no repetition in order to avoid redundancies.

7.4.1 Introduction and Overview
7.4.1.1 Terminology and Examples
Sugar wafer reels are short, cylindrical pieces of crunchy, sweet-tasting wafers (Fig. 7.5).

The manufacturing is from oblong patties baked from a batter high in sugar. After baking,

the molten sugar, while still being hot, is rolled into a cylinder. After cooling and solid-

ification of the sugar, the cylinders are saw-cut into short pieces. Afterward, the following

occurs:

• They are coated with oil by spraying or by passing through an oil curtain. The oil

reduces dryness when eating and improves the taste.

• Optionally, the reels then are one half each or fully dipped into chocolate

Sugar wafer reels are different from flute wafers (wafer sticks, roll wafers) manufactured

from a thin, endless sugar wafer band baked on a hot rotating drum, characterized by

multiple thin glassy layers of an unique, delicate, and crisp texture (Section 7.5). There

Fig. 7.5 Sugar wafer reels and fan wafers. Left side: Sugar wafer reel, oil-coated—Photo: Haas. Right
side: Fan wafer from drum baking—Photo: Haas. Bottom: Fan wafer, single baked, folded and
pressed—Photo: Haas.
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might be some confusion because sugar wafer reels sometimes are called wafer sticks

as well.

Fan wafers are crunchy, sweet tasting, and fan- or heart-shaped sugar wafer pieces

(Fig. 7.5). The manufacturing process involves either of the following:

(a) Baking the sugar wafer batter between baking plates into thin wafer discs. The hot

pliable discs, by folding and postforming, possibly in combination with embossing

and cutting of the edges, are formed into fans.

(b) Folding a thin, endless sugarwafer band baked on a hot rotating drumby partial over-

lapping into amultiple layered flat sugarwafer band.While it is still hot andpliable, it is

formed by continuous embossing and stamping into single fan wafer pieces.

7.4.1.2 Fortune Cookies
Fortune cookies use the same type of sugar wafer batter that is baked into rounded patties

as for fan wafers discussed in the first manufacturing process (a). The only difference is that

the automatic forming of the hot wafer patty is more sophisticated. This process is com-

pleted in three steps: prebending of the hot, freshly baked wafer patty, inserting the for-

tune paper, and closing the cookie.

7.4.2 Sugar Wafer Reel Manufacturing
7.4.2.1 The Principle Steps
Ingredients for and preparation of the fluid batter are similar to that of rolled sugar cone

manufacturing (Sections 7.3.2–7.3.4). The batter, after being deposited into massive,

hinged two-part baking plates (tongs), bakes in continuously circulating, gas-heated

ovens. Only in a few cases are they electrically heated. The effective baking temperature

is in the range of 185–200°C, and the baking time is from 1.2 to 1.6 minutes, depending

on the thickness of the wafers. After baking, the oblong soft and hot sheets transfer into a

device for rolling into rods. With the progress of cooling after leaving the rolling device,

the sugar solidifies to obtain the glassy-hard and stable texture. The rods pass to a cutting

device with rotating saws for separation into the final reels.

The reels transfer on a wire mesh belt where crumbles are separated to the oiling sta-

tion. Oiling typically is done by passing through an oil curtain. Excess oil removal after

some reheating is performed by hot air blowers, followed by a cooling tunnel and

entrance into the packaging. The additional oil thus applied to the wafer is from about

6% to 15%. Stable, bland lauric oils such as refined, bleached and deodorized (RBD)

coconut oil or babassu oil RBD are preferable over more unsaturated ones. See

Chapter 3, Sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 for details. Packaging of oil-saturated sugar wafer reels

is mostly done by weight in stand-up pouches.

Optionally, half each enrobing or full enrobing follows for premium products. Pack-

aging of these, after cooling, is done by a pick and place machine; frequently the reels first

come into plastic lids and, after flow pack wrapping, into over carton boxes.
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7.4.2.2 Basic Recipe Ranges for Sugar Wafer Reels
Table 7.8 provides some information on the typical ranges of ingredients. The first col-

umn has the recommended sequence of addition in batter preparation. Add ingredients

with the same number at the same time, optionally as a premix. The quantity of some of

the small ingredients is not freely variable but relates to the properties of the main ingre-

dients. Despite the long list of options, the real recipes typically have less than

10 components.

The final recipe, suitable for a certain plant with its equipment and set of ingredients,

requires some fine-tuning regarding the following:

(a) The properties of the main ingredients of flour, primarily wheat type and gluten

properties, and the water with respect to hardness and conductivity.

(b) The cost and availability of minor ingredients and any label requirements.

(c) The local expectations regarding the reel’s color, texture, and taste.

For detailed recipes and product development hints see the second book of this series.

7.4.3 The Manufacturing of Fan Wafers
7.4.3.1 The Principle Steps
Ingredients for and preparation of the fluid batter are similar as in rolled sugar cone

manufacturing (Sections 7.3.2–7.3.4). Fan wafer manufacturing can be implemented

in two ways:

Table 7.8 Recipe Ranges for Sugar Wafer Reels
No. Ingredient Range

1 Water 100–135
2 Sugar 50–56
2 Caramel color 0–1
2 Egg yolk powder 0–0.5
2 Egg powder 0–0.7
2 Egg white powder 0–0.2
2 Salt 0.2–0.5
2 Sodium bicarbonate 0–0.1
2 Spice powder 0–0.1
2 Flavor 0–0,1
2 Malt extract 0–0.5
2 Soy flour 0–3
2 Fibers 0–1.5
2 Lecithin, powder 0–5
2 Starch 0–6
3 Wheat flour 100

4 Lecithin, fluid 1–3
4 Fat/oil (for baking) 4.5–9

In bakers percentage.
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• Baking the batter between massive, hinged two-part baking plates (tongs) into thin

wafer discs within continuously circulating, gas-heated ovens. Only in a few cases

are these electrically heated. The effective baking temperature is in the range of

185–200°C, and the baking time is from 1 to 1.6 minutes, depending on the thickness

of the wafers. The hot pliable discs, by folding, post forming, embossing and cutting

operations, are formed into sugar wafer fans of various shapes (Fig. 7.5, bottom).

• Baking the batter on a hot rotating flute wafer drum into a thin, endless sugar wafer

band. Then, by folding with some overlapping or by pressing a high-diameter flute

wafer roll, a multiple-layered thicker sugar wafer forms. Again, due to postforming,

embossing, and cutting operations the result includes sugar wafer fans of various

shapes (Fig. 7.5, right).

With the progress of cooling after leaving the forming tools, the sugar solidifies to obtain

the glassy-hard and stable texture. Air blowers assist in cooling before entering the pack-

aging area. Fan wafers are packed into blisters for mechanical protection, followed by

flow wrapping and entering the over carton. An alternative for protecting these fragile

items well is filling into metal tins.

7.4.3.2 Basic Recipe Ranges for Fan Wafers
Table 7.9 provides some information on the typical ranges of ingredients for fan wafers.

The first column has the recommended sequence of addition in batter preparation. Add

ingredients with the same number at the same time, optionally as a premix. The quantity

of some of the small ingredients is not freely variable but relates to the properties of the

main ingredients. Despite the long list of options, the real recipes typically have less than

10 components.

Table 7.9 Recipe Ranges for Fan Wafers of the Nonflute Wafer Type
No. Ingredient Range

1 Water 100–135
2 Sugar 50–65
2 Glucose syrup 0–4
2 Caramel color 0–1
2 Milk powder 0–4
2 Egg yolk powder 0–0.5
2 Egg powder 0–0.7
2 Salt 0–0.5
2 Sodium bicarbonate 0–0.2
2 Fibers 0–1.5
2 Lecithin, powder 0–5
3 Wheat flour 100

4 Lecithin, fluid 0.5–3
4 Fat/oil (for baking) 2–9

In bakers percentage. For flute wafer-based fans, see Table 7.10 in Section 7.5 on flute wafers.
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The final recipe, suitable for a certain plant with its equipment and set of ingredients,

requires some fine-tuning regarding the following:

(a) The properties of the main ingredients of flour, primarily wheat type and gluten

properties, and the water with respect to hardness and conductivity.

(b) The cost and availability of minor ingredients and any label requirements.

(c) The local expectations for the fan wafers’ color, texture, and taste.

For detailed recipes and product development hints see the second book of this series.

7.5 TECHNOLOGY OF FLUTE WAFERS (WAFER STICKS,
ROLL WAFERS)

7.5.1 Introduction and Overview
7.5.1.1 Terminology and Examples
Flute wafers—synonymous to wafer sticks, roll wafers, or wafer curls—are crisp, multi-

layered wafers manufactured from an endless, thin sugar wafer band rolled into flute

shape. We will utilize the name flute wafers throughout the book. One characteristic

of these thin and long wafers is the structure from thin glassy layers being responsible

for the unique, delicate and crisp texture. Flute wafers belong to the group of high-sugar

wafers, having the highest sugar percentage of all. Most products sell cream-filled or

inside-coated flute wafers. Derived from the endless wafer band process, preforms pressed

or folded into flat pieces are used for manufacturing fan wafers or for moldings for pra-

lines. Fig. 7.6 provides some examples.

They may be confused with the small group of thicker, harder textured sugar wafer

reels, sometimes called wafer sticks as well.

Fig. 7.6 Flute wafers. Left side: Flute wafer, two-colored stripes—Photo: Tiefenbacher. Right side: Flute
wafer, inside low-AW jam lining—Photo: Laura Griesser. Bottom: Flute wafer snack, crimped—
Photo: Haas.
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7.5.2 The Basics of Flute Wafer Manufacturing
7.5.2.1 The Principle Steps of Manufacturing
Fig. 7.7 shows the principal manufacturing scheme for flute wafers. The first step is the

preparation of a fluid batter with the main ingredients of water, sugar(s), and wheat flour

plus some minor ingredients. Continuous batter application is in a layer, just about 1 mm

thick and about 80 mm wide, from a depositing tray to a heated rotating baking drum or

baking ring of the automatic baking machine.

Cream fat(s)

Flute wafer biscuits

plain

1 Water

2 Sugar

3 Minor ingredients

4 Wheat flour

5 Oil–Lecithine

Batter mixing

Batter screening

Batter storage tank

Batter depositing

Wafer baking drum

Minor ingredients

Powder sugar(s)

Cream mixing

Cream refining

(Option)

Cream aeration

(Option)

Wafer band

stripping

Tube winding

injection of filling

Flute cutting
Flute wafer biscuit

enrobing
Chocolate enrober

Tempering/

Precrystallization

Chocolate storage

* Alternative: Ball mill

Conching *

2-Roller/5-Roller *

Enrobing mixer

Powder sugar(s)

Minor ingredients

Cocoa ingredients

Enrobing fat(s)

Flute wafer biscuits

enrobed

Wafer biscuit cooler

Flute wafer biscuits

packaging

Pillow pressing

Pressing to

Fig. 7.7 Flute wafer manufacturing diagram.
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By peeling the pliable wafer band off onto a quickly rotating rolling mandrel, it forms

into an endless hollow wafer tube with a few layers of thin sugar wafer. The molten sugar

is essential for its formability and hardens quickly when cooling down. Optionally at that

point by injection of chocolate or filling cream into the endless tube via a central hole in

the rolling mandrel the tube is covered inside and partially or completely filled. New

developments even allow filling with aerated filling creams in the hot environment.

A reciprocating knife cuts the tube into flute wafer pieces of desired length; Afterward,

one of the following occurs:

(a) The flutes slide in a guiding channel directly to a transport belt, which is the most

frequent situation.

(b) Option 1, Pressing: the still pliable flutes pass a pressing station immediately in order

to shape them into oval or flat pieces.

(c) Option 2, Crimping (pillow pressing): the still pliable flutes slide into a station for

being pressed and cut simultaneously into small, bit-sized flute wafer pillows.

(d) The flutes enter an elevator system for a smooth transport to a conveyor belt. That

variant is for long tubes with complete cream filling primarily, which are later saw-

cut into smaller pieces.

Within a short time at ambient temperature conditions themolten sugar returns to its glassy

state. Now the structure is fixed. Solely for situation (d), a short cooling tunnel is required

for obtaining a solid cream filling in order to avoid any soiling of the cutting saw blades.

The wafer cookies move on to packaging immediately. Mechanical protection of the

delicate flutes, for instance by insertion into blisters and having a carton over packing, is

recommended. The use of high-moisture barrier films is state of the art in order to keep

the typical crunchy texture of the hygroscopic wafers.

7.5.2.2 Crimping (Pillow Pressing) of the Hot Tubes
Crimping in flute wafers is done by sealing both sides by mechanical pressing while the

wafer pieces are still hot and pliable. Long cuts of cream or chocolate-filled flute pieces

slide into the crimping unit adjacent to the oven. A pressing tool, in one step, forms,

crimps, and cuts the flute into smaller pieces. The typical products are bite-sized flute

wafer “pillow” snacks of just 25–30 mm in length. The sugar level for that additional

forming operation is slightly higher, compared to standard flutes. Otherwise, brittleness

during the crimping occurs. Crimped wafer snacks due to their closed ends are ideal for

cream-filled pieces to avoid soiling of the fingers.

Flute wafers have in common with other types of wafers the fast, hot baking of a thin

batter layer, some steam aeration in the beginning, and the crisp texture after almost com-

plete evaporation of the water. Compared to sheet wafers, there is no baking under pres-

sure. The specific gravity of flute wafers therefore is higher due to a reduced porosity.

The characteristic crunch comes from the thin multiple layers containing some

sugar glass.
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In storage and distribution of flute wafer products, avoid any temperature rises above

the melting temperature of the wafer cream and of the enrobing chocolate. The shelf life

depends strongly on the quality of the ingredients, the method of manufacturing, and the

qualityof thepackaging films.Typically a shelf life is printed that ranges from8–15 months.

Flute wafer ovens start at two wafer bands and can have up to eight wafer bands.

Heating of the baking drum is from the backside by direct gas flames. In newer systems,

there is inductive electrical heating without any flue gas contact. During the baking for

about 40 seconds at 160–175°C, steam leavens the wafer and escapes freely from the

upper side of the endless, thin wafer band that is still pliable while hot. The final flute

wafer moisture after baking is around 2%, and the band thickness is in the range of

0.5 to 1 mm.

7.5.2.3 The Different Flute Wafer Based Products
There are several product options for the endless flute wafer tube:

• Plain flute wafers in various diameters, also with decorative color stripes without

additional cream filling or chocolate, such as those for consumption with ice cream.

• Flute wafers, pressed while still hot into oval shape or pressed flat, optionally with an

inside cream or chocolate lining.

• “Pillow” wafer snacks, filled or unfilled, just 25–30 mm long with closed ends by

crimping. There are ideal for cream-filled pieces—no soiling of fingers.

• Fancy shapes made of pressed large-diameter wafer sticks by stamping, such as fan-

shaped wafers, heart-shaped wafers, edible ice cream scoops, etc.

• Inside chocolate lining such as those for use as sipping straws.

• Inside filling, partial or fully with sugar-fat creams. The texture of the cream for

proper filling without leakage, either runny or not runny, is adjusted by two param-

eters: primarily the fineness of the sugar and the ratio of fat to cream solids.

• New developments even allow filling with aerated sugar-fat creams, bringing down the

cream density from originally �1.25 g/cm3 by 20% or more to about 0.9–1.0 g/cm3.

That requires additional equipment for controlling the cream temperature and the

cream aeration.

• Another recent option is the (partial) filling with low water activity jam, either non-

aerated or aerated.

• Any of these products, enrobed with chocolate.

7.5.2.4 Related High-Sugar Wafer Products
While all these articles derive from a continuous sugar wafer band, similar sugar wafer

products come from thin sugar wafer patties, formed into their final shape immediately

after baking.

• Rolled tubes from round-shaped sugar wafer patties, similar to those on the painting

in Chapter 1, which are 17th century ancestors of our wafer flutes.
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• Fan wafers: Folding the hot, round patty and pressing into a fan shape before cooling

down. See Section 7.4.3.

• Fortune cookies (Section 7.4.1),being related to fan wafers

• Sugar wafer reels (Section 7.4.2) not belonging to the group of flute wafer products

due to their harder texture, coming from a higher flour to sugar ratio, and a much

higher wafer layer thickness. Reels come from rolling a rectangular baked sugar wafer

sheet into tubes.

7.5.3 Flute Wafer Batters—Recipe Considerations and Ingredients
7.5.3.1 Flute Wafer Batter Recipe Considerations
In flute wafer manufacturing, we apply fluid batters with the main ingredients of water,

wheat flour, and sugar plus some minor ingredients. For wafer batter ingredient proper-

ties see the ingredient sections for details.Within an individual factory, the batter recipe is

one of the key arts in manufacturing. Even within the same company a simple transfer of

recipes from place to place is difficult. There is some adaption required according to the

quality of the main “natural” ingredients of water and flour, which are different from

place to place. The equipment and handling may be different, regarding the heating sys-

tem, thickness of depositing, and recipe details.

7.5.3.2 Standard Flute Wafer Batter Recipes: Examples and Ingredient Ranges
Table 7.10 has the typical ranges of ingredients in flute wafer recipes and a recipe exam-

ple. The first column has the recommended sequence of addition in batter preparation.

Add ingredients with the same number at the same time, optionally as a premix. The

quantity of some of the small ingredients is not freely variable but relates to the properties

Table 7.10 Flute Wafer Batter Recipe Ranges
Add Ingredient Range Example

1 Water 110–150 130

2 Sugar 60–90 75

2 Fructose 0–2 0

2 Invert syrup 0–2 0

2 Caramel color 0–3 1

2 Cocoa powder 0–12 0

2 Salt 0–1 0.5

2 Milk powder 0–5 3

2 Egg powder 0–2 1

2 Fresh egg 0–7.2 0

2 Starch 0–6 0

3 Wheat flour 100 100

4 Fat/oil 0.5–5 1

4 Lecithin, fluid 0.2–1 0.5

In bakers percentage.
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of the main ingredients. For detailed recipes and recommendations for modification of

specific ingredient properties, see the second part of this book series.

The final recipe, suitable for a certain plant with its equipment and set of ingredients,

requires some fine-tuning regarding the following:

(a) The properties of the main ingredients of flour, primarily wheat type and gluten

properties, and the water with respect to hardness and conductivity.

(b) The cost and availability of minor ingredients and any label requirements.

(c) The local expectations for the reel’s color, texture, and taste.

For detailed recipes and product development hints see the second book of this series.

7.5.3.3 Flute Wafer Batter—Specific Ingredient Recommendations
For general technological recommendations on ingredients, see the Chapters 2–4 of this
book. The following comments are more specific to flute wafers. Tables 7.11 and 7.12

summarize some specifications for ingredients, their main influences on flute wafer qual-

ity, and their typical levels of application.

Flour
As specified in Chapter 2, Table 2.33, contrary to no/low sugar wafers, flours with higher

protein contents are suited as well in flute wafer manufacturing. In case there is a choice,

the following occurs:

• a flour with a finer granulation results in a better product,

• a flour with lower absorption reduces the porosity and improves the strength of flute

wafers and

• a flour with a gluten content in the range of 25%–29% offers an increased flute sta-

bility compared to low gluten flours.

Please refer to Chapter 2, Section 2.2 for more details.

Sugars and Syrups
Please refer to Chapter 3, Section 3.1 for details. For batter preparation, both white or

brown crystal sugar are equally recommended. The use of truck-delivered liquid sugar is

an option if available. A second sugar such as fructose, invert syrup, or high-fructose

syrups can retard sugar recrystallization during rolling and cooldown, which helps in

optimizing the total sugars to the lowest possible level. Additionally improvements

regarding brittleness and the sealing of layers are possible.

In cream preparation, the sugar granulation is important for reducing any flowing out

of cream after the flute cutting step.

Oils and Fats
Please refer to Chapter 3, Section 3.2 for details on oils and fats for both, batter and filling

cream preparation.
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Table 7.11 Main Ingredients in Most of the Flute Wafer Batters

Ingredient Specifications Comments Influence on Wafer

Bakers %
Range
(Flour5100)

Flour,

wheat

Soft wheat; absorption <56%; wet

gluten <30%; moisture <14.5%

Low absorption; flour maturing

for 1–2 weeks
Provides bulk and structure 100

Nonwheat

flours,

starches

Potato, tapioca, corn (native

starches)

Increases dry matter More homogeneous structure, more

delicate crunch

0–9

Water Potable water; low

hardness<1.3 mmol/L

(130 ppm); temperature 24°C or

lower

Dissolves the sugar; improves

batter fluidity and even wafer

texture

More water reduces wafer weight

and stability; hard water impairs

rolling, increases brittleness

110–150

Sugar Sucrose, granular, brown or white Dissolve sugar completely before

flour addition; Essential for rolling

without brittleness

For the typical crunchy wafer texture 60–100

Egg

components

Whole egg, egg-yolk, egg-white;

pasteurized liquid or powder

Observe microbiological safety,

cholesterol issues; more baking

drum residues

Improves flute wafer stability, color

and taste

0–7.2
(Liquid egg)

0–2
(Egg pd.)

0–0.6
(White pd.)

0–1.4
(Yolk pd.)

Milk

powders

Full fat milk powder preferred to

skim milk powder; whey powder

is not recommended

Premix dry with other powders to

avoid lumps in batter; more

baking drum residues

Improves flute wafer taste and color 0–5

Salt Sodium chloride, food grade Sodium labeling required Improves overall taste 0–1
Oil/fat Coconut oil, palm olein or wafer

cream fat; no di-, polyunsaturated

oils

Eliminates risk of wafer band

sticking; High-levels induce

slippage of the wafer band

Improves release, texture and gloss;

more delicate texture at high levels

0.5–10

Lecithin Soy lecithin (fluid) or

Powder (on carrier or deoiled)

Premix with oil, after flour;

Add powder before flour

Improves steam release, Prevents

wafer band sticking

0.1–1.2
(fluid)

0.5–3
(powder)
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Table 7.12 Optional Ingredients in Flute Wafer Batters

Ingredient Specifications Comments Influence on Wafer

Bakers %
Range
(Flour5100)

Fructose Fructose, granular,

white

Dissolve sugar completely Improves rolling, sealing, and brittleness;

more delicate texture

0–9

Syrups (Invert,

high-fructose corn,

glucose); Molasses

Invert syrup

High-fructose corn

syrup

Glucose syrup, high

DE

Cane molasses

Plasticizing similar to sugar

Plasticizing similar to sugar

Lower plasticizing activity

Plasticizing similar to sugar

Retard the recrystallization of sugar in

cooling, saves some sugar; more delicate

texture; Molasses adds distinct flavor

0–10
0–10
0–10
0–10

Maltodextrins DE 12–20 Dissolve in water together

with the sugar; Premix dry

with other powders r

Improves textural crunch 0–10

Soybean flour Toasted (enzyme-

inactivated), defatted

Slightly nutty in taste, no

beanlike or bitter notes

More delicate wafer texture; may

compromise shelf life (soy oil)

0–3

Cocoa powder,

alkalized

Dark alkalized;

Natural cocoa powder

is not recommended

For brown flute wafer color Improves taste, intensity and evenness of

wafer color; may reduce textural hardness

0–9

Cocoa powder,

black

Strongly alkalized For black flute wafer color More delicate flute wafer texture 0–12

Caramel color Soft drink or beer

caramel (E150d or

E150c)

Liquid or powder; High-color

intensity preferred; For brown

flute wafer color

More homogeneous and darker brown color 0–5

Food color Water soluble, food

approved

For colored stripes Decoration in different colors 0–0.2

Wheat gluten Vital gluten powder For low gluten flours solely;

Premix with other powders

before addition

Improves textural crunch 0–1

Continued
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Table 7.12 Optional Ingredients in Flute Wafer Batters—cont’d

Ingredient Specifications Comments Influence on Wafer

Bakers %
Range
(Flour5100)

Fibers Bran flour (flour fine

only)

Cellulose fibers

Finest granulation essential,

Nutritionally positive

Reduce brittleness of packed flute wafers 0–2
0–1

Roasted nut pastes Peanut, hazelnut,

sesame, etc.

See the second book for

details

Flavoring, more delicate texture 0–15

Wafer enzyme Dedicated wafer

enzymes; Don’t use

unspecific proteases

Against issues with flours very

high in protein and absorption

Texture more homogeneous; Reduced flute

wafer stability

0–0.06

Flavors Any food-grade

flavors

Not recommended in batter Most flavor is lost in baking 0–0.2
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Color Enhancement or Modification
For brown-colored flutes, caramel color and alkalized cocoa powder are the preferred

options. For a black color, strongly alkalized black cocoa powder is required. Alterna-

tively or for a different coloration, water-soluble food colors are applied, primarily for

differently colored stripes in the flutes.

7.5.3.4 NonSweet, Sugar Free, or Gluten Free Flute Wafers
Sugar Free and Nonsweet
In 1999, K. Tiefenbacher at the Haas research center developed formulations for sugar-

free and savory “sugar” wafers (WO 2000/005966 A1). The partial or full replacement of

sugar by erythritol and/or xylitol allows for the manufacturing of sugar-free flute wafers.

For the options in replacing sugar for either sugar-free wafers or for flute wafers with low

sweetness or even no sweetness, see Chapter 3, Section 3.1.7. For recipe details, see the

second book of this series.

Gluten Free
The manufacturing of gluten-free wafers is increasing. The same applies to flute wafers.

An extensive discussion for replacing wheat flour is in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.7. For rec-

ipe details see the second book of this series.

7.5.4 Flute Wafer Batter Preparation and Handling
7.5.4.1 The Sequence of Adding the Various Ingredients
The following steps of batter preparation are characteristic for flute wafer batters:

(1) Preparing a sugar solution first. A full dissolution of sugars and the inclusion of any

syrups before the addition of flour is essential here.

(2) Dissolve any other soluble components such as salt, milk, egg powders, and colors.

For ingredients that form lumps easily such as milk, eggs, or maltodextrin powders,

prepare a dry premix, possibly with some starch or flour if required.

(3) Add any of the small insoluble powders such as starches, nonwheat flours, fibers, etc.

(4) Next, suspend the wheat flour in the sugar solution. The sugar content reduces the

swelling of the wetted flour and other particles considerably. Because the wetted

flour particles are not inert, the risk of interlinking hydrated proteins (gluten devel-

opment) reduces greatly. After the flour addition, mix briefly until all visible white

flour has disappeared from the surface.

(5) The last addition is the nonwater soluble oil phase (liquid fat, oil, fluid lecithin). Due

to its small percentage it is finely dispersed and adsorbed to the surface of the particle

phase quickly.

(6) Now start the final mixing for about 1.5–3 minutes. The time depends on the indi-

vidual mixing conditions including the mixing intensity and the fill of the mixer.
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The aforementioned steps are most recommended for adding the ingredients to the

mixing vessel. Other options are adding the lecithin in Step 2 or adding any fibers later

in Step 5. We recommend determining the best sequence of addition during the recipe

commissioning process. The first column of the recipes in Table 7.10 provides the

sequence of adding ingredients.

7.5.4.2 Straining and Intermediate Storage of the Batter
The hydration of flour particles results in a gluey particle surface. The flour dispersion

therefore never is perfect and some tiny lumps remain after mixing. Therefore, straining

of the batter through a metal screen is required immediately after preparation in order to

avoid any irregularities later in the wafer band structure. The screen holes should be in the

range of 12 to 16 mesh ASTM, corresponding to 1.68 to 1.19 mm.

The batter storage tank is located close to the baking oven. Sugar wafer batters may be

stored for up to 1 hour. The sugar reduces any microbial or swelling issues greatly. In case

of high-ambient temperatures, thermal insulation of the storage tank or even double

jacketing is strongly recommended.

7.5.4.3 Batter Depositing and Application of Decorative Batters
Separate pumps transport the batter from the batter tank to the depositing trays located at

the baking drum. The batter tray allows for regulating the thickness of the deposited con-

tinuous band of batter. The typical batter layer thickness is about 0.8 to 1.5 mm at the

depositing to result in a wafer band thickness after baking in the range of 0.5 to 0.9 mm.

For depositing a second or even third batter of different a color for decoration, the

options are the following:

• Apply one or two approximately 1 mm thin colored batter lines immediately before

the main batter arrives. These then are baked into the main batter in a position close

the winding edges of the flutes (cf. Fig. 7.6, top left).

• Apply one side strip immediately after the main batter, typically a few mm wide

(cf. Fig. 7.6, bottom).

7.5.5 Baking the Flute Wafer Band and the Rolling Step
7.5.5.1 The Baking Equipment
Modern industrial manufacturing equipment has a 2.2 m drum/ring diameter and up to

eight wafer bands per machine. The capacity is in the range from 4000 to 40,000 100 mm

flutes per hour. From both a technological and economical viewpoint, smaller machines

are less recommended.

The heating traditionally is by gas burners positioned at the backside of the drum.

Alternatively, electrical heating is possible. For details, see the websites of equipment

manufacturers. In 1997, F. Haas et al. (US 5988047) invented drum ovens heated
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electrically by induction. These oven systems are increasingly replacing the traditional gas

heated baking ovens. The following provides some advantages of the ovens:

• Substantially reduced energy consumption, just about 50% of the gas-heated versions

• Emission-free baking

• Avoidance of flue gas contact to the product

• A more even product color and an improved general product quality and

homogeneity

7.5.5.2 Characteristics of Flute Wafer Baking
In flute wafer baking, the fluid, syrupy batter consisting of about 45% water and 25%

sugar(s) within less than 1 minute converts to an essentially dry, endless pliable wafer

band. The steam escapes via the top surfaces leaving many tiny pores behind. The surface

adjacent to the smooth baking drum is shiny in appearance while the outer surface looks

more roughly-textured, both of which have advantages, depending on the application.

In the still hot state, the molten sugar acts as a plasticizer and depresses the glass tran-

sition temperature of the other main constituents of the wafer band matrix, the polymers

starch and protein. The glass transition, a property of amorphous materials, occurs over a

temperature range (Roos, 1995) and characterizes the change from the solid, hard and

immobile state to an increasingly softer and flexible texture and vice versa. The glass tran-

sition temperature Tg is taken as the onset or midpoint temperature of the transition

determined by methods such as differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) or dynamic

mechanical analysis (DMA). That polymer science approach, suggested by Slade and

Levine (1991) has proved to be useful in explaining all the temperature- and

moisture-dependent changes in flute wafers such as

• The pliability required for proper rolling without brittleness due to the molten sugar.

• The rapid solidification during cool down due to the forming of a hard and crispy

sugar glass.

• Later on, any tough, soft or even soggy texture occurring in case of moisture absorp-

tion due to insufficient packing.

Regarding the term “sugar glass,” glass is a solid, amorphous (¼noncrystalline) state of

matter, obtained by rapid cooling from the molten fluid state. The molten sugar in

high-sugar flute wafers by cooling returns to the glassy state, similar to what occurs with

hard candies. Any kind of hot-forming operation such as pressing, crimping, embossing,

or cutting is possible.

The fully baked flute wafer builds up a dry, porous matrix from sugar, gelatinized

starch, and protein, immobilized in the glassy state. Though the sugar retards moisture

sorption, flute wafers are still hygroscopic and firmly bind any humidity if present. When

stored at over 45% relative humidity the crispness is lost due to plasticization by the

absorbed moisture, whenever the moisture content goes higher than about 8% in

the wafer.
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Flute wafer baking is a gentle process because there is no starch degradation and there-

fore no sticky mouth feeling. Multiple thin sugar glassy layers result in the unique and

characteristic eating texture.

A rotating winding mandrel pulls the hot, baked wafer band off the drum and forms it

into an endless wafer tube while still being hot and pliable (Fig. 7.8). The stability against

rupturing in that pulling step is a critical constraint in the composition of flute wafer rec-

ipes. Selection of the level of plasticizing sugar(s) in the recipes within a certain range is

essential. Too little sugar imparts brittleness at the rolling step or later when pressing or

crimping the initially rolled wafer. An overly high sugar level, besides increasing sweet-

ness, may result in issues during the pulling or tube winding and cutting.

7.5.5.3 The Three Rolling Options
Baking the wafer band on a hot metal surface of the drum results in two inherently dif-

ferent sides of the wafer band:

• The wafer band side adhering to the drum reflects the smooth metal surface of the

drum and results in a shiny look.

• The top surface is less shiny and more open in texture which is favorable for the adhe-

sion of any enrobings.

From the equipment side, most manufacturers offer the option of having one of the

following:

• The top surface at the outside of the wafer flutes after winding, called “regular

winding.”

• The bottom surface of the wafer band, adhering to the smooth and shiny drum surface

at the outside of the wafer flutes after winding, called “reverse winding.” Modifica-

tion sets to change the winding direction are available.

Fig. 7.8 Rolling mandrel with filling hole (bottom) and the pressing roller. Photo: Haas.
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• A third product option comes from equipment invented by Werner Bahlsen (GB

693516) and concerns a different winding of the wafer band that results in a

S-shaped cross section. Here an inside filling is not possible. These products get

upgraded by semi or full dipping into chocolate.

7.5.6 Options From the Rolled Wafer Tube to the Final Wafer Biscuit
From the initial forming of the wafer tube, there are various options to proceed:

(1) Inline filling options:Thewindingmandrel is available in hollow tube executions for direct

filling with chocolate, creams, or low-AW caramel/jam. All kinds of products—

nonfilled, inside lined with chocolate, caramel, or jam, partially filled with a rope of

these various fillings, or a complete fill—are accessible from here. The filling environ-

ment at that position is quite hot, well above 120°C.However, there are new develop-

ments available that use all these fillings, even the fat-based ones, based on aeration.

(2) Windings seal option: During the tube winding process, the application of a fine mist

of a water-based solution can greatly improve the sealing against unwinding that

otherwise is just due to rolling pressure and sugar level.

(3) Cutting options: For cutting the filled or unfilled flute wafer tube, a cut by a recip-

rocating knife follows, either for the final length or for longer tube pieces to be fur-

ther cut later to their final size. The pieces already cut to final length slide down to a

transport belt (Fig. 7.9). Long tube cuts enter an elevator for a smooth transport to a

transport belt.

(4) Pressing and stamping options: The sugar wafer tubes, while still round, optionally pass

a pressing station immediately. Here the shape is flattened slightly or pressed to

become fully flat. After pressing larger diameter flutes flat in this way, the resulting

wafer band by a simultaneous embossing and cutting operation transforms into

heart-shaped fan wafer pieces.

Fig. 7.9 Flute wafer outfeed to the transport belt. Photo: Haas.
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(5) Snack size option: The cut flutes slide into an adjacent crimping unit for further for-

ming and cutting into snack-sized flute wafer pillows. The sugar level for that addi-

tional forming operation is slightly higher compared to standard flutes in order to

avoid brittleness during the crimping.

(6) Cooling the cut flutes: The flutes move on the transport belt for ambient cooling or pass

a short horizontal cooler to finally enter the packaging section.

(7) Final cutting of longer tube pieces: After cooling, a saw cutting device is used for

obtaining the final size. The advantage here is a perfectly flat side cut compared

to the most frequently used knife cut.

(8) Enrobing and decorating option: The flute wafer pieces from any of the preceding for-

ming options may now enter an enrobing section. Further value adding processes are

the application of chopped nuts or cereal crisps followed by a second enrobing or

decoration by thin chocolate pattern lines. Molding into chocolate is another pos-

sibility requiring a higher chocolate percentage. After a final chocolate cooling step,

the cookies are ready for packaging.

7.5.7 The Main Products: Flute Wafers With Inside Coating or Filling
7.5.7.1 Inside Chocolate Lining
As the winding mandrel forms the endless wafer stick out of the endless wafer band,

through its central hole simultaneously coating chocolate or filling cream can be injected

into the tube. The quantity of dosing determines the thickness of the coating or cream

layer, up to a complete filling.

Due to the high temperature, compound chocolates requiring no tempering and

showing little tendency for fat bloom are most frequently applied for inside coatings.

The preferred inside coating is “dark chocolate,” whose taste goes well with the rather

sweet wafer sticks, but “milk chocolate” or “white chocolate,” as well as other colored

and flavored coatings, are possibilities.

7.5.7.2 Filling With Cream
While a separate filling of the fragile flute wafers after cooling down is possible, the eco-

nomic procedure is direct inline filling. Most frequently sugar-fat filling creams are

applied. The filling cream flavors most commonly favored are nougat/praline/hazelnut,

cocoa/chocolate, milk, or fruity fillings such as strawberry, depending on regional

preferences.

For directly filled creams, the content in ingredients high in protein such as milk or

whey powder should be limited because their thermal denaturation poses some risk of

blocking the cream flow at the narrow entrance of the hot winding mandrel. The use

of rework in preparing flute wafer filling creams is not recommended due to blocking

issues. Chapter 5 in Section 5.2 provides details on the preparation of filling creams.
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Depending on the required quality level, there are several options:

(1) For perfect results, we recommend the system of directly filling long flute wafer

pieces and elevator transport to the transport belt. After cooling and saw-cutting,

neat pieces with perfectly flat side endings are obtained.

(2) Flowing out of cream during the slide of filled flutes down to the transport belt is a

frequently seen issue. Here, cream refining, either by a roller mill, a ball mill, or a

refiner conche, not only reduces the flow-out but also results in an extremely

smooth cream texture. The fine granulation eliminates the flow-out issue.

(3) Otherwise, the filling cream requires an increased content of powder ingredients to

reduce the flowing out of hot cream at the cutting ends. Such an increased percent-

age of powders results in a dry taste of such cheap creams.

7.5.7.3 The Application of Nonstandard Flute Wafer Fillings
Beside the sugar-fat creams, companies are increasingly looking for alternatives regarding

taste, lightness, and reduced fat or sugar content.

Aerated Wafer Creams
Due to the high temperature, above 120°C at the point of inline filling, any solid fat-

based aeration is lost here. The introduction of expanding gasses such as carbon dioxide

(Haedelt, 2005) into sugar-fat filling creams via aerators can resolve the situation.

Milk Caramel and Fruit Fillings of Low Water Activity
Wafer caramels and wafer fruit spreads of water activity only as low as 0.4 keep the wafer

part crisp. Otherwise, the hygroscopic flute wafers absorb some moisture and lose their

characteristic crisp texture. The application is by the same filling system as with sugar-fat

creams; another option is using aerators with a rotor and stator both fitted with inter-

meshing pins. The latter is recommended to make the final product lighter and less sweet.

Meringue and Marshmallow Fillings
The same aeration equipment is suitable for filling flute wafers with aerated foams such as

meringue or marshmallow. However, after a short while the wafer absorbs so much

moisture from the filling that its texture becomes soft, which is typical for that kind

of product.

7.5.8 Potential Flute Wafer Issues—How to React
In flute wafer baking, unexpected effects may occur. Here is a description of some poten-

tial issues together with options on how to handle them. Without examining the actual

situation, the recommendations are rather general because there can be multiple reasons

for an issue. Consider supervision by an experienced wafer technologist.
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(a) There are many big pores in the wafer band.

When the batter comes to the hot drum fast cooking starts and may leave many

big and open pores fixed in the wafer band after baking, which makes the rolled

flutes unsightly.

• The baking temperature, which is typically high due to output reasons, substan-

tially affects the porosity. Porosity increases with the temperature and vice versa.

• The wafer band thickness, from 0.5 to 0.9 mm after baking correlates to the bak-

ing temperature required.

• The water level in the recipe, from 105 to 150 parts water for 100 parts flour in

most recipes, is an influence. Find out the best ratio for your flour and your prod-

uct first by testing during commissioning.

• Ingredients with emulsifying properties such as milk and egg powders affect the

steam escape as well.

• When the two preceding points are fixed, adjust the lecithin-to-oil ratio in the

recipe for optimizing the look. Start with a 1:4 ratio.

(b) The edges of the wafer band are different in color, compared to the center.

The edges of the wafer band are thinner, coming from some flowing away of

batter at depositing. If these edges bend up slightly there is less heating and they

may be lighter in color after baking.

• Adding some caramel color in the recipe helps to reduce or eliminate the effect.

• Take the reverse rolling option to have the whiter edges on the downside and

invisible after rolling.

(c) There is brittleness at the rolling, pressing or crimping.

Whenever the sugar solidifies too quickly during any of these postforming steps,

an increase of the pliability of the wafer band is required.

• Increase the sugar level in the recipe.

• Add a second sugar or syrup in order to retard the re-solidification of the sugar.

• Check for any drawing air in the postforming area and eliminate it.

• Increase the temperature in the postforming area by technical measures such as

shields to reduce the heat loss or by installing a radiant heater.

(d) The flutes are instable, and there is much breakage.

The texture of flute wafers always is delicate. If additionally the wafer band is

very porous, the fragility becomes excessive.

• High absorption of the flour requires more water. Test a different flour with

lower absorption or try to increase the batter solids by reducing water or by

adding 5% of starch (on a flour base).

• Test an increase in thickness of the batter deposition to get a thicker, more stable

wafer band.

• Add fibers such as cellulose powder, wheat fiber powder, or bran powders milled

to flour fineness.
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• Test for wafer enzymes to reduce the water level and increase the batter

solids.

• Baking at lower temperature and speed results in a stronger wafer band texture.

The pores become fewer and smaller.

• Ask for individual recipe consulting.

(e) The flute unwinds at the end.

The cohesion of the single windings quite frequently is not strong enough to

prevent some flaking. The options for a better sealing are the following:

• Apply a thin mist of water during the winding process as discussed in

Section 7.5.5.

• Increase the sugar level in the recipe or add a second sugar or syrup in order to

increase the level of components being sticky while hot.

• Increase the counter pressure of the pressing roller (Fig. 7.8) for a tighter sealing.

• Check for any drawing air in the postforming area and eliminate it.

• Increase the temperature in the postforming area by technical measures such as

shields to reduce the heat loss or by installing a radiant heater.

(f ) The flute color is pale.

For an increase of the brown baking color or even the manufacturing of black-

colored flute wafers, the following options are available:

• One option is the addition of caramel color such as soft drink caramel (E150d),

beer caramel (E150c), or spirit caramel (E150a).

• Cocoa powder addition results in light brown coloring. We recommend alka-

lized powders solely.

• For strongly alkalized black flutes, greatly black-colored “black” cocoa powder is

required at levels of around 10% on a flour base. Simply using dark brown cocoa

powder is not sufficient here.

(g) The flute wafer texture is not crunchy and hard enough.

To change the typical soft crispness of flute wafers to be crunchier, the following

is recommended:

• Increase the batter solids by reducing the water level, if possible.

• Change to a flour of higher gluten content or add some vital wheat

gluten powder.

• Test the incorporation of maltodextrin to the recipe.

(h) The flute wafer surface is not shiny enough despite reverse rolling.

The reverse rolling option is taken to ensure a smooth, less porous, and shiny

flute wafer surface. In case a reverse rolling equipment is not in place:

• Increase the thickness of the wafer band after baking to�0.75 mm by applying a

thicker batter film.

• Test an increase of the lecithin to oil ratio in the flute wafer batter recipe.

• Test a reduction of baking drum temperature by 5°C or more.
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7.5.9 Estimation of the Output of Flute Wafer Ovens
Based on the recipe example in Table 7.10 the following is an output estimation for flute

wafer products with different filling, enrobing, and flute lengths.

7.5.9.1 150 mm Flute Wafers, Nonfilled and Nonenrobed

Input in kg: Wheat flour 100

Sugar 75

Small ingredients 7

Output in kg Flute wafers 168

Output in pieces:

Flute wafers: length: 150 mm, inner diameter: 6 mm

42,500 pieces, 3.95 g each (more windings)

58,000 pieces, 2.90 g each (less windings)

Flute wafers: length: 150 mm, inner diameter: 9 mm

33,600 pieces, 5.0 g each

48,000 pieces, 3.5 g each

7.5.9.2 150 mm Flute Wafers, Chocolate Lining Inside, Nonenrobed

Input in kg: Wheat flour 100

Sugar 75

Small ingredients 7

Chocolate 126

Output of lined flute wafers in kg 294

Output in pieces:

Flute wafers: length: 150 mm, inner diameter: 9 mm

42,000 pieces, 7.0 g each (4 g flute, 3 g chocolate)

7.5.9.3 70 mm Flute Wafers, Cream Filling, Nonenrobed

Input in kg: Wheat flour 100

Sugar 75

Small ingredients 7

Filling cream 347

Output of filled flute wafers in kg 515
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Output in pieces:

Flute wafers: length: 70 mm, inner diameter: 9 mm

71,500 pieces, 7.2 g each (2.35 g flute, 4.85 g sugar-fat cream)

7.5.9.4 50 mm Flute Wafers, Cream Filling, Chocolate Enrobed

Input in kg: Wheat flour 100

Sugar 75

Small ingredients 7

Filling cream 283

Enrobing chocolate 173

Output: filled, enrobed wafers, kg 624

Output in pieces:

Flute wafers: length: 50 mm, inner diameter: 9 mm

96,000 pieces, 6.5 g each (1.75 g flute, 2.95 g sugar-fat cream, 1.8 g enrobing

chocolate)

7.5.9.5 112 mm Flute Wafers With Cream Filling
Here is an example from a flute wafer oven for four wafer bands.

Flute wafer length: 112 mm, external diameter: about 11 mm, internal diameter:

9 mm.

Wafer weight 3.0 g (35.7%), cream filling 5.4 g (64.3%).

The output of the 4-lane oven per hour is 14,400 pieces (120 kg), corresponding to

960 kg for 8 hours and 2880 kg in 24 hours. As a first estimation, for 24 hours of oper-

ation the following ingredients are required

For flute baking and filling, input in kg

Wheat flour for flutes 620

Sugar, granular for flutes 470

Small ingredients/flutes 65

Filling cream 1850

For filling cream preparation, input in kg

Sugar, powder 905

Cream fat 645

Cocoa powder 180

Milk powder 120

Small ingredients/cream 3
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7.5.10 Flute Wafer Packaging, Storage and Distribution
7.5.10.1 Packaging and Shelf Life
After the manufacturing step according to any of the options as discussed in Section 7.5.6,

the flutes convey in an ordered way to the packaging section. For the filling of package

blisters before flow wrapping or the filling of metal tins, there are different degrees of

automatization—from manual transfer to fully automatic placement by pick-and-place

robots.

Immediate packaging is essential to maintain the quality up to the points of sale and of

consumption. The main points of sensitivity are the following:

• Moisture sorption from humid air. Flute wafers quickly absorb any accessible mois-

ture. In case of an insufficient moisture barrier of the wrapping, the delicate crisp tex-

ture, once the moisture content is over �7%, will become increasingly tough,

leathery, and even soft. Some structural expansion and unwinding of the flutes

may occur. For the right packaging films, cf. Section 6.5.5. before asking your film

supplier. The shelf life strongly depends on the level of moisture barrier of the pack-

aging film. Inadequate moisture barriers and bad sealing are the main reasons for later

complaints by customers. Shrink films have a very low moisture barrier.

• The brittle, glassy texture makes flutes prone to break easily. In addition to moisture

protection, excellent mechanical protection is inevitable. Typical examples are flow

packs with a metal laminated or specially coated film plus some form-stable insert such

as shaped blister containers or inserts from cardboard or foamed plastic. Other exam-

ples are standing bags, lacquer-coated laminates with a supporting paper layer, white

metal tins with a corrugated cardboard padding, or plastic-lined cardboard boxes.

Make use of overpacks, such as multipacks and additional carton boxes.

• The moisture and mechanical protections automatically deliver the required protec-

tion from oxygen and light. There are no issues with oxidation and rancidity unless

the initial cream fat quality was not suitable.

• Wafer sticks easily absorb odors, such as the smell of cardboard, the ink used to print

the packaging film/box, or some nonspecific warehouse smells.

A long shelf life printing is now required for logistic reasons The typical shelf life of flute

wafer biscuits is from 6 to 15 months if the following is true:

(a) The storage temperature at dry conditions is around 18°C. Strictly apply the first in/
first out principle

(b) The quality of all ingredients is within specifications

(c) The method of manufacturing is according to standards

(d) The packing protects well against access of moisture, even in case the ambient rel-

ative humidity being high
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7.5.10.2 Storage and Distribution
After leaving the warehouse, all other steps in food logistics are out of the control of the

manufacturer

• The transport steps to distribution warehouses and shop stores

• The storage conditions in the shops

• The transport by the consumer

• The domestic storage up to consumption

The temperature conditions during distribution must be such to prevent any melting and

flowing of cream or enrobing. The main concerns are (a) any temperature peaks to cause

melting and flowing of cream or enrobing, followed by fat bloom at the enrobing, and

(b) prolonged storage over ambient temperatures to accelerate first signs of staling or

rancidity.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

After-Bake Technology of Crisp Wafers
and of Soft Waffles

8.1 INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

8.1.1 Quality Changes and Moisture
Many of us have experienced wafers and waffle products losing their original quality.

Examples are a wafer cookie that goes from crisp to chewy when left in open air for some

time, a soggy ice cream cone in the ice cream parlour, or the firming of a ready-to-eat

(RTE) waffle over time. Taking these examples, we recognize that changes in texture go

with all these declines in original quality.

This section on after-bake technology is about the mechanisms and processes behind

the changes in quality of wafers and waffles between baking and consumption. Most of

the deteriorative processes relate to the absorption or to the shifting of moisture. The

scientific concepts of moisture sorption are essential for understanding these phenomena

and require some brief introduction. The sorption isotherms of wafers reveal them as

being rather hygroscopic. The connection between humidity, water activity, moisture

content and wafer texture requires explanation. Even the microbiological concerns in

soft-textured waffles, the question of the length of the mould-free shelf life for these

intermediate moisture foods, are in relation to water activity.

Other quality issues being typical to many foods, such as oxidation and rancidity, are

less significant here due to the progress in ingredient quality, manufacturing practice and

most notably in packaging.

8.1.2 Maturing (Conditioning) of Sheet Wafers
Many issues in wafer manufacturing go back to the moisture sorption phenomena.

In industrial sheet wafer manufacturing, maturing (conditioning) of wafers was

introduced early on; that is a controlled regaining of moisture to preempt moisture-

related wafer expansion and the cracking of enrobings in chocolate enrobed sugar wafer

cookies—the ‘crocodile effect’ (Barron, 1970; Wong et al., 1985 in WO 198504075).
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8.1.3 Crispy or Crunchy—The Texture of Crisp Wafers
The texture at the first bite is one of the main characteristics of wafers. The preferred

textural hardness of wafers regionally is quite different—from a very soft and delicate

crispness that is most liked in Northern Africa or in many Asian countries to a rather hard

crunch that is preferred in North American countries.

The terms used most frequently are crispy or crunchy. As the use of these terms is

linguistically ambiguous, we will propose a more concise differentiation in the terminol-

ogy based on existing definitions.

The various influences on wafer texture require some discussion. The glassy state, the

porous structure, the hard surface structure adjacent to the hot bakingmould surfaces, and

the recipe influences all contribute to the specific crispy or crunchy wafer texture.

8.1.4 Measuring the Wafer Texture
Organoleptic tests require an objective and reproducible counterpart for characterizing

the mechanical properties of wafer products. However, there are a couple of specifics to

observe in such measurements. The texture of wafers and waffles is nonisotropic from the

process side; there are differences in the specific gravity within, depending on whether

the sample comes from the central batter depositing area or from the edge area that fills by

displacing originally deposited batter by the evolving steam pressure.

The wafer texture greatly depends on the moisture content. Dry baked flour-based

products such as wafers after baking are very low in moisture, corresponding to a water

activity below 0.1. That corresponds to a relative humidity (RH) below 10%, and any

contact with air of a higher RH results in a gain of moisture and a change in textural

strength and flexibility and in expansion of the wafer material (Barron, 1977). Any objec-

tive texture measurement therefore requires the strict control of moisture content respec-

tively water activity. In addition to some dedicated tools such as the Ottawa Texture

Measuring System (OTMS) shear cell, the Kramer shear cell, or theWarner Bratzler shear

probe, preferred test options are measurements by the following:

• Penetration

• Compression

• Bending/breaking

• Sound analysis in parallel to these mechanical tests

8.1.5 Textural Changes of Rolled Sugar Cones After Ice Cream Filling
In ice cream-filled rolled sugar cones on their way from filling to final consumption one

of the main concerns is moisture migration, accompanied by an increasing loss of the

crunchy texture. Whenever the cones reach about 7% in moisture content they start

to become tough and chewy or even soggy in texture as time passed.
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How can themoisturemigration stability in ice cream-filled sugar cones be improved?

What are the choices and howwill they affect the costs of ingredients, manufacturing and

distribution of these products? We look into the mechanisms involved in moisture diffu-

sion from high water activity ice cream to the low water activity wafer. The options to

counteract are important aspects in the after-bake technologyof thesewafersmanufactured

from high sugar batters.

8.1.6 Staling of Waffles, the Loss of Freshness and Softness
The staling of fresh andRTEwaffles refers to undesirable changes in quality such as the loss

of flavour and the firming in texture—the loss of the pleasant, soft eating quality. Here the

dominant factors are changes in the starch components amylose (AM) and amylopectin

(AP) in a process called retrogradation. For reviews on staling see Wang et al. (2015),

Smith et al. (2004), Gray and Bemiller (2003), Lallemand (2001a,b), Smits (2001),

Hug-Iten (2000) andHebeda and Zobel (1996). Staling is not any kind of microbiological

spoilage and is not restricted towaffles. It is a commonphenomenon in other soft-textured

bakery products such as cakes or tortillas (Bueso Ucles, 2003; Bueso et al., 2006).

8.2 MOISTURE SORPTION IN WAFER MANUFACTURING

8.2.1 Relative and Absolute Humidity
The term relative humidity expresses the relationship between the moisture content of air

at a certain temperature and the moisture content of moisture-saturated air at the same

temperature. It is given as a percentage from 0 to 100 (Table 8.1).

The absolute humidity (AH) contrarily relates to the quantity of moisture in the air and

is quantified in g/m3. The AH depends strongly on the actual temperature (Fig. 8.1).

Table 8.2 has included the relation between RH and AH and the corresponding data

over the range of temperatures that are important in wafer handling.

8.2.2 Water Activity and the Water Activity Isotherm (Sorption Isotherm)
Thewater activity (AW) is a measure of the equilibrium amount of water available for the

hydration of materials. Water linked to surfaces or solutes is not available for hydration.

Table 8.1 Relative Humidity—The Corner Points
Relative Humidity
(RH) (%) Condition

0 Dry air, no moisture content

100 The air is saturated (dew point), any additional moisture will precipitate

(condensation, water droplets)
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Water activity of foods is measured within a range from 0 (no available moisture) to 1.0

(pure water). For gases such as air, the RH and the AW are directly related:

RH¼AW�100 and vice versa AW¼RH=100

A sorption isotherm as shown in Fig. 8.2 illustrates the equilibrium value of the water

content in g/100 g of product (weight percent) on the y-axis in dependence from the

water activity (range 0%–100%) on the x-axis.

Water activity reflects a combination of water-surface and water-solute interactions

plus capillary forces—see Fig. 8.2, which has the scheme of a water activity isotherm

(sorption isotherm). For a given temperature and a given material, this curve relates

the absolute moisture content of the material in percent and the AW. Depending on

whether moisture is added to the dry material or removed by drying the wet material,

we see nonreversible structural changes and nonequilibrium effects, which is called hys-

teresis. The water activity increases with temperature and pressure.

There are three areas marked in Fig. 8.2. In the first zone, up to a water activity of

about 0.33, a wafer as an example quickly and eagerly absorbs moisture. In wafers, the

structure is covered increasingly by a single layer of water molecules. That water is

strongly bonded and is not easily removable. In parallel the soft crispness changes to a

harder one, resulting in a mechanically stronger texture.

Then a second, intermediate zone from AW 0.33 to about 0.75 follows. Additional

moisture adsorbs to the first layer. That initially continues to strengthen the texture, but it

then starts to cause a lubricating effect. For a wafer, reaching an AW of�0.45 at ambient
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temperature leads to the glassy, crisp state gradually changing to a rubbery state. The

second zone ends with moisture multilayers and moisture bound by capillary forces.

In the third zone due to the high AW, free water for solvent effects is available. The

wafer now becomes soft and even flexible, as we know from wafers with moist fillings

such as meringue. At an AW around 0.85 the porous structure collapses, and the wafer

shrinks and becomes completely deformed. Such a structural collapse occurs quickly in a

limited area whenever a drop of water (AW¼1) soaks through a wafer sheet or with

molten ice cream in noncoated wafer cones where we get a gluey, mushy mass.

Table 8.2 Moisture Content in Air (AH in g/m3) Versus RH and Temperature
Temperature (°C) RH (%)> 100 80 60 50 45 40 35 30 25

60 129.0 103.2 77.4 64.5 58.1 51.6 45.2 38.7 32.3

58 118.2 94.6 70.9 59.1 53.2 47.3 41.4 35.5 29.6

56 108.2 86.6 64.9 54.1 48.7 43.3 37.9 32.5 27.1

54 98.9 79.1 59.3 49.4 44.5 39.6 34.6 29.7 24.7

52 90.3 72.2 54.2 45.1 40.6 36.1 31.6 27.1 22.6

50 82.3 65.8 49.4 41.1 37.0 32.9 28.8 24.7 20.6

48 74.9 59.9 44.9 37.4 33.7 29.9 26.2 22.5 18.7

46 68.1 54.4 40.8 34.0 30.6 27.2 23.8 20.4 17.0

44 61.8 49.4 37.1 30.9 27.8 24.7 21.6 18.5 15.4

42 56.0 44.8 33.6 28.0 25.2 22.4 19.6 16.8 14.0

40 50.7 40.5 30.4 25.3 22.8 20.3 17.7 15.2 12.7

38 45.6 36.5 27.4 22.8 20.5 18.2 16.0 13.7 11.4

36 41.3 33.1 24.8 20.7 18.6 16.5 14.5 12.4 10.3

34 37.2 29.8 22.3 18.6 16.8 14.9 13.0 11.2 9.3

32 33.5 26.8 20.1 16.7 15.1 13.4 11.7 10.0 8.4

30 30.1 24.1 18.0 15.0 13.5 12.0 10.5 9.0 7.5

28 27.0 21.6 16.2 13.5 12.1 10.8 9.4 8.1 6.7

26 24.1 19.3 14.5 12.1 10.9 9.7 8.4 7.2 6.0

24 21.6 17.3 12.9 10.8a 9.7 8.6 7.6 6.5 5.4

22 19.3 15.4 11.6 9.6 8.7 7.7 6.7 5.8 4.8

20 17.2 13.7 10.3 8.6 7.7 6.9 6.0 5.1 4.3

18 15.3 12.2 9.2 7.6 6.9 6.1 5.3 4.6 3.8

16 13.5 10.8 8.1 6.8 6.1 5.4 4.7 4.1 3.4

14 12.0 9.6 7.2 6.0 5.4 4.8 4.2 3.6 3.0

12 10.6a 8.5 6.4 5.3 4.8 4.2 3.7 3.2 2.7

10 9.4 7.5 5.6 4.7 4.2 3.7 3.3 2.8 2.3

8 8.2 6.6 4.9 4.1 3.7 3.3 2.9 2.5 2.1

6 7.2 5.8 4.3 3.6 3.3 2.9 2.5 2.2 1.8

4 6.4 5.1 3.8 3.2 2.9 2.5 2.2 1.9 1.6

2 5.6 4.5 3.3 2.8 2.5 2.2 1.9 1.7 1.4

0 4.9 3.9 2.9 2.4 2.2 1.9 1.7 1.5 1.2

aAn example: air of 24°C at a relative humidity of 50% has a moisture content of 10.8 g/m3.When cooling that air to 12°C,
the dew point is crossed. At 12°C for 100% RH the absolute humidity is just 10.6 g/m3.
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Controlling the water activity is important in the food industry, even more important

than controlling the absolute water content.

• A low water activity is inevitable for textural characteristics such as crispness/crunch-

iness of wafers.

• An intermediate water activity is important for the softness of waffles; however the

risk of microbial growth increases with moulds and yeasts being the first issues to

worry about.

• Highly perishable foodstuffs have an AW>0.95, and the growth of most bacteria is

inhibited below about AW¼0.91.Most of the yeasts stop growing belowAW¼0.87

and most moulds stop growing below an AW of 0.80. Some specialized yeasts and

moulds may grow even below, however the absolute limit of microbial growth is

at about AW¼0.6.

• The water activity strongly influences the rate of undesirable chemical reactions of

food products such as enzymatic browning, staling, or oxidation.

8.2.2.1 Moisture Equilibration: Equilibrium Relative Humidity and Equilibrium
Moisture Content

Equilibrium relative humidity (ERH) is the RH of the atmosphere at a particular tem-

perature at which a material neither gains nor loses moisture. Hygroscopic materials reach

equilibrium with the RH of the ambient air by absorbing or desorbing moisture. Cal-

culating the ERH from the recipe is a concept used in cakes and RTE waffles for deter-

mining the mould-free shelf-life. The term equilibrium moisture content (EMC)

describes the quantity of moisture a material contains after it has reached equilibriumwith

its environment.
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Fig. 8.2 The water activity isotherm (sorption isotherm). (Diagram: Courtesy Martin Chaplin, London
South Bank University).
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Combining food materials with different water activities will cause an equilibration

by moisture migration from areas of higher AW to lower ones. We will explain later our

most interesting example for the application of the water activity concept in full detail: a

freshly bakedwafer has an AWbelow 0.1 while a typical lowmoisture filling cream has an

AW around 0.4, being still not in equilibrium.

In waffles (Chapter 9), attaining the right ERH value is essential for microbiological

stability and the prevention of mould growth.

8.2.2.2 Hygroscopicity, Humectant
Hygroscopic is a property of a material to absorb moisture from the environment, mostly

from the humidity of air, and to retain it. Hygroscopic materials are sensitive to a high

RH/AW. In a moist atmosphere hygroscopic materials absorb so much moisture, that

they do the following:

• Lose their crispness, such as in wafers.

• Form lumps, such as sugars, table salt, or milk powder.

• Deliquesce because of absorbing so much moisture that they dissolve such as fructose

or many salts.

Humectants (Table 8.3) such as fructose, sorbitol, or glycerol are strongly hygroscopic

materials added to foods to maintain a high moisture content at the lowest possible water

activity.

8.2.2.3 Wafer Caramel—An Example for Water Activity Control
Wafer caramels and wafer fruit spreads of a water activity only as low as 0.4 keep the

wafer portion crisp. Otherwise, the hygroscopic wafers absorb some moisture from

the fillings and get increasingly chewy. For wafer caramel, more than the absolute water

content, typically in the 6%–8% range, the AW is of interest for minimizing the moisture

migration effects after spreading it onto crisp wafers. In case of a high water activity in the

caramel, an extensive moisture migration to the low AW wafers has two serious

implications:

Table 8.3 Sugars and Humectants—Solubility and Water Activity AW
Substance Water Solubility Limit (%) Water Activity Saturated Solution

Lactose 20 0.97

Glucose 47 0.92

Sucrose 69 0.86

Fructose 75 0.63

Sorbitol 70 0.79

Glycerol 100 n.a.

Sodium chloride 26 0.75
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• The crisp wafer texture changes to a rubbery texture, and then to a chewy one as time

progresses. The high ratio of caramel to wafer in weight additionally is not in favour

of keeping the wafer crispy.

• A dimensional expansion of the wafer due to moisture absorption is giving rise to

cracking and split-off in chocolate enrobed caramel wafer cookies (crocodile effect).

The main provision to improve the situation is to prepare a low-AW wafer caramel

(K. Tiefenbacher 2000, unpublished) by observing these principles:

1. Cook the caramel to a low residual moisture and improve the fluidity by recipe

changes such as reducing components of high molecular weight (low-DE syrups,

proteins) as much as possible.

2. Select a higher fat content.

3. Incorporate hygroscopic sugars and polyols to reduce the water activity.

8.2.3 Moisture Sorption in Sugar Wafer Manufacturing
The application of sorption isotherms helps in the understanding of many effects familiar

in wafer manufacturing, storage and distribution.

• Bent wafer sheets (Fig. 8.3)

• Loss of crispness, rubbery texture

• Cracked enrobing, the top wafer comes off (crocodile effect, cf. Fig. 8.7)

8.2.3.1 The Crispness Area in the Sorption Isotherm of No/Low Sugar Wafers
The sorption isotherm of a no/low sugar wafer (Fig. 8.4) teaches that a wafer with

1%–2% residual moisture after baking has a water activity well below 0.1, corresponding

to an RH of below 10%. At usual conditions where humans feel comfortable, that is

between 30% and 70%, and even more so from 40% to 60%, freshly baked wafers due

to their hygroscopicity absorb moisture and change their desired properties.

What are these changes? In the last phase of baking, we had some shrinkage of the

wafer matrix due to drying to below 2% in moisture content. Now the opposite happens:

the wafer absorbs moisture from its environment, primarily from the air during the

processing steps after baking and later also from the filling and any enrobing. Fig. 8.5

has an example of moisture sorption from humid air.

• The sorption process is not very fast, but it is steady. Up to about 4% the sorption

process goes faster; the most active sites of the surface are covered with a monomo-

lecular layer of water molecules. The monomolecular layer covering is finished at

about 5.5%.

Fig. 8.3 Wafer sheets bent due to moisture inequilibrium. (Photo: Tiefenbacher).
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• At an RH close to 100%, in less than 30 min the crispness is lost. The limit for no/low

sugar wafers is at 45% RH, corresponding to a moisture content of about 6.5%.

In parallel to that sorption of moisture, the wafer expands in length andwidth. Fig. 8.6 has

an example for the length expansion of a 500 mmwafer sheet. During the initial sorption
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up to about 4%moisture content the most active sites are covered; here the length expan-

sion is lower than afterwards. Typically, the length expansion factor is in the range of

0.3%–0.4% for every 1% of higher moisture content. There is a slight influence of the

recipe and the density of the wafer on the expansion factor. Fig. 8.6 additionally has a

marked area for the maturing (conditioning) of wafer sheets to anticipate most of the

length expansion, a process discussed later in detail.

Immediately after baking, the wafer is extremely brittle, in other words, easy to break,

very delicate and of a soft crispness. There is little biting and chewing pressure required.

The more the moisture content increases, up to about 5%, the more stable the structure

will be. The wafer is still crisp but less brittle and the required biting and chewing pressure

increases. Such a harder crispness quite often is desirable in order to emphasize the con-

trast between the crunchy wafer and its soft filling. A water activity of 0.45 is a significant

threshold for wafers to lose the characteristic texture properties. Table 8.4 summarizes the

texture implications of an increasing moisture content in no/low sugar wafers.
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Fig. 8.6 Increase in wafer sheet length with moisture absorption. (Diagram: K. Tiefenbacher (1990,
unpublished results)).

Table 8.4 Texture, Moisture and Water Activity in No/Low Sugar Wafers
Timeline Texture Moisture Content (%) AW

After baking Crisp, very tender 1–2 <0.10

Matured/conditioned Crisp but stronger 3–5.5 �0.30

Unprotected storagea Slightly rubbery to chewy >�6.5 �0.45

Soft >12 �0.80

Collapsed structure >22 �0.85

aHigh moisture barrier packaging is required.
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8.2.3.2 The Bending of Wafer Sheets
Three examples to explain the bending of wafer sheets that were originally flat after

baking.

1. We put a freshly baked sheet onto a table. The AW of the sheet is below 0.1; the AW

of the surrounding air may be 0.3 at its best, but it is frequently much higher. Now

just the upper side of the sheet will absorb moisture and expand. The corresponding

length increase just at the upper side makes the sheet bend up from the centre.

2. All wafer sheets coming out of the oven bend to one side. That occurs if the heating of

top and bottom plates of the oven is not equal. On the colder plate, the residual mois-

ture after baking is consistently higher, that sheet side is slightly longer, and the wafer

sheets bend. If you consider that bending as the ‘tip of an arrow’, the tip always will

direct towards the colder plate.

3. The warping of sheets, seen either at the end of the wafer sheet cooler or at the latest

after any moisture maturing of the wafers. An experienced oven operator knows that

if the sheets are not perfectly flat after the archway cooler, they are underbaked; the

operator will then slightly increase the baking temperature. What happens here? As

discussed in Chapter 6, Section 6.4, themoisture distribution between the central part

of the sheets and the edges is not uniform. In case of underbaking, the difference in

moisture from centre to edge may be over the critical 0.5%–0.6%. Then we will see

an equilibration effect start immediately after demoulding. The centre loses some

moisture and contracts, and the edges gain some moisture and expand. Because both

are connected in a rigid structure, a distortion results—in other words, warped sheets.

8.2.4 The Splitting of Enrobed Wafer Fingers—The Crocodile Effect
Because the opening of chocolate enrobed sugar wafer cookies looks like a crocodile

mouth, the term ‘crocodile effect’ originated in the factories. It starts with cracking of

the enrobing, typically at the top wafer. Later the top wafer bends up (the crocodile

mouth opens) and may even fall off (Fig. 8.7). The effect arises from moisture absorption

and the corresponding length expansion (cf. Fig. 8.6) that finally cracks the enrobing of

the wafer.

That cracking occurs only if the length expansion of the wafer finger is more than the

surrounding rigid chocolate matrix can tolerate. In nonenrobed wafer fingers, the wafer

expands in the same way but the soft filling crème can tolerate that without any issues.

Barron, 1970, 1977 more than 40 years ago did pioneering work on that cracking

phenomenon.

Considering the sorption isotherm of wafers in Fig. 8.4, the water activity of freshly

baked wafers is extremely low. That is a big driver for further moisture absorption by the

hygroscopic wafer. In industrial wafer manufacturing, we can identify three potential

main sources of moisture the wafers can absorb.
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8.2.4.1 Potential Moisture Source No. 1: Moisture Sorption From the Humid Air
During the manufacturing steps from wafer demoulding until packaging of the finished

wafer cookies, there is intensive air contact. Figs. 8.5 and 8.6 reveal that this sorption is

slow but steady, followed by an expansion in dimensions. When does it happen?

• Between sheet cooling and the forming of the wafer book.

• To the surface of the wafer book’s top sheet during the wafer book cooling, after

exiting the wafer book cooler, and during cutting and transport to packaging—see

the example in Table 8.5.

• Any production breaks are most critical—the sheets, books, or cut wafer pieces stay in

humid air.

In Table 8.5, a calculated example shows the condensation of moisture in the wafer book

cooler; the lower the temperature setting is, the more water condenses. In many factories,

a lot of condensed water forms in the coolers. The recommended remedy is the instal-

lation of a dehumidifier for the airflow in the cooler. In tropical countries, the high AH in

Table 8.5 Cooling Ambient Air of 32°C, 90% RH in a Wafer Book Cooler

Temperature (°C) Relative humidity (RH) (%)
Moisture in Air
(g/m3) Condensed Water (ml/m3 Air)

32 90 30.6 0

20 100 17.3 13.3

15 100 12.8 17.8

12 100 10.6 20.0

9 100 8.8 21.8

6 100 7.3 23.3

Fig. 8.7 ‘Crocodile effect’—the top wafer comes off. (Photo: K. Tiefenbacher).
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the ambient air, around 30 g/m3 at 30–35°C and 80%–95% RH, requires that there is

precaution when working with the hygroscopic wafers.

However, even in nontropical climates the higher RH during the hot season regularly

results in moisture-related issues like the crocodile effect. Table 8.6 has typical data for the

absolute air humidity averages for Jan. and Jul. in a few cities around the world where big

wafer manufacturing plants are in operation. Based on my experience, moisture issues in

wafer manufacturing increasingly occur at AH values above 15 g/m3.

8.2.4.2 Potential Moisture Source No. 2: Moisture Migration From the Cream Filling
or Enrobing

How can that happen? The moisture content of wafer creams typically is below 1% and

that of enrobing chocolates just around 1%, both lower than the 1.5% wafer moisture.

Fig. 8.8 has the answer.

• A typical sugar/fat wafer cream of 0.8% moisture content has an AW value around

0.33.

• A typical enrobing chocolate of 1% moisture content has an AW value around 0.45.

• The baked wafer of �1.5% moisture content has an AW value around 0.05.

From these data, the strong physical driver for equilibration is obvious. The moisture

migration out of the cream or enrobing into the wafer will require certainly more time

than the process from humid air to the wafer as discussed before.

Any wafer maturing (conditioning) that is typically undergone until the wafer has a

moisture content between 3.5% and 5.5% at maximum will bring the wafer much closer

in AW to that of the filling cream and enrobing chocolate. Then a later moisture migra-

tion and wafer length expansion to attain the full equilibrium is by far less severe.

Table 8.6 Jan. and Jun. Averages of Absolute Humidity (AH) in ‘Wafer Cities’

City
Jan.
Av. Temp. (°C/RH)

Jul.
Av. Temp. (°C/RH)

Jan.
Av. AH (g/m3)

Jul
Av. AH (g/m3)

Vienna, Austria 2/93 25/87 5 20

Eskisehir, Turkey 2/92 29/76 5 22

Kemerovo, Russia �15/93 23/92 2 19

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 19/70 43/18 11 11

Jakarta, Indonesia 30/96 32/96 29 32

Santa Rosa, Philippines 28/88 30/95 24 29

San Salvador, El Salvador 33/87 32/97 31 33

Curitiba, Brazil 27/99 19/99 26 16

Temperature and RH data: www.weatherspark.com; average AH data calculated; italicized values indicate a risk of
moisture-related issues.
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8.2.4.3 Potential Moisture Source No. 3: Moisture Migration During the Shelf Life
• Whenever the moisture barrier of the packaging film is not sufficient for the climate,

or if high RH conditions during storage and distribution prevail for long time.

• Whenever the sealing of the wafer packs is defective.

The practices of storing wafer cones unprotected in ice cream shops and the former

carton packaging of wafer cookies not having films in Eastern Europe reduce the crispness

of the wafers dramatically within a short time.

8.2.4.4 The Timelines for the Occurrence of the Crocodile Effect
Depending on which of the three potential main sources for moisture migration into the

wafer part is mainly responsible for the occurrence of a crocodile effect in enrobed wafer

fingers, the time elapsing for the occurrence of the first cracks will be quite different.

Source no. 1: Moisture sorption from humid air during the manufacturing process—

within 30 min to a few hours after enrobing.

Source no. 2: Moisture migration from the filling cream and/or the enrobing—within

the first days after enrobing.

Source no. 3: Moisture migration during the shelf-life—within weeks to month after

enrobing.

The final full moisture equilibrium in all cases requires more time, but the ‘near to final’

approach typically is sufficient for the first occurrence of the issues. Certainly, the com-

bined occurrence of two or all three moisture sources is possible.
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Fig. 8.8 The sorption isotherms of a typical sugar/fat cream or enrobing chocolate compared to the
no/low sugar wafer. (Diagram: K. Tiefenbacher (1991, unpublished results)).
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8.2.4.5 Moisture Migration From the Adjuncts of Cream and Enrobing Chocolate
(Source No. 2) and the Expansion of a Wafer Finger, 80 mm Long

A model calculation for a chocolate enrobed wafer finger in Table 8.7 reveals the influ-

ence of three different moisture contents of the adjuncts (filling cream and enrobing

chocolate) on the moisture absorption by the wafer and the length expansion of the wafer

finger product after reaching the equilibrium in water activity.

The basic assumption of that calculation is a wafer/adjuncts ratio of 1–4:
• 20% wafer

• 56% cream—that is a wafer/cream ratio of 26.3/73.7%

• 24% enrobing chocolate—that is 31.6% enrobing on the wafer biscuit centre

Fig. 8.9 has this model calculation with the initial wafer and adjuncts’ moisture cont-

ents and the equilibrium status of the three resulting products situated in the sorption

diagram.

8.2.4.6 Technical Precautions to Avoid Any Occurrence of the Crocodile Effect
The best-recommended strategies for counteracting any issues with excessive moisture

sorption and the crocodile effect in the manufacturing of enrobed wafer products, both

from the technical and the technological side are the following:

1. Separate the product manufacturing area—from wafer cream spreading to final

packaging—by a wall from the baking oven area. Control the RH of the product

manufacturing area by dehumidification to below 40% RH.

2. Install dehumidifiers to obtain a low-RH atmosphere in the wafer book cooler.

3. Keep the residual moisture content of the wafer cream in good control, which

typically is between 0.4% and 0.8%.

Table 8.7 Moisture Equilibration and Wafer Expansion in a Wafer Cookiea

Situation
Adjuncts
Moisture 1

Adjuncts
Moisture 2

Adjuncts
Moisture 3

Initial moisture content—wafer (%) 1.5 1.5 1.5

Initial moisture content—adjuncts (%) 0.8 1.2 1.6

Initial water activity AW—wafer 0.05 0.05 0.05

Initial water activity AW—adjuncts 0.32 0.53 0.64

After equilibration—wafer moisture (%) 2.6 3.9 5.0

After equilibration—adjuncts moisture (%) 0.525 0.6 0.73

Water activity AW after equilibration 0.085 0.165 0.265

Wafer expansion after equilibration (%) 0.28 0.66 1.13

Wafer expansion (80 mm finger) (mm) 0.24 0.53 0.90

Cracking/crocodile effect Probably

noa
Probably yesa Yesa

aAdditional moisture and expansion will come from humidity absorption from the air during the manufacturing process
(source no. 1).
Ratio wafer/cream/chocolate 20/56/24, hysteresis effects excluded.
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4. Keep the residual moisture content of the enrobing chocolate in good control, which

typically is between 0.8% and 1.0%.

5. For enrobed wafer fingers perform in-line wafer sheet maturing (conditioning).

8.3 THE MATURING (CONDITIONING) OF SHEET WAFERS

8.3.1 Introduction
The objective of wafer sheet maturing immediately after baking and cooldown is to

reduce the difference in water activity between the wafer sheets and the adjuncts

of cream filling and chocolate enrobing. That reduces the extent of a later moisture

migration and wafer length expansion considerably. Because the term ‘maturing’

expresses more clearly what is happening, we will use it in place of the synonymously

used word ‘conditioning’.

Maturing is an additional process and firstly requires additional investment for a

maturing tunnel and the equipment to prepare and control the air phase for maturing

in temperature and RH. Secondly, space is required between the wafer sheet archway

cooler and the cream spreading unit to place the maturing tunnel or tower. Maturing

for safely manufacturing high quality products is strongly recommended for a few appli-

cations only:

• For chocolate enrobed wafer bars, primarily in case of a finger length of 50 mm

or more.
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wafer fingers before/after moisture equilibration. (Diagram: K. Tiefenbacher (2015)).
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• Whenever the moisture content of the wafer cream and wafer enrobing chocolate is

above the minimum or under bad control.

• For filled hollow wafer bars due to their even higher cream to wafer ratio, which

increases the moisture content of the wafer part and its expansion.

• To improve the mechanical stability of the wafers and to get a harder crunch.

• At a water activity around 0.3, any oxidative changes resulting in a faster development

of staleness or rancidity slow down.

8.3.1.1 Maturing—The Beginnings
Experience acquired in the pioneering area of wafer maturing by manufacturers of

enrobed chocolate wafer products gave rise to various practices associated with high

manual efforts such as the following:

Storage of wafer sheets in a hot cabinet: Placing the wafer sheets into a warming cabinet at

temperatures of 40–50°C for at least some hours or preferably overnight.

Storage of creamed wafer books in a maturing room under RH and temperature control: The

procedure requires several days and is labour-intensive. Alternatively, cut wafer cookies

were stored in lidded boxes or with plastic wrapping. That prevented undesirable mois-

ture transfer from the ambient air, which would cause moisture sorption preferably just at

the edges. The maturing room temperature has to be low enough to allow for immediate

cutting without moving cream layers.

• That temperature depends on the melting temperature of the fat in the filling cream

and mostly is in the range of 12–18°C.
• For storing precut wafer biscuits in a maturing room, a temperature of 22–25°C is

more preferable in order to have warmer centre pieces for the subsequent enrobing.

In 1985 Carl Wong et al. from Hershey in a patent application WO 1985004075 A1

disclosed for the first time an in-line maturing of wafer sheets by controlled humidifica-

tion of wafer sheets after baking and cooldown.

Direct application of water by spraying or rolling: These concepts, even though published

in patents, proved to be unsuccessful. The high sensitivity of wafers to water droplets

compromises the integrity of the treated wafer surface (cf. Table 8.3).

8.3.1.2 Maturing of Caramel-Filled Wafers
For caramel-filled wafer books in factories without low-AW caramel technology, the

labour-intensive storage of the caramel-creamed books in a maturing room still is

common practice. Moisture equilibration between the caramel with around 10% mois-

ture content and the dry wafer requires 2–3 days and helps to prevent any later wafer

expansion and cracking of the chocolate enrobing.

In-line processing of caramel wafers is possible only after the development of the

low-AW caramel technology by the team of K. Tiefenbacher at Franz Haas in

1999–2001. It will make maturing rooms obsolete.
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8.3.2 In-Line Maturing in Tunnels
8.3.2.1 The Process
Wafer sheets after baking first pass the archway cooler to decrease in temperature to about

40°C. Channeling of the sheets into the compartments of the maturing tunnel follows

immediately. The compartments formed by metal frames are spaced by at least

20 mm. The maturing air is temperature and RH controlled and can pass freely between

the sheets. After leaving the maturing tunnel, the cream spreading, the book forming and

the other steps of the wafer cookie manufacturing process follow as usual.

8.3.2.2 The Maturing Time
Maturing takes from 16 to 25 min, depending on the density, thickness and weight of the

wafers. Sheets with a light and open texture require less time than thick and dense ones.

The sheet’s external surfaces quickly absorb moisture. However, it takes some time for

diffusion into the wafer and, as a consequence, to achieve the desired expansion in wafer

size. Depending on the capacity of the wafer oven and the maturing time required, a

maturing tunnel has to hold from a few 100 to over 1000 wafer sheets.

8.3.2.3 Setting of Tunnel Temperature and RH
The ideal set point for the tunnel temperature is equal to the temperature of the entering

wafer sheets. Depending on the cooling time in the archway cooler and the ambient tem-

perature, the wafers are in the 40–50°C range mostly. Do not use the maturing tunnel for

cooling or heating the sheets in order to avoid any inconsistency in humidifying. See the

model calculation in the next section.

The setting of the RH in the maturing tunnel now controls the final moisture content

of the sheets at the tunnel exit. The exact set point results from the sheet properties and

the maturing time available. The addressed sheet properties are sheet weight (density) and

sheet thickness. Typically, the setting of the maturing air will be within the range from

35% to 65%RH. That corresponds to an AH in the range of 20–60 g/m3 in the air of the

maturing tunnel (Fig. 8.10). It is important to avoid a higher RH setting or even an RH

close to 100% in the tunnel. Then the risk of condensation into droplets increases. These

are droplets that can destroy the wafer. Thus the maturing tunnel should be located still in

the ‘warm’ oven area of the factory. During the start-up and at the end of the production

when the tunnel is just partially full, some slight overmaturing might occur.

8.3.2.4 Imbalance of Wafer Sheet Temperature and Maturing Tunnel Temperature
Wafer sheets being either warmer or colder than the selected tunnel temperature when

entering the maturing tunnel are critical for the efficiency of maturing. As a consequence

the sheet temperature within the tunnel changes. In parallel, the RH value of the matur-

ing air as ‘seen’ by the wafer sheets does the same. The following is an example:
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Tunnel Settings: 40°C, 65% RH—The AH is 34.8 g/m3 Air
Case A—the wafers enter at 45°C

For these 45°C wafer sheets, the 34.8 g/m3 of AH in the tunnel correspond to just

50.8% RH. The initial maturing effect therefore is lower than expected. Moreover,

the warmer sheets will increase the temperature within the tunnel to�43°C. The RH

of the tunnel air thereby declines from 65% to 56%RH; that explains why the reduced

maturing effect is observed.

Case B—the wafers enter at 40°C
The 34.8 g/m3 of AH in the tunnel correspond to 65% RH. The maturing effect is

regular.

Case C—the wafers enter at 35°C
For these 35°C wafer sheets, the 34.8 g/m3 of AH in the tunnel correspond to 83.9%

RH. The maturing effect therefore is higher than expected. The colder sheets initially

reduce the temperature within the tunnel and warm up slowly. However, the RH of

the tunnel air remains higher than 65% RH, which explains the increased maturing

effect as observed.

8.3.2.5 The Target Moisture in Wafer Maturing
As illustrated in Fig. 8.4, the target moisture can be in the range of 3.5%–5.5% atmaximum.

Some distance from thewafer crispness limit at 6%–7%moisture content is required for any
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Fig. 8.10 Wafer maturing: AH, absolute humidity; RH, relative humidity; and temperature.
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moisture diffusion through the packaging film during the shelf life time. By maturing, the

AW of the wafer sheets comes from originally about 0.05 to the range from 0.15 to 0.33.

That is much closer to the AW of a filling cream and enrobing chocolate.

8.3.2.6 Wafer Sheet Expansion and Bending in Wafer Maturing
The wafer expansion typically is between 0.2% and 0.4% in length (Fig. 8.6) for each

additional percent of moisture absorbed in the maturing tunnel. The actual expansion

percentage depends on the density and the recipe of the wafer. In hollow wafer sheets

frequently the sheet expansion is at the lower side due to the rigidity coming from

the hollow shapes. For flat wafers, we use 0.33% length expansion for an addition of

1% in moisture as a rule of thumb.

For a given flat wafer sheet and recipe, the expansion is strictly related to the final

moisture content. You may replace the more time consuming moisture analysis by a sim-

ple check the length gain after the tunnel; a master plate does which best.

In some factories, the wafer sheets after the maturing tunnel show considerable dis-

tortion. A small one is usual and tolerable for the following cream spreading step. Severe

distortion, however, requires an examination of the recipes. At first sight, we only can

assume that the presence of some gluten development in batter mixing inclines for wafer

distortion in maturing.

8.3.2.7 Hygienic Conditions and Cleaning of Maturing Tunnels
The maturing tunnel conditions, high humidity and increased temperature may support

the growth of germs, primarily if the RH setting goes over 60%–65%. The preparation
system for the maturing air is equipped for disinfection with either UV lamps or ioniza-

tion units (ozonization) in the airflow entering the tunnel.

Please note: These units require a regular check for proper operation. That is a critical

control point.

As an additional precaution, open the doors after the end of the daily/weekly pro-

duction and keep them open to allow for thorough drying. Maintain the tunnel in a clean

condition by periodic inside cleaning.

8.4 WAFER TEXTURE AND TEXTURE MEASUREMENT

8.4.1 Introduction
The texture at the first bite is one of the main characteristics of wafers. The most applied

terms for it are crispy and crunchy. Because the words are linguistically ambiguous, we

propose a more concise definition, based on existing ones; cf. www.yourdictionary.com/

crispy.

Crispy¼Brittle, yet tender; makes a distinct and attractive noise during shattering at

the first bite
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Crunchy¼Brittle, but firm; makes a distinct and attractive noise during shattering at

the first bite

Seymour and Hamann (1988) reported crunchy products to be mechanically stronger

and delivering acoustic variables at lower frequencies than crisp ones.

The preferred textural hardness of wafers regionally is quite different, from a very soft

and delicate crispness as most liked in Northern Africa or in many Asian countries to a

rather hard crunch as preferred in North American countries.

8.4.2 What Are the Reasons for That Wafer Texture?
1. The glassy state

Wafers are low in residual moisture after baking, typically at 1%–2%. The starch
and protein polymers of the wafer matrix then are in the glassy state (Slade and Levine,

1991). That glassy state keeps up to a moisture content up to approximately 6%,

corresponding to a water activity of 0.45. However, going up from 2% after baking

to about 6% results in a more firm texture due to moisture sorption. Water molecules

increasingly cover the wafer matrix. At a moisture content of�4.5%, a monomolec-

ular layer is present.

Above the 6% inmoisture the wafer texture goes from glassy to rubbery—in other

words, a firstly tough and chewy texture then becomes pliant, equivalent to a com-

plete loss of the characteristic crispiness/crunchiness.

2. The high porosity of wafers

The porosity, which is the ratio of pore volume to total volume of a material, for

no/low sugar wafers is between 0.75 and 0.9, resulting in a specific gravity of

slightly over 0.1–0.2 g/cm3. That porosity is a result of the foaming during the

wafer baking process (Chapter 6, Section 6.4). Fig. 6.13 there shows the cross sec-

tion of a wafer sheet material. There are the surface layers with just a few small

pores, being more dense and firm. Then the central part has wide pores and thin

bridges of wafer material. That combination results in a crispy but yielding eating

impression. Stevens (1976) and Beckett et al. (1994) published SEM images of

wafers similar to Fig. 6.13.

3. More or less surface area due to a shallow or deep reeding pattern

The reeding pattern of the wafer surface comes from the groovings in the baking

plates. A shallow reeding results in less of the dense and firm surface area than a deep

reeding. Therefore, the latter ones are more firm in texture.

4. Recipe and ingredient influence

There is some additional influence of the ingredient selection and the wafer batter

recipe on the final wafer texture (Table 8.8).

Caveat: Any of these changes in recipe will have both the desired textural effects and any

potential negative side effects due to the new or changed ingredient.
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The following suggestions are for a firmer texture. For a softer one, do the opposite of

what is suggested.

(a) Increasing the wafer weight—more weight results in a firmer texture

Reduce the level of water in the wafer batter. There are limitations due to the flour absorption.

The batter gets overly thick and the risk of gluten development in batter mixing increases.

The availability of very low absorption flours and the use of wafer enzymes assist in water

reduction. See also Section 6.2.5 in Chapter 6 on high solid batters.

Reduce the leavenings. Less sodium bicarbonate reduces the spreading of batter during

the filling phase of the baking mould. Consequently, filling the mould completely

requires more batter and the wafer weight increases. An overreduction of sodium bicar-

bonate, however, will leave you with an incomplete mould fill.

Increase the flour granulation. Moving from finely milled flour to a more semolina-type

flour increases the wafer weight and firmness.

Include flours and starches with a high gelatinization temperature. In the baking phase, the

starch gelatinizes and disintegrates. For wheat starch and most starches, that starts around

55°C. The gelatinization opens the starch granules for foaming into a low-density

Table 8.8 Main Influences on Wafer Texture and Wafer Weight in Baking

Parameter
Softer—Less
Weight

Harder—More
Weight Comments

More water in batter +++ Less solids, more steam leavening; more

fragile wafer

More solids in batter +++ Less water, less steam leavening

More sodium

bicarbonate

+++ Better pore nucleation by CO2; more

fragile wafer

More ammonium

bicarbonate

++ Better early pore nucleation

Higher core

thickness

+ Requires higher temperature or longer

baking time

Deeper reeding + Requires higher temperature or longer

baking time

More batter deposit (+) Increases bobble waste as well

Higher batter

viscosity

(+)

Delayed plate

closing

++ More colour and texture differences

Seesaw plate closing ++ For slowly moving ovens solely

Slow plate

movement

+ More colour and texture differences; less

than 32 plates/min

Fast plate movement + Less colour and texture differences; 32–80
plates/min

+/+++, the number of signs indicates the magnitude of the effect.
(+), very small effect.
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structure. If we include starchy materials with a gel point around 70°C, these granules do
not fully disintegrate anymore. They are acting like fillers, and they influence pore nucle-

ation and material strength (Van der Sman, 2016). The result is a more dense and firm

wafer texture.

Examples for such ingredients with a higher gelatinization temperature are the

following:

• Flour or starch from long grain rice

• Flour or starch from sorghum

• High AM starches, such as from high AM corn

These may replace a small part of the wheat flour in wafer recipes.

(b) Reinforcement by crosslinking effects

Chelation bridging by minerals. Divalent or polyvalent cations reinforce the structure by

providing ionic links between the starch or protein polymers.

• The effect occurs when using hard water, compared to a soft one.

• The addition ofmineral powders as calcium sulphate (gypsum) or calciumcarbonate in

a small quantity. Select food-grade and finely granulatedpowders should solely beused.

Fibre reinforcement. The addition of food fibres reduces the fragility and results in a more

flexible wafer. The fact that fibres absorb more water, which lightens the weight and tex-

ture, may partially counteract the fibre enforcement effect.

Addition of proteins. Some water-soluble proteins such as egg whites have a stabilizing

effect for wafers against fragility.

Addition of modified starch. Kobayashi et al. (2003) disclose in JP 4159802 B2 for

manufacturing thick wafer sheets with good crunch and texture the partial replacement

of flour by a hydroxypropylated starch.

(c) Textural firming by glassy-textured ingredients

Sugar (saccharose) addition. Even small quantities of sucrose, just 1%–2% on flour base,

result in a crunchier wafer texture. In the baked wafer after cooling, the hard-textured

sugar glass is distributed over the entire structure.

(d) Textural modification by enzymes

Nicolas and Hansen (2004) in EP 1415539 A1, and Hansen et al. (2008) in WO

2008/129027 A1, found that the use of thermostable alpha-amylase in low/no sugar

wafer batters results in a modified cell structure in the wafer cross section. The amylolytic

starch degradation reduces the hissing time (audible steam escape). The wafer texture

improves to a more crisp, hard, and better melting in the mouth.

8.4.3 Wafer Texture Measurement
8.4.3.1 The Wafer Texture Is Nonisotropic From the Process Side
From the depositing and baking process, there are different areas of wafer texture. The

depositing areas typically are more dense and firm, whereas the edge areas filled later by

steam-driven batter displacement are more open and soft in texture.
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In wafer sheets the density of the centre, measured in area densities (g/dm2), will be

from about 10% to over 30% higher than for the edge areas. See Fig. 8.11 for an example

with rather big differences. The figure displays both the weight of the cut wafer discs and

the deviation from the median value for the single pieces and the rows of discs.

For later texture measurement, we recommend cutting wafer discs from the most

homogeneous part that is within the depositing area and neither to sample at the edge

of the wafer sheets nor in the very centre.

8.4.3.2 The Wafer Pattern Results in Texture Differences
The reedings of a wafer are texturally much more stable than the flat areas in between.

Carefully select comparable positions for texture measurement.

8.4.3.3 Wafer Texture and Moisture Content
Freshly baked wafers are very low in moisture content, corresponding to a water activity

lower than 0.1 and anRHbelow 10%.Any contact with air of a higherRH results in a gain

of moisture and a change in textural strength and flexibility and in expansion of the wafer

material (Barron, 1977). Jakubczyk et al. (2008) studied that increase in mechanical
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Fig. 8.11 Weight distribution of discs cut from a flat wafer sheet.
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properties for crisp bread, which from the composition is similar to no/low sugar wafers.

The fracture work for the dry product at around 2% moisture increased to almost double

the value at the maximum, slightly over 6% moisture content before becoming rubbery

and later soft at even higher moisture contents. For saltine crackers Katz and Labuza

(1981) found a similar limit for the crispness at an AW of 0.4–0.45. A similar work of

Martı́nez-Navarrete et al. (2004) onwafers interprets themoisture rangebelow6%as fragile,

and it reports the softness limit at about 11.8%moisture content and awater activity of 0.59.

Weber et al. (2005) studied the influence of moisture sorption on the crispness of wafers.

The sorptiondiagram for no/low sugarwafers in Fig. 8.12has the relationofwafermois-

ture andwater activity togetherwith the categories of good, compromised, and soft texture.

8.4.3.4 Adjusting the Water Activity in Wafer Samples for Texture Measurements
Wafer disc samples for texture measurement require storage at the targeted water activity

and a temperature typically 22°C or 25°C for at least 24 h in order to equilibrate. Mul-

tilayered wafer biscuits have to equilibrate for much longer—up to 2 weeks and typically

in a desiccator carrying salt crystals wetted with a saturated solution of that salt. Table 8.9

has the some recommended salts within the range of water activities suitable for wafers.

The first three are within the crispy range of wafers. Alternatively, a climate cabinet can

be applied for adjusting the water activity.

8.4.3.5 Sensory Testing
Sensory evaluation involves tests to evaluate characteristics such as appearance, odour,

texture, or taste. For texture a specific vocabulary is used (Table 8.10). Selecting the terms

to characterize a specific wafer product best is up to the sensory panel.
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8.4.3.6 The Best Objective Mechanical Test Technique for Wafers
From Fig. 6.13 in Chapter 6 we know that in a wafer sheet there are the two outer surface

layers with just a few small pores, which are more dense and firm, while the central part

has wide pores and just thin bridges of wafer material. That combination is responsible for

the crispy but yielding eating impression. The test technique ideally should replicate the

typical wafer consumption by the end user and inform on the mechanical stability for

processing steps such as those for sugar wafer cookie manufacturing for flat wafers or

ice cream filling for wafer cones.

Shear stress in wafers occurs at all transport steps—in cutting, during packaging and

finally when the consumer bites into the product. Shear testing is possible in all kinds of

wafer products. The main criteria are the shear rate (velocity of the probe) and the geom-

etry of the tool to simulate the first bite. There are some dedicated tools available, such as

the following:

• the OTMS (Ottawa Texture Measuring System) shear cell,

• the Kramer shear cell and

• the Warner Bratzler shear probe.

However, in routine testing the preferred test options are

• Penetration

• Compression

• Bending/breaking

• Sound analysis in parallel to these mechanical tests

Table 8.10 Sensory Descriptors for Wafer Texture (Examples)
Property Potential Descriptors

Hardness Tender, crisp, crunchy, firm, hard, chewy, soggy, soft

Deformation behaviour Rubbery, plastic, elastic

Cohesion Crumbly, flaky, brittle, gritty, coarse, powdery, cohesive

Stickiness Adhesive, tacky, sticky, gooey, viscous, dry

Table 8.9 Water Activity Adjustment at 25°C by Saturated Salt Solutions
Salt Water Activity Relative Humidity

Lithium chloride 0.113 11.3

Potassium acetate 0.225 22.5

Magnesium chloride 0.328 32.8

Potassium carbonate 0.432 43.2

Magnesium nitrate 0.529 52.9

Sodium bromide 0.576 57.6

Potassium iodide 0.689 68.9

Sodium chloride 0.753 75.3

Potassium chloride 0.843 84.3

Data: www.decagon.com.
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8.4.3.7 Penetration Tests
A thin metal rod moves at a predefined pace to the wafer at a 90-degree angle (Fig. 8.13).

The instrument records the maximum force required for penetration. Due to the inho-

mogeneous surface structure, the penetration work depends on the position, primarily if

the penetration does or doesn’t occur at a reeding. For that reason, a statistically sound

result requires a large number of repetitions.

8.4.3.8 Compression Tests
In uniaxial compression testing (Fig. 8.14), a flat probe moves at a predefined speed in

parallel orientation towards the wafer sample placed on a solid support plate. Typical feed

rates of the probe are in the range of 30–50 mm/min. We recommend a probe area of at

least 10 cm2 in order to level out any reeding-valley effects of the wafer surface.When the

Support
ring

Wafer disk

Penetration
rod

Fig. 8.13 Penetration test scheme.

Support
plate

Wafer disk

Compression
probe disk
area 10 cm2

Fig. 8.14 Compression test scheme.
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probe hits the wafer surface the central foam structure starts to deform, followed by

breaking of the denser top layer and, later, the gradual breaking of the thin bridges of

the wafer pores. The stress-strain diagram illustrates three regions: elastic, brittle and

densification.

The movement of the probe stops as preset at a certain height after penetrating a

defined percentage of the wafer thickness, 75% for example. Alternatively, a compression

force criterion such as ‘stop after a 40% decrease from themaximum force’ can be applied.

Fig. 8.15 (Barclay, 2006) has the stress-strain curves of compressions tests for three

different types of wafer samples.

1. A light, crisp wafer, being soft and less dense

2. A hard crunchy wafer, being harder and denser

3. The second hard crunchy wafer softened completely by increasing the moisture con-

tent to 12%

The light and hard wafers differ significantly in linear elastic compression force.

After brittle fracture of the surface shell for both wafers, a region of jaggedness follows

where pores are broken. Finally, opposing cell walls begin to touch, resulting in a region

of densification. The curve of the no. 2 wafer is not anymore glassy in texture. Plasticized

by moisture, the force is lower and without any brittle jagged events.

Linear compression as well is suitable for testing the stability of hollow wafer pieces.
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Fig. 8.15 Compression testing for flat wafers: 1—light wafer, 2—hard wafer and 3—hard,
moistened wafer. (Courtesy by Barclay, J., 2006. Engineering Analysis of Crispy Foods – IMechE Food Engi-
neer of the Year Award winner – 2006, Project Synopsis. www.imeche.org/docs/default-source/knowledge-
process-industries/crispyfoodswinnerfood2006.pdf?sfvrsn¼0, 5 pp).
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Compression Testing for Wafer Cones
In testing the breaking stability of wafer cones/cups with flat rims, a tennis ball may be a

suitable interface between the compression probe disc and the horizontally positioned,

supported cone/cup.

8.4.3.9 Bending Tests
In bending tests (Fig. 8.16), a rounded rod probe moves at a predefined speed in parallel

orientation towards the rectangular wafer sample supported on both sides by a round or

rectangular supporting tool. The rod is moving at a pace of 10–30 mm/min. The width

of the wafer sample and the distance between the bending line and the side supports are

constant. The width of the sample should contain a minimum number of reeding lines,

10 for instance. When the bending rod hits the wafer surface, the sandwich structure,

which has hard surface layers with an airy centre, starts to deform and finally breaks.

The bending length until break provides information about the flexibility of the

wafer, the maximum force at break about the hardness. The bending test is useful for

cream-filled sugar wafer cookies.

That kind of testing can be done with wafer products other than flat wafers such as

wafer sticks (flute wafers) or wafer cones and cups. Wafer cones/cups require a support to

hold the cone/cup in its position (Fig. 8.17) and to apply the force rectangular to the

surface of the sample. The support device allows for a perfectly horizontal adjustment

of the cone’s position.

8.4.3.10 Sound Analysis in Parallel to Mechanical Tests
Mohamed et al. (1982) analysed both mechanical compression and sound for testing var-

ious friable foods. In Fig. 8.18, Barclay (2006), regarding compressing a fresh wafer, mon-

itored in parallel the force drop (right scale) during fracturing and superimposed the

Wafer
sample

Bending
probe

Support

Fig. 8.16 Bending test scheme.
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acoustic sound pulse level (left scale). The degree of jaggedness of the load drops during

compression links to a change in loudness of sound produced during crushing.

8.5 ICE CREAM FILLED SUGAR CONES: MOISTURE RESISTANCE
AND MOISTURE MIGRATION

8.5.1 Water Activity, Moisture Content and Sugar Cone Texture
The AW of rolled sugar wafer cones after baking is extremely low, less than 0.1. Con-

trarily, frozen ice cream with water as one of the main components is very high in AW,

close to 1.0. The sorption isotherms for the cone’s main components—flour (starch, pro-

tein) and sugar—all show unacceptably high moisture sorption at the water activity of ice

cream. Consequently, from thermodynamics there is a strong physical driver to equili-

brate these huge differences. In the ready prepared ice cream filled cone, there is plenty of

time for equilibration during storage and distribution. The wafer cone attracts moisture

easily and it becomes chewy once the water activity exceeds a value of about 0.45.

Cone support

Fig. 8.17 Wafer cone support device scheme.

Fig. 8.18 Compression test load and sound pressure level (SPL). (Diagram: Courtesy J. Barclay
IMechE (2006)).
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Moisture sorption by the hygroscopic cones continues and the cones first get rubbery,

and then they become soggy and even soft. See Section 8.2.3 for the respective limits

in Table 8.4.

Goelitz et al. (2007) applied applied a relative scale with a midpoint value of 5 when

testing the crispness of rolled sugar cones (Fig. 8.19). High values are indicative of a good

crispness of the cones. Decreasing values indicate the progressive loss of crispness in par-

allel to an increasing water activity.

The curve for the cocoa cone in Fig. 8.19 is a stringent confirmation of the hygro-

scopic properties of nonfat cocoa solids such as cocoa powder. Contrary to the wide-

spread opinion, chocolate coatings would be perfect for moisture protection of the

wafers.

8.5.2 The Cross Section of Rolled Sugar Cones
8.5.2.1 Pore Size and Distribution of the Pores
If we look to a sugar cone’s cross section, we see five layers consisting of three different

zones, quite similar as discussed for no/low sugar wafers in Section 6.4.2 of Chapter 6.
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Fig. 8.19 Water activity and rolled sugar wafer cone crispness. (Data from Goelitz, C.D., Harper, W.J.,
Delwiche, J.F., 2007. Relationship of water activity to cone crispness as assessed by positional relative rat-
ing. J. Sens. Stud. 22 (6), 687–694).
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Zone A layers are the ones adjacent to the surface of the heated bottom and top baking

plates. Characteristics are the higher density and very small pores. However, at present we

have no means to actively control the following:

• The thickness of that dense layer

• The presence, number and size of pores within the dense layer.

Zone B layers are between the top layers and the core (central) structure. Here we find

intermediate pore sizes and still a mechanically strong connective structure.

Zone C, the core (central) layer, has far bigger pores and comparatively thin walls. Can

we reduce the thickness or strengthen the structure of this weakest layer? From the

manufacturing side there are possibilities to optimize Zone C. For developing a better

physical structure, rechecking the parameters such as ingredients, recipe, mixing, batter

holding time and baking temperature is required.

In cone manufacturing, we are not yet able to control the pore size in a good way in

order to obtain a more homogeneous distribution over the cross section.

8.5.2.2 Moisture Migration in Ice Cream Filled Cones
Currently we do not have all the data to evaluate the moisture migration in cones. What

are the transferred quantities of moisture at the different temperatures prevailing in the

distribution chain and at the different water activities occurring from the freshly filled

crispy cone up to the final stage of sogginess? How does the moisture transfer work:

via the ‘wall’ structures mainly or from the walls to the pore atmosphere and back to

the wall? Then, in consequence do we want more walls or more even pores?

8.5.3 Moisture Migration Via Packaging Materials
In Section 7.2.5 of Chapter 7, we extensively discussed the importance of packaging the

baked cones into sleeves and plastic materials. However, when looking to the moisture

sorption isotherms of cellulose-based packaging materials (Parker et al., 2006) we see that

both paper sleeves and carton boxes add their own sorption properties and are hygro-

scopic as well. In the worst case, cones packed just in sleeves and carton boxes are a source

of moisture sorption in high RH storage conditions. That absorbed moisture then

migrates to the wafer cones, rendering them noncrunchy.

Both main cone components, flour and sugar, are hygroscopic, even if sugar only is

when there is higher water activity. There are just a few options to look into for coun-

teracting moisture migration in sugar wafer cones.

• Changes in composition and weight of the wafer cones

• Moisture migration barriers inside and outside the cone

• Frozen storage at temperatures of �18°C or less to substantially reduce moisture

diffusion

• Kinetic aspects of moisture migration
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8.5.4 Wafer Cone Composition and Cone Weight
Can the cone recipe assist in improving the moisture migration issue? An increased

weight of the cone stabilizes the cone and allows proportionally for moremoisture migra-

tion before approaching the limit of crunchiness.

8.5.4.1 Less Flour, More Sugars
The principal component in wafer cones is flour. The flour’s main components,

gelatinized starch and denatured protein, after baking absorb moisture voluntarily, being

a main reason for getting soggy wafers in contact with moist fillings rapidly. For an

improvement we have to rely on other ingredients such as sugars and oils/fats.

The sugar in cooldown after baking forms a kind of ‘sugar glass’ layer, which results in

1. A big improvement in the crunchiness of rolled sugar cones

2. A reduction in the rate of moisture diffusion

Fromexperience,white sugar in that respectworks better thandarker sugar qualities. From

theminimumbaker’s percentage of sugar required for proper cone rolling, which is below

40%, there is some space to increase by a few percent. Contra arguments tomore sugar are

the even higher cone sweetness and the increase in ingredient costs. However, the

mechanical stability of the cones improves and themoisturemigration slowsdown slightly.

The substitution of a small percentage, 5%–15%, of sucrose by a ‘second sweetener’

such as glucose syrups and maltodextrins often results in a denser and harder cone texture.

A resulting increase in cone weight again improves the cone stability and the resistance

against moisture migration slightly. The plasticizing action of maltodextrins and glucose

syrups is lower than that of sucrose.When substituting some sugar with other sweeteners,

be careful in taking out the full percentage of sugar and check if with the substitute still

proper rolling is guaranteed.

A further option is to replace 5%–10% of sucrose by cane molasses that again imparts a

harder, denser cone texture and additionally the typical flavour of molasses. However,

plate cleaning is required more frequently. Other sugars at a similar substitution level

can be functional as well but there are no studies on that in the public domain.

From a baking technology viewpoint the increase in sugars reaches a limit rather soon

and has contra aspects as well.

• The baking time increases slightly

• The hot wafer pieces are becoming increasingly softer. Then a proper rolling without

distortion becomes more difficult

• The time required for sugar recrystallization and ‘freezing’ the cone structure

increases. That generates a risk of cone deformation after leaving the rolling station

Rolled sugar cones are not to directly contact to ice cream.When temperatures are above

deep-freezing temperatures, after some time a part of the sugar dissolves and the cone

layer in direct contact, at the least, becomes soggy.
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8.5.4.2 More Lipids: Oil/Fat and Lecithin
Some people assume and patent applications suggest that an increase in oil/fat in the

recipe will greatly retard cone sogginess related to moisture migration from ice cream.

However, in reality the effect is almost zero. Why? The low levels of oil/fat in cone

recipes do not form a closed layer and moisture diffuses freely. For rolled sugar cones,

an oil/fat level in the range of 3–10 bakers’ percent at maximum is reasonable for a good

plate release without running into oily plate surfaces. An overly high fat level in the recipe

results in oily baking plate surfaces. Consequently, we see disturbances of steam release, a

blotchy cone surface and some fire hazard due to oil dripping into the burners of

the oven.

Lecithin is part of sugar cone recipes; however, there are positive and negative aspects.

• More lecithin improves baking to become faster and more even, and it assists in the

release of the baked wafer disc.

• However, lecithin is an emulsifier. It has hydrophilic properties as well that mediate

moisture sorption and migration. Moreover, lecithin at higher levels compromises

the cone flavour

8.5.4.3 Other Ingredients
Magnesium hydroxide carbonate E 504, a very light hydrophobic powder, is an option to

improve wafer release and to marginally reduce the moisture sensitivity of the cones. The

range of addition is from 0.25% to 0.7% on a flour base.

8.5.4.4 Further Influence on Cone Weight
Leavenings such as sodium or ammonium bicarbonate are not common ingredients in

rolled sugar cones, because any weight reduction reduces both its mechanical stability

and the quantity of moisture required to reach the crunchiness limit at about 7%moisture

content. As in any diffusion-controlled phenomenon, less cone weight means that less

moisture can migrate before exceeding the limits to a rubbery or even soft cone texture.

Here, an important option is to keep the solids content in the batter as high as possible

by reducing the water level. However, the risk of running into mixing and pumping

issues due to an overly high batter viscosity increases.

To conclude, the recipe can help to improve somewhat, but it is mainly at the expense

of higher costs for ingredients and a longer baking time. It is a matter of compromise:

How much cone weight can we provide for a slight delay in cone softening?

8.5.5 Moisture Migration Barriers
Physical moisture migration barriers are one of the most efficient ways to keep ice cream

filled cones crunchy.We have to prevent moisture migration to the cone during the long

storage time, either from outside through the packaging sleeve or from the ice cream

inside the paper sleeve to the outer, noncoated cone part. Such barriers are the following:
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a. An inside coating of the wafer cones by either chocolate or compound chocolate

with an increased fat content of about 40%–60%. This is applied by spraying imme-

diately before the filling with frozen ice cream, directly followed by shock frosting.

b. An efficient protection of the outer side of the cones for frozen ice cream/wafer

products is as important as the inside coating. The paper sleeve, carrying a moisture

barrier coating, has to prevent any moisture migration from outside via the air phase.

The storage time at typically fluctuating temperature and humidity conditions before

the final consumption can be long.

c. Finally, the sealing of the cone rim to the paper sleeve is important. Then the last

option for moisture diffusion to the cones outside is closed. That is done after ice

cream filling by spraying the same chocolate that was used in sealing the cones inside.

The temperature for spraying the chocolate masses is 40–45°C. Themasses have a Casson

viscosity of 0.35–0.45 Pa; the Casson yield value is in the range of 1.5–3 Pa, both at 40°C.
Proposed alternative edible coatings based on shellac or zein, a protein from corn,

were never realized in industrial practice. These require spraying from an alcoholic

solution, which is impractical because of a long drying time and issues with some alcohol

being left on a product sold to children. Beside the possible flavour implications, alcohol

residues are a no-go in food items for children.Who should want to switch from the ‘gold

standard’ of chocolate-type coatings?

All these barriers discussed are not absolute protection from moisture diffusion. We

just increase the time before the cone reaches a water activity of about 0.45 and starts to

get soggy.

8.5.6 Reduced Moisture Diffusion in the Cold Chain Below 218°C
The moisture migration rate from the ice cream of high AW to the low AW cone greatly

depends on the adherence to deep freezing conditions all the way from themanufacturing

centre, to distribution, then to the point of sale, and finally when transporting the item

home. Frozen storage of ice cream-filled wafer cones, first at –40°C in the factory then

later at temperatures not over –18°C is an efficient way to inhibit moisture migration

almost completely.

Critical in distribution are any ‘warmer’ phases, above –18°C, between manufactur-

ing and final consumption such as the following:

• The truck transport to stores

• Even more important are the display freezer boxes at the point of sale. The temper-

ature of the top layer of full freezer boxes is just a few degrees below zero frequently

• Finally, any higher temperature episodes during nonfrozen transport or refreezing by

the consumers. However, that is outside of the manufacturers’ and sellers’

responsibility

Any higher temperature in one of these distribution steps, even while being still below

0°C, increases the moisture migration dramatically.
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Even at good cold chain conditions, with prolonged storage time, some moisture

migration will increase the cone moisture but the system does not reach the limit of

the wafer’s crunchiness.

8.5.7 Kinetic Aspects and Summary
When talking about soggy wafer cones, we have to distinguish between two different

phenomena: the kinetics of moisture migration and the final equilibrium in water activ-

ity. The kinetics of moisture migration refers to the transfer rate of moisture.

• From the high water activity area of ice cream, the AW is well over 0.9.

• To the low water activity area of the sugar cone, which after baking has an AW well

below 0.1 and stays only crunchy up to about 0.45.

To conclude, here is a summary on our possibilities to retard that moisture transfer.

1. Some recipe changes to reduce the transfer rate without influencing the final

equilibrium level. Primarily the quantity of and type of glass-forming sugars and

the cone weight are our options here. Both lead to some increase in costs. The main

sugar cone ingredient is still wheat flour that greatly determines the behaviour in

moisture sorption. There are almost no small ‘magical’ additives.

2. An optimization of today’s high quality cones towards a closed, more or less pore-free

surface with its typical glassy texture is visible in some products. The surface layer

starts to get soggy first, but the transfer to the rest of the cone is somewhat retarded.

Changing the structure of the central pores due to the heat transfer and baking

method seems to be not feasible.

3. Cone sleeving to protect the cone from the outside, cone enrobing of the inside and

sealing at the top rim are effective physical barriers to retard moisture diffusion. For

the chocolate-type enrobing the basic principles are to be homogeneous in layer

thickness and to get a flexible layer that is pore free as much as possible. The higher

fat content of ice cream cone enrobings, up to about 60%, is beneficial here.

4. The third and often underestimated factor in quality losses is any temperature increase

or fluctuation in the product chain between factory and end consumption. That

increases moisture transfer rates dramatically, but it is not within the influence of

the manufacturer.

The modern industrial ice cream cone industry is only working if the migration kinetics

are well under control. The products never approach the equilibrium state, which cor-

responds to a soggy cone.

8.6 STALING OF WAFFLES—THE LOSS OF FRESHNESS
AND SOFTNESS

Staling refers to undesirable changes in quality of fresh and RTE waffles such as the

loss of flavour and the loss of the pleasant, soft eating quality (firming). The dominant
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factors for the decrease in textural softness are changes in the starch components AM and

AP, called retrogradation. Staling is not any kind of microbiological spoilage. For reviews

on staling see Wang et al. (2015), Smith et al. (2004), Gray and Bemiller (2003),

Lallemand (2001a,b), Smits (2001), Hug-Iten (2000) and Hebeda and Zobel (1996).

Staling is not restricted to waffles; it is a common phenomenon in other soft-textured

bakery products such as cakes or tortillas (Bueso Ucles, 2003; Bueso et al., 2006).

This chapter is about understanding the different aspects, which affect the staling of

the freshly baked waffle up to the end of shelf life. It summarizes the role of ingredients

such starch, the main component in flour, emulsifiers and enzymes to retard that process,

as well as potential modifications in recipes, processing, distribution and storage.

8.6.1 The Staling Process
For frozen waffles available mainly in North America, staling is not an issue due to

finishing in a toaster or oven immediately before consumption. However, in waffles con-

sumed either fresh or as RTE convenience snacks with a desired shelf life of three to six

months, staling is a key issue. Staling starts after baking and gradually increases. It has three

main aspects, the last one being the most striking:

a. Changes in flavour quality and loss of flavour intensity

b. A redistribution of moisture within the waffle and a moisture loss

c. The firming of the waffle texture that is continuously progressing

a. Changes in flavour quality and loss of flavour intensity

The taste of freshly baked waffles is a combination of sweet, caramelized and specific bak-

ing notes coming from ingredients such as eggs, sugars, yeast, vanilla, or butter flavours.

That flavour profile changes progressively due to physical effects, mostly evaporation and

adsorption as well as by chemical reactions, primarily oxidation. Due to differences in

their chemical nature, some flavour components diminish faster than others do. Top

notes from added ingredients and flavours disappear or modify as well as some of the

flavours formed by Maillard reactions in baking. Then a different, more flatter and stale

flavour remains. Taste notes such as ‘floury’, ‘doughy’, or ‘low, empty’ increasingly are

recognizable if not covered somewhat by a high sweetness of the product.

The real technological task is to compose the recipe by the application of flavours and

flavour precursors according to the typical shelf life of the product and by selecting the

right sweetness level. The taste profile not immediately after baking but after storage for

one to several weeks is of main interest.

b. Redistribution of moisture in the waffle and moisture loss

When the waffles leave the baking oven, there is a moisture gradient from the surface to

the centre. A thin surface layer is even crusty and baked rather dry; the centre crumbmay

be even still slightly doughy in texture due to the temperature gradient in baking and its

higher moisture content. During the cooldown phase of the waffles, moisture
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redistribution starts by diffusion to the surface and some additional loss of 1%–2% mois-

ture during the cooler passage. Within some hours, already in the final package, the

waffles approach the equilibrium in moisture content all over the cross section.

Any condensation of moisture at the inner surface of the packaging film due to incor-

rect, overly warm packaging into cold films, however, is not a regular moisture redistri-

bution effect.

Changes in starch crystallinity are amain driver formoisture redistribution and result in

• A decrease of soluble starch

• A decrease of hydration capacity, which means a loss of water bound to the starch part

• A change in the texture of the waffles from soft to a more chewy consistency

In parallel moisture losses contribute to the staling process.

• A slight moisture loss through the packaging film, which for waffles typically is not a

very high moisture barrier in order to avoid any moisture accumulation in the

package.

• Even if the general moisture loss is low as the moisture redistributes internally, the

perceived waffle texture becomes increasingly dry. Some moisture initially bound

to the freshly gelatinized AP starch phase rearranges from the starch to the other main

components, proteins, and sugars. Together with some aging in the proteins, that

increases the crumbliness of waffles.

c. The continuous firming of the waffle texture

The starch part in waffles causes a crumb firming effect that is the most striking and

unpleasant feature of quality loss. The two main starch components, the macromolecules

AM (20%–25%) and AP (75%–80%), although having the same D-glucose building units

are quite differently structured: AM molecules are almost linear while AP is heavily

branched. In the native state, these macromolecules constitute the rather large, dry starch

granules of a few micrometres to over 100 μm in diameter.

When applying heat to the waffle baking mass, the moisture causes the starch granules

first to swell and later to disintegrate during the gelatinization at 60°C to over 90°C. The
gelatinization temperature increases with both a higher sugar and a lower moisture

content of the baking mass. If during the late baking phase there is already a restricted

moisture content, some of the starch granules may stay nongelatinized, simply becoming

hard fillers in the waffle matrix.

During gelatinization, the starch changes from an ordered, crystalline state to a

disordered, amorphous state. The binding of moisture forms a gel. Upon cooling, the

disordered starch in the gel begins to reorder, a process called retrogradation. The mol-

ecules in the swollen starch gel return to a more rigid crystalline, ordered state, with the

direct consequence of firming the waffle texture. Starch retrogradation is a time and tem-

perature dependent process. Both of the starch fractions, AP and AM, in a different way

reorganize and mature by increasing the rigidity of the starch network. Some

rearrangement of the proteins may be involved in that aging and firming process as well.
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8.6.2 The Retrogradation of Starch
8.6.2.1 Retrogradation of the AM Part
During baking and gelatinization, the mostly linear AMmolecules dissolve and leach out

from the granule structure. When the baked waffle cools, the AM rather quickly retro-

grades¼ reorganizes into crystallized structures, which are part of the waffle’s initial

textural strength and structural stability. Most of the AM retrogradation will be complete

by the time the product has cooled to room temperature.

8.6.2.2 How to Influence the Retrogradation of AM
The incorporation of saturated monoglycerides (E 471) in their alpha crystalline form in

the recipe influences AM retrogradation. Monoglycerides form inclusion complexes

with the AM. That softens the initial texture of the waffles. Palmitic or stearic acid mono-

glycerides show the highest efficiency, in other words, the highest amylose complexing

index (ACI), while oleic acid monoglycerides are far less efficient. Other emulsifiers such

as mixed mono/diglycerides (E 471), polyoxyethylene sorbitan monostearate (polysor-

bate 60, E 435), or sodium stearoyl-2-lactylate (E 481) are lower in ACI and therefore less

efficient in that softening activity. Therefore, for lines with high-intensity mechanical

batter aeration the application of just a simple monoglyceride emulsifier instead of the

more expensive aeration emulsifiers can be an option.

For maintaining freshness, products with 90%-monoglyceride are used in waffles at a

level of 0.3%–0.6% (on a flour plus starch base) in the recipe. The best recommended

application form is as a monoglyceride ‘hydrate paste’ in order to have it available in finest

distribution for complex forming. Just disperse it in the water phase of the batter; never

try to melt such a paste despite its fatlike consistency. Such pastes have some 25%–30%
content of monoglycerides and are commercially available. Two further, less preferable

options are the direct addition of monoglycerides to the batter as a very fine powder with

the minor ingredients or the melting and resolidification in emulsified shortenings; in

both cases alpha-tending co-emulsifiers are incorporated (Whitehurst, 2004).

8.6.2.3 Retrogradation of AP
The branched AP molecules swell and stay in place during gelatinization because of their

larger size and three-dimensional linking. The re-aggregation of gelatinized AP requires a

longer time compared to AM retrogradation and is the primary factor for the continuous

increase in firmness during the waffles’ shelf life. The AP side chains transform into a state

of rigid crystalline aggregates and cause the firming. Consequently, somemoisture bound

to the swollen, freshly gelatinized AP before will rearrange and the waffle again becomes

firmer and less elastic. AP molecules are complexing little, if at all, with emulsifiers. Beta-

amylases also hardly affect them because of their branching alpha-1,6-linkages.
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8.6.2.4 How to Influence the Retrogradation of AP
To retard the AP-related progressive firming, ‘maltogenic’ alpha-amylases of medium

temperature stability may be applied. These specific amylases cut the side chain branches

of the AP down to 11 glucose units in length or less. At that size for steric reasons, a

recrystallization cannot take place anymore. The presence of very short chains seems

to interfere with the reassociation of the long chains as well (W€ursch and Gumy, 1994).

8.6.2.5 AM-AP Combination Effect
Beside the AM and AP-specific retrogradation, there is a further mechanism for an inten-

sified structural firming: some network forming by co-crystallization of AMwith AP side

chains. Furthermore, any low-DE glucose syrups in the recipe may contribute in a similar

way because they considerably consist of longer chain maltodextrins, which are able to

co-crystallize. Six glucose units or more are required for helix formation (Vliegenthart

et al., 2003; Smits, 2001).

8.6.3 The Antistaling Action of Amylolytic Enzymes
Both the action pattern of amylases and their heat stability are important for the perfor-

mance in retarding retrogradation effects (Champenois et al, 1999; Hug-Iten et al., 2003;

Goesart et al., 2009a,b). Amylases cannot directly degrade the native granular starches

because they occur in the baking mass. First, a structural opening of the starch granules

by gelatinization is required, which occurs only at baking temperatures of 60°C to over

90°C, depending on the level of sugars and water present. Amylolytic enzymes of good

thermostability therefore are required for improving the softness of waffles. Less thermo-

stable ones like regular fungal amylase or wheat flour beta-amylase inactivate already at

the gelatinization temperature.

Even in case of adding amylases, the firming of waffles and the recrystallization of

starch are not necessarily in parallel due to conflicting influences.

• Starch-degrading enzymes act by decreasing the structural strength of the starch

phase. The reduction of AP side chain lengths into shorter branches by alpha-amylase

can prevent some recrystallization of AP.

• The connectivity between crystalline AM starch phases can be reduced by amylases.

• However, starch-degrading enzymes may also promote the formation of a partly

crystalline AM network from shorter chains and stabilize and thereby strengthen

the starch network.

• Maltogenic amylases and xylanases (pentosanases) indirectly may improve the elastic-

ity of the gluten network in waffles.

For amylolytic enzymes, both their active temperature range and their action pattern are

important to consider. The goal is ambivalent: breaking down enough branched starch to

inhibit staling, but not so much that the crumb loses its resilience/springiness and

becomes sticky or ultimately crumbling.
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8.6.3.1 Endo Versus Exoamylases
Endoamylases have an aggressive action pattern on the backbone of theAPmolecule up to

some liquefaction of the starch structure. An overdose tends to result the ‘wrong’ kind of

softness, an overly soft, gummy and sticky waffle crumb without the typical crumb resil-

ience. The crumb should be soft and springy.Gumminess is associated to the generation of

branched maltodextrins with a degree of polymerization (DP) in the range of 20–100.
Activity of exoamylases is preferable because it accomplishes the desired retardation of

staling, with fewer of the negative effects associated with endoamylases (Olesen, 1991).

The following Table 8.11 has an overview on the suitability of different amylases for an

application against staling (cf. van der Maarel et al., 2002).

8.6.3.2 Fungal Alpha-Amylases
Fungal alpha-amylases are widely used in baked goods manufacturing for other functions.

However, their value as a sole antistaling agent for extending the waffle shelf life is limited

due to lacking thermostability. When there is the maximum availability of the substrate

during gelatinization, the enzyme is almost thermally inactivated already. A newer type of

fungal amylases with intermediate thermostability such as the amylase from Aspergillus

niger is inactivated fully only later in baking. The result is better softness, but due to starch

degradation the crumb resilience (springiness) is compromised.

8.6.3.3 Bacterial Alpha-Amylases
Bacterial alpha-amylases reach their optimum activity at around 74°C. Evenwhen during
the steam escape phase of baking the waffles reach an internal temperature of 100°C,

Table 8.11 Different Amylases and Waffle Texture

Enzyme Source Action
Thermo-
Stability Softness Resilience

Alpha-amylase Fungal, Aspergillus oryzae Endogenic Low (+) (++++)

Gluco-amylase Fungal, Aspergillus niger Exogenic Low (++++)

Beta-amylase Cereal (wheat flour) Exo,

maltogenic

Low (++++)

Alpha-amylase Fungal, A. niger Endogenic Intermediate ++ ++

Alpha-amylase Cereal (malting) Endogenic Intermediate ++ ++

Alpha-amylase Bacterial, Bacillus megaterium Endogenic Intermediate +++ ++

Maltogenic

amylase

Bacterial, Bacillus

stearothermophilus

Exo Intermediate ++++ ++++

G4 amylase Bacterial, Pelomonas

saccharophila

Exo Intermediate ++++ ++++

Alpha-amylase Bacterial, Bacillus subtilis Endogenic High ++++ +

+/++++, the number of signs indicates the magnitude of the effect; bracketed signs indicate early thermal inactivation in
baking.

Modified from Lallemand Baking Update, 2001a. Bread Staling, vol. 1 (16), 2 p. Lallemand Baking Update, 2001b.
Improving Crumb Softness, vol. 2 (7), 2 p.
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there is still about 25% of the original activity of that highly thermostable enzyme

remaining. Even at cooldown after baking, some enzyme might be still working in

the waffle centre. As an endo-amylase it results easily in an overly soft, gummy and sticky

waffle crumb lacking resilience.

A bacterial amylase with intermediate thermostability (Bacillus megaterium amylase) is

fully inactivated during baking and results in a soft but less gummy texture. But still the

crumb resilience/springiness is limited.

8.6.3.4 Maltogenic Alpha-Amylases
Maltogenic alpha-amylases like the B. megaterium amylase show intermediate thermosta-

bility compared to traditional bacterial amylases. They survive starch gelatinization and

are active when most of the substrate is available. But in the final baking phase, their

functionality will be inactivated. Most importantly, the exo-acting (maltogenic) action

pattern on the AP molecule is entirely different (Olesen, 1991).

The result is a superior performance: the shortenedAP side chains recrystallize at amuch

slower rate compared to nonmodified AP molecules. The waffles remain softer, but they

have enough structure to maintain good springiness and resilience (Mikuš et al., 2013).

For the maltogenic amylases, the ‘more is better’ philosophy actually works: a level of over-

dosage is not reached so easily. For example, the recommended dosage of 75 ppm of

Novamyl 10.000 delivers 750 maltogenic amylase activity units (MANU)/kg flour.

8.6.3.5 G4 Amylases
Another newer product in the market, a G4-amylase such as Grindamyl Powerfresh, is

shortening the AP side chains in steps of 4 units, which efficiently reduces their tendency

to form double helices. The rate of AP retrogradation is reduced. This provides substan-

tial softening and improved elasticity without excessive weakening of the AM network.

Furthermore, balanced fragmentation of AM by the G4-amylase results in an accelerated

AM recrystallization prior to AP retrogradation. This leaves less chance for the combined

network formation of recrystallized AM and retrograding AP and reduces the overall

crumb firming further.

8.6.4 Evaluation of Waffle Texture and Taste
The firming in texture is followed mostly by uniaxial compression measurements in par-

allel to sensory analysis, in addition to several more sophisticated instrumental test

methods (Shih et al., 2006). For compression testing, texture analyzers from several com-

panies are available.

Typically a flat plate is moving into the waffle and a force/distance diagram is

recorded. The force is in parallel to the waffle firmness. The firming over storage time

is monitored in comparison to control samples while different ingredient or processing

modifications are done.
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In parallel to texture measurements, sensory testing is important to combine for the

evaluation of the following:

• The breaking behaviour, the springiness/resilience

• Parameters such as softness, crumbliness and stickiness during eating

• Any changes in the taste/flavour

8.6.5 Influence of Ingredients on the Firming of Waffles
Ingredients either affect the crumb firming directly, by dilution of the ‘firming compo-

nent’ starch, or by influencing the redistribution of moisture. Here is a summary:

a. Which type of soft wheat flour should be used—low gluten, medium, or higher? For

the waffle types with high sugar levels, the flour gluten level is of less importance.

We seemore initial gumminess and less firming later with higher gluten flours. In the

case of high gluten, some dilution components for gumminess reduction may be

required. In contrary waffle types with fermentation, such as the Liège, Brussels

or hunting waffle types, require high gluten flours.

b. Fats slow the staling due to a certain shortening effect, which retards the aggregation

of starch moieties. In some recipes margarines offer better softness keeping than oils,

probably due to them having less migration and coalescence.

c. Emulsifiers with a high ACI such as saturated long-chain monoglycerides improve

the textural softness of waffles efficiently, even for gluten-free waffles, which typi-

cally have a high percentage of starches (Whitehurst, 2004; Nunes et al., 2009).

d. Sugars and syrups slow staling directly by retaining moisture (humectants). High-DE

glucose syrups extend the shelf life better than low-DE glucose syrups. A higher

moisture retention and less combined recrystallization of syrup oligosaccharides with

starch or dextrin units occur. Fructose, high fructose corn syrups, and invert syrups

all are excellent humectants, but those need to be used with care in waffle recipes due

to their high browning intensity during waffle baking.

e. Polyol humectants such as glycerol or sorbitol are applied successfully to retard waffle

hardening. Even some propylene glycol, used as a solvent for the flavours, might

contribute here.

f. Short-chain oligosaccharides. Maltose reduces retrogradation better than glucose. Oli-

gosaccharides of 2–5 glucose residues seem to reduce retrogradation by intruding

between the starch chains. Contrarily, maltooligosaccharides consisting of 6 or more

glucose residues promote retrogradation because of co-crystallization by helix

formation.

g. Enzymes. Maltogenic beta-amylases are more effective than the glucogenic alpha-

amylase; see Section 8.6.3 for details. Some xylanase activity seems to be beneficial

too, probably for better distributing smaller nonstarch polysaccharide units with

some antistaling activity within the starch matrix.
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h. Proteins hold moisture and retard moisture redistribution effects. From the potential

protein sources, high-protein wheat flour might increase the gumminess of the waf-

fles. Therefore, egg proteins, milk proteins, or soy flours are preferable. The forma-

tion of a continuous protein phase seems to be critical for reducing the textural

effects of starch aggregation and hardening. But some protein maturing (aging)

effects due to aggregation are likely to occur during shelf life as well.

i. When adding egg yolk, besides the proteins, its fat phase is working in structural

shortening as well.

j. Fibres and hydrocolloids (cellulose, cellulose derivates, gums) increase water absorption

and retard moisture redistribution. Some of the gums will increase the gumminess of

the waffles, which typically is negative for European-style RTE waffles but is quite

common in frozen American waffles.

k. Whole wheat flour or bran flours in our experience offer no specific advantages in

preventing retrogradation and moisture redistribution effects. The bran fibres them-

selves contribute to a more firm texture by a distinct ‘fibre reinforcement’ effect.

l. Starches are the main source of the firming processes. An increase in starch concen-

tration by adding starch besides that of wheat flour is not recommended. Even for

diluting high gluten flours in case of batter mixing issues, nonwheat flours such as

lupin or soy flour are preferable. There are differences in the retrogradation ten-

dency of starches from different plants, related to the branching and the side chain

length of their specific AP molecules. Some of the existing studies are on dilute

starch pastes and therefore are not fully comparable to the specific recipe situation

and starch concentration as occurring in waffles. In waffle recipes, the retrogradation

of wheat starch seems to be less firming compared to potato starch retrogradation.

m. Soy flour, lupine flour—These flours, besides their positive nutritional, colour and

taste influences dilute the starch concentration and therefore reduce the possibility

of structural firming in the product. Both soy and lupine flour are to be labeled as

allergens.

n. Waffle rework paste—Some manufacturers apply waffle rework paste for improving

the freshness. A few percent of that paste may be added to the fresh batter. The

pregelatinized flour in the rework increases the level of bound water, which assists

in a more complete starch disintegration when gelatinizing the new flour.

o. Water hardness—in case of high water hardness the waffle texture will be generally

slightly more firm than with soft water.

8.6.6 Influence of Processing on the Firming of Waffles
Several parameters of processing affect the initial crumb softness and openness, respec-

tively the refirming. An often underestimated parameter is the effect of the internal waffle

structure (air cell distribution, specific gravity), which is greatly governed by the baking
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mass preparation stage. Moreover, some of the ingredients as listed in Section 8.6.5 are

functioning by their influence on the waffle structure.

8.6.6.1 The Preparation of the Baking Mass
• The mixing has to provide the optimum batter/dough structure for a given waffle

type and flour without a significant development of gluten. The finer and more reg-

ular the resulting crumb structure is, the better the crumb resilience and the moisture-

retaining capacity will be, resulting in a softer, less crumbly texture.

• Chemical aeration reduces the density of the waffles and therefore the chewing force

required at any time of the shelf life cycle.

• The same applies to the most efficient batter structuring method, the mechanical

aeration immediately before depositing. It reduces the density and the firmness level

of the waffle efficiently. At the same time mechanical aeration allows for fine tuning

the batter density and the waffle weight.

• Fermentation, besides the very positive flavour effects, is improving the textural

softness of the dough-based Liège waffles just partially. However, fermentation is pos-

itive for the texture of the batter-based Brussels type waffles.

8.6.6.2 Packaging the Waffles After Cooling
• The loss of moisture to the outside is largely restricted but not fully blocked by the

moisture barrier of the packaging film.

• Prevent any mechanical compression due to the stacking of waffle packs on their own

weight during storage in order to avoid an increase in compactness.

8.6.6.3 Cold Storage Increases the Retrogradation
The retrogradation of AP is temperature dependent; cold storage accelerates the firming.

Therefore, a waffle storage at ambient is recommendable. Avoid cold temperatures in

storage and distribution as much as possible. The more rapid firming in the cold season

should be minimized by storing in a warm area. Retrogradation rates are fastest below

10°C, in the range of +10°C to �7°C, so do not store RTE waffles in the refrigerator.

Freezing to �18°C and below stops further retrogradation. After thawing and

reheating to over 50°C in the microwave or oven, the waffles are soft for a short while.

However, reheated AP will re-retrograde rather quickly after cooling to ambient.

The retrogradation of AP is reversible. Contrarily, retrograded AM forms strong, almost

irreversible crystalline structures.
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CHAPTER NINE

Waffles—An Overview in Products and
Technology

9.1 INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

9.1.1 Terminology
For the noncrisp, soft-texturedwaffles (Fig. 9.1),we recommendnot using the term ‘wafer’.

Vice versa, the crispwafers are notwaffles.Nowadays because ofmixing the terms, there is

quite some confusion, even in the patent and in the scientific literature. When keeping a

clear terminology, pleonastic terms such as ‘soft waffles’ or ‘soft wafers’ are redundant.

Waffles have substantially different characteristics from the thin, crisp wafers:

(a) Waffles are thicker products due to deeper indentations of the waffle irons

(b) Most waffles show a raised, cake-like texture leavened by mechanical aeration,

chemical leavenings or yeast

(c) Baking moulds for waffles are not closed by sealing bars with venting holes as in

wafer baking

(d) In waffles, there is a much wider variation in recipes from rather plain ones to many

being rich in fat, sugars and eggs. The latter then are considered ready-to-eat (RTE)

snack foods without any further adjuncts as typically is required for wafers

(e) In correspondence to the variety in recipes, the baking mass for waffles can be either

a batter, a sweet paste or a dough

(f ) The waffle texture is soft due to the presence of humectants and an intermediate

moisture level after baking.We have to note here that from the traditional European

waffles some are wafer cookies in a technological sense, baked to a crisp texture with

low residual moisture

Today we find these main groups of waffles in the markets:

• RTE waffles of soft texture due to their moisture content with rich recipes (eggs,

sugars, fats). These originate from the Belgium-Netherlands-Northern France area

in Western Europe. Some of the RTE waffle types still carry place names out of that

area, although being available worldwide nowadays. They are convenient quick

snack items.

• Crisp thin waffles from the same area, in fact being wafer cookies (nl/fr galetten/gal-

ettes). These are baked to a low residual moisture content between wafer-patterned

plates instead of the cookie oven process.
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• Frozen waffles, just partially baked have been common inNorthAmerica since the 1950s

due to the widely available logistics in the distribution of frozen foods. In Europe, only

industrially manufactured ‘Brussels waffles’ require frozen distribution. Frozen waffles

are finished in a toaster or oven right before consumption. The recipes can be lean, in

otherwords, low in eggs, sugars and fat or even nonsweet. In combinationwith a variety

of either sweet or savoury toppings they are ideal for breakfast and quick lunch.

The term Belgian waffles is not a traditional one, but it was coined in the United States

more recently for the first two groups of waffles in difference to their frozen ones.

9.1.2 A Historical Glimpse
Le M�enagier de Paris, a 14th century guidebook for a young wife, has some advice on

making waffles. The following is a quotation from its French edition of 1846 by Jerome

Pichon, recently translated to English by Janet Hinson and published on the website of

David Friedman (Le Menagier de Paris, 1393):

Waffles are made in four ways.
In the first, beat eggs in a bowl, then salt and wine, and add flour, and moisten the one with the
other, and then put in two irons little by little, each time using as much batter as a slice of cheese is
wide, and clap between two irons, and cook one side and then the other; and if the iron does not
easily release the batter, anoint with a little cloth soaked in oil or fat.
The second way is like the first, but add cheese, that is, spread the batter as though making a tart
or pie, then put slices of cheese in the middle, and cover the edges; thus the cheese stays within the
batter and thus you put it between two irons.
The third method, is for dropped waffles, called dropped only because the batter is thinner like
clear soup, made as above; and throw in with it fine cheese grated; and mix it all together.
The fourth method is with flour mixed with water, salt and wine, without eggs or cheese.

Because the same book mentions wafers separately, we can assume that the unknown

author really means waffles. The recipes reflect that those times sugar was not a common

good while cheese and wine were readily available. The second method even mentions a

centre filled waffle.

Fig. 9.1 Soft-textured fresh egg waffle, ready to eat. (Photo: Haas).
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9.1.3 Many Traditional Names
In the presumptive birthplace of waffles, the Belgium-Netherlands-Northern France

area in Western Europe, these for long time have been seasonal and local treats. There

were traditional types of waffles, baked on small nonindustrial appliances based on the

following:

• Recipes with yeast-leavened batters and doughs liked for the characteristic taste

• Recipes from cake batters, called ‘Paris waffles’ with a cakelike texture

• Egg waffle batters with yolk and whites processed separately to obtain more airiness

• Waffles from butter-sugar pastes such as the more dense vanilla waffles or stroop-

wafels

Some of the names point to their places of origin or area of popularity such as Liège, Brus-

sels, Paris or Kempen waffles, which are the more widely known ones. But more of them

exist: Flemish, Bergische, Hong Kong, etc.

Other names come from one characteristic ingredient such as fresh egg, vanilla, butter or

stroopwafels. ‘Stroop’ is the Dutch name for their genuine syrup filling.

Other names address the shape—heart waffles—or texture—soft waffles. There are also

some newly coined such as toast waffles and flash waffles.

We find rich ingredient lists characterized by specific egg, sugar, fat and at times yeast

levels. The names of industrially manufactured waffles nowadays may no longer reflect

the original range of composition, which admittedly not always was well defined.

Primarily the fat level in the past was higher than we like today and as is required for

baking on modern industrial equipment. Former types such as 4/4 waffles, pointing

to the composition from about 1/4 of eggs, sugar, flour and fat each, are not present

anymore.

In the area of fermented waffles, the old name ‘hunting waffles’ (nl/fr jachtwafels,

gaufres de chasse) today is used synonymously to Liège waffles frequently despite the fact

that less sweet ‘yeast waffles’ without pearl sugar have been gaining popularity worldwide

recently.

Even the frozen waffles, originally due to their egg taste, named eggo nowadays are

very low in eggs.

From the frozen American waffles, the main types are homestyle or original, buttermilk

and blueberry.

In industrial manufacturing product names are compositionally widening, in some

cases even flowing together. Table 9.1 provides information on today’s main waffle types.

Waffles for long time were just popular in Northwestern Europe and in North America,

but now are on their way to being an internationally consumed convenience snack with

quite some regional variability.

9.1.4 Baking Masses and Waffle Types—An Overview
Table 9.1 summarizes the most important industrially manufactured types of waffles and

related wafer cookies currently in the market.
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The variety of baking masses used in manufacturing reflects the diversity of products.

We find three kinds of textures here: batter, paste and dough. The influences governing

the texture of masses, from fluid to pliable, are the following:

1. The ratio of water to flour

2. The percentage of sugars and fats—the higher the percentage, the less is the water

3. The extent of gluten development in the mixing/kneading phase

• Batters are fluid (pourable) baking masses of low to medium viscosity, from runny to

hardly flowing, mixed by dispersing flour and some minor ingredients in plenty of

water and other fluids such as sugar syrups, egg fluids or milk while avoiding a sig-

nificant development of gluten.

Batters are applied for all kindsof eggwaffles, flashwaffles, Brusselswaffles andAmer-

ican frozen waffles. Besides their use in the various wafers, cakes, crepes and pancakes.

• Pastes are highly viscous masses of plastic, nonelastic texture formed by mixing flour,

fat, sugar and limited quantities of fluids such as egg, syrup, milk or water to avoid a

significant development of gluten. The synonymous name ‘fat pastes’ indicates that

higher fat levels together with the sugars are characteristic for them.

Pastes are applied for most vanilla waffles, stroopwafels and galettes as well as in

cookies (wire-cut and some short dough cookies) and for short and pie pastries.

• Doughs are highly viscous plastic-elastic, cohesive masses (malleable) made from

kneading flours moistened by low quantities of fluids, primarily water, mostly

Table 9.1 Industrially Manufactured Waffles and Wafer Cookies
Waffle/Wafer Cookie Baking Mass Characteristics

Fresh egg, toast and flash

waffles

Batter Rich recipes (egg, sugar, oil), most common type in

RTE waffles

Brussels waffles Batter Leaner recipes, big size, distributed frozen or freshly

baked from artisan manufacturing

Liège waffles, yeast

waffles

Paste/dough Fermented yeast waffle with/without pearl sugar

lumps, ready to eat

Vanilla waffles Paste Rich recipes (sugar, fat), soft texture, RTE

Centre-filled waffles,

funcakes

Batter Filled waffles, partially without the typical

pattern

Waffle-like products Batter Aebleskiver, poffertjes, American pancakes

Stroop (treacle, caramel)

waffles

Paste/dough Syrup-filled, RTE, the technology is different than

that of other waffles

Frozen American

waffles

Batter Lean, neutral recipes, partially baked, distributed

frozen

Gluten-free waffles Batter Available in RTE and frozen American styles

Butter wafer cookies,

other wafer cookies

Paste/dough Crunchy, nonsoft texture, thin, with the wider waffle

or the narrower wafer pattern either

For details see Section 9.2.
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together with small amounts of other ingredients. The elasticity of doughs depends on

developing at least some of the gluten or on the presence of thickeners. Main appli-

cations of doughs are in hard and semisweet cookies, pizza, buns, rolls and breads.

The higher levels of fats and sugars in recipes for dough-based waffles increasingly

retard the development of gluten. Then highly viscous and almost nonelastic doughs

result that contain less water. Those are applied for Liège waffles and some of the

hard-textured wafer cookies (galettes). Because less or no gluten is developed these

doughs are of a more short and breakable texture as well.

9.1.4.1 Product Extensions
For a smaller percentage of waffles the application of adjuncts is common:

• Sprinkling powdered sugar on top. Technologically the mould-free shelf life of waf-

fles improves thereby due to some moisture sorption by the sugar

• Partial or full enrobing with compound chocolate or real chocolate

• Sandwiching of thin waffles with fillings of similar water activity (AW) like souffl�e,
marshmallow, jam or milk caramel

See Chapter 5 of the book for details on the different adjuncts.

9.1.5 Waffles: Frozen, RTE or Fresh—The Pros and Cons
For deciding which type of waffle is the right one for my market, here is a brief summary

of the arguments from a food technological viewpoint.

9.1.5.1 Frozen Waffles—The Characteristics in Comparison to RTE and Fresh Ones
Frozen, just partially baked waffles have been common in North America since the 1950s

due to the widely available logistics in the distribution of frozen foods; it is by far the main

waffle product there. In Europe just industrially manufactured Brussels waffles require

frozen distribution. They are all prepared from fluid batters.

1. In frozen waffles both main issues of RTE waffles, the sensitivity to microbiological

decay and the progressive loss of the initially soft texture due to starch retrogradation

within a weeks to a few months’ time, are not relevant.

Waffles, being ‘intermediate moisture’ foods, are at the risk of mould growth at

ambient temperatures. By freezing immediately after baking up use by the consumer

any microbial proliferation is safely prevented in frozen waffles.

The frozen waffles are finished by the consumer in a toaster or oven prior to eat-

ing, which results in a perfectly soft-textured product. Contrarily for RTE waffles,

using recipes rich in sugars, fats and protein, along with including stabilizing additives,

are required in order to prevent excessive starch hardening effects of the waffles dur-

ing the shelf life.

2. Recipes for frozen waffles can be low in sweetness or even nonsweet (savoury) in

comparison to RTE ones. Here no sugars are required for preservation and for
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retarding the retrogradation of starch. Frozen waffles of low sweetness and low fat

content in North America are widely popular as a breakfast or snack commodity.

After finishing by toasting or microwaving either sweet or savoury toppings may

be applied.

3. Frozen waffles are just partially baked and therefore are much higher in their residual

moisture content, in the range of 35%–40%. In frozen waffles basically you are selling
quite a large amount of water.

4. The shelf life of frozen waffles is much longer, 1 year and more.

5. The baking of frozen waffles is more difficult. Due to the high water content, the waf-

fles after parbaking are quite weak in texture. This requires some recipe precautions to

avoid tearing apart (‘ripping’) during the waffle removal from the baking mould.

6. The increased glueyness of high-moisture, parbaked waffles calls for specifically man-

ufactured baking moulds, release oil spraying or repetitive antistick coating. Any anti-

stick coating such as Teflon requires refurbishing every approx. 500 working hours,

which makes a second set of baking plates inevitable for quick exchange.

7. Installing and operating the freezing equipment and the frozen storage means addi-

tional investment costs and higher costs of operation due to an increased energy

consumption.

8. Sufficient distribution logistics for frozen food must be available in your targeted

markets—frozen transport, frozen storage capacity at the points of sale, and in the

consumers’ homes.

9.1.5.2 Main Features of RTE Waffles
RTE waffles are universal sweet snacks eaten on the go and intended for direct human

consumption without any further processing requirement. With the exception of North

America, RTEwaffles have become the main products in markets worldwide. RTEwaf-

fles offer a baked colour and flavour. Characteristic is the sweetness, some egg taste and a

soft and chewy texture. The residual moisture is in the range of 14%. They are prepared

from fluid batters, pastes or doughs, depending on the specific product. The shelf-life of

RTE waffles is limited to some weeks up to a few months due to structural

rearrangements (firming) of the main component starch from flour.

1. Typical European RTE waffles are not only for breakfasting. RTE waffles are

medium sweet to sweet products with various egg levels and an excellent taste even

without additional toppings.

2. RTEwaffles are fully baked and therefore easier to bake and to demould. They offer a

more baked colour and flavour. The residual moisture is in the range of 14%.

3. Waffle manufacturing, storage and distribution are easier—without any quick-

freezing equipment and without frozen storage, which means lower starting

investment.
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4. There is no Teflon coating of the baking plates necessary. Some seasoning of plates

and plate cleaning can be done without external help. Just ‘low-fat’ RTE waffles or

such with sticky inclusions would still need the coating.

5. The shelf life of RTE waffles is limited to some weeks—up to a few months, because

of structural rearrangements (hardening) of the main component of starch from flour.

6. All the operations after baking—from cooling to ambient up to packaging, must be

done under excellent hygienic precautions to avoid any recontamination. Waffles,

due to their rich composition and their intermediate moisture content, are prone

to microbial growth, primarily of moulds and yeasts.

7. Any cool or cold storage must be avoided because then the texture hardening (starch

retrogradation) accelerates.

8. With almost neutral, low or nonsweet (‘bread-like’) products, that retrogradation

occurs very quickly—it’s too fast for the usual prepacked food distribution systems

but suitable for fresh bread distribution logistics.

9.1.5.3 Fresh, High Quality RTE Waffles Within ‘Fresh Bread Logistics’
Just a few companies are positioning RTE waffles in the fresh bread and pastry segment

with an up to 2 weeks’ shelf life although distribution logistics for fresh bakery items

are well established almost everywhere. The freshness/softness maintenance issue is less

stringent here.

1. In that segment 14 days of shelf life is the maximum required, being already far over

most bread and fresh bakery products.

2. The short shelf life allows inclusion of less emulsifier for retarding starch retrograda-

tion (‘cleaner’ labels).

3. Even softer waffle textures can be obtained due to the option for an increased residual

moisture content.

4. All the operations after baking—from cooling to ambient up to packaging, must be

done under strict hygienic precautions to avoid any recontamination. Waffles due to

their rich composition and their intermediate moisture content are prone to micro-

bial growth, primarily of moulds and yeasts.

5. Any cool or cold storage should be avoided because any texture hardening (starch

retrogradation) accelerates.

6. More neutrally tasting, less sweet, more bread-like waffles might be feasible because

of the shorter shelf life requirement.

9.1.6 Some Trends in Waffles
9.1.6.1 Waffles—From Regional to Worldwide
Within the last decade there has been quite some movement in the waffle market. The

market for industrial waffle manufacturing for a long time was very regional: Frozen

waffles in North America and RTE waffles in Northwestern continental Europe and
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Japan. Now the market for RTE and fresh waffles has opened up to Russia, China and

all over Asia.

When introducing waffles, typical regional specifics were nicely integrated. In Russia

that is the manufacturing of small sandwich waffles. The fillings applied such as bird’s

milk, zephyr or marmalade are well-known and have been liked since the old times.

Additionally milk caramel or marshmallow-type fillings are easily possible, but why just

in Russia?

In Asia we find, besides liking the yeast fermented less sweet waffles, waffle products

with banana, other tropical fruits or chocolate being integrated.

Waffles in North America are in direct competition with American pancakes, which

in composition and texture are quite similar to frozen waffles. Because of the better flex-

ibility in recipe types and look, waffles seem to have advantages against the older pancake

product.

9.1.6.2 Fresh, Not Frozen
There are a few attempts to combine waffle manufacturing with fresh bread logistics

and create a new segment for waffles. In the United States such an attempt until now

was not penetrating well. Frozen waffles are a well-known and convenient product here

and the change to a different product would require a lot of marketing efforts to educate

the consumers.

In Malaysia a similar attempt was quite successful for a bread factory.

Fresh distribution may open a chance for nonsweet waffles. The freshness/softness

keeping issue is less stringent here. How about a potato waffle?

9.1.6.3 Physical Aeration vs. Chemical Leavening
The trend for cleaner labels favours physical aeration of waffle batters as done in Europe

since some time and preferred in Asia too. Contrarily, the classical frozen American waf-

fles are chemically leavened heavily.

9.1.7 Technical Progress in Waffle Baking Equipment
Older, small manufacturing equipment for waffles for economic reasons is increasingly

replaced by modern large lines. Manufacturing on old carousel-type ovens is both eco-

nomically and environmentally inefficient because of high energy consumption and low

output. The small size and lower number of plates as well as the lacking shielding to

energy losses in baking make them obsolete.

When changing from a small traditional oven to contemporary, larger industrial

equipment, depending on the baking mould design, some adjustments in the processing

and the recipe will be required for a similar result. Most small and older ovens had thin

baking plates with a considerable temperature swing between deposition of the cold bat-

ter and the following heating phase, where considerable overheating of the plates occurs
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at the end of the baking cycle. Such overheating always poses some risks regarding

shelf life.

The alternative, newer mould concept has thicker plates of a higher heat storage

capacity, which therefore show a much smoother temperature cycle. Here plenty of heat

is stored for the initial baking phase. Therefore the cooldown after depositing the fresh

batter is small and no preliminary overheating is required. Altogether faster baking and

lower maximum temperatures result, which is good both for shelf life and for less mould

residues.

A disadvantage of the big baking plate size might be the result of some small differ-

ences in weight between the very inside where the tongs open less and the outside waf-

fles. The development in plate material composition science continues and results in

improvements in the surface quality and the release of the baked waffles. Harder materials

allow for surface brushing as a nonchemical cleaning method. The discussion on mould

materials is out of the scope of this book. However, the material and the finish of the

surface regarding roughness are of distinct influence in waffle release after baking.

A study of Ashokkumar and Adler-Nissen (2011) is about a test system for evaluating

various baking surfaces and their sticking properties. Different materials such as stainless

steel, aluminium, PTFE and ceramic coatings reveal differences in adhesion, based on the

material and the roughness of the surface. The test material was pancake batter that is

quite similar to waffle batter.

Modern waffle baking ovens are equipped with up to 110 multiple waffle moulds and

they run up to 34, sometimes up to 40, plates per minute, depending on waffle thickness,

size and recipe. ‘Jumbo’ ovens have an evenhigher output—up to 56,000waffles per hour.

For manufacturing products that are difficult to demould, the use of coated baking

moulds, frequent brushing or laser cleaning are inevitable. Some examples are the

parbaked North American frozen waffles, low-fat waffles or waffles bearing fruit inclu-

sions or other sticky ingredients.

We have to be aware that such high capacity equipment needs ever closer optimization

of ingredient specifications, recipes and operator training for trouble-free manufacturing.

9.1.8 The Manufacturing Principle of Waffles
In industrial waffle manufacturing the baking mass frequently is a viscous batter, in some

cases a soft paste or a dough. It is prepared and deposited automatically into baking plates

of cast iron or aluminium. The baking time is in the range of 2–3.5 min at 150–180°C,
depending on temperature, wafer size (thickness) and composition. The leavening prin-

ciples of waffles are two or more of (a) steam leavening, (b) chemical aeration,

(c) mechanical batter aeration (preferable) and (d) fermentation.

After baking, the waffles are demoulded, either by vacuum suction or by needle take-

off, and pass either a cooling or freezing zone. Additional operations such as sugar
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sprinkling, decorating, sandwiching with a filling and enrobing may be done before

packaging. All these steps require rigid hygienic precautions because waffles are ‘inter-

mediate moisture’ foods above the so-called glass transition point and therefore are

microbiologically sensitive.

Fig. 9.2 provides the principal waffle manufacturing steps for the three most impor-

tant waffle types.

9.1.9 Basic Quality Aspects in Waffles: Freshness and Convenience
Quality has many aspects. However, primarily the requirements of the consumer must be

satisfied. The most important criteria are colour, texture and flavour (freshness), safety

and convenience.

Fresh egg waffles

ready to eat

Liege sugar waffles

ready to eat

frozen

american waffles

1 Water 1 Water

2 Eggs, sugar,
other minor
ingredients

1 Water

2 Eggs, other
fluids

2 Eggs, minor
ingredients

3 Sugar 3 Yeast

4 Minor ingredients 4 Wheat flour 3 Wheat flour

4 Oil

5 More flour, butter

6 Pearl sugar

5 Wheat flour

5 Butter-oil-fat

Batter mixing

Batter screening

Batter storage tank

Batter aeration

Batter depositing

Baking

Demoulding by

Waffles packaging

Dough kneading

Batter mixing

Mix a sponge

Batter screening

Batter storage tank

Batter depositing

Baking

Demoulding by

Waffle spiral freezer

Sprinkle inclusions

Resting time

Portioning of dough

Proofing

Dough depositing

Baking

Waffle demoulding

Spiral cooler

Waffles packaging Waffles packaging

Adjuncts application:
sugar, chocolate,

filling/sandwiching

Spiral cooler

Fig. 9.2 Manufacturing scheme of fresh egg, Liège and frozen waffles.
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9.1.9.1 Freshness
The word freshness implies waffle properties similar to the condition right after baking

and cooling down. These comprise both elements of texture and flavour, frequently

determined by sensory testing, and optionally in combination with physical methods

such as the following:

• Softness when touching and eating the waffle. Softness is related to the force of com-

pression in instrumental testing and increasingly is lost by firming during shelf life

• Resiliency is about the elastic properties of the waffle’s crumb, the return to shape after

deformation. Resiliency as well increasingly is lost by firming during shelf life

• Moistness is a sensation perceived when touching and eating the waffle

• Cohesiveness is somewhat a combination of the three elements above, how the waffle

behaves in chewing, and how the structure holds together. Crumbliness is the oppo-

site to cohesiveness here

• Gustatory sensation, which includes the perception of the basic tastes and of olfactory

impressions by our senses of smell and taste

When looking at the different waffle products in Section 9.2, there is some variation in

the prominence of these five elements for a certain waffle type.

9.1.9.2 Shelf Life and Staling
From a practical viewpoint within the shelf life, a waffle has to be acceptable in freshness

and has to be microbiologically safe to eat. Regarding freshness a realistic setting of the

best before date is recommended.

Staling refers to an undesirable ageing process, which changes the quality of fresh and

RTE waffles and other cakelike bakery products. A stale product has a firmer crumb; the

pleasant, soft eating quality changes to a dry, harsh texture; and the flavour impact is sig-

nificantly reduced. The dominant factor for the decrease in textural softness is the change

in the starch components amylose and amylopectin (retrogradation). Staling is not any

kind of microbiological spoilage. However, staling, the loss of freshness, is extensively

discussed in Chapter 8, Section 8.6, which discusses afterbake technology

9.1.9.3 Convenience
Waffles are a good example of ‘convenience foods’ or RTE foods, commercially pre-

pared to ease consumption. A longer shelf life and the portability make it an ideal

snacking item. No or just little preparation, such as reheating a frozen waffle, is required.

9.2 THE WAFFLE COMPENDIUM

This section introduces the specifics of the nowadays most important types of waf-

fles as listed before in Table 9.1.
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9.2.1 Fresh Egg, Toast and Soft Waffles (Flash Waffles)
9.2.1.1 Introduction and Overview
In the area of RTE waffles, all kinds of egg waffles have become the main products in the

markets today. Characteristic is the sweetness, the eggy taste and a soft and chewy texture.

They are prepared from fluid batters. Fig. 9.1 shows a typical product.

The label ‘fresh egg’ requires the use of pasteurized or frozen fresh eggs or egg con-

centrates. In egg waffles without the labelling of fresh egg, such as in some of the toast

waffles, flash waffles, soft waffles or waffles with fantasy names, the fluid egg may be rep-

laced by egg powder. The term flash waffles is synonymous with all soft-textured well

aerated waffles, compared to more dense ones such as Liège waffles or vanilla waffles.

Frequently the fresh eggs are listed first on the ingredient list, and 32% fresh eggs is the

standard product. At least according to the European quantitative ingredient declaration

(QUID) rules, the fresh egg level in the recipe thenhas to correspond to 32%of the finished

waffle weight. Fresh egg waffles, stored at ambient, have a shelf life from 3 to 6 months.

9.2.1.2 Technological Functions of Eggs in These Waffles
From a technological viewpoint, the eggs have multiple functions in these waffles:

• It starts in the batter phase. The egg part enables the mechanical aeration of the batters

before depositing as a primary regulator for the waffle weight and texture. Chemical

leavening can be reduced

• Egg proteins are responsible for the internal cohesion of the batter and, after baking,

for a safe demoulding without any ripping issues

• For the eating texture, the tenderizing egg yolk fats contribute substantially together

with the elastic properties of the whites for chewiness and an improved mouthfeel

• Fresh eggs influence the waffle’s taste positively and participate in the browning reac-

tions during baking and toasting

• For freshness keeping during the shelf life, the egg part retards the onset and rate of

firming. Egg proteins help to bind the waffle moisture thus preventing it from drying

out. Due to the high egg level the percentage of retrograding starch in the waffles

is lower

9.2.1.3 The Manufacturing Principle of Egg Waffles
(a) Mixing a fluid batter, primarily from eggs, sugar, flour, oil, fat or butter/margarine

and water.

(b) Depositing the batter into the bottom mould of the waffle oven circulating in pref-

erably gas-heated multiplate ovens.

(c) After the baking, the top plates reopen. The waffles sitting in the bottom plates

demould by either a vacuum take-out for small waffles or a needle pick-out. Bent

needles mounted on a rotating drum penetrate the waffles from the side in order to

fix them and to lift them out of the mould.
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(d) After a half rotation of the take-off drum, the vacuum releases or the needles draw

back, and the waffles fall onto a wire-mesh belt to exit the hot oven area.

(e) The waffles enter the cooler on a spiral system. During cooling some more moisture

still evaporates.

(f ) The waffles now enter the packaging section for flow wrapping and carton

packaging.

See the manufacturing diagram for industrially manufactured fresh egg waffles in Fig. 9.2.

Industrial equipment for manufacturing from about 1000 up to 35,000 waffles per

hour is available. The original size of the rectangular fresh egg waffles is 20 g per waffle,

but different sizes are available.

9.2.1.4 Fresh Egg Waffle Recipes
Table 9.2 provides information on the typical ingredient list and the ranges of individual

ingredients for industrially manufactured fresh egg waffles.

Table 9.2 Fresh Egg Waffles—Basic Recipe Table
Ingredient kg Comments

Flour 100

Water 35–75
Milk powder 0–2.5
Whey powder 0–2.5
Sugar 90–140
Dextrose, syrups 0–5
Sorbitol 0–16 Humectants

Glycerol 0–10
Eggs, pasteurized 110–140
Salt 1–2
Soy flour 0–10 Lupin replaces soy for GMO reasons, both are allergens

Lupin flour 0–10
Lecithin 0–1
Flavour 0.1–0.5 Vanilla

Mono/diglycerides 0–1 For freshness keeping

Baking powder 0–2 Frequently just ammonium

Sodium bicarbonate 0–0.3
Ammonium

bicarbonate

0–2

Magnesium carbonate 0–0.75
Butter/margarine 0–100 Oil or oil/fat mixes are preferred for industrial recipes,

total level from 80 to 100Vegetable oil 40–100
Vegetable fat 0–40
Waffle rework syrup 0–35

In baker’s %, related to 100 parts of wheat flour.
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9.2.1.5 Toast Waffles, Soft Waffles or Waffles With Fantasy Names
In most of these waffles eggs are no longer the main ingredient but they are usually the

second or third ingredient, together with flour and sugar. Most of the technological func-

tions of the eggs still are working but increasingly baking powders and aeration emulsi-

fiers or thickeners such as xanthan, guar gum or carboxymethylcellulose are required for

an improved aeration of the baking mass and for providing the soft elastic texture.

Colourants may be required to boost the colour. Due to the reduced sugar and egg levels

for freshness keeping all technological measures are required to prevent excessive firming

or evenmoulding of the waffles. See the following Section 9.4 and Chapter 8, Section 8.6

for more details.

9.2.1.6 Chinese Egg Waffles
These artisan Cantonese snacks from Hong Kong are egg waffles with a characteristic

pattern of half balls in place of the waffle pattern.

9.2.2 Brussels Waffles
nl/fr Brusselse wafel/Gaufre de Bruxelles

9.2.2.1 Introduction and Overview
Brussels waffles, first mentioned in the mid 17th century, were the traditional main RTE

waffle types in Northwestern Europe together with Liège waffles. Just nowadays, due to

their limited shelf life in a nonfrozen state, they are topped by far in the market by fresh

egg waffles and Liège waffles. Brussels waffles originally were rectangular waffles—thick

and large with 3�5 to 4�6 indentations and an airy, fluffy texture. Typical in artisan

manufacturing is eating them fresh after baking with the still crunchy outside and some

topping of icing sugar or whipped cream and strawberries. The taste of the classical artisan

variants comes from yeast fermentation and butter as a fat.

Today’s industrial products use vegetable oil. They are available in recipe variants

with or without yeast. Characteristic is a low sweetness and a light and airy texture.

The airiness comes from yeast or chemical leavenings combined with considerable steam

leaving from the very thin, watery batters. In artisan bakery, whipped egg whites are an

essential part of the leavening, replacing most of chemical leavenings.

Due to the low sugar content, there are no RTE Brussels waffles in the market from

industrial manufacturing. Compared to sweet waffles there would be shelf life issues. The

main industrial manufacturers sell frozen, partially baked Brussels waffles. These frozen

Brussels waffles then have a shelf life from 12 to 18 months.

The typical use is quite similar to frozen American waffles, as a snack or breakfast base,

combined with various toppings, either sweet or savoury. The waffles are finished in the

baking oven or toaster.
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9.2.2.2 The Manufacturing Principle of Brussels Waffles
(a) Mixing a thin, fluid batter, primarily from flour, water, some eggs, milk, yeast and

sugar and oil or butter/margarine.

(b) For yeast recipes a controlled fermentation for up to 1 h follows.

(c) Depositing the batter into the bottom mould of the waffle oven circulating in pref-

erably gas-heated multiplate ovens. Due to the thin consistency of the batter and the

thickness of the waffles, a flipping device immediately after the batter depositing

guarantees for a perfect mould fill.

(d) After the baking, the top plates reopen. The waffles sitting in the bottom plates

demould by a needle take-off. Bent needles mounted on a rotating drum penetrate

the waffles from the side in order to fix them and to lift them out of the mould.

(e) After a half rotation of the take-off drum, the needles are redrawn and the waffles fall

onto a wire-mesh belt to exit the hot oven area.

(f ) Thewaffles enter the freezer on a spiral system for immediate freezing. During freez-

ing some more moisture still evaporates.

(g) The waffles now enter the packaging section for flow wrapping and carton

packaging.

See the general manufacturing diagram for industrially manufactured waffles.

Industrial equipment for manufacturing from a few thousand up to 20,000 big waffles

per hour is available. The original size is 80–100 g per waffle, but increasingly medium or

small sized products—the latter just 40–45 g—are becoming popular.

9.2.2.3 Brussels Waffle Recipes
Table 9.3 provides information on the typical ingredient list and the ranges of individual

ingredients for industrially made Brussels waffles.

9.2.3 Liège Waffles (Sugar Waffles) and Yeast Waffles
nl/fr Luikse wafel (Suikerwafel, Jachtwafels)/Gaufre de Liège (Gaufre au sucre, Gaufre de

chasse)

9.2.3.1 Introduction and Overview
Liège waffles are one of the main types of RTEwaffles originating from theWallonia area

in Southern Belgium. The dough, fermented with yeast, includes chunks of pearl sugar

that soften when in the centre of the waffles and caramelize on the outside during the

baking process. The waffles, baked from a dough ball, are thick and of a round or oval

shape without linear boundaries on all sides. Because fermentation is mostly for flavour,

Liège waffles (Fig. 9.3) are rather dense and chewy in texture, compared to other Belgian

RTE waffles.

The basic flavouring in plain Liège waffles is from vanilla and butter, and optionally

there is some cinnamon. Newer variants are with chocolate chips or maple flavour. The
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Table 9.3 Brussels Waffles—Basic Recipe Table
Ingredient kg Comments

Flour 100 Stronger flour for fermented batters

Water 125–170
Milk 0–25 Fluid or powder; reduce water when using fluid milk

Milk powder 0–3
Yeast, bakers fresh 0–3 A few products are without yeast fermentation

Yeast, dry/instant 0–1
Sugar 2–8
Syrups 0–2 Invert or glucose

Eggs, pasteurized 0–60 Fluid or powder, whole egg or yolk; reduce water when

using fluid egg; the egg level is low in most products

today

Egg powder whole 0–16
Egg yolks, pasteurized 0–19
Egg yolk powder 0–9.5
Egg whites, pasteurized 0–35 For aeration in artisan waffles

Egg white powder 0–5
Salt 0.4–2.0
Soy flour 0–5
Lecithin 0–1
Flavour 0.1–0.4 Vanilla, butter

Baking powder 0–3.0 Various combinations are in use

Sodium bicarbonate 0–1.4
Ammonium bicarbonate 0–2.5
Butter/margarine 42–73 Oil is preferred for industrial recipes

Vegetable oil 35–60

In baker’s %, related to 100 parts of wheat flour.

Fig. 9.3 Liège waffle. (Photo: Haas).
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waffle sizes range from 25 to 140 g. These RTE waffles are sweet snacks, consumed

possibly after reheating.

There is some tradition in fermented ‘hunting waffles’ of similar composition but

without the pearl sugar.

9.2.3.2 The Manufacturing Principle of Liège Waffles
(a) The dough is prepared either at once or in steps (sponge method). For the sponge,

mix most ingredients except part of the flour, the fats and the pearl sugar. After a

resting time, during the final kneading, incorporate the rest of the flour, the but-

ter/margarine, and finally at the very end the pearl sugar. Automatic dividing of

the dough into dough balls follows.

(b) The dough balls, positioned on carrying racks, pass for 30–40 min a proofing cham-

ber with temperature and humidity control (about 30°C and 95% relative humidity)

for an optimum fermentation.

(c) By tilting the carrying rack, the dough balls slide in a guided way to the bottom

plates of the waffle oven, after plate closure, circulating in a preferably gas-heated

multiplate ovens. Baking is at 170–200°C for 2.6–3.4 min. For the right tempera-

ture observe the surface browning and any flow of the sugar lumps.

(d) After baking, the top plates reopen. The waffles sitting in the bottom plates

demould, depending on the oven system, either by turning the plate or by needle

take-off. With the latter, bent needles mounted on a rotating drum penetrate the

waffles from the side in order to fix them and to lift them out of the mould.

(e) The waffles come onto a wire-mesh belt to transports them to the cooler, a spiral

system. During cooling some more moisture still evaporates.

(f ) Thewaffles nowenter the packaging section for flowwrapping and carton packaging.

See the manufacturing diagram for industrially manufactured Liège waffles in Fig. 9.2.

Industrial equipment for manufacturing from about a few thousand up to 20,000 waf-

fles per hour is available. The original size of big Liège waffles is 90–140 g per waffle.

Increasingly medium (50–60 g) andmini sized waffles (25–35 g) are entering the markets.

9.2.3.3 Liège Waffle Recipes
Table 9.4 provides information on the typical ingredient list and the ranges of individual

ingredients for industrially manufactured Liège waffles.

9.2.3.4 Pearl Sugar for Liège Waffles
Pearl sugar inclusions, despite a size in the range from 5 to 8 mm, in dough-based Liège

waffles due to their thicker waffle body is not of an issue. See the full details on inclusions

for waffles in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.4 of the book.
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9.2.3.5 Yeast Fermented Waffles Without Pearl Sugar
Fermented waffles of a softer texture and without the pearl sugar addition are becoming

increasingly popular, primarily due to the fermentation taste quality at reduced sweetness.

In Asian markets, we find various product names for them, such as cream waffles, honey

waffles or malt waffles. The reduced sugar content requires recipe adaptions in order to

preserve the soft texture (freshness) over the shelf life. See Chapter 8, Section 8.6 for a

detailed discussion on the options in minor ingredients for that purpose.

The manufacturing principle of the fermented yeast waffles with the proofing is quite

similar to the Liège Waffles discussed above.

9.2.3.6 Yeast Waffle Recipes
Table 9.5 provides information on the typical ingredient list and the ranges of individual

ingredients for industrially manufactured soft yeast waffles.

Table 9.4 Liège Waffles—Basic Recipe Table
Ingredient kg Comments

Flour 100 Stronger flour (fermentation)

Water 0–25 Replaces fluid milk in industrial recipes

Milk 0–30 Fluid or powder; when using fluid milk it replaces the water

Milk powder 0–4
Yeast, bakers fresh 8–10 Sponge fermentation plus proofing time after dough

dividingYeast, dry/instant 2.8–3.5
Sugar 5–10
Syrups 0–10 Invert, glucose-fructose

Eggs, pasteurized 9–22 Whole egg or yolk; fluid is preferable over powder, increase

water when using egg powdersEgg powder whole 2.5–16
Egg yolks, pasteurized 3.5–8
Egg yolk powder 1.3–4.2
Salt 1.3–2.6
Soy flour 0–5
Starch 0–9
Lecithin 0–2
Other emulsifiers 0–1.5 Mono/diglycerides, SSL

Acidity regulators 0–0.2 Citric, lactic acid (from margarine)

Beta-carotene 0–0.01 From margarine

Preservative 0–0.3 Calcium propionate

Flavour 0.01–0.1 Vanilla, butter (cinnamon)

Baking powder 0–2 Sometimes ammonium, if any chemical leavening

Sodium bicarbonate 0–0.2
Ammonium bicarbonate 0–1
Butter/margarine 45–60 Butter/margarine are preferred over oils

Pearl sugar 40–67 Size no. 4 (5.6–8 mm) is preferable

In baker’s %, related to 100 parts of wheat flour.
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9.2.4 Vanilla Waffles
9.2.4.1 Introduction and Overview
Vanilla waffles are one of the traditional products with a characteristic soft butmore dense and

crumbly texture, compared to theBrussels and fresh eggwaffle types.Thepreparation is froma

lowmoisture paste where butter/fats and sugars are the dominating ingredients, besides flour.

9.2.4.2 The Manufacturing Principle of Vanilla Waffles
(a) Mixing a thick paste, starting with the creaming of sugar and butter/margarine.

Eggs, water and other ingredients are folded in with flour and baking powders last.

Any ammonium bicarbonate (ABC) is added dissolved in water.

Table 9.5 Yeast Waffles—Basic Recipe Table
Ingredient kg Comments

Flour 100 High gluten flour

Water 15–35 Depends on egg, syrup level

Yeast, baker’s fresh 8–10 Sponge fermentation plus proofing time after dough

dividingYeast, dry/instant 2.8–3.5
Sugar 5–15
Syrups 4–8 Invert, glucose-fructose, honey, malt extract, maple

Dextrose 0–8
Sorbitol 0–4 Sorbitol preferred

Glycerol 0–2
Eggs, pasteurized 12–25 Fluid is preferable over powder

Egg yolks,

pasteurized

0–8

Milk powder 1–3 Combinations apply

Condensed milk 0–8
Cream 0–12
Baking powder 0–1 Phosphate, glucono delta lactone

Sodium bicarbonate 0.2–0.8
Salt 0.3–1.5
Soy flour 0–5
Aeration emulsifier 0.5–1.5
Monoglycerides 0–3
Acidity regulators 0–0.1 Citric, lactic acid

Beta-carotene 0–0.02
Enzymes 0–0.05 Amylases

Gums 0–0.5 Xanthan, CMC, guar

Preservatives 0–0.2 Sorbic acid, calcium propionate

Flavour 0.02–0.1 Butter, vanilla, milk

Lecithin 0–0.5
Butter/margarine 40–60
Vegetable oil 0–15

In baker’s %, related to 100 parts of wheat flour.
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(b) Depositing the soft paste into the bottommould of the waffle oven circulating in pref-

erably gas-heated multiplate ovens. The waffles are free-shaped without filled corners.

(c) After the baking, the top plates reopen. The waffles sitting in the bottom plates

demould by either a vacuum take-out for small waffles or a needle pick out. Bent

needles mounted on a rotating drum penetrate the waffles from the side in order to

fix them and to lift them out of the mould.

(d) After a half rotation of the take-off drum, the vacuum releases or the needles draw

back and the waffles fall onto a wire-mesh belt to exit the hot oven area.

(e) The waffles enter the cooler on a spiral system. During cooling some more moisture

evaporates.

(f ) Partial or full glazing with compound chocolates is frequently done. Cool in a

chocolate cooler.

(g) Thewaffles nowenter the packaging section for flowwrapping and cartonpackaging.

See the manufacturing diagram of similar industrially manufactured waffles in Fig. 9.2

Industrial equipment for manufacturing from about 1000 up to 20,000 waffles per

hour is available. The weight of vanilla waffles is 24–32 g per waffle, but different sizes

are available.

9.2.4.3 Vanilla Waffle Recipes
Table 9.6 provides a typical ingredient list and the ranges of individual ingredients for

industrially manufactured vanilla waffles.

9.2.5 Centre-Filled Waffles, Character Cakes, Funcakes
9.2.5.1 Introduction and Overview
While the classical waffles are homogeneously structured products, at best with some

inclusions such as pearl sugar or flavoured sugar bits, the concept of centre-filled waffles

offers the chance for a different, new product category. Synonymous names for centre-

filled waffles (Fig. 9.4) are funcakes, character cakes or manju cakes, derived from the

name of typical Japanese treats. Centre-filled waffles combine the following:

• The texture of a soft cake with a precisely moulded outside

• Fillings for any taste—fruit, chocolate, custard or one of the Asian variants

From the products in the market we see at least two types, European-styled waffles with a

thicker layer of fruit, chocolate or custard fillings in a size of 100 g or more and smaller

Asian-style ‘character’ cakes of different shapes, from a maple leaf to various animal char-

acters, with a weight below 50 g. Here the filling is the traditional adzuki bean paste, but

increasingly others are being included. The potential for centre-filled waffles is in a soft,

dual-textured perfectly looking product for breakfast, dessert or snack occasions. Some of

the animal characters are specifically appealing to children. There are plenty of extensions

possible in shape, colour, taste, type of filling, size and decoration.
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Table 9.6 Vanilla Waffles—Basic Recipe Table
Ingredient kg Comments

Flour 100

Water 15–25 Depends on egg and syrup levels

Milk powder 0–2
Sugar 45–60
Syrups 2–6 Invert, glucose-fructose

Sorbitol 2–4.5
Glycerol 0–2
Eggs, pasteurized 10–30 Fluid is preferable over powder

Salt 0.8–1.5
Soy flour 2–5
Thickeners 0–1 Gums

Flavour 0.1–0.5 Vanilla

Baking powder 0–1
Sodium bicarbonate 0–0.2
Ammonium bicarbonate 0–2
Lecithin 0–1
Butter/margarine 40–50

In baker’s %, related to 100 parts of wheat flour.

Fig. 9.4 Centre-filled waffle (funcake). (Photo: Haas).
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9.2.5.2 The Manufacturing Principle of Centre-Filled Waffles
(a) Mixing the waffle batter from butter/margarine, eggs, sugar, water and flour with

the incorporation of minor ingredients such as milk powder, yeast, emulsifiers, bak-

ing powders, flavours, colours and salt. The batter composition and viscosity is sim-

ilar to that of any of the flash waffles

(b) Providing the rather viscous, bake-stable filling of the desired flavour as outlined

above for separate depositing, preferably by a wire cut system

(c) Depositing in a three-stepmethod, batter—filling—batter, immediately before clos-

ing the baking moulds. From the equipment side smaller ovens with arrays of single

moulds are in place: here one half mould carries the bottom batter and the filling

deposit, and the other one carries the top batter deposit. Another concept for high

output is with multiple moulds in one baking plate where all three deposits come to

the bottom plate

(d) After mould closure, the more flowy batter then perfectly surrounds the filling and

the shape is moulded perfectly by the leavening gases while circulating in the gas-

heated multiplate ovens. After the baking, the top plates reopen

(e) The waffles, sitting in the bottom plates, are lifted out by vacuum pick-up and are

deposited onto a wire-mesh belt to exit the hot oven area

(f ) Thewaffles enter the cooler on a spiral system. During cooling still somemoremois-

ture evaporates

(g) The waffles now enter the packaging section for flow wrapping and carton

packaging

See the manufacturing diagram of similar industrially manufactured waffles in Fig. 9.2.

For centre-filled waffles, an alternative forming principle to the steps as outlined in

(a)–(c) is to prepare centre-filled dough pieces in a dough encrusting machine. Here a

dough-like consistency of the baking mass is required and a higher filling-to-dough ratio

is possible, compared to waffles with deposited fillings.

Industrial equipment for manufacturing from about 1000 up to 18,000 waffles per

hour in smaller ovens and 30,000 and more in bigger installations are available.

A typical waffle-to-filling ratio is 60–40 for a product with deposited filling.

9.2.5.3 Centre-Filled Waffle Recipes
The recipes for batter-based fun cakes derive from flash waffles as outlined in

Section 9.2.1; for dough-based ones a yeast waffle-type dough (Section 9.2.3) is more

suitable. Bake-stable fillings are commercially available.

9.2.6 Waffle-Like Products
Waffles, baked between cast iron plates, carry the characteristic waffle pattern. There are

products similar in texture and composition baked as well in moulds but without that

pattern.
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9.2.6.1 Æbleskiver (Aebleskiver)
Æbleskiver (‘apple slices’) are ball-shaped and soft products that originate in Denmark.

The small balls are reminiscent in texture to waffles or American pancakes. The baking

mass is a batter that does not contain any apples. Besides flour, eggs and sugar in the rec-

ipes, ingredients such as milk, whey or buttermilk powder or cream, leavenings, salt,

spices or flavours, and butter, margarine or vegetable oil are included. Sprinkling with

powdered sugar or enrobing are optional.

9.2.6.2 Poffertjes
Poffertjes, originally local specialties in some Dutch provinces, are manufactured indus-

trially today. They are small, distinctly shaped rounded pieces with a soft texture and a

more oval cross section compared to aebleskivers. The baking mass contains, besides

wheat flour, some buckwheat flour, eggs, sugar, milk powder, leavenings (baking pow-

der, optionally yeast), salt and vegetable oil. Industrial poffertjes are baked in cast iron

plates with round indentations.

Poffertjes are served warm, together with powdered sugar or with some warm butter.

9.2.6.3 North American Pancakes
These traditional products, older than waffles, are about 0.4 in. thick and about 5 in.

wide. Pancakes in most cases are quick breads, leavened with baking powder. The com-

position is quite similar to homestyle-type frozen waffles. The baking on a heated flat

plates system is quite different and involves a flipping step for baking the initially top side

as well. Synonymous names are hotcakes, griddle cakes or flapjacks. Frozen American

pancakes are a typical breakfast item as well, topped with maple syrup, honey or butter.

Optional additions are jam, peanut butter, nuts, fruits, sugar powder, whipped cream, etc.

While we find the European products poffertjes and aebleskiver more locally, Amer-

ican pancakes are still an important product in North America.

9.2.7 Stroop (Syrup) Waffles, Caramel Waffles, Treacle Waffles
nl/fr Stroopwafel/Gaufre n�eerlandaise

9.2.7.1 Introduction and Overview
Stroop is the Dutch word for syrup and lends the name to stroopwafels, two thin layers of

a chewy baked cookie with an outside wafer pattern and a syrup filling in between

(Fig. 9.5). Traditional stroops are made from glucose syrup, brown sugar, butter and cin-

namon. Only more recently milk caramel (toffee) filings have been introduced. Due to

the surface pattern and the soft-chewy texture, but the different manufacturing process,

the products classify as a separate category of waffles. Stroopwafels are of Dutch origin.

First reports of them are from the late 18th century near the city of Gouda.
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The original consumption style is putting a waffle onto a cup of hot tea, chocolate or

coffee to soften and warm it. The stroopwafel diameter was originally about 100 mm, but

now it is usually 80 mm, with some smaller variations (60, 45 mm). These RTE waffles

are sweet snacks. Due to emigration and international trade, stroopwafels during the last

decades have become products known worldwide and developed by local artisan busi-

nesses to international industrial manufacturing. In North America, the synonymous

names are waffle cookies, caramel cookie waffles or treacle waffles.

Fig. 9.6 provides specific steps in stroopwafel manufacturing.

The Manufacturing Principle of Stroopwafels
(a) Preparing the filling syrup by cooking, originally made from glucose syrup, sugar,

water, butter and spices; intermediate cooling of syrup

(b) Mixing a soft, pliable dough, primarily from flour, eggs, sugar, spices and butter

(c) Baking dough balls between wafer-patterned plates into waffle discs. After stamping

those into perfectly round shapes, an immediate slicing into a top and bottom half

follows

(d) The top half is decapped and, after dosing the warm syrup, put back in place. Press-

ing equilibrates the final cookie thickness

(e) Stroopwafel cooling and packaging

The waffles move on to packaging immediately. Typically, transparent bags with a high

moisture barrier contain 10 or more stacked pieces. The shelf life depends strongly on the

quality of the ingredients, the method of manufacturing, and the quality of the packaging

films. Typically a shelf life time in the range of 4–8 months is printed.

Industrial equipment for manufacturing from a few thousand up to 30,000 waffles per

hour is available. The main size is about 80 mm in diameter and 40 g weight per waffle.

Increasingly medium or small sized products are available.

Fig. 9.5 Stroopwafels. (Photo: Haas).
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Stroop waffles Stroop/syrup

1 Water, eggs 1 Glucose syrup

2 Sugar

3 Minor ingredients

4 Butter

2b Dairy ingredients/
fruit pulp

2 Sugar

3 Minor ingredients

4 Wheat flour

5 Butter/margarine

Dough kneading

Stroop cooking

Stroop cooling

Caramel/jam cooking

(options)

Dough hooper

Dough extrusion

wire cutting

Waffle baking

Demoulding of

waffle disks

Stamping round

Horizontal slicing

Decapping

Dosing of

stroop/caramel

Recapping/pressing

Stroop waffle cooling

Stroop waffle

packaging

Fig. 9.6 Manufacturing scheme for stroopwafels.
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9.2.7.2 Stroopwafel Dough—Basic Recipes
Stroopwafel dough lacks the elastic character and the pliancy of bread dough. They are

plastic-viscous and cohesive, even slightly sticky. The elevated level of sugars and fat pro-

vide these properties and assist in avoiding the development of gluten during dough

mixing. Water, syrups and part of the sugar combine to a syrup phase. Most of the fat

is liquid also at the end of the mixing phase. Both contribute to the soft dough consistency

that hardens somewhat during the resting phase due to moisture absorption by the flour

part and some fat resolidification.

Table 9.7 provides a typical ingredient list and the ranges of individual ingredients for

industrially manufactured stroopwafels. Depending on quality and cost considerations,

butter, margarine or vegetable oils and fats are used.

9.2.7.3 Specific Dough Ingredient Recommendations
For general technological information on the ingredients, see Chapters 2–4 of this book.
Here are just a few recommendations specific to stroopwafel dough:

Table 9.7 Stroopwafels—Basic Recipe Table
Ingredient kg Comments

Flour 100

Water 12–28 Depends on egg and syrup levels

Stroop rework syrup 0–20
Sugar, powder 22–30
Syrups 2–12 Invert, glucose-fructose

Eggs, pasteurized 0–10 Alternatively

Egg powder 0–3
Salt 0.5–1
Starch 0–5
Soy flour 0–5 Toasted

Spices 0–0.2 Cinnamon

Flavour 0.1–0.5 Vanilla, butter

Beta carotene 0–0.05
Sodium bicarbonate 0.05–0.4
Baking powder 0–1.5 in American recipes

Yeast

Yeast, bakers fresh 0–3 Artisan stroopwafels

Yeast, dry/instant 0–1
Lecithin 0–0.6
Butter/margarine 28–38 Alternatively or combined

Vegetable fat/oil 22–30

In baker’s %, related to 100 parts of wheat flour.
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Flour
The best recommendation is wafer, cookie or pastry flour from soft wheat with low

protein content and low absorption. Please refer to information on flour in

Chapter 2, Section 2.7 for details. Table 9.8 provides the recommendations.

Sucrose, Other Sugars and Syrups
Due to the limited moisture content in stroop dough, powdered sugar is preferred. Less

highly refined qualities of sugar are applicable here as well as brown sugar. The latter

favourably adds to taste and colour intensity of the finished waffle. The use of sugars other

than sucrose is possible. Small quantities of sugar syrups such as invert, honey, fructose

syrups, high-DE glucose syrup, cane sugar molasses or caramelized sugar (natural burned

sugar, a colourant) are important for colour, flavour and as a humectant. The total quan-

tity of syrup in the dough recipe should be limited in order to control the browning and

any sticking or baking plate soiling. For an extended discussion on sugars and syrups see

Chapter 3, Section 3.1 of this book.

Chemical Leavenings and Yeast
The addition of sodium bicarbonate is not required for stroopwafel doughs. If included,

0.05%–0.1% is a maximum on a flour base used to compensate for the acidity of any

ingredients such as syrups. Do not add too much baking soda because the surface brow-

ning increases while the waffle centre is not yet fully baked.

Only in a fewNorth American stroopwafel dough recipes is extensive chemical leaven-

ingapplied.Heat activated acid leavening components such as sodiumaluminiumphosphate

(SALP) or sodium acid pyrophosphate (SAPP), possibly together with a small percentage

of water activated acids such as mono calcium phosphate (MCP, AMCP) are added. As a

consequence some pyrophosphate flavourmay be found in the taste profile of those waffles.

Yeast is an important texturizing and flavouring ingredient in some of the artisan

stroopwafels found in the Netherlands. For maximum yeast activity the temperature

of the final mix is important, which mainly is influenced by the ingredient’s temperature

Table 9.8 Flour Specifications for Stroopwafel Doughs
Analytical Parameters Ideal Acceptable

Wheat type: soft wheat

Moisture (%) Below 14.5 Below 15

Protein (14% moisture) (%) Approx. 9 Below 11

Protein (dry matter base) (%) Approx. 10.5 Below 12.8

Wet gluten (%) Approx. 23 Below 28

Ash content (%) Below 0.55 Below 0.7

Absorption (%) Approx. 51 Below 56

Granulation below 75 μm Approx. 70 Over 60

Ascorbic acid addition No No
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(flour, eggs, sugars, water), as well as by the equipment and environmental temperatures.

The type of yeast (cream, fresh compressed, instant dry) depends on availability and on

the mixing scheme. The right quantity depends on the method—long/short fermenta-

tion, premixed ferments—and any final proof time.

For an extended discussion on leavening and fermentation see Chapter 4, Section 4.2

of this book.

Coloured Foods and Food Colourants
Stroopwafels are associated with a more reddish-brown surface colour than the brown

colour originating from pure Maillard-type browning reactions. There are different nat-

ural contributions possible from yellowish-orange-red coloured ingredients:

• From the reddish-brown cinnamon spice colour

• From legume flours such as soybean (cream) andmore intense colour from lupin flour

(yellow)

• By adding beta-carotene E 160a (orange-red) or dried carrot powder. Depending on

availability and costs, oil or water soluble beta-carotene is used and added together

with the water or with oil/lecithin

• By adding turmeric powder (yellow) and other intensely coloured spices

For an extended discussion on colouring see Chapter 4, Section 4.7 of this book.

Spices and Flavourings
Cinnamon and some additional spice powders are contributing much to the typical

flavour of the stroopwafel cookies. Spice powders are less volatile during baking than

any other flavours. We see the addition of some butter or vanilla flavours.

The addition of salt is not required and we see a continuous reduction of salt levels in

recipes because of sodium labelling reasons. A small quantity of salt definitely helps for a

more round flavour.

Fibres
In a few applications, the addition of a small quantity of fibres is an option for mechanical

enforcement. Despite the higher moisture sorption of the fibre part in the batter phase,

the fibre reinforcement works quite well.

Waffle Rework Slurry
Some rework from stamping reintegrates at low percentages into stroopwafel doughs. See

Section 4.4.2 in Chapter 4 regarding minor ingredients.

9.2.7.4 Dough Preparation and Forming
Store the main ingredients of flour, sugar and fat at ambient temperature. Add the water at

a temperature where the final dough temperature is around ambient, from 22°C to 26°C.
Never use cold flour and hot water over 40°C. A proposal for the mixing steps follows:
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Step no. 1: Briefly disperse the fluid egg in the water. For a good dispersion and hydra-

tion of egg powder mix for about 2 min. To prevent any lumping of egg

powder, the dry premixing with salt and sodium bicarbonate is

recommended.

Step no. 2: Preparation of the sugar syrup. Mix for ca. 3 min to dissolve the sugar.

Step no. 3: Integration of the lipids. Mix for ca. 2 min.

Step no. 4: Integration of the flour, final mixing for 2–5 min.

Step no. 5: A dough resting time of about 1 h is recommended.

Dough Forming and Depositing
Dough forming is by extrusion and wire cutting. The dough comes into a hopper over

two grooved rollers forcing the dough continuously through a row of orifices in a die

plate, located closely over the baking plates at the entrance of the oven. A frame with

a taut wire strikes across the base of the die plate and cuts off the extruded dough inter-

mittently. The cut pieces fall onto the baking plate in a synchronized way. The extrusion

pressure and the cutting interval of the reciprocating wire determine the piece weight.

9.2.7.5 Stroop-Specific Filling Ingredient Recommendations
The stroop filling is about 40%–45% of the finished stroopwafel product. For

manufacturing the filling a batch or continuous cooking equipment for caramel/jam is

required.

For general technological information on the ingredients, see Chapters 2–4 of this

book, which discuss ingredients. Here are just a few specific recommendations for stroop

syrups.

Humectancy
For preserving the softness of the finished waffles’ hygroscopic carbohydrates, humec-

tants help in retaining the moisture in the product. Humectants reduce the AW and

thereby retard the growth of microorganisms, primarily moulds. The best suited humec-

tants are the following:

• From sugars and syrups: fructose, invert syrup, high-fructose corn syrups, honey or

treacle

• The polyols glycerol and sorbitol

While the sugars and syrups deliver additional browning in cooking, the polyols do not

participate in the Maillard reaction-based darker colouration.

Sugars in Stroop Fillings
Sugars, mostly sucrose, are the smaller part of a stroop filling, compared to syrups. Brown,

white or liquid sugar are part of the cooking mix and some sugar comes from the ingre-

dient ‘sweetened condensed milk’. The syrup-to-sugar ratio should be over about two
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to prevent any crystallization and to reach sufficient humectant properties of the filling.

Other options are maltose or fructose, a good humectant.

Syrups—The Main Ingredients
(a) Glucose (corn) syrups

Glucose syrups derive from starch hydrolysis and contain a small percentage of

sugars (glucose, maltose), then oligosaccharides and higher saccharides. From a food

technologists viewpoint the following properties of corn syrups are the most

important:

• Medium-DE syrups, around DE 42, are applied to restrict the flow of the filling,

and to limit the total sweetness of the filling

• To provide a soft and noncrystallizing stroop texture

(b) Invert syrups and invert sugar crème

Invert sugar (invertose) is a 1:1 mixture of fructose and dextrose prepared from

sucrose by acid inversion. Depending on the degree of inversion, a variable percent-

age of sucrose is remaining. From a food technologists viewpoint the following

properties of invert syrups are of interest:

• Invert sugar is strongly hygroscopic and therefore an efficient humectant.

A humectant prevents excessive moisture migration to the waffle part, which

keeps the filling soft

• Due to the higher solubility of invert sugar, compared to sucrose or dextrose, it is

a very efficient anticrystallizer

• The lower AW improves the microbiological stability of products

• The sweetness is higher compared to corn syrup

Invert sugar crème (artificial honey) has at least 50% invert sugar and less than

22% moisture. The rest is noninverted sucrose and in some cases up to 20% low-

DE corn syrup in order to prevent crystallization.

(c) Isoglucose syrups, high fructose corn syrups

The preparation is from glucose (corn) syrups, when a part of the glucose con-

verts into fructose by enzymatic isomerization. In the EU, syrups of 10% fructose

content or more carry the name isoglucose syrups. In North America, corn syrups

of high fructose content (HFCS) are widely in use. The main types, 42 and 55, are

obtained without additional enrichment and therefore they are more economical.

From a food technologists viewpoint the following properties of such syrups are

important:

• Fructose is strongly hygroscopic and therefore an efficient humectant to prevent

excessive moisture migration to the waffle part and to keep the filling soft

• Because the solubility of fructose is higher than of sucrose or dextrose, it very

efficiently reduces the tendency to crystallize, such as in icings

• The lower AW improves the microbiological stability of products
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(d) Honey

Honey—with a dry matter of about 80%—besides its typical flavour, technolog-

ically is similar to the previously discussed invert sugar syrups, primarily the invert

sugar crème. In the sugar spectrum, fructose with about 38% is slightly higher than

glucose with approx. 31%. Besides its quality as an expensive, flavourful ingredient

the technological functions are as discussed for invert sugar above.

(e) Treacle (molasses)

Treacles are darker coloured syrups remaining from cane sugar crystallization.

The sugar content in light coloured treacle is about 65%, and dark treacle after

the second crystallization has about 55% residual sugar. From a food technologists

viewpoint the following properties of treacle syrups are important:

• They are strongly hygroscopic and therefore efficient humectants to prevent

excessive moisture migration to the waffle part and to keep the filling soft

• The distinct flavour transfers to the finished waffle and at the same time limits the

applicable percentage of treacle

• Treacle syrup acts as a very efficient anticrystallizer

The Fat Component of the Stroop Filling
In Stroop fillings the technological functions of fats are to provide a smooth eating tex-

ture, to act as flavour carriers, which mediates a good flavour release, and to contribute to

sweetness reduction. Less filling sweetness corresponds to a higher fat content.

Depending on the cost and quality level and the typical temperature at the place of sales,

the following fats are recommended:

• Butter or butter fat, or its cheaper substitute margarine

• Palm kernel oil or coconut oil

• Palm fat, optionally with some palm olein, being fluid at ambient

Emulsifiers
Lecithin (E 322) has two distinctive effects in stroop fillings, the emulsification of the fat

phase in the water-containing syrup phase and a reduction of the viscosity, which

improves the stroop depositing. Mono/diglycerides (E 471) act as emulsifiers for the

fat phase in the water-containing syrup phase and have the same function here as lecithin.

9.2.7.6 The Stroop Filling—Basic Recipes and Preparation
Filling Stroop Recipes
Table 9.9 provides two basic recipes for stroop fillings, which are cooked sugar-syrup

masses. Adjust the detailed filling recipe according to local taste preferences.

Stroop Preparation—The Cooking Mass
The syrups—sugar plus water for its dissolution in the hot mix, fat and emulsifier are the

main ingredients of the cooking mass. Adding sweetened condensed milk results in a
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filling of the ‘milk caramel’ type. All No. 1 components cook to about 115°C—the range

is from 112°C to 116°C. The residual moisture content then is between 16% and 12%.

In a second step after cooking and partial cooling, incorporate to the hot, soft mass the

volatile and heat sensitive No. 2 components such as cinnamon, any flavours or glycerol

and transfer to the storage tank.

9.2.7.7 Manufacturing the Stroopwafels
The Baking
The deposited dough pieces in modern industrial manufacturing equipment are baked in

multiple plate ovens. The capacity is in the range from 3000 to 70,000 waffles per hour.

From both a technological and economical viewpoint, the smaller machines are less rec-

ommended. The baking plates are from cast iron and carry the typical wafer pattern. The

heating is by gas burners. Alternatively, electrical heating is possible. For details, see the

websites of equipment manufacturers.

In stroopwafel baking, the soft dough, containing just 21%–25% moisture, bakes

within about 1 min at a baking temperature of about 180°C. The moisture escapes freely.

The surface adjacent to the plates is smooth and shiny. In the still-hot state, the residual

moisture of 6%–7% andmolten sugar plasticize the waffle patties. The most frequent waf-

fle size still is 90 or 80 mm in diameter; smaller and mini products with 60 or 45 mm

diameter are available.

Table 9.9 Stroopwafel Filling Syrup, Basic Recipes (Recipe Data are in Percent)
No. Ingredient A B

1 Glucose syrup 45 0

1 Invert syrup 4 55

1 Treacle 0 0

1 Water 5 0

1 Sugar 30 0

1 Brown sugar 0 35

1 Condensed milk, sweetened 5 0

1 Sorbitol 2 0

1 Salt 0.5 0.5

1 Soy flour 0.5 0

1 Lecithin 0.5 0

1 Mono/diglyceride 0 0.5

1 Butter 0 9

1 Palm kernel oil 7.5 0

2 Cinnamon/spices 0.2 0.2

2 Glycerol 0 0

2 Flavours (butter, toffee, vanilla) 0.1 0.1

Total 100.3 100.3
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From the Waffle Patty to the Stroopwafel
The hot waffle patties transfer in an ordered way to a trimming station to bring them into

a perfectly round shape with open side edges. Then in the slicing station a taut wire or

band cuts the patties horizontally. After decapping of the top part, stroop depositing,

recapping and pressing follow to finish the stroopwafels.

If the water activities of the waffle and the stroop are well balanced, nomoisturizing of

the waffles is required for preventing some initial distortion of the waffles. The cooling

lane is for about 30 min of cooling and equilibration at controlled conditions.

Packaging and Shelf Life
The typical packaging for stroopwafels is in transparent stand-up bags. An alternative are

transparent blisters with transparent flow wrapping. The filling is with different degrees of

automatization, frommanual transfer to fullyautomaticplacementbypick-and-place robots.

Immediate packaging is essential to maintain the quality up to the points of sale and of

consumption. The main points of sensitivity are the following:

• Drying out or moisture sorption from humid air. For the right packing material ask

your supplier.

• Overpacks by additional carton boxes, besides mechanical protection, automatically

deliver the required protection from oxygen and light.

• Waffles would easily absorb malodors, such as the smell of cardboard, of the ink used

to print the packaging film/box, or some nonspecific warehouse smells.

A long shelf life printing nowadays is required for logistic reasons. The typical shelf life of

stroopwafels is from 6 to 9 months at cool and dry storage conditions.

9.2.7.8 Products Similar to Stroopwafels
The same principle, horizontal cutting of baked patties in oval form and introduction of

filling, applies to regional products originally from Northern France, being traditional

since before 1900 (Altom et al., 2003).

Gaufre Fourr�ee Lilloise/Gevulde Wafel
The fillings are cassonade (vergeoise), a nonrefined partially crystalline sugar mass.

A second product uses a vanilla filling. The waffle part is similar in composition to stroop-

wafels. Such products are available from artisanal as well from industrial manufacturing.

Lackmans (Laquemant)
This is a similar oval Dutch artisanal product with a filling of kandis syrup.

9.2.8 Frozen American Waffles
9.2.8.1 Introduction and Overview
Frozen food logistics, being widely available in the 1950s already inNorth America, set the

foundation for frozen waffles there. Tony Dorsa and his brothers in 1953 started to market
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‘froffles’, frozen waffles with a round shape (Liberman, 2011). Having fresh, hot waffles

preparedwithout awaffle iron and just in a toaster orovengainedwidepopularity andmade

these product to an universal food item not only for breakfast. The common name, eggos,

given by consumers almost immediately generated one of the big waffle brands and was

the basis of the dominance of frozen waffles over there. For many years the waffle types

‘homestyle’ (or ‘original’), ‘buttermilk’ and ‘blueberry’ were the main varieties. The taste

transformed from ‘eggy’ to rather neutral, thus opening the application for both sweet—

such as the traditional syrup—and savoury toppings to be consumedwith thewaffles. Only

later onwould other flavour varieties aswell as the introductionofmini sizes follow. Frozen

waffles today are low in fat and sugars and come in various flavours as well as in gluten free

variants, cf. Table 9.11.

9.2.8.2 The Manufacturing Principle of Frozen Waffles
(a) Preparing a thin, fluid batter primarily from water, flour and small amounts of dairy

powders, eggs, sugar and oil, plus baking powders, salt, colouring, flavour and vita-

min/mineral mix

(b) Depositing the batter into the bottom mould of the waffle oven circulating in pref-

erably gas-heated multiplate ovens. Optionally a sprinkling device applies solid fla-

vour inclusions

(c) Baking is just a partial baking as the waffles later are finished by the consumer in a

toaster or oven. The residual moisture after baking is in the range of 40%, explaining

the low calories per waffle

(d) After the baking, the top plates reopen. The waffles sitting in the bottom plates

demould by a vacuum or needle take off. Bent needles mounted on a rotating drum

penetrate the waffles from the side in order to fix them and to lift them out of

the mould

(e) After a half rotation of the take-off drum, the vacuum is released respectively the

needles are redrawn and the waffles drop onto a wire-mesh belt to exit the hot

oven area

(f ) Thewaffles enter the freezer on a spiral system for immediate freezing. During freez-

ing some more moisture evaporates

(g) The waffles then proceed to the packaging section for flow wrapping and carton

packaging

See the manufacturing diagram in Fig. 9.2 for industrially manufactured frozen waffles.

Industrial equipment for manufacturing from a few thousand up to 35,000 waffles per

hour is available. The original size is about 35 g per waffle, but increasingly differently

sized products are entering the markets.

9.2.8.3 Frozen Waffle Recipes
Table 9.10 provides information on the typical ingredient list and the ranges of individual

ingredients for industrially made homestyle (original) and buttermilk type frozen waffles.
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9.2.8.4 Frozen Pancakes
American frozen pancakes (cf. Section 9.2.6) are quite similar in recipes to homestyle

waffles. They are distributed by the same logistics and applied as breakfast items as well.

9.2.9 Gluten-Free Waffles
9.2.9.1 Introduction and Overview
Gluten sensitivity and celiac disease, leading to multiple gastrointestinal symptoms, are on

the rise worldwide. Up to 6% of the population might be affected in some way (Volta

et al., 2013). Gluten-free waffles are not yet available worldwide. In the United States

about 18 million consumers are potentially affected by this condition and convenience

food such as frozen waffles are popular. Industrial waffle manufacturers therefore are

offering a wide selection of gluten-free frozen waffles.

The manufacturing principle and the recipes are quite similar to conventional frozen

waffles as discussed in Section 9.2.8; however, the exception is replacing wheat flour with

gluten-free flours.

9.2.9.2 Wheat Flour Replacement in Gluten-Free Waffles
Chapter 2, Section 2.3.2 of this book provides a comprehensive discussion on flours and

starches for gluten-free waffles, while Section 2.3.8 provides the definition of gluten free

Table 9.10 Frozen Waffles—Basic Recipe Table (Homestyle, Buttermilk Types)
Ingredient kg Comments

Flour 100 Flour blends: pastry and stronger flour

Water 110–160 Depends on flour sorption

Eggs, pasteurized 2–15 Decreasing egg levels compared to older recipes

Egg whites,

pasteurized

0–2 Improves internal binding, no cholesterol

Skim milk powder 0–7 Applied alternatively in most cases

Whey powder 0–5
Buttermilk powder 0–5
Sugar 4–10 Decreasing sugar levels compared to older recipes

Salt 1–1.5 Decreasing salt levels compared to older recipes

Calcium salts 0.5–1 Calcium chloride, calcium carbonate; improve internal

binding

Baking powder acids 1.75–2.5 SALP, SaPP, MCP

Sodium bicarbonate 1.25–2
Colour blend, yellow 0.01–0.2 Anatto, yellow #5, #6

Vitamin blend 0.1–2 Quantity depends on dilution factor

Flavour 0.02–1 Vanilla, quantity depends on dilution factor

Lecithin 0–0.6
Vegetable oil 6.5–13 Decreasing oil levels compared to older recipes; mostly soy,

canola, palm oils

In baker’s %, related to 100 parts of wheat flour.
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and additional ingredients for replacing the functions of gluten. Mostly a combination of

two or three flours is selected; cf. the Tables 2.56 and 2.57 there.

An important issue in modern gluten free foods is to provide the full pattern of nutri-

ents that is not the case if just starches are the main replacers of wheat flour as we expe-

rienced with the first generation of gluten-free bakery foods. The formulation assistant in

Chapter 3, Table 2.58 has a range of ingredients providing sufficient proteins and fibres

when selecting a gluten-free flour mix for manufacturing waffles.

9.2.9.3 Examples of Gluten-Free Waffle Products from North America
In order to demonstrate that gluten free products can be tasty, Table 9.11 provides a list of

actual frozen waffles that in eating quality are in no way behind the regular waffles.

My emphasis on gluten free waffles is for suggesting to develop the gluten free waffle

market on a worldwide basis. Gluten free seems to be a todays megatrend and the market

is steadily growing.

9.2.10 Butter Wafer Cookies and Other Wafer Cookies (Galettes)
9.2.10.1 Introduction and Overview
Butter wafer cookies (Fig. 9.7) are traditional products manufactured in the same geo-

graphical area as the soft-textured waffles discussed above. Characteristic, besides of

the pattern, is the texture in two basic variants:

• Rather hard and crunchy due to a dominating level of sugar compared to butterfat as

expressed in product names such as ‘butter crisps’

• More soft and crunchy due to an increase in butter fat compared to sugar and

expressed in product names such as ‘butter crumbles’

Both are sweet and prepared from a dough, a thick paste. The ingredient list is short,

starting with flour. Sugar is second, in order to make the hard ‘crisps’, followed by butter,

eggs, flavour and salt. For the softer ‘crumbles’ butter and sugar exchange their positions.

Galette is a general term for all thin, mostly round or oval-shaped crunchy wafer

cookies even if is not prepared with butter as a fat source. Some names out of this group

Table 9.11 Some Actual Gluten-Free Frozen Waffles Sold in North America
Manufacturer Gluten Free Waffle Selection

Kashi Original, cinnamon

Kellogg’s Original, cinnamon

Kinnikinnick Homestyle, cinnamon and brown sugar

Natures path Homestyle, ancient grains, buckwheat wildberry, chia plus, dark chocolate

chip, flax plus, maple cinnamon, pumpkin spice

Trader Joe’s Wheat-free toaster waffles

Vans Original, ancient grains, apple cinnamon, blueberry

No specific recommendation of a company or product.
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are Paris waffles or Parisettes, Flemish waffles, Kempen waffles, galettes fines or galettes

croustillantes.

9.2.10.2 The Manufacturing Principle of Butter Wafer Cookies and Galletes
(a) The baking mass is dough-like, prepared mostly from butter, margarine or shorten-

ing with sugar, some eggs and flours as the main ingredients. Leavenings are sodium

bicarbonate, ABC or baking powders

(b) Hard crisp butter cookies are from a rotary moulded dough. Otherwise the forming

method is wire cutting

(c) The baking is between wafer-patterned cast iron plates. After baking, the top plates

reopen and the cookies remove by gravity and blowing at the tilting point of the

bottom plates

(d) The wafer cookies cool during belt transport passages before entering the packaging

section for tray sorting, flow wrapping and carton packaging

Industrial equipment for manufacturing from about a few thousand up to 40,000 wafer

cookies per hour is available.

9.2.10.3 Wafer Cookie Recipes
Table 9.12 provides information on the typical ingredient list and the ranges of individual

ingredients for industrially manufactured butter wafer cookies and galletes.

9.3 WAFFLES—RECIPE CONSIDERATIONS AND TECHNOLOGICAL
INFLUENCES

After that digression to the world of contemporary waffle products we continue the

general technological discussion on waffles.

Fig. 9.7 Butter wafer cookies. (Photo: Tiefenbacher).
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9.3.1 General Considerations on Ingredients, Recipe and Processing
Due to the diversity of waffle products here are a few basic considerations:

• Due to the recent spreading in many countries, Belgian waffles experience quite some

adaption to local taste preferences as well as ingredient qualities and availabilities

• Developments in nutritional standards and consumer demands change ingredient

levels continuously. As an example take the reduction of eggs and fats in frozen waffles

over the last decades

• The equipment situation influences the recipe. A change from small ovens to bigger

industrially sized ones demands subtle recipe changes

For waffle batter, paste and dough recipes, we still recommend using the baker’s percent

format. The rationale for is that small changes in quantities or the addition of a further

ingredient do not change the visibility of the ratios of all the solid ingredients. In the alter-

native format ‘total percent of ingredients’, any small change changes the numbers for

every single ingredient.

From the ‘Waffle Compendium’ in Section 9.2 we recognize the broad range of com-

position for the different waffle types. In developing a waffle recipe, quite frequently a

certain target product from the market is a goal to achieve. Basic recipes as provided by

Table 9.12 Butter Wafer Cookies and Galletes—Basic Recipe Table
Ingredient kg Comments

Flour 100 Cookie flour

Sugar 80–100 For butter wafer cookies

Sugar 50–70 For various other gallettes

Syrups 0–10 Adjusting the baking colour intensity

Water 10–20 Depends on flour sorption, eggs, syrup

Eggs, pasteurized 5–20
Skim milk powder 0–2
Starch 0–5
Soy flour, toasted 0–6
Salt 0.9–2.2 Decreasing salt levels compared to former recipes

Baking powder acids 0–2 Phosphate-based, glucono delta lacton

Sodium bicarbonate 0.1–0.6
Ammonium bicarbonate 0–2
Colours 0–0.1 Beta carotene

Vitamin blend 0–2 Quantity depends on the blends dilution factor

Flavour 0.02–1 Vanilla, quantity depends on dilution factor

Food acids 0–0.1 Citric acid, lactic acid

Lecithin 0–0.6
Vegetable oil/fat 40–50 For nonbutter cookies: Shortening, margarine or oil;

mostly from palm, canola

In baker’s %, related to 100 parts of wheat flour.
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equipment manufacturers or food consultants are just starting points for the final goal to

manufacture a similar or better product than an experienced competitor. Product devel-

opment then has to consider various requirements regarding market position, product

quality, costs and manufacturing efficiency.

9.3.1.1 Marketing Aspects
• Specific requirements for size, look and taste

• The ingredient list showing ingredientswith a positive connotation to the consumer and

avoiding any disliked ingredients as much as possible—what is good or bad for the label

• Nutritional thoughtfulness regarding the content of nutrients such as proteins, fibres,

minerals and vitamins while reducing saturated fats, added sugars, cholesterol and salt

• Claim issues such as health claims, ‘free from’ claims and ‘high in’ and ‘low in’ claims

• Clean label requirements regarding additives. Avoiding of ingredients being in

broader public discussion

• Shelf life and distribution issues: fresh, convenience or frozen segment

9.3.1.2 Ingredient Aspects
• Regional ingredient availability and ingredient cost

• Adjustment to the properties of the locally available flour

• Specification of all ingredients

• Inclusion of ingredients positively influencing waffle softness and shelf life

9.3.1.3 Processing Aspects
• Providence in selecting and separating the manufacturing area from a hygienic

viewpoint

• Define the way of manufacturing such as procuring, weighing, mixing, pumping,

depositing, baking, cooling and packaging in all aspects

• The baking parameters such as temperature, baking time and partial or full baking

• Recipe adaption to the type/size of equipment, the size, form and actual condition of

the baking moulds

• Ingredient stickiness is one parameter to consider (Table 9.13) and to compensate for

• When setting up a recipe consider the browning intensity (Table 9.14) of individual

ingredients in order to avoid overly surface browning at still underbaked centres

• Consulting by an experienced waffle technologist will improve your products regard-

ing quality, manufacturing efficiency and shelf life

9.3.2 Technological Influences
9.3.2.1 Stickiness of Ingredients
When selecting ingredients, the stickiness of a particular ingredient affects recipe com-

ponents required for improving the release. Extensive studies of Huber and
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Schoenlechner (2016a,b) reveal influences of both, baking surfaces and various ingredi-

ents. Table 9.13 lists ingredients especially prone to stickiness.

9.3.2.2 Ingredients to Intensify the Baking Colour
Selecting syrupy ingredients from Table 9.14 must be done with care and in limited

quantities. Otherwise the waffle crumb part remains under baked and overly wet.

9.3.2.3 Adjusting the pH-Value of the Baking Masses
The following Table 9.15 addresses the quite large influence of the batter pH value on the

baking performance and the final result.

Ingredients lowering the pH: Flour, margarine, whey powder, syrups such as invert, glu-

cose and maltose syrup.

Ingredients increasing the pH: Sodium bicarbonate, eggs (age increases the alkalinity),

hard water.

Table 9.13 Estimated Stickiness of Ingredients: Sorted by Decreasing Intensity
Ingredient

Fruit purees

Fruit powders

Citric acid, fruit acids

Fruit bits

Syrups, honey

Sugar

Caramel

Table 9.14 Browning Intensity of Ingredients: Sorted by Decreasing Intensity
Ingredient

Sodium bicarbonate

Invert syrup

Honey

High fructose corn syrup

Fruit purees and powders

Milk powders

Buttermilk, whey powder

Dextrose

Sugar

Glucose syrups

Eggs
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Acids and salts for pH adjustment: Citric acid E 330 and its salts (buffering), sodium dia-

cetate E 262, fumaric acid E 297, glucono delta lactone E 575, lactic acid E 270, calcium

lactate E 327.

9.3.2.4 Influencing the Viscosity and the Specific Gravity of the Baking Masses
Ingredient influences on the viscosity are summarized in Table 9.16. Any aeration has a

huge influence: the more aeration and foaminess, either from leavenings or due to

mechanical aeration, the higher the viscosity will be.

9.3.2.5 Mechanical Batter Aeration vs. Increased Chemical Leavening
Batter-based waffles represent the main part in present waffle manufacturing. Modern

concepts in batter-based waffles replace part of the chemical leavening by high-intensity

aeration of the batter immediately before depositing into the baking moulds. That intense

aeration happens within mixing heads bearing both static and rotating arrays of metal pins

of adjustable speed and shearing action. A prerequisite for mechanical aeration is the

Table 9.15 The pH Value of Waffle Baking Masses and the Performance in Baking
Effect More Acid pH More Alkaline pH

Mould fill (corners) � +

Emulsion stability O/W + �
Whipped egg whites stability + �
Crust colour � +

Finer crumb texture, smaller pores + �
Open, more coarse crumb texture � +

Crumbliness � +

Impact of added flavours + �
Efficiency of acid preservatives + �
Qualitative influences: + better, improved and vice versa for �.

Table 9.16 Main Influences on Viscosity and Specific Gravity
Ingredient or Treatment Viscosity of Baking Mass Specific Gravity of Baking Mass

More water � �
Less water + +

More eggs + �
Less eggs � +

More fat + �
Less fat � +

More leavening + �
Less leavening � +

Aeration + �
Qualitative influences: + increase; � decrease.
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presence either of some egg-based ingredients or the use of aeration emulsifiers and thick-

eners such as xanthan or guar gum. The primary goals in aeration are the following:

• An even distribution of many small pores in the batter, not a high aeration level. Typ-

ical aeration is to a density around 0.95 from originally about 1.05

• The fine tuning of the waffle weight via the level of aeration

Frozen American waffles still rely mostly on intense chemical leavening. In some cases an

aftertaste from the leavening is part of the product’s characteristic taste profile that the

consumers are familiar with.

9.3.2.6 Regulation of Chewiness/Gumminess and Internal Binding in Waffles
Specific recipe and ingredient situations may compromise the internal binding and the

chewiness of waffles. This is primarily in the case of low protein flours, when adding

more nonflour components, or in waffles with lean recipes with little egg, as in most

of the North American frozen waffles. There are a few options to counteract this:

• Increase of the gluten level, either by blending in more hard wheat flour or some vital

gluten powder

• The application of thickeners such as small levels of guar gum, cellulose gum and/or

xanthan gum

9.3.2.7 Qualitative Influences of Ingredients
Table 9.17 provides information on how various ingredients influence waffle quality

characteristics.

9.3.3 Microbiological Safety
One of the most important quality aspects in waffles is microbiological safety against the

growth of moulds, yeasts and bacteria. Contrary to the ‘dry’ baked crisp wafers, waffles

are far more demanding both in hygienic manufacturing conditions and in careful han-

dling after baking. These ‘intermediate moisture’ foods are in a AW range where the

growth of microorganisms, primarily of moulds and yeasts, starts to be of real concern.

Table 9.17 Technological Influences of Waffle Ingredients: A Qualitative Description
Technological Effect Ingredient

Toughening of structure Flour proteins (gluten), egg proteins, gums, oils

Tenderizing of structure Sugars, fats, leavenings, yolk, cocoa powder

Moistness in texture Syrups, eggs, milk, fruit purees

Flavour Vanilla, spices, fruit purees, chocolate chips, fruit bits, nuts

Mould free shelf life Humectants, preservatives plus acidity regulators, sugars

Adding acidity Fruit purees, whey and buttermilk powders, margarine, cocoa

powder (natural), flour, syrups, chocolate

Alkaline reaction Sodium bicarbonate, waffle rework slurry, eggs, hard water
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9.3.3.1 Hurdle Technology
By creating the most unfavourable conditions for microorganisms, with regard to pH,

temperature, AW and moisture level, and it is possible to avoid the application of chem-

ical preservatives or to reduce their amount. That combination of physical and chemical

conditions to extend the shelf life is called ‘hurdle technology’ (Leistner, 2000). The dif-

ferent approaches to create ‘hurdles’ are to ensure that pathogens are both low and harm-

less or eliminated in the final product.

9.3.3.2 Recontamination After Baking
The waffles right out of the oven are almost sterile. Much of the contamination comes

after baking, usually over the surface. In the post-baking phase good manufacturing prin-

ciples (GMP) are most essential. Here ‘clean room technology’ has to control airborne

contamination. Dedicated installations and procedures in filtering and germ reduction of

the air, in pressurization to prevent contaminated air from flowing in, and in temperature

and humidity control are required. Prerequisites are clean premises, clean equipment in

contact with the freshly baked waffles and sound cleaning procedures in general.

Physical methods to reduce airborne particles carrying microorganisms in the supply

air ducts such as HEPA filtration, photo-oxidation with short-wave UV light and acti-

vated oxygen or air ionization (Arnold et al., 2004) can be favourably applied to signif-

icantly reduce dust, germs and spores.

Mould growth spoils the product. It indicates a contamination with mould spores,

settled to the surface from the atmosphere during the cooling and packaging process

under conditions suitable for their growth, such as elevated humidity and oxygen.

9.3.3.3 Waffle Cooling in a Separate Area
From experience, moving the hot waffles into a separate clean area for cooling is most

important. Negative examples found during my work life occur when cooling waffles:

• In the regular baking environment, they are prone to fumes and nonfiltered air

• Access of flour dust due to the proximity of the batter mixing area and free air

exchange. Regular wheat flour contains high numbers of mould spores and various

microorganisms

• In the absence of pest control, flies, birds and other animals are sources of

recontamination

• Packing the waffles while still hot is an issue. Moisture condenses inside the package

when cooling to ambient continues. Any mould spores present start germinating

immediately in these high humidity zones

• Wet cleaning during the manufacturing provides both additional humidity and

swirling dust

• Any of the adjuncts such as glazes, fillings or nut, spice and sugar sprinklings may be

sources of recontamination as well
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9.3.3.4 Humectants for Adjusting the Equilibrium Relative Humidity Properly
Most important for increasing the mould free-shelf life of nonfrozen waffles is controlling

the AW to 0.75 or less via humectants and by baking to residual moisture in the range of

14% or less. Chemical preservation typically is avoided and can be just a kind of safety net

in case of noncontrollable circumstances in manufacturing and distribution. Humectants

in the recipe additionally assist in controlling the ERH (Cauvain and Young, 2008;

Barbaosa-Canovas et al., 2007, Smith et al., 2004).

ERH is the relative humidity of the atmosphere at a particular temperature at which a

waffle neither gains nor loses moisture. Calculating the ERH from the recipe is a concept

used in cakes andRTEwaffles for determining themould-free shelf-life. In recipe develop-

ment, when selecting humectants and sugar levels the prediction of the ERH by equations

goingback toRoss (1975),Norrish (1966)orGrover (1947) is a valuable tool in recipedevel-

opment. A further term, equilibrium moisture content (EMC), describes the quantity of

moisture a material contains after it has reached equilibrium with its environment.

Waffles typically require an ERH around 75%; the higher the ERH, the greater the

potential for mould growth and the shorter the ‘mould-free’ shelf life is. For preserving

the softness and the shelf stability hygroscopic carbohydrates, humectants are applied to

retain more moisture in the product without overly increasing AW. Thereby the growth

of microorganisms, primarily moulds is retarded. Sweeteners such as fructose, invert syrups,

honey, high fructose corn syrups, and treacle all are excellent humectants. However, these

must be used with care in waffle recipes due to their high browning intensity during waffle

baking.

Widely applied humectants for a reduction in AW by as much as about 0.02 units in

the final waffle without any browning effect in RTE waffle baking are the polyols glyc-

erol or sorbitol. Propylene glycol E 1520, used extensively in the past as a solvent for

flavours but working as a humectant and preservative as well, is not approved anymore

as a multipurpose food additive in the European Union. In the United States however,

the maximum level of propylene glycol permitted in foods is still at 2%.

9.3.3.5 Chemical Preservation and Acid Regulation
For chemical preservation the following acids, respectively their better water-soluble

salts, might be applied. Because only the acid form of these chemicals is actively preserv-

ing, in any case a pH value of the final products in the slightly acid pH-range is essential.

Cf. Table 9.18 and Section 9.4.12.

• Potassium sorbate—The best level is a concentration of 0.15%–0.25%, calculated as

sorbic acid in the finished waffle. The right pH is from 4.5 to about 6.5 at maximum

• Calcium propionate—The best level is a concentration of 0.15%–0.3%, calculated as

propionic acid in the finished waffle. The pH should be 4.8–5.6 ideally, which is

almost impossible to achieve for perfectly formed waffles. In fermented waffles, cal-

cium propionate retards yeast fermentation prior to baking less than potassium sorbate

• Sodium diacetate and citric acid may be used primarily for buffering the pH value
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Out of these, sorbic acid (or potassium sorbate) is the most frequently used one for

assisting in mould-free shelf life, primarily for warm and humid climates. The lower

the waffle pH, the better is the activity of sorbic acid. Therefore acid regulators such

as citric acid or lactic acid may be applied with the disadvantage of an impairment of

the mould fill, primarily the corners of the waffles.

9.3.3.6 Packaging
By packaging a physical barrier provides protection of the sensitive waffles. The type

of packaging material is best determined for the specific climate conditions in

cooperation with the packaging material supplier. Then a tailor-made material regarding

moisture barrier, air/gas barrier, transparency, flexibility and sealing properties will be

found.

A modification of the interior packaging atmosphere offers additional protection

against spoilage. Options such as the copacking of oxygen scavengers, ethanol spraying

or modified air packaging (MAP) are applicable. The book of Ooraikul and Stiles (1991),

‘Modified atmosphere packaging of food’, on pages 63–67 presents a study on themould-

free shelf life extension of partially baked waffles by MAP.

9.3.3.7 Recalls Protect the Consumers
Despite all hygienic precautions issues may happen. As soon as a company learns of a

potential concern as a result of routine tests and identifies a potential for contamination,

it identifies any foods that might be impacted and issues a recall. Here is a recent example

from the United States in condensed form:

September 19, 2016: During routine testing, the company..(name).. found a problem with its
cleaning process, which left an opening for Listeria monocytogenes bacteria to possibly contam-
inate a batch of..(type).. waffles. The individual boxes have a “Best If Used By Date” of November 21,
2017 or November 22, 2017. There have been no reported illnesses related to the recalled waffles
to date.

Table 9.18 Percentage of Nondissociated Preservative Acids and Product pH Value
Preservative Acid pH 3 pH 4 pH 5 pH 6 pH 7

Acetic acid 98.5 84.5 34.9 5.1 0.54

Citric acid 53.0 18.9 0.41 0.00 0.00

Lactic acid 86.6 39.2 6.05 0.64 0.064

Propionic acid 98.5 87.6 41.7 6.67 0.71

Sorbic acid 97.4 82.0 30.0 4.1 0.48

Data: ICMSF International Commission on Microbiological Specification for Foods, 1980. Microbial ecology of foods.
Factors Affecting Life and Death of Microorganisms, vol. 1. Academic Press, New York.
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9.3.4 The Role of Adjuncts
While pure waffles have their own place in the markets, the combination with any kind

of adjuncts offers additional acceptability features. There are plenty of examples with still

more that are imaginable:

• Inclusions to modify the flavour and texture

• Sugar sprinkling improves both the look and the microbiological stability

• Decorating; bottom or full enrobing with chocolate or compound chocolate are

potential product extensions

• Waffle sandwiches with fillings such as creams, caramel, souffl�e, marshmallow or jam

Adjuncts are for making them great, multitextured products in the market with signif-

icant shares. For further details on the various adjuncts to waffles see Chapter 5.

9.3.5 Specific Nutrient Content Labelling?
Waffles are not ideal vehicles for every specific reduction or increase in nutrient content.

However, for the United States and the European Union some of the nutrient content

claims listed in Chapter 3, Tables 3.7 and 3.8 might be applicable. Please check if there are

different regulations in your area.

9.4 THE FUNCTIONS OF VARIOUS WAFFLE INGREDIENTS

9.4.1 Wheat Flour
The main flour polymers, starch and gluten proteins, form the waffle matrix. The flour

therefore has a big influence in every stage:

(a) In the mixing phase an overdevelopment of gluten is not desirable. Otherwise, the

batter/paste/dough becomes elastic and makes it more difficult to reach a light

and fluffy waffle texture in baking. Here a moderate protein level, 9%–10.5% is a

good range for waffles of low sweetness, and a moderate absorption in order to keep

the viscosity low is recommendable. Any gluten development results in viscosity

fluctuations in the freshly mixed baking mass despite being the same recipe. Less

protein is better from that aspect

(b) The wheat proteins impart a stable, chewy texture to the finished waffle and reduce the

risk of ripping at the demoulding step from the baking mould. More protein is better

from that aspect

(c) For RTE waffles the freshness/softness keeping of the starch part must be controlled.

Low-protein flour results in a drier, crumbly texture in the beginning and more tex-

ture hardening later due to increased starch retrogradation. Reducing the starch

level is done by the other main ingredients such as eggs, sugars and fats
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9.4.1.1 General Flour Properties Plus Exceptions for Specific Waffle Types
• Flours from soft wheat varieties with low to moderate protein levels (9%–10% pro-

tein, 22%–25% wet gluten) result in a finer and drier waffle texture. Counteraction is

by increased egg whites, eggs, fat or thickeners. Such low protein flours are not suit-

able for fermented waffles

• Most frequently, flours with approx. 0.55% ash are applied

• A fine flour granulation, more than 50% below 75 μm, is preferable with regard to

internal binding and for a smoother waffle surface and softer texture. Just for fer-

mented waffles we recommend a more coarse flour granulation

• For lean, low-sugar recipes, a high-protein flour might result in some gluten devel-

opment during mixing. Signs are the decrease in batter flow and increase in waffle

weights. There is no simple offset by increasing the water in the recipe but ‘dilution’

by soy flour (toasted) or nonwheat flours may help. Some wafer enzyme then might

be beneficial too

• For waffles with high sugar levels and for fermented waffles such as Liège waffles and

yeast waffles, a flour medium to high in protein with 11%–13% (28%–33% wet glu-

ten) is recommended

• In frozen waffle manufacturing the blending of soft and hard flours is applied fre-

quently to reduce ripping and for improving the chewiness

• Any flour treatment to strengthen the gluten by adding ascorbic acid is not rec-

ommended with the exception of fermented waffle types

• Some 1–2 weeks of flour maturing after milling is recommended for improved waffle

baking performance

In industrial waffle manufacturing, premixes are recommended, having most or all of the

dry recipe components but not containing flour. That reduces both batter preparation

time and any errors due to scaling and mixing of the ingredients for single batches. These

premixes for flexibility and confidentiality reasons most frequently are prepared in-house.

Within companies having a flourmill in their group, dry premixes including the flour are

worth considering. An efficient powder mixer is required in order to avoid any incon-

sistencies, followed by troubles in waffle manufacturing.

For more details on wheat flour, see Chapter 2, Section 2.2 of this book.

9.4.2 Nonwheat Flours and Starches
In waffles, other nongluten forming flours may replace a substantial part, 3%–20%, of
wheat flour. This may happen for one of the following technological reasons:

• To dilute high-gluten flours

• To trigger effects on waffle colour, taste or texture

• To make the ingredient list on the package more appealing

• Finally, to replace all the wheat flour in gluten-free waffles (Section 9.2.9)
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Examples are corn flour, oat flour, rye or rice flour. Oat and rye add hydrocolloids, being

positive for a softer texture but usually without extending the shelf life. Yellow corn flour

can be of interest for its colour contribution. Such ingredients help to improve the batter/

dough/paste rheology and result in a lower waffle weight and softer texture. For more

details, see Chapter 2, Section 2.3 of this book.

For the manufacturing of gluten-free waffles typically a combination of specific rice

and corn flours, starches from potato, tapioca or corn and buckwheat flour are the main

options here for getting gluten-free waffles that are still fairly nutritious regarding their

content in protein and other nutrients. Then xanthan gum or guar gum replaces some of

the typical gluten properties such as elasticity and cohesion. See Chapter 2, Section 2.3.8

for details.

9.4.2.1 Soybean Flours
In recipes for RTE waffles, soybean flours, from defatted to full fat, are valuable ingre-

dients for the following reasons:

• Promoting a more homogeneous and softer texture and a better flavour. The protein

content of the waffles rises

• Reducing the starch-related retrogradation effects that firm the waffle texture

We strongly recommend selecting solely toasted nonenzyme active soy flour with a

sweet, nutty taste. Any bitter or beanlike flavours must be absent because they indicate

some quality defect. The oil content regarding potential oxidation issues is less critical due

to the comparatively short shelf life of waffles. Partially defatted soy flour has about 50%

protein and from 9% to 11% fat. The defatted flour is well suited to improve the waffle

texture and taste. Its higher moisture sorption will increase the moisture content of the

batter/dough/paste.

The typical application level of soybean or other legume flours such as lupin flour is in

the range of 4–12 baker’s %. See Chapter 2, Section 2.3.7 for details on soybean and other
legume flours.

9.4.2.2 Starches
Starches, preferably native ones from corn, tapioca, potato, wheat, as well as waxy

starches may compensate for a high gluten content of the available wheat flour. High

amylose starches are a no-go for waffles due to their retrogradation properties. For for-

mulas high in water content after adding whole-wheat flour or fibres, starches may be

required to increase the batter solids and the waffle stability.

For RTE waffles starches are not a preferred ingredient. Here starch is applied with

caution because it results in a finer, but drier texture and, more importantly, in starch ret-

rogradation later on; this shortens the time of keeping thewaffles’ softness. One important

function of all the rich ingredients in RTE waffle recipes such as eggs, sugar and fats is to

reduce the relative percentage of the starch part contributed by the wheat flour.
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9.4.3 Water
With amoisture level in the waffle batter/dough/paste between as high as 57% and as low

as 20%, water in most waffle types is a main component quantitatively. The levels of

sugars, fats and the flour absorption determine the moisture content of the baking masses.

It includes moisture from added water, any milk (87%), fresh eggs (75%), flour (14%),

syrups (20%–26%), margarine (18%), etc.

That moisture is required for the baking process (starch gelatinization, volume expan-

sion by steam), for pasteurizing/sterilizing the waffles during the baking, and for some

residual moisture to keep the soft texture of the finished waffles. However, already in

the batter/dough/paste phase there are important functions of water:

• It is solvent for sugars and other water-soluble ingredients. Specifically higher quan-

tities of sugar ‘structure’ the water, which greatly reduces the hydration/swelling of

the flour and as a consequence the viscosity of the baking masses

• The water during the mixing/kneading process hydrates the proteins, which is an

important prerequisite for emulsification and aeration. And later on in the finished

waffle, proteins are essential for a sufficient internal cohesion in order to avoid ripping

at the waffle-take off after baking and for a less crumbly, chewy eating texture

• Some ‘free water’ remains to keep the viscosity of the baking mass at the right level

• The water temperature is one of the main factors in determining the final temperature

of the baking mass. Depending on the temperature of the other ingredients and the

environmental temperature, the water temperature is selected to obtain a final baking

mass temperature as targeted, for many waffles in the 24°C to 30°C range

• In waffles a higher water hardness, over 2.5 mmol/L (250 ppm), is not an issue but it

may even be beneficial. Harder water helps in reducing the ‘ripping’ issues in the

demoulding of the waffles after baking. However, harder water might require a slight

reduction in the leavenings and will result in shorter plate cleaning intervals

• There is experience that a 1:1 transfer of waffle recipes from place to place is difficult.

One of the factors here are differences in water specifications

For more details on water, please refer to Chapter 2, Section 2.1 of this book.

9.4.4 Egg-Based Ingredients
9.4.4.1 Functionality of Egg Products in Waffles
As we have seen in the waffle compendium in Section 9.2, the most important RTE

waffles contain a lot of eggs, on top all the batter-based ones such as the fresh egg, toast

and flash waffles. To the contrary we see less and less eggs in American frozen waffles due

to the market risks seen in connection to egg products over there. The main and impor-

tant functions of eggs in RTE waffles are the following:

• Batter aeration—The egg white part is essential for mechanical waffle batter aeration—

a very important tool for a softer and lighter waffle then requiring less of chemical
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leavenings. The foam stability of egg whites will be higher at a batter pH-value of less

than 7.0. A low egg percentage compromises the mechanical aeration unless there is

some compensation by minor ingredients such as aeration emulsifiers and thickeners.

The aeration of egg whites may be improved by some additional whey proteins (from

whey or buttermilk powders) or caseins (from milk powder) and acids, which reduce

the batter pH value

• Emulsification—The yolk part in eggs (egg lecithin, proteins) mediates an improved

batter emulsification and air incorporation. However, an over-emulsification might

increase the requirement for oil/fat in the recipe being the antisticking medium for a

safe mould release after baking

• Cohesion—An improved cohesion/internal binding primarily comes from the egg

white proteins. More egg¼more elastic texture, less egg¼more crumbling andmore

easily disintegrating waffles (ripping) during removal from the baking mould

• Colour—There is a more intense colour, both the yellowish crumb colour from the

yolk part and a more intense surface browning, from the egg whites plus sugar

(Maillard reaction)

• Taste—The egg taste in high-egg waffles is still a liked one

• Nutrition—Adding on to previous point, primarily the proteins are important here but

there are additional benefits that the egg industry assures

• Freshness/softness—Waffles rich in eggs have the elasticity andmoisture binding effects

of egg proteins and some shortening from the fat part in the yolks. More eggs auto-

matically reduce the percentage of the structure-hardening retrograding starches

9.4.4.2 Risks Factors Seen in Connection to Egg Products
But there are not just positive aspects of whole eggs and of egg yolks especially:

• The obligatory labelling of the cholesterol content from the egg yolk is disliked in

some areas such as in North America. More frequently therefore just egg whites

or even no eggs are included in the formulations

• The fat content of the egg yolk is substantially saturated fats. But it is compensated by a

proportional reduction in fat/oil required in the recipe for a safe waffle release from

the baking mould

• There are potential hygienic risks such as salmonella infections, at least as perceived by

many consumers

9.4.4.3 Which Type of Egg Product Should Be Used?
Any kind of egg products may be used in waffles in principle—whole egg, egg yolks, egg

whites, whether it is fresh/pasteurized/frozen/an egg-sugar (salt) concentrate/or

egg powder.

The technological effect (activity) as mentioned in the description of functionality is

highestwith fresh eggs. It decreases in the sequence: Fresh, pasteurized> frozen>powder.
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Some overpasteurization or, more importantly, a nongentle drying in powder manufac-

turing will reduce the functional advantages of eggs considerably. A slow thawing of

frozen egg ingredients in a cooling room or overnight at ambient temperature is important

to keep the functionality. By a quick reheating the activity might decrease as well.

Stored, older egg products show a higher pH value of the whites (over 7.6–7.9). You
may correct with acids (citric, lactic, fumaric). Please note that lactic acid/lactates may

impair the waffle release from the baking moulds.

9.4.4.4 Incorporation of Eggs into the Baking Mass
The binding of free water in the batter stage and the activation of dried protein compo-

nents by early swelling is critical for the result, primarily for a stable internal waffle texture

in batter based waffles. It is recommended to add any egg powder components rather

early in the first mixing stage in order to maximize its hydration and to fully profit con-

sequently from the aeration and internal binding properties of the eggs.

Incorporate egg powder ingredients via a premix with other powder ingredients to

avoid any formation of lumps in the mixing/kneading stage. Otherwise, lumps might

remain on the batter screen or result in discoloured spots in dough- or paste-basedwaffles.

9.4.4.5 Egg Reduction
Soy lecithin may replace some part of the egg functions in order to achieve the following:

• Reduce the recipe costs.

• Lower the percentage of saturated fats in the waffles.

• Obtain cholesterol-free or low cholesterol waffles. The application of egg whites

allows the avoidance of cholesterol while keeping most of the good egg functionality

at the same time.

For more details on egg products, see Chapter 4, Section 4.6 of this book.

9.4.5 Sugars, Other Sweeteners and Polyols
9.4.5.1 Functionality of Sugars, Other Sweeteners and Polyols in Waffles
For most RTE waffles, sugars are bulk ingredients. Polyols and additional other sweet-

eners perform most of the following sugar functions in a similar way:

• Sweetness—Saccharose, other mono- and disaccharides, syrups andmost of the polyols

turn sweet waffles to a preferred snack food. Sweetness intensity is higher in sugar and

invert syrup, compared to most polyols and glucose syrups

• Reduced flour swelling—Flour in sugar syrup solutions swells much less. That reduces

the risk of gluten development during the mixing/kneading step greatly. Moreover,

less water is required for a certain target viscosity of the baking masses

• Increased gelatinization temperature—The temperature required for starch gelatiniza-

tion, being the essential step in fixing the waffle structure in the first baking phase,
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increases in the sugar syrup solution. That improves the even distribution of the bak-

ing mass in the mould before the structural setting occurs

• Baking colour and flavour—Sugar, invert sugar, fructose syrups and honey are essential

for the browning due to Maillard reactions. The browning intensity decreases in the

following order: fructose, invert syrup> sugar>glucose syrups. The polyols do not

add colour

• Freshness/softness—Sugars and syrups act as humectants in order to keep the freshness.

The mixed application of sugars, syrups (invert, high fructose corn, glucose, maltose,

molasses, honey) and polyols retard its decrease during the shelf life time

• Microbiological preservation—The humectant properties (hygroscopicity) and the

accompanying reduction in AW increase the protection against microbial

spoilage. There is the following order of activity: polyols, invert syrup>glucose

syrups, sugar

For the more neutral taste of frozen American and Brussels waffles low sweetener levels

are responsible. That widens the use of these waffles as bread substitutes.

9.4.5.2 Risk Factors Seen in Connection to Sugars and Syrups
• All sugars and syrups increase the stickiness to the baking moulds and their faster

soiling due to caramelization. That requires more frequent mould cleaning

• Recent efforts for a reduction in added sugars in human nutrition reduce the appeal of

sweet waffles for the segment of health-conscious consumers. However, the market

for sugar-free waffles is widening

9.4.5.3 Sugars
The most applied sugar is sucrose from sugarcane or sugar beets (saccharose). Both white

and brown sugars are applicable. The latter results in slightly more colour and flavour but

it also increases the stickiness to the moulds. For batter-based waffles, the sugar dissolves

fully during batter mixing. Just in sweet paste recipes, part of the sugar remains

undissolved. For Liège type fermented waffles, pearl sugar lumps of 5–8 mm size are

included into the dough in the very last mixing stage in order to remain almost

undissolved and to mediate their characteristic eating experience.

For more details on sugars see Chapter 3, Section 3.1 of this book. Pearl sugar is dis-

cussed in the inclusions section, see Section 5.4.4. of Chapter 5.

9.4.5.4 Syrups, Honey, Malt Extract
Humectancy and browning are important features. Liquid sweeteners in comparison to

dry sugar powders capture less air in the baking masses thus making them slightly more

dense. For more details on these syrupy ingredients, see Chapter 3, Section 3.1.6 of

this book.
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9.4.5.5 Polyalcohols (Polyols)
Due to their excellent humectant properties, many waffle recipes contain a small

percentage of polyols, most frequently glycerol and sorbitol. Glycerol is the most

active substance for reducing the AW of the waffles by 0.01–0.03 units when adding

1%–2% of the batter weight. For sorbitol, the range is 1.5%–3% of the batter weight.

Polyols do not participate in the Maillard reaction and are not increasing the surface

browning in waffle baking. Their hygroscopic properties reduce the AW. That retards

the growth of microorganisms, primarily moulds and helps in extended softness

keeping. Toxicological concern caused an absolute phasing out of propylene glycol

in Europe, which was widely used in the past for both freshness keeping and

preservation. For all polyols, please observe the local regulations regarding the

following:

• Their food approval and labelling requirement, for most of them a warning on the

label is required because of the laxative properties: ‘Excessive consumption may cause

a laxative effect’

• Most polyols offer reduced caloric values compared to sucrose. Unfortunately, differ-

ent caloric values for the single polyols still apply in the big economic regions of

the world

• Erythritol, having almost zero calories, might be an interesting option in the future

For more details on polyols, see Chapter 3, Section 3.1.7 of this book.

9.4.6 Fats, Oils, Butter and Margarine
9.4.6.1 Functionality of Fat Components in Waffles
The main and important functions of oils and fats in waffles are the following:

• Aeration—Soft fats, butter or margarines tenderize the texture by incorporating some

air brought in by sugar and other powders and in any creaming steps

• Waffle release—In every baking cycle the lipids in the recipe have to provide a thin

release film for an easy removal of the waffles from the baking mould. If the con-

centration is too low, waffle sticking results. At high fat levels, oil increasingly accu-

mulates on themould surface. A blotchy surface and oiliness results, which impairs the

waffles’ quality. In waffle manufacturing frequently a ‘polymerized oil patina’ (no

charred sugar residues!) works as a kind of release film

• Heat conduction—Oil improves the heat conduction during baking

• Texture—Fat shortens the texture. That, in proportion to the quantity of fat, results in

a softer, less cohesive waffle. Themelt-away of the waffle in the mouth improves. At a

higher fat content the waffle density increases slightly

• Flavour carrier—The fat level connects to a pleasant taste. Moreover, fats are carriers for

added flavours
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9.4.6.2 Risks Factors Seen in Connection to Oils and Fats
• Highly unsaturated oils might start some oxidation at the high baking temperature

applied that compromises the stability against rancidity. However, due to the limited

shelf life of waffles and the protection by the packaging film any rancidity risk is rather

limited

• For frozen waffles freezing eliminates that risk anyway

• When using margarine, a higher citric acid content of somemargarines may influence

the waffle adhesion in demoulding in a slightly negative manner

9.4.6.3 The Right Fat Level
The right total fat level for regular waffles depends on the ingredient properties, the rec-

ipe and the customer-specific waffle taste. In finished RTE waffles, we find from 18% to

29% fat content, while frozen American waffles have much less oil/fat.

For low-fat waffles either specifically treated griddle materials suitable for permanent

brushing or alternatively Teflon-coating of the baking moulds is required in order to

avoid sticking. The issue occurs most frequently in the manufacturing of frozen, just par-

tially baked North American waffles.

9.4.6.4 Which Type of Fat/Oil to Use?
In oil/fat application the world is split:

• North American waffles contain canola, soy or peanut oil. Palm fats are a no-go here.

Otherwise recipes contain butter or margarine, the fluid palm olein or soft palm fat.

• With higher fat proportions in the recipe, the baking mass is a sweet paste, soft but

almost nonflowing in the cold.

• In high fat waffles, favourably solid fats and oils are combined: 1/3 fat and 2/3 oil

against oiliness of the waffle surface. The melting of some solid fat percentage is part

of the good mouthfeel when eating waffles.

• Palm olein in many newer waffle products imparts thermal stability, a clean neutral

taste and cost economy.

• However, vegetable oils result in heavier products, while butter, margarine or fats

incorporate air during mixing and aeration.

• The fat or oil type (melting point, unsaturation) influences the softness of waffles at

low environmental temperatures in the winter time. Note: We do not recommend

cold storage of waffles because the retrogradation (hardening) of starch accelerates

overproportionally at low temperatures.

Example: Soft Baking Margarine for Waffles (‘Cake Margarine’)
Cake margarines facilitate batter aeration in order to improve waffle volume and crumb

structure. In the batter phase, a thicker fat film with some percentage of solid fat covers
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protein strands and starch granules. Neither hard fats nor liquid oils will have the same

film forming properties. The waffle finally becomes softer in texture.

Besides about 80% fat, soft baking margarine contains emulsifiers, salt and acids

such as lactic and citric acid, added for taste improvement and preservation. For waffles,

a low or no acid margarine is recommended because acids increase the sticking to the

baking moulds. The melting point is about 32°C, the solid fat content at 20°C is in

the range of 26%–30%. The C-value, a unit to describe margarine hardness by

measuring the penetration of a cone, is approx. 800 at 20°C. The texture of the margarine

is pliable.

9.4.6.5 Some Fat/Oil Handling Suggestions
1. Incorporate solid fats, butter or margarine best in a very soft, plastic condition or

add them to the batter mixer after premelting. The addition of warm fats/oils, at

up to 50°C, is a further option to regulate the batter temperature in case of cold eggs,

sugar and flour

2. The point of adding the oil/fat/margarine is important. A longer mixing time will

emulsify more of the fat, which then is not fully available for release action.

A certain quantity of ‘free oil’ is required for a good waffle release after baking

3. Therefore in lower fat waffles, the oil/fat is added last in order to avoid toomuch of an

emulsification Contrary for high-fat waffle types, an earlier addition will lead to more

of the fat being well emulsified. That is important for avoiding any unstable baking

conditions due to an increasing accumulation of oil on the baking plate surfaces

4. Any of the added emulsifiers such as lecithin or monoglycerides assist in a better fat

emulsification

For more details on oils and fats, see Chapter 3, Section 3.2 of this book.

9.4.7 Texturants
A cohesive, elastic waffle texture, from chewy to even slightly gummy, is an important

quality feature in many waffle types. This is not solely for easy demoulding without rip-

ping, but it is also an eating quality that is sometimes liked. Several recipe components can

be applied to trigger these textural properties:

• The gluten level in the flour blend: more of the harder high-protein flour leads to an

increase in crumb elasticity

• Nonwheat flours with an inherent level of gums such as from oat or flax

• Egg proteins, primarily the egg whites

• Calcium and other divalent cations improve the internal cohesion of the freshly baked

waffle matrix. The preferred application forms, besides the hard water, are calcium

carbonate powder or calcium chloride solution

• Gums such as guar gum, cellulose gum or xanthan gum. These are of particular inter-

est in gluten-free waffles
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9.4.7.1 The Function of Gums in Waffles
The application of gums in waffles first modifies the viscosity of batters being important

for entrapping the leavening gases and stabilizing the mechanical aeration, which affects

waffle texture and appearance. Second, crumb cohesion and moisture retention are mod-

ified. Some examples follow:

• Alginate is a gel-forming gum influenced by calcium ions to contribute a soft, elastic

texture

• Cellulose gum (carboxymethylcellulose) thickens, emulsifies and may replace some

egg functionality. Crumb fineness and water-holding capacity increase, which slows

the firming of texture

• Guar gum is an efficient thickener and adds viscosity without gelling. The viscosity is

not influenced by ionic strength and pH value in the range usual in waffles, but it

reduces by shear-thinning during pumping

• Xanthangumthickens less butholds leaveninggases andprevents the settlingof inclusions

9.4.8 ‘Wafer’ Enzymes
Enzymatic modification of baking masses for waffles by the specific wafer enzymes avail-

able, being not yet very common, might be considered in some cases:

• Gluten modification in low sugar/no yeast waffles in case of high-gluten flours in

order to avoid fluctuations in batter viscosity or an excessive gumminess of the waffles

• Reduction of the water holding capacity by partial cleavage of pentosans by xylanase

enzyme for reducing the water level in the baking masses

These enzymes can be helpful in levelling out any natural flour fluctuations and for

improving the batter distribution in the baking mould at a slightly reduced moisture level

in the baking mass. That contributes to a more stable operation and additionally saves

energy for baking. Just a few grams of enzymes are required. Any overdosage or applying

with soft, low-gluten flours would compromise the waffle structure and texture.

9.4.9 Dairy-Based Ingredients
Dairy-based ingredients are present in many but not all waffle recipes. In industrial waffle

manufacturing, the typical application is in powder form.

9.4.9.1 Functionality of Milk Components in Waffles
• Aeration—in batter aeration whey proteins more than other milk proteins stabilize the

whipping properties coming from the egg whites

• Colour—milk proteins enhance the baking colour

• Texture—milk powders are for a finer waffle texture

• Taste—improvement in taste quality

• Nutrition—most milk-based components improve the nutritional data of the waffles
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9.4.9.2 Risks Factors in Connection to Dairy-Based Ingredients
• In order to avoid lumps in the mixing step, dairy-based powders preferably are pre-

mixed dry with other powder ingredients before the addition to the mixer. We rec-

ommend an early addition in the first mixing stage in order to maximize the internal

binding and emulsification properties of the milk proteins

• Acid whey powder is not a recommended ingredient. Due to the higher lactic acid

content it promotes waffle sticking to the baking moulds. That, to some extent, might

occur even with sweet whey and buttermilk powders and is counteracted by an

increase in release agents

9.4.9.3 Which Type of Dairy-Based Ingredients?
All kinds of milk powders, more preferably spray instead of roller-dried, are applicable

such as skim milk powder (NFDM), whole milk powder, cream powder, sweet whey

powder, buttermilk powder or lactose. Alternatives are condensed milks from a whole

milk, skim milk or whey basis. More rarely we find liquid milk and whey ingredients

in industrial waffle manufacturing.

For all other technological aspects, see Chapter 4, Section 4.5 of this book, which

discusses milk components.

9.4.10 Leavenings and Fermentation
9.4.10.1 The Principle of Chemical Leavening
One of the most unmentioned leavenings is simply the air brought in with the powder

ingredients or incorporated during any mixing, creaming and beating steps. Later, trig-

gered by moisture, heat or both, chemical leavenings start to release carbon dioxide,

which first dissolves in the liquid phase of the baking mass. After saturation, further car-

bon dioxide merges to the bubbles of captured air. The bubbles expand both from the

carbon dioxide released and thermally as heated in the baking mould. When the baking

continues the setting of gelatinized starch and proteins stabilizes the airy structure.

9.4.10.2 Mechanical Aeration and Chemical Leavening
As outlined above mechanical aeration is the more modern concept for reducing the

quantity of chemical leavenings in waffle recipes. Even then, some chemical leavening

is required. For some of the waffle types yeast is an important texturizing and flavouring

ingredient with some leavening function too.

9.4.10.3 Sodium Bicarbonate (SBC, Baking Soda)
• SBC as the alkaline component in chemical leavenings neutralizes any acid compo-

nents in the ingredients and activates the leavening acids of the recipe. SBC raises the

pH and thereby improves the batter flow within the hot mould. That is positive for
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the perfect filling of the waffle corners but may trigger any flashing at overdosage as

well. The higher pH value intensifies the brown surface colour (Maillard reactions)

• Do not overdose SBC; otherwise the surface browning increases while the waffle

centre is still overly moist and not yet baked properly. That increases both the risks

of waffle ripping at the take-off and a reduction in microbiological stability during the

shelf life

• Due to the rise in pH value, the activity of any of the acid preservatives decreases.

Increasingly some alkaline (lye) taste occurs as well

• Adding the sodium bicarbonate in the first mixing phase improves the hydration of

proteins such as from milk and egg powders

9.4.10.4 Ammonium Bicarbonate (ABC, Vol)
ABC offers a quick and regular nucleation to regulate the size of the waffle pores and to

increase the top lift of batter-based waffles. These are all important for obtaining a perfect

mould fill and a soft texture. ABC reacts during batter mixing and holding and decom-

poses fully at 60°C into the gases NH3, CO2 and H2O.

Despite these good leavening effects, ABC is less recommended for the moist waffles

due to some taint left as a result of ammonium salts. The residual ammonium is expelled

fully only in dry-baked wafer cookies.

9.4.10.5 Baking Powders
Baking powders with phosphates and pyrophosphates similar as in cakes are applicable for

waffles. Primary applications are in North American frozen waffles, in the ‘lean’ Brussels

waffles recipes, and in fat paste-based waffles such as vanilla waffles. The leavening action

influences the filling of the moulds, and of course any flashing at overdosage.

Acid components such as the heat-activated sodium aluminium phosphate (SAlP) or

sodium acid pyrophosphate (SaPP) react with the sodium bicarbonate component of

the baking powder. In industrial waffle manufacturing, we find both the application

of ready-mixed baking powders with some starch as a separating agent or the separate

dosing of acid components and the sodium bicarbonate. In the latter case, separate addi-

tion of sodium bicarbonate in the first mixing phase and of the acids with the flour allows

for some regulation of the activity.

For the parbaked frozen waffles, frequently double-acting baking powders with some

smaller percentage of water-activated leavening acids such as mono calcium phosphate

(MCP, AMCP) in addition to SaPP or SAlP are used. Water activated leavening acids

during prolonged waiting time of the batter promote the occurrence of a foamy top layer.

In American waffles and pancakes because of the high leavening dosages, a distinct ‘pyro-

phosphate’ flavour is part of these waffle flavour profile, which has been well known to

the consumer for a long time.
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Sodium aluminium phosphate (SAlP) due to its aluminium content is the target of

safety discussions on theWeb.However, at present there is no change in theGRAS status.

9.4.10.6 Fermentation by Yeast
Fermentation is the enzyme-catalysed conversion of sugars and other carbohydrates into

ethanol, carbon dioxide, acids and other substances of distinct flavour. Yeast is an impor-

tant texturizing and flavouring ingredient in some of the waffle types such as Liège

waffles, Asian fermented waffles and some of the Brussels waffles. The appropriate dosage

depends on the following:

• The type of yeast: cream yeast, fresh compressed yeast, or any of the instant and dry

yeasts

• The activity of the yeast and the desired intensity of flavour

• The total fermenting/proofing time in the dough process stages and the method:

long, short or no time fermentation

• The richness of the recipe such as higher levels of sugar or the presence of salt or pre-

servatives depressing the yeast activity

• For maximum yeast activity, the temperature should be around 30°C. The temper-

ature of the final mix mainly is influenced by the ingredients’ temperature (flour, eggs,

sugars, water), as well as by the equipment and environmental temperatures

For the general technological aspects, see Chapter 4, Section 4.2, which discussed natural

and chemical leavenings.

9.4.11 Emulsifiers for Aeration, Baking and Freshness
9.4.11.1 Functionality of Emulsifiers in Waffles
• Mixing—for a faster mixing in fewer steps or even by the all-in method

• Aeration of batters—aeration emulsifiers are applicable for both standard mixing with

limited aeration and mechanical aeration in aeration machines

• Waffle release—the lipophilic part of the emulsifiers assists in mould release as well

• Look—emulsifiers counteract the formation of any steam bubbles on the waffle

surface, which finally would result in a less smooth surface or even in a blotchy

colouration

• Texture—aeration directly relates to a more voluminous and softer texture

• Freshness/softness—Interactions with the amylose component of starch, primarily by

saturated monoglycerides, result in a higher initial waffle softness

The typical dosage level for emulsifiers, depending on type of emulsifier, its physical

form, the recipe and the method of aeration, ranges from approx. 0.5% up to 1.5%.

9.4.11.2 Aeration Emulsifiers
These products, available from various companies, are combinations of polyglycerol

esters E 475, propylene glycol esters E 477, and monoglycerides E 471 of fatty acids,
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formulated into ‘hydrate pastes’ with an ‘alpha-gel’ structure, compared to the beta-

crystalline form of monoglyceride powders. In waffle batter preparation the alpha-gel

emulsifier decreases the specific gravity, and more air is incorporated. The beta-

crystalline emulsifier does not have any effect on the specific gravity.

9.4.11.3 Lecithin E 322
The application of lecithin is either in fluid or in powder form. In case of recipes that

include many eggs, no extra lecithin is required. It improves the steam release during

baking, the waffle release from the moulds, and lessens the presence of blotchy, pale sur-

face spots. Lecithin reduces the waffle surface moisture after baking, which correlates to a

reduced adhesion.

A low lecithin level may result in a marbled bottom side with some pale spots. In case

of lecithin overdosage, the waffle surface becomes very smooth, shiny and therefore quite

adhesive.

9.4.11.4 Monoglycerides E 471 (Not Mono/Diglycerides!)
Besides their function in aeration emulsifiers, pure monoglycerides mediate soft texture

maintenance properties (freshness, antistaling). Please refer to Chapter 8, Section 8.6 for

full details on staling and its prevention.

For the general technological aspects of emulsifiers see Chapter 3, Section 3.3 of

this book.

9.4.12 Ingredients for Colour, Flavour and Taste
Optimizing a waffle product in colour, flavour and taste is a wide area for product devel-

opments and extensions and a permanent task for R&D. Here are a few suggestions.

9.4.12.1 Coloured Foods and Food Colours
Coloured foods or approved food colours for an appealing waffle colouration include the

following:

• Cocoa powders

• Dark malt flours

• Dried vegetable powders such as from carrots, spinach or seaweed

• Intensely coloured spices such as turmeric or saffron

• Caramelized sugar or caramel colour

• Natural or synthetic food colours. Check for sufficient heat stability

For the general technological aspects of colours see the respective Section 4.7 in

Chapter 4 of this book.
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9.4.12.2 Flavourings for Even Distribution in the Baking Mass
While most of the liquid or powdered flavours, even if called ‘bake-stable’, are steam

stripped under the waffle baking conditions, flavourful foods are good options here:

• Cocoa powders, cocoa mass

• Caramelized sugar or caramel

• Pastes or grated flours of roasted nuts such as from peanut, coconut or hazelnut

• Malt extract or malt flours

• Fruit pulps or powders

• Natural spice powders retain most of their flavour in the baking process. However,

due to their strong flavour notes, formulate them with care; examples are anise,

cinnamon, cloves or ginger

• Tiny seeds such as poppy seeds

Fruit pulps or fruit powders are interesting for manufacturing waffles with improved

flavour and colour compared to plain recipes. Typically due to their composition the

following occurs:

• The viscosity of the batter increases and requires a slightly higher moisture level in the

baking mass

• The acidity of the fruits requires some adjustment of the leavenings. The filling of the

moulds becomes less perfect, leading to a more homemade look

• Fruit purees impart moistness to the texture

• The oil level must be increased to compensate for an increased stickiness

One example from the market is a Malaysian waffle containing banana puree.

9.4.12.3 Visible Flavoured Inclusions
Waffle inclusions are small, discrete and flavourful pieces incorporated into waffles or fill-

ings for centre-filled waffles. The main options are the following:

• The separate dosage of ‘bake-stable’ jam, fruit or caramel preparations during the bat-

ter depositing such as in centre-filled waffles

• The depositing of dough balls with a different centre, prepared by an encrusting unit

• The sprinkling of small, hard, heat-stable inclusions immediately after batter depos-

iting such as in North American blueberry waffles. Similar to these blueberry sugar

bits (pellets), other flavoured bits are available in various flavours such as toffee, choc-

olate (not real chocolate), strawberry, raspberry, orange and so on

For depositing those latter small inclusions, typically from 2 to 4 mm in diameter, spe-

cifically devised depositor systems are in use that drop the pieces onto the freshly depos-

ited batter immediately before the baking plates close. These pieces need to be very

regular in size and shape and may not be adhesive such as in the case of raisins. Otherwise

you run into depositing issues and the look of the finished waffle will be compromised.

The centre grooves of the waffles are very thin. Bigger pieces or real fruit pieces con-

taining 80% andmore of moisture would be squeezed andwill stick to the bakingmoulds.
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Moreover they leave holes in the waffle as the moisture bakes out. Therefore there is a

preference for small, dry pellets with cubic or ball-like geometry and a homogeneous size

as much as possible, while inclusions that are very sticky and/or high in moisture are not

recommended.

See the full details on inclusions for waffles in Chapter 5, Section 5.4 of the book.

9.4.12.4 Salt
Salt in waffles improves the flavour by making it more round but not salty. It has some

small activity in keeping the soft texture, and in preservation. Nowadays salt (sodium)

reduction is an important health issue and we use it with more care; salt is also carefully

considered because of the distinct labelling requirements.

9.4.12.5 Acids for pH Regulation
The application of acids in waffle recipes requires a careful balance. Typically sodium

bicarbonate, being part of the leavening systems, increases the pH-value of the batter.

That improves batter flow and mould fill but is negative for the activity of any preser-

vatives such as sorbic acid or propionic acid when applied for microbiological safety

in the recipe (FDA, 2001).

A lower pH value impairs the flow of the batter in the hot mould and compromises

the perfect fill of the waffle edges. For the acid preservatives the waffle pH must be

lowered. Otherwise the preservation effect—mediated by free sorbic or propionic acid

only and not by their salts—will not work (Table 9.18). That pH-reduction can be

achieved by applying food acids such as acetic, citric, tartaric, malic, fumaric acid or sorbic

acid directly instead of the mostly used potassium sorbate. Sorbic acid dissolves slowly but

completely during batter mixing.

A further option is Glucono-delta-lactone (GDL). GDL releases gluconic acid slowly

later during mixing and baking. The finished waffles will be more acid than the batter

during the depositing into the mould when a higher pH-value is favourable for an

improved mould fill.

9.4.13 Waffle Rework
Waffle rework is not necessarily waste. An addition of waffle rework slurry into the bak-

ingmasses is possible, but it is not general practice. Please refer to Chapter 4, Section 4.4.2

for details.

9.4.14 Nutritional Enrichment
Waffles are suitable vehicles for manufacturing nutrient-enriched specialties, which are

recognized from the American frozen waffle market, for example. In the second book of

this series, nutritional enrichment will be the subject of a chapter. In this book, there will
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be a brief overview. Most frequently waffles are suitable for being enriched with the

following:

• Proteins by including soy or milk proteins

• Fibres

• Vitamins—enrichment mostly is done already via the flour enrichment in the mill.

For countries without mandatory flour enrichment, vitamin-mineral premixes are

available

• Minerals—for American frozen waffles, frequently enrichment with calcium is done,

which besides the nutritional effect is beneficial against ripping of the waffles during

the take-out process

• Many other functional ingredients have applicable claims, preferably in the EU,

North America and Japan. Consult the respective food authorities’ websites for details

9.4.14.1 Fibres
Any type of high-fibre material must be applied in a flour-fine granulation. Otherwise

negative optical and textural (grittiness) effects will result. All fibre materials will increase

the moisture level of the baking mass. Some examples follow:

• Wheat bran flour certainly is an economic option despite some discolouration risk

(greyish look)

• Soy bran flour is advantageous due to less colour and a lower water absorption com-

pared to wheat bran

• Brans from rice, oats, depending on availability

• Cellulose fibres from different plant sources

• Inulin

• Citrus fibre

Fibre enrichment in waffles easily can be up to the limit for a nutrition claim such as ‘fibre

enriched’ or ‘high in fibre’. These require a fibre content of 3% or 6%, respectively.

9.5 THE MIXING OF THE BAKING MASSES FOR WAFFLES

9.5.1 The Objectives of Mixing
The main objectives of waffle batter/sweet paste/waffle dough mixing are to obtain a

homogeneous blend of the ingredients with a consistent viscosity. Even more important

is the swelling of proteins and other macromolecules while binding as much moisture as

possible. Then in baking the best possible internal cohesion of the waffle results, con-

nected to less flashing, an easy demoulding without ripping, and to outmost textural soft-

ness and resilience.

Depending on the type of waffle and the richness of ingredients the sequence of

adding the ingredients has to be adapted:
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• Good internal moisture binding is connected to the optimization of ingredient addi-

tion and mixing times and requires quite some practice and experience onsite. Most

important are sufficient hydration andmixing time for proteins and hydrocolloids and

the temperature of the mix. Then we avoid more free (unbound) water being avail-

able in the initial baking phase

• Usually a warm batter, 24°C to 30°C, is prepared by using the main ingredients such

as water, butter/margarine or oil at temperatures appropriate to reach the target tem-

perature regardless of the temperature of the mixing environment (mixer, ambiance).

• For lean recipes there is some risk of gluten development, indicated by fluctuations in

viscosity and the waffle’s weight

9.5.1.1 Continuous vs. Batchwise Mixing
For various reasons, batchwise mixing procedures are still dominant in waffle

manufacturing. Many consider it to be essential for an easy adjustment to individual

ingredient and environmental conditions. However, for big industrial waffle manufactur-

ing, similarly to the processing of cake batters for layer cakes, Swiss rolls or moon cakes,

continuous systems will take over. These include static mixers as well as mixing heads

similar to the mechanical aerators for waffle batters.

9.5.1.2 Safety Measures Against Mixing Errors
Unless automatic ingredient dosage is in place, I recommend one person preparing all the

small ingredients in closed vessels or plastic bags for the batches of the day. Automatic

water, flour and oil dosage systems are other tools to improve against errors. The finished

baking mass can be characterized by temperature, viscosity/flow-time, specific gravity

and the pH value; cf. Section 9.8.

9.5.1.3 Batter Screening and Batter Holding Time
For batters, screening into the intermediate holding vessel, either by inline filtering or

wire-mesh screening, is absolutely required for the removal of any small lumps, mostly

from flour. Because the baking performance of the baking mass might change, in most

cases decrease, after preparation, good control of the holding time is recommendable.

Such performance changes can come from (a) flour particle swelling effects, (b) partial

loss of leavening activity and (c) the activity of the microorganism flora in the flour. Typ-

ically for lean batters we target baking it within 10–30 min after mixing. In high-sugar

batters the degradation effects are retarded. Many manufacturers therefore can prepare

sweet batters for up to one hour or even longer. Unless distinct changes in waffle prop-

erties occur such as more flashing, more colour, or a decrease in waffle texture properties,

there is no big concern. The latter can be detected at first from an increase in waffles

damaged at the take-off.
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9.5.1.4 Sanitation of the Batter/Dough System
The intervals, when a batter tank and line sanitizing are required, strongly relate to the

temperature conditions and the extent of changes. Good indicators can be the smell of

sour batter, changes in waffle fill and weight due the accompanying consumption of

sodium bicarbonate, and the performance results at the oven.

From the mere microbiological side, however, due to baking we are quite on the safe

side. The flowing steam during baking in connection with the high temperatures reduces

germ counts efficiently. I am not aware of any data reporting on issues found in that

respect.

9.5.2 The Mixing of Lean Waffle Batter Recipes
Batters from lean recipes, being rather low in sugars and eggs, are mixed to a more fluid

consistency (500–1500 mPa s). This is best done in turbo mixers. Overly high shear

either by high rpm, sharply-edged mixing tools, or narrow channels might induce gluten

development in lean batter recipes, resulting in a noncontrollable rheology. Then a

stringy, elastic, somewhat bread dough-like mass results, which cannot be pumped

and flow-deposited regularly. For lean waffle recipes therefore the best recommended

addition sequence is the following:

1. Water, all fluid ingredients high in water content, milk and egg powders

For water addition a ring sprayer is recommended to rinse the walls of the mixer

vessel at the same time. All the recipe water is added here, except some small quantity

for fine adjustment of viscosity, as might be required in case of new flour batches.

Then, after starting the mixer, any other fluids such as liquid sugar, syrups, fluid eggs,

fruit puree, rework paste or colour solution are added to the mixer. Furthermore any

milk and egg powders can be added here as well in order to gain a maximum time for

swelling and water binding. For these powders, which tend to form lumps, their, dry

premixing with some of other powder ingredients is advisable.

2. Sugar and all minor powder ingredients

Then add immediately any solid sugars for guaranteeing their full dissolution. Fur-

thermore any other minor powders such as salt, sodium bicarbonate, soy flour, cocoa

powder, fruit powder, starches, aeration emulsifiers and preservative are dosed, either

as single or in premixes. Mix between 0.5 and a few minutes, depending on the

following:

• The water temperature and sugar granulation influence on complete sugar

dissolution

• The degree of filling of the mixer

• Whether some aeration is intended in that phase or not

• Prolonged mixing will improve the hydration of proteins and fibres in the added

powders and improve internal binding
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3. Wheat flour, any ABC dissolved in water, leavening acids

Adding the precise weight is indispensable for a stable batter viscosity and a

smooth operation. Mix briefly, just until the flour disperses visually.

4. Oil, liquid and paste emulsifiers

The release agents are added in the last step. Now mix for 0.5–2 min, depending

on mixer capacity and mixer fill volume, to obtain a homogeneous suspension. For

recipes that are rather low in respect to their oil/fat level it is important to add the oil

rather late and to have just a very short mixing time afterwards in order to avoid emul-

sifying the oil too much, which would reduce the release action.

For batter transfer into the storage or depositing vessel, batter screening or inline

filtering is required to remove any small residual flour lumps that otherwise might

clog the depositors.

9.5.3 The Mixing of ‘Rich’ Waffle Batter Recipes
The mixing sequence as described above may be applicable here as well. Alternatively

first a step of creaming together the sugar and the eggs is recommended.

1. Liquid eggs, sugar(s), syrups/honey, any milk/egg powders, flavours and emulsifiers

Cream these ingredients to get some emulsification and hydration.

2. Butter/margarine, fat, oil

Add and incorporate.

3. Water and all other minor ingredients

Then any soy flour, cocoa powder, salt, sodium bicarbonate, starches, etc.—single

or in premixes for avoiding lumpiness—are added.

4. Flour, any ABC and leavening acids

Precise gravimetric addition is required. Mix for 1–5 min, depending on mixer

capacity, mixer fill ratio and the swelling and water-binding effects intended for

obtaining a homogeneous suspension.

For batter transfer into the storage or depositing vessel, batter screening or inline

filtering is required to remove any small residual flour lumps that otherwise might

clog the depositors.

Such an ‘emulsification’ type mixing sequence is recommended for higher levels

of oils and fats in the recipe. The better emulsification leaves less oil available for an

overly oiliness of the baking plate surface after waffle release. Any build-up of oil res-

idues harms the surface quality of the following waffles.

9.5.4 Batter Aeration: Best Recommended for Batter-Based Waffles
Aeration is a process to incorporate air or gas for a lighter, less dense waffle texture. The

air/gas cells are stabilized by proteins similarly as in egg-white aeration. For an efficient

aeration a certain level of egg-based ingredients in the recipe or the use of aeration
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emulsifiers and thickeners is required. For manufacturing the typical RTE European-

style flash waffles, mechanical batter aeration is the preferred way of optimizing the waffle

properties in order to achieve the following:

• Lower the weight of the finished waffles, accompanied by a softer texture and a better

maintenance of the soft texture during shelf life

• The level of aeration conveniently controls the waffle weight. That allows adjusting

for any variations in flour, egg or general batter properties

However, in aerating waffle batters the aeration level for good reasons is kept much lower

than technically possible. We aerate from a specific gravity of originally about 1.1 g/cm3

just to the range of 0.90–1 g/cm3. The aeration generates the gas cells for later expansion

during baking. A higher batter aeration is undesirable for the following reasons:

• The perfect fill of the waffle cavities would be compromised due to the higher vis-

cosity and the reduced flow of overaerated batters after depositing

• An overly low density results in a more open waffle structure. Then ripping during

take-off increases and the surface parts stick more easily to the baking plates. As a con-

sequence some waffle residues are left in the plate, which quite quickly hinder the

further baking operation

9.5.5 Specifics of the Heavenly Leavened Batters for American Frozen
Waffles

In characterizing batters for frozen American waffles we may check several parameters:

1. Batter temperature—For American waffle batters we recommend low temperatures, in

the range of 50–55 F (10–13°C), for avoiding too much of an activation of the water-

activated leavening components and for a better control of the activity of flour

microorganisms

2. Batter viscosity—The viscosity indicates any flour quality and/or mixing intensity

issues. The Bostwick consistometer is one suitable instrument for checking this. Dur-

ing commissioning of a waffle product, the right Bostwick time range in seconds is

determined. For rather fluid batters, using the flow cup method when applying flow

cups with a 10-mm hole still is faster and easier compared to Bostwick

3. Batter lifetime—The best recommendation is to bake a batter from 10 to 30 min after

preparation. Any occurrence of foam at the batter surface indicates a partial activation

of the leavenings. Batter viscosity should not change substantially during batter

lifetime

4. Batter screening—An excessive increase in any ingredient or gluten lumps remaining

on the batter screen indicates issues, either with ingredient quality or with ingredient

powders prone to stickiness. Those are better premixed dry with other powders or

some flour. The mesh size of the batter screens should be about half the size of the

holes in the depositor at maximum
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5. Batter flow speed—The cross section for the batter supply into the depositor arms has to be

large enough to avoid any additional shearing due to a required high flow rate and a high

pump pressure. The batter flow rate corresponds inversely to the viscosity of the batter

6. Batter deposit weight—The depositing weight of batter is important for meeting the

final product requirements. Adjustments might be done by changing the batter pump

speed or the depositing length of the depositor control

7. Batter system cleaning—a regular batter system cleaning procedure has to be in place to

avoid any overly growth of flour microorganisms that might negatively influence the

activity of the leavening and the final waffle weight. The batter-contacted area has to

be separated strictly from the product area for microbiological reasons regardless

Table 9.19 summarizes the recommended ranges of parameters for controlling the

manufacturing of frozen waffles from the batter side.

Other batter parameters such as the specific gravity are not as sensitive and would just

indicate bigger issues. The same is true for the batter pH value because for a given recipe it

is subjected to the buffering of the leavening acids and their gradual dissolution.

9.5.6 Sweet Pastes and Dough-Like Baking Masses
In the batter-based flash waffles and frozen waffles, aeration and leavenings, steam leav-

ening included, effect a soft, light texture. To the contrary, waffles based on sweet pastes

and doughs feature a characteristic texture that is denser, although never hard.

The preparation of softer pastes is still by beating or whisking, for a harder texture of

pastes and for doughs, kneaders are the right tool. In some fermented doughs a partial

gluten development may be of interest for gaining the required texture and cohesion.

The portioning of sweet pastes is done by extrusion and wire-cutting. For harder

doughs, dividing is a further option. The portions either drop into the baking moulds

directly or after some intermediate proofing step by travelling through a temperature

and humidity controlled proofing area.

Table 9.19 Batter-Related Parameters to Observe for Frozen Waffles
Parameter Value Checkpoint Level of Importance

Batter viscosity �10% Mixer/holding tank +++

Batter specific gravity �0.5% Mixer/holding tank +

Batter lifetime <30 min Mixer/holding tank ++++

Batter screen 1.5 mm ++++

Batter temperature �2°C Holding tank ++

Batter pH �0.05 units Holding tank +

Batter flow speed <2.5 m/s Pipes +++

Batter deposit weight �1% Depositor ++++

Batter system cleaning �8 h ++++

The number of signs is in parallel to the level of importance.
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9.5.6.1 Proofing Chamber Transport
Doughs for fermented waffles after mixing, optionally after a preproofing phase, are

divided into equal portions equivalent to bake one waffle out of it after the final proofing.

For final proofing the portions travel, positioned side-by-side on swivel-mounted metal

trays through the proofing chamber. Proofing is for about 30–40 min at temperatures

around 30°C and a relative humidity in the 90% range. The length of the transport trays

and the distance from dough portion to dough portion exactly matches the dimensions of

the waffle baking plate where after the proofing phase they are deposited into just by

tilting the trays. An array of funnel hoppers then guides the proofed pieces to match

the centre of the baking mould precisely.

9.5.7 Routine Checks of the Baking Mass
For a trouble-free manufacturing a few parameters of the baking mass should be kept as

stable as possible over the production day. A few simple checks can assist in monitoring

the following:

a. The viscosity and temperature of the baking mass

For fluidmasses a flowcup, similar to theFord cup, is recommended.That is ametal

or hard plastic cup of a defined volume, for instance 100 mL; however, it bears a

10-mm hole. Directly at the point of preparation the flow-out time is checked by

a stopwatch. If the value can be kept constant within �10% both depositing and

the final product quality will be consistent.

For foamy batters and thicker sweet pastes, a ‘consistometer’ measuring the flow

path is better suited. This instrument, however, available from Bostwick or

Kinematica, requires much more accuracy in handling. Cleaning, thorough drying

and horizontal positioning all are essential for reliable results.

Because viscosity values are strongly temperature dependent, in parallel the batter

temperature must be recorded and reported.

b. Specific gravity (density)

The specific gravity of a batter is another indicator, reflecting mixing efficiency

(some aeration) and recipe compliance. For nonaerated batters, the specific gravity is

in the range of 1.05–1.15 g/cm3 (8.75–9.6 pounds/gallon). The typical variation for

a given recipe and the same ingredient quality is within�1%.

Determination is by a pycnometer, a form-stable vessel filled exactly to the topwith

baking mass that is weighed on a balance. Having the volume and the tare weight, the

specific gravity is calculated easily. For a 100 cm3 vessel, theweight corresponds directly

to specific gravity; otherwise, the preparation of a conversion table is recommended.

c. Batter or dough pH value

The pH value for a given recipe typically is very stable. Therefore it is the least

important parameter to check frequently. For measuring, a small portable handheld

pH metre with a sensitivity of �0.1 pH-units is fully sufficient.
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d. Deposit weight, alternatively the weight of the freshly baked waffle

Either the depositing weight of batter or the weight of the waffles immediately

after baking is important for meeting the final product requirements. Any adjustments

required are done by changing the aeration factor (aerated batters), the speed of the

batter pump or the depositing length of the depositor. Please keep in mind that the

waffles during cooldown typically will lose another 1%–2% of moisture.

e. Who checks what and how frequently?

If everything is going well do as few checks as possible. We recommend

implementing just a few routine checks, and these should be done directly at the line

as much as possible. The checks listed in points a. to c. best are done by the batter mix

operator; and point d. is best done by the oven operator in order to have immediate

feedback for corrective action available at the line. The results are reported in the

production protocol. All these values are pretty stable, if there is no mistake in ingre-

dient scaling and baking mass preparation or some change in flour properties.

9.5.8 Tasks of the Baking Mass Operator
The responsibility in the area of bakingmass preparation is given one personwho has well

defined tasks. You may define and communicate them with a task list:

1. Keep the area clean according to the existing IFS and HACCP (Hazard Analysis and

Critical Control Points) regulations. All equipment in contact with the microbio-

logically highly active baking mass, from preparation to the tanks and supply lines,

require a strict, predefined cleaning and sanitizing regime. At least once a week

cleaning plus disinfection is required.

2. Most important in batter-based operations is the regular cleaning of the batter ring

main because within a short time the flour microorganisms build a biofilm deposit at

the interior walls, which continuously deteriorates the batter by acidification.With-

out a ring main cleaning at the end of production, considerable inconsistency issues

might occur during restart.

3. Keep the filter/screen for batter straining clean. Any lumps and residues have to be

removed. Check the integrity of the batter screen periodically.

4. Have the ingredients available in time; weigh and add them in the right order after

checking if there might be any deviation in the quantity of an ingredient.

5. When the mixing is finished, check the batter temperature and viscosity periodically,

either at the mixer or in the intermediate batter storage tank. Inform the supervisor/

quality control (QC) on any deviations in viscosity fromyour target range so a decision

can be made on changes in the water level or other recipe details. The necessity for

viscosity checks and their frequency will depend on the presence or absence of fluc-

tuations in the resulting waffles. Batches with a new flour incorporated should to be
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checked. Both a more fluid and a more viscous batter may induce either flashing or

underfill in baking.

6. Inform the oven operator in case of any bigger changes in viscosity. Then changes in

the settings of the batter deposit pump might be required as well.

7. Add all relevant data on the baking mass to the production protocol as demanded by

your internal regulations. The most important data to record can be the following:

• The operator’s name

• The date and time of mixing

• The recipe number. Don’t put the recipe in detail into that widely accessible

document

• The number of the flour batch

• Temperature and viscosity of the baking mass, unless there are no fluctuations

at all

• The waffle weight

• Any inconsistencies observed

8. Strictly avoid any contact of the microbiologically unsafe baking mass with the

baked waffles. The latter is microbiologically safe after baking. Keep in mind that

any returns due to moulded waffles bear an immense economic and reputational risk

for your business. Most critical are all parts coming in contact with the raw batter

(mixer, batter lines, depositors) as well as the ‘product area’—fromwaffle take-off to

cool-down, then to final packaging. The finished waffles bear quite some microbi-

ological risk because they contain residual moisture as well as sensitive ingredients

such as eggs. We recommend the implementation of efficient, contemporary

cleaning, sanitation and germ reduction principles, materials and systems with the

same strictness that is present in the dairy industry.

9. Check the waffle weight to determine if it is within the target weight range

of�g�2%. In case of deviations from the target some small recipe changes should

be permitted for the operator, possibly after contacting the supervisor or QC.

a. The waffle weight is under target:

• Check and readjust the aeration

• Reduce water if possible. The baking mass viscosity still must be fluid in

order to ensure good pumping and to avoid gluten issues

• Reduce the leavenings, for instance by 10%, if permitted by your internal

regulations

b. The waffle weight is over target:

• Check and readjust the aeration

• Increase the water, for instance by 1 L

• Increase the leavenings, for instance by 10% if permitted by your internal

regulations

10. Immediately inform the supervisor/QC in case of unexpected incidents.
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9.6 THE BAKING OF WAFFLES

9.6.1 Depositing of the Baking Masses
9.6.1.1 Baking Mould Preparation
Prior to the depositing of baking mass, frequently plate greasing with oil is required for

securing the release of the first cycles of waffles, until the release film is provided steadily

from the release agents in the recipe and the oven is in thermal equilibrium. For low-oil

recipes a permanent mould greasing by spraying or brushing is done in some installations.

9.6.1.2 Fluid Batters
In baking batter-based waffles, the baking moulds—arranged in singles or multiples bak-

ing plates—at the beginning of the baking cycle are filled out of batter arms. The start/

stop of the depositing is controlled synchronously to the plate motion, having the batter

pump pressure as a second variable. To optimize production efficiency and to obtain a

stable waffle quality, the geometry and the quantity of the deposit is to be adjusted very

carefully:

• Symmetrically in both directions with respect to the mould geometry by centring the

depositor arm

• Precisely adjusted in the deposition length by selecting the start and stop positions via

the control panel

• Influencing the deposited volume and thereby the waffle fill by controlling the speed

of the batter pump at the panel

The flow of batter is cooling the depositor arms. In case of production stops the depositor

arms become warm and might be clogged partially. Therefore it is essential to take the

arms off at any production break and to clean them by flowing cold water, followed by

hot water. The purchase of a second set of depositors for periodical intermediate cleaning

is strongly recommended.

For chemically leavened batters, depending on the leavening action, mostly a non-

delayed plate closure after deposition is best. If the batter in this stage already exceeds

the edges of the bottommould or later in the first baking phase, due to an overly high leav-

ening action burned ‘flashings’ (‘fangs’) of expelled batter on the baked final waffle will

form.Toomuch leavening activity already in this phase calls for one of the following steps:

• Some increase of delayed (heat activated) leavening acids at the expense of water

activated ones

• Replacing chemical batter aeration partially by a mechanical one

The right baking temperature is a matter of balancing the desired surface colour and the

residual moisture of the finished waffles in order to keep the correct AW required for the

mould-free shelf life. These parameters are initially adjusted by quality assurance during

the line commissioning phase.
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9.6.1.3 Depositing of Inclusions
Inclusions, typically flavour bits that do not melt in the hot area above the plates, are now

sprinkled onto the freshly deposited batter immediately before the plate closes. The por-

tioning of the bits is by a roller with indentations beneath a hopper supplying the bits.

9.6.1.4 Depositing Sweet Pastes and Doughs
For baking masses where flow depositing is not feasible, different portioning techniques,

well-known from cookie and bread technology, are applicable:

• Sweet pastes and soft doughs, similar to soft cookie doughs, are wire cut after extrud-

ing the mass in an endless way through a round or oval-shaped orifice.

• Semihard doughs are rotary moulded as an alternative, for example, in manufacturing

hard-textured wafer cookies (galettes) such as for some of the butter crisps.

• Dough dividing, similar to that for bread doughs, is done with fermented doughs

(Liège waffles) onto carrier trays prior to the final proofing phase (Section 9.5.6).

At the end of the proofing phase the trays move directly to the open baking plates

and are deposited just by tilting. An array of funnel hoppers guides the proofed pieces

to match the centre of the baking mould precisely.

Some skills in the construction of these depositing systems are required due to the close-

ness of the hot moulds and the limited space and time for the precise transfer of the many

tiny pieces into the baking moulds.

9.6.2 The Baking Phase
9.6.2.1 Filling the Mould and Initial Baking
Immediately after depositing the baking mass starts heating up. The heat activates even

more leavening gases and the pores formed expand thermally to fill the bottom cavities of

the mould in all details, including the corners. After closing the moulds the porous waffle

structure is formed and synchronously stabilized by the gelatinization of starch and the

coagulation of proteins (‘setting’). The higher the content of sugars, the higher the actual

gelatinization temperature of starch will be, which leaves more time for equally filling the

mould before the structure is fixed.

9.6.2.2 Baking Temperature and Output—The Right Choice
The temperature of the baking moulds typically is in the range of 155 to nearly 190°C,
depending on the type of waffle. The actual surface temperature may differ from the read-

out of the infrared sensor at the panel. The IR sensor depends on the emission factor,

which may change during operation. The maximum baking temperature possible

depends on the composition of the recipe, mainly the heat sensitivity and concentration

of some ingredients. The following are rules of thumb:

1. The higher the water percentage in the recipe, the higher the initial heating may be.

High-moisture batters for Brussels waffles require a much higher baking temperature

compared to vanilla waffles, for instance
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2. The higher the sugar content of a baking mass, the lower the recommended sufficient

baking temperature is. High sugar content in the baking mass corresponds to a low

water content and to an easy charring of the sugars at higher temperatures. Both call

for a careful heating

3. Due to the thin shape, the baking time of waffles is considerably shorter than for

baking cakes

4. The baking time is in the range of 2–4 min and depends (a) on the waffle thickness

and size and (b) on the possible baking temperature

You are always in the dilemma: for a higher output the baking temperature may be

increased. Then the textural waffle quality suffers and cleaning requirements due to

overly strong mould residues increase overproportionally. Those residues originate from

polymerization reactions of the oils and carbonization of sugars.

For gaining equal baking colour on the top and bottom side of the waffles, the top

plate of the baking mould is to be some 10°C higher in temperature for batter-type waf-

fles. That compensates for the shorter cooking time on the top side, which starts only after

closing the top plate. Because the baking mass is deposited to the bottom plates, here the

baking time is some seconds longer than for the top plates. The higher temperature on

top generates a slight moisture gradient from the top to the bottom side, which assists in

tacking the waffles to the bottom mould. At the same time that prevents sticking to the

top plate side, which would be detrimental for the demoulding operation.

In order to very quickly get rid of the steam released during baking and the flue gases,

an efficient oven chamber exhaustion is required. Therefore at the exhausters, a negative

pressure of about 50–100 Pa (5–10 mm water column) is recommended.

9.6.3 The End of Baking and Waffle Demoulding
For themicrobiological stability of finishedRTEwaffles, themoisture has to be reduced to

about 12%–14%, depending on the composition.That already includes a further reduction

of 1%–2% in moisture during the cooling phase of the hot waffles. Frozen waffles are

demoulded just partially baked with a residual moisture content in the range of 40%.

For the automatic take-out of the waffles, one of two systems is in place:

1. A needle take-off drum as in Fig. 9.8: Stainless steel needles, positioned on a rotary

drum, enter at a small side of the waffle body, pull them out and then deposit them by

retracting the needles orderly to a wire-mesh transport belt located at the top side of

the drum. That system is preferable for thicker, bigger-sized waffles

2. A take-off by vacuum: Suction cups, positioned on a rotary drum, attach the waffles

and later on release them orderly onto a wire-mesh transport belt located at the top

side of the drum

For frozen waffles the exit wire-mesh belt of the oven transfers the hot waffles directly to

the entrance belt of the waffle freezer.
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For RTEwaffles the cool-down phase starts, being the microbiologically most critical

one, and the exit wire-mesh belt of the oven transfers to the entrance belt of a spiral

cooler, located in a separate clean room.

9.6.4 How to Provide a Good Waffle Release After Baking
The main release principle in waffle manufacturing is a very thin release film of oil and

emulsifier, which continuously is rebuilt from the oil/emulsifier content in the bakingmass.

For low-fat waffles it might be sprayed onto the plate before every depositing. Alternatively

a low adhesion energy surface coating, such as from Teflon or silicon, must be in place.

9.6.4.1 Release Oil Selection
For providing a good waffle release film, a thermally stable oil works best at the lowest

possible applied quantity. Such an oil, being either liquid at ambient because of the low

melting point or liquid because of melting a fat, must be low in polyunsaturated fatty

acids. Then any risk of polymerizing into mould residues and any rancidity risks are

greatly reduced. From the common oils, palm olein is the best choice here. For details

on oil selection see Section 3.2.5 in Chapter 3 of this book.

9.6.4.2 Oil-Emulsifier Release Film
The optimum release film thickness that should be provided either by active oil spraying

or via the oil/fat content in the baking mass recipe depends on some influences:

• The concentration of sticky ingredients such as sugars, syrups or fruit purees

• Recipes high in moisture such as for Brussels waffles, and for fibre or whole grain

waffles due to the increased water binding of these components

• A high baking temperature leads to more thermal degradation and more attached and

charred residues on the moulds; then there is a demand for a thicker release film

Fig. 9.8 Rotary drum with needle take-off. (Photo: Haas).
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• Waffles with low-fat recipes require external spraying or low-adhesion coatings to the

baking plates. The same applies to the still-gluey waffle surface in the case of the par-

tially baked frozen waffles

• The percentage of oil/emulsifier in the baking mass being emulsion-bound or being

free for release action depends on both the quantity of fat and emulsifier in the recipe

and the length of the mixing period after adding the oil/fat

• The surface condition of the moulds. Even if a few moulds only are in bad condition,

such as those with charred residues, wear or scratches, more release components are

required in the recipe for all of them

• Any start-up of baking after the filmwas destroyed by cleaning or by a baking stopwith

cool-down and reheating.More release components are required just for the first bak-

ing cycles. Here the best form of application is oil spraying upfront when depositing

The typical indication for an overly thin release film is if sticking commences. If the

release film is overly thick, glossy oil residues on the moulds build up during continued

manufacturing. Quickly the surface look of the waffles deteriorates and becomes blotchy

and unevenly baked as the oil interferes with an even steam release. Moreover, excess oil

is dripping into the oven and messing it up.

9.6.4.3 Spraying Oil Before Every Batter Deposit
Automatic oil brushing or spraying devices provide a thin oil film before every batter

deposit step. These are not in use frequently andmightmess up the surrounding area. Even

the newer electrostatic oil spray units, providing a really thin film, proved to be difficult in

application. The high temperature environment can give rise to reliability issues.

9.6.4.4 Seasoning of New Baking Moulds
For most recipe types some kind of mould ‘seasoning’ is recommended. Here we

generate a natural antistick surface coating by spraying a thermally nonstable oil and

polymerizing it to a dark brown coating by applying a higher temperature. The proce-

dure is repeated until the film is even and fully covering. For the details of the seasoning

procedure see Section 9.8.

Depending on the type of ingredients, the recipe and the baking temperature, that

seasoned surface will keep for some weeks. After that time increased waffle sticking is

observed and a chemical plate cleaning is recommended. The best method of cleaning

is described in the oven manual and should be demonstrated by an oven service engineer

in the commissioning phase. Section 9.8 provides details on chemical cleaning of cast iron

baking plates. After such chemical cleaning a new seasoning layer is applied to the plates.

9.6.4.5 Lower Adhesion Energy Surface Coatings
For partially baked frozen waffles due to themore gluey surface character, seasoning is not

sufficient and a Teflon coating is required to compensate for the high stickiness at the
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take-out. However, due to the softness of such a coating and some slow thermal degrada-

tion at the actual baking temperatures, the frequent refurbishing—about every 500 (!) hours

of baking—is a serious cost factor. The recoating is done by specialized companies and is

not expensive, but a second set of baking moulds is inevitably required for exchange.

Siloxane-based temporary coatingsmay be appliedwithout plate take-out and reapplied

after awet cleaning step.However, there are increasing issueswith the food approval of such

coatings and the handling is messy handling and toxic solvents are involved.

Another alternative is permanent brushing of the griddles at a dedicated brushing sta-

tion between the waffles’ release and refill.

9.6.5 Frequent Discussion Points in Waffle Baking
a. Ripping—The tearing apart of the waffles into two halves during the take-out is a

result of one of two main reasons. First, an overly high waffle moisture leads to

the central waffle body still being still soft and rupturing easily. Second, ripping is

due to a high level of sticky baking mould residues.

b. Size of the final waffles—The actual waffle size after cooling will be smaller than the size

of the baking mould. The shrinkage comes from the moisture losses in the last baking

phase and during the cooling phase after demoulding. Furthermore there is thermal

contraction due to the cooling. The contraction can be within a range from about 4%

to 12%, depending on the waffles’ composition (content of sugar, eggs) and specific

gravity. Therefore the upfront ordering of baking moulds for an oven and a baking

test on a test plate with the actual recipe are strongly recommended.

c. Dense line—Inthevery centreof the thickest partsof batter-basedwaffles a thin linewith

a denser structure is observed after cutting the waffles. That is not related to insufficient

batter homogeneity or baking, but to collapse phenomena after baking at that single

point. The pores originally formed during baking collapse immediately as their walls

areweakbecause of the locally highermoisture content.Thedense line area itself is fully

baked as even here the temperature during baking is in the range of approx. 110°C.
d. Gumminess—Gumminess in waffle texture, an important quality feature that is some-

times liked and sometimes disliked, is governed mainly by two ingredients:

• The flour blend—harder high-protein flour leads to an increase in gumminess

• The use of gums, by type and level, in the recipe

e. AW respectively ERH—The equilibrium relative humidity (ERH) in RTE waffles

governs the length of the mould free shelf-life period: a higher AW corresponds

to a shorter shelf life time. There is quite some R&D work to be completed.

• The higher the demanded shelf-life, the lower the AW of the finished waffles

must be, within the typical AW range from 0.7 to 0.79

• More sugars correspond to a lower ERH. Therefore any sugar reduction has to be

tested for its implication on the increase in AW
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• Typical humectants for waffles such as sorbitol, glycerol or fructose are applied in

recipes for lowering the ERH in waffles by about 0.02 units

• Determine the waffle moisture content for the different recipes, which guarantees

the targeted ERH in the finished waffle. In routine manufacturing, moisture con-

tent determination is available much faster than a reliable determination of AW

9.6.6 Typical Issues in Waffle Manufacturing and How to Resolve Them
In waffle manufacturing unexpected effects may occur. Here is a description of some

potential issues together with a list of options to handle them. Without seeing the real

situation the recommendations are rather general because there can be multiple reasons

for a problem. Consider supervision by an experienced waffle technologist.

In case of issues have all the responsible persons involved to decide the corrective

action. Table 9.20 provides an overview on options and potential issues with the baking

mass, while Table 9.21 offers an overview on potential issues with the baking of waffles

and some options to counteract them.

a. Asymmetric batter depositing

In all types of flash waffles, the outcome of any asymmetry in depositing is a loss in

good waffles due to incompletely filled details on the sides or edges

• Adjust the batter arm position for depositing centrally in the hinge and latch

direction

• Adjust the start and stop settings for depositing at the control panel for an even fill

in the moving direction

• Then at none of the bottommould edges overfill will occur which after closing of

the mould contacts to the top mould immediately and seals the venting on this

side, being a frequent reason for flashings

Table 9.20 Influences and Potential Issues With the Baking Mass
Parameter Consequences Changes to Consider

Baking mass

temperature low

Impaired hydration of proteins (flour, milk and

egg powders); more free water—higher flashing

and ripping risk

Increase the

temperature of the

baking mass

Baking mass

temperature high

No negative effects up to about 30°C; Volatile
leavenings such as ammonium bicarbonate

volatilize even more prior to baking

Specific gravity out

of range

Very rare, would indicate a severe misbalance of

ingredient quantities

Batter viscosity low More flashing; lower waffle weight Reduce water

Batter viscosity high Incomplete fill increases; waffle weight and

waffle moisture content increase

Increase water, use

enzyme
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b. Insufficiently filled waffle corners

Repeatedly incomplete waffle corners call for an adjustment in batter dosage or in

leavening power

• Adjust the batter pump speed at the control panel to increase the depositing

• Tune the aeration in mechanically aerated batters

• Check for any gluten developments issues in batter mixing

• Test an increase in leavenings, starting with sodium bicarbonate

c. Extrusion of batter—flashings (fangs) on the waffle

Flashings are one of the main quality issues in waffle manufacturing. Overbaked,

hard or even burned extrusions are not just unsightly reasons for customer com-

plaints; they may also seriously disturb the packaging of the waffles

Table 9.21 Potential Waffle Baking Issues
Issue Changes to Consider Comment

Asymmetric batter

depositing

Adjust batter arm position

Adjust start/stop settings of

batter depositor

Batter from overfilled edge

touches top plate and seals, then

flashing, asymmetric fill

Under filled waffle edges Increase dosage via the batter

pump

Adjust start/stop settings of

batter depositor

Two parameters to balance

between underfill and flashing

Waffle flashing Reduce deposit via batter pump

or start/stop settings; reduce

leavenings, water in recipe

Ripping at take-out Increase baking temperature or

time

Sticking at top mould Increase top mould temperature

slightly

Sticking at bottom

mould

Increase oil in the recipe; check

for mould residues and cleaning

requirement

Waffle top side under

filled, pale

High batter viscosity; old batter;

adjust leavenings

Pale waffle colour Adjust oven temperature in 2 or

3°C steps

If waffle moisture becomes

overly low: Increase in

browning components in the

recipe

Dark waffle colour Adjust oven temperature in 2 or

3°C steps

If moisture is too high: decrease

strongly browning components

Blotchy surface colour Adjust lecithin-to-oil ratio

Hard texture Check for any gluten

development in batter
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• Check for overfill, reduce deposit weight

• Check depositor position for symmetrical deposit parallel to the plate moving

direction

• Readjust start and stop of depositing at the panel for symmetrical deposit parallel

to the depositor arm’s direction

• Test a longer mixing time of the minor ingredients before flour addition to

improve the binding of water during the mixing to result in less ‘free water’

• Reduce the level of leavenings in small steps

• Change to a more slowly reacting, heat activated leavening

• Reduce the quantity of oils if possible without risking any sticking of waffles

d. Ripping—some waffles split at take-off

The splitting of waffles during take-off relates to underbaking, high moisture in

the centre, or excessive adhesion to the bottom mould

• Check for underbaking and increase the oven temperature or baking time slightly

• Test if some additional batter rest time of 15–30 min improves the result

• Test a change in the flour blend to add more gluten

• Test an increase in lecithin emulsifier

• Test variations in the gum type and level

e. Sticking of the waffles at the take-off

Various basic mechanisms can cause sticking to the baking mould. Consider

supervision by an experienced waffle technologist

• Underbaking at the top plate—increase top plate temperature

• Overbaking at the bottom plate

• Overly short baking time

• Insufficient binding of water during the mixing (‘free water’)

• An excessive water level in the recipe due to highly absorbing ingredients

• An insufficient oil/emulsifier level needed to obtain the proper continuous

release film

• The ‘free fat’ is low due to overemulsification in prolonged mixing

• Too much charred residue on the mould surface, a mould cleaning is required

• Sticking due to a worn-out or scratched mould surface

f. The waffle’s top side is filled incompletely and more pale in colour

Some areas on the topside are not filled with all details. Due to the missing contact

with the baking plate these areas are whiter in colour

• Insufficient leavening power harms the mould’s top fill. Adjust the leavening,

either use more, and/or a slower reacting one. The latter especially in the case

of late/slow plate closing after batter depositing

• Check for any increase in batter viscosity and correct it accordingly

• Check the batter for any over aeration

g. Inhomogeneous waffle surface colour

Good fill, but some pale areas or white spots on the surface. The generation of steam

bubbles hinders the contact of thewaffle surface with the hot iron surface (steammarks)
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• Reduce the oil or the total oil/fat/emulsifier quantity in the recipe, provided that

no sticking occurs

• Increase the emulsifier percentage at the expense of oil

• Test if some additional batter rest time of 15–30 min improves the result

• Change to a lower protein flour and/or a softer wheat flour

h. The waffle weight is not appropriate

In case of weight issues there is range of adjustment by aeration and leavening,

however, just within a limited range

• Adjust the water level in the recipe slightly; more water is for a reduced waffle

weight

• Tune the mechanical batter aeration

• Adjust the emulsifier level slightly higher for lower weight

• Adjust the leavening type and level

• Insufficient batter aeration due to increased gluten development during mixing

results in a higher weight

Note: These recipe changes allow just for small weight adjustments. The ‘right’

baking mould size is most important for reaching the target weight. For any combi-

nation of ingredients/recipe/mould size there is a waffle weight where manufactur-

ing has optimum efficiency. Therefore we strongly recommend, if possible, not to fix

the final product weight rigidly before commissioning of the line and the process:

bake with the original ingredients and the final recipe in the industrial plant. The

cooling or freezing leads to some weight loss.

Particularly with new products we recommend keeping the option open for a

slight modification of the printed product weights on the consumer package if

required after optimizing your manufacturing process.

9.6.7 Tasks of the Oven Operator
The responsibility in oven operation is given to one personwho has well defined tasks. You

may define and communicate them by a task list containing the important control points

1. Keep the area clean according to your HACCP regulations. Avoid any contact of

finished waffles with the microbiologically highly active baking mass

2. Provide the appropriate oiling status of the baking moulds at the start-up

3. Have the oven at the right temperature, a few degrees below target set point for the

first round of batter depositing

4. For batters have the batter depositor arms clean and correctly adjusted regarding

(a) depositing pump setting, (b) depositing length and (c) depositing position. After

any stop of depositing the arms have to be taken off and cleaned in order to avoid

thermal batter setting inside. A short break in depositing, however, just for a few

waffles is not critical for batter arm clogging

5. For paste or dough depositing have the wire cut system clean and correctly adjusted

regarding feeding rate and positioning of the deposits
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6. Waffle weight checks: The checking of deposit weights during operation is danger-

ous and not permitted from a working safety viewpoint. The appropriate depositing

weight is seen by checking the waffle weight, either immediately after baking or

after cooling

7. For mechanically aerated batters, have the specific gravity at the aerator adjusted

according to the feedback coming from checking the waffle weight

8. Check the product and look for compliance to the specification regarding baking

colour, fill out and flashings

9. Add all relevant data to the production protocol as demanded by your internal reg-

ulations. The most important data to record can be the following:

• Periodically, the waffle weight

• Any inconsistencies observed

10. After the baking stops, clean the baking moulds immediately. Blow off any material

residues by compressed air in order to avoid any hardening and burning. Then reoil

the plates for cooling down. The thin oil layer stays until the baking restarts later or

the next day. Do not stop the oven at temperatures above 120°C
11. We recommend using only nonmetal forks in the waffle take-out area to avoid any

scratching of the plates. Teflon-coated forks such as those for household use will do

the job better

12. Immediately inform the supervisor/QC in case of unexpected incidents

13. Inform maintenance on any plate cleaning requirements upfront. For plates

subject to a repetitive cleaning by brushing start the brushing and reoiling

process

9.6.8 Regular Cleaning and Care for the Baking Moulds
9.6.8.1 Oven Stop After Baking: Clean and Oil the Baking Moulds
After baking stops, all waffle residues are removed by brushing and pressurized air

immediately to avoid charring. Then the clean plates are oil-sprayed with a ther-

mally stable release oil such as palm olein. On the next day startup of baking is easy

directly from that, possibly after repeated oiling when the oven is close to the baking

temperature.

On a weekly basis, a closer inspection of the baking moulds is recommended to iden-

tify any defects such as scorched residues and scratches that might cause events like stick-

ing or ripping of waffles. Soak single scorched residues in a hot food grade detergent

solution and remove them with a soft brush. Avoid damaging any seasoning layers.

Preheating the baking moulds to about 50°C can be helpful here. Finish by washing with

water, drying with compressed air and spraying a thin oil layer. Single scratches might be

treated with a household-type silicone release spray.

For hard metal plates a constant brush cleaning procedure for the plates can be

implemented.
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9.6.8.2 Seasoning of New or Wet-Cleaned Baking Moulds
Seasoning is the application of a semipermanent layer to clean moulds that seal the

adsorptive sites of the plates in order to avoid sticking. The layer is applied by polymer-

izing a thin layer of thermally unstable oils in a high heat process. The procedure is for

fully baked RTE waffles and requires a few hours.

The Seasoning Procedure in Four Steps
1. Application of the basic layer: Heat the oven with the new or freshly wet-cleaned

plates to about 120°C, then turn off the heating. While running the oven at low

speed, start spraying a thin mist of seasoning oil in order to obtain a very thin layer

without any bare spots left. Now, during at least two cycles blow off any surplus oil by

compressed air until all the plates are covered by a very thin, shiny layer of oil without

any droplets (top plate) or thicker oil layers left in the grooves of the bottom plate.

2. Polymerizing the seasoning layer: Run the oven at 220°C and maintain the temper-

ature until the oil layer has ‘dried’ into a dark, closed and dry-looking layer, being

neither sticky nor leaving residues when touched. Typically at least 2 h is required.

3. Application of a top layer (if required): The procedure may be repeated in case the

film is uneven or does not yet form a dark covering. Cool the oven down to about

120°C and repeat the Steps 1 and 2.

4. The start of waffle baking: Let the oven cool to about 40° C under your regular baking

temperature. Spray the plateswith a thin layer of a release oil—the sameone that is regularly

used;we recommend palm olein. Then heat the oven up for baking and start batter depos-

iting asusual shortlybefore reaching the target temperature.Discard the first cycleofwaffles.

Preparation Steps for the Seasoning
a. Seasoning oil: Thermally unstable oils with a high content in polyunsaturated fatty

acids are used in order to quickly obtain a polymerized protecting layer. The most

recommended oils are (1) linseed oil, (2) safflower oil or (3) corn oil. If those are

not available (4) sunflower seed oil or (5) soybean oil are the next best.

Note: For soybeanoil and sunflower oil thenewermid- or higholeic genetic variants of these

oils are not suitable here. In Asia we find many ‘sunflower’ or ‘soybean’ oils are still being

dilutedwith the cheaper palmolein.These are not suitable for bakingplate seasoning aswell.

9.6.8.3 Chemical Wet Cleaning of Soiled Cast Iron Baking Plates
Strongly charred baking plate surfaces are cleanedmost efficiently by a wet procedure, the

soaking in a lye bath of sodium hydroxide (caustic soda, NaOH).

Important Safety Advices
• Have such work done by instructed persons solely

• Because of the aggressive, strongly alkaline cleaning medium all safety protection

measures for working with chemicals are required such as fully protecting clothes

and wearing resistant gloves and protective eye glasses
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• Sodium hydroxide lye is strongly corrosive to all organic materials. Please observe the

handling and safety advice on the packaging and in the material safety data sheet

(MSDS). All parts in contact with lye must be rinsed with plenty of water immediately

• Dissolving sodium hydroxide pellets in water generates heat and deflagration is pos-

sible. Therefore a concentrated sodium hydroxide solution is preferable for safety

reasons

• The correct neutralization and disposal procedure of waste lye must be organized

The Cleaning Procedure in Six Steps
1. Take out the warm moulds, 50°C or less, from the oven and brush away any bigger

residues before soaking.

2. Put the plates into the lye bath, ‘L’ and leave for a minimum soaking time of 3 h, but it

is better left soaking overnight. Elevated temperature accelerates the cleaning: use the

lye solution while still warm, and insert the warm (never hot) plates. Mechanical

brushing assists by destroying adhering films but is less recommended due to the

health risks in handling warm and highly alkaline solutions. Neutralize the waste

lye after use and dispose the waste correctly.

3. Then, in a washing station remove soaked residues by water jet cleaning, assisted by

mechanical brushing if required. Observe all safety measures because handling of parts

soaked in concentrated lye is a risky procedure. Rinse both the outsides and insides

with plenty of water by high-pressure spraying.

4. Put the plates into the slightly acid neutralization bath, ‘N’. That is done to avoid any

alkaline residues remaining, which might cause severe sticking in the initial baking

cycles.

5. Last water rinse: After neutralization rinse a final time with water.

6. Dry and oil the freshly cleaned plate immediately to avoid any rusty spots. The still-

wet plate surface is immediately dried by blowing with compressed air. Then directly

cover the active surface with a thin layer of release oil. It is important to remove the

water quickly in order to avoid rust bloom on the clean surface. Now the baking

plates are ready for placing back into the oven.

Note: If a seasoning of the cleaned plate is done, spray the plates with seasoning oil in place

of the release oil!

For the case of severe sticking of waffles at the first baking after wet cleaning, consider

the use of a ‘prebake’ batch of batter that is much lower in sugar compared to the

regular batch.

Preparation Steps for the Wet Cleaning
a. Lye bath, L: Most frequently a 10%–15% concentration of sodium hydroxide

(NaOH) in water is applied, that is 1–1.5 kg of sodium hydroxide pellets for 10 L

of water. Wear protection clothes and glasses. Put sodium hydroxide pellets into a
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hard plastic or metal box and add the water. Stir with care; the mix gets hot. The

warm lye may be used immediately. When using concentrated sodium hydroxide

solution instead of pellets, dilute accordingly.

b. Neutralization bath, N for lye-cleaned and water-rinsed plates. Prepare a diluted acid

solution from 0.5 L of 5% acetic acid (or household vinegar) plus 20 L of water.

Alternatively 10 mL of phosphoric acid is dissolved in 20 L of water.

9.7 WAFFLE COOLING AND PACKAGING

The demoulded waffles leave the hot oven zone on a wire-mesh belt (Section 9.3).

9.7.1 Frozen Waffles
Frozen waffles are transported by the take-out wire-mesh belt of the oven immediately to

the spiral freezer and are transferred the entrance belt while still being hot. Most of the

shelf life issues to be discussed for RTEwaffles therefore do not apply for frozen waffles as

long the freezing chain is not interrupted.

Packaging, cartooning andoverpacking takes place immediately after leaving the freezer.

9.7.2 High Hygienic Demands in Cooling RTE Waffles
The RTE waffles are transferred from the take-out belt immediately onto the spiral

cooler belt in a separated clean room area for cooling to about ambient temperature.

RTEwaffles are intermediate moisture foods with an ERH of about 0.7. Therefore some

hurdles for microbial growth, especially of moulds and some yeasts, require considering,

as addressed in Section 9.3.3.

1. A low residual moisture content in the range of 11%–14%. Table 9.22 provides some

moisture data fromWorld CustomsOrganization (WCO) of samples out of themarket

2. AAW as low as possible. The additional use of humectants in the recipe assists here for

guaranteeing an extended mould-free shelf life

3. Possible chemical preservation, for example, by sorbic acid, accompanied by reduction

in the pH value may be applied

Table 9.22 Moisture Content of Commercial Waffle Products
Waffle Sample Moisture Content (%)

Corona waffle 10.0

Corona Liège waffle 13.7

Corona Liège waffle with chocolate 13.7

Parisco Belgian waffle 13.3

Corona waffle with milk chocolate 10.2

Oak Hills ‘maple syrup honey’ waffle 12.6

Data fromWorld CustomsOrganization, 2001. http://hotdocs.usitc.gov/tata/N_xxx/NCxxx/Nc0466e1.pdf.
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9.7.2.1 Suggestions for the Cooling and Packaging Area
a. In the plant, the batter and oven area must be constructively separated from the

afterbake area, which is fromwaffle take-out, to cooling, to packaging. It is important

to avoid any batter contact or flour dusting in the finished product area because both

microbiologically are highly contaminated.

b. Clean air preparation for the waffle cooling and packaging area is strongly rec-

ommended. Any installations for germ reduction such as air ionization units and

UV lamps are helpful. Avoid any open doors, windows or fans blowing unclean

air into the waffle handling area.

c. The recommended temperature in the afterbake area is ambient.

d. Dehumidifiers for the air within that area to 40% relative humidity, at least below

60%, is part of a good safety plan.

e. Avoid having any cold surfaces inside the packing area where moisture may condense

and mould spores can start to grow. Some examples: Walls to outside in cold winter

time, refrigerator doors, air conditioning ducts, areas behind sinks, condensate under

refrigeration units.

f. Use closed, easily cleaned transport belts with transparent and easily removable

covers, and with cold-air blower stations. Avoid any wooden racks.

g. Take provisions against any recontamination by touching of waffles with bare hands.

Avoid dirty gloves or cleaning cloths.

h. Avoid any brushing or wet cleaning of floors during manufacturing; otherwise, have

a regular cleaning and sanitation schedule in place.

i. Train the operators regularly in food hygiene hazards and how to control them

(HACCP concepts).

9.7.3 The Packaging of the Waffles
For both an improved shelf-life and for a good presentation, this is a very important part

of the entire process

• Selecting the right packaging film. Please contact your film supplier. The moisture

barrier and gas barrier properties are chosen according to the relatively short shelf-life

period and the typical relative humidity expected during storage and distribution

• Avoid any moisture condensation inside the package (‘fogging’) because of insuffi-

cient waffle cooling prior to packaging. In case a condensate forms, at that point

the AW is 1.0, and any mould spores present will start growing immediately

• Consider fully automatic packaging, possibly with additional ‘modified atmosphere’

packaging

• Alcohol surface spraying is less recommended because some alcohol residues would

remain in a food that is consumed by children

• Provide mechanical protection, inside the packaging to avoid compression by its own

weight after stacking and by overpackaging cartons during distribution
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• Avoid cold storage of RTE waffles as much as possible. Otherwise due to accelerated

retrogradation of starch the waffles lose the soft texture even more quickly

• Be realistic in shelf-life printing, typically from 6 weeks to 4 months at a maximum

9.8 QUALITY ASSURANCE IN WAFFLES

The finished waffles are prone to quite some microbiological risk:

• They are intermediate moisture foods and contain residual moisture

• They are made with some sensitive ingredients including eggs or dairy products

Therefore we have to set up a rigid HACCP. In such a concept any critical points of the

manufacturing process and their safe management are outlined, including the necessary

training of operators, themost important periodical checks, as well as the routine cleaning

and sanitation procedures.

Most critical are all parts being in contact with the raw batter (mixer, batter lines,

depositors) as well as the ‘product area’ from waffle take-off over cool-down to final

packaging. We recommend the implementation of efficient and contemporary cleaning,

sanitation and germ reduction principles, materials, and systems with the same strictness as

in the dairy industry. Consider supervision by an experienced technologist.

9.8.1 Training and Practical Experience
Waffle manufacturing is much more demanding compared to wafer manufacturing. Train-

ing and practical experience of operators regarding daily routine will additionally improve

the results in comparison to thevery starting phase ofwafflemanufacturing.We recommend

to request an advanced technical and technological training after an initial working period.

9.8.2 Who Checks? Who Reacts? Routine and Special Checks for Waffles
Quality assurance (QA) has to define the responsibilities in the manufacturing process.

From the setting and control of food hygiene standards, ingredient and recipe specifica-

tion; developing the tasks and the rules of intervention for the operators; to specification

and evaluation of the final products, there is a wide scope of topics.

Which checks are recommended for ingredients, batter, waffles, etc. and how fre-

quent are these checks? My first answer follows:

Quality primarily comes from a well-organized production,
not from many and well-organized checks of the products.

Asmuch as possible install a systemwith operator self-checks and have just supervision by

QA. In a well running production, checks can be minimized and integrated into the nor-

mal production protocol. Only in case something is going wrong should there be as many

checks as possible. Then QA must be heavily involved to resolve the issue.

The routine checks in waffle manufacturing are done for several reasons:

1. To protect the good name of the company. Any quality issues endanger the reputa-

tion of the product and the company.
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2. Do our ingredient suppliers comply with the quality specifications as required for a

trouble-free production?

3. To increase the safety margin against manufacturing troubles, which would reduce

the productivity.

4. Last but not least, compliance to standards such as IFS, HACCP and good food

manufacturing practices are required by the authorities.

All the ingredient and process tests should be fast and simple and done for the following:

• New ingredient material batches delivered, primarily flour and eggs.

• Baking mass batches, primarily after flour changes.

• Waffles—weight, colour, moisture, texture (periodically).

Besides these routine tests from time to time more sophisticated lab tests should be done

to check the compliance with detailed specifications, to have a record for any later cus-

tomer reclamation, or for examination by the food authority.

9.8.3 Which Checks Assist Most for a Trouble-Free Manufacturing?
9.8.3.1 Residual Moisture of the Waffles (Routine Check)
Both the freshly bakedwaffles at the oven exit belt, andwaffles after packaging are checked

by a rapidmethod such as infrared-drying, todetermine their targetmoisture content.That

is an important feedback for oven operation. We have to be aware of the following:

• Waffles with a higher moisture content may become mouldy after 2–4 weeks

• Waffles with lower moisture are overly hard in texture

9.8.3.2 Microbiology of Waffles (Special Check)
Typically the total plate count, yeast and moulds are checked as in other fresh bakery

products. To my knowledge no specific data or limits for waffles are published. In the

European Union at present no microbiological orientation or warning limits are in place

for waffles, but that is the case for other, riskier moist foods.

9.8.3.3 AW/ERH After Packaging (Special Check)
Inparallel to themoisturecheck, thedeterminationofERH(AW)of thewafflesbyaAWmetre

can be done: ERH¼ aw.100. This is most important during any recipe development phase.

As a first estimation of ERH in high-sugar waffles the ‘Money-Born equation’ (J. Sci.

Food Agric. 2, 180/1951/) may be used: ERH¼100 Xw/(Xw+1.5 Xs), where Xw is the

mol water in finished waffle and Xs is the mol ‘sugars’ in finished waffle.

9.8.3.4 Shelf-Life Testing (Special Check)
Due to the sensitive nature of the waffle texture an accelerated shelf-life testing is only

possible for single aspects. Because the total shelf-life of waffles is limited, such tests are of

some importance for product development, not for routine manufacturing:
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• Storage at 37°C in a warming cabinet—a slightly accelerated test for any changes in

flavour, such as ‘stale’, ‘old’ or ‘rancid’ notes. Do sensory testing at about 2 weeks

periods after letting the samples arrive back to ambient temperature

• Storage at 4°C in a refrigerator—an accelerated test for any changes in texture, pri-

marily for any firming due to starch retrogradation. Do sensory testing at about

2 weeks periods after letting the samples arrive back to ambient temperature

• In parallel samples are stored at ambient temperature for comparison to the warm and

cold stored samples

9.8.4 Parameter List for Waffle Manufacturing
The following example in Table 9.23, regarding a list of parameters in waffle manufactur-

ing, requires adaption to your specific products and conditions.

Table 9.23 Manufacturing Parameters (Example): Waffle Product: Vanilla, Recipe A
Manufacturing Step Parameter Range/Comment

Batter @ mixer Temperature 26�2

pH 6.8�0.1

Specific gravity, pycnometric 1.04�0.1

Viscosity, 8 mm flow cup 44�4

Batter @ holding tank Holding time in case of line stop <1 h

Batter @ line tank Specific gravity 0.97�0.2

Temperature 26�2

Viscosity 44�4

Batter depositing

(result seen @ takeout)

Waffles flashings Identify position and

correct depositing

Waffle release @ top

wire belt

Waffle weight, sample nine

waffles in a closed plastic bag

229�9 g

Waffle moisture, rapid-IR, 130°C 14.5�0.5

Colour, L-a-b instrument OK/dark/light

Waffle @ cooler exit Waffle weight, sample nine waffles

in a closed plastic bag

225�9 g

Waffle moisture, rapid-IR, 130°C 13.0�0.5

Waffle @ packaging Package weight, 12 waffles 308–326 g
Absence of inside fogging

Absence of sealing defects in visual

and submersion testing

Back-up samples for any later

complaints

Waffle storage area Define temperature 18–22°C (ambient)

Define relative humidity 70% rH or less

Themain processing parameters are in bold letters—please define which parameters are the important ones to document in
the daily production protocol.
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9.8.5 Instruments Recommended for Manufacturing Checks
A few instruments are helpful in performing routine checks:

1. Temperature, relative humidity: Handheld instrument for measuring temperature and

relative humidity. At least two quickly reacting temperature probes are

necessary—one for contact measurement on baking mould surfaces and one thin

but stable probe for measuring in liquids and baking masses. The typical reaction time

should less than 1 s.

2. pH value, temperature: A small, portable instrument for fast measurements at the line is

recommended for production supervision and fast identification of issues in case of

manufacturing troubles.

3. Batter viscosity: Depending on the actual viscosities of fluid baking masses, either a

flow-cup with a 10 mm hole (preferable) or a Bostwick-type consistometer are

required.

4. Rapid moisture determination: An infrared drying instrument for rapid determination of

the waffle moisture. This is applicable as well for ingredients and baking masses. For

waffles, working at 130°C will provide results within a few minutes.

5. Waffle weight: A robust balance, sensitivity 0.1 g, is required.
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Acesulfame K, 175

Active dry yeast (ADY), 254

gluten strength, 265

yeast extracts, 255, 265

Active oxygen method (AOM), 198, 209

Adjunct applications

chocolate panning, 397–398
spraying, 398–402
wafer moulding, into chocolate, 396–397

Adjuncts, in wafers and waffles, 313

cocoa butter, 368–370, 371t
cocoa-flavoured compound coatings, 371–373
cocoa powder, 314–315
cooked fillings, 338–339
cream ingredients, 317

cream preparation and refining, 325–333
enrobings, 315

fruit-based fillings, 343–346
inclusions, 313–314
marshmallow/meringue/souffl�e fillings, 346–347
milk caramel fillings, 339–343
savoury filling cream, 333–338
toppings, 313–314
trans fat issue, 318–321
wafer cream recipes, 323–324, 324t
wafer filling creams, 313, 314t, 321–323

Advantame, 174, 181–182
Aerated chocolate, 469

Aerated wafer creams, 469

Aeration emulsifiers, 297, 299

Albumen, 284, 286–287, 298
Alitame, 175–176
Alkalinity, 16

Alveograph, 41–42, 42t
AM-AP combination effect, 578

Amaranth flour, 99–100
American frozen waffles

deposit weight, 654

flowspeed, 654

lifetime, 653

pH value, 654

screening, 653

specific gravity, 654

system cleaning, 654

temperature, 653

viscosity, 653

Ammonium bicarbonate (ABC), 233, 240, 413,

491, 644

applications, wafer baking, 241–242
instability, in storage, 241

leavening, 242

premix solutions, 237–238, 242–243
properties and reactions, 240–241, 241b
volatilization of, 240f

Ammonium phosphatides (AP), 577–578
Amylopectin (AP), 541

Amylose (AM), 541

Amylose complexing index (ACI), 577, 581

Ancient grains, 78, 82, 99

Apparent viscosity, 416, 417f

Arrowroot starch, 100

Ascend. See Trehalose

Ascorbic acid, 265

Aspartame, 174–176
Aspartame–acesulfame K salt, 177

Autoxidation

of fats, 197–198
induction periods, 197t

AW. See Water activity (AW)

B
Baker’s percentage, 64–65, 410
Baking mould soiling

baking temperature, 440

browning batter ingredients, 439

oil/fat components in recipe, 439

water hardness, 439

Baking plate cleaning, 428–429, 440–442
dry brushing, 440

dry ice shot blasting, 441

for hollow wafers, 434–436, 435f
laser cleaning, 442

in oven, 431
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Baking plate cleaning (Continued)

size of, 431, 431t

wet cleaning, 440–441
Baking powders, 248, 644–645
basic recipes, 248t

chemical leavening acids, 243, 249–250
coated leavenings, 248–249
phosphate-type leavening acids, 249

Baking process

cast iron/hard-chromium-plated baking plates,

429–430, 430f
characteristics, 442–443, 443t
cleaning, 440–442
flavouring, 133

flour swelling reduction, 131–132
foam stabilization in aeration, 132

hollow wafer baking plates, 434–436, 435f
large wafer ovens, 432

malt extract, 257

mechanisms, 443–455
milling and grinding, 429

mould soiling, 439–442
nonenzymatic browning, 133

oven, 426–428, 427f, 437–439
plates, 428–429, 431, 431t
reedings, 432–433, 433f
scrap bobbles, 437

sheet thickness, 434

starch gelatinization temperature, 132–133, 132t
steam leavening, 227

sweet pastes, 150

tong, 430

venting, 436

waffle rework, 269

water requirement, 131–132
Baking scrap, 227, 437

bobbles, 270

reuse of, 271

Baking soda. See Sodium bicarbonate (SBC)

Baking time optimization, 452–454
Baking tongs, 427, 430

Ball mill refining, 328

Banana flour, 100

Barley (Hordeum vulgare L.), 82

beta-glucans, 82–83
Batter fermentation, 420–421
Batter preparation

citric acid against mould residues, 26

moisture content, 24, 24t

sugar wafers, 25

with wafer enzyme, 25

waffle batters, 25

water treatment, 25–26
without wafer enzyme, 25

Batter storage tank, 421–422
Batter supply line, 422

Bean flour, 100–101
Belgian waffles, 3

Bending tests, 567, 567f

Beta-glucans

barley, 82–83
oats, 84

Biological leavening, 227, 250

fresh yeast manufacturing, 253–255, 253t
sourdough fermentation, 252–253, 252b
yeast, 250–252, 251b, 255–257

Bird’s milk desserts, 347

Black wafers, 309–310
Bobbles, 270, 437

Boiling points

of saccharide solutions, 147, 148t

sugar and syrup solutions, 147

Bread wafers. See Wafer bread

Bricelets, 6

Brown sugar, 149t

manufacturing ways, 148–149
pros and cons, 149

Brown wafers, 309–310
Brussels waffles, 600–601, 602t
Buckwheat (Fagopyrum esculentum) flour, 101

Burnt sugar, 149–150, 307
Butter fat. See Milk, fat

Butter wafer cookies, 623

C
Cake cones, 134, 273–274
Caking, 277–278
Calcium carbonate, 239

Caramelization, 133

Caramel wafer cookies, 277

Carbohydrate-based fat replacers, 208

Caster sugar, 142

Caveat, 559

CBE. See Cocoa butter equivalent (CBE)

CBR. See Cocoa butter replacer (CBR)

CBS fats. See Cocoa butter substitute (CBS) fats

Centre-filled waffles, 345–346
Cereal grains, 78

Cheese fillings, 334

Chemical additives
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borax (see Sodium tetraborate)

gluten strength, 265

sodium metabisulphite, 265–266
Chemical leavening, 227, 257

acid leavening components, 243–247, 244t
by baking powders, 243

DRR, 246–247, 246t
heat activation, 247

mechanical aeration, 643

principle, 643

for wafers and waffles, 233

water activation, 246–247, 246t
Chestnut flour, 101

Chia seeds flour, 101–102
Chickpea flour, 102

Chinese egg waffles, 600

Chocolate, 314–315, 365–368
applications, 376–377
with CBE fats, 372, 372t

with CBR fats, 372–373
with CBS fats, 373

and coatings, 374–377
cocoa butter, 368–370
cocoa flavoured compound coatings, 366,

371–373, 371t
composition of, 365–366
conching, 367

cooling, 369

eutectic fat softening, 369

fat bloom, 370, 393–396
kisses, 347

panning, of wafer cubes, 397–398
process, 367

real, 366–367
requirements for, 368t

spraying, into wafer cones, 398–402
tempering process, 370–371
wafer moulding, 396–397
in wafers and waffles, 374–376

Chromium-plated baking plate, 429–430, 430f
Coarse grain sugar, 142

Cocoa beans, 355

Cocoa butter (CB), 358–359, 368–370, 371t
Cocoa butter alternative (CBA) fats, 186

Cocoa butter equivalent (CBE), 366

Cocoa butter replacer (CBR), 366

Cocoa butter substitute (CBS) fats, 366

Cocoa nib roasting process, 356, 357t

Cocoa powder, 314–315, 359
alkalized, 360t, 361

from cocoa beans to CM, 356–357, 356–357t
composition, 358t

in enrobings, 365

in filling creams, 363–364
natural, 360, 360t

in no-sugar wafer batters, 362–363
replacement, 362

from roasted cacao, 357–359, 358t
storage and specifications, 361–362
in sugar wafer batters, 362–363
in wafers, 362

in waffles, 362, 364–365
Cocoa roasting, 356, 356t

Coconut flour, 102

Colouring wafer creams, 308–310, 309t
Communion wafer, 3

Compound chocolates, 371

Compression tests, 565–567, 565f
Condensed milk, sweetened, 278

Conditioning. See Wafer maturing

Cone making process, 506–507
Contact spreading method, 466–467, 466f
Cooked fillings, 338–339
cooking masses, 338

inline process, 339

offline process, 339

technological parameters, 338–339
Core thickness, 433

Cream

contact spreading method, 466–467, 466f
film spreading method, 467–468, 467f
layer thickness, 468

yeast, 254, 258

Cream ingredients, 317

antioxidants, 321

cereal, 320

cocoa-based, 319

colour enhancement, 320

dried fruit powders, 320

fats and oils, 317

flavour, 320

milk-based, 319

nutrients and functional, 320

nuts, 320

stabilizers, 321

sugars, 317

wafer rework in, 319

Criollo cocoas, 355

Crisp thin waffles, 587

Crisp wafer cookies, 296
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Crisp wafer cookies (Continued)

moisture, 539

quality changes, 539

technology of, 487

Crispy/crunchy, 540

Crocodile effect, 188–189, 392, 407, 539, 549–554,
550f

technical precautions, 553–554
timelines, 552

Crumbly wafer cookies, 296

Crystal sugar, 142–143
molasses, 149, 162

sugar grinding, 143

sugar handling, 144–145
Cyclamate, 174, 179–180
Cyclodextrins, 96

Cysteine, 419

D
Dairy-based components/ingredients

functionality, milk components, 642

lactose, 276–277
milk-based wafer cream ingredients, 275–276
risks factors, 643

type, 643

Dairy-based powders, 335

Dark brown wafers, 309–310
Dark chocolate, 314–315
Degree of polymerization (DP), 156

Dextrose (Grape sugar). See Glucose

Dextrose equivalent (DE), 93, 156

DGS. See Dry glucose syrup (DGS)

Diabetics

sugar bulk substitutes, 141t

sweeteners for, 140–141, 140–141t
Dietary fibres, 86

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), 527

Dinkel wheat. See Spelt wheat

Distilled monoglycerides, 221–222
Dough reaction rate (DRR), 246–247, 246t
D-pscicose, 182

Dried egg powders, 291, 293, 293t

DRR. See Dough reaction rate (DRR)

Dry brushing, 440

Dry glucose syrup (DGS), 157, 159, 335

Dry ice shot blasting method, 441

Dry wafer rework, 267–269
Durum wheat, 29, 31

Dynamic viscosity, 409

E
Edible oils and fats

fatty acids, 184–185, 184t
origin and manufacturing, 185

triglycerides, 184–185, 185t
Egg(s)

allergy, 300

components and uses, 298–300
frozen eggs, 289

powdered vs. fresh, 290, 291t

products and composition, 291–292, 292t
substitute powders, 301

substitutes/replacers, 293–294
in sugar wafers, 296

wash substitutes, 299–300, 300t
yolk lipids, 287–288, 288t

Egg-based ingredients, 228, 282, 492

egg white (see Albumen)

egg yolk lipids, 287–289, 288t
functions and issues, 282–283
pasteurization, 289, 289t

proteins, BV, 285–286, 286t
shell eggs, freshness, 283–285, 283t
in wafer batters, 294–296
in waffle recipes, 296–298

Egg component uses

aerated and cooked fillings, 298–299
egg calcium powder, 300

egg washes, 299–300, 300t
gluten-free baked products, 300

noncreamed wafers, 299

Egg powders, 298

conversion factors, 293, 293t

reconstitution of, 301

spray drying process, 290

Egg waffles

fresh, 599, 599t

principle, 598–599
QUID rules, 598

technological functions, 598

Emulsifiers, 228, 287–289, 374
aeration, 223, 297, 299, 645–646
ammonium phosphatides, 222–223
applications, 216t

functionality, 215–216, 645
lecithin, 646

mono/diglycerides, 221–222
monoglycerides, 221–222, 646
PGPR, 222

Enrobed wafer cookies, 450
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Enrobings, 131, 315, 379

centre pieces, 378

chocolate and compound coating, 380–382
cocoa powder in, 365

and cooling process, 385–389, 388f
definition, 315

fat bloom, 189, 393–396
faults, 391–393
features, 378

in-plant storage, 390

mixing, 381

oils/fats functions, 209t

packaging, 389–390
PHO-based trans fats, 212–215
preparation, 381

provisions, 382–385
recipes, 380, 380t

refining, 381

shelf life, 390–391
sugar functions, 128t

temperature adjustment, 381–382
wafer rework, 267

Equilibrium moisture content (EMC), 544–545,
630

Equilibrium relative humidity (ERH), 544–545,
663

Erythritol, 165–167
EU health claims, 206–207
Function Health Claims, 206

Health Claims referring to children’s

development, 207

Risk Reduction Claims, 206

European Food Safety Authority (EFSA), 206

Eutectic fat softening, 187–189
crocodile effect, 188–189

Excessive sweetness, 130

Extensograph, 41, 41t

F
Fan wafers, 3, 296, 487, 512–516
principle, 514–515
recipe ranges, 515–516, 515t

Farinograph, 40, 40t

Fat bloom, 190

chocolate (tempering) enrobings, 190, 370,

393–396
compound (nontempering) enrobings, 190

definition, 189

fat separation processes, 395

filling fats, migration of, 395

phase separation, 189

polymorphic transformation, 189

prevention, 395–396
secondary crystallization, 394

stability, 396

unstable crystal forms, 394

Fat-filled dairy powders, 274t, 278, 280

Fat replacers, 207

carbohydrate-based, 208

lipid-based, 207

protein-based, 207–208
Fats, 182–184

autoxidation, 197–198, 197t
bloom, 190

crystal forms and cream texture, 186–187, 187t
delivery and storage, 201

eutectic softening, 187–189
fatty acids, 183t

fractionation, 186

frying stability, 198–200, 200t
handling and processing, 200

interesterification, 186

iodine value, 198, 199t

lauric fats, 185

mould release, 208–210
oxidative stability, 197–198, 197t
PHO, 185–186
PHO-based trans fats, 212–215, 213t
polymorphic fats, 186–187
potential causes, 201–202
properties and applications, 185

stability testing, 198

in sugar–fat filling creams, 210–211
technological functions, 208–212, 209t
wafer cream fat, nonlauric, 188t

wafer enrobing fat, lauric, 189t

Fat specifications, 190

melting curve, 191–192, 192f
melting point, 191

potential elements, 190–191
solid fat percentage, 191–192

Fatty acids

in edible oils and fats, 184, 184t

polyunsaturated fatty acids, 184

saturated fatty acids, 184

trans fatty acids, 184

Fermentable oligo-di-monosaccharides and polyols

(FODMAP), 97–98
Fermentation, 132, 227

biological leavening methods, 250
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Fermentation (Continued)

loss of, 251

sourdough, 252–253, 252b
straight dough, 256t

wafer enzymes, 227, 260

Fibersol, 95

Film spreading method, 467–468, 467f
Fine bakery products, 175–181
Flat wafer(s), 3–4, 64t, 273–274, 376, 408

central vs. edge area in, 457, 457f

with centre line, 458, 458f

flour baking test, 64t

meringue bars, 347

Flavour(s/ring), 229, 492

butter, 322

cacao processing, 229

caramel, 322

cheese, 323

chocolate and chocolate surrogates,

229, 322

cream layers, 321

fruits, 322

improvement of, 135

inclusions and toppings, 229

milk, 322

nonsweet creams, 323

nutrients and functional ingredients, 229

nuts, 322

quality perception, 321

quality verification, 322

savoury, 323

spraying oils for, 210

subliminal, 323

in sweet range, 323

switching creams to different flavour, 321

vanilla, 322

Flour, 30 See also specific types

air classification, 48–49, 49t
bleaching, 50

chlorination, 49

sieving, 9, 9f

and starch systems, 131–132
wafer baking, 65

Flour heat treatment (FHT), 49

Flow cup viscometers, 416

Flow time, 416, 417f

Flute wafers, 4, 131, 134, 345, 363, 377, 400–401,
400f, 488

aerated wafer creams, 531

application, 531

characteristics of, 527–528
chocolate lining, 530

color enhancement/modification, 525

equipment, 526–527
filling creams, 530–531
flour specifications, 61, 61t, 521

ingredient ranges, 520–521, 522t
low water activity, 531

manufacturing diagram, 517–520, 517f
meringue and marshmallow, 531

nonsweet, 525

oils and fats, 521–524
optional ingredients, 523–524t
packaging and shelf life, 536

potential, 531–533
preparation and handling, 525–526
recipe ranges, 520, 520t

storage and distribution, 537

sugar free, 525

sugars and syrups, 521

terminology, 516

three rolling options, 528–529
Fondant sheets, 484. See also Wafer paper

Fondant sugar, 142, 144

Food colouring, 228

approved food colours, 302–304, 303–305t
functions and types, 302

Foods

fructose properties, 153

glycemic index (GI), 138t, 139

isomaltulose properties, 155

lactose properties, 154

maltose properties, 154–155
nutrient profiles, 203–205
tagatose properties, 156

Fortune cookies, 4, 296

Free fat, 278

Free sugar, 123

Fresh vs. powdered eggs, 290, 291t

Fresh yeast

in crumbled form, 253

deterioration, 253, 253t

Frozen eggs, 289, 298

Frozen semidry yeast, 254

Frozen waffles, 3, 7–8, 588
history of, 13

pancakes, 621

principle, 620
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Fructose, 153

sweetness synergy, 178t

syrups, 160–161
Fructose-containing glucose syrups, 159–160, 160t
Fructose-oligosaccharides, 98

Fruit concentrate sweeteners, 161, 161t

Fruit fillings, 343–346, 469
features, 344

flute wafers, 345

jam and jelly cooking, 343

jellies and fruit spreads, 344

G
Galletes, 623

Gelatinization, 444, 454

Generally recognized as safe (GRAS), 155, 173

Glucose syrups, 152, 160

and DGS powders, 159

fructose-containing, 159–160
technological properties, 158t

Gluten aggregation testing, 54–55
Gluten development test, 55, 418–419
batter shearing, 68, 69f

batter viscosity, 68

cysteine, 419

description, 67

enzyme-treated flours, 68, 68t

flour classification, 70

flour grouping by protein content, 71, 71t

flour samples, 69, 70f

gluten reduction by water addition, 73f

materials and methods, 67–68
prebatter recipe, 68

principle, 67

procedure, 69

SMS, 419

viscosity reduction, 71–76, 73f, 74–76t
viscosity vs. wet gluten, 72f

in wafer batters, 417–418, 418f
Gluten free flours, 114, 115t, 525

formulation assistant, 117, 117t

hydrocolloids in, 116–117
USA, 115t

for wafers, 117–118
for waffles, 118

Gluten-free waffles

definition, 621

examples, 622

principle, 621

wheat flour replacement, 621–622
Gluten strength

ADY, 265

ascorbic acid, 265

L-cysteine, 265

Glycerol, 173

Golden syrups, 146t. See also Invert sugar syrup

composition of, 147, 147t

Good manufacturing principles (GMP), 629

Grinding techniques, 429

Guar gum, 116

H
Hard water. See Water hardness

Hazard analysis and critical control point (HACCP),

423, 656

Health claims

definition, 206

food authorities, 203

nutrient profile, 204

High amylose starch, 90

High barrier packaging films, 474

High fibre additives, 336

High fructose corn syrup (HFCS), 136, 159–161,
160t

high-DE syrups, 157

properties of, 160

High-intensity sweeteners (HISs), 123, 174–175
acesulfame K, 175

advantame, 181–182
alitame, 176

aspartame, 175–176
aspartame–acesulfame K salt, 177

cyclamate, 179–180
D-pscicose, 182

Luo Han Guo, 182

neohesperidine dihydrochalcon, 180–181
neotame, 181

saccharine, 178–179
steviol glycosides, 180

sucralose, 177–178
technological and physiological properties,

125–126t
thaumatin, 181

High-solids batters (HSB), 59, 60t, 419–420
High-sugar wafer products, 519–520
Hollow wafers, 4, 10–11, 273–274, 376, 408

ingredients for, 413

with two-coloured deposit, 434, 435f
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Honey, 160

Humectant, 545, 545t

Hygroscopicity, 545

Hysteresis, 542

I
Ice cream filled cones

on cone weight, 572

kinetic aspects, 574

less flour, 571

moisture content, 568–569
moisture migration barriers, 570, 572–573
more sugars, 571

oil/fat and lecithin, 572

packaging materials, 570

pore size, 569–570
reduced moisture diffusion, 573–574
sugar cone texture, 568–569
water activity, 568–569, 569f

Icing sheets, 484–485. See also Wafer paper

Icing sugar. See Powdered sugar

Inclusions

composition, 348

nut roasting for, 350–351
right quantity, 348

wafer cream filling, 349–350
in wafer enrobing, 350

in waffle manufacturing, 351–353
Industrial wafer batter turbomixer, 66

Inline homogenization, 421

Inline process, 339

Instant ADY, 254–255
Instant sugar, 143

Intrinsic sugars, 123

Inulin, 97

Invert sugar syrup, 146–147, 161
Isoglucose syrups, 159–160, 160t
Isomalt, 165, 168–169, 171
Isomaltulose, 137, 154, 168

J
Joint Expert Commission for Food Additives

(JEFCA), 155–156
Jumbo ovens, 595

K
Kaniwa. See Quinoa

Kernel hardness, 31–32

Khorasan wheat, 83

Kinematic viscosity, 409, 416

Knockout lab test. See Gluten aggregation testing

L
Lactitol, 137, 165, 170–171
Lactose, 153–154, 170, 217, 278–279, 335
milk-based powders, 276t

phase change of, 279

Laevulose (Fruit sugar). See Fructose

Laser cleaning, 442

L-cysteine, 265

Leavening, 246t, 247, 260

by ABC, 242

chemical, 243–247
DRR, 246–247
heat activation, 247

phosphate-type acids, 249

by steam, 232

Lecithin, 215, 217, 228, 287–289, 572
baking process, 220

batter preparation, 219

composition, 218, 218t

fat-sparing function, 220

GMO, 218

handling in manufacturing, 219

mould release, 220

physical characteristics, 219

physiologically advantageous properties, 219

Lentil flour, 104

Liège waffles, 601–604, 602f, 604t
dough sugar, 151

pearl sugar, 144, 603

principle, 603

recipes, 603

Lipid-based fat replacers

modified triglyceride structure, 207

nondigestible fat substitutes, 207

water-based emulsions, 207

Liquid sugar syrup, 146t

advantages, 145–146
disadvantages, 146

specification, 145t

Low sugar wafer, 1

flour specifications, 59, 59t

Luo Han Guo, 182

Lupin flour, 104
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M
Magnesium hydroxide carbonate, 240

Maillard reactions, 133, 448, 575

Maize/corn based flour, 102–103
Malt extract syrup, nondiastatic, 162

Maltitol syrups, 172

crystalline maltitol, 171–172
glycerol, 173

polyglycitol syrup, 172–173
Maltodextrin powders (MD), 334

Maltodextrins, 93–94
dextrose equivalent (DE), 156–157, 157t
natural syrups, 160–162
products, 157–160
saccharification, 156–157, 158t
starch conversion, 156

technological properties, 158t

Maltose, 154

syrups, 159

Mannitol, 170

Maple syrup, 162

Marshmallows, 346–347, 470
Masa flour, 103

Maturing. See Wafer maturing

Meringues, 346, 470

Mesquite flour, 105

Milk

allergy, 279

chocolate, 315

fat, 279

minerals, 279

sugar (see Lactose)

Milk-based powders, 280

buttermilk powder, 280

caking, 278

lactose content, 276t, 280

reconstitution of, 281

SMP, 280

sweet whey powder, 280

in waffles, 275

WMP, 280

Milk-based wafer cream ingredients, 275–276
composition data, 272, 273t

in cooked fillings, 277

functions and issues, 272

lactose, 276

in no-sugar and sugar wafer batters, 272–275
in protein bars, 278

skim milk and WMP, 276

sweet whey powder, 276

in waffle recipes, 275

Milk caramel fillings, 339–343, 469
applications, 342–343
cooking, 340

ingredients, 341–342
soft wafer, 340–341
technological parameters, 342

toffees, 339–340
Milk protein concentrate (MPC), 281

Millet flour, 105

Milling techniques, 429

Mixograph, 40–41
Modified air packaging (MAP), 631

Moisture migration barriers, 572–573
Moisture sorption, 546–549
Moisture transfer

kinetic aspects, 401–402
thermodynamic aspects, 402

Molasses, 149, 161–162, 161t
Molded wafer cones and cups

malodor protection, 497

mechanical protection, 496

moisture protection, 496

protection from rancidity, 497

Mono calcium phosphate (MCP), 644

Mono/diglycerides, 221–222
citric esters of, 222

Monoglycerides, 221–222
Montina flour, 105

Moulded sugar wafer cones, 6, 131

N
Natural colourants

anthocyanins, 305

betanin (beetroot), 305

caramel colour, 306–307, 307t
caramelized sugar (see Burnt sugar)

carbon black, 307

carmine/cochineal, 306

carotenoids, 306, 306t

carthamus yellow (see Safflor yellow)

chlorophyll, 307

cocoa powder, 308

copper chlorophylline, 307

curcumin, 308

riboflavin, 308
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Natural colourants (Continued)

seaweed powder, 308

spirulina (see Phycocyanins)

Natural sourdough fermentation, 420

Natural syrups

fructose syrups, 160–161
fruit concentrate sweeteners, 161, 161t

honey, 160

malt extract syrup, nondiastatic, 162

maple syrup, 162

molasses, 161–162, 161t
Natural tocopherol mixes, 321

Naturlose. See Tagatose

Neohesperidine dihydrochalcon (NHDC), 180–181
Neotame, 129, 174, 181

New Austrian method. See Inline process

No/low sugar wafers

egg functionality in, 295

flat wafers, 272–273, 294–295
hollow wafers and cones, 272–273, 294–295
SBC level, 235–237
steam generation in, 233t

wafer cones, 272–273
Noncariogenic carbohydrate sweeteners, 137–138
Noncreamed wafers, 4–5, 465
Nonnutritive sweeteners. See High-intensity

sweeteners

Nonwheat flours

cyclodextrins, 96

description, 77–78
dextrose equivalent, 93

dietary fibres, 86

functions, 77–78
gluten containing and gluten-free plant sources,

86–87
gluten-free and starches, 79–81t
health/nutrition claims, 87–88
high amylose starch, 90

lupin vs. soybean, 104t

maltodextrins, 93–94
native starches, 91

native unmodified starch, 88–90
oligofructose, 98

plant fibres in stabilization, 87

polydextrose, 98–99
resistant maltodextrins, 94

resistant starches, 92–93
saccharide-based fibres, 96

soybean flours, 634

starches, 90–92, 634

North America syrups, 156–157
Nutrient profiles

children’s diet, 204–205
definition, 203–204
WHO Europe Model, 204

Nutriose (Roquette), 95

Nutritional enrichment fibres, 648–649
Nutrition claims

definition, 205

in EU (Excerpt), 137t, 205–206, 205t
in United States (Excerpt), 136t, 205t

O
Oats (Avena sativa), 83–84

beta-glucans, 84

Objective mechanical test technique, 564

bending tests, 567, 567f

compression tests, 565–567, 565–566f
penetration tests, 565, 565f

sound analysis, parallel, 567–568
Oblate (Host), 10, 483

Oils, 182–184
fatty acids, 183t

frying stability, 198–200, 200t
handling and processing, 200

iodine values, 198, 199t

PHO-based trans fats, 212–215, 213t
potential causes, 201–202
technological functions, 208–212, 209t
testing the stability, 198

Ottawa texture measuring system (OTMS), 540, 564

Oven operator, 667–668
Overrun in aeration, 301

Oxygen Stability Index (OSI), 198

P
Palatinose (Lylose). See Isomaltulose

Palm (date) syrup, 162

Paris/Kempen waffles, 589

Partial hydrogenation of oils (PHO), 185–186, 194,
195t

Particle size index (PSI), 44

Pea flour, 105–106
Peanut flour, 106, 106t

Pearl sugar, 151

for Liège waffles, 144

Penetration tests, 565, 565f

Pentosans, 51

PGPR. See Polyglycerol polyricinoleate (PGPR)

PHO. See Partial hydrogenation of oils (PHO)
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PHO-based trans fats, 212–215
Phosphate-type leavening acids, 249

Phosphatidylcholine (PC), 218, 218t

Phycocyanins, 308

Physical leavening, 227

gross estimation, 232–233, 233t
by steam, 232

thermal pore expansion without and with

additional moisture diffusion, 231–232,
231–232f

by whipping, 230

Planetary food mixer, 66

Plate surface treatment, 429

Polyalcohols (Polyols), 639

Polydextrose, 98–99, 336
Polyglycerol polyricinoleate (PGPR), 222

Polyglycitol syrup, 172–173
Polymer science approach, 442

Polymorphic fats, 186–187
Polyunsaturated fatty acids, 184, 197–198, 202–203,

208–209
Potassium bicarbonate, 239

Potassium carbonate, 239

Potato flour, 106

Potato starch, 106

Powdered sugar, 142, 144, 151

self-grinding, 143

surface area and particle size, 143, 143f

sweet paste baking masses, 150

Powdered vs. fresh eggs, 290, 291t

Pralines, 408

Prebiotics, 139–140
sugar replacers, 139–140

Precrystallization, 370

Pregels, 92, 335

Probiotics, 139

Promitor, 96

Proofing chamber transport, 655

Protein-based fat replacers, 207–208
Proteins

biological value (BV), 286, 286t

denaturation, 444

egg properties, 285

Pseudocereals, 78

Q
Quality assurance (QA), in wafers and waffles,

673–676
checks, 476–477
cream fat, 478

fillings and enrobings, 479

flour, 478

moisture determination, 480–481, 480t
powder, 478

production protocol, 481–482
roasted nut pastes, 479

sugar, 479

water status, 478–480
Quantitative ingredient declaration (QUID) rules,

598

Quinoa flour, 107

R
Rancimat test, 198

Rapidojet system, 414

Rapid test, 53

Ready-to-eat (RTE) waffles, 2, 8, 135, 204, 539,

587

antistaling effects, 216

baking colour and flavour, 638

crumb softening, 216

fat level for, 211–212
freshness/softness, 632, 638

increased gelatinization temperature, 637

low-fat, 593

microbiological preservation, 638

reduced flour swelling, 637

sweetness, 637

water activity, 135

Refiner conches, 329

Resistant maltodextrins (RM), 94–96
Resistant starches (RS), 92–93
Rice flour, 107

Rice starch, 107

Roasted nuts, 375

Rolled sugar wafer cones, 6

batter preparation, 504

characteristic features, 500

cone color enhancement, 502

cone making process, 506–507
cone quality matrix, 504

egg-based ingredients, 502

fats and oils, 502

fibers, 502–503
flavors, 503

flour specifications, 59–61, 60t
ingredient effects, 505t

leavenings, 502

lecithin, 502

magnesium hydroxide carbonate, 503
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Rolled sugar wafer cones (Continued)

milk-based ingredients, 502

output estimation, 507

packaging, 508

principal, 499

recipe ranges, 503–504, 503t
salt, 502

sequence, 504–506
specifications, 501t, 508, 509t

starches and nonwheat flours, 501–502
storage, 508

syrups, 500–501
wafer enzymes, 503

water, 500

wheat flour, 500

Roller drying, 281

Roller refining, 328

Rye (Secale cereale), 84–85

S
Saccharine, 178–179
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, 250

Saccharose. See Sucrose

Safflor yellow, 307

Sandwich wafer bars, 5

Saturated fatty acids, 184, 214–215, 221
Saturated sugar solution, 135, 135t

Savoury filling creams, 333–338
chances and challenges, 333–334
cheese-flavoured, 336–337, 336t
recipes, 337–338, 337t
sugar replacement, 334–336

Saw tooth mixing tool, 415, 415f

Scottish method. See Cooked fillings,

offline process

Sensory testing, 563

Shallow reedings, 432–433
Shaped wafers. See Hollow wafers

Sheet quality surveillance, 450

Sheet wafers

caramel-filled wafer, 555

conditioning, 539, 554–558
maturing, 555

Shelf-life testing, 674–675
Shell eggs

anatomy of, 284–285
average composition, 283, 283t

European standards, 283, 283t

freshness of, 285, 285t

pasteurization, 289, 289t

Shelling, 462, 462f

Shell nuts, 350, 350t

Silk sugar. See Fondant sugar

Skim milk powder (SMP), 273, 280

Snack size flute wafers, 5

Sodium acid pyrophosphate (SAPP), 245, 249

Sodium aluminium phosphate (SAlP), 644–645
Sodium bicarbonate (SBC), 233, 237, 239,

643–644
grades of, 235

instability, 238–239, 238b
labelling of, 235

leavening acids, 243–245
no/low sugar wafers, 235–237
premix solutions, 237–238
properties and reactions, 234–239,

234–235b
in wafers and waffles, 237

on wafer sheet weight, 235–237, 236f
Sodium metabisulfite (SMS), 419, 425

Sodium tetraborate, 266

Soft red winter, 29

Soft sugar, 148–149
Soft-textured waffles, 134, 211–212
Soft waffles, 600

Soft wheat, 31

Solid fat content (SFC), 191–192
Solid fat index (SFI), 191

Solvent retention capacity, 45, 45–46t
Sorbitol, 167–168
Sorghum (Milo) flour, 108

Sorghum syrup. See Palm (date) syrup

Sorption isotherm, 541–546
Souffl�e, 299, 301
Sound pressure level (SPL), 568f

Sourdough fermentation, 252–253, 252b
Soybean flours, 108–109
in filling recipes, 112–113
health claim, 110

protein enrichment, 109–110
in wafer batters, 111

in waffles, 112

Soy flours, 335

Spelt wheat, 85

Spiral stacking, 470

Spray drying, 281, 301–302
Spreading performance test, 345

Staling process, 575–576
Starch, 413, 491

AM-AP combination effect, 578
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AM part, 577

AP molecules, 577–578
arrowroot, 100

bacterial alpha-amylases, 579–580
in batter recipes, 90–91
cold storage increases, 583

in cream fillings, 91

endo vs. exoamylases, 579

firming component, 581–582
fungal alpha-amylases, 579

G4 amylases, 580

gelatinization, 444

maltogenic alpha-amylases, 580

modification, 91–92
packaging, 583

preparation, 583

Starch-based batters, 235

Starch conversion

composition of, 158t

dextrose equivalent (DE), 156–157, 157t
DGS powders, 159

fructose-containing glucose syrups,

159–160
glucose syrups, 159

maltodextrins, 157–159
maltose syrups, 159

saccharification, 156–157, 158t
Steam leavening, 227, 232, 260

Steviol glycosides, 180

Straight dough/batter, 256, 256t

Stroop filling

emulsifiers, 617

fat component, 617

humectancy, 615

recipes and preparation, 617–618
sugars, 615–616
syrups, 616–617

Stroopwafels, 270, 346

aeration, 297

chemical leavenings and yeast, 613–614
cohesion, 297

coloured foods and food colourants, 297, 614

dairy-based ingredients, 277

definition, 609

dough lacks, 612

dough preparation and forming, 614–615
emulsification, 297

fibres, 614

flour, 613

manufacturing, 618–619

principle, 610–611
products, 619

softness, 297

spices and flavourings, 614

sucrose, 613

sugars and syrups, 613

taste and nutrition, 297

waffle rework slurry, 614

Sucralose, 177–178
sweetness synergy, 178t

Sucrose, 123–128, 257
boiling points, 147, 148t

brown sugar, 148–149, 149t
caramel sugar syrup, 149–150
crystal sugar sizes, 142–143
fondant, 144

gelatinization temperature, 132t, 133

invert sugar syrup, 146–147, 147t
Liège waffles, pearl sugar, 144

liquid syrup invert sugar syrup (see Liquid sugar

syrup)

nonpolyol bulk replacers, 173–174
powdered sugar, 144

properties and grades, 141, 142t

soft sugar, 148–149, 149t
sugar granulation, 141–142
sugar grinding, 143–144, 143f
sugar handling, 144–145
yellow sugar, 148–149, 149t

Sugar, 413

analytical parameters for, 147–148, 148t
antiplasticizing action, 131

calories of, 136–137
concentration of, 132–133, 132t
definitions, 123

fructose, 153

glucose, 152

glycemic index (GI), 138–139, 139t
glycemic load (GL), 138–139
isomaltulose, 154

lactose, 153–154
Maillard reaction, 133

maltose, 154

melting and solubility, 142t

off-taste masking, 135

physicochemical properties, 124, 128t

starch gelatinization temperature, 132–133, 132t
substances and terms, 127t

tagatose, 155–156
taste and flavour improvement, 135
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Sugar (Continued)

technological and physiological properties,

125–126t
trehalose, 155

Sugar alcohols

crystalline maltitol, 171–172
erythritol, 166–167
glycerol, 173

isomalt, 168–169
lactitol, 170–171
maltitol syrups, 172

mannitol, 170

polyglycitol syrup, 172–173
properties, 165–166, 165t
sorbitol, 167–168
xylitol, 169–170

Sugar batters, 131, 133

water-to-flour ratio, 131

Sugar cones, 296

Sugar–fat basis, filling creams on

characteristic properties, 316–317
cream ingredients, 317

cream preparation and refining, 325–333
trans fat issue, 318–321
wafer cream recipes, 323–324, 324t
wafer fillings, flavouring of, 321–323

Sugar-free batters, 131

Sugar granulation

crystal sugar sizes, 142–143
fondant, 144

Liège waffles, pearl sugar, 144

powdered sugar, 144

sugar grinding, 143–144, 143f
sugar handling, 144–145

Sugar replacers, 136, 162–164, 164t
noncariogenic, 137

nonpolyol bulk replacers of sucrose, 173–174
polyols, 165–173, 165t (see also Sugar alcohols)
prebiotic, 139–140
technological and physiological properties,

125–126t
Sugar wafer cookies, 2, 5, 313, 363, 376, 482, 482t

invention, 11

manufacturing from sheets, 405–407, 406f
storage and distribution, 465

wafer filling, 464

wafer fingers, 464

wafer sheets, maturing, 464

Sugar wafer reels, 376, 487. See also Wafer(s), reels

fortune cookies, 513

principle, 513

recipe ranges, 514, 514t

terminology and examples, 512–513
Sugar wafers, 6, 274–275
eggs in, 296

plasticization, 134

postbake forming, 133–134
texture and eating quality, 134–135

Sweeteners, 123

for diabetics, 140–141, 140–141t
fruit concentrate, 161, 161t

glycemic index (GI), 138t

physiological properties, 136–137, 136–137t
properties, 124

substances and terms, 127t

technological and physiological properties,

125–126t
Sweetness profiles, 129–130, 130f
Sweetness regulation

low and excessive, 130

relative sweetness data, 129t

sugar wafers, 124

and synergy, 124–129
tasting procedure, 128

Sweet whey powder, 280

Synthetic antioxidant mixes, 321

Syrups

glucose, 616

honey, 617

invert, 616

isoglucose, 616

treacle, 617

Syrup sweeteners

dextrose equivalent (DE), 156–157, 157t
natural syrups, 160–162
products, 157–160
saccharification, 156–157, 158t

T
Tagatose, 137, 155–156
Tan-coloured powders, 335

Tapioca, 113

Teff flour, 113

Thaumatin, 174, 181

Thaumatococcus daniellii, 181

Toasted soy flours, 335
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Toast waffles, 600

Tomato fillings, 334

Toppings, 313–314
in noncreamed wafers, 354

for sugar wafer cookies, 353–354, 353t
in waffles, 354

Total dissolved solids (TDS), 17t, 18

Trans-containing fats, 213

Trans-fatty acids (TFA), 184–186, 203, 214–215
definition, 202–203
PHO-based, 212–215
public health actions, 203

replacement options, 213–214
Trans-free fats, 213–215
Treacle. See Molasses

Tree nut flours, 113

Trehalose, 155

Triglycerides

melting points of, 185t

modified structure, 207

mono/diglycerides, 221

phase separation, 189

structure and stability, 184–185
Triticale, 85

Tunnels, 556–558
maturing time, 556

process, 556

temperature and RH, 556

U
Ultra-high barrier packaging films, 474

Ultra-Turrax laboratory mixer, 66

Unsaturated fatty acids, 197–198
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), 483

V
Vanilla waffles, 377

definition, 605

principle, 605–606
recipes, 606

Venting, 436, 448

Veron W, 75–76
Viscoelasticity, 51

Viscosity reduction, 382, 409

apparent, 416, 417f

by enzyme addition, 75–76, 75–76t
by starch addition, 74–75, 74t
by water addition, 71–74, 73f, 74t

W
Wafer(s)

ABC, 241–242
baking oven, 426–428, 427f
bread, 5

caramel, 545–546
characteristics, 1

chemical leavenings for, 233

conditioning (see Wafer maturing)

cones, 25

cookies (biscuits), 6

cross section, 451–452, 452f
dairy-based components, in fillings, 275–277
decoration of noncreamed, 135

definition, 1

filling creams, 131

fluid batters, 150

flute wafers, 131

functions of sugars, 128t

low/no sugar wafers, 130

low sugar wafer, 1

maturing (see Wafer maturing)

meringue fillings, 132

moulded sugar wafer cones, 131

oils and fats in, 182–184, 210t
origin, 8–9
ovens, 11

pattern, 7

reels, 7

SBC application, 237, 237t

sheet quality, 451

short doughs for, 150–151
stack, 468

sticks, 11–13, 296 (see also Flute wafers)

sugar wafer, 2

Wafer-baking fat, 183t

coconut oil, 193t

palm kernel olein, 193t

palm olein, 194t

Wafer baking process, 9, 9f

batter deposition into hot mould, 443–444
cast iron/hard-chromium-plated baking plates,

429–430, 430f
characteristics, 442–443, 443t
cleaning, 440–442
cooldown, sheets, 449–450
demoulding sheets, 449–450
energy transfer, 428
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Wafer baking process (Continued)

flour components, water binding of, 454, 454t

flour granulation influences, 42, 43t

hissing, 446–447, 446f
hollow wafer baking plates, 434–436, 435f
ingredient effects on wafer quality, 454–455,

455t

large wafer ovens, 432

leavening process, 445–446, 445f
magic triangle, 452–454, 453f
milling and grinding, 429

mould soiling, 439–442
oven operator, 426–428, 427f, 437–439
plates, 428–429, 431, 431t
reedings, 432–433, 433f
scrap bobbles, 437

second phase, 448

setting process, 444

sheet quality, 451

sheet thickness, 434

tong, 430

venting, 436, 448

wafers’ cross section, 451, 452t, 452f

water level, 447–448
Wafer batters

applications, 408–409
automatic mixing systems, 414

baker’s percentage, 410

continuous mixing, 414–415
deposition, 423

egg-based ingredients, 294–296
fermented, 420–421
handling, 421–423
with HSB, 419–420, 420t
inline batter homogenization, 421

intermediate batter storage, 421–422
issues, 424–426
at lab scale, 415

principle, 413

recipe considerations, 408–409, 410t
straining, 421

supply line, 422

task list, 423–424
technological requirements, 413–414
yeast activities, 258

Wafer biscuits. See Wafer cookies

Wafer book cooling, 5, 407, 468

compartment cooler, 470

dehumidification, 471–472
puffer cooler, 471

spiral cooler, 470–471
Wafer bread, 5

Wafer cones. See Cake cones; Molded wafer

cones and cups; Rolled sugar wafer

cones

Wafer cookies, 377

ABC, 241–242
carbohydrate-based fat replacers, 208

fat components in, 211–212
filling creams and enrobings, 131

GI classification, 138

issues, 475–476
mould release in, 208–209
shelf life of, 473–474
short doughs for, 150

texture and eating quality, 134–135
Wafer cream fat

coconut oil, hardened, 195t

palm kernel, 196t

vegetable oil, hardened, 195t

Wafer curls. See Flute wafers

Wafer enzymes, 75, 260, 264–265, 492
advantages, 262–263
batter preparation and issues,

260–261, 263–264
disadvantages, 262–263
enzyme handling, 264

enzyme level of, 263

fermentation, 227

legislation, 264

principle functions, 261–262
storage precautions, 264

test for, 262

Wafer filling creams

aerated chocolate, 331–332
aeration, 326–327
characteristic properties, 313, 314t

colour, 329

equipment cleaning, 330

gravity, 326–327
milled wafer rework, 332

pregelatinized flours/starches, 333

preparation with liquid fat, 326

quality issues, 330–331
recipes for, 323–324, 324t
refining, 328–329
residual moisture content, 327–328

Wafer fingers

cutting and separating, 472

packing, 473–475
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Wafer flours, 63

batter-mixing, 66

coarse and fine granulation, 42, 42t

description, 62–63
flat wafer baking

baker’s percentage, 64–65
flour performance, 63–64
wheat variety influence in, 64t, 65

gluten development (see Gluten development

test)

Wafer manufacturing

absolute humidity, 541–554
relative humidity, 541–554
scrap in, 270–271
water activity isotherm, 541–546, 544f
yeast in, 258–260

Wafer maturing

sheet expansion and bending, 558

target moisture, 557–558
Wafer paper, 1, 6

characteristics, 484

edible, 484

manufacturing, 484

Wafer reels. See Sugar wafer reels

Wafer rework, 267

dry wafer rework, 267–268
egg-based ingredients, 228

milk-based ingredients, 228

rework milling, 268–269, 268t
wet rework, 268

Waffer rolls. See Flute wafers; Sugar wafer reels

Wafer sheet manufacturing

filling, application, 465–468
fingers, 472–475
hollow wafers, 408

indulgence and nutritional aspects, 482–483
issues, 456–463, 456–457t
potential wafer cookie issues, 475–476
quality assurance, 476–479, 477t
moisture content measurement, 479–481
production protocol, 481–482
rapid ingredient, 477–479
water activity measurement, 479–481

stacking into wafer books and cooling books,

468–472
sugar wafer cookies, 405–407, 464–465

Wafer snacks

savoury tasting, 354

sweet tasting, 354

Wafer sticks. See Flute wafers

Wafer texture measurement, 558–568
nonisotropic, 561–562
objective mechanical test technique, 564

pattern, 562

sensory testing, 563

texture and moisture content, 562–563,
562f

water activity, 563

Wafer tube

cut flutes, 530

cutting options, 529

enrobing and decorating option, 530

inline filling options, 529

longer tube pieces, 530

pressing and stamping options, 529

snack size option, 530

windings seal option, 529

Waffle(s), 25, 131, 632

ABC, 241–242
aeration, 297

baking masses types, 589–591
baking phase

mould and initial, 659

temperature and output, 659–660
batter

aeration, 652–653
holding time, 650

screening, 650

butter wafer cookies, 622–623
chemical leavenings for, 233

cohesion, 297

colour, 297

compendium, 597–623
continuous vs. batchwise mixing, 650

cooling RTE, 671–672
dairy-based components, in fillings, 275–277
decoration of noncreamed, 135

definition, 2

demoulding, 660–661
dough-like baking masses, 654–655
emulsifiers, 297, 645–646
fat components, 211–212
flour specifications, 61–62
fluid batters, 150, 658

fresh, 593

frozen, 7–8, 591–592, 671
Frozen American, 619–621
functions of sugars, 128t

gluten-free, 621–622
high quality RTE, 593
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Waffle(s) (Continued)

history of, 13

inclusions, depositing, 659

influences and potential issues, 664–667,
664–665t

ingredients

butter and margarine, 639–641
coloured foods and food colours, 646

dairy-based, 642–643
egg-based, 635–637
fats, 639–641
flavourings, 647

ingredient aspects, 625

leavenings and fermentation, 643–645
marketing aspects, 625

nonwheat flours and starches, 633–634
oils, 639–641
pattern, 7

pH regulation, 648

processing aspects, 625

salt, 648

sugars, 637–639
sweeteners and polyols, 637–639
texturants, 641–642
visible flavoured inclusions, 647–648
wafer enzymes, 642

water, 635

wheat flour, 632–633
instruments recommended, 676

lean waffle batter recipes, 651–652
lower adhesion energy surface coatings, 662–663
manufacturing parameters, 270–271, 675, 675t
microbiological safety

acid regulation, 630–631
chemical preservation, 630–631
humectants, 630

hurdle technology, 629

packaging, 631

recalls protect, consumers, 631

recontamination after baking, 629

waffle cooling, 629

milk component functionality, 275

mould preparation, 658

nutrient content, 632

nutritional enrichment, 648–649
oil-emulsifier release film, 661–662
oils and fats in, 182–184, 210t
packaging, 672–673
preservation, 135, 135t

principle, 595–596
quality assurance

convenience, 597

freshness, 596–597
shelf life and staling, 597

training and practical experience, 673

trouble-free manufacturing process, 674–675
recipes, 296–298
release oil selection, 661

rework, 648

rich waffle batter recipes, 652

routine checks, 655–656
RTE, 2, 8, 592–593
safety measures against mixing errors, 650

sanitation, 651

SBC application, 237, 237t

seasoning, 662

short doughs for, 150–151
softness, 297

soft-textured, 134, 211–212
spraying devices, 662

sweet pastes for, 150, 654–655, 659
tasks operator, 656–657
taste and nutrition, 297

technical progress, baking equipment, 594–595
technological influences

baking colour, 626

chewiness/gumminess, 628

internal binding, 628

mechanical batter aeration vs. increased

chemical leavening, 627–628
pH-value, baking masses, 626–627
qualitative influences, 628

stickiness, 625–626
viscosity and specific gravity, 627

terminology, 587–588
traditional names, 589

water activity reduction, 135, 135t

Waffle baking

AW respectively ERH, 663

dense line, 663

gumminess, 663

ripping, 663

size, 663

Waffle rework, 269

egg-based ingredients, 228

handling of, 269

milk-based ingredients, 228

stroopwafel rework, 270
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Water

absorption, 32

alkalinity, 16

analytical parameters, 16

batter preparation, 24–26
conductivity/specific conductance, 16–17
description, 15

flat and hollow wafer batters, 26–27, 27t
functions, 18–20
hardness, 17–18
moulded cone wafer batters, 27–28, 27t
sugar wafer batters, 28, 28t

waffle batters, 28, 29t

Water activity (AW), 15, 541–546, 568–569
equilibrium moisture content, 544–545
equilibrium relative humidity, 544–545
humectant, 545, 545t

hygroscopicity, 545

no/low sugar wafer, 546–548, 547f, 548t
wafer caramels, 545–546

Water-based emulsions, 207

Water hardness, 17

classification, 21, 21t

and corrosivity, 24t

impact and ionic composition, 21

influence on baking mould corrosion, 23–24
influence on baking mould residues, 22–23
influence on sugar wafers formation, 22

influence on wafer texture, 21–22
international units, 20–21, 20t

Waxy starches, 90

Wet cleaning, 440–441
Wheat flour

acrylamide, 36

ash content determination, 39

average energy content, 34, 34t

average nutrient composition, 34, 34t

baking test, 54

basic functions, 35–36
classification by water dosage, 53–54, 54t
climate influences, 34, 35t

damaged starch determination, 44

description, 29

dough-testing, 39–42
external flour testing, 54

falling number determination, 43–44
fibre determination, 39

flour extraction, 32, 33f

flour granulation (particle size), 42–43

for flute wafers (wafer sticks), 61, 61t

gluten aggregation testing, 54–55
gluten development test, 55

gluten extensibility, 38

hard and soft, 31–32
HSB, 59, 60t

kernel structure, 32, 33f

major cereal crops, 30t

milling, 46

moisture determination, 36–37
moisture release on baking, 52

for no/low sugar wafer, 59, 59t

noninstrumental sensory tests, 52–53
NSP, 51

particle size index, 44

potential issues, 35–36
protein and wet gluten, 37–38
protein content and gluten development, 51

proteins, 50–51
rapid quantification (NIR) method, 55

rapid test, 53

recommended flour parameters, 57–58, 58t
for rolled sugar cones, 59–61, 60t
sedimentation value determination, 43

silo storage, 48

solvent retention capacity, 45, 45–46t
standardized methods, 36, 37t

starch, 50

storage/maturing effects, 46–48
storage temperatures, 48

treatment methods

air classification, 48–49, 49t
bleaching, 50

flour chlorination, 49

flour heat treatment, 49

wafer colour, 50

wafer flour data

from European countries, 56, 56t

manufacturing issues, 56–57, 58t
from non-European countries, 57t

for waffles, 61–62
water absorption, 32

whole grains, 30–31
Wheat starch, 85

Whey protein concentrate (WPC), 281–282
Whey protein isolate (WPI), 281–282
White chocolate, 315

Whole grains, 30–31
Whole milk powder (WMP), 273, 280
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X
Xanthan gum, 116

Xylitol, 137, 165, 169–170

Y
Yeast, 251b, 255–258, 262

ADY, 255, 265

cream, 254, 258

fermentation, 258

fresh, 253, 253t

frozen semidry, 254

handling recommendations, 259

pH values, 259t

preferment application, 259–260
waffles, 601–604

Yellow sugar, 148–149
Yogurt powder, 282
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